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Introduction

Thomas Duve

Entanglements in Legal History.
Introductory Remarks
For decades, jurists all over the world have been witnessing the dynamic
growth of ‘Transnational Law’. 1 Seemingly new kinds of normative orders
are emerging, independent from, or in the shadow of, state and international
law. Topics such as ‘Global Constitutionalism’, ‘Global Legal Pluralism’, or
‘Regulatory Hybridization’ are being intensely discussed among growing
numbers of scholars of Transnational Law, sometimes under the rubric of
‘General Jurisprudence’. 2 Global communication has enhanced a dynamic
process of hybridization, translation, reproduction of normative options
under very different local conditions.
Legal historians cannot ignore this development. 3 Instead, their professional experience should lead them to engage in these debates. In large part,
legal historical research is dedicated to times and spaces in which the notion
of the ‘modern state’ did not exist, or to historical situations of limited
statehood. In Europe, for instance, generations of research on the reception
of Roman and Canon law in the Middle Ages offer valuable insights into the
complex processes of appropriation and reproduction of normative options
in the European Middle Ages and in the Early Modern period, and the role
different authorities and actors played in this. Research on these periods
transports us to worlds very different from the ‘Modern World’ that
Christopher A. Bayly invokes and which has shaped our understanding of

1 On Transnational Law see Zumbansen (2012); Cotterell (2012); on the challenges for
legal scholarship Sieber (2010), Amstutz (2013), for legal education Menkel-Meadow
(2011).
2 For example on ‘global constitutionalism’ Peters / Armingeon (2009); Paulus (2009);
Cohen (2012); Tamanaha (2001); Twining (2009); Berman (2012); Kjaer (2013).
3 See from the perspective of legal history Duve (2014). For recent manifestations of the
necessity of a historical approach to these questions see for example Brunkhorst (2012);
Glenn (2013); Fassbender / Peters (2012); Koskenniemi (2014).
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normative orders and generated a shared vocabulary to express our worldviews 4 – but which might be coming to an end. In a similar vein, legal
history dedicated to the 19th and 20th centuries has paid considerable
attention to the ‘reception’ of European law in non-European areas, in
particular, to the transfer and dissemination of expert-knowledge and
‘European’ ideas outside of Europe. Thus, Legal History may nearly always
have harboured a ‘transnational’ dimension in the broad sense of the word, 5
especially in consideration of histories before and after the spread of
nationalism in Europe. Our work has addressed a wide array of questions
relating to the ‘transfer’, ‘transplantation’ or ‘translation’ of normativity. It
has almost always had to confront the challenge of describing and analyzing
processes of normative reproduction in rapidly changing historical settings,
not similar, but neither that different from those we are observing today.
The globalization of law, and of legal thought, is not a new phenomenon. 6
Thus, Legal History should be able to make a contribution to the growing
reflection on how different normative orders emerge, interact, develop.
The conceptual underpinnings of some traditions of Legal History,
however, have not developed at the same pace as it is the case in other
fields of study. The gaps and cracks are all the more glaring when this
discipline is compared to Global Studies, to Global or Transnational History
in particular, which is characterized by intense discussions on methods and
concepts of research. It seems that European Legal History has not paid
much attention to these discussions, 7 neither did, for example, the scholarship on ‘Derecho indiano’, which studies legal history of the overseas
territories of the Spanish monarchy in the Early Modern period. Important
works in central and classical fields of legal historical research, like the
History of Constitutionalism or Human Rights, and their insistence on the
need to generate global perspectives and methods necessary for reconstructing interconnections and interdependencies, have not had a significant

4 Bayly (2004).
5 See on this term and its use for histories even before the ‘age of nationalism’ Saunier
(2009); Yun-Casalilla (2007); for a critical perspective on ‘early globalization’ see Emmer
(2003); in this volume, Fernández Castro dedicates some thoughts on this problem.
6 Kennedy (2006).
7 See for example, Cairns (2012); Ibbetson (2013) as well as the contributions in Sordi
(2013). For a recent critical survey and reflection on this see Duve (2012); Costa (2013).
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impact on mainstream legal historical scholarship of continental Europe. 8
The same applies, in part, to discourses generated within Legal Theory and
Comparative Law. 9
Due to this situation, it seemed important to engage in a survey of the
concepts employed in transnational legal history today. What are the
methods and theories legal historians are using to reconstruct historical
processes of interaction of different normative orders? Why are they using
these concepts and not others? What are the individual strengths and
weaknesses of these methodological tools?
The aim of this volume is to present some specific responses to these
questions as well as to offer some examples for methodologies which can
serve for analyzing the dynamics of historical normative orders, especially
those constituted as a result of intense cross-border communication processes. We requested legal historians to analytically apprehend the law as it
‘moved’, so to speak, in full awareness that the metaphor of ‘movement’
bore the risk of affirming the fallacy of essentialism and underestimating the
conditioning and destabilizing factors within an entangled process of
exchange, communication and reproduction. Still, our aim was not to focus
so much on theory, or on prescribing specific methodologies for undertaking transnational legal history. Instead, in this volume, we turn our
attention to how transnational legal histories are effectively being written in
every-day-research. Similarly, our intention was also not to limit our
discussion to one privileged concept. On the contrary, guided by the belief
that there is not one key concept appropriate for all legal historical research,
we asked for a critical assessment of our research traditions that would
juxtapose the strengths and the weaknesses of new approaches to ‘entangled
legal histories’.
Thus, the first section of this volume, ‘Traditions of Transnational Legal
History’, revisits specific achievements and shortcomings of legal historical
research against the backdrop of postcolonial and global studies. Reflections
8 See, for example, the important works of Clavero (2005), Armitage (2007), Moyn
(2010), Thornhill (2011); obviously, there are fields like the History of International Law
which has forcefully opened for postcolonial readings of history – see the survey in Vec
(2011) – and there is a discourse on ‘Global Legal History’ emerging, see Letto Vanamo
(2011), Duve (2012), or as an impressive example of how entangled legal histories can be
written Petit (2007).
9 See on this recently the excellent survey of Seckelmann (2013).
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on our own disciplinary traditions that reveal the path-dependencies include
critical accounts of the tradition of ‘European Legal History’, ‘Codification
history’, the emergence of ‘Hindu Law’, and methodological aspects of
Comparative Law.
The four articles in the second section, ‘Empires and Law’, showcase how
entangled legal histories forged in imperial spaces, for instance, through
treaties concluded in the ancient Roman Empire’s spheres of influence, can
be analyzed as a process of ‘narrative transculturation’. The manner in which
transnational institutions adjudicated merchant-disputes within the Early
Modern Spanish Empire and, after the decline of this empire, how normative frameworks were constructed in multilingual spaces are analyzed as
processes of ‘diffusion and hybridization’. Finally, we highlight the so-called
‘craftsmen of transfer’ and the bureaucrats that took practical comparative
law as the basis for designing German colonial law. Studies included in this
volume only selectively shine a spotlight on a large field, but we were glad to
be able to introduce at least one study on antiquity, one on the Early Modern
period and two on the imperial world in the 19th and early 20th century.
In the third section, ‘Analyzing transnational law and legal scholarship in
19th and early 20th century’, we present seven case studies to reflect upon
how entangled legal histories can most effectively be analyzed. The discussions range from civil law codifications in Latin America as ‘receptions’ or
‘normative transfers’ and entangled histories of constitutionalism as ‘translations’ and ‘legal transfers’ to the formation of transnational legal orders in
19th century International Law, the International Law on State Bankruptcies, and the impact of transnational legal scholarship on criminology. All
articles engage in methodological reflections and discussions about their
concrete application in legal historical research.
Entanglements
Discussions of the methods of transnational – or global – scholarship in
some parts of humanities, cultural studies and social science, especially in the
domain of historiography, have been on the rise in recent decades. 10 The
terrain is too vast and complex to summarize here, but suffice it so say that
10 See on this the surveys of Hopkins (2002); Darwin (2009); Sachsenmaier (2011);
de Jong (2011); Iriye (2013); Middell (2013).
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one of the main concerns of this debate is to engage in critical explorations
fully conscious of the pitfalls of Eurocentric or Western approaches to
historical realities. The question we are constantly at pains to ask is this:
How do we stop projecting our own categories and concepts on to realities
different from the ones these categories and concepts have emerged from? 11
Obviously, this is not a new issue. Some scholars, however, especially
from the field of Transnational or Global History, felt that the methodological devices employed by traditional historiography, its comparative
methods as well as the more recent histories of transfer, were not really
adequately developed to escape this fallacy. In many cases, even so-called
transnational histories had failed to effectually cross the border with a
coherent transnational perspective, and instead sought national or regional
(mostly ‘European’) paradigms, categories, and concepts as their valid point
of departure. New approaches to transnational history were proposed,
emphasizing the ineradicable interconnectedness of histories not only of
neighboring countries and regions, but also of remote global areas. Drawing
on postcolonial debates, scholars started to insist on the necessity of
analyzing not only the mutual interconnectedness of colonial centers and
their peripheries, but to supplement research with a constant critical assessment of the analytical categories being used, as much in Europe and the
Western world as in non-western areas where these concepts had been
adopted. The main claim is that categories, periodization, epistemic foundations of our scholarship would have to be reconsidered and a self-conscious,
reflexive scholarship was the only way to overcome our epistemic positionality, at least partially, in a sort of a dialectic movement between the images
of ourselves and the others. This debate also drew attention to some
essentialist visions underlying transnational history scholarship. Without
aspiring to a homogeneous terminology or a single ‘school of thought’,
some global historians have been employing the image of ‘entanglement’
or ‘entangled histories’ (in German ‘Verflechtung’) as the label that aptly
described their claims. We thought that this is a useful terminology, namely
to transform the matrix of inquiry. Because, just as the illustration of this
book’s cover shows: entangled situations do not offer the luxury of a single
point of departure. But this is just what historical work on transnational
11 Dirlik (2002); De Baets (2007); Koskenniemi (2011b). See on this in this volume
especially the contributions by Srikantan, Lindner / Kroppenberg, Heimbeck, Kemme.
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legal histories is about: Complex intertwined networks, with no beginning
and no end, and a difficulty to fix the own point of departure. 12
Traditions
Transnational scholarship is contingent upon a high degree of self-reflexivity.
In that spirit, the four contributions in the first section perform a critical
review of scholarly traditions. 13 They bring together perspectives and frames
of reference from historiographical discourses inspired by global history,
debates in Comparative Law and Postcolonial Studies in ways that are
meaningful for our purposes.
The first article, ‘European Legal History’ (Duve), concentrates on
perhaps the most established field of transnational legal historical scholarship. It offers a brief account of the historical circumstances under which
this field of study was first formulated in order to analyze some of the
underlying assumptions of the concept of ‘European Legal History’, as
created after World War II by prominent European writers and thinkers,
mostly of German origin. In fact, these foundations can be traced back to
Max Weber or Arnold Toynbee. A ‘classical’ Eurocentric vision on legal
history that was then propounded drove a conceptual wedge between
Europe and the rest of the world. From this perspective, territories beyond
Europe were perceived merely as recipients of legal diffusion, where legal
systems that had already attained maturity in Europe still seemed to be in
their infancy. The methods employed for generating a new transnational
legal historiography basically derived from a very German concept of law
that privileged learned law and its contribution to the formation of codified
systems. At the same time, trapped within a world that shaped their notion
of possibilities and constraints, legal historians of that generation starkly
underestimated the wide range of transnational actors involved in the
reproduction of these European models, so that legal historical scholarship
did not get beyond what is sometimes called a diffusionist model of ‘recep-

12 See on this Subrahmanyam (1997); Gruzinski (2001); Werner / Zimmermann (2006);
Gould (2007) as well as the surveys in Haupt (2001); Haupt / Kocka (2009); Welskopp
(2010); Davis (2011). See also Donlan in this volume.
13 See on these aspects also some of the contributions in Rg 22 (2014), especially Sakrani
(2014), Koskenniemi (2014).
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tion’. 14 The emergent complex and fluid legal spaces produced by the
‘craftsmen of transfer’ that orchestrate the assimilation and transformation
of models remained undocumented. This article proposes a ‘decentered’
analysis, which involves opening up the analytical categories in use as a way
to counter this tradition.
The article by Inge Kroppenberg and Nikolaus Lindner is dedicated to
what they call a ‘core’ issue of modern legal history, namely codification,
which Franz Wieacker claims is a ‘delightful possession of the peoples of
modern Europe’. Kroppenberg and Lindner show the impact of the
Weberian paradigm on the standard narrative of European legal history
and the shortcomings that paradigm produced. They argue that the underlying structural functionalism of the concept of ‘codification’, as it was
developed by Weber and adopted by Neo-Weberian legal historians, inevitably leads to a biased vision of legal history, which can only be overcome by
adopting a ‘culturalist’ approach, in effect through a cultural analysis of law.
Taking Switzerland as an example, they show how collective identities and
the nation-building process were shaped and produced through codes and
how that codification history had to be rewritten from a different perspective. They offer a list of theses that constitutes a tentative framework for
engaging with modern legal history as well as codification history from a
global perspective.
Another critical analysis on the influence of Weberian thought on the
writing of transnational legal history is offered by Geetanjali Srikantan in
her article on the construction of Hindu Law. The category of ‘Hindu law’
since the mid-19th century, when British colonial administration came to
develop a body of law, has henceforth shaped the image of the Indian legal
system. Subsequently, and based on occidentalist perspectives, the ‘secular’
and the ‘religious’ symbolized two structuring principles for what could be
regarded as law and what did not make the cut. In the end, Europe’s image
of India mirrored its own categories more than it explained Hindu law. In
the same, or even slightly more radical, way that Kroppenberg / Lindner
criticized functionalism, Srikantan holds that functionalist approaches by
themselves cannot evade the influence of our biased perceptions. Instead,

14 Obviously, this is precisely not what is being addressed when Sean Donlan uses the concept
of ‘diffusion’ in this volume or in Donlan (2015).
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she suggests an analysis within the framework of Edward Said’s ‘Orientalism’
to understand European experiences of non-Western cultures as a first step in
reevaluating existing forms of knowledge.
George Rodrigo Bandeira Galindo initially situates his analysis in Postcolonial Studies, described as a ‘geographical inquiry into historical experience’ (E. Said) and also draws on Comparative Law’s structural dependency
on space as an organizing principle of research. Yet, the point Bandeira
Galindo makes is not so much about the importance of space, but the need
to be more aware of the temporal dimension of legal transplants. Drawing
on Reinhard Koselleck’s theory of history, he proposes viewing legal transplants as attempts to fill the gap between experience and expectation in the
legal field. Yet, historical reconstructions of the underlying expectations that
were guiding the actors become an essential way to understand legal transplants, at least in the Western world and in those areas where ‘modernity’
emerged. Ideas of ‘progress’ as well as the attempted ‘prognoses’ for legal
transplants seem to be especially promising fields of research where Comparative Law needs a more thorough (legal) historical foundation. The
ensuing sections provide some striking examples of the fruitfulness of this
perspective.
Empires and Law
‘Empire’ has emerged as an important analytical framework for breaking up
national historiographies and understanding the larger spaces of governance
since the 1990 s. Comparisons between the various empires abound: ancient,
early modern and modern. Studies generally highlight the centrality of law
in the construction of empires as well as the significance of both formal and
informal empires as spaces of communication, fundamental for the evolution of law. 15 Four studies in this section list different aspects of the relationship between law and empire, as well as the different ways of analyzing
legal empires.

15 See on this from a general perspective Allsen (2011); Elliott (2006); Duindam /
Harries / Humfress / Hurvits (2013); Burbank / Cooper (2010), Duara (2011); from
the perspective of legal history see, for example, Ross (2008); Koskenniemi (2011a);
Benton (2010); Benton (2012); Benton / Ross (2013); Hespanha (2013); Kirkby /
Coleborne (2001).
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Emiliano J. Buis’ article on the influence of the Greek treaties on Roman
‘International Law’ is not just a case study on legal communication within
the sphere of influence of an empire that for a long time has served as the
paramount example of European Empires. He also proposes ‘narrative
transculturation’ as the theoretical framework to understand the complex
interaction within these imperial structures. In a series of small case studies,
he shows how Romans adapted the Greek tradition of treaties, pursuing
their own political goals even while employing the traditional political
language of that time. ‘Transculturation’, as defined by the Cuban jurist and
anthropologist Fernando Ortíz, allows him to analyze the process of hybridization of various identities in the creation of ‘a single and complex society
based on the adaptation of colliding (or complementary) perspectives’.
Angel Ramas’ modification of this idea of ‘transculturation’, leading to
the concept of a ‘narrative transculturation’, developed in the 1970s within
the context of an emergent post-colonial critique, helps him to depict the
strategies of adaptation within asymmetrical political and cultural structures.
Drawing on this concept, Buis sheds new light on how Roman practices of
signing treaties in the Greek world, essentially by appropriating the vocabulary and the models of vanquished, allowed the Romans to establish higher
authority within these political spaces. Thus, Buis demonstrates the fruitfulness of the application of ‘Southern Theory’ (Raewynn Connell) to established fields of research and historiographical discourses dominated by
European paradigms.
As Buis has shown, two Latin American intellectuals, Fernando Ortíz and
Angel Ramas, made significant contributions to the methodological toolbox
for writing histories of entangled worlds emerging from asymmetrical
encounters. This might be, in a way, a late intellectual consequence of the
global dimensions of the Early Modern Spanish Empire. In her contribution
to this volume, Ana Belem Fernández Castro offers an inside perspective
into this Spanish Empire, as she puts it, an ‘empire built on law’. Within the
multi-layered constitution of this ‘composite monarchy’, she focuses on the
beginnings of what she denominates as ‘transnational’ institution of governance and justice: the House of Trade (Casa de Contratación de las Indias),
founded a few years after the expansion towards the Indies. Drawing on
archival sources of the jurisdictional activity of this House of Trade, she
shows that this institution was not only ‘transnational’ because of the
multiplicity of nations that formed a part of the Spanish monarchy and
Entanglements in Legal History. Introductory Remarks
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participated with their capital in the trade, but also because the House of
Trade served, notwithstanding an explicit legislation to the contrary, even
merchants that were not citizens of Castile. Thus, judicial practices embedded in a local culture affected merchants in different parts of the world.
Emergent forms of world trade thus contributed to a diffusion of European
juridical practices far beyond the borders of the continent.
The decline and the subsequent implosion of this same Spanish Empire
not only paved the way to the independence movements of early 19th
century’s and the formation of new national legal orders; the third section
depicts three case studies on the transnational framing of the national legal
orders that emerged as a result (Andrés Santos; Parise; Zimmermann). The
fragmentation of the Empire was also part of a long lasting process of
political and territorial rearrangement between old and new European and
new American powers, resulting in an interweaving of legal systems. Due to
this, Spanish West Florida, an area Seán Patrick Donlan analyzes in his
article, had been French, British, Spanish and American by the advent of the
19th century. While its population was largely Anglophone during that
period, its laws were a variant of Spanish colonial law. In a similar vein, the
neighboring American Territory of Orleans’s population was largely Francophone, but subject to what he calls ‘a gumbo of continental and AngloAmerican ingredients’. In both territories, Donlan points out, “the diffusion
– direct and indirect, formal and informal, ongoing and sporadic – of the
various laws and norms of natives and newcomers created intricate legal and
normative hybrids”. It is this hybridity he works out in detail, illustrating
vividly that hybridity is a product of “a perpetual blending process generated
by the ongoing, multidirectional diffusion of laws and norms”.
The profound transformations in early 19th century political history,
including imperialist expansion on an unseen scale and the consolidation of
European nation-states, were the prerequisites for the centralization and
systematization of law we observe in 19th century Europe. Yet, ‘juridical
modernity’ also brought about a proliferation of colonial laws in those
empires that had not disappeared from the world map. Still, the process of
centralization and systematization of national legal orders did not necessarily
lead to a widening gap between national colonial legal regimes now
completely detached from each other, as it has sometimes appeared. On
the contrary, as Jakob Zollmann shows in his survey on German colonial
law-making in late 19th and early 20th century, the formation of these
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colonial regimes can only be understood as a product of a mutual process of
learning and observation. They might even be exemplary for what ‘entangled
histories’ mean. Zollmann shows the high degree of attentiveness German
colonial bureaucrats displayed towards the methods of other more established and experienced colonial powers than the German later-colonizers.
In a sort of ‘comparative law as a natural practice’, these bureaucrats, the
‘craftsmen of transfer’, contributed to the reproduction and adaptation of
legislation and juridical practices developed by other colonial powers,
leading to “a legal-argumentative and legally-practical entanglement of the
colonial empires prior to First World War”. Zollmann points to the very
beginnings of the creation of German colonial administration and law,
designed with close attention to the experiences of Great Britain. For the
crucial aspects of legislation, he shifts his focus to the status of the ‘natives’
and a separate criminal law for these peoples in the German colonies.
Somewhat surprisingly, he states in conclusion: “Based on the source analysis
presented here, it is shown that one cannot argue for significantly differing
national colonial legal systems”.
Analyzing transnational law and legal scholarship in
19th and early 20th century
Processes of mutual observation, imitation, and translations as well as a
remarkable activity in the sense of ‘comparative law as a natural practice’ can
also be observed in the studies on the formation of national or international
normative orders emerging in the 19th and early 20th century. As the
German Global Historian Jürgen Osterhammel put it, it was the period of
the ‘Transformation of the World’. 16
From the legal historian’s point of view, this was also the period when
national and transnational legal orders were both being simultaneously
constituted through an intensification of international communication,
which was the driver of global knowledge creation in the field of law. 17
Within Europe, but not least in the Americas, we can observe an intensification of legislative activity, which had to take into account local,
16 Osterhammel (2009).
17 See on the mechanisms of ‘Global Knowledge Creation’ especially Renn (2014) as well as
Wendt / Renn (2012).
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indigenous and colonial heritages on the basis of which nation states were
founded and normative frameworks were created for societies facing important changes in their economic, social and political systems. Lindner and
Kroppenberg already offer an introduction to these processes in the first
section, Donlan presents a case study on this world of law making in the
second section, and Zollmann shows the need to design new colonial laws
within the emergent German colonial setting in Africa. In many of the
recently independent areas, like Latin America, jurists and politicians were
confronted with significant responsibilities and little preparation. Relatively
small groups had suddenly been raised to the status of a functional elite who
had to demonstrate their versatility in politics, economy, and diplomacy.
Thus, comparing oneself against, and learning from, other nation-states was
sheer necessity. This ‘transformation of the world’ became possible due to
widespread migrations among elite groups as a result of revolutions and
political turmoil on the one hand and the rapidly changing possibilities in
the face of technical innovations and brisk information flow on the other
hand. The necessity of establishing national legal orders as well as opening
the borders of areas previously closed to foreign influences for a long time,
like Japan and China, intensified the transnational communication about
law-making, through mutual observation, travel, diplomacy, exchange of
objects, information or books. 18
In this section, four articles are dedicated to legal histories that can be
written within this context of the formation of national legal orders (Andrés
Santos; Parise; Zimmermann; Delbecke). Two are case studies on the
formation of early International Law (Kemme; Heimbeck) and one concentrates on the emergent transnational scholarly community at the beginning
of the 20th century (Pifferi). All of them revisit specific case studies, in
particular to show how these histories can be written.
In the first contribution, Francisco J. Andrés Santos focuses on the nearly
classical topic of the ‘reception’ of the French Code Civil in Latin America
and questions the heuristic value of this concept, which was established on

18 See on these processes also Fiocchi / Keller (2014); Halperin (2014); Zhang (2014);
Li (2014); Zachmann (2014); Zaffaroni (2014). The processes of knowledge creation
within transnational scholarly communities and between the ‘craftsmen of transfer’ is also
increasingly debated under the label of ‘global intellectual history’, see on this now
Wendt / Renn (2012); Renn (2014); Renn / Hyman (2012).
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the basis of a specific European historical situation. He does this as a way to
reconstruct what happened in 19th century Latin America. Andrés Santos
underlines the importance of understanding Latin American codification
within the complex and heterogeneous political situation, from which the
recently independent States had just emerged. French codes certainly offered
greater benefits from the linguistic, technical, and juridical point of view.
The admiration some Latin American leaders felt for Napoleon Bonaparte,
a general cultural preference for France and the huge prestige of its early
codifications made it nearly natural to consider the French codes as a
‘model’. Thus, there were some early projects, which seem to be mere
translations, whereas the so-called ‘second wave’ of codifications in the
second half of the 19th century brought more genuine efforts to create a
normative framework that could function in the societies they were made
for, in fact drawing consciously on pre-existing legal orders. This fusion of
traditions rooted in the Spanish imperial past and the fact that even the
French Civil Code was drawing on the same set of traditions, despite the
revolutionary milieu, leads Andrés Santos to question the applicability of the
traditional concept of ‘reception’ to what happened in 19th century Latin
America.
In the next article, Agustín Parise takes a closer look at the acts of
comparing, translating and adopting normative options for the codification
of civil law in the Americas. He does so by concentrating on an important
tool for 19th century’s American ‘craftsmen of transfer’: the so-called
‘libraries of the civil code’. These reference works gave access to texts that
legislators had been citing in their codifications, which in turn provided the
jurists with a better understanding of the motivation of the legislators in
formulating their arguments. It was also easier to confirm the authority of
the texts by citing their sources, or the reference points to which the
legislators resorted and which provided them with historical legitimacy.
Introducing and comparing two examples – Charles-Chamilly de Lorimier’s
Bibliothèque du Code Civil de la Province de Quebec, published in Montreal
in 1873, and Luis V. Varela’s Concordancias y Fundamentos del Código Civil
Argentino, published in Buenos Aires from 1873 on – Parise shows similarities and differences in the organization of juridical knowledge in the
Northern and Southern extremes of the Americas. The comparative view
reveals how the positivist attitude towards law, eclectic practices, and, not
least, restricted access to media made these reference works a valuable tool
Entanglements in Legal History. Introductory Remarks
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for jurists; they opened the door to a context-detached bricolage of European
and Latin American pieces for building national codes, a process described
by Parise using the concept of ‘legal transfer’.
Eduardo Zimmermann’s paper continues these reflections on the Latin
American legal culture in times of independence, focusing on Argentine law
making, its transnational context in the field of Constitutional law. He goes
a step further to emphasize the importance of local conditions for reformulating laws that were allegedly ‘imported’. In his case study on the reception
and adaptation of U.S. constitutional doctrine and jurisprudence, facilitated
by Argentine jurists in the second half of the 19th century, he draws on an
impressive and detailed panoramic view of translations and textbooks used
and produced in this period, highlighting how the emerging “language of
liberal constitutionalism […] gradually produced a novel constitutional
culture, a mixture of the original model and the many adaptations and
interpretations produced by its local translators”. Guided by the conviction
that exchange is not a linear, but a complex, process of knowledge creation
brought into being by international networks, communication processes as
well as local conditions, Zimmermann recreates the world in which these
U.S. models were being read, interpreted and transformed. He does so by
analyzing how U.S. institutions came to be perceived by the Argentine
political elite in the nineteenth century, the role of translations and translators, printers and booksellers, and the local articulation of a new constitutional vocabulary. In his concluding remarks, he emphasizes the importance
of these local conditions for the establishment of political semantics: “The
‘spirit’ within the interpretations presented in all the translations and
textbooks produced by Argentine jurists was eminently local and gave birth
to a constitutional culture nourished by a ‘global legal entanglement’, in
which the new texts reflected a unique mixture of original, foreign texts and
local interpretations.” One of the most important conditioning moments for
this emerging constitutional culture was politics, and the filters it established. Yet, at the same time, the political language of liberal republicanism,
which the translators had created, determined the scope of what was
politically possible in these turbulent times. In conclusion, Zimmermann
declares that studying Latin American constitutionalism as a part of global
knowledge creation in the field of constitutional law not only helps to denationalize the perspective on the history of each country, but it also means
reconsidering some fundamentals of the history of constitutionalism, which
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projects the image of the Latin American elite as ‘failed importers’ of European and US constitutionalism.
The way that global perspectives can change our vision on constitutional
history is also the question that Bram Delbecke raises at the beginning of his
article on the Belgian constitution of 1831 and its connected history with
French constitutional development. He rightly advocates that global perspectives should not leave out the ‘old continental history’. Moreover, he
proposes that the study of constitutions must not be limited exclusively to
what is common to most constitutions, but must also emphasize differences.
The distinct treatment of ‘political offence’ developed in France and incorporated into the Belgian constitution is one such case. Delbecke’s detailed
reconstruction of the local context of the transfer of this institution enables
him to show the concrete motivations of those actors who were responsible
for including the special treatment of political offences into the constitution.
But it also helps him to underscore the fact that this cannot be attributed
only to personal experiences and contingent circumstances. A more fundamental development was at play, which becomes visible in this transfer: the
articulation of a clear distinction between civil society and political institutions. This idea was introduced into the Belgian constitution by a young
group of the bourgeois elite in Belgium who – as Delbecke insists – were
acting within the asymmetrical setting of a relatively small country, in the
periphery of the French cultural and legal empire.
Whereas the first four papers in this section were dedicated to more
classical fields – the history of civil and constitutional law – Lea Heimbeck
looks at a normative order that emerged in the late 19th century: international insolvency law. Heimbeck shows that for a long time, international
lawyers and governments “dealt with a debtor state’s bankruptcy on a caseby-case basis using legal, military or political tools to solve the situation in
the easiest way”, an even easier task considering that generally the debtor
states were non-European nations and the creditors were European actors.
Three case studies (on Egypt, Ottoman Empire, and Venezuela) illustrate
the considerable increase in the number of actors involved in these bankruptcy cases during the late 19th century, resulting in the growing complexity of normative spheres: “national legal systems […], self regulatory
regimes […] and public international law” were intertwined. This flexible
system privileged powerful nations, which for a long time were not
interested in establishing a more coherent legal framework. From the
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purposes of this volume, it is important to note that the ‘legal silence’ was
mirrored in a blind spot in legal history. Thus, Heimbeck shows to what
extent our ideas about international law still continue to shape our
historical research and it is not surprising that neither national legal
historians nor the History of International Law is dedicated to this field.
Hence, in a way, historiography continues to perpetuate unjust situations of
the past. As Heimbeck concludes, we need a – global – legal history not
restricted to a state-centered perspective on (international) law and open to
the experiences of non-Europe, in order to overcome these blind spots in
International Law.
Overcoming state-centered traditions of the History of International law
is also the starting point for Clara Kemme’s detailed and extensive contribution, titled ‘Entanglements in eighteenth and nineteenth century India’.
In her reconstruction of the interaction between the British East India
Company and Indian rulers, Kemme not only opens a rich field which
traditional narratives of the History of International Law usually do not
consider. She also shows the change in the political logics from the period
when East India Company amassed regional power in India to the point
when the subcontinent was eventually brought under the direct administrative rule of the British Crown in the mid 19th century. This saw a slow but
steady marginalization of the Indian states from international law. The
central tool for this exemplary process for the universalization of European
juridical practices, and thus the ‘Europeanization of International Law’, were
the treaties with Indian rulers. Due to some pre-existing commonalities and
the increasing readiness of Indian rulers to adopt European international
law, step-by-step these rulers not only gave up the fight for their political
independence, but soon also ceded so much of what the European international law deemed constitutive for sovereignty that they finally lost their
legal status. For Kemme, this process cannot be understood without focusing on the entangled history of the Indian state system with early imperial
intervention through the East India Company, acting in a state-like manner.
It was this long interaction that made possible the subsequent strengthening
of British control over India. Thus, Kemme concludes that not “so much a
comparison of normative orders will help us to put the history of European
international law in global historical perspective, rather the tracing of
entanglements will provide more adequate tools to do so”. Just as with
other case studies presented in this volume, as in Eduardo Zimmermann’s
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contribution, we can see that writing legal history in a global perspective
needs a thorough dedication to local practices.
This tension between globalizing models and local translations is also the
backdrop for Michele Pifferi’s study on ‘Global Criminology and National
Tradition’ in the field of Criminal law at the beginning of the 20th century,
which concludes this section. Pifferi takes his starting point from one of the
most forceful international movements in legal scholarship at the end of the
19th and early 20th century: the wave that sought to establish criminology
as a scientific method. Pifferi proposes that “the fundamental tenets of
criminological science shared a global dimension (at least in the Western
World) because they were grounded on the idea of a universal scientific and
progressive knowledge but were differently applied in the concrete legal
systems”. Notwithstanding the important question of whether we really can
assume the existence of a ‘global dimension (at least in the Western World)’
– as I would suggest not to do – and what ‘applied’ means, Pifferi convincingly shows how the different mindsets, but also the constitutional law
and traditions of legal thought, contributed to a process of differentiation
and the formation of national peculiarities in this field, especially during the
first decades of the 20th century. Concentrating on one significant example,
namely the discussion about the principle of indeterminateness, he reconstructs how the claims resulting from this debate impacted on the fundamental ideas about the division of powers, the weight of the principle of
nulla poena sine lege, as well as on the role of the judiciary and the administration. Once again, a case study of the transnational dimension of law
ends with a plea for local perspectives on global histories, and for the need to
be aware of the translations these transnationally circulating ideas and
models underwent, once they began to be put into action. There is a general
need to generate increased awareness of these processes. But the urgency just
might be greater in a world of globalizing normative orders in which
‘ Transnational Law’ is increasingly significant.
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European Legal History – Concepts, Methods,
Challenges*
For decades, we have learned from authors like Helmut Coing, Franz
Wieacker, Harold Berman, Peter Stein, Manlio Bellomo, Paolo Prodi, – to
name but a few – that one of Europe’s major cultural achievements is its law,
its unique legal culture. In Italian, Paolo Grossi’s synthesis of European legal
history is not incidentally called: L’Europa del diritto. The same concept of
a ‘legal tradition’, the belief in the ongoing character of law, its capacity
for growth over generations and centuries are seen as something uniquely
Western. ‘Europe’, as it is emphasized today not least in intercultural dialogue, or ‘the West’ have produced a wide range of cultural achievements
that spread around the world – the rule of law, human rights, the differentiation between the realms of law and religion, codification techniques,
etc. 1 We promote these values, and we seek to enforce them worldwide by a
range of usually non-military methods.
Yet, this historical self-reassurance has come under considerable pressure
– not least through Global History, Postcolonial Studies, or Critical Legal
Studies. Many participants in the intensive debates have argued that Europe
cannot be understood in and of itself, as had been tried for a long time.
European history, it is said, had not only been a history of freedom, equality,
* I have presented some initial thoughts on these questions in an extensive article published
in German in the journal in Rechtsgeschichte – Legal History (Rg) in 2012, see Duve (2012).
In a subsequent working paper, I have summed up and developed my arguments further
and tried to sharpen some aspects, see Duve (2013). The working paper has been taken into
account by some of the participants of a Colloquium ‘European Legal History – Global
Perspectives’, held at the Max-Planck-Institute of European Legal History in September,
2013; see especially Ascheri (2014); Modéer (2014), McCarthy (2014). In the working
paper Duve (2013), I announced in n. 2 a definite version to be published, including some
of the results of the conference; this article is the announced version. For further references
on many of the topics touched upon in this brief article, see Duve (2012).
1 See on this Coing (1968); Wieacker (1967), (1985), (1995); Berman (1983); Stein
(1999); Bellomo (2005); Prodi (2003); Grossi (2009).
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and fraternity, as many like to present it. But it was also a history of violence,
oppression, exploitation, and disfranchisement of entire continents by
European colonial rulers of formal or informal imperialism. Many things
regarded as cultural achievements and extended into the world at large had
ultimately been, so it is being said, only the attempt at universalizing
European interests based on hegemonic ambition. The issue today should
therefore no longer be an identificatory search for purported European
values, but rather emancipation from one’s own Eurocentric traditions,
including analytical Eurocentrism. Europe, according to one of the most
often cited watchwords, should be ‘provincialized’, its role in the world
criticized and re-dimensioned. We should, as one author put it, not keep on
writing our history as if ‘good things are of Europe and bad things merely
happen there’. We have to recognize also the ‘darker sides’ of the European
legacy, and be more aware in our historical research that Europe would not
be what it was and is without its colonial past, without its central role in the
world and without the mechanisms of formal or informal domination
established not least by law. Moreover, World History as well as our own
would be written differently if we would not still be attached to European or
national historiographical concepts and paradigms. Thus, global perspectives
on European history are demanded, for the sake of historical justice, for the
sake of a better historiography, and not least as a precondition for a global
dialogue on justice. 2
Even if we might not agree with all of these demands: The discipline of
‘European Legal History’ has to consider these challenges. We have to make
a certain effort to deliberate on fundamental questions about how we want
to write European Legal History. Questions need to be asked like: How do
we define Europe? Why do we make a categorical distinction between
‘Europe’ and ‘Non-Europe’? Does non-European (legal) history play a role in
our texts and analysis? How can we integrate ‘global perspectives’ in a
‘European Legal History’? What could be the methods of a European legal
history in a global perspective? – The challenge is even bigger when we
consider that our methods of analysing transnational legal history have been
developed within this intellectual framework, heavily criticised today. Can
we still use concepts, and methods, grounded in the conviction that Europe
2 See on this Dirlik (2002), Mazower (2005), De Baets (2007), Darwin (2009),
Sachsenmaier (2011), Borgolte (2012), Iriye (2013).
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was a unique legal space, characterized by a basic homogeneity, and clearly
different from other areas? How did this vision, and its underlying assumptions, influence our historical reconstruction of ‘entangled histories’ within
Europe, and between European and non-European areas, states, regions?
In this paper, I want to give a brief and critical introduction into the
research traditions of European legal history, its foundational assumptions,
and its methodological shortcomings. I am drawing on previous work,
centred around the question whether and how a European legal history can
be conceived today. I do so, because I believe that we need to develop our
methods within a critical assessment of our traditions, and the path-dependencies resulting from our own discipline’s history.
Three questions are at the centre of the following considerations: Which
conception of Europe does ‘European Legal History’ hold; is it still valid for
us today – and how can this tradition be combined with global perspectives
on history, especially which conceptual and methodological tools would we
need for a ‘Legal history in a global perspective’? 3
I shall proceed in six steps, combining a retrospective and prospective
approach. First, I want to reconstruct the self-perception of the discipline of
‘European Legal History’ and ask for the concept of Europe that is underlying its research today (1). Due to the lack of deliberations on these
conceptual questions in contemporary scholarship, I shall try to outline
some important moments in the history of the formation of the discipline in
post-war Europe (2) and ask for some of the intellectual foundations on
which our concept of Europe has been based until today. In other words:
I am dedicating myself in these parts to the history of legal historiography on
Europe in an attempt to better understand the traditions, or path-dependencies, that guide our steps until today (3).
Having done so, I will look at some of the problems and analytical
shortcomings of this tradition. I do not do so because everything that had
been done would have been wrong; obviously, this is not the case. On the
contrary, in our research, we are building on the important achievements of
former generations of legal historians which, by the way, have envisioned a
transnational history long before most general historical scholarship have
discussed on ‘Transnational History’. But it is perhaps even due to this very
3 See on this the introduction to this volume and the contributions in Rechtsgeschichte –
Legal History 22 (2014) as well as Letto-Vanamo (2011); Cairns (2012); Duve (2014).
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strong founding fathers and their concepts that we need to deliberate on
where we can build on their work and where we should better not follow
their paths. As a result of this survey, I state a still very powerful binary vision
of ‘European’ and ‘Non-European’ legal histories and a need for renovation
of methodological tools. Thus, we need to try to develop a methodologically
reflected transnational history of law which is open for global perspectives
and which is dedicating itself to Europe as a global region, as one important
legal space, with open borders and many overlapping areas, and as a cultural
reference for the world – but not as a preconceived spatial framework for
research (4). Following these deliberations, in the final steps I shall present
some ideas on how a regional focus on Europe and global perspectives can
be combined. I add some brief comments on what could be important
starting points for such a legal history of Europe in a transnational or global
perspective, developed from a reflexive positionality. At least two of these
starting points are intimately related to ‘entanglements in legal history’: the
intention to consider legal history as a constant diachronic and synchronic
process of ‘translation’, and the need to reflect upon the way we are conceiving our ‘legal spaces’ (5; 6).

1.

The concept of ‘Europe’ in European Legal History

To begin with, let us look at the concept of ‘Europe’ in European legal
history. How does the discipline define its subject, the ‘European’ legal
history? The survey raises some answers (a), but more questions (b).
a)
Obviously, historians and other scholars from humanities have written
entire libraries about the formation of Europe, the ‘birth’ of Europe, the rise
and fall of the Occident, often seen as Europe and its north-Atlantic
extensions, the West, and what Europe ‘really’ is. Still, none of these
deliberations have lead to a definition, or even a certain consensus on
how to define ‘Europe’ by certain characteristics. 4 Because even if within
this broad literature, some authors still regard Europe as the embodiment
4 A survey with further references in Schmale (2010a), (2010b), see also Asbach (2007),
(2011), Osterhammel (2004); Hiery (2007), Jaeger (2011). In the broader context of
Global History, see Conrad / Randeria (2002); Conrad / Eckert (2007).
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of certain values and traditions, continuing to adhere to a more or less
essentialist idea of Europe, the vast majority of more recent scholarship
employs precisely the opposite approach: For them, ‘Europe’ is nothing but
the result of a constant process of self-definition, mainly derived from the
encounter with a Non-European, mostly ‘non-civilized’ world during the
European expansion, and more forcefully in 18th and 19th centuries. Thus,
and due to the intense migrations and historical entanglements between
European peripheries and their adjunct areas, the historical Gestalt of Europe
dissolves. Consequently, research is being done on what has been called the
‘Europeanization of Europe’, i. e. the complex processes of identity-building,
constructing institutional or symbolic frameworks, a discourse on being – or
not – ‘good Europeans’ and what makes us different from others. In this
context, attention has been paid, not least, to the meta-narratives which
helped to create European unity, for example through the fusion of Roman
and Jewish-Christian traditions in the late antique world, and the constant
references to this ‘legacy’ in later periods. To put it briefly: Whereas for a
long time ‘Europe’ seemed to be a historical ‘reality’, nowadays Europe has
become, for most western scholars, an open space with flexible borders and
pronounced processes of cultural exchange with other regions. It is seen as a
cultural reference point for those living in or outside of Europe, a reference
being used innocently by some and strategically by others.
However, the picture is different when looking at the more recent
literature on European Legal History. 5 Here we barely find any consideration of the problems of defining Europe, or about the constructivist nature
of this concept, and its function as a cultural reference point. In most
presentations, ‘Europe’ is simply presumed, usually implicitly, often by
reference to its alleged birth in the Middle Ages, and at times by allusion
to its contemporary political makeup. Europe, so the widely read European
Legal History (Europäische Rechtsgeschichte) by German legal historian Hans
Hattenhauer states, is “not a geographic, but a historically evolved concept.” 6 The
lack of a conceptual framework for ‘European’ legal history is rarely expressed as openly as by Uwe Wesel: “Europe is a geographic space with cultural
and political specificity. As regards geography, we can for the time being start with
5 Hattenhauer (1997), (2004); Schlosser (2012); Bellomo (2005); Grossi (2009);
Wesel (2005), (2010); Wieacker (1967), (1985).
6 Hattenhauer (2004), n. 2339.
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the present”, he writes laconically in his History of Law in Europe (Geschichte
des Rechts in Europa). 7 This way of defining the space of research is close to
what some observers call the ‘Container-concept’ of European history: Just
put inside what fits in a predefined space, leaving aside and cutting off ties
with what does not fit in.
Obviously, there are references to Europe’s flexible borders, to the many
grey areas in the picture we are painting, and even warnings against
employing essentialist conceptions of Europe. Some, like A. M. Hespanha,
speak of the ‘European legal culture’, an approach that dissolves the
description of certain characteristics from their geographical space. 8 Paolo
Grossi begins his book L’Europa del diritto (2007) with some clarifying
remarks on false understandings of Europe, and then concentrates on
describing how the geographically defined space ‘Europe’ was transformed
into an area of emergence of legal concepts and practices that later were to
become a cultural reference. But despite these views, it seems as if in a more
general discourse on ‘European Legal Culture’, territorially defined spaces
are imposing their suggestive force on our images of Europe.
When looked at in more detail, it becomes clear that, in factual terms, a
genuinely ‘European’ legal history is not – and cannot be – written in a single
book. Instead, today we have many legal histories within the space called
Europe. In a certain way, the ‘Europe’ of the books is the stage on which
different scenes of the history of law of the western continent are presented.
This is already the case given the regional confinement of the books: At
some point after the first chapters on Antiquity and the Middle Ages, the
perspective usually narrows down to a national level. Many regions are left
out: England, Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, Southern, and South-Eastern
Europe, they all appear to be ‘special cases’. The work usually focuses on the
regions already presented in Franz Wieacker’s famed image of the torch, 9
i. e. Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Germany, by the way more or
less the same circumscription of the territories we find in Savigny’s History of
roman law in the Middle Ages.
This concentration on a core is all too understandable – to proceed
otherwise would be simply impossible in a single work. Only a few authors,
7 Wesel (2010), 3, 11–12.
8 Hespanha (2002)
9 Wieacker (1967), 169.
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such as A. M. Hespanha, state explicitly that they are writing a history of
‘Europa Continental Centro-Occidental’. And the temptation to declare the
few scenes presented as ‘European’ and hence somehow representative after
all is always present. In the end usually some cultural achievements remain
which are proven for a core region and characterized as typically ‘European’,
not least because they form the basis of our contemporary system and
thought.
In addition to these general outlines, there are some structural characterizations of ‘European legal history’. Recourse is, for example, often taken to
‘unity and diversity’ as a characteristic feature of European legal history –
precisely the in varietate concordia is the official motto of the EU. This
interplay of unity and diversity in legal history, so characteristic for Europe,
has generated, as Reinhard Zimmermann states, “a scholarly education based
on the same sources which permit a rational cross-border discussion and let the
different forms of ius commune appear as variations on one and the same
theme.” 10
b)
Of course, all this is correct. And no one would deny that over
centuries there has been an intense communication within the space that
we call ‘Europe’; no one would deny that this intense communication and
a series of other factors lead to great cultural achievements, a depth in
reasoning about right and wrong and the formation of a stabilized society by
rules and institutions, etc. We should and we will keep on doing research on
this and often end up doing legal history within the core spaces of the
formation of what is being called ‘European legal culture’.
However, the problem is not so much the unavoidable and sometimes
very productive reductionism of such arguments about ‘the characteristics’
of European law. The real problem is that most definitions, like many other
descriptions, do not achieve what one would expect of a definition: which is
to not simply state what belongs to the entity analyzed, but also what does not
belong to it. In other words: Can we not also apply many of the observations made with regard to Europe to other regions – ‘unity and diversity’,
‘a rational cross-border discussion’, ‘variations on one and the same theme’?
And do all parts of Europe really fit the bill to the same degree? Is there
not a closer proximity between some parts of Europe and ‘Non-Europe’ as
10 Zimmermann (2002), 252–253.
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between different European regions, for example due to confessional differences, or colonial relationships? And can we really understand ‘Europe’ as a
legal space without considering the imperial dimensions which went far
beyond the borders of the continent?
Apart from this, turning to the reference to Europe as the continent that
brought us all the cultural and legal achievements, we would have to ask
whether it is really fair to draw a purely positive balance, as we usually do.
Didn’t we proclaim freedom and equality in our realms, and practice racism
and discrimination in other parts of our empires? Didn’t we pay the bills for
our cultural achievements with what we took from those we regarded as
‘uncivilized’? Has the same Europe as a continent of freedom not also been
the continent of mass-murdering, world-wars, colonialism? Can we separate
one from another, cultural achievements from incredible cruelties? For these and many other reasons, it must be of special interest to open us
for the interaction between imperial centres in Europe and their peripheries.
We need to learn more about what once has been called by German Historian W. Reinhard the ‘dialectical disappearance of Europe in its expansion’. 11 Many important studies have been published in the last years on
these phenomena of reproduction, transplant, adaptation of normativity
designed in some places in Western Europe or in the Empires of Western
Europe on a global scale. 12 Today, there can be no doubt that a closed
concept of Europe as a physical space cannot be maintained as a fruitful
analytical category. If we understand that ‘Europe’ has to be seen as a cultural
reference point, the use of this reference will not be restricted to a certain
geographical area, less in the age of European expansion. On the contrary, it
was important especially outside of Europe.
Yet despite these queries, the specificity of Europe and hence also the
possibility of demarcating it from other spaces is generally taken as a given
by many legal historians. Consequently, there are still many texts which
create the impression that things must evidently be different outside of
Europe. In some accounts of European legal history, non-European areas
therefore only exist as the ‘other’ – as a sphere of influence, diffusion or
Wirkungsgeschichte, as a space for the reception of European legal thought, as
11 Reinhard (2010), 41.
12 See on this the contributions in Rg 22 (2014); for a more systematic perspective, see for
example Seckelmann (2013); Amstutz (2013).
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an example for the ‘not-yet’. This perspective also keeps yielding formulations to the effect that ‘European law’ had “spread” across the globe, that
Roman law had “conquered” the world – a semantics likely to be employed
quite innocently, but which does not only hide sometimes cruel realities,
but, from the analytical point of view, reinforces the image of the unity of
a European legal culture by juxtaposing ‘in-’ and ‘outside’. In addition,
as regards the inside, many differences within Europe are eliminated by
internal differentiations (like ‘core’ and ‘periphery’; exceptions, peculiarities,
etc.). These differentiations stabilize the binary vision between ‘Europe’ or
‘the West’ – and the rest. The same happens, when the reception of ‘the’
European law is asserted, although usually the norms appropriated originated in Germany, France or Italy. One consequence of this postulation of
‘Europe’ and its juxtaposition to ‘Non-Europe’ are statements like those
presented some years ago in a prestigious Journal of Comparative Private
Law, under the heading ‘Europe also includes Latin America!’. 13 In this text, all
regions that had been in contact with the Code Civil or other European civil
codes were considered a part of the ‘European Legal Families’. If we take a
look at the intense transformation which law and legal thought have
experienced while being reproduced in different contexts, for example in
Latin America after the independencies, we can easily see that these
definitions do not help us any further. 14
That diffusionist statements about the ‘Europeanization of the World’
might not be politically correct today, is the least relevant objection to be
levelled against them. What is more problematic is that they express a
widespread analytical impotence as regards the global interconnections,
entanglements and translation processes in the field of law and other forms
of normativity. This is impotence not only detrimental for our own field, the
legal historical research. But it is also a serious default, given that we are
living in a world whose key feature in the field of law could precisely be the
process of global reproduction of normative options with all the associated
phenomena of ‘hybridizations’. Thus, the key target of a transnationally
renewed General Jurisprudence could and should be to deliberate on how this
process can be analyzed and, eventually, even be shaped. Legal historians
13 Bucher (2004).
14 See on this for the American case especially Donlan, Parise, Andrés Santos and Zimmermann in this volume.
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who have presented so many detailed studies of ‘reception’ and subsequently
also of ‘transfer’ and ‘transplant’, could and should actually be experts for
these synchronic and diachronic processes of translation of normative
thought, of legal practices and institutions into different cultural contexts.
We should be able to give an important contribution to these reflections.
We should be those who succeed in bridging the often disconnected
discourses between (transnational) legal scholarship on the one hand and
social and cultural studies which have accumulated an enormous amount of
expertise on analytical tools in this field on the other. 15 But is this what we
really are: experts for the analysis of synchronic and diachronic processes of
(cultural) translations in the field of normativity?

2.

The European movement of the post-war period

We are not, at least until now. But why is this so? – Let us step back for a
moment and ask ourselves why the concept of a ‘European legal history’ as a
closed concept, assuming the congruence of its space with the physical space
of the Western European Continent could establish itself so successfully,
despite its apparent problems.
Of course, we are used to accept the existence of certain disciplines. But it
might be helpful to ask why it was ‘Europe’ that emerged as the main
analytical framework of a transnational legal history in the continental
tradition. Why, for example, didn’t the European empires write the transnational legal histories of their imperial regions? Or: Why do we have a
‘European’ legal history and not, for example, one of trading regions? Or:
one of linguistic or confessional areas? What is the criterion for organizing
our legal historical scholarship within a territory denominated ‘Europe’? – A
short review of the discipline’s history may give us an answer and permit us
to recognize our path-dependency in this regard. Many stages on this path
are well known, so I will highlight just a few key points. 16
Looking at the self-description of the discipline, we arrive quickly at a
book published in 1947 by the Roman law scholar Paul Koschaker: “Europa

15 See on this the introductory article in this volume as well as Duve (2014).
16 For a more comprehensive outline, see Duve (2012).
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und das römische Recht” (Europe and the Roman Law). 17 Until today, it is
seen as an important starting point for the formation of the discipline. It
highlighted the founding role of Roman law for European legal culture,
thus establishing a transnational discourse, contrasting it to the national,
Germanic discourses of the past decades, in which some of the main actors
of the legal historical European movement themselves had actively participated. Roman law which had been a subject of legal research and education
for centuries was now presented to be an “exponent of European culture”.
When writing about ‘Roman Law’, like practically all legal historians of his
time, Koschaker was thinking of private law. Inspired by Rome this private
law had “supplied a not inconsiderable building stone in the construction of the
entity […] we call Europe today”. In Koschaker’s analysis, which is strongly
guided by Savigny, we very clearly find Europe as an entity formed by legal
history – and simultaneously one that forms law.
Koschaker’s 1947 assessment – an attempt at a fresh start which was not
entirely unproblematic for a number of reasons 18 – found strong resonance
in post-war Europe; the Gedächtnisschrift L’Europa e il Diritto Romano published in his honour in 1954 demonstrates this impressively. Only a few
critical voices were heard, one of them by the Spanish legal philosopher and
Roman Law scholar Alvaro D’Ors who criticized the ‘Germanism’ of this
concept and advocated for a Christian universal law. 19 In subsequent years,
intense research began into the history of law in Europe, based mainly on
the works by writers from Germany and Italy. Many of them participated in
the project Ius Romanum Medii Aevi (IRMAE) under the direction of Erich
Genzmer, who in turn referred to precursors from the interwar period, for
example Emil Seckel and others. Nearly all prestigious legal historians of that
time were part of this project, also the young Franz Wieacker and Helmut
Coing, disciple of the coordinator of the project, Erich Genzmer. In this
‘New Savigny’, called like this by Genzmer, in his introduction to the
project, referring to Savigny’s History of the Roman Law during the Middle
Ages, it was attempted to carry forward legal history research in the spirit of
Savigny, while also placing it in a decidedly European context: “Savigny was
certainly a good European, but limited by his conception of the emergence of law
17 Koschaker (1947).
18 See the earlier book Koschaker (1938); on Koschaker also Giaro (2001).
19 D’Ors (1954).
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from the ‘Volksgeist’ (popular spirit). Since then, we have clearly recognised the
need to investigate history, including legal history, in European perspective,” Erich
Genzmer wrote in the introductory volume of this European project in
1961. 20
Today we understand more clearly that there was a strong national
imprint on this ‘European’ movement of post-war decades. In the field of
legal history it can be clearly derived from a remark by Erich Genzmer,
continuing the just cited phrase. There he concluded, quoting one of the big
authorities of his time, Ernst Robert Curtius, who had published a highly
influential work on the European Literature in the middle ages (Europäische
Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter, 1948): “To borrow a phrase from E. R.
Curtius: No modern national history can be comprehensible unless viewed as a
partial process of European history”. In other words: The European perspective
was needed to better understand national history, and the latter continued to
be the dominant and guiding perspective. Just as for Curtius and Genzmer,
for the post-war generation of jurists, Europe was the transnational framework into which, now that political nationalisms had collapsed, legal
historians placed their national legal history, associated in many ways with
the ideas of Abendland, dating from the interwar period and thereafter. 21
This very complex heritage now fused with the political European
movement, itself a response to the immediate past that drew heavily on
law. Because despite its economic motives, its political intentions as well as
its cultural hopes, many politicians and actors of the European integration
process posited law to a very special degree as the key bearer of European
unification. Convinced Europeans like Walter Hallstein, first President of
the EEC Commission (and a good friend of the Max-Planck-Institute’s
founder Helmut Coing), regarded law as a central instrument of their
political project. Europe was even defined as a ‘community of law’ (Rechtsgemeinschaft) and the new European law, itself a ‘culture product’, should
lend expression to a cultural unity which was assumed to have something
like a historical ‘existence’. Following this perspective, it was the EU that
became the definite form of this long-evolving formation of a European
identity, blocked by nationalism for more than 150 years. The “unity of the
continent”, Hallstein wrote in 1969, had “never entirely expired during a
20 Genzmer (1961).
21 See on this environment Dingel (2010).
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thousand years”, describing European integration as “an organic process which
translates a structural unity already existing in nuce in culture, economics and
political consciousness for a long time into a definitive political form”. 22 Law
thereby was by no means considered as a technical, dry, or instrumental
matter – as one might tend to expect today. The language employed by
Hallstein and his contemporaries, makes it clear that there were greater
dimensions at stake: “The community is a creation [‘Schöpfung’] of law. That is
the decidedly new development which marks it out from previous attempts to unite
Europe. The method employed is neither violence nor subjection but a spiritual, a
cultural force: law. The majesty of law is to create what blood and iron could not
achieve for centuries.” 23
These sentences about Europe resonate – apart from many other things –
with a lot of German history; but that is not our subject here. Neither is the
history of the European integration process, and the policy of uniting
Europe through private law. All this would require a more in-depth analysis.
However, I would like to return to the history of the discipline and summarize five aspects which appear to me especially important to its further
development:
a)
The first refers to the gradual shift in the time horizon of legal
history research that had taken place.
Since the aim was to understand one’s respective national histories through
a European perspective, scholars felt the need to extend the research
program of the New Savigny to the threshold of the emergence of ‘national’
laws. We can see this from the same IRMAE project, where a fifth section
was added to Savigny’s original program: „The influences of Roman law and its
science on canon law and national law until the end of the 15th century.” Later
works by Helmut Coing and many other scholars of his own and subsequent
generations (for example, Raoul van Caenegem, Peter Stein, Manlio Bellomo, Reinhard Zimmermann, Randall Lesaffer, to cite but a few) extended
the studies successively up to the period of codification, i. e. the heyday of
juridical nationalism and beyond.
This had several important consequences. One is that the development
presented was, indeed, in a way teleological – from the origins of learned
22 Hallstein (1969), 14.
23 Hallstein (1969), 33.
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law to the nation, and then Europe. In other words: having started and
concentrated their work on medieval legal history, Europeans extended the
time period of their observations, covering the modern era until the nineteenth century legal systems of Europe.
b)
A second and related observation refers to the unchanged territorial
scope. In contrast to the gradual shift in the temporal framework, the spatial
dimension remained stable. This also had important consequences: European expansion, which began to influence dramatically European history
since the end of the fifteenth century and made Europe a world economic
and political centre for centuries, as well as the associated changes in the
conditions of communication and their impact on law, remained entirely
unconsidered in this European legal history. The history of European law,
reaching until the nineteenth century, was still being written in the same
spatial framework that had been drawn by Savigny for the Middle Ages.
Even if it was extended to non-European areas, as in the case of Reinhard
Zimmermann and his intense work on Mixed Jurisdictions, or Sandro Schipani, on Latin America, it followed a preconception of somehow divided
areas whose systems were colliding and focused on the presence or transformations of learned law and its products in other areas of the world.
c)
Thirdly, the perspective of all scholarship was geared towards unity
and uniformity, if only due to the circumstances of the time – we refer only
to Hallstein’s statement. It was unity and uniformity which one believed had
existed at some point and had then been lost – and that had now to be
regained by European unification. Thus, legal historical research was not so
much interested in the divergences but rather in the convergences, and the
factors that caused and stimulated this convergence. European Legal History
became, at least in its beginnings, a history of unification and harmonization
of law, later a history of how divergences could be integrated.
d)
Fourthly, the choice of Savigny’s program as the starting point for
European Legal History implied the takeover of what subsequent generations considered to be (or made out of, or selected from) Historical School’s
concept of law.
This is not the place to judge on whether, how and to what extent Savigny’s
concept of law was transformed by later scholarship and how this related to
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later 19th century state-building and positivism. Because at the time of the
formation of the discipline after WW II, refering to ‘Savigny’s legacy’ automatically meant to concentrate on learned law from the secular realm. This
permitted writing legal history from the 12th to the 19th century as a history
of something like a ‘scientification’, a ‘transformation of law through science’
(‘Verwissenschaftlichung’). In this path, scholars from the field of legal history
privileged civil law, written law and law of the jurists.Thus, they concentrated
on one very important, but still just one part of the normative universe that we
can observe in history. Due to this, European Legal History was conceived by
many legal scholars as a history of dogmatic innovations, institutions and
ideas in the geographical (and also, for some: cultural) core of the continent.
In a certain contrast to what Savigny had always demanded, not too much
attention was paid to the cultural backgrounds of this law, its use in practice,
its implementation, and its relation and interaction with other forms of
normative thought and practices. There was hardly any attention being paid
to normativity stemming from the realm of religion, whose marginalization
in our legal historical perspective is another consequence of the overwhelming influence of (later) 19th centuries’ intellectual legacy.
This might seem stunning, because if there is one special feature of
Historical School’s thought it might be seen in its deep understanding of the
evolutionary character of law. Founding fathers of sociological jurisprudence
like the actually highly reappraised Eugen Ehrlich are deeply indebted with
Historical School’s thought, despite of their heavy criticism on Savigny.
Sociological jurisprudence at the beginning of 20th century drew heavily on
legal history. But due to the complex history of differentiation in legal
science around 1900 there turned out to be a divide between those scholars
who paid attention to law as part of a broader social phenomena on one
hand and those who concentrated on the history of institutions and juridical
dogmatic, on the other. Without being too schematic, scholars favouring the
former merged to the new sociology of law whereas European legal history is
a fruit from the latter branch, leading away from sociological, cultural and
evolutionary perspectives.
By the way, since late 19th century, even many canon lawyers had adopted
a number of the patterns established in Historical School and its subsequent
transformations, such as the finally emerging positivist concept of law, the
nearly exclusive concentration on medieval sources, the marginalizing of
moral theology, the leaving aside of symbolic dimensions and other forms of
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normativity, considering them ‘non-juridical’ and thus not worth studying.
Notwithstanding the object of their research, the ‘Catholic’ Canon Law that
claimed universality and had virtually global dimensions, the vast majority
of legal historians dedicated to history of Canon Law also shared the general
indifference towards non-European areas, underestimating their importance
for the history of Canon Law and normative thought and practices. There
was no sensibility towards the necessity of defining analytical concepts and
themes of interest for a history of Canon Law as part of a broad field of
religious normativity and not from a purely European point of view.
e)
Fifth, European legal history emerged from a tradition built on the
Historical School with its concentration on the dogmatic of civil law and
its later transformation to a constructive jurisprudence that was directed
towards working on a civil code. This observation seems obvious, but the fact
is never the less remarkable, because it directed the efforts of later scholars
towards civil law dogmatic, institutions, codifications. It made us concentrate on one aspect of legal history, marginalizing other fields as history of
public law, criminal law, etc.

3.

Methodological foundations of European legal history:
Weber and Toynbee?

However, it would simplistic to explain the concentration of European legal
history on the continent simply by the path-dependence of a scientific
community which started from a (too) narrow concept of law, circumscribed to a too narrow territory, proceeded teleologically through the
centuries to the nation state and then ended up in the European integration,
supplemented by a habitual Eurocentrism, perhaps also some political opportunism in the years of starting the political project of European integration.
There is also a methodological and theoretical background for shaping
‘Europe’ as a somehow autonomous field of study. Let me just point out two
of the presumably most influential ‘founding fathers’ of European legal
history as a discipline, Helmut Coing and Franz Wieacker, both of German
origin. Both had, indeed, considered their concept of a European (Coing) or
‘European-occidental’ (Wieacker) legal history very thoroughly.
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a)
This applies, first of all, to Franz Wieacker. In his highly influential
work History of Private Law in Europe (Privatrechtsgeschichte der Neuzeit, 1952,
2nd ed. 1967), translated into more than ten languages, we can see clearly
how Wieacker had internalized basic methodological and historical assumptions of Max Weber. If we compare the ‘types of legal thought’ in Weber –
“practical, empirical, casuistic and close to life’’ versus “theoretical, systematic,
generalising, abstract’’ – we find in them, indeed, a basic pattern of Wieacker’s
historic narrative. We even find the tragic element, deriving from the loss of
proximity of law to life already during the late imperial period of Roman
law and then the increasingly strong permeation of law by rationally trained
specialized expertise, in an impressive parallel in both authors. This does
not astonish, considering the strong influence from the same authors in the
field of legal history that both, Weber and Wieacker, had been processing:
Weber in the intense legal historical work of his early years and his reception
of Hermann Kantorowicz or Fritz Pringsheim; and Wieacker, as a young
scholar working on fields very much related to Max Weber’s initial research,
reading Weber much earlier and more intensively than many of his contemporaries, and subjected to the same intellectual influences coming from
the field of Roman law as Weber.
Wieacker’s concept of Europe very clearly expresses this influence of
Weber’s thought about the Occident. For Wieacker, Europe was the bearer
of a comprehensive rationalization process which distinguished this continent from other world regions categorically – in, indeed, a tragic manner.
In a key passage of his second edition (which was massively de-Germanized
compared to the first edition in this point), we find a panorama that could
also have been written by Weber: “The glossators first learned from the great
Roman jurists the art not to decide the vital conflicts of human life under the spell
of irrational life habits or violence, but by intellectual discussion of the autonomous juridical problem and under a general rule derived from it. This new tenet of
the jurist juridified and rationalised public life in Europe for ever; it ensured that,
of all cultures in the world, Europe’s became the only legalistic one. By finding a
rational principle which replaced the violent settlement of human conflicts at least
within states, jurisprudence created one of the essential preconditions for the growth
of material culture, especially the art of administration, the rational economic
society and even the technical domination of nature in the modern era.” 24
24 Wieacker (1995), 45.
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Many years later Wieacker stressed three features as characteristic of the
“European-occidental” legal culture in a lecture in Helsinki: personalism,
legalism, intellectualism – themselves to be explained, as he stated, by three
“European” phenomena. Precisely by their “continuous interaction” they
constitute the specific character of ‘occidental’ legal culture. 25 Wieacker
therefore defines Europe – in entirely Weberian mould – by an ensemble of
ideal types which is juxtaposed consciously and categorically to other
cultures. In Wieacker, as in Weber, we therefore find a construction based
on many premises of a cultural unity demarcated sharply from others and
largely contiguous with a geographic territory in whose centre Europe is
located. Consequently, much of the criticism about the Weberian Occidentalism can and should be applied to Wieacker’s construction of ‘Europe’ as
an ideal type that (as so often also in Weber) shifted from an ideal type to
more ‘essentialist’ ways of being.
To sum up: Through Wieacker there was a strong impact of Weberian
thought – or of the schools of thought which nurtured Weber and Wieacker
– on the conceptual framework of European Legal history. Wieacker’s
conviction that it was the same ‘rationalization’ of law which had led to
the tragic loss of proximity of law to life made him place the history of
learned law into the centre of the picture he painted of European legal
history. In a way, it was precisely his profound understanding of the
indissolubility of law from society and life, and his despair about the lost
connection between law and life in the occidental tradition that made him
write his legal history as a legal history of learned law. 26
b)
The second conceptualization of a European legal history, which is
perhaps even more closely associated internationally with the idea of
‘European Legal History’, is that by Helmut Coing, founding director of
the Max Planck Institute for European Legal History in Frankfurt am Main.
It is very different from the Wieacker-Weberian concept, but lead to some
similar consequences. Less concentrated on the history of learned law as a

25 Wieacker (1985), 185–189.
26 On Wieacker see the contribution of Kroppenberg / Lindner in this volume as well as
the contributions in Behrends / Schumann (2010), especially Dilcher (2010). Recently,
Winkler (2014) has worked out in depth the motives and influences on Wieacker.
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way of conceiving law, Coing wrote a history of institutions and dogmatic as
the results of this particular European way of conceiving law. 27
The defining experience for Coing was probably his reading of the already
named Ernst Robert Curtius, to whom Coing’s mentor Genzmer had referred in the introduction to IRMAE. Curtius’ ‘Europäische Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter’ (European Literature and the Late Middle Ages) which
he had already started to write in 1932 shattered by the “self-surrender of
German culture” and which was printed in 1948, had impressed Coing for a
range of reasons. It may thus also have been the reading of Curtius that
suggested to Coing the reading of Arnold Toynbee who became pivotal to
Coing’s foundation of European private law history. For Curtius, Toynbee’s
theory of history – “the greatest achievement in historical thought of our time” 28
– was the conceptual foundation of his history of literature, and in a review
of Curtius, Coing wrote that it was urgently to be desired that a legal history
could at some point be placed beside his history of literature. 29
Fifteen years later, the time had arrived and in 1967 Coing published a
programmatic opening essay in the Institute’s new journal Ius Commune
entitled: Die europäische Privatrechtsgeschichte der neueren Zeit als einheitliches
Forschungsgebiet (European Private Law History of the Modern Era as a
Uniform Field of Study). 30 In this article, Coing took Toynbee’s criteria for
an “intelligible field of study” and examind whether the History of Private Law
in Europe fulfilled Toynbee’s criteria. The result was positive, also because
Coing defined intelligible fields of study as those areas of historical development which are ‘largely intelligible in and out of itself’. In the end, what
Coing called an ‘einheitliches Forschungsgebiet’ in the title of his programmatic
article, was nothing but an ‘intelligible field of study’.
Toynbee’s definition was especially convincing to Coing, due to his own
legal philosophical beliefs. Because Coing had a distinct conviction in
natural law-tradition that made him hope to be able to recognize through
historical work certain universal values, a metaphysical background underlying also Toynbee’s cultural morphology. In the case of Coing, this
ontological foundation might also have had certain consequences for the

27
28
29
30

See on this extensively Duve (2012).
Curtius (1963 [1948]), 16.
Coing (1982 [1952]).
Coing (1967).
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lack of attention to the spatial dimension of legal history: Because if you
believe in the existence of ‘universals’, they might be more visible in some
parts of the world than others, but they will, sooner or later, appear
everywhere; and if you wish to have something like a privileged observatory,
you just have to take a look at the learned law.
For our purpose, it might be sufficient to highlight, with a certain
generalization, that if Wieacker took Weber as his methodological starting
point, for Coing it was his (by the way: very peculiar, and only partial)
reading of Toynbee. Both theoretical foundations made them see Europe as a
space that had created a legal culture categorically different from the rest of
the world. Obviously, Weber and Toynbee were not the only theoretical
fundaments European legal historical scholarship relied upon, and it has to
be asked how big the differences were between what Wieacker and Coing
read and what Weber and Toynbee meant; still, both proved to be influential
for two highly influential authors, whose works are still being read and
translated all over the world.

4.

Problems, analytical costs and wasted opportunities

Let us now return to the present. Can we still build on this tradition, its
methodological foundations and the concepts established on their grounds?
I believe we cannot. Without being able to address all objections to these
conceptions of a ‘European-occidental’ or ‘European’ legal history, or to
relate the entire discipline’s history here, I wish to comment on some
problems and costs of having simply continued along this path, initiated
after WW II by Coing and Wieacker together with European colleagues and
their respective schools.
a)
The gradual shift in the time horizon without modifications of the
spatial dimension (see on this 2a, b) and the preconception that Europe
could be understood in and out of itself (see on this 3) has led, first of all, to
a spatial framework of research which is simply inadequate for many
epochs and many subject matters of research in the legal history of Europe;
not for all of them – but for many.
There are, of course, many research questions which might be dealt with
sufficiently within the local, national, or even regional European space. Still,
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many of them could benefit in some way or the other from global perspectives, integrating comparative approaches or concepts stemming from
other research traditions. But this is not the point here. Because obviously
there are many fields of research for which it is simply impossible to lack
perspectives that transcend Europe, or might even be ‘global’.
Let us just think of the early modern empires and their non-European
territories. 31 They were of eminent importance to the development of cultural formations within the whole world. They transcend, cross and dissect
the boundaries of Europe. Looking, for example, at the Spanish monarchy,
we can find far greater legal historical proximity between Mexico, Madrid,
and Manila in many fields than, let us say, between Madrid and Merseburg.
European legal history, however, treats Madrid virtually as a European
periphery. If we add the Portuguese crown which laid a network across
the coastal regions of four continents with its trading posts, the intermeshing of European and non-European regions becomes even clearer – right up
to the fact that confounds all categories, namely that, following Napoleon’s
assault on Portugal, the Portuguese crown transferred its political centre to
what later became the empire of Brazil.
But even leaving aside this historical episode, continuous cultural translation processes took place in all trade centres and along trade and sea route
lines. The ‘printing revolution’ and the changes in communication techniques, migration and all other factors that transformed the modern world,
lead to a dramatic change in the material conditions of judging, lawmaking
or exercising legal scholarship and profession all over the world: Normative
thought and practices from one part of Europe were now imitated, reproduced or newly created under very different conditions in many parts of
the world; conditions which were at times perhaps even more similar to
those in a city in Europe than to those in, for example, rural regions on the
same continent.
Or take as an example the normative thought developed within the
School of Salamanca. Obviously, this intellectual movement and its huge
impact on later European legal history could not be understood without its
global dimensions. Today we understand, not least because of M. Koskenniemi’s work, that critical questions have to be asked about, for example, the
31 See on this the contributions in this volume and, for example, Hespanha (2013),
Benton / Ross (2013).
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role the School of Salamanca played in the establishment of the world-order,
and how later traditions of international law built on these foundations. 32
In brief: If we want to reconstruct the legal history of certain European
regions, or even intellectual movements that influenced Europe as a whole,
we cannot do so without taking account of the imperial territories of European monarchies, and we cannot do so without looking at later ‘informal
imperialism’ either. We cannot ignore the changing significance of space for
scholarship, due to the transformations in the conditions for communication in ‘modern’ world, expanding the realm of ‘European’ law beyond the
continent, and making it possible to chose ‘Europe’ as a cultural reference
even far beyond the borders of the continent.
b)
A priori determination of space (3) and the paradigmatic idea of ‘unity’
and ‘uniformity’ (2c), however, not only yield a territory that is inappropriate in a number of aspects for historical research. It also distracts us from
the fundamental question of how we should actually define legal
spaces, or in other words how we can map today’s and the past’s world of
law.
Again, even a cursory look at early modern empires shows that it may
indeed not be useful to abide by territorial concepts of space in our research,
usually even guided by the ordering of the world into homogenous areas
which originate in the world of the fictitious authority of nation states.
Would other frames of reference, like point grids, for example of global cities,
settlement centres, and mission stations, or even networks with nodes in the
harbour and trading cities perhaps not be more adequate frameworks for
research? Do we have to concentrate on secular civil law to (re)construct our
traditions? Or could other frames of reference which are no longer defined
by territory but by types guide our research? Our ‘container-concept’ of legal
history in Europe saves us from asking ourselves these productive questions
– by the way questions which might be seen as pivotal for today’s general
jurisprudence concentrated on law in a diverse and global world.
c)
Continued adherence to the narrow concept of law later generations
isolated from the German Historical School’s initially very broad theories

32 Koskenniemi (2001), (2011).
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about law (2d) leads to a reductionist concept of law and makes us exclude
a whole range of normative dimensions in our own history.
The focus on secular learned law and ultimately on the history of legal
scholarship has turned out to marginalize and finally exclude all other forms
of normativities from our historiography. Just think of the overwhelming
importance of Moral Theology, as a normative order that might have been
much more forceful in certain historical settings than any kind of ‘state law’;
or of other modes of normativity that tended to guide people’s perceptions
of right and wrong, good and bad. We have cut these non-juridical spheres
off from our legal historian’s world view for a long time.
This is bad for our own historiographical work, because we have reconstructed only a small part of the normative universe, taking it as a whole.
But it also impedes us fruitful comparison with other regions. Because if we
take the special concept of law as secular learned law and its later products
(codifications) as a starting point for legal historical studies, we obviously
can only state that this specialty of certain European legal histories might not
be found to the same extent in other legal cultures. This is not really a
remarkable finding: Outside, the world is different. We will perhaps see their
‘diffusion’ in other areas, but would not really understand too much about
their real significance because we often lack knowledge about the normative
universe these parts of the law were integrated. But these other spheres often
are basically non-juridical, or at least not ‘secular-learned-law’. Thus, we are
not used to analyzing them, do not even consider them as relevant, and leave
them out. The result is a disproportionate picture of ‘reception’ of ‘European
law’ all over the world, which sometimes has been reinforced by nonEuropean legal historians keen to discover and perhaps even emphasize
‘European’ elements in their own legal traditions, due to the positive connotation this gave to their own history in a time when being part of
‘European legal culture’ was presented as being part of the ‘civilized nations’.
Overcoming this narrow concept of law and searching for a conceptual
framework that permits us to compare legal histories not from the European
categories, but from a shared ‘tertium comparationis’, would not only render
comparative studies more fruitful. More attention for the non-juridical or
non-learned secular-law world is also interesting for another reason: European legal history offers a lot of insights into the complex constellations
between different layers of normativity, stemming from secular and religious
authorities, a key issue in today’s scholarship. But this heritage of normative
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pluralism has not been sufficiently introduced into the general debates on
our historical past. If there is one important message in Postcolonial studies,
or Global History, for Legal history, it lies in this emancipation from the
nationally or regionally bound analytical categories which constrain our
research.
d)
The narrow concept of law we adopted as the underlying concept of
European legal history, the focus on unity (2c, d) and the assumptions underlying this (3) also mean that we construct a distorted image of European legal history by looking at factors about whose real historical
importance we know little about. Take the often discussed ‘circulation of
juridical knowledge’ as an example. It is, of course, important to know
which institutions of learned law tradition existed in which laws, and which
books circulated. This has given and will give us important insights into the
formation of different legal spaces within Europe. We should not weaken
in our efforts to know about this. But we also have to ask whether the
knowledge stored in them – usually ‘expert knowledge’ – was really activated. By whom, when and in which way? In which context, and interplay
with other normative orders?
e)
The concentration on Europe – and perhaps also the strong ‘German’
imprint on European Legal History – (3) as well as the reductionist concept
of law (2c) and the concentration on civil law and dogmatic jurisprudence
(2e) lead to a certain intellectual isolationism because they made us loose
connection with the ongoing debates on Postcolonial perspectives of European history and enshrined us in Eurocentric perspectives.
This has cut us off from innovative methodological debates. For a long
time, we have reconstructed our discipline’s histories without taking into
account the functionality of law for early modern or modern imperialism.
It also endangers us to construct our ideas of Europe on ideas about nonEuropean worlds which are outdated and do not respond to the results of
advanced scholarship. It prevents us from applying fruitful analytical
categories taken from the debates going on in other areas, and reinforces
Eurocentric perspectives with all their intellectual constraints and political
costs. The certain isolation from these discourses might be especially strong
in the case of German scholarly traditions, due to the fact that German legal
historical tradition has never been very much exposed to the necessity of
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dealing with Germany’s colonial past. Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and other
legal histories have integrated these perspectives into their national historiographies, yet this did not have too many consequences on a ‘European’
level.
f)
The predetermination of a largely closed space focused on the continent, the concentration on similarities and uniformity and on dogmatic
jurisprudence, leaving aside the reflection on the evolution of law (3, 2d, e)
also divert us from legal theoretical discourses on how to construct
legitimacy in a world marked by globalization.
Let us think of the intensive debates about the historical process of the
universalization of norms, as a means of European interests, and the subsequent ‘Europeanization of the world’ which is being discussed intensely,
especially in intercultural dialogue. Today, legal theory is intensely debating
the existence of a ‘universal code of legality’, about historically formed ‘levels
of law’, about processes of sedimentation in a multi-levelled world of law.
But are these views on the preconditions of the emergence of a ‘global law’
convincing? Can we speak of processes of ‘sedimentation’? What ideas of
historical communication about law lie beyond these models? – If we confine our work to the history of law on the continent, and do not enter into
reconstructing the processes of global communication about normativity, we
will not be able to participate in these discourses.
g)
The predetermination of a largely closed space focused on the continent, the concentration on similarities and on uniformity, the diffusionist
tendencies, some underlying philosophical ideas about universals and the
exclusive concentration on dogmatic (2d, 3) distract us from searching for
adequate methods for reconstructing intercultural encounters or global
knowledge creation in the field of normativity. How do we capture and
analyze them?
History of science has given us important insights into the mechanism
of ‘global knowledge creation’ which could be fruitfully applied or adapted
to the field of legal scholarship and the transmission of juridical knowledge. 33 Today, many jurists attempt to understand the processes of the
emergence of normative orders by mechanisms of reproduction, normative
33 Renn (2014).
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entanglements, hybridization, méttissage etc. 34 Legal historians find here a
rich field for research and also an important task of contributing to the basic
research in law, if they were willing to engage in a research that privileges
these perspectives, working towards an epistemology of law in the process of
global cultural translation. Again: To do so, we have to open the field of
observation, and obviously, seek a well-balanced interdisciplinary approach
that does not consider ‘law’ as something categorically different from other
fields of cultural production, but as one modus of normativity.
h) Finally, the tradition of European legal history has tended to reduce
the legacy of Historical School to its functionality for the dogmatic of Civil
law, its history and institutions, and their results in the codification movements of 19th and 20th century, losing the connection with the metadiscourse on the evolution of law (see 2e).
But in this fundamental reasoning on the evolution of normativity is an
important heritage of Historical School and subsequent jurisprudence, like
sociology of law. Obviously, reflection on why the law became the way it was
had been continued also by those who worked on European legal history.
But as far as I can see, most of them limited themselves to explaining the
historicity of law and the possibility of drawing normative conclusions from
empirical studies relying on their respective legal philosophical convictions,
stemming from natural law traditions, phenomenology, neo-kantianism, etc.
During large parts of 20th century, most legal historians were simply
convinced that ‘somehow’ time had an impact on the emergence of good
solutions for practical juridical problems, but did not work on the theory
why this might be the case. They wrote on the ‘Volksgeist’ and what Savigny
might have meant with this, but very few legal historical scholars working
in the field of European legal history have entered into a ‘meta-discourse’
on how to think about ‘evolution of law’ once the underlying ontological
beliefs of Historical School and many of its followers were shattered. In a
way, Helmut Coing did so in his legal-philosophical work, but he is merely
applying his natural-law philosophy. Some of those who gave incentives to
this meta-discourse – such as ‘early’ Uwe Wesel, or former Frankfurt MaxPlanck-Institute’s director Marie Theres Fögen – were even passionately

34 See on this especially Donlan in this volume; also Donlan (2015), Amstutz (2013).
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opposed to what had become the leading tendencies of ‘European legal
history’. Unfortunately, the result has not been a constructive debate, but
merely a closure of European legal history towards these postulates, and vice
versa. Today, we are facing the necessity and also the possibility of entering
into a more calm reflection on the logics of historical transformation.

5.

Legal spaces, multinormativity, translation and conflict –
starting points for a European legal history in a global perspective

This leads me to the question on how we can respond to this situation of great
challenges and opportunities for legal historical research outlined above –
and the parallel need for methodological and conceptual innovations.
I advocate for a Legal History in a Global Perspective which does not deny
its positionality, which should cultivate regional expertise and traditions and
has to be carried out in structures that respect disciplinary logics. It does not
have to be European, but it will need its starting point in a certain area which
would, in our case, naturally be Europe (a). This (European) Legal History in a
Global Perspective should reflect on some basic categories of its method. It
could do so by reflecting on some core questions, as starting points. These
starting points are, obviously, not exhaustive and deliberately chosen to
counterbalance some shortcomings of our research tradition analysed above.
They are not ‘groundbreaking’ new, either. On the contrary, they address
central preoccupations of current debates in social science, cultural studies,
and transnational jurisprudence. Thus, they may help to integrate legal
historian’s research into the interdisciplinary and virtually global discourse
on normativity that is emerging, linking legal historical research with other
disciplines’ knowledge, stimulating interdisciplinary exchange and creating
channels of communication (b).
a)
In view of the high analytical costs and the lost opportunities outlined
above, we have to leave the path of a priori presumption of a geographic area
for our transnational research. Instead, we should seek to develop a legal
history oriented towards (in the widest sense) transnational spaces, which
can also result in the determination of respectively flexible, even fluid legal
areas. The potential area of such a legal history would and should ultimately
be global.
European Legal History – Concepts, Methods, Challenges
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But, to prevent a common misunderstanding: This does not imply to
write a Universal or World history of law. This would be something completely different. ‘Global perspectives’ mean to envision a legal history that
is able to establish new perspectives, either through opening for different
analytical concepts or by fusing them with the own tradition, by tracing
worldwide entanglements or by designing comparative frameworks which
can shed light on unexpected parallel historical evolutions.
Obviously, there are some fields where ‘global perspectives’ are indispensible and others where they might not be so fruitful. Definitely, the history of
early modern empires, the Catholic Church and their normative ideas and
practices, or phenomena like, for example, the School of Salamanca are
fields that need to integrate global perspectives. Not less the history of the
‘Europeanization of Europe’, the history of international law, the history of
globalization of law, the history of labour law, the history of industrial law,
the history of commercial law, the formation of scholarly communities and
their practices, the history of codification in 19th century … All these can
benefit from or cannot be written without global perspectives. Still, this is
only a random selection of potential topics, some of them now being studied
more forcefully.
Such a legal history in global perspective will always need to have, as a
basic condition, a clearly disciplinary framework. Without this, it cannot
respond to the disciplinary logics, resulting in a loss of quality. Interdisciplinary communication needs disciplinary knowledge, and we should insist on
this. At the same time, a European legal history in global perspective will
rely heavily on research carried out in area studies, like those on ‘Latin
America’, ‘Africa’, or ‘Asia’. These Area Studies and the regional specialization of disciplines like ‘European Legal History’ are indispensable for
studying a region worthwhile to be studied as such, for example as the result
of a historical process of regional integration, like in the case of Europe.
Regional expertise is also necessary as an institutional framework for producing the essential historical, philological or other expertise and providing
it to those who do comparative or global research. Regional expertise thus
creates the preconditions for a fruitful disciplinary, but also for transnational,
transregional or even ‘global’ research. It also contributes to cultivating
certain research traditions stemming from the specific cultural background.
The latter seems a very important point to me: In an age of globalization of
research, and of a certain tendency to impose and adopt Anglo-American
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scholarly practices, it is ever more important to preserve and cultivate
different canons and concepts, to safeguard and promote epistemic plurality.
To sum up: We need reflexive positionality, disciplinary frameworks,
scholarly expertise on areas, and open-mindedness for global perspectives.
What we do not need – and this has been the case for too long – is intellectual isolationism.
b)
But what are the concepts we need to reflect upon? – Four aspects seem
of special importance to me.
(1) A first and crucial starting point is to gain more clarity about the
problem of the formation of ‘Legal Spaces’.
These have to be the result, not the constraint of our research. 35 Legal
spaces can thereby only be dimensioned by reference to the respective
historical phenomenon and must accordingly be designed flexibly. They
may – as in the case of the Spanish monarchy, for example – be bound to
imperial regions. But they may also – as in the case of Canon Law and the
normative thought of moral theological provenance in early modern period
– extend across political borders. No less complex are legal spaces which did
not form because of imperial interconnection, but through a specific, often
coincidental or temporary exchange – for example in the field of certain
trading networks which generate rules for the traffic of goods, or of discourse communities which are observable in Europe in the nineteenth and
twentieth century, between southern European and Latin American countries or in other regions. It should be a particularly important task for legal
history research to reflect on this formation of legal spaces connected with
increasingly intensive communication processes, investigate different area
concepts and make them productive for legal history. By doing so, we cannot
only acquire greater knowledge about specific historical formations, but also
about the increasingly important regionalization processes of normativity,
about appropriation and imitation and about the integration of local and
non-local normativity. These are fundamental concerns also for contemporary jurisprudence.
(2) A second starting point is that we need critical reflection on the
concept of ‘law’ that we are employing in order to structure our analysis. As
35 See on this Sachsenmaier (2010a), (2010b); Benda-Beckmann / Benda-Beckmann
(2009b), Bavinck (2009).
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mentioned above, it is quite useless to compare legal traditions taking our
own past’s concepts and applying them to other areas, leading us to the
conclusion that outside world is different. We need ‘transcultural’ analytical
concepts of normativity. ‘Multinormativity’ could serve as an appropriate
term for these attempts at understanding law in the environment of other
modes of normativity not structured by our idea of law.
How can we generate this ‘transcultural’ or even ‘transepochal’ conceptual framework? We will find it neither in a religious, philosophical nor in a
juridical definition, nor in endless debates about ‘the’ concept of law in
certain historical periods. What we need is an empirical approach that is not
developed from the perspective of (western, learned or whatever) law, but
apt for intercultural communication on normativity. 36
In recent studies on transnational law, there has been a growing sensibility for the necessity of giving up the ultimately law-focused epistemological mechanism still at work. The need to do so has been pointed out for
a long time by ethnology and sociology. Since decades, different ways of
approaching legal pluralism are being debated with a wide array of suggestions on how to create categories. Several recent attempts at empiricalphenomenological and non-conclusive descriptions in the field of normativity, characterized by a certain distance from ‘legal pluralism’ seem especially inspiring.
(3) Looking at transnational contexts, we need a methodology which
permits us to better understand and reconstruct the processes of (re)production of normativity. We need this not only for global historical perspectives in imperial areas but also for purely local legal history studies in any
location. I suggest opening us for the method discussed and developed under
the label of ‘Cultural Translation’. 37
In transnational legal scholarship, processes of appropriation and acculturation of normativity in areas different from those where the normativity
generated have usually been discussed as ‘reception’, ‘transplants’ or ‘transfers’. These three terms have considerable premises and are usually also
polysemous. Above all, they are not operational: They promise explanations,
but only provide descriptions. They also have lost nearly completely contact
36 See on this broad field Twining (2009), Tamanaha (2010); Berman (2009), (2012);
Donlan (2015).
37 See on this concept Burke (2007), (2009a), (2009b), (2012); Bassnett (1998).
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with the professional analysis of comparable processes in cultural studies.
In the intense debates on cultural transfer during recent decades a number
of approaches were developed that could prove to be very fruitful for legal
history. At the moment, there is even an inflation of concepts: hybridity,
métissage, appropriation, to name but a few. But the name is less important
than the heuristic potential, and few of them will survive.
For legal history in the early modern and modern period, the concepts
discussed under the heading of Cultural translation could be especially
helpful. Even if one might be mistrusting the fashionable discourses promoting these perspectives, and even if one does not wish to regard all cultural
production directly as a translation problem, it should be evident that, due to
the linguistic constitution of our subject ‘normativity’, a professional approach is indispensable which takes the findings of linguistic and cultural
studies seriously. This approach must even play a central role where the
investigation of transcultural contexts is concerned. Looking at lawmaking,
judging, or writing law books as a mode of translation (independently from
the fact whether there is a translation from one language into the other, or
whether it is just a translation by the person who is acting within the same
language system) compels us to pay special attention to social practices, to
knowledge and the concrete conditions of these translation processes. The
analysis necessarily leads to the pragmatic and, above all, institutional contexts as well as to the mediality in which ‘law’ as a system of meaning is
materialized. Thus, to focus on law as translation helps us to counterbalance
the historical priority given to the ‘object’ of reception and to the ‘sender’.
Furthermore it replaces this sender-centrism by privileging the local conditions in the ‘receiving’ culture, i. e. the conditions of recreation of potentially global juridical knowledge under local conditions (‘globalizations’).
And it forces us to open our analysis to those methods that have been
developed in cultural anthropology, linguistics, cultural studies and social
sciences to understand the pragmatic contexts of human modes of producing
meaningful symbols. Because obviously, ‘Cultural Translation’ is not limited
to lingual translation.
(4) This leads us directly to the fourth point: Whenever possible, we
should privilege a legal history that focuses on local practice, especially on
Conflict.
There are many good reasons for this: First, we would try to counterbalance the longstanding privileging of normative options, always tending
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to forget their selection in practice. Second, we would try to counterbalance
the longstanding privileging of learned law, and be more aware of commonplace legal knowledge, trying to understand how categories of learned law
formed the minds, ideas, concepts and practices, but look on them through
the eyes of practice. Third, different procedures of conflict resolution often
produce sources reaching far into everyday local life and provide us with the
opportunity to observe the available normative options and their activation.
Looking at conflicts thereby gives us the opportunity of discovering the
living law and at the same time draws our attention to extra-legal framings,
especially important for the formation of law, to the accumulated knowledge of the communication community, their implicit understandings, i. e.
to many factors that have been identified as crucial elements for an analysis
of law in sociological and legal anthropology, or in culturally sensitive legal
theory.

6.

Conclusion

To summarize, I believe that European legal history needs to deliberate on
the way we construct the spatial framework for our research without denying
our positionality. In a way, we need to de-Germanize research traditions,
freeing ourselves in some aspects from constraints imposed by the tradition,
heavily influenced by German authors and still following the paths of a
scholarship whose intellectual categories are formed by patterns stemming
from medievalist’s concepts on legal history. Emancipating ourselves from
these bonds also means distancing us from the idea that Europe is an evident
spatial framework for our research. It is not (‘Legal Spaces’).
Within this endeavour we need to maintain disciplinary identities and
their institutional frameworks, logics, revenue-systems etc. At the same time,
we have to open for intra- and interdisciplinary discourse, introducing
productive analytical tools into our research and starting a joint reflection
on some basic categories of transnational jurisprudence. In this context, we
need to find concepts and a vocabulary to address normative plurality
(‘Multinormativity’), we need to understand the communication about law
as a continuous processes of cultural translation (‘Translation’) and it would
be important to choose concrete conflicts as a starting point, whenever
possible (‘Conflict’). In the best case, we end up with a legal history that
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combines local studies in different areas, analyzes them with concepts and a
vocabulary apt for intercultural communication and tries to integrate its
results into a global dialogue on normativity. Again, this does not mean to
study everything and everywhere. Good ‘Global history’ is by no means total
history, but the combination of local histories, open for global perspectives.
None of that is groundbreaking new. ‘Global perspectives’ have been
introduced in legal history without naming it like this before. Still, writing
legal history in a global perspective implies a certain change of habits,
reflection on method and theory, and solid work on sources with the
corresponding skills and knowledge in different areas. There is no Global
History without local histories, and it might even prove that opening for
global perspectives even strengthens the local dimension. Putting this in
practice, we might make a humble contribution to the emerging field of
Transnational General Jurisprudence, to fundamental studies on law, to
Global History, and, not least, to a legal history focusing on Europe as a
global region, with its treasure of juridical experiences to be salvaged.
Because even if ‘Europe’ might be a cultural reference point, the normative
orders that emerged in this space of communication were reality, as theory
or as practice. This historical reality influences our way of conceiving
normativity until today and might even offer important insights into the
evolution of law for the globalized world. It might even be important for
the emerging legal scholarship on Transnational law, deeply in need of tools
for better understanding the entangled normative orders.
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Coding the Nation. Codification History from a
(Post-)Global Perspective*
The term “code” derives from “caudex,” which was simultaneously the trunk of a
tree and a set of laws. It is one of several terms clustering around the idea of power
being resident in a sacred tree; the Roland, at the center of the traditional village.
A code, then, is etymologically and functionally the trunk around which a settlement arranges itself.
Pat Pinnell 1

I.

Introduction

Codification history, a “core issue of modern legal history,” 2 has been around
for several decades. During this time, its main subject, the legal code, has lived
through many different, and often slightly contradictory, definitions. During
the early days of the emerging discipline, Franz Wieacker sometimes referred
to it as a “delightful possession of the peoples of modern Europe,” 3
“[a] unique, hard-won and hard-to-defend, creation of legal civilization on the
Western and Central European mainland, and only there. One of the most
characteristic formations of the European spirit, which displays its social and
individualist character most distinctly.” 4

Wieacker’s view of modern law and its codes was obviously highly idealistic,
and as such has long enjoyed a “monopoly-like position in the methodology
of legal history,” 5 especially in Germany. His faith in an objective order of
* The research and writing of this article have been made possible through a grant provided
by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for which the authors express their deepest
gratitude.
1 Quoted after Duany (2004).
2 Caroni (1991) 249. Unless stated otherwise, all translations are ours.
3 Wieacker (1954) 34.
4 Ibid.
5 Senn (1982) 77.
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law, whose elements and concepts could be brought to light and even
offered to the world for future use by historically adept jurists, (whom he
strongly preferred to historians, even those with legal training), owed much
to the hermeneutical theory of Emilio Betti, who, in 1955, had presented a
famous book on the topic. 6
Besides being idealistic, Wieacker’s concept of codification had an equally
positivist side, as it required the
“submission of the judge and the fellows of the law under a complete system of
norms, rising consistently from singular legal rules and institutes to the highest
concepts and principles.” 7

This system had been established in the 19th century by “the most advanced
and self-confident class” 8 of its time, the bourgeoisie (bürgertum), with its
keen interest in science, economics and kultur. The law of this society was
general, abstract and rational, with a strong focus on property and obligations, rooted in Roman law and in the idea of the enlightened subject, as it
had emerged in the contractualist theories from the 18th century. 9 It goes
without saying that the other legal and political institutions of this particular
society were equally rational. They were grouped around a strong power
centre, which was not mindlessly authoritarian, but relatively benign.
Contrary to many other systems of governance of the day, it was a rechtsstaat, whose purpose was not so much to maintain and defend an abstract
constitutional order, but to provide what was owed to each one of its male
and – albeit to a lesser extent – its female citizens. In order to do this, and to
be able to defend the kultur of the nation, the state of a rechtsstaat had to be
exceedingly powerful, both in terms of the rationalism of its structures and
its military might. Thus, maintaining the law in its most rational and
advanced form, the code was tantamount to maintaining the state, which
in turn protected the cultural heritage of the nation. This eminently
6
7
8
9
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Betti (1955). Cf. Senn (1982) 76–90; Wesel (1974) 348–50.
Wieacker (1954) 34.
Wieacker (1954) 46.
Wieacker (1967) 301–311. In the German-speaking countries, Wieacker’s book, whose
first edition dates from 1952, became the foundation stone of a whole new academic subdiscipline. To this day, Privatrechtsgeschichte der Neuzeit is taught at many universities
throughout Germany, Switzerland, and Austria. Here, we have used the translated version,
cf. Wieacker (1995) 239–248. For Wieacker’s Weberian “inspiration” cf. Weber (1978)
866 et passim.
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civilizing mission promoted a corps of academically trained jurists, the
juristenstand, to act as the structural centre of society.
This, of course, derives from Max Weber, whose
“overwhelmingly […] sober institutional-sociological account of how the spread of
Roman law followed the rise to prominence of professionally trained jurists” 10

inspired not only Wieacker, whose work has been deemed “unthinkable” 11
without Weber’s influence, but so many other legal historians, that it has
enjoyed virtual “hegemony” 12 ever since, having “received an enormous
amount of acclaim among American legal scholars during recent decades” 13
and “dominat[ing] in European legal history” 14 even today. Even after
Wieacker’s idealist method of privatrechtsgeschichte had gradually made way
for socio-historical approaches during the 1970s, central parts of neoWeberian rechtssoziologie remained in place and continued to play a pivotal
role in scholarly accounts. 15 Principal among these was the structural link
between modern law and the state. Because law and the code were viewed as
meaning virtually the same, democratic legislation and judge-made law
praeter codificationem were equally perceived as unsettling disturbances of
the legal order, which was ultimately threatened by “decodification.” 16
Thus, modern legal history ended up with two different strains of neoWeberism. 17 Both were modernist and functionalist, with one a little less
relentlessly so, but still holding on to the theory of rational formalism, while
the structural-functionalist ‘Parsonsian’ strain consigned the codification to
some distant past, like, in the case of Natalino Irti, to Stefan Zweig’s welt
von gestern. 18 Both had their deficiencies: While the former strain lacked
insight into the self-reproductive and, in Weberian terms, deeply irrational
workings of modern law, the latter appeared to misperceive codification and
Whitman (1996) 1850.
Hennis (1998) L44.
Ledford (2002) 385.
Berman (1985) 758.
Whitman (1996) 1850.
For recent examples cf. Kesper-Biermann (2009), and Jansen (2010), the former being an
account of the emergence of the German power state (machtstaat) through the unification
of its criminal laws, the latter a tour de force on the codificational genius of rechtswissenschaft, both German and foreign, through the ages.
16 Irti (1979) 21 et passim.
17 Berman (1987) 762 s.
18 Irti (1979) 21: “mondo di ieri,” a quotation from Stefan Zweig.
10
11
12
13
14
15
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re-codification as, in fact, an eminently vital and global phenomenon. Far
from being obsolete – a relic from the “world of safety” 19 of yore, a victim of
the “acceleration of history,” 20 a thing which “no longer occurs,” 21 a mere
transitory phenomenon of the distant past, a “kodifikationszeit,” 22 which
has long died out, as structural functionalism and systems theory would have
it – legal codification today is alive and well. 23 Now the question arises as to
how codification history and legal theory can come to terms with this fact
without having recourse to the idealist, historicist and neo-positivist positions of the past.
II.

The ‘standard view’ and its discontents

According to the neo-Weberian “standard view” 24 of codification history,
as Damiano Canale called it, modern codes are thought to have originated
in Europe during the second half of the 18th century. They presumably
occurred in “waves” 25 – an expression coined by Franz Wieacker – first
bringing up the Prussian Allgemeines Landrecht für die Preussischen Staaten,
the Austrian Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch and the French Code civil,
sometimes also called the Code Napoléon. A second wave, at the turn of the
20th century, is said to have brought on the more scientifically refined, and
particularly liberal German Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch, and the Swiss Zivilgesetzbuch. The standard view maintains that during the whole of the 19th century
legal codification spread throughout Europe in step with the emerging
nation state, serving two main functions as the basic tool of the trade for
legal professionals, and as the embodiment of a “definite conception of the
nature of law and the social function of regulation by law.” 26
The code, as it is usually treated in legal history, is a Weberian ideal type. 27
Its main conceptual features are simplicity, self-consistency, and complete19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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(2000) 454 and Schmidt (2009) 145 s.
Canale (2009) 135.
Wieacker (1995) 257 et passim.
Canale (2009) 135.
Weiss (2000) 455.
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ness, with the alleged aim of making legal procedures more accessible and of
improving the predictability of legal decisions. Its ultimate goal is the
production of legal certainty. The normative source of the code is a strange
mixture of sovereign legislation and legal science (rechtswissenschaft), 28 with
the codes of the first wave rooted in the former, the more advanced codes
of the second wave increasingly based on the latter. Rechtswissenschaft, of
course, meant the historical school with its method of finding the ‘true’ law
of the nation and fitting it into a system. The code is also seen as a paragon
of legal positivism, which overrides all other sources of law in the same
territory – the so-called codification principle. 29 Finally, it is said to establish
the principles of equality and freedom, features, which according to the
standard view, make the codes of the first wave precursors of constitutional
orders, while those of the second wave act as the embodiment of bourgeois
rule. 30 On the whole, the history of the code is generally painted as one of
progressive enlightenment, the “historical process that led Europe to constitutionalism, democracy, and the rule of law.” 31 Its focus is on civil codes,
which are presented according to an ascending order of rationality, freedom
and economic liberty. Codification of the criminal law, while clearly a side
issue, is handled along the same lines as overcoming dark practices and
ending up with enlightened procedures. 32 Historical instances of codification are thus consistently treated either as corroborations of a larger narrative
of civilization through self-referential, rational law. Otherwise, they tend to
be ignored, which, until recently, has led to the considerable history of
colonial codes being almost completely left out. 33

28 The gesetz, “that hermaphroditical character (zwittergestalt) of both being and knowledge,
squeezing itself between law and science, covering both with its pernicious effects”, as
notoriously stated by Julius Hermann von Kirchmann as early as 1847, Kirchmann (1847)
14.
29 Dronke (1900) 703.
30 Wieacker (1954) 46. Cf. also Wieacker (1953) 10 s. This assertion can be traced back to
Marx (1960) 201 s.
31 Canale (2009) 141.
32 Cf., e. g., Schröder (1991), 420 or more recently Luminati (2010). For a critique of
accounts of progress in the history of penal law Schauer (2006) 358 et passim.
33 Cf., however, Naucke (1989) or more recently Benton (2002) 240 s. et passim; Martone
(2002); Hussain (2003) 55–68; Likhovski (2006) 52 s. et passim; Jean-Baptiste (2008) or
Kolsky (2010).
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Besides the notion of uniform modernity, the Weberian paradigm in legal
history suffers from a second defect, as it construes a universal concept – the
code – from a particular and historically limited set of historical observations. Both the concept of formal rationalization inherent in the code and
the notion of the power state (machtstaat) are intrinsically connected with
German legal history and the foundation of Germany as a nation-state in the
second half of the 19th century. While it is certainly true that, as Damiano
Canale points out,
“[a] phenomenon of the past, such as the modern codification of law, will
accordingly take on historical sense only if it has ‘universal meaning,’ that is, if it
can be conceived as the ‘adequate cause’ of our present beliefs, desires, values, and
conceptual schemes,” 34

it is equally important to notice that
“on this conception of historical knowledge, we wind up ascribing to the […]
codification the very sense that justifies our present idea of law and legal order,
while any source or document from the past that fails to reflect our present view of
what law is and what it ought to be will lose all ‘historical interest’ and be consigned
to oblivion. In short, on this methodological approach to the history of law, history
itself runs the risk of becoming a means by which to justify the present and misconceive or otherwise be ignorant of the past.” 35

Thus, the Weber paradigm, by equating codification with the structure of
modern law itself, makes it difficult to explain historical phenomena such as
deliberate non-codification, or the persistence or even renaissance of codificational order in the face of its structural demise allegedly occurring today.
Equally difficult to assess are cases of arrested codificational development,
which, according to the paradigm, must necessarily be interpreted as failures
to modernize, an explanation much too narrow for the complex and
manifold issues regularly involved.
These deficiencies have long been perceived among legal historians.
Harold Berman has attacked central aspects of Weberism, 36 while still
basically subscribing to the theory of rationalization. 37 Experts in the history

34 Canale (2009) 143 s.
35 Canale (2009) 144.
36 Cf., e. g., Berman (1985) 11–12, 337–38, 399–402, 539–41, 550–52 et passim; Berman
(1987) 758–70; Berman / Reid Jr. (2000) 223, 234–37.
37 Cf., e. g., Berman (1985) 178 s.: “It was not transcendence as such, and not immanence
as such, that was linked with the rationalization and systematization of law and legality
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of codification – Bruno Oppetit, 38 Csaba Varga, 39 Pio Caroni 40 – have expressed similar doubts and mixed opinions. As a result, codification as a
central concept of modern legal history has become blurred. Contemporary
reference books term it as a “polymorphic historical phenomenon” 41 or a
“complex reality subjected to continuous historical change, and therefore

38

39

40

41

in the West, but rather incarnation, which was understood as the process by which the
transcendent becomes immanent.”
Oppetit (1998) 61: “Faut-il aller plus loin et considérer que la codification, en se généralisant, marque le terme du processus de rationalisation du droit? Aurait-on atteint ici
aussi ce qu’on a appelé la “fin de l’Histoire,” entendue évidemment non pas au sens
événementiel, mais comme achèvement du processus évolutif des institutions des sociétés
humaines? […] C’est assez dire que la modernité peut être vécue différemment selon les
époques et les pays et que la codification n’obéit pas à un déterminisme inéluctable. Elle
exprime un droit en devenir, non un stade ultime et figé de son évolution; elle est donc
exposée à des alternances d’essor et de recul, et ce d’autant plus qu’elle est tributaire du
contexte général et qu’elle doit composer avec un certain nombre de données contraires à
son épanouissement.”
Varga (1991) 274: “Just as the appearance of the product as a power mastering and
threatening the producer (i.e., the phenomenon of alienation) was the focal problem for
Marx, for Weber this role was played by rationalization, i.e., the circumstance that the
structures purporting to be the extension of liberty became independent and were turned
into a power restricting this very liberty itself. The influence of Weber’s age on his notion
of rationality is to be found primarily in the absolutizing, even hypertrophical, significance
assigned to its notional sphere.”
Caroni (1991) 269: “Dem begriffsjuristischen Formalismus verhaftet, den die deutsche
Pandektistik zum Inbegriff einer streng wissenschaftlichen Methode emporstilisiert hatte,
hat dieses Modell während Generationen junge Juristen dazu erzogen, sich auf das rein
Rechtliche zu konzentrieren und aus ihrem Tätigkeitsbereich Ausserrechtliches (wie z. B.
das Sittliche, das Wirtschaftliche, das Politische usw.) zu verbannen. Es propagierte Abstraktion, weil es in ihr eine wichtige Voraussetzung für die Objektivität und Neutralität
der Rechtswissenschaft erblickte. Und weil es davon überzeugt war, dass eine rein
begriffsjuristische Anwendung oder Kombination abstrakter gesetzlicher Normen schon
deswegen wirklich und gerecht sei, wenn sie den Gesetzen der formalen Logik entspreche.
So kam es, dass sich die Juristen während Jahrzehnten nur noch für ihre Begriffe
interessiert und all das gezielt und selbstsicher vernachlässigt haben, was sie in ihren
Überzeugungen hätte verunsichern können. Dass sie die ‘Rechtssoziologie’ von Max
Weber, die bereits zwischen 1911 und 1913 niedergeschrieben worden war und erstmals
eine viel differenziertere und nicht zuletzt entmystifizierende Sicht der Kodifikationsgeschichte vermittelte, nicht zur Kenntnis nahmen, kann man ihnen demnach gar nicht
übelnehmen.”
Kroppenberg (2012) 1918.
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not easily reduced to a common denominator,” 42 while experts in the field
of codification history ominously call it “an open question in legal history
and legal philosophy,” 43 “unclear and polysemous,” 44 or “a neutral form, an
instrument to bring about a transformation of the structure and content of
the law,” 45 which “has persistently been in flux over the last 200 years,” 46 its
“way […] leading up to the present, from simplicity to turbulence,” 47 having
“run through four millennia of legal history in very different forms,” and
therefore covering “extremely varied and diverse realities.” 48
The increasing lack of conceptual clarity regarding codification in legal
history today is a direct consequence of many legal historians’ (often unacknowledged) adherence to a set of neo-Weberian beliefs, viz. the equivalence of modern law and the positive gesetz, 49 the exclusive focus on
functions and structures of power and knowledge, paired with disregard
for non-normative manifestations as not being ‘legally meaningful,’ rationalization (and, equally, structural differentiation) as synonyms of uniform
modernization and progress, or the notion that the ancient concepts of
justice and genealogy or narratives of unity and community have somehow
completely lost their legal meanings over the course of the past 300 years.
In order to overcome the neo-Weberian impasse, these beliefs must be
challenged, modified and amended. Eventually, they should be supplemented with theoretical guidance which enables us to view codifications
as more than command hierarchies designed to stabilize power structures or
exercises in jurisprudential brilliance. If they were merely antiquated and
essentially failed attempts at producing modern law – then why are they still
in existence?

Caroni (2007) 855.
Canale (2009) 136.
Weiss (2000) 449.
Varga (1991) 14.
Weiss (2000) 470.
Cappellini / Sordi (2002b) VII: “La strada dei codici è dunque la strada che conduce al
presente: la strada che dalla semplicità conduce alla turbolenza.”
48 Oppetit (1998) 19: “Le terme de ‘code’ recouvre des réalités extrêmement variées et diversifiées, comme on l’a vu: la codification parcourt quatre millénaires d’histoire juridique
sous des formes très différentes.”
49 Cf. the incisive critique in Berkowitz (2010) 155–157 et passim.
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45
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III.

The culture of codification

The answer to this question, in our view, lies in the fact that modern law is
not so much a normative order, much less a universal one, as a belief system
whose rules “do not just regulate behavior, [but] construe it,” 50 as Clifford
Geertz maintained, its
“imaginative, or constructive, or interpretive power [being] rooted in the collective
resources of culture rather than in the separate capacities of individuals.” 51

This makes law, “even so technocratized a variety as our own” – this again
from Geertz –
“in a word, constructive; in another, constitutive; in a third, formational. A notion,
however derived, that adjudication consists in a willed disciplining of wills, a dutiful
systematization of duties, or an harmonious harmonizing of behaviors – or that it
consists in articulating public values tacitly resident in precedents, statutes, and
constitutions – contributes to a definition of a style of social existence (a culture,
shall we say?) in the same way that the idea that virtus is the glory of man, that
money makes the world go round, or that above the forest of parakeets a parakeet of
parakeets prevails do. They are, such notions, part of what order means; visions of
community, not echoes of it.” 52

Rationality, calculability and ‘structurality’ may well be aspects of a certain
type of law, as they are certainly typical for certain notions of the political,
but they do not define law. From this it becomes equally evident that
structural functionalism of all sorts, including Weberian rechtssoziologie, do
not offer ‘objective’ or ‘value-neutral’ insight into the workings of law,
neither for the past nor the present, but an overly rationalistic, eurocentrically (or ‘occidentally’) limited and politically biased one. 53 It is, after all,
due to his highly idiosyncratic and one-sided appreciation of the tradition of
the social contract, Weber bases his concept of formal rationality exclusively
on individualism, which effectively turns the entirety of modern law into an
exercise in liberalism. 54 According to Weber, liberalism is the ‘natural’
political order for modern law to thrive in, because it is the only system
which allows for its individualist rationalization. 55 Consequently, structural
50
51
52
53
54
55

Geertz (1983) 215.
Ibid.
Geertz (1983) 218.
Marcuse (1965) 161 et passim.
Weber (1978) 868–870 and the incisive critique in Berman / Reid (2000) 234–237.
Weber (1978) 871–873. For a critique, cf. Marcuse (1965) 178 s. et passim.
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functionalism treats one particular set of policies as the default political
order of modern society. 56 With certain reservations, this even applies to
Niklas Luhmann’s highly refined theory of social systems, where law is
conceived as the stabilizing force not of institutions, but of normative
expectations. 57 In the course of fulfilling its sole societal function, the
production and re-production of legal certainty, law operates according to
a specific kind of ‘meaning’ (sinn), the symbolically generalized communication medium of ‘law’ (recht), 58 which is related to the political medium of
‘power’ (macht, rechtsmacht). 59 For the legal system to be bound to operate
and evolve meaningfully implies that what is not meaningful according to
its own internal standards will not be treated as law. 60 By exerting such a
‘diktat of the meaningful’ – sinnzwang, as Friedrich Balke called it 61 – the
legal system continuously confirms the societally – economically, politically,
scientifically, mass medially – normalized, generically liberalist continuum,
moving forever towards a receding horizon of uniform modernity, offering
neither disruption nor an alternative. 62 Just like Weberism and structural
functionalism, systems theory thus treats the question of the political as a
foregone conclusion. It would be “simply grotesque” 63 to think otherwise –
which is, obviously, an eminently political statement in itself. 64
These preliminary, albeit tacit decisions in favour of the economic,
political and cultural model of a mythical West, year of construction
c. 1964, have produced a legal history with a very limited and narrow
perspective of law and codification. It has proved especially unhelpful in
treating colonial and post-colonial experiences as well as all kinds of legal
‘transfers,’ as it blocks out the imaginative and cultural in search of material
structures and agendas. In our view, therefore, a useful theoretical framework must oppose the view that other dimensions of society somehow
precede or even dominate law, or that it can only thrive in a liberal setting,
or that it has to be rational or meaningful by definition or else not be at all.
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
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Parsons (1965) 62 s. For a critique, cf. Stapelfeldt (2005) 166 s. et passim.
Luhmann (1995) 131; Luhmann (2006) 451.
Luhmann (1995) 35.
Luhmann (1988) 95 s.
Luhmann (1995) 192 s.
Balke (1999).
Stapelfeldt (2006) 224–226.
Welzel (1975) 348.
Voegelin (2009) 234.
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It must, in other words, open up the narrow constraints of methodologicalindividualist functionalism and become a way of viewing law as a symbolic
form, a matrix as well as a place of memory of the political. Law, thus, is seen
as a “set of spectacles” – this quote is from Ulrich Haltern – for
“[w]hoever looks through [them], looks at the political from a very specific point of
view. The law invests the observed with a specific and particular meaning. Before it
gives form to the political, it shapes our imagination of the political. Thus, law is a
form of imagination, whose power does not lie in objectifiable facts, but in its
ability to stabilize the political imagination.” 65

As Haltern maintains, the idea of modern law as a matrix relates to ‘the
political’ – le politique, das Politische – as opposed to politics and political
institutions, which play a major role in contemporary social and political
philosophy. 66 Taken as theoretical guidance for modern legal history, some
of its aspects may also be used to elucidate the cultural meaning of
codification.
As an opposite concept to structuralism and functionalism, the political
shifts the focus from the ‘solid’ forms of legal institutions, their scientific
meaning and social impact to different aggregate states of law. ‘Liquid’ law,
as we may call it, is, for instance, what Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz had in
mind when he proposed a just order extrapolated and codified from the laws
of nature. To teach the science of natural law, he maintained, is to convey the
laws of the best of all communities, while teaching positive law means
adjusting the existing laws to the laws of the best of all communities. 67
Leibniz’ code, therefore, is not a mere gesetz, but, in deploying a comprehensive vision of society, harks back to elementary questions of the political. 68 It constitutes society as a whole as well as being constituted by it.
The social and political constitutivity of codes in the Age of Reason is the
subject of a recent work by Damiano Canale. Against the Weberian account
prevailing in much of modern legal history, he treats codification not as a
uniform concept along the lines of rational and individualist economism,
65 Haltern (2005) 17 s.
66 For a recent overview over various approaches to the ‘political’ cf. Marchart (2010),
Bedorf / Röttgers (2010), and Bröckling / Feustel (2010).
67 Leibniz (1948) 614: “Scientiam Juris naturalis docere est tradere leges optimæ Reipublicæ.
Scientiam Juris arbitrarii docere, est leges receptas cum legibus optimæ Reipublicæ conferre.”
68 Cassirer (1902) 449 s.
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but – quoting Jean-Étienne-Marie Portalis – “as a means by which ‘to rebuild
the social edifice from the beginning’ […] once the modern state has been
founded and become effective.” 69 Accordingly, he looks at the Prussian
Landrecht, the French Code civil and the Austrian Allgemeine Bürgerliche
Gesetzbuch as “three different blueprints for this edifice, that is, three
different ways of building and organizing society through the law[.]” 70
This concept may also be applied to 19th century history, again with the
French civil code as the main example and imaginary point of origin of a
new societal order, characterized by universal equality and inclusion along
the lines of citizenship, presented by Portalis to the legislative corps of the
Republic on 13 March, 1804:
“Today, uniform legislation has made all the absurdities and dangers disappear; civil
order has cemented the political order. We will no longer be Provencal, Bretons,
Alsatians, but French. Names have a greater influence on the thoughts and actions of men
than one might think. Uniformity is not only established in the relationship that must
exist between the different parts of the state; it is also established in the relationship
that must exist between individuals. Previously, the humiliating distinctions that the
political law had introduced between persons had also inserted themselves into civil
law […] All these traces of barbarism are now erased; the law is the common mother
of all citizens, it provides equal protection to all.” 71

Indeed, by calling Provencals and Alsatians French and every citizen a child
of ‘the law,’ the code does not so much “cement” a pre-existing political
order, but rather conceives a completely new one, the “imagined community” 72 of the modern nation. According to contemporary approaches to
nationalism, legal codes indeed do constitute nations, which are sometimes
defined as – this is from Anthony Smith –
69 Canale (2009) 148.
70 Ibid. 148.
71 Jean-Étienne-Marie Portalis as quoted in Fenet (1827) cii (emphasis added): “Aujourd’hui,
une législation uniforme fait disparaître toutes les absurdités et les dangers; l’ordre civil
vient cimenter l’ordre politique. Nous ne serons plus Provençaux, Bretons, Alsaciens, mais
Français. Les noms ont une plus grande influence que l’on ne croit sur les pensées et les actions des
hommes. L’uniformité n’est pas seulement établie dans les rapports qui doivent exister entre
les différentes portions de l’Etat; elle est encore établie dans les rapports qui doivent exister
entre les individus. Autrefois, les distinctions humiliantes que le droit politique avait
introduites entre les personnes, s’étaient glissées jusque dans le droit civil. […] Toutes ces
traces de barbarie sont effacées; la loi est la mère commune des citoyens, elle accorde une
égale protection à tous.”
72 Anderson (2006).
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“a large, territorially bounded group sharing a common culture and division of
labour, and a common code of legal rights and duties.” 73

The cultural meaning of codes, thus, lies much less in their normativity than
in their formativity; they tell ‘us,’ who ‘we’ are. 74 Accordingly, in a culturalist framework, they must “be transformed from documents to monuments,” 75 to borrow from Michel Foucault’s concepts of archive and
archaeology. The methodological approach to the culture of codification is
thus not hermeneutical, but based on a mixture of the socio-historical with
the history of ideas. 76
Such an approach, again, does not offer any insight into the ‘truth’ of law,
the code and its history, simply because such a thing does not exist. It does,
however, offer a set of theoretical and methodological means of dealing
with the constitutive and constituted nature and the apparent contingency
of modern law. Codification may thus be construed either as an act of
exception or interruption of political order, 77 which brings to mind Prost
de Royer’s notion of the code as a “complete recasting” 78 (refonte absolue) of
legislation or Voltaire’s famous advice “to burn the laws, and make new
ones,” 79 or as a delineation between friend and foe, establishing a state of
Schmittian hegemony. 80 Alternatively, the idea of codification may be seen
as a normative resource, suitable for the valuation and evaluation of actual
politics, 81 or as a mixture of all the above, a hotbed for imagined sociality,
which has translated itself, over the past 200 years, into various forms of
nationalism and other forms of collective identity. Such an approach to
modern law and the code, it must be noted, is something entirely different
from all sorts of volksgeist doctrines, as it does not look for ‘roots’ or
beginnings of law, but for the conditions for its emergence with respect
to different concepts of community. This makes the study of “invented

Smith (1999) 48.
Assmann (2005) 142 s.
Foucault (1969) 15.
Foucault (2001) 498.
A view of the political developed namely by Jacques Rancière, cf., e. g., Celikates (2006)
Prost de Royer (1781) c.
Voltaire (1771) 353: “Voulez-vous avoir de bonnes loix? brûlez les vôtres & faites-en de
nouvelles.”
80 Schmitt (1963). Cf. also Röttgers (2010) 40 et passim.
81 Bedorf (2010) 16–19.
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traditions,” 82 “imagined communities” 83 and “myths and memories of the
nation” 84 essential to our understanding of modern law.
IV.

Coding the nation

So, what might a history of codification look like which focuses on the
different roles codes play in the shaping of collective identity, nations and
nationalism? In recent years, a number of studies have been conducted on
this subject, with accounts of hybridity from colonial and post-colonial
settings, but also from regions of the European periphery. Accounts of
disputes over codification are especially interesting, because this is where
differing “visions of community” are most fervently discussed. Often, the
issues concern the codification or non-codification of certain parts of the
law, with supporters of the code taking on the role of modernizers and its
detractors promoting the status quo. Well-documented examples include
Great Britain, 85 the USA, 86 and Germany, 87 less well-known hail from
American Indian Nations, 88 Australia and Canada, 89 Cambodia and Indonesia, 90 Chile, 91 China, 92 Colombia, 93 Greece, 94 India, 95 Israel, 96 Japan, 97
Kenya, 98 Montenegro 99 or Turkey. 100 In continental Europe, following the
French example, support for codification was often identified with fervent
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Cf. Hobsbawm (1992).
Cf. Anderson (2006).
Cf. Smith (1999).
Teubner (1974); more recently Farmer (2000a); Farmer (2000b); Weiss (2000) 475–488.
Cook (1981); Subrin (1988); Börner (2001); more recently Masferrer (2008).
Berman (1994); Becchi (1999); Kroppenberg (2008).
Cooter / Fikentscher (2008).
Wright (2007); Wright (2008).
Donovan (1997).
Mirow (2001).
Liang (2002).
Rojas (1950).
Tsoukala (2010).
Menski (2008); Herrenschmidt (2009).
Kedar (2007a); Kedar (2007b).
Epp (1967); most recently Sokolowski (2010).
Shadle (1999).
Petit (1998).
Metin / Gelbal (2008).
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nationalism. Sometimes, however, nationalist movements grouped around
the idea of non-codification, as was the case in Catalonia, where a nationalist
elite of lawyers and public intellectuals made non-codification a symbol of
national identity and thus, according to Siobhan Harty, ‘invented’ the
Catalan nation. 101 In other places, codification was seen not so much as a
device for societal modernization by inclusion, but as a strategy for establishing self-rule and cultural hegemony. This was the case in Estonia, where the
cultural reference to Roman law was used to fend off Russian domination. 102
Switzerland, a codificational late-comer, is a very interesting case. 103
Here, a proper national codification movement only started 20 years after
the modern federal state was founded in 1848, 104 with the Code of
Obligations entering into force in 1883, 105 the Civil Code in 1912, 106 the
Criminal Code, very belatedly, in 1942 107 – and, finally, the codes of civil and
criminal procedure on 1 January 2011. 108 Swiss codification history thus has
the Weber script backwards, rejecting the chronological precedence of
criminal and procedural law codes over those of civil law due to their
supposed simplicity and basic necessity in organizing the power state. 109
Equally, the Swiss Civil Code contradicts the standard view, in that it is,
especially in comparison to its rival, the German BGB, pitifully unscientific
and irrational. 110 As is well known, Franz Wieacker, 111 like many Swiss
101 Harty (2002a). Cf. also Harty (2002b); Jacobson (2002a); Jacobson (2002b); Ledford (2002); Umbach (2005).
102 Siimets-Gross (2011). Cf. also Kull (2000); Luts-Sootak (2000); Luts-Sootak (2006);
Luts-Sootak (2008); Luts-Sootak (2010).
103 The following is adapted from Nikolaus Linder’s forthcoming book on ‘Kodifikation als
nationale Selbstthematisierung. Strafrecht und Zivilrecht in der Schweiz um 1900.’
104 It is usually said to have started at the Swiss Bar Association’s annual meeting in 1868, cf.
Kaiser (1868). Cf. also the allocution by Carl Sailer in the following year, Sailer (1869).
A few years before Walther Munzinger had published his first draughts for a Swiss law of
obligations, Munzinger (1865), cf. also Fasel (2003).
105 Bundesgesetz über das Obligationenrecht vom 14 Brachmonat 1881 [= AS 5 635].
106 Schweizerisches Zivilgesetzbuch vom 10 Dezember 1907 [= AS 24 233].
107 Schweizerisches Strafgesetzbuch vom 21 Dezember 1937 [= AS 54 757].
108 Schweizerische Zivilprozessordnung vom 19 Dezember 2008 [= AS 2010 1739]; Schweizerische Strafprozessordnung vom 5 Oktober 2007 [= AS 2010 1881].
109 Weber (1978) 840.
110 Cf. the dismissive remark in Weber (1978) 886 s.
111 Wieacker (1953) 6 s.; Wieacker (1954) 46 s.; Wieacker (1995) 387–392.
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scholars, 112 has explained these characteristics with Switzerland’s supposedly
age-old democratic institutions and the simple and folk-like mentality of the
Swiss as “pious, noble farmers” (frumme edle puren), a national autostereotype dating back to early modern times. 113
However, things were not as clear from the outset. When Federal
Councillor Eduard Müller, in June 1885, suggested unifying criminal law
to fend off “anarchist machinations in Switzerland” 114 (anarchistische umtriebe in der Schweiz), it was generally agreed that this would be a relatively
short and unproblematic venture. Omitting all historical trappings and
relying on the theoretical groundwork laid by Franz von Liszt, the new
code was supposed to be a means of protecting the institutions of the state
and of curing the “community of the people” 115 – the corresponding term in
German was volksgemeinschaft – from the “social disease” 116 of crime. A most
visible part of this disease were “anarchist crimes”, 117 although, up to that
date, no acts of violence had ever been committed by anarchists inside the
Swiss borders. It was only much later, in September 1898, that the first (and
only) such attack, the murder of Empress Elizabeth of Austria in Geneva,
occurred.
Accordingly, Carl Stooss, a criminal law professor and high judge from
Berne who was commissioned by the federal government to deliver a
draught code, used the Federal Criminal Act (Bundesstrafgesetz) of 1853 118
as a model. This law, he maintained, was perfectly well suited, as it had been
conceived according to the established rules of scientific legislation, i.e., it
contained a general part (allgemeiner teil), and comprised mainly criminal
offences against the state. 119 Thus, the draught code which was eventually
published in 1893, although a complete, modern and scientific criminal
code was perceived by many as overly top-down and intent on institutions of

112 Cf., e. g., Egger (1908) 43–45; Egger (1911) XIII; Tuor (1912) 12–14; Egger (1913) 36 s.
113 Ochsenbein (1979), cf. also Suter (1999) 495 et passim; Suter (2001) 85 et passim;
Marchal (2004) 268 et passim.
114 Cf. Müller (1885).
115 Widmer (1992) 81, 710–11 et passim.
116 Stooss (1894a) 12 s.
117 Cf., e. g., Stooss (1894b) 269–73.
118 Bundesgesetz über das Bundesstrafrecht der schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft vom 4. Hornung 1853 [= AS III 404]
119 Stooss (1888) 121 s. et passim.
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the state. Previously, Stooss and his colleagues had designed a draught for a
Federal Act regarding Crimes against Public Security in the Territory of
Switzerland (Bundesgesetz betreffend Verbrechen gegen die öffentliche Sicherheit
im Gebiete der Eidgenossenschaft) which was so extreme in its approach that it
did not even make it beyond the administrative commission charged with
its review. It only entered into force in a much attenuated form four years
later, now labelled the Anarchist Act (Anarchistengesetz), and was promptly
criticized for its ineffectiveness. Thus, the project of a criminal code became
associated with unitarist power of the central government, modernist
approaches to crime, and, above all, with regulating the arcane and sinister
business of anarchism, which was generally treated as a synonym for leftist
activities of foreigners on Swiss soil.
Shortly before Stooss received his mandate, Eugen Huber had been
entrusted with a similar mission in the field of civil law: to compare all
existing legal arrangements in Switzerland and, based thereon, to develop a
draught code for the Confederation. Contrary to Stooss, Huber did not limit
himself to a comparatist account, but in his seminal work on the topic,
developed an integral history of Swiss private law, which harked back to the
Early Middle Ages. 120 There, he maintained, in the laws of the Germanic
tribes living in the territory of what was only later to become Switzerland,
the country’s history had really begun. The common ancestry, Huber
believed, not only explained the overarching similarities in the laws of the
Swiss cantons, but also created a primeval and indestructible bond of
solidarity between the different parts of the country, which formerly had
been inhabited by French-speaking Burgundians and German-speaking
Alemanni. 121 Switzerland, according to Huber, was thus much older than
the ancient legend of the Rütli oath implied; moreover, it was not based on a
legal transaction, but was, in fact, a community linked by blood ties, rooted
in a distant past, removed from the political turmoil of later periods, and
much less, the present day.
The community at the centre of Huber’s vision of legal order was neither
the state, and most definitely not the central state and its institutions, nor
the bourgeois family. What he had in mind was a form of extended and
modular family which transcended the two, the model for which he found
120 Huber (1886) 35–37.
121 Huber (1893) 18–39 et passim.
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in the writings of the great Swiss novelist Jeremias Gotthelf. 122 Set in the
rural landscape of the Bernese Emmental, Gotthelf’s novels – with titles like
Money and Soul (geld und geist) or Zeitgeist and Bernese Spirit (zeitgeist und
bernergeist) – depict a timeless world of becoming and passing away under
the eyes of a benevolent and merciful God. Here, the conflicts and discontinuities of modernity are contrasted with natural solidarity in stable and
seemingly everlasting communities. This concept of family and generic
solidarity pervaded Huber’s draught code, it was present in his law of
persons, family law, law of succession and many other areas of law.
V.

Trajectories of nationalism

The chronological precedence of the Zivilgesetzbuch over the Swiss penal
code and the very special kind of codification dispute which preceded it has
long been a conundrum in Swiss legal history. Stefan Holenstein, in his
seminal work on Emil Zürcher, Carl Stooss’ lifelong friend and collaborator,
gave ten reasons as to why the seemingly trivial criminal law took so much
longer to codify than the more complex and diverse civil law. 123 Among
these reasons he listed strong federalist opposition to the unification,
cultural markers such as the death penalty, which the reformers, against
fierce opposition from the more conservative cantons, wished to abolish,
personal, strategic and tactical shortcomings on the part of Carl Stooss in his
contest against Eugen Huber as well as his excessive willingness to compromise, poor political leadership in favour of the criminal code and, finally,
a strong resistance from the quarters of professional jurists, academic or
otherwise. While these reasons appear, at least in part, worth considering,
they mostly recur to either the personalities of the people involved – the
‘strong’ and ‘resourceful’ Huber versus the ‘feeble’ and ‘clumsy’ Stooss – or
to institutional fortuities, namely weak political and scientific support. The
cultural differences between the two projects appear more promising as a
reason. Federalism, however, would seem to run against both projects, as
both were planning to substitute the current law of the cantons by federal

122 Huber (1962). On Huber’s ‘legal Gotthelfism’ cf. Lauener (2011) 38–41 et passim; on
issues of Bernese collective identity with respect to Gotthelf cf. von Greyerz (1953) 212–
20 et passim.
123 Holenstein (1996) 432–37.
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code law. This leaves us with the question of the death penalty, whose
planned abolition was indeed a major obstacle to the unification of criminal
law in Switzerland. 124 But was this the real reason?
A culturalist approach, which regards the question of codification from
the angle of its relationship with different notions and perceptions of
community, arrives at a different answer. It would focus on the diverging
approaches Stooss and Huber took with regard to Switzerland as a nation
in the sense of a discursive product, or in the words of Ernest Renan, an
“everyday plebiscite” 125 (plébiscite de tous les jours), an ever-changing, socially
construed form.
The methodological impulse, here, comes from Oliver Zimmer, who,
based on the work of Anthony Smith, identified an ethnic-symbolist
trajectory of Swiss nationalism over the past 250 years. 126 According to
Zimmer, Switzerland between 1880 and 1914, evolved into a “modern mass
nation,” 127 a process which altered the prevailing form of the nation in
fundamental ways. While in the final decades of the 18th century Swiss
nationalism had been the notion of an enlightened elite and in the early
years of the federal state had become the project of the ruling party of liberalradicals with the nation as a unitary, politically integrated demos (women and
Jews being consistently excluded), the ensuing years saw the rise of yet
another breed of nationalism. During the 1880s and 1890s, Swiss nationalism acquired an unprecedented ethnic quality, which was accompanied by a
strong interest in national history and culture, but also saw an increasing
number of what one might call ‘border incidents.’ 128 During those years, the
number of expulsions of foreign ‘anarchists’ and other politically dubious
persons rose to unprecedented heights, while the domestic left saw its loyalty
towards the nation routinely and severely questioned. 129 The first constitutional initiative in 1893 – a means of direct democratic participation which
had been introduced in 1891 – introduced a ban on kosher slaughter. 130
Cf. also Caroni (2008) 72.
Renan (1882) 27.
Zimmer (2003).
Zimmer (2003) 163 et passim.
The concept of border drawing in Swiss nation building is discussed in Argast (2007) 79–
102.
129 Widmer (1992) 631.
130 Krauthammer (2000).
124
125
126
127
128
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In the same year, a major eruption of xenophobic violence against construction workers from Italy occurred in Berne, followed by the so-called
Italian riots (Italienerkrawall) three years later in Zurich, which lasted three
days and cost a number of lives. 131 When, under the impression of these
events and even more disturbing news about anarchist attacks from France
and Italy, the Anarchistengesetz was about to be enacted in 1894, the good
citizens of the small village of Leimbach in the Canton Aargau, sent the
following petition to the federal government:
“Mr. President of the Confederation! Esteemed Federal Councillors! The undersigned Swiss citizens are highly concerned and indignant about the fact that, as has
occurred occasionally in recent times and does so even today, foreigners and
suchlike people who have scarcely made themselves at home here are allowed to
abuse Swiss soil for their wild agitation and goading of misguided people. We
appreciate fully everything that you have done in order to purify the fatherland
from unclean foreign elements. However, as the evil has put down even deeper
roots, we beseech you to ensure that the competent authorities throughout Switzerland enforce with severity the laws against agitators and rabble-rousers, foreign and
domestic, especially in cases of insurrection or incitement to commit crimes.
Indeed, we wish and expect the supreme authorities of the Confederation, through
the enactment of the proposed Anarchist Act, to enable forceful measures in the
fight against the enemies of every order and every state.” 132

However, the Anarchist Act in fact achieved the exact opposite of what the
citizens of Leimbach had asked their government to do. Instead of providing
a means of making short shrift of all sorts of nasty foreigners, anarchists and
other troublemakers, it actually gave them their day in court. In several
landmark cases over the extradition of Italian anarchists in the 1890s, the
Swiss Federal Tribunal consistently ruled that writing provocative articles,
editing anarchist newspapers and speaking in favour of anarchism did not
constitute extraditable crimes. 133 Defendants were regularly acquitted, a legal
outcome which was not welcomed by criminal policy officials, prosecutors
and much of the media. What took place, therefore, was a decisive change
of mood with regard to the treatment of foreigners who were believed to be
a public order threat. Instead of treating them according to criminal law,

131 Skinner (2000). Cf. also Fritzsche (1981); Looser (1986); Stauffer (1993)
132 “An den hohen Bundesrath der schweiz. Eidgenossenschaft in Bern,” dated 11 April 1894.
BAR [Swiss Federal Archive], E 21(-) -/- 1681.
133 Swiss Federal Tribunal (1891) [= BGE 17 I 450]; Swiss Federal Tribunal (1900)
[= BGE 26 I 227]; Swiss Federal Tribunal (1901) [= BGE 27 I 72].
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which would have required its reform and codification, police action
followed by immediate deportation became the measure of choice. 134 After
the fatal attack on Empress Elizabeth in 1898 and the international conference in Rome which was held in its wake, 135 this practice became the
definitive standard procedure in such cases. By this time, the idea of a Swiss
criminal code was already doomed. Its final demise was brought on by the
advent of the German code, the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, a direct threat to the
national legal order, as Eugen Huber and others 136 warned:
“Those who stubbornly adhere to nothing but ancient rules will become negligent
and lazy. Other countries do not think this way; they constantly strive to improve
their conditions. Beware of the day of reckoning! Even the loneliest mountain
valleys will be penetrated by industry, railways, trade. If the Federal Government
does not intervene, there will be nothing left for us, eventually, but to accept a new
legal regime from abroad. Whoever wishes to preserve the character of his people,
therefore, must vigorously stand up for the unification of Swiss law.” 137

As these short remarks illustrate, the two draught codes offered two
completely different versions of the nation. While Carl Stooss’ project
adopted the old top-down model of the nation as politically integrated
demos, Eugen Huber offered a new way to integrate the mass nation as
ethnos. 138 The deciding point, however, was that Huber’s model was based on
the closed form of the extended family, while Stooss’ plan was based on the
notion of the existential otherness of the anarchist, a figure treated by
international and criminal lawyers alike as the proverbial hostis communis

134 Gruner (1988) 258–263. Cf. also the list of expulsions compiled in Langhard (1903)
472–479.
135 On the Rome conference in 1898 and the increased international cooperation in its wake
cf. Herren (2000) 268–271.
136 Cf., e. g., also Hilty (1894) 485–486.
137 Quoted after Wartenweiler (1932) 103 s.: “Wer sich nur an die althergebrachten Ordnungen hält, steht in Gefahr, der Bequemlichkeit und Faulheit zu verfallen. Andere Länder
aber denken nicht so; sie arbeiten unablässig an der Besserung ihrer Verhältnisse. Kommt
einmal der Tag der Abrechnung, dann wehe uns! Auch in die einsamsten Gebirgstäler
dringen Industrie, Schienenwege, Handel. Greift der Bund nicht ein, dann werden wir
schließlich die neue Rechtsordnung vom Ausland annehmen müssen. Darum hat gerade
der kräftig für das einheitliche Schweizerrecht einzustehen, welcher die Eigenart seines
Volkes bewahren will.”
138 The concepts of ethnos and demos were first introduced by Emerich Francis, cf. Francis
(1965). Cf. further Lepsius (2009b), Lepsius (2009c), and Richter (1996) 56 s. With
regard to Switzerland cf. Ernst (1994), and Argast (2007) 82 et passim.
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omnium or hostis generis humani of antiquity. 139 As such, the anarchist was not
a figure of simple alterity, but an ‘abject,’ to use Julia Kristeva’s term, the
thought of which was so dreadful and abhorrent that it could under no
circumstances be considered as an identity-establishing device. 140 The choice,
which was eventually made in the years after 1898, to proceed with the
codification of civil law at the expense of criminal law, was thus not simply
one of legal areas, but of what the Swiss as a nation wanted to become: a
relatively open community with the ability to face and to absorb, through
legislation, even alien and foreign elements; or a closely integrated, outwardly closed solidary group which dealt with strangers not in terms of law,
but with the policies and procedures of an “immigration police state,” 141 as
the historian Erich Gruner has drastically called it. By deciding in favour of
Eugen Huber’s project, Switzerland chose the latter option, thereby turning
towards a trajectory of nationalism, which, through two world wars, and
more recently the ascent of the largest European right-wing party in
proportion to its population, has become ever fiercer and more exclusionist.
VI.

Cultural legal history

This short outline had two objectives: to promote a ‘culturalist’ approach to
modern legal and codification history in order to overcome the limitations
of the current paradigm, and to give an impression of how such a concept
could be set to work. It draws heavily on a number of studies which have
appeared in recent years, which often place codification in a decidedly nonEuropean and non-rechtswissenschaft context. 142
At the end of this lecture, we would like to present a number of theses
which form a tentative framework for the study of modern legal history and,
especially, of codification history, from a global perspective. They are intended, to quote Paul W. Kahn, to move scholarship “toward thick description of the world of meaning that is the rule of law.” 143
139 Cf., e. g., Gentili (1877) 22: “Piratis, et praedonibus nulla manent iura: qui omnia iura
violant.” After 1880, this concept was applied to ‘anarchists,’ the generic ‘enemies of the
state’ of the period.
140 Kristeva (1982) 7 s. et passim. Cf. also Douglas (1986) 55–57.
141 Gruner (1988) 215.
142 Cf. supra, footnotes 84 to 101.
143 Kahn (1999) 91.
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1. Modern Law is autonomous and indeterminate. It does not serve specific
ends like the efficient or just distribution of resources or the allocation of
political power.
2. It is not in itself a product of rational design; in Paul W. Kahn’s words, it
“was not constructed according to a systematic plan and it exhibits no single,
rational order. That reason operates within the legal order – as it surely does –
should not be taken to mean that the set of meanings expressed in law’s rule is itself
a product of systematic rationality.” 144

Codification, therefore, can be explained with sufficiency, but not with
necessity as a result of economic or political influences or as a work of jurisprudential genius. 145 The fact that codification is said to make law stable,
rational and calculable, and is commonly treated as a means to do so, is
something different from it actually achieving this.
3. Modern law is a way of imagining the political. For this reason, codes
should not be seen as imperfect attempts at achieving self-referential closure,
much less as “the product of someone’s or some community’s effort to be
something, which has been only partially achieved,” 146 but as coherent
imaginations of societal order, or, to quote Clifford Geertz again, “visions of
community.” 147
4. The study of modern law and codification, therefore, should not proceed
from assumptions of methodological individualism, but from the community “in its appearance as a single, historical subject,” 148 as Paul W. Kahn
maintains:
“We do not first experience a unitary, historical actor that is the nation and then
observe law as one of its qualities. From an internal perspective – i.e., from the
perspective of the citizen – the historical unity of this community is, in large part,
the rule of law as practice and belief. Of course, we also look to a shared history of
political events that contribute to our sense of community identity.” 149

In this sense, the code may be regarded as the nation of the law.
5. This makes it equally clear that the history of modern law cannot be
understood as a process of uniform modernity, much less as an idea of
144
145
146
147
148
149

Kahn (1999) 98.
Cf. Caroni (2002) 20; Caroni (2008) 73 s., and Stolleis (2007).
Kahn (1999) 92.
Cf. supra n. 52.
Kahn (1999) 112.
Kahn (1999) 113.
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enlightened progress. It should be treated as a highly complex and pluriform
history of invented traditions and imagined communities: “The law is not
merely ongoing; it has a history. It tells a story.” 150
6. Institutions constitute but “the wax in which law’s rule acknowledges, coopts, and suppresses […] alternative forms of apprehending the meaning of
self, community, and history.” 151 In the political and historical imaginations lies the key to the understanding of codification as a form of legal
modernity. “A cultural study of law,” therefore
“cannot narrowly limit itself to ‘legal’ phenomena. There is no such subset of
experience. If we want to study what it means to live under the rule of law, then we
must be prepared to examine the entire reach of our experience in the modern
state.” 152
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Towards New Conceptual Approaches in Legal
History: Rethinking “Hindu Law” through Weber’s
Sociology of Religion

Introduction: Law, History, Culture and
the Problem of Comparison
There appears to be a need to develop new approaches to the history of law
in a comparative and global context. Such a need arises from dissatisfaction
with current approaches that do not allow for conceptual clarity in cross
cultural and global contexts. Some of these problems have been pointed out
by Robert Gordon (1984) who observes that there are certain fixed notions
around which the writing of the history of law revolves around. This
involves a singular conception of the relationship of law to historical change
based on the idea that the natural and proper evolution of a progressive
society is towards the type of liberal capitalism seen in the Western world
and that it is law’s function to aid such evolution. 1
Gordon is particularly critical of what he calls legal functionalism. He
remarks that this functionalism operates in an evolutionary context. He
characterises five kinds of propositions that make up this functionalism. The
first is the view that law and society are separated from each other. This leads
to questions about the relationship of law to society and the autonomy of
law. The second is that all societies have universal needs which involve
developing along the appropriate social path. The third is that there is a
predetermined evolutionary path and the fourth is that legal systems should
be described and explained in terms of functional responsiveness to social
needs. The fifth, which draws from the others, is that the legal system adapts
to changing social needs. He also speaks of variations to this dominant
tradition of studying legal history which, among others, involves the use of

1 Gordon (1984) 59.
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social theory such as Marxism which relates the fulfilment of social needs to
forms of domination. He adds that even if functionalism is rejected as an
approach, some of the other modes of study that are adopted, such as
disengagement or the reiteration of the autonomy of law or understanding
law as legitimating ideology, also prove to be unsatisfactory. Gordon’s aim in
critiquing functionalism and the dominant tradition is an attempt to show
the usefulness of critical historiography (inspired by the field of critical legal
studies) in providing a new basis for the study of legal history. Critical
historiography seeks to move beyond the evolutionary functionalist approach which sees uniformity in social processes, such processes being
labelled as “modernisation”. 2 In making the set of critiques that he sees as
partial, Gordon seeks to outline the mode and manner through which legal
history could be studied. A possible way is to understand how law is
constitutive of social relations and the multiple trajectories of development
that can be used to explain social events.
Gordon’s attempt to provide a new way of studying the history of law
needs to be read with a similar appraisal of comparative law and its
methodology by Guenter Frankenberg (1985). Frankenberg argues 3 that
comparative law’s faith in objectivity allows culturally biased perspectives to
be represented as neutral and that this is inconsistent with its goals. There is a
lack of discussion on theory and method in comparative legal scholarship.
He also identifies functionalism as being one of the problems that hinder the
study of legal cultures. The comparative functionalists have a prior understanding of the nature of a legal system which lets them identify similar
problems in a manner that can produce similar results. Frankenberg further
suggests 4 that this form of functionalism also entertains a vision of social
development which is evolutionary in nature, i.e. that law adapts to social
needs and develops through interaction with its environment. Such a
perspective marginalises legal ideas in the realm of consciousness paying
attention only to the formal aspects of the law, such as the decisions and
actions of courts and legislatures. Neutrality becomes a stance to use
terminology that will identify universal problems. Frankenberg concludes
that one can re-imagine comparative legal studies by re-examining the
2 Gordon (1984) 71.
3 Frankenberg (1985) 411.
4 Frankenberg (1985) 438–439.
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relationships that arise from the use of legal concepts and categories (an
illustration of the same would be terms within property law such as “tenant”
or “lease” and the social phenomena that one identifies with these terms).
What are the possibilities for such re-imagination? In order to do so one
needs to analyse the current conceptual frameworks that are prevalent in
comparative law, such as legal transplants, transfers, borrowings and diffusion. As David Nelken (2001) argues, these metaphors also use a functionalist model which sees law as part of an interdependent whole and the
language of legal adaptation merely indicates functionalist survival. Nelken
further argues that there needs to be more research done on societies which
are the objects of legal transfer as part of the new agenda on comparative
legal studies.
In order to begin this new agenda one needs to examine the current
debates on forms of legal transfer. Alan Watson’s work on legal transplants
has been significant in the theorisation on legal transfers and has faced
criticism of two kinds. The first criticism is that legal transplants are
“impossible” and that legal rules cannot travel as they are cultural forms
and they are inscribed in words which convey a variety of meanings across
different cultures (Legrand 2001). The second criticism, which comes from
Roger Cotterrell (2001), is far more damaging as it focuses on Watson’s
argument that law does not necessarily reflect a society’s needs and concerns
and that there is no connection between law and society.
Legrand’s criticism is problematic for its suggestion that legal transplants
are non-determinant in nature, i.e. that the legal institution or system of law
has no influence in the culture that hosts it. He does not go into this
question although in his later work (Legrand 2003) he has sought to clarify
the position by reiterating the features of such incommensurability by
showing how the identification of similarities is essential to doing comparative law. However, the comparativist can never understand the native’s
legal experience in the manner that the native himself can. Even if there is
semantic commonality, cultures can be incommensurable. 5
Cotterrell’s criticism focuses on Watson and Ewald’s interrogation of the
relationship between comparative law and legal sociology stating that their
position of there being no mirror theories of law and society (law is not a
mirror of social, political and economic forces) does not take into account
5 Legrand (2003) 254.
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the complexity of Western social theories (such as Marx, Weber etc.) about
law. Cotterrell comments that Watson’s claims emphasise that laws frame
social institutions. This ignores the fact that these institutions (particularly
forms of property holding) have limited value by themselves and can only be
understood by an empirical inquiry into patterns of social organisation. This
also shows a particular ambiguity in Watson’s theses, his insistence that law
is part of culture and his emphasis on positive rules.
Cotterrell maintains that:
A legal transplant will not be considered significant (or perhaps as occurring at all)
unless law can be shown to have effects on relevant aspects of social life in the
recipient society. The success of the transplant will be judged by whether or not it
has the effects intended, which were the reason for it. Similarly, where law is seen as
an expression or aspect of culture in the sense of shared traditions, values or beliefs
(either of lawyers, of society generally or of some part of it), a legal transplant will
be considered successful only if it proves consistent with these matters of culture in
the recipient environment or reshapes them in conformity with the cultural presuppositions of the transplanted law. 6

In order to understand legal borrowing Cotterrell argues that legal traditions
need to be understood in the context of the specific legal communities
whose conditions of existence should be studied. Cotterrell proposes that the
legal borrowings be studied in the context of four types of community
which are instrumental community, traditional community, community of
belief, and affective community. The focus on instrumental community
explains the effects of certain borrowings, such as the adaptation of continental principles of good faith in contract to a British context, through the
comparison of the different structures of economic organisations in the
German and British contexts. 7
It is noteworthy that Cotterrell and other critics of Alan Watson do not
take into account that Watson’s theses mainly applied to European societies.
Watson himself makes a qualification in his discussion on codification
stating that his classification of codes in the context of the gap between
law and society does not apply to codes in conquered territories such as
India. 8 Therefore, the key question that emerges in the re-imagination of

6 Cotterrell (2001) 79.
7 Teubner (1998) however suggests that this is a legal irritant rather than a legal transplant
because of the transformations and events that it triggers.
8 Watson (2001) 136.
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comparative legal studies and the writing of the history of law is the question
of law in non-Western cultures. This becomes more significant in light of
Watson’s statement that a legal rule can only be known through its history.
How does one write a history of non-Western law and what are the concepts
that one uses to do so? How does one escape the functionalism that appears
to be inherent in comparative legal studies in the West and how does one
formulate an agenda for comparison?
In this context, Cotterrell’s remarks on the conditions of legal transplantation in the host culture become relevant. In his formulation on the
nature of community he mentions that when laws are transplanted, “the
transplant is likely to be linked in the perceptions of the transplanters with
patterns of social relations they associate with the law”. 9 This raises the
question of what can constitute a community and its social relations and
how the viewpoint of the transplanting culture may differ from that of the
host culture. This leads to a broader query. What is the mode of inquiry into
non-Western law and how does one analyse it conceptually? Such a mode of
inquiry has to necessarily engage with “conceptual histories.” 10 One needs to
understand the concepts behind the writing of such a history and whether
such concepts can be articulated in non-Western cultures. This goes beyond
legal transplantation as it analyses the concepts inherent within a culture and
does not restrict itself to law.
Edward Said’s landmark work Orientalism points out that there is a
particular way of speaking about the East that is characteristic of Western
discourse. This way of speaking embodies a conceptual framework that is
applied to understand non-Western cultures. Such a conceptual framework
finds itself in colonialism and the systems and categories that it uses. Said
describes it as a kind of intellectual power; a library or archive of information which was bound by a family of ideas and a set of values which
explained it as a phenomenon. 11 Thus, the history of law in India has to be
understood in the context of the legal system that colonialism created and
the concepts and categories that were used in creating it. Therefore, concepts
such as “religion,” society and “community” have to be interrogated in order
to understand how they operate in a milieu that is different from the West.
9 Cotterrell (2001) 83.
10 I borrow this term from Koselleck (2002).
11 Said (2001) 41–42.
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In order to undertake this enquiry one needs to undertake an archaeology of
colonial discourse. As Foucault (1972) suggests archaeology cannot be based
on causality. Discourse about any particular object cannot be based on the
existence of the object but the interplay of rules that make the appearance of
the object possible. One requires an understanding of the conditions that
allow for the emergence of these objects, concepts and thematic choices and
the rules of formation that dictate their coexistence, maintenance, modification and disappearance.
This paper seeks to make an enquiry into how the history of law in India
can be studied through the illustration of the British colonial encounter with
“Hindu law” due to the importance that this category itself has received
from legal historians. Its objective is to outline the theoretical framework by
which such a study takes place, and the categories that are relevant for its
analysis. It begins by looking at the framework through which legal histories
of India have been undertaken. Such a framework has been understood as a
movement of custom to codification or the secularisation of religious law,
legal historians stressing the arrival of modernity through colonialism. In
this context the paper shows how such a framework can be formulated only
within the background of Western social theory using the specific instance
of Hindu Law. It uses Max Weber’s sociology of religion in order to
understand this framework and shows how there are inconsistencies in his
account. It shows how the assumptions in his account have been shared by
others, such as the British colonial administrators. It then tries to look at
the logic behind these inconsistencies which are related to the European
experience of “religion” in India. These inconsistencies have a certain pattern
and can be used to frame certain questions for the study of Hindu law as a
historical category. This necessarily involves a comparative perspective as
Western theories and concepts must be interrogated for their influence on
the making of Indian legal systems. In doing so, it sets an agenda for the
study of Hindu law and provides for a new approach by which legal history
can borrow from comparative law and not by merely understanding borrowings as legal transplantation.
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Understanding the Framework Behind Legal Histories of India:
The Secularisation of Religious Law Through the Movement
From Custom to Codification
Legal histories of India often focus on the colonial legal system and its
metamorphosis into the modern Indian legal system. Such a process is often
understood as a movement from customary law to codification inherently
suggesting that British colonialism brought about a process of secularisation.
A standard textbook story of Indian legal history (Jain 2009) begins with the
East India Company being granted a zamindary (a form of land ownership)
by the Mughal emperor which involved dispute settlement as a responsibility. These responsibilities involved the setting up of judicial institutions
and various courts such as Mayor’s Court, the Court of Appeals, the Court of
Request and the Court of Quarter Sessions.
A prominent feature of the judicial proceedings (Bhattacharyya-Panda
2008) was their reliance on arbitrators who possessed knowledge of local
norms and practices. These were the pundits who were considered the
expounders of the Hindu scriptures and the maulvis who were the experts
on Islamic religious texts. The British had to rely on these arbitrators as they
did not have any knowledge of indigenous law. In order to lessen their
reliance on their arbitrators the British adminstrators embarked on a project
of identifying “Hindu law” in certain religious texts known as the Dharmasastras. 12
This perception of the law of the Hindus compelled Warren Hastings, the
Governor General of that period to appoint a team of eleven pundits to
compile a code on Hindu law in 1772. The Dharmasastras were characterised
by the British into two kinds of literature. The original Dharmasastras, which
were believed to have their origin in the Vedas, were the Manu smrithi, the
Yagnavalkya smrithi, the Narada smrithi, the Visnu smrithi and others. This
tradition was developed and maintained through centuries by Tikas and
Nibandhas. The Tikas provided explanations of the Smritis whereas the
Nibandhas were discourses that were assembled by classifying a large
number of texts and extracting the rules of dharma from authoritative texts.

12 An account of the difficulties of the colonial administrators in identifying the laws of the
Hindus is provided by Bhattacharyya-Panda (2008).
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Thus, Vivadarnavasetu, also known as “A bridge on the ocean of disputes,”
was compiled in Sanskrit on the basis of selected legal materials from these
texts. It was then translated into Persian and then into English under the
title of A Code of Gentoo Laws by Nathaniel Halhed.
One of the key figures in this enterprise of understanding Hindu law was
William Jones, the famous Orientalist who was a judge in the Calcutta High
Court. The result of his collaborations with various Hindu pundits yielded
another treatise, Vivada-bhangarnava or “Ocean of resolutions of disputes,”
by Jagannatha Tarkapancana, which was translated by Jones’s successor
H.T. Colebrooke. Many other commentaries on Hindu law, including those
by British authors such as Francis MacNaughten and Thomas Strange
followed. Two main schools of law were identified: the Mitakshara and
the Dayabhaga. By the 1860s the British had developed a body of Hindu law
and had done away with the practice of having pundits or maulvis interpret
this law. Certain spheres of life were also deemed to be outside the realm of
religion which led to civil and criminal legislation such as the Indian Penal
Code 1869, and the Transfer of Property Act 1882, being enacted.
This narrative of colonial legal history forms the basis for the historical
analysis of how various social phenomena has been understood in legal
terms. An illustration of the same is Radhika Singha’s account of the legal
discourse around sati that finally led to its abolition. Singha makes the claim
that the abolition of sati had to do with placing public authority at a transcendental level so that “public parley between the juridical claims of the
state and those made on the citation of religious belief was to be curbed”. 13
She comments that the government was compelled to abolish sati as it
was not an imperative religious duty due to them finding it impossible to
prevent its abuses. Its abolition allowed for secular legal categories, such as
homicide, to become applicable. However, the application of these secular
legal categories did not show the commitment to universalism and the rule
of law which should have come with legal codification. This was noticeable
in the category of “voluntary homicide with consent” which was included in
the Indian Penal Code and was meant to cover “voluntary religious suicide.”
Singha seems to suggest that a certain secularisation of religious norms took
place through codification which attempted to subsume religion.

13 Singha (1998) 115.
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In different ways other scholars of legal history, such as Elizabeth Kolsky
(2010) and Mithi Mukherjee (2010), also stress the incompleteness of
codification. 14 Kolsky provides us an account of how codification did not
bring about the equality promised by the rule of law but instead institutionalised race-based privileges for Europeans. Colonial law thus served to
entrench racial and cultural difference providing the colonial state with
mechanisms of regulation and control. 15
Mukherjee (2010) highlights the contradictions in this process by showing how justice as equity in the figure of the monarch became the key idea in
colonial governance. She argues that this category of justice was the foundational basis of the Indian Constitution unlike constitutions in the West
which were based on freedom and individual rights. She then shows how
the political philosophies of both Locke and Rousseau (the former being
grounded in the idea of the general will and the latter in the primacy of
the individual and private property) did not find place in the making of
the Indian Constitution. She also shows how certain discourses, such as
Gandhi’s idea of transcendental freedom, were marginalised in this process.
The main question that emerges from these studies is the subsuming of
religion as a category. There has been acceptance of the fact that sacred texts
constitute the source of law without understanding the rationale that as
religious texts they reflected the practices of the people. Whereas scholars
such as Mukherjee have highlighted how certain Indic categories have been
marginalised, the trend has been to understand how modernity as a discourse has overrode traditional social forms. This implicitly accepts the
religious and the secular as categories. In emphasising on the powers
appropriated by the colonial state (Singha 1998) and its forms of governance
one is compelled to accept the narrative on secularisation and that colonial
law brought about secular processes and secular ways of thinking. Another

14 There are also others who emphasise the integrity of the process, such as Eric Stokes
(1989) who shows that codification had utilitarian influences. Such an argument, however,
does not deal with the cultural consequences of such codification. Stokes instead chooses
to emphasise the importance of a moral theory.
15 Singha (1998), in her analysis of colonial penal law, elaborates on this process by arguing
that this reflected certain moral dilemmas of the colonisers in categorising Indian society
(such as reconceptualising family relationships in the context of norms about the stability
of the household). It also helped assert the state’s position as the only source of legitimate
violence.
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aspect of this narrative is that certain religious laws governing family and
community relationships survived in this process of codification and remain
to be “secularised”. 16
There have been some studies regarding the claims of various religious
communities in the context of the categories brought about by colonialism.
Shodhan (2002) makes an important analysis of how the Khoja community
was forced to represent its beliefs as Islamic through colonial legal processes.
Sarkar (1993) and Mani (1998) show how community mobilisation took
place around social practices such as child marriage and sati (bride burning).
However, there is no interrogation by them as to how such practices could
be perceived by the colonisers as religious. This is despite a large body of
work of challenging religion as a cultural universal in religious studies and
that the concept of religion is analytically redundant due to its Christian
theological basis (Balagangadhara 1994; Asad 1993; Fitzgerald 2000). In this
context I look at Max Weber’s theory on the sociology of religion to
understand the framework by which practices are seen as religious.
Hinduism as “Religion”: A Critical Examination
of Weber’s Sociology of Religion
Max Weber’s contribution to the sociology of religion has been highly
influential in contemporary debates on religion and secularization. His
characterisation of secular rationalisation as the “disenchantment of the
world” is a prominent theme in current scholarship. 17 Weber identifies
social modernisation as a manifestation of such rationalisation, law being
the means of organising the capitalist economy and the modern state, these
elements being constitutive of the rationalisation of society. Rationalisation
is also used to designate the autonomy of law and morality. Weber explains
rationalisation 18 as the institutionalisation of purposive-rational action,
seeing it as a process and not as an end. Rationalisation begins with the
overcoming of magical beliefs and the setting in of disenchantment. Such
16 This concern is reflected in contemporary constitutional law wherein the Directive Principles in the Constitution of India mandate the enactment of a uniform civil code doing
away with personal laws for different religious communities.
17 This is particularly reflected in the work of Charles Taylor (2007).
18 Weber identifies different kinds of rationalization but relates all of them to the emergence
of capitalism.
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rationalisation is achieved to the extent that belief in such magical thinking
is overcome. Such a process arises from the Judeo-Christian world where the
pagan enchanted world had to be overcome and faith had to be reposed in
God as the maker and sustainer of the world. Such a process of disenchantment freed modern structures of consciousness, reason no longer being
universal but split into a number of value spheres. Therefore, rationality was
something left to the individual to pursue and not to existing social orders.
In his work on the emergence of capitalism, Weber (1930) argues that the
nature of the rationality that allows modern capitalism to emerge is peculiar
to the Occident and is absent in other cultures such as India and China.
Whereas the impulse to acquire and gain wealth has been common to all
cultures, modern capitalism is dependent on the forms of rationality that
have arisen in the West. This includes legal rationality, as capitalism required
rational legal structures in the form of calculable legal systems which
allowed certainty of calculation. This meant that legal systems had to possess
a level of systemisation and coherence which was absent in law in other
cultures, law in India being an example of such a lack of consistency.
Weber’s conclusions about law in India are related to his understanding
of the sociology of religion. He comments that Indian law had developed
forms which could have served capitalistic purposes but modern capitalism
did not develop till English rule and that it was adopted without any
indigenous beginnings. 19 According to Weber, the social structure of the
Hindu religion must be analyzed to provide an answer. In this context he
focuses on the caste system and the roles of various social groups. The basis
for his argument lies in his identification of the sacred texts of the Hindus as
the Vedas. The acknowledgement of the Hindu tradition resting upon the
interpretation of the Vedas meant acceptance of the paramount position of
the Brahmins. Caste, “that is the ritual rights and duties that it gives and
imposes, and the position of the Brahmans, is the fundamental institution of
Hinduism.” 20
In describing the Indian social order Weber provides a lengthy account of
the position of the four castes which are the Brahman, the Kshatriya, the
Vaishya and the Shudra. He stresses that these groups engaged in certain
prescribed, exclusive activities which implemented their styles of life as status
19 Weber (1958) 4.
20 Weber (1958) 29.
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groups. 21 For the Brahmans it was the study of the Vedas and asceticism, the
Kshatriyas had the task of political rule, the Vaishyas were agriculturalists and
traders and the Shudras performed menial services. However, what was
essential to the maintenance of social position was the central position of the
Brahmins. Social rank was determined in reference to Brahmans. The principle of status and commensality in the context of social interaction was
extremely complicated, spanning a range of social relations which involved
dining with other communities, acceptance of food from other communities
(including the food preparation by other communities). Restrictions were
also based on ritually forbidden sexual intercourse between different caste
groups. In respect to all these matters the Brahmans were “always at the top
in such connections”. 22
Weber specifies a number of criteria to determine social rank, such as
avoidance of eating meat (particularly beef) and individual traits regarding
the selling of products. Such complexity of rank led him to the conclusion
that the expression “church” was inapplicable. With respect to the intricacy
of rank, the Brahmans were the final authorities. For him “Brahmanical
and caste power resulted from the inviolability of all sacred law which was
believed to ward off evil enchantment.” 23
Weber’s perception that magical elements appeared in the law contributed to his impression that Indian law was underdeveloped. 24 He emphasises the connection between law and the social structure of Indian society,
i.e. the caste system. He comments that the features of the caste system are
elaborately described in the law books, the law itself prescribing the lifestyles
of different social groups. The law holds that those who did not wear the
holy belt (a reference to the sacred thread of the Brahmins) were degraded
unless they acquired the same. They also recognised typical patterns of
conduct for different age groups which only held true for the Brahmins. 25
The position of the Brahmins was a specialised development from the
guild of magicians into a hereditary caste with status claims. 26 This ascendWeber (1958) 56.
Weber (1958) 43.
Weber (1958) 48.
Weber comments that the legal literature of the Middle Ages in India is impoverished and
formalistic, the law of evidence being magical and irrational (1958, 52).
25 Weber (1958) 58.
26 Weber (1958) 58.
21
22
23
24
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ency to power by the Brahmins was connected to magic overriding all other
spheres and due to the giving of gifts for ritual services. This led to “evil
enchantment” as the Brahmins would avenge the denial of gifts through
intentional ritualistic errors or curses. This ascendency was consolidated by
principles, for example a judge must never adjudicate in favour of a nonBrahman against a Brahman; the respect due to a Brahmin being higher than
that of a king. 27 In contrast, the law books enjoin the Shudra to dutiful
service and only if he could not find such service, did he have to take up an
occupation or trade. 28
Weber’s analysis of the caste system leads him to conclude that caste had
negative effects on the economy. Such an order, according to him, was
essentially anti-rational. Although it may be assumed that ritualism by caste
may have made the large scale development of enterprises impossible, the real
reason for the lack of development of capitalism in the Western sense was:
A ritual law in which every change of occupation, every change in work technique,
may result in ritual degradation is certainly not capable of giving birth to economic
and technical revolutions from within itself, or even of facilitating the first germination of capitalism in its midst. 29

According to Weber, Hinduism is characterised by a fear of innovation. Due
to the emphasis on following custom there is no scope to introduce new
practices. The emphasis placed on caste loyalty meant an adherence to
traditional roles and the duties that befit one’s caste rank. This stifled
individual ability to aspire to any advances or novelties in one’s life. The
caste system “is a product of consistent Brahmanical thought”. 30 “Ancient
Indian conditions” 31 ensured that tribes and foreigners were absorbed into
this system, occupational specialisation becoming hereditary status. There
was no system of accepting individuals into trades, a sense of market participation or an idea of citizenship. Such phenomena had failed to develop
and if they did, they were crushed by caste prohibitions. 32
Further, Weber comments that there was no universally valid ethic but
only ethics that rested on status of a private and social kind, except for a few
27
28
29
30
31
32

Weber
Weber
Weber
Weber
Weber
Weber

(1958)
(1958)
(1958)
(1958)
(1958)
(1958)

60.
94.
112.
130.
130.
131.
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absolute prohibitions universally prohibited such as the killing of cows. It
was the doctrine of karma or rebirth that determined one’s status based on
past births which explained the caste organisation and the order of divine,
human and animal beings. 33 Therefore, it provided for the co-existence of
different ethical codes for different social groups which could be in conflict.
Thus, “there could be a vocational dharma for prostitutes, robbers and
thieves as well as for Brahmans and kings.” A conception of original sin
could not therefore exist in this social order as there could only be a ritual
offense against the particular dharma of a caste.
Weber then draws further conclusions about the absence of Western
political concepts in India. The organisation of society in India did not
display any “natural order of man” and there was no “natural law,” only
some form of positive law which was status compartmentalised. This did not
allow for any form of “natural equality”. 34 The consequences of such a social
order were that there was no scope for social criticism and rationalistic
thought which could lead to the idea of human rights. Since karma or the
doctrine of rebirth conditioned all lives there could be no common rights or
common duties, only status-conditioned dharma was recognised. The concepts of “state,” “citizen” or “subject” did not appear. In further examining
Indian ethics Weber comments that concepts in Christianity, such as sin and
conscience, do not find place in Indian ethics. The devaluation of life was
based not on evil but the transitory nature of the world.
Weber’s theory of the Hindu religion with a rigid hierarchy of the four
castes and a Brahmin priesthood which controls this hierarchy shows
inconsistencies at certain places. He admits that the grouping of castes into
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra are not equally true throughout
India. In analysing data from the 1901 Census of India, 35 Weber notes that
there are several gradations in caste 36 and shows that such a structure and
hierarchy cannot be maintained. The confusing nature of the structure is
reflected in his characterisation of how such a hierarchy could be maintained. In identifying upper castes the criteria was based on various practices,
33 Weber (1958) 144.
34 Weber (1958) 144.
35 There is no detailed analysis of the problems that the Census posed by Weber, particularly
in the context of the gradations of caste. For contemporary scholarship on this issue, see
Dirks (2001).
36 Weber (1958) 45.
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such as widow celibacy, child marriage, ancestral sacrifice and social
interaction with other castes. However, in the case of lower castes the
differentiation was based on whether Brahmans could serve them or castes
other than Brahmans were still willing to do so. 37 However, castes of a lower
rank raised higher demands than castes of a higher standing, which showed
that the standing of the caste was not an indication of the extent to which it
could follow socially restrictive practices. Further one could not establish a
list of castes according to rank. This was due to differences in rank, from
place to place, castes being universally diffused and some castes being locally
represented. Therefore, the problem that arose for the census workers was as
to which unit could be considered a caste as it was rarely the case that one
found complete commensalism – only the sub-castes were predominantly
endogamous and had a unified regime of regulation.
This data leads Weber to remark that the rank order of castes was
contested and subject to change and that castes of questionable rank tried
to stabilise their position by making false claims of superior rank. Although
he mentions that the question of rank was only arbitrated by Brahmans, he
acknowledges that kings, although advised by Brahmans had tremendous
power to make decisions regarding the ordering of caste ranks. Such
decisions could include personally expelling entire castes and individuals,
including Brahmans. Weber also mentions that there was a particular period
in Indian history where the Shudras could obtain political power. 38
Such a finding, however, seems contrary to the assertion that the
hierarchy was determined and enforced by Brahmans, questions of social
hierarchy and authority being much more complex. For instance he also
mentions that the authority of Brahmans could vary considerably
… from unconditional submission to the contesting of his authority. Some castes do
contest the authority of the Brahman, but in practice, this means merely that the
Brahman is disdainfully rejected as a priest, that his judgement in controversial
questions of ritual is not recognised as authoritative, and that his advice is never
sought. 39

37 This shows that there is a preconceived framework by which one approaches the caste
system which perceives various practices by Brahmins as being related to the hierarchy of
caste itself, particularly social interaction between caste groups.
38 Weber (1958) 88.
39 Weber (1958) 29.
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The complex structure of the social system was reflected in social events such
as members of a group called the Sutars in Bombay (who were village
carpenters) developing priests of their own and discontinuing commensalism with the other members of the group. 40 The identification of caste with
Hinduism was also not completely accurate as it was not necessary that every
caste is necessarily a Hindu caste and that there are castes among the
Muslims and the Buddhists and that the Indian Christians are also compelled to recognise caste. 41 Although Weber makes these observations he
fails to analyse it in the context of the conclusions that he has drawn about
the caste system.
Another important discrepancy lies in Weber’s identification and description of the sacred texts of the Hindus as the Vedas. He mentions that there is
no trace in the Vedas of the structure and core of the fundamental ideas of
Hinduism, such as the transmigration of souls and the doctrine of rebirth. 42
Despite commenting that the Vedas are not the source of insight into the
content of Hinduism or its early historical forms, 43 Weber still persists in
identifying the sacred texts of the Hindus as being the Vedas.
It appears surprising that Weber retains the idea of a Hindu religion with
a cohesive caste system, and a Brahman priesthood, despite evidence to the
contrary. However, he is not alone in doing so, such a conception of India
being unanimous across European society, including British colonial administrators in India in the eighteenth century. Weber’s perception that the legal
norms of different social groups were found in the sacred texts, and his
assumption that religious texts were also sacred texts, was also shared by the
British. As mentioned earlier, the British embarked on an entire project of
codifying “the Hindu law” that they found in the sacred texts.
In Bengal, British officials such as Scrafton, Holwell and Bolts identified
the indigenous rules of governance to be in the dharma sastra, the holy texts
which were monopolised by the Brahmins. Scrafton (1770) clearly identifies
the source and origin of these laws:
The Bramins say, that Brumma, their lawgiver, left them a book, called the Vidam,
which contains all his doctrines and institutions. Some say the original language in

40
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which it was wrote in is lost, and that at present they only possess a comment
thereon, called the Shastah which is wrote in the Sanscrit language, now a dead
language, and known only to the Bramins who study it. 44

Scrafton then remarks that the Brahmins have distorted the doctrines of the
founder laid down in these sacred texts and exceeded the rest in their abuse
of power. He makes the observation that these texts show no consistency and
although the Hindus have acknowledged the Vedas:
… they have greatly varied in the corruptions of it: and hence different images are
worshipped in different parts; and the first simple truth of an omnipotent Being is
lost in the absurd worship of a multitude of images, which, at first were only
symbols to represent his various attributes. 45

This narrative of sacred legal texts was carried forward by Holwell (1765)
who confirms that:
… it appears therefore that they date the birth of the tenets and doctrines of the
Shastah, from the expulsion of the angelic beings from the heavenly regions; that
those tenets were reduced into a written body of laws, four thousand eight hundred
and sixty six years ago, and then by God’s permission were promulgated and
preached to the inhabitants of Indostan. 46

Holwell also confirms that there has been some corruption in the text,
different versions being in circulation. Like his contemporaries he has no
doubt that the Brahmins are responsible for leading Indian society into a
state of degradation: 47
… the Goseyns 48 and the Bramins having tasted the sweets of priestly power by the
first of these Bhades, 49 determined to enlarge, and establish it, by the promulgation
of the last; for in this the exterior modes of worship were so multiplied, and such a
numerous train of new divinities created, which the people never before had heard
or dreamed of, and both the one and other were so enveloped by the Goseyns and
Bramins in darkness … 50

Scrafton (1770) 4.
Scrafton (1770) 5.
Holwell (1765) 22.
Bolts (1772) also identifies the sacred texts of the Hindus to be the Vedas and also focuses
on the role of the Brahmans as custodians of these texts. According to Bolts knowledge of
these texts lay exclusively with the Brahmans due to their understanding of Sanskrit and
were a closely guarded secret not to be revealed to any other caste.
48 A title given to a Brahmin priest.
49 Another word for the Shastra.
50 Holwell (1765) 16.
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What could be the reason for this standard narrative across Europe despite
the fact that there were factual inconsistencies that could have changed it?
In order to understand this we need to use the frame of Orientalism which
is the mode that the West uses to describe non-Western cultures. Such a
framework yields the insight that the descriptions of a “Hindu religion,”
“Vedas as sacred books” and the “Brahman priesthood” are related to the
conceptual framework that the West uses to understand religion. The West’s
idea of religion in India is related to what it perceives as religion within its
own culture. Therefore, the conceptual framework that allows Europe to
experience and perceive “religion” in India must be investigated. One also
needs to investigate the inconsistencies in the discourse around “Hindu law.”
A greater study of these inconsistencies allows us to pose certain questions
on an alternative way of studying Hindu law outside the European
conceptual framework.
Assessing the European Experience of Religion:
An Agenda for the Study of Hindu Law
In an essay on the centrality of the Brahmin priesthood within European
representations of India, Raf Gelders (2009) argues that colonial discourse
uses Hinduism as a category of analysis to classify an assortment of traditions. 51 The figure of the Brahman is central to the European perception
of an ancient religion based on monotheism and the sacred scriptures being
corrupted by forms of idolatry. 52 Gelders suggests that this image of the
Brahmin is due to two modes of representation that developed in Europe.
The first image was a pre-Renaissance representation wherein the Brahmin
traditions were seen as proto-Christian expression. The second image was
that of the Brahmin as the cunning priest in Reformation literature.
Gelders demonstrates through an analysis of various ethnographic works
how these two images were juxtaposed to produce the current description of
Hinduism as a religion. In the medieval period the Collatio Alexandri cum
Dindimo, a fictional exchange of letters between Alexander and Dindimus
the leader of the Brahmin ascetics, became popular being quoted by the
French historian and preacher Jacques de Vitry, the Archbishop of Canter51 A more elaborate explanation of Gelders’s argument is provided in his 2010 doctoral thesis.
52 Gelders (2009) 564.
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bury John of Salisbury, and other theologians. They were known as the
“Brachmanes,” their religion being explained in terms of the vision of the
Christian God. However, the stereotype of the Brahmin as “proto-Christian”
was exemplified in the fictional travel report of the Middle Ages known
as the Voyages de Jehan de Mandeville Chevalier, which became the most
influential due to its wide distribution and translation. In this work the
exemplary behaviour of the Brahmin was contrasted with prevalent shortcomings:
The Brahmans are not given to theft, murder, or adultery, and they live “as that they
were religious men.” Because they are teeming with good qualities, they never suffer
tempests, famines, or any other tribulations, “as we be, many times, amongst us, for
our sins.” 53

What was the reason for this focus on the righteousness of the Brahmin?
Gelders traces this to the transition in scholarship exemplified by Johannes
Boemus who in 1520 published his work Omnium Gentium Mores (the
customs of all nations) which outlined the benefits of learning the rites,
mores and manners of all peoples in the world. The reason for this is that
humankind has fallen astray from worshipping the Christian God having
succumbed to the Devil which has made them worship idols and images
instead of God. In his ethnographic study the “Brachmanes” were central,
being the models in faith for the Christian community. The Brahmans were
thus thought to exemplify the good morals and faith in the Biblical God. 54
However, a second image of the cunning and manipulative Brahmin
arose on the encounter with India in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
which moved to another extreme of representing a defective Christianity in
the East. The ethnographic text that played a key role was Ludovico di
Varthema’s Itinarario, released in 1510, based on his visit to Calicut in India.
Varthema mentions in his narrative that the king of Calicut was an idolator
(despite his belief in the Biblical God) who worshipped the image of a
monstrous demon that he called “deumo” (most likely Narasimha the manlion incarnation of Vishnu the god in Hindu mythology). The image of the
“Calicut Devil” was multiplied through distribution, translations, and other
ethnographic works and was prominent in the theological controversies of
the Reformation period.
53 Gelders (2009) 570.
54 Gelders (2009) 571.
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Gelders argues that the Brahmin protoganist was transformed to suit
Protestant debates. The Brahmin ascetic who took part in the debates with
Alexander was seen as shunning the avarice and greed of the Catholic
Church who had claimed exclusive access to the Word of God and added
new creeds and rites thus corrupting the message of God. The Protestant
theologians constantly sought to compare the practices of the Catholic
Church to pagan Rome stressing how the message of Christ has been
distorted into the worship of human saints and crucifixes. In order to show
how Roman Catholic Christianity and the idolatry caused by the devil were
the same, the second representation of the Brahmin as a cunning priest
emerged. 55
Gelders further argues that these modes of representation were embedded
in colonial discourse in India and colonial administrators, such as Holwell or
Scrafton, were effectively able to use this frame in order to formulate the
idea of an ancient Indian religion and a corrupt Brahmin priesthood. He
concludes by saying that it is important to understand such descriptions as
not merely being a product of colonialism but rooted in Christian theological debates.
How does one study “Hindu law” if the “Hindu religion” is a product of
the European experience of the Orient? In India today, the Hindu religion is
constitutionally recognised and protected with the freedom to practise and
propagate one’s beliefs and practices and set up institutions for religious and
charitable purposes. 56 The colonial conception of how community or
society in India is constituted in the context of the caste system, the nature
of law and the structure of the family has had profound influences on postcolonial legislation and judge made law which rely on colonial precedent.
Various enactments, such as the Hindu Succession Act 1956, the Hindu
Marriage Act 1955 etc., are enforced relying on the colonial conception of
what should constitute a Hindu religion. Cases and judgements on the
Hindu joint family rely on the schools of Hindu law, i.e. the Mitakshara and
the Dayabhaga which were the product of the colonial codification process.
However, the description and classification of social phenomena as belonging to Hinduism or a “Hindu religion” does not mean that the Indian
55 In making this argument Gelders examines a wider range of ethnographic sources in the
Low Countries, other parts of the continent and England.
56 This is granted under Article 25 of the Constitution of India.
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conception of such a social phenomena is the same as the colonial conception.
What is the usefulness of understanding how Hindu law has become a
category historically? As we have seen, such a category is important as it
allows legal historians to be able to make their claims of the process of
secularisation by colonial law. This means that Hindu law and secular law
are understood as two separate legal transplants. This makes it unclear as to
what is being transplanted. There is no clarity as to what are the changes that
colonialism brought about except for a dissonance with indigenous categories (Mukherjee 2010), a reconceptualisation of social relationships (Singha
1998), and actions caused by their racist psychology (Kolsky 2010). 57
If one wishes to gain greater clarity on the nature of the changes that
colonialism brought about, it becomes important to analyse the European
experience of Indian society and its conceptual framework which generates a
number of systems and categories. We have already noticed that Weber’s
description of the Hindu religion is subject to certain constraints, such as
the need to identify sacred scriptures and Brahmin priests as custodians.
Furthermore, that these constraints are also visible in the vision of the British
colonial administrators in India. Raf Gelders’s account allows us to discover
the conceptual framework behind these constraints which are internal
theological debates in Christian Europe.
In arriving at the conceptual framework that determines European
attitudes towards Indian society, one needs to unearth the various categories
and concepts that allows the description of an entity called “Hindu law”
and how it shapes our descriptions of social phenomena. In order to do so,
I propose using the inconsistencies in the European accounts to arrive at
an analysis. We have already seen in the case of Weber that there were
inconsistencies in his account of a unified Hindu religion and caste system.
Most British administrators were unconcerned that reality in India did not
match their pre-conditioned ideas. However, there were exceptions, such as
James Henry Nelson, a Madras High Court Judge in the late nineteenth
century who questioned the existing consensus on legal knowledge about
India.
57 The specific positions of these legal historians is described in the second section of this
paper which deals with how the history of law in India is perceived as being a movement
from custom to codification.
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In a detailed study on the various difficulties faced by the Madras High
Court’s administration of Hindu law Nelson (1877) mentions how the
customs and practices of various social groups whose practices are inconsistent with Hinduism had to be recognised. He also mentions that the
Austinian notion of law wherein the non-Muhammadan social groups have
agreed to accept and have been compelled to guide themselves by an
aggregate of positive laws or rules set to them by a sovereign or other
person having power over them is absent in India. Therefore, the idea of a
“law giver” and primary law texts akin to the Institutes of Justinian was
incorrect.
If I am rightly informed, there is not a trace of the existence of a set of positive laws
such as the twelve tables of Rome, the Code of Draco, or the commandments of the
Jews: but on the contrary we have the evidence of Megasthenes, and of Strabo
(quoting Nearchus), to the fact that in old times there were no written laws in
India. 58

In this context Nelson dismisses the identification of a law-giver called Manu
who had set laws for the Hindus through the law text called Manu Smriti by
Orientalists such as William Jones 59 on the ground that there is evidence
lacking that a man called Manu actually lived and had set laws that intended
to govern all Hindus. Nelson also raises questions about the nature of caste
in India and the status of Brahmins in being the key interlocutors in
interpreting and upholding the Code of Manu. In his letter to Justice Innes
(1882) he states that the Brahmins of South India have developed their own
peculiar customs and practices and therefore one should not apply the law
applicable to Brahmins in the North to them. Nelson also remarks that the
groups considered to be Shudra may have their own scriptures propounded
by their own Gurus and priests and may not avail of Brahmanic assistance in
performing ceremonies and religious services. He arrives at the conclusion
that:
There is not, and so far as appears never has been, a Hindu nation or people, in the
proper sense of the term: and it would be idle to attempt to discover by research a
body of positive laws based in the general consciousness of such a nation or people. 60

58 Nelson (1877) 4.
59 As mentioned earlier in this paper, William Jones played a major role in the translation of
the Dharmsastras.
60 Nelson (1877) 11.
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Nelson comments that there are various contradictions and inconsistencies in the Manu Smrithi itself and that these contradictions would lead one
to conclude that such a commentary did not lay down legal principles to
be followed but were merely recommendatory in nature. 61 An example
was the practice of niyoga or levirate wherein the manner of following
the custom is laid down in an elaborate manner but was condemned in
absolute terms. He criticises the functionalism present in the legal scholars
of the colonial period claiming that they sought “to discover the existence
of analogies between Sanskrit concepts and those of ancient Rome and
modern Germany”. 62 He lays down fifteen false principles that have
characterised the state of Hindu law as enforced by the courts. These include
(1) the existence of various schools of law which governed different parts
of India (such as the Andhra country, the Dravida country etc., (2) the
application of Hindu law to all Hindus and (3) the Hindu family is a state
of union and is undivided.
In claiming that the Code of Manu did not apply to all Hindus (if it could
be considered law) Nelson poses relevant questions such as when and in
what circumstances were the Dharmasastras composed? Do Buddhism,
Jainism and Brahmanism have any impact on the religious beliefs and
practices of the people of South India? To what extent do Muhammadans in
the Madras province follow the practices of non-Brahmin castes? What kind
of powers do Gurus and caste heads exercise? 63
Nelson further argues that the notion of property within the family was
not the corporate form of the joint Hindu family described by the colonisers.
Property was held individually and women could also inherit in certain
cases. He comments that words do not exist in the Dravidian languages for
English legal phrases such as “joint family” “coparcenary” and “co heirs”.
He maintains that these meet the requirements of the High Court but do
not express the social life of South India. He also asserts that when division
in the context of the Tamil word “pangu” (share) is mentioned, it refers to
village land and not family property. 64
In order to resolve these issues, Nelson recommended that there be an
inquiry into the usages and customs of the Indian castes without using
61
62
63
64

Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson

(1887)
(1882)
(1882)
(1887)

56.
10.
16.
170–171.
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concepts from existing Hindu law and that a set of practical rules should be
in place instead of a manual of Hindu law. An effort should be made to
ascertain the role of Gurus and caste heads in the context of authority to
interpret customs.
In showing the flaws in the colonial account and a way of going forward,
Nelson has set an agenda for the study of Hindu law. However, he does not
comment on the manner by which such an agenda could be carried out. As
we have seen a certain Orientalist framework pervades European discourse
on law in India. There is a perception that religion is essential to the
discovery of law in India as religious texts were also considered to be legal
texts. The authorities to interpret these texts are the Brahmins. In challenging
this framework, how can one ensure that one is doing so outside an
Orientalist framework? How would it be possible to understand the practices
or customs of another culture if the concept or idea of practice itself in
Western legal culture is used to understand practice in India?
Historians of law have chosen to examine religious and secular law as two
separate legal transplants, the secular coming into being due to the process
of modernisation initiated by colonialism. However, our findings indicate
that the European perception that law is to be found within religion itself
indicates that the domain of the secular requires the idea of religion. 65
In identifying certain practices as “religious” and as others as “secular,” a
separate regulatory domain of secular law emerges. Such a domain can only
exist in the presence of “religion” which is a category that British colonial
administrators sought to bring into being through their identification of
scriptures, priesthood etc. As we have seen, this category did not have any
resonance with indigenous perceptions. Therefore, in locating and inquiring
about practice one needs to recognise this dialectic.
The formation of Hindu law has to be considered in this light. In
proceeding with Nelson’s suggestion that there must be an inquiry into
practices and customs of different social groups one needs to understand
practice outside Western legal norms which stipulate fixed standards and
forms of authority to interpret practice. In examining social relationships,
categories that come from Christian theological debates, such as the idea of a
65 Some of these questions are addressed by Charles Taylor (2007) who suggests that
secularity is evidence of how religion transforms itself into new forms of belief. For a more
comprehensive account of how religion secularises itself see Balagangadhara (1994).
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Brahmin priesthood, need to be rejected. One needs to re-examine the
conflicts and dynamics of practice in order to determine social relationships.
Nelson’s observations about the joint family as a construct to meet British
colonial judicial standards are important in the context of rethinking the
nature of community in India. The colonial perception about the corporate
nature of the joint family comes from certain ideas around the relationship
between property and society which remain to be investigated. Such an
investigation has to bear in mind the conceptions of community that have
evolved in Europe and the manner in which that has influenced conceptions
of community in India.
Conclusion
In trying to formulate new conceptual approaches to the study of legal
history in global and comparative perspectives one is faced with the problem
of functionalism. In order to overcome functionalism a far more radical
approach is required than what is available within the methods and
terminology available in comparative law, such as legal transplants, transfers
and diffusion. In order to generate more productive explanations the frame
of Orientalism or the manner in which the West looks at other cultures
being drawn from debates in religious studies and cultural studies is adopted
to resolve the problem. Max Weber’s scholarship on the sociology of Indian
religions is analysed to demonstrate the frame and its contents. One discovers that the idea of a Hindu religion with sacred scriptures and a Brahmin priesthood can be found not just in Weber but across all sections of
European society. In interrogating the frame by which Europeans experience
India, one discovers that that this is a product of categories and debates
internal to Christianity. The inconsistencies in this account are investigated
in order to arrive at a new agenda for the study of Hindu law.
It needs to be recognised that colonial discourse remains very firmly
entrenched in post-colonial legal structures and the re-examination of
categories poses a great challenge to historians of law. Therefore, the importance of using Orientalism as a frame for understanding European
experience of non-Western cultures becomes even more significant in light
of its potential to rethink existing forms of knowledge.
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Legal Transplants between Time and Space

1.

Introduction: Situating Legal Transplants

The concept of legal transplants has been a main focus of the comparative
lawyers’ craft in recent years. Alan Watson, who is credited with coining the
term, holds that legal transplants are an essential part of a strange paradox
exhibited by law. On the one hand, each group of people has a unique set
of laws that is a sign of their identity; however, such uniqueness has not
suppressed the occurrence of legal transplants, which “have been common
since the earliest recorded history.” In Watson’s words, legal transplants
mean “the moving of a rule or a system of law from one country to another,
or from one people to another.” 1
Movement is, thus, what characterizes the idea of a legal transplant, a
rule, institution or knowledge identified in a social group is transported to
another. For Watson, the idea of the movement “of a rule or a system of law”
is essentially linked to legal development. While he admits that legal
development by any means can be understood only by taking into consideration “the parameters of legal thinking” of a given community, such
parameters “almost always include a propensity to look at some, but by no
means all, other systems, and hence a tendency to borrow from these, but
not from others.” 2
Watson’s version of legal transplants is characterized by a spatial dimension. Legal movement from one localized place to another, such as a state or
community, occurs frequently and, in turn, propels another movement: the
development or evolution of specific legal rules or a legal system. 3 Watsons’s
* I would like to express my gratitude to the participants of the “Entanglements in Legal
History Workshop,” held at the Max Planck Institute for Legal History, in Frankfurt, for
their excellent comments and suggestions on a previous version of this paper.
1 Watson (1993) 21.
2 Watson (1993) 112.
3 Advancing the metaphor, he states: “A successful legal transplant – like that of a human
organ – will grow in its new body, and become part of that body just as the rule or
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critics seem to have realized – if not entirely, at least in part – the spatial
implications of legal transplants. Pierre Legrand exhibits such understanding
in his proposition of the complete impossibility of legal transplants.
To Legrand, Watson’s ideas on the subject lead to a view of law decontextualized from its social and cultural contexts. A rule or a legal system
cannot exist apart from its given meaning, and such meaning can be found
only in the specific context in which the rule or legal system operates. For
Legrand, “[i]n any sense of the term, ‘legal transplants,’ therefore, cannot
happen. No rule in the borrowing jurisdiction can have any significance as
regards the rule in the jurisdiction from which it is borrowed. This is
because, as it crosses boundaries, the original rule necessarily undergoes a
change that affects it qua rule.” 4 Hence, Legrand summarizes his case: “Rules
are just not what they are represented as being by Watson. And, because of
what they effectively are, rules cannot travel. Accordingly, legal transplants
are impossible.” 5
By criticizing the impossibility of the movement or traveling implied
by legal transplants, Legrand only emphasizes the spatial dimension of
Watson’s original proposition. At one point, Legrand accuses Watson of
being drawn into “mechanical analogies.” Correctly, Legrand deploys the
term “mechanical” to show that legal transplants lead to a detachment of
the “constituents” (law, for example) from the “social totalities.” 6 Nevertheless, “mechanical” here does not only influence the quality of Watson’s
analogy; it also implies that the analogy follows the laws of mechanics,
which have an important spatial component.
Moreover, it is important to note that Legrand’s critique is also essentially
space-oriented. Instead of stressing movement as a factor in legal borrowing,
however, he overstates the role and even the necessity of stasis. In his appeal
for comparatists to look at the unique aspects of legal systems and to connect
those peculiarities with specific attributes of the laws and overall legal
system, Legrand evokes, as does Watson, the idea of space. Situationality is
essential, “[b]ecause insensitivity to questions of cultural heterogeneity fails

institution would have continued to develop in its parent system. Subsequent development
in the host system should not be confused with rejection.” Watson (1993) 27.
4 Legrand (1997) 120.
5 Legrand (1997) 114.
6 Legrand (1997) 122.
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to do justice to the situated, local properties of knowledge, the comparatist
must never abolish the distance between self and other.” 7 Such a static
perspective on what constitutes legal systems – and the traditions behind
them – is why some commentators, although in agreement with Legrand’s
stress on the centrality of issues related to différend in comparative legal
studies, have not completely followed his critique of Watson. Inevitably,
traditions have a certain degree of hybridism; their boundaries are constantly
renegotiated. 8 Moreover, it is fair to contend, just like Teubner, that the
spaces in which such renegotiation takes place are not national societies, but
a global one: “[t]he transfer of legal institutions (…) is a direct contact
between legal orders within one global legal discourse.” 9
Other approaches to the concept of legal transplants also have a spatial
dimension. The post-colonial perspective in comparative legal studies is an
eloquent expression of orientation toward space. The post-colonial critique
departs from the fundamental premise that the “Euro-American World” still
sets the agenda of comparative legal studies in the ways of seeing, speaking,
and feeling. Who is invisible or not, who determines those that must speak
or be silent, and who downplays the suffering of colonized people is one
located in the “Euro-American World.” 10 The post-colonial critique’s vocabulary divides the world spatially. The categories of North and South, First
and Third Worlds, and Euro-American and Extra-Euro-American Worlds
constitute the imagination of post-colonial scholars and propel them to ask
for change in the field of comparative legal studies. Issues related to space are
traditionally of the utmost importance for post-colonialism, as evidenced by
Edward Said’s description of his work as “a kind of geographical inquiry into
historical experience.” 11
Similarly, the extremely influential functionalist heritage in comparative
law clearly emerged from the conflict of laws doctrines, which inherently
involve issues of space. As rightly pointed out by Michele Graziadei, Ernst
Rabel’s concern about the issue of characterization in the conflict of laws led
him to rely on the comparative method. If legal systems are different and
initially appear so different than they cannot be compared, the only way to
7
8
9
10
11

Legrand (1997) 123.
Nelken (2003) 445–446. See also, inter alia, Gillespie (2008) 669–673.
Teubner (1998) 16.
Baxi (2003) 50.
Said (1993) 7.
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bring them into a fruitful comparison is to focus on the similarity of their
factual circumstances. Therefore, “[c]omparative law must concentrate on
isolating the fact from which legal consequences follow, quite irrespective of
the way they are looked at, or categorized, in any legal system.” 12 Rabel’s
turn to a functionalist approach to solve problems arising from the application of legal rules and institutions in a multitude of different spaces,
characterized as states or, at least, distinctive legal systems, is symptomatic of
the space-oriented perspective of the functionalist method and its heritage.
A great number of perspectives and traditions in comparative legal studies center their analyses on the presupposition that legal transplants rest
fundamentally upon a spatial dimension: Rules or arguments originally
existent in a single space, be it a state or any other group ruled by law,
become applicable, for several different reasons, in another discrete space.
Even such diverse approaches to the topic agree that legal systems are
inevitably porous to outside influences (even Legrand does not deny that)
and are to a degree dependent upon a number of factors, such as power,
culture, or society. The outside element to be transplanted is often associated
with a foreign legal system or one organized beyond the boundaries of the
nation-state. Beyond the illustration of transplants, current comparative legal
literature uses an abundant variety of similar metaphors that implicate the
idea of movement. For example, metaphors of diffusion, borrowing, circulation, cross-fertilization, migration, transmission, transfer, and reception
connote the idea that a person or idea is moving. 13 It is irrefutable that the
world is spatially divided and that legal systems rest on the common
acceptance of the necessity of specific spaces, even cyberspace, to exist in
order for rules to be applied. We cannot simply disregard the importance of
12 Graziadei (2003) 105–106.
13 For those and other similar terms, see Perju (2012) 5. For the author, four of the terms
above have a “greater staying power”: transplants, borrowing, circulation and migration.
My aim is not to establish what terminology is the best, but to state that they all connote
the idea of movement. Sometimes, such connotation takes place in a stronger way, as
Günter Frankenberg suggests in the case of “migration” and “transfer” (the former more
than the latter), but the idea of movement is there. Frankenberg (and many others) puts
too much emphasis on the terminological debate. For him, they “are not ‘only words’ but
signifiers of rather different theoretical approaches and interpretations.” Frankenberg
(2010) 566, 570. I do not intend to take sides on such debate. At this stage, it is sufficient to
say that there is a connection between the idea of movement and that of transplant and its
competing metaphors.
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space and the number of entities organized according to the idea that spatial
divisions produce social consequences. 14
In addition, however, there is another dimension, apparently neglected
by most comparatists, that strongly affects the way legal transplants (or any
other concept grounded on the idea of movement) operate: time. The
attempt to transplant a rule or argument from one legal system to another
involves an expectation that someone wants to be fulfilled in the future. To
employ two terms disseminated by Reinhart Koselleck, a legal transplant can
be viewed as a collection of experiences that happened in one legal system and
are expected to be realized in the future in a different legal system. Therefore,
legal transplants are not devoid of a sense of the future; as expectations, they
try to anticipate the future and, consequently, change it.
In this article, I will argue that in addition to a spatial dimension, legal
transplants have a temporal dimension, materialized as transplants are fueled
by experiences and expectations and try to bridge the gap between them.
In a broader perspective, this article aims to bring comparatists and legal
historians closer together. This effort might seem outdated, since comparatists are often enthusiasts of the study of history. Watson, for example,
attributes a great importance to history and was a legal historian himself.
Nevertheless, comparatists, and I would add jurists in general, pay scant
regard to issues related to the theory and the philosophy of history. History is
important because it supplies good narratives on which comparative law
discourses can rely; in other words, it provides the elements necessary to
apply or to destroy legal authority. This article claims that history – understood as historical science or historiography – can provide methods and
insights to better understand legal transplants. 15 The categories of experi-

14 As a matter of fact, space has duly been considered in an emerging literature on legal
pluralism and legal transplants. For a general picture, see von Benda-Beckmann /
von Benda-Beckmann / Griffiths (2009) 1–29. Some take the spatial turn in legal studies so seriously to the point of arguing that modern legal systems are invariably mixed,
what demands a complete reconceptualization of territoriality. For Donlan, for example,
“[t]he uniqueness of mixed jurisdictions is thus no longer the fact of their hybridity, but
their particular mix and character.” Donlan (2011) 29. Even if such argument may sound
exaggerated, it seems undisputable that we must look more thoroughly to the spatial
implications of the relationship between legal systems.
15 The opposite is also true, although this is not the main concern of this article. On the
subject, especially on the identification of at least three important contributions of
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ence and expectation, as formulated by Koselleck, are good examples of how
an encounter between comparative law and the theory and philosophy of
history can be productive.
The piece is divided into two parts. In the first, I will briefly present
Koselleck’s ideas about the categories of experience and expectation and
show how they are essential to understanding any historical argument in
modern times (Neuzeit). I will then demonstrate the importance of treating
the temporal dimension of legal transplants by showing how concepts such
as progress and prognoses affect the operation of legal transplants. Some
short concluding remarks will then be presented.
2.

Adding Time: Experience and Expectation

Koselleck’s contributions to the development of the theory of historical
science have been recognized as outstanding. His reflections on the emergence of modern history have opened new ways to think about issues
neglected by professional historians reluctant to engage in theoretical
discussions: the scientific cognitive categories which historians, since the
advent of modern times, have employed in their craft.
These scientific cognitive categories can also be found at work in other
professions, where they are equally neglected by the majority of experts.
In the case of lawyers, bridges with historians must be kept open at all times.
It is almost a truism that lawyers need history to find their own identity.
Historical arguments are useful not only to give authority to a legal argument, but also to destroy or question the authority received from past
generations. 16 Therefore, in their constant engagement with the past,
lawyers must investigate these categories. In this paper, I will focus on a
small number of them, namely experience and expectation.
Modern people do not see history as merely an accumulation of past
experiences, but also as the likelihood of changing the future. History as

comparative law (and the comparative method as well) to legal history, see Graziadei
(1999) 530.
16 The search for authority (or its destruction) is on the basis of Robert Gordon’s taxonomy
of the three uses of the past by lawyers: static, dynamic (concerned with looking for
authority), and critical (focused on the destruction or the questioning of authority). See
Gordon (1996) 124–26.
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magistra vitae is not possible anymore, because the future is conceived as
open for human beings to build upon. In Koselleck’s thought, past and
future are connected through the categories of “space of experience” and
“horizon of expectation.” These concepts are, for him, so essential “that they
indicate an anthropological condition without which history is neither
possible nor conceivable.” Far from being opposing categories, these ideas
simply cannot exist apart from each other. 17
Understanding how history is conceived and articulated in different
arguments inevitably leads to a realization of the inherent relationship
between experience and expectation. As Koselleck defines it, “Experience is
present past, whose events have been incorporated and can be remembered.
Within experience, a rational reworking is included, together with unconscious modes of conduct that do not have to be present in awareness. There is
also an element of alien experience contained and preserved in experience
conveyed by generations or institutions.” Expectation is defined in the
following terms: “At once person-specific and interpersonal, expectation
also takes place in the today; it is the future made present; it directs itself to
the not-yet, to the non-experienced, to that which is to be revealed. Hope
and fear, wishes and desires, cares and rational analysis, receptive display and
curiosity: all enter into expectation and constitute it.” 18
Koselleck discusses experience in terms of space, because this concept has
a clear spatial dimension. Experience is not a monolithic entity, but rather an
assemblage of several layers of time put together simultaneously in the
present. It cannot be organized in terms of before and after. In Koselleck’s
words, “Chronologically, all experience leaps over time; experience does not
create continuity in the sense of an additive preparation of the past.” 19
On the other hand, expectation is described in terms of horizons, because
“the horizon is that line behind which a new space of experience will open,
but which cannot yet be seen.” The future, explains Koselleck, cannot be
experienced, so it cannot be integrated into a single space. 20 As one commentator succinctly puts it, “The scope of our vision as we look at the open
17 Koselleck (2004) 257. Those categories may be retraced to two authors that deeply
influenced Koselleck’s thinking: Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer. On this, see
Olsen (2012) 220–226.
18 Koselleck (2004) 259.
19 Koselleck (2004) 260.
20 Koselleck (2004) 260–261.
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horizon at sea becomes synonymous with a sense of future as open and
unlimited, inciting us to conceive beyond what we can actually see.” 21
Experience and expectation cannot exist apart, but as distinctive cognitive
categories, they do not supersede each other. Out of the difference between
experience and expectation emerges what can be called historical times, a
concept that is more than the mere passing of chronological time, but
expands to include a dimension “tied to social and political units of action,
to the particular acting and suffering of human beings, and to their
institutions and organizations.” 22 If such a subjective dimension constitutes
historical times, the term must be used in the plural, since it is felt in
multiple ways by different human beings. More importantly, the ways in
which different historical times can fill the gap between experience and
expectation are uncountable.
One of Koselleck’s main hypotheses about the relationship between
experience and expectation is that modernity is characterized by an increasing gap between these cognitive categories. 23 Previously, concepts such as
progress played a crucial role in filling that gap. Progress promises to create a
continuous bridge between the past (experience) and the future (expectation), and its effects can be measured only by reference to events in the past;
in order to be a better time, the present must be compared to previous
experiences. Furthermore, progress provides a solid foundation for the idea
that what is expected in the present can (or will) be accomplished in the
future. Although the critique of progress is widespread in modern times,
social and political language have developed concepts similar to progress;
words such as republicanism and constitutionalism evoke the idea of
movement. As Koselleck himself points out, “Republicanism was, therefore,
a concept of movement which did for political action what ‘progress’
promised to do for the whole of history. The old concept of ‘republic,’
which had previously indicated a condition, became a telos, and was at the
same time rendered into a concept of movement by means of the suffix
‘ism.’ It served the purpose of theoretically anticipating future historical
movement and practically influencing it.” 24 Concepts such as moderniza-

21
22
23
24
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tion or even development, frequently employed today, carry in themselves
the idea of movement, the mediation of what was experienced and what is
expected. In other words, these concepts have a temporal structure that is
simultaneously grounded on the past and oriented to the future.
I argue that the concept of legal transplants, especially due to its
characteristic of movement and strong reliance on similar concepts (including the aforementioned ideas of modernization and development, but also
good governance, globalization, and others), is an attempt to fill the gap
between experience and expectations in the legal field. What many comparatists have failed to see is that such movement has not only spatial
implications, but also temporal implications. A rule or institution that is
transplanted from one space to another carries at its core many expectations
waiting to be fulfilled in the receiving legal system.
Among comparatists, one of the few exceptions who attempts to realize
the temporal dimension of transplants is David Nelken – albeit with no
direct reference to Koselleck. He lucidly stresses, “Law can ‘belong’ not only
to other places, but also to the past, to a previous social and economic order,
to tradition and to history, as much as to the present. Or it can aim at the
future, acting as an index of desired social, political, and economic change,
of what society would like to become (or should like to become).” 25 Nelken
then makes his argument even clearer: “Legal transplants are frequently –
perhaps predominantly – geared to fitting an imagined future. Most legal
transfers are imposed, invited, or otherwise adopted because the society, or at
least some groups or elites within that society, seek to use law for the
purposes of change. The goal is not to fit law to what exists but to reshape
what exists through the introduction of something different.” 26 Nelken does
not develop his argument further, but instead, uses his claims about the
relationship between legal transplants and imagined futures to issue a call
for a research agenda that should be advanced by comparatists. Despite that
limitation, his argument is powerful and promising, because it opens new
ways to study transplants beyond the relationship between law and society
(to which comparatists inescapably refer, epitomized by the debate between
Watson and Legrand) to reach the very structure of the act of legal transplantation.
25 Nelken (2003) 451.
26 Nelken (2003) 457.
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While I agree with Nelkin, his perspective must be broadened by recourse
to the category of expectation. He contends that legal transplants are
“predominantly” suitable to “fitting an imagined future.” Expectations deal
not only with imagined futures, in Nelken’s sense of a planned future, but
they also encompass elements like probabilities, fear or chance. Expectations
belong to the domain of the not-yet, something that cannot be completely
rationalized or planned. I complement Nelken’s insight by arguing that legal
transplants always (at least since the coming of modernity and in relation to
those affected by it) carry with them expectations and, consequently, a
future-oriented perspective, because expectations can be found in the very
structure of legal transplants. Current typologies of legal transplants (or, I
insist, other similar concepts grounded on the idea of movement) do not
interfere with such a conclusion. Take, for example, Jonathan Miller’s oftcited division of transplants into four types: (1) cost-saving; (2) externallydictated; (3) entrepreneurial; (4) legitimacy-generating. It deals with motivations in the act of transplanting rules, institutions or decisions from one
legal system to another. Someone is involved in legal transplantation
because: it costs less than “to think up an original solution” (1); “a foreign
individual, entity or government” imposed it as a condition for something –
a loan or political autonomy, for instance (2); “individuals and groups (…)
reap benefits from investing their energy in learning and encouraging local
adoption of foreign legal model” (3); a foreign model is seen as a way to
enhance legitimacy in a given legal system – as in the case of fulfilling the
task of a “source of prestige” (4). 27 Those different intentions found in
transplants do not interfere in their orientation towards expectations. If we
are in accordance with the existence of such types, they only tell us that
expectations come from different realms. Some are legitimate, external to
the individuals’ free will, altruistic, but some are not. They explain the
decision taken by someone to transplant a legal model (where both the
donor and the receiver may fulfill different roles), but not how the idea of
transplanting itself works. 28
Linking legal transplants to expectations and, consequently, sustaining
they have a future-oriented dimension may sound like too much of a
27 Miller (2003) 845, 847, 849–50, 854–855.
28 That is why Miller states that “[w]hat the four typologies share (…) is a focus on the
persons responsible for bringing the transplant about.” Miller (2003) 872.
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Eurocentric statement. After all, one may argue, the idea of history (and
modernity) has emerged in a very limited part of the globe. Peoples “without
history,” in other words, those “societies where myths are the predominant
mode of organizing experiences of the past,” 29 do not necessarily have a
historical consciousness; or they may not feel the need to articulate the
idea of time in terms of a relationship between experience and expectation.
In fact, for them, past, present and future can be intertwined, rather than
separated, categories.
This is a very powerful argument. Peoples “without history” challenge
the very idea of history as the only way of “constructing the past.” 30 Their
existence demands historians to face their own past and think about different possibilities of conceiving time.
However, my point is not to argue there are no alternative manners to
think about the past (and the future too), but that, following Koselleck, a
specific way to conceive the past emerged with modernity and it affected the
idea of legal transplants. It is possible that legal transplants occurred in the
past – or some that still occur in the present – remain outside the realm of
modernity and its consequences (although the power and the impact of the
colonial encounter cannot be underestimated).
In sum, my hypotheses may not explain every single legal transplant
in the past, in the present or even in the future, but it is an explanation of
transplants that were and are affected by the advent of modernity. And
modernity was not only imposed to “others”; sometimes, it influenced
societies through processes of conversation and conflict. 31
In line with this, the assumption that legal transplants also have a
temporal dimension, since they project an expected future influenced by
“foreign experiences,” can draw the literature’s attention to important issues
neglected by comparative lawyers but often studied by legal historians.
Progress and prognoses are only two of them.

29 Nandy (1998) 162.
30 Nandy (1998) 166.
31 See Klein (2011) 111.
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3.

Legal Transplants and Progress

The concept of progress is extremely difficult to grasp. From the conceptual
history perspective, employing the concept of progress makes sense only if it
is directed toward the past, to its different uses throughout the years. Despite
its variations in time, aspects of this concept remain constant. Progress
means “a clear objective determination of direction,” and the most influential variations of progress are “tied to standards of value, progress towards
something which is subjectively better.” 32
Starting in the nineteenth century, progress became what would be
nowadays called an ideology. In contrast to Kant or Hegel who linked
progress with ideals such as freedom, progress became identified by a deficit:
regression, or decay. The future projected by others is considered fundamentally flawed if it does not fit into what an adversary considers to be
progressive. Progress has acquired a relational character and increasingly
fulfills the task of creating and maintaining a dichotomy between opposing
poles such as right and wrong, good and evil, and civilized and uncivilized
nations. 33
Despite the criticism of progress, especially in the twentieth century, 34 as
an ideology, it still influences legal discourse and the theory and practice of
legal transplants. There is a long tradition of comparative legal studies that
are grounded on the assumption that law progresses. Henry Maine and Max
Weber are two prominent examples. Maine’s paradigm of change in law
follows the narrative of status relationships as a less evolved way to regulate
society to the embodiment of rights and duties in the shape of “anonymous
and individualized” contracts. The same evolutionary pattern is identified
in many law and development proposals that attribute a great importance
to the law of contracts. On the part of Weber, progress in law is “clearly
oriented toward formal rationality.” He shows a clear antipathy towards legal
systems that have not achieved the level of organization based on formal
rationality. 35
The study of the concept of progress can enhance the legal transplants
research agenda in at least two ways: by emphasizing that ideology matters
32
33
34
35
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in any transplantation process and by refiguring otherness in comparative
legal studies. In an important article, the Italian comparatist Michele
Graziadei draws attention to the fact that by helping to forge consensus or
resistance to transplants, ideology “transforms power into influence” and
acts as “an interface between individual practice and collective action.”
Graziadei advocates making the study of ideology central to comparative
legal studies to encourage a micro-perspective in contrast to the grand
totalizations common in the field. 36
The powerful ideology of progress does not necessarily lead to domination through a given legal transplant. Progress has been a significant force in
national liberation movements and in policies that emphasize local, rather
than foreign, solutions to problems. If captured by individuals rather than
used as a tool to shape society, progress is an important element of subjective
historical times and still functions as a bridge between experiences and
expectations. Essentially, it provides a way to control the future through
ideas.
In addition, the study of progress can assist legal comparatists in realizing
that this concept helped create the sense of otherness and primitiveness that
still influences comparative law, especially when faced with Extra-EuroAmerican legal systems. To prove the need for a certain legal transplant, a
legal system must be imagined as imperfect, less evolved, or primitive. In
order for one to say that a legal order is primitive, there must be a reference,
structure, or set of rules for the purposes of comparison. The mold of
another legal system often fulfills such a role perfectly. However, a future
imagined in this manner builds upon the experiences provided by the legal
system perceived as more evolved and, therefore, serving as a framework in
the process of transplantation.
The study of the concept of primitiveness, fully informed by the ideology
of progress, can even create a new beginning for comparative legal studies.
As Steven Wilf beautifully puts it, “most discussions of legal transplants,
however, rely upon a remarkably botanical turn of phrase. Law is transferred
from one place to another – it takes seed, is grounded in the needs of
another society, perhaps even grafted to existing legal norms, and ultimately
becomes either a successful transplant or withers away. … Legal transplants
are part of a system of international exchange. Legal primitivism, however,
36 Graziadei (2009) 738–740.
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challenges this straightforward model of encounters. It was closer to the
mounted specimen of an exotic species than a living plant. It was a pastiche
of legal materials imported for the very purpose of cabining, setting aside,
and distinguishing from contemporary law.” 37
Structural adjustment programs are good examples of the difficulties, or
the impossibility, that international financial institutions face in dealing
with otherness and can be seen only through the lens of “good governance.”
And such a situation brings us to another issue: that of prognoses.
4.

Legal Transplants and Prognoses

Related to the concept of progress is that of prognoses. The idea that the
future is an open space leads modern human beings to make predictions and
plan for the years or centuries to come. Anticipating the future has serious
implications for power relations. Prognoses can take the shape of pure
wishful thinking or be a call or even an ultimatum for action. Koselleck
provides two examples of such prognoses in the inter-war years: Hitler’s
prediction about the invasion of Czechoslovakia and Churchill’s call for
action in Danzig and in the Polish Corridor. Those two prognoses were more
than wishful thinking; they were based on the capacity of Germany and the
allies to provoke or avoid a result. In other words, they wanted to mold the
future. 38
Focusing on such prognoses that are based on imposition can didactically
emphasize the complexity of legal transplants, especially if seen from the
point of view of the receivers. Conditionalities imposed by international
financial institutions in “structural adjustment programmes” resemble the
prognoses described by Koselleck that, in the final iteration, mean that a
person is compelled to act. The imposition of conditionalities is associated
with the idea of good governance that must be followed by specific states
that accept the adjustments. Good governance “involves the creation of a
government which is, among other things, democratic, open, accountable,
and transparent, and which respects and fosters human rights and the rule of
law.” 39 That being said, the agenda of good governance contained in those
37 Wilf (2009) 508.
38 Koselleck (2002c) 141–143.
39 Anghie (2005) 248.
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adjustment programs, as is widely known, have deep impacts on states’
internal affairs, ranging from reductions in government spending to economical liberalization requiring subsidy cuts or privatization. In practice,
such good governance agendas have created insurmountable burdens for
states that, for one reason or another, were compelled to turn to international financial institutions and consequently became bound by conditionalities. For example, despite being theoretically in accordance with human
rights standards – after all, human rights are an important component of
good governance – structural adjustment policies quite often “undermine,
if not violate, important economic and social rights.” 40 Conditionalities
in adjustment programs act not only as tools to achieve current political
objectives, but they also aim to affect time itself by controlling societies, as
well as legal systems, and direct them to a pre-determined and anticipated
future that will promote and realize the idea of good governance. Political
action, therefore, happens now and has an anticipatory function that is
capable of tying together present and future generations. That work is exactly
what Koselleck assigned to historical times, a deeply subjective perspective
on time that goes beyond chronology.
The International Monetary Fund has approved specific guidelines on
conditionalities. In an eleven-page document, the principles of conditionality are deployed using vocabulary that makes explicit the contractual
philosophy behind their application to those seeking resources from the
fund. The fifth principle makes the temporal-political dimension of conditionalities clear: “A member’s request to use Fund resources will be
approved only if the Fund is satisfied that the member’s program is
consistent with the Fund’s provisions and policies and that it will be carried
out, and in particular that the member is sufficiently committed to implement the program.” 41 Several words denote the temporal dimension:
“program,” “provisions and policies,” “carried out,” and “implement.”
Fundamentally, access to the fund’s resources is restricted to those able to
prove that there is a convergence between a member’s projection of the
future and the fund’s own projection of the future.
The prognostic character of a legal transplant might seem irrelevant.
What is so special about saying that political action is projected toward the
40 Anghie (2005) 260.
41 International Monetary Fund (2002).
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future? The concept of prognoses can however shed some light on the way
comparative lawyers use the vocabulary of legal change, which is relatively
frequent in the legal transplants literature. Quite often, legal change is used
in a too abstract manner, with no consideration of its prospective implications for society. That neglect arises in the case of Watson, for whom legal
change sometimes seems to be an end in itself. His definition of the task of
comparative law demonstrates such an “abstraction bias” and a lack of concern about the future social consequences of changes in law. In Watson’s
words, “in the first place, Comparative Law is Legal History concerned with
the relationship between systems. … In the second instance, I suggest that
Comparative Law is about the nature of law, and especially about the nature
of legal development.” 42 Moreover, by using concepts such as legal systems’
“sophistication,” “maturity,” “modernity” or “evolution” 43 in a poorly problematized way, Watson tends to generally disregard the role of the future in
legal transplants (and also seems to lean towards a defense of progress in
law). Therefore, to avoid such abstraction, the relationship between legal
transplants and prognoses must become an important field of research for
comparative lawyers.
5.

Conclusions

Legal historians can offer a crucial contribution to the debate on legal
transplants if they convince comparative lawyers that, besides a spatial
dimension, a transplant also implies a specific conception of time that
encompasses both the space of experiences and the horizon of expectations.
Legal transplants not only transpose legal rules and arguments from one
place to another; they fundamentally try to change the future.
As a matter of fact, legal transplants are deeply influenced by what
Koselleck called historical times, a very subjective (sometimes irrational or
emotional) perception of how time flows. The plea to emphasize the study of
legal transplants through the lenses of historical times seems to have its
counterpart in a tendency found in comparative legal studies to stress the
role of individual actors in the transplantation process. 44 An inquiry into
42 Watson (1993) 6–7.
43 See, for instance, Watson (1987) 537, 550–551.
44 Riles (2005) 41–45.
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such role may show not only that individual perceptions on several issues
vary, but also that they have different perceptions on how time flows.
Because I argue legal transplants try to fill the gap between experience and
expectation, they place themselves in a mined camp, full of tensions. Some
comparatists tend to overlook such tension by emphasizing more the
similarities than the differences among legal systems. I think Günther
Teubner’s ideas about legal irritants provide a good way to uncover such
tensions and implicitly emphasize the temporal dimension comparatists
should be aware of. In Teubner’s words: “‘Legal irritants’ cannot be
domesticated; they are not transformed from something alien into something familiar, not adapted to a new cultural context, rather they will
unleash an evolutionary dynamic in which the external rule’s meaning
will be reconstructed and the internal context will undergo fundamental
change.” 45 Irritants cannot be domesticated not only because a rule or
institution was displaced, but also because time itself cannot be domesticated. We can only expect a legal transfer will “work” in another legal
system, but we cannot say for sure. That is why Koselleck refers to prognoses
as a “difficult art.” However, even with its inherent difficulty, modern people
insist on prognosticating because of their inclination towards the control of
time.
The relationship between experience and expectation is not only tense,
but sometimes unbalanced. For Koselleck, moderns tend to put a lot of stress
on the expectation dimension when the amount of experience is scarce.
This is the price that must be paid for an open future, free from the burdens
of traditions. The same may happen with transplants. Sometimes, the trust
in a transplant is so thick that it overshadows the experience a foreign
legal system had with a rule or institution; contextualization is erased or, at
least, forgotten. As Frankenberg puts: “For the constitutional elites and their
experts, when going about the reassembling of the imported items, must
operate without knowing the original master plan or its meaning and may,
at best, rely on fairly unreliable, abstract instruction manuals provided by
global constitutionalism.” 46
Progress and prognoses are good examples of the temporal implications
of legal transplants. On the one hand, the sense of otherness that influences
45 Teubner (1998) 12.
46 Frankenberg (2010) 575.
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much of the comparative legal field has a strong relationship to the idea of
amelioration contained in the ideology of progress. On the other hand,
different agents establish prognoses through the means of legal transplants
and imposition of a given behavior on the receiver, as in structural adjustment programs.
Engagement with the concept of legal transplants is necessary for the field
of comparative legal studies to enhance legal change and to excavate the
causes and consequences of stasis in law. Recognizing the influence of
temporal and spatial structures in the process of transplantation can open
new paths for research and builds stepping stones to the ultimate – but often
forgotten – aim of law: the realization of justice.
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Empires and Law

Emiliano J. Buis

Ancient Entanglements: The Influence of Greek
Treaties in Roman ‘International Law’ under the
Framework of Narrative Transculturation

I.

Introduction 1

The influence of Greek culture in Rome has been widely accepted in almost
every single aspect of social life. Nevertheless, from a traditional legal point
of view there seems to be very little contact between the two civilizations.
In fact, legal historians have been reluctant to find possible interactions and
have rather suggested that it was only with the Romans that a strong and
systematic legal corpus could be built, something which had been unknown
to the Greek spirit. I have always been amazed by this conviction, which
blatantly contradicts what I consider to be one of the most outstanding
features of the growing power of Rome: the permanent Roman intention
to rely on Greek precedents in almost every social aspect of life and civic
organization (architecture, sculpture, literature, religion, politics, inter alia
multa), in order to “translate” and adapt new forms and structures in accordance with their own Weltanschauung and their own interests. 2
What is more, those who have been willing to acknowledge some kind of
interaction tend to justify their view on the existence of ancient testimonies
dealing with a Roman embassy sent to some Greek póleis (apparently
decided through a plebiscitum in 454 BC) to study their legislation with
1 This paper has been prepared under the scope of the research projects DCT1007 and
DCT1210, which I have been supervising at the University of Buenos Aires Law School.
A Spanish version of some parts of this article has been already published, as a work in
progress, in: Lecciones y Ensayos 89 (2011) 73–117.
2 This also had to be the case for the law, especially if we consider that the Greek territory
was incorporated under Roman power after the creation of the province of Macedonia in
146 BC as a consequence of Lucius Mummius’ destruction of Corinth. From that year
onwards, Greece was subject to Roman political control and therefore Rome came into
close contact with the way in which the different póleis were administered and regulated.
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the aim of becoming inspired by them. 3 According to other sources, the
return of the embassy facilitated the work of the decemviri and the preparation of the XII Tables. This narration is, of course, heavily criticized from
a historical perspective and the argument put forward by these authors has
been therefore rejected.
My purpose in this paper is to overcome this debate by suggesting a new
theoretical framework in order to understand the complex interaction of
Greek law and the Roman legal system. Far from relying on mythical tales
on possible influences, I intend to apply the concept of “narrative transculturation,” which I believe to be a convenient and original perspective
(traditionally excluded from studies concerning legal history) to deal with
the above-mentioned problem.
For this paper I take into consideration some case studies from the
Roman world. In particular, I will show how Rome adapted the Greek
tradition of treaties and used them to its own advantage. In particular, the
examples of the treaties signed with Maronea or the koinón of the Lycians,
among others, can unveil the Roman practice of approaching Greek póleis by
means of a series of written conventional instruments typical to Hellenic
interstate relations. However, this practice of apparent synallágmata only
hides a real inequality of power. In terms of international law, an interpretation of the epigraphical sources from the perspective of “narrative
transculturation” might help to understand the political strategies employed
by Rome when referring to Greek legal categories as a means of reinforcing
its imperial hegemony throughout the Mediterranean.

3 This is mentioned by Livius (AUC 3.31.8), who explains that the ambassadors were sent
to Athens in search of Solon’s laws: “missi legati Athenas Sp. Postumius Albus, A. Manlius,
P. Sulpicius Camerinus iussique inclitas leges Solonis describere et aliarum Graecarum civitatium
instituta, mores iuraque noscere.” Cf. Dionysus of Halicarnassus (Ant. Rom. 10.57.5) and
Zonaras (7.18). Other sources suggest that the expedition was in fact sent to southern Italy
(Magna Graecia).
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II.

An ancient “international law” and narrative transculturation

International legal history was mostly ignored for many centuries 4 and has
only shown signs of recovering as a discipline in the last decades. 5 And even if
this is the situation now, historical questions dealing with the international
law system in pre-modern times have been frequently disregarded. Very few
voices have dealt with the legal aspects of interstate relations before the
Christian era, and nevertheless, it seems a well-established fact today that
classical Antiquity was well aware of the specific functionality and the relative
importance of signing treaties. An heterogeneous set of rules (or, perhaps
even better, some sets of rules) had been agreed and arranged in order to
regulate the behavior of the autonomous and politically organized communities all around the Mediterranean world between the VI and I centuries BC. 6
4 At the beginning of last century, Oppenheim (1908) 316 complained that “the history of
international law is certainly the most neglected province of it.”
5 In this context, I refer to the seminal works of authors such as Redslob (1923),
Nussbaum (1947) or Verzijl (1968–1998) – whose monumental eleven-volume work,
written over a period of 24 years, was completed by Heere and Offerhaus 1998 – who
have constructed the necessary bases to build a true theorization of international law from
a diachronical perspective. Among the contemporary contributions focusing on the history
of international law, it is possible to mention, mainly, the excellent studies of Grewe
(1984), Koskenniemi (2002) and the works of Truyol y Sierra (1998), Laghmani
(2003), Gaurier (2005) and Renaut (2007), inter alia. For an overall vision of the new
approaches to the history of international law, see Hueck (2001). From antagonistic
viewpoints, both Koskenniemi (2004) and Lesaffer (2007) agree that the end of the Cold
War generated a moment of transition which facilitated the search for new historical
inquiries. On the promising future of these new tendencies, cf. Bandeira Galindo
(2005).
6 In this sense, in the face of the traditional denying theory of Laurent (1850–1851), who
considered that it was impossible to speak of a normative system in force to regulate the
relations between the different primitive peoples, we follow the contrary arguments held
by Phillipson (1911), Ruiz Moreno (1946), Bickerman (1950) and, more recently,
Bederman (2001), all of whom recognize certain international law institutions in force in
the Graeco-Roman world. Regarding the specific Roman situation, see the classical works
of Baviera (1898) and Ziegler (1972), as well as the recent treatment carried out in Zack
(2001). Certainly, as Catalano (1965) asserts, it is a sui generis system, whose similarities
with the current norms may be carefuly examined. Contrary to our position, Eckstein
(2006) believes that a “multi-polar anarchy,” which lacked an international law and was
characterized by fluid power balances, existed in the Mediterranean interstate system. This
is the anarchy which was, almost contemporaneously, rejected by Low (2007) 77–128
when affirming the existence of a Hellenic interstate law with, in our view, substantial
irrefutable evidence.
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The existence of written documents, mostly subscribed under the scope of
religious considerations 7 and some of which have been preserved in inscriptions or by means of indirect methods of transmission, was considered to be
necessary among Greek cities in order to control the action of allies or
potential enemies. Roman practice drew on this precedent and showed a
complex development of the practice of signing treaties with a clear political
intention: to ensure by all possible means the supremacy of the urbs on
conquered regions. But the question remains whether these agreements were
intended to clarify – or rather to hide – the latent inequality of an interstate
system characterized by violent invasions and territorial conquest.
How can we study this Greek influence in Roman international policy?
As I will explore in the following pages, the adaptation of Greek traditional
interstate models by Rome to its own convenience can be efficiently
examined through the lens of “narrative transculturation.” The theoretical
basis for this concept comes, of course, from anthropology. Fernando Ortiz,
a Cuban anthropologist, coined the term “transculturation” with a negative
perspective to explain the impact of Spanish colonialism on indigenous
peoples in terms of ‘culture’ as opposed to ‘race.’ 8 The term, which encompasses a struggle for a sense of identity – typical to subjugated peoples – was
created as an opposite to the universal concept of “acculturation,” which is
conceived as the loss of a particular culture in front of other (foreign)
cultural phenomena. Since law can be created in the coexistence of different
legal traditions, I believe that speaking of “transculturation” becomes useful
if transplanted to the legal discussion because it implies a hybridization of
two identities, a creation of a single and complex society based on the
adaptation of colliding (or complementary) perspectives.
As an addition to this, in a famous book on Latin-American literature
during modernism, Angel Rama used the expression “narrative transculturation” as a way of explaining how European literary traditions were
adjusted to the realities of the New World. 9 When he talks about this
7 “In reviewing the practice of the people of ancient times, we see that faith to covenants was
in some way their watchword, religious rites being the cardinal feature of their conclusion,
although they may, at times, have deviated from the strict observance of their treaty
obligations” (Ion [1911] 268).
8 Ortiz (1940). On the concept of “transculturation” in his work, see Díaz Quiñones
(1999), Santi (2002), and Rojas (2004).
9 Rama (2007).
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“narrative” aspect of transculturation, he explains how Latin-American
authors managed to absorb the European models with the aim of using
them to their own ends, with the purpose of consolidating a “discourse,” an
efficient narrative that is nurtured and inspired by its precedents but achieves
a new personal dimension with the intention of resisting and confronting
with its roots. 10 In legal history – and this will be examined in the next
sections of the paper – it is possible to perceive how Roman ius gentium
managed to preserve its own basis and its own structure while adapting in its
political discourse some preexisting Greek legal formulae.
III.

Greek treaties and equality

In Greek antiquity the pólis emerged as a city-state – an institutional entity
which had control over a certain cultivated territory (khóra), possessed a
population of citizens composed by adult free men and regulated life under
the exercise of power by governmental organs situated in the fortified center
of the city (ásty). 11 Póleis were clearly independent: concepts such as autono10 In my opinion, this theoretical framework of “narrative transculturation” is useful,
especially if compared to other possible ways of explaining the phenomenon of entanglements in legal history. Despite its scholarly tradition, for instance, a term such as
“reception” implies a perspective focussing on one of the two parties of the legal historical
relationship, i.e. the “receiving” party. “Transfer”, as another possibility, has a morphem
“trans-”, which of course implies a movement from one place /side to another one, but the
second part of the word relates to the latin verb fero, which means “move, take, carry”,
which again pays an unwanted (or not necessary) reference to the action of one of the
parties performing the action. As far as the word “transplant” is concerned – which
reminds of a medical language – it needs to be performed by a third party. My impression
so far is that “transculturation” implies a more neutral concept and can be sustained on
more objective grounds: attention can be paid to the specific fact of moving a legal
tradition from one place to another without any preconception on the quality or
characteristics of the subjects involved in the process.
11 On the notion of the pólis as a state, in a broad or in a restrictive sense, the discussions have
been very extensive and this is not the place to reproduce them. Suffice it to say, in the
realm of international relations, it is clear that these cities behaved as true subjects, capable
of acquiring rights and obligations. This international legal personality, however, has not
been enough to generate uniformity within the critic regarding the “state” character of the
poleis. Bearing in mind that today the main characteristics identifying statehood are
population, terrritory and government, I do not believe it appropriate to deny that such
conditions were present in the Hellenic cities of the classical period, which constituted
both a political community and an urban center. The members of the famous Copenhagen
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mía or eleuthería (freedom), frequent in ancient texts, 12 constitute a preliminary version of what would later on be understood as sovereignty. 13
The acknowledgment of independence in each pólis explains the creation
of a notion of formal equality among them. The sources insist on this balance
between city-states which are independent and do not depend on each other.
In Euripides’ Phoenissae, for instance, a tragedy represented in Athens in the
late V century BC, Jocasta describes the value of justice and the need to honor
equality (isótes) among friends (phílous … phílois), city-states (póleis … pólesi)
and allies (symmákhous … symmákhois) (vv. 535–538). 14 It is significant here
that equality is thought to be a landmark of personal relations that can be
transferred to the public arena of international relations. 15
At the interstate dimension, some authors have identified a general
principle on the prohibition of offending “equals” (mè adikeîn toùs homoíous). 16 From this perspective, the appeal to equality – as it will be explained –

12

13
14

15

16
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Polis Center have often insisted upon this; its founder holds, in fact, that in the Greek world
the three elements of the city-state appear in some way but in a different hierarchy from
what we would observe in Antiquity: first, the community of citizens, then, the political
institutions, and, finally, the physical space (Hansen [1993] 7–9).
Together with the adjective autónomos, it is frequent to find the use of terms to reinforce
the independence of the póleis such as autópolis (applicable to the possibility to individually decide a certain foreign policy), autotelés (fiscal autonomy) or autódikos (judicial
independence). Some emphatic expressions, such as eleútheroi te kaì autónomoi (“free and
independent,” Thucydides, 3.10.5) or eleutherotáte (“very free,” Thucydides, 6.89.6; 7.69.2),
underscore that the independence is presented as one of the essential characteristics of the
cities, even protected by customary inter-Hellenic law. Cf. Ténékidès (1954) 17–19.
Giovannini (2007) 98.
The Greek terms cited here and in every case, appear transliterated; the original accents in
our alphabet are respected. The corresponding translations of the Greek and Latin texts
mentioned here are personal.
Indeed, this is the only way to understand the distinction made in the text among persons,
cities and “allies” in combat. Some authors even indicate that already in the Greek world,
an image of natural equality was introduced, based on a sacred law and on a progressive
incorporation into the law of peoples of equality as a logical consequence of the fictional
analogy created between natural persons and international secondary subjects or legal
persons. The frequent appearance of corporal or material metaphors to name organizations
created by men finds its source in ancient testimonies and was developed in detail during
the Middle Ages, as stated by Dickinson (1917).
Thucydides, 1.42. Already Glotz (1915) 98 mentions the importance of equality among
city-states by asserting that “entre Grecs, le droit des gens se fondait sur les principes du
respect qu’on se doit entre égaux …” (italics added).
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becomes useful to overcome the difficulty of practically dealing with the
unfair distinction between dominant and subordinate city-states.
The Greeks themselves managed to identify the existence of great and
small cities, the former exercising authority, the latter obeying orders. 17
However, these city-states were related to each other under patterns of
symmetry, at least if we follow the historical – both literary and epigraphical
– sources. When narrating the Peloponnesian War, for example, Thucydides
describes the provisions contained in the treaty that was signed in 418 BC
between Spartans and Argives (5.77.5–7): the text considers that the citystates located in the Peloponnese, whether big or small (kaì mikràs kaì
megálas), will be all independent (autonómos) in accordance with their
ancient customs (kattà pátria). 18 Together with this precedent – which
shows the customary nature of the provision, as the text refers to a previous
practice – the treaty also provides that, in case of the territory being invaded
from outside, the parties to the agreement shall unite to repel the aggression
and all allies of Sparta and Argos will stand on equal terms for both of
them. 19
The insistence on considering independent both the largest and the
smallest city-states – in spite of their notorious differences – should therefore
not come as a surprise, at least until the mid IV century. 20 We can see póleis
which are clearly distinct in power and influence signing symmetrical
treaties. 21 It is not unusual, for instance, to find in bilateral conventions a
reference to the recognition of sovereignty of all city-states – parties to the

17 Amit (1973).
18 Cf. also 5.79.1. Calabi (1953) 72 says that, even though it was not a legal distinction, it
expressed a relation of superiority linked to the individual “potenza” of some póleis in terms
of interstate relations. In this sense, it is related to the adjective “first” (prôtos) which, for
example, Thucydides himself uses to identify the “main cities” (tôn próton póleon) in 2.8.1.
19 I should point out, following Graves in his commentary (1891) ad loc., that these
equitable provisions tended, in essence, to limit the strength of the great powers located
outside the area of the Peloponnese, mainly Athens. This means that “equality” of the
parties is expressly conceived as a counterweight to the real inequality vis-à-vis third póleis.
20 “City-states varied in size. The extent of their independence differed: some colonies
accepted their mother city’s choice of annual magistrates, for instance, and some small
cities, while independent, are not likely to have been able to pursue foreign policies distinct
from the foreign policy of a large neighbouring city” (MacKechnie, 1989) 1.
21 “Treaties between cities of manifestly different strengths were symmetrical” (Hunt [2010]
103).
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agreement and third parties – in terms of legal balance. In the context of the
Peace of Antalcidas (signed with Persia in 386 BC, where some cities in Asia
Minor were released to preserve a better control over Greece), Xenophon
states that king Artaxerxes considered the Asian cities to be their own,
together with Clazomenae and Cyprus, whereas the rest of the Greek cities –
the big and the small ones (kaì mikràs kaì megálas) – would still be independent (autonómous). 22
When Pericles had the idea of organizing a Pan-Hellenic congress in mid
V century BC with the purpose of restoring those temples that had been
destroyed by the Barbarians, to keep the vows made to the gods and to adopt
security measures at sea, he summoned all city-states, whether big or small; 23
the failure of the call, perhaps due to the deep differences of criteria among
the communities, 24 does not preclude the fact that, in his speech, póleis were
referred to as having the same capacity of negotiating in equal conditions.
Inequality between city-states seems to be frequently denounced as an
unfair deal. In 351 BC, a speech by Demosthenes mentions that the Greeks
signed two treaties with the Persian king – one of them subscribed by
Athens, which was praised by all; the second one by Sparta, which everyone
condemned. He criticizes then the inequality among the contracting parties
and encourages their formal equalization. According to this orator, rights are
defined differently in both conventional instruments: within each city-state,
laws grant everyone a common and equal share (koinèn tèn metousían édosan
kaì ísen), independent of whether they are strong or weak (kaì toîs asthenésin
kaì toîs iskhyroîs), whereas at the international level the rights are only
defined by the powerful against the will of the weak (hoi kratoûntes horistaì
toîs héttosi gígnontai). 25 Another orator, Isocrates, clearly explains how international treaties should be structured in equalitarian provisions and not in
unilateral commands: “We ought to have suppressed asymmetrical provisions and not have allowed them to stand a single day, looking upon them
22 Xenophon, Hellenika 5.1.31; Diodorus Siculus, 14.110.3.
23 Plutarch, Life of Pericles 17.1. About this proposal for a congress as a precedent of what
would become in the IV century BC the Common Peace (Koinè Eiréne), cf. Hampl (1938).
Giovannini (2007) 100, n. 50 says that surely the Periclean proposal was actually a belated
intervention, following arguments by Seager (1969).
24 According to McGregor (1987) 74) the call failed because Sparta did not want to
recognize the Athenian leadership as regards religious piety and common policy.
25 Demosthenes, On the Liberty of the Rhodians (15), 29.
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as commands (prostágmata) and not as a treaty (synthékas); for who does not
know that a treaty is something which is fair and impartial to both parties
(ísos kaì koinôs amphotérois ékhosin), while a command is something which
unjustly puts one side at a disadvantage (tà toùs hetérous elattoûnta parà tò
díkaion)?” 26 In practice, then, war treaties (concerning alliances or friendship) are placed on the delicate border between a pretended coordination
among equals and the unavoidable subordination of subjects to the most
powerful. And here language has an essential role to play. 27
The first treaty in the Greek world that has been preserved was found in
Olympia and dates back to late VI century BC. It refers to an agreement of an
offensive alliance between the Eleians and the Heraians in which the
provisions on mutual assistance in case of war or any other circumstance
are included in perfect equilibrium. 28 From this moment onwards, bilateral
treaties proclaim in writing that the covenant is agreed and celebrated in
balanced terms between the parties. 29 This aspect is often revealed in
offensive treaties through the inclusion of a clause dealing with the duty
for both signatories to have the same friends and enemies. 30 In 433 BC, for
instance, the Athenians received a proposal from the Corcyraeans to sign
an offensive alliance in which they would both need to have “the same
enemies and friends” (toùs autoùs ekhthroùs kaì phílous), but they rejected the

26 Isocrates, Panegyricus, 176. Cf. the expression ex epitagmáton (“on the basis of impositions”)
in Andocides, On the Peace, 11.
27 The groundbreaking book by Fernández Nieto (1975) on war treaties is essential for this
issue; Alonso Troncoso (2001) already demostrated, however, that there is still a need
for a systematic study on the agreements of alliance, showing its main characteristics.
28 StV 110; Effenterre / Ruzé (1994), n. 52. Ténékidès (1954) 19, n. 3 identifies it as a
treaty “sur pied d’égalité.”
29 It is the meaning of the expression “epì toîs ísois kaì homoíois” (Xenophon, Hellenika, 7.1.13).
When he describes the stages of an agreement proposed by the Persian king Cyrus, the
historian details that “when they heard the proposal, both parties gave their consent and
said that this was the only way in which peace could be effective; and, under those
circumstances, they exchanged guarantees of trust (tà pistá), and agreed that each party
would be independent (eleuthérous) from the other, that there would be the right of mutual
marriage and work and pasture in the territory of each of them, and that there would be
a defensive alliance (epimakhían … koinén) in case anyone insulted one of the parties”
(Cyropaedia, 3.2.23).
30 About this clause, cf. Giovannini (2007) 241–242. The concept of philía is fundamental to
structure bilateral international relations of reciprocity in the Greek world, as shown by
Panessa (1999), Mitchell (1997) and Low (2007) 33–76.
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invitation and concluded instead a defensive alliance based upon reciprocal
assistance (tê allélon boetheîn) in case of attack. 31 The Corinthians decided as
well to keep a previous defensive agreement – centered around the obligation of mutual help, allélois boetheîn – and not to sign an offensive treaty
with Mantinea and Argos under which the three of them “would fight and
make peace with the same peoples” (toîs autoîs polemeîn kaì eirénen ágein). 32
In spite of the repeated mention of the parity among the contracting citystates – which is explicit in all texts – the final determination on the type of
alliance (whether offensive or defensive) corresponds in fact to an exclusive
decision of the most powerful partner. Language and reality sometimes take
different roads.
The greater negotiating power of the most influential pólis can be exceptionally noticed in the provisions of certain peace treaties. Some examples show a real hierarchy between the subjects, as is the case with some
offensive treaties in which a strong city-state – the war victor, in general –
overpowers its weaker counterpart. Sparta was able to enforce its privileged
position for the most part of the V century BC: in 403 BC, just to mention
one example, Spartans imposed severe conditions against the Athenians in
an unequal treaty, forcing them to destroy their walls, to surrender almost all
of their fleet and to “have the same friends and enemies as the Spartans” (tòn
autòn ekhthròn kaì phílon nomízontas Lakedaimoníois); they were even obliged
to follow the Spartans whenever it was deemed necessary. 33 An analogous
obligation to have the same friends and enemies (tòn autòn … ekhthròn kaì
phílon Lakedaimoníois nomízein) and to follow them as allies is included in
the treaty imposed by the Spartans on the Olynthians in 379 BC, taking
advantage of the grave famine that had affected them. 34 In a similar vein, the

31 Thucydides, 1.44.1 and 1.45.3.
32 Thucydides, 5.48.2. When referring to “defensive alliances,” I am translating the Greek
term epimakhía, that, for Alonso Troncoso (1989) 166 “entailed a treaty obligation of
limited military assitance, this is, confined to the defence of the allied territory.” Interestingly, he often notices that defensive treaties in classical times were written with such an
ambiguity that it made them suitable for the justification of aggressive warfare.
33 Xenophon, Hellenika, 2.2.20. Pistorius (1985) 184–185 identifies the two mentioned
provisions, which are typical of this type of treaties, as “Freund-Feind-Klausel” and
“Heeresfolgeklausel” respectively. Also Bonk (1974) 63–65 examines the content and value
of the formulae which established the need to have the same friends and enemies.
34 Xenophon, Hellenika, 5.3.26.
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Athenians included a parallel clause in the treaties they offered for signature
to the Corcyraeans 35 or the Thurians: 36 in both cases Athens called upon
them to have the same enemies and friends as they had (toùs autoùs ekhthroùs
kaì phílous toîs Athenaíois nomízein). 37
The subtle difference in language between those treaties consecrating an
equal relationship between the parties and those treaties crystallizing the
hegemonic position of only one of them relies on a very light change of the
formula, which generates a notorious misbalance when the mutual obligations are left aside. “Having both the same friends and enemies” is totally
different from “having the same friends and enemies as X”: to an unaware
reader there seems to be a similar syntax that, in fact, shows a very interesting
formal mechanism deployed to hide – thanks to an apparently neuter
expression – the profound differences existing at the moment of negotiation.
Another example where tensions between independence and subordination in Greek interstate relations are easily noticed is the progressive
foundation of international organizations, in which póleis participated with
a varied degree of interest and commitment. Among these formal organizations we can mention the religious councils (amphictyonies) and the
military associations – known as symmakhíai. 38 Greek history shows how
the sovereignty of city-states was increasingly engaged during the late V and
IV centuries BC with the creation of these federal regimes. A growing
opposition between the centrifugal will of unification in supranational
structures and the centripetal impulse of resistance towards the preservation
of póleis as autonomous entities can be easily perceived. 39 Even if associations among allied city-states respected and guaranteed the formal equality
and independence of each member, they also created a practical foundation
35 Thucydides, 3.75.6.
36 Thucydides, 7.33.6.
37 The situation of the inequal treaty signed by Athens and Botiea is very similar (SIG3 89).
Aside from the equitable provisions, two additional obligations prejudicial to the
Macedonians were included here: to have the same friends as the Athenians and to not
favor the adversaries of Athens with money or by any other means; cf. Martin (1940) 373–
374.
38 On the legal nature and functioning of these associations, see Tausend (1992).
39 Barker (1927): 509. On the relation between the city and the federal system, between the
ancestral laws (politeía) and common laws of the federal system, it is interesting to see the
testimony given by Xenophon, in which a mind open to new political realities overcoming
the strict limits of the city is recognized; cf. Bearzot (2004).
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that ensured the effective supremacy of one of the pólis in the group. 40
Leagues and confederations used to be de facto under the guidance of a
hegemón or leader 41 that was able to decide on the common actions that the
organization would take. 42
The real inequity, here again, seems hidden under the legal instruments.
Aeschines claims that in the Delphic Amphictyony every city-state, the
biggest and the smallest ones, only had one vote at the Council (hékaston
éthnos isopséphon gignómenon tò mégiston tôi elakhístoi), when in fact it was
evident enough that only some of the póleis took the helm on the affairs that
were to be discussed. 43 An example quoted by Thucydides helps to understand the inherent logic of the distribution of powers in an international
scenario during the time of confederations. When in 431 BC, Sparta
requested Athens to give autonomy back to its allies, 44 Athenians replied
that Spartans should do the same with their own. 45 The discussion – initially
thought to be related to the recognition of independence of all póleis
40 A way to obscure and at the same time highlight the supremacy of a pólis in relation to its
allies is determined by the inclusion of a “Dualitätsklausel” as, for example, the expression
“the Athenians and their allies” (hoi Athenaîoi kaì hoi sýmmakhoi) in that order; see
Pistorius (1985) 183. Some authors distinguish between organizations of coordination
from those of subordination; cf. Bonk (1974) 67–68.
41 van Wees (2004) 7, who indicates that this informal position of the hegemón was also
called arkhé, which is usually translated in certain contexts as “empire.” On the hegemony
as an complex institution from the point of view of international law, see Alonso
Troncoso (2003).
42 In these cases, as said before, there is obviously a voluntary limitation of sovereignty, but it
must be recognized that there are different types and grades of connection between citystates. A synthetic charter helps Ténékidès (1954) 179 to identify three methods of
association, among which the Greek federalism of the time oscilated: he recognizes that
there were confederate associations (composed by autonomous states), imperial associations
(in which one pólis directed the foreign policy of the group) or fake confederate associations
(in which one of the associates assumed de facto directorial powers, although de iure the
particular sovereignty of each one was respected). Let me now add to this complex scenario
the phenomenom of colonialism; contrary to what is expected, in the Greek world that
relation between the metropolis and the colony did not imply a clash between a unique
central state and a subjugated people, but a nexus of forces similar to that of political
associations, in which both parties of the relation behaved as independent cities. As
Graham (1964) 5 states, even though the metropolis had some sort of undefined hegemonic position, “… most Greek colonies were founded to be self-sufficient Greek poleis …”
43 The passage is cited by Calabi (1953) 73.
44 Thucydides, 1.139.3.
45 Thucydides, 1.144.2.
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irrespectively of their size – is in fact sustained on less abstract concerns. In
the expressions of both Athenians and Spartans, the concept of autonomy is
rather employed as a useful argument for every hegemón to resist its rival’s
supremacy. 46 We are facing, once more, a discourse in favor of the interest of
the most powerful city-states.
Texts allow us to infer that, in practice, a pólis acting as hegemón within a
certain organization was granted some particular privileges which were very
rarely disputed. 47 The Athenian regulations show, for instance, that in the
case of the Delian League under the leadership of Athens, the less-important
allied city-states pushed their judicial independence (their autodikía) into the
background, so that on many occasions their own citizens were tried by the
courts of the main pólis. 48 In the case of Melos, an opposition between the
hegemonic strategy and the need to respect the sovereignty of subordinated
city-states are visible: whereas Athens proposed the celebration of an alliance
treaty unilaterally designed, the Melians wanted to stabilize mutual relations
by means of the peace treaty that had to be negotiated jointly between
them. 49
The consolidation of a maritime empire since the mid V century BC – as
historians tend to name the regime of expansionist domination of Athens
over the islands – accounts for the separation among entities which are
politically unequal. The language used, nevertheless, is frequently critical
of imperialism 50 and favors instead a democracy that, under expansionist
46 Giovannini (2007) 102.
47 The consolidation of federations of states did not emerge at that time from multilateral
agreements, but essentially from bilateral agreements, most of the times promoted by the
hegemón looking to increase its number of allies (Ehrenberg [1969] 107, 112).
48 Cf. Balcer (1978) 119–144, who advances the existence of an “Athenian Judicial Decree,”
in force until 412 BC, which imposed local justice to the polîtai of allied cities. On the
Athenian hegemony in the League, see Alonso Troncoso (2002).
49 Martin (1940) 355–356. In this concealment of the imbalance existing under balanced
patterns, there is place, however, for mistrust on the part of the less privileged cities:
“Interference of some sort in the domestic politics of the allied city was undoubtedly a
widely feared consequence of an alliance with a leading state …” (Ryder, [1965] 24). In
the opinion of Ostwald (1982) and Karavites (1982), the autonomy functioned in these
cases as a guarantee or efficient mechanism for small cities to protect their independence in
the face of the political advance of the hegemonic states.
50 Pericles himself, promotor of Athenian hegemony, seems to have confessed that the power
exercised by Athens over the allies was in violation of the law; cf. Thucydides 2.60, 2.63,
cf. 1.42.
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pretensions, is never openly supportive of a superior authority that might
destabilize the apparent balance and uncover the real inequalities between
the powerful and the weak. 51
IV.

Roman treaties in the Hellenized East
during the Republican period

The Roman practice of consolidating its imperialistic policy is key to
understanding the nature of treaties and the “legal equality” of the signatories. Born as a pólis – just like the rest of the Greek city-states – Roman
history is interesting in that it shows an evolution towards the search of a
civitas maxima within the realm of law. 52 Situated at a crossroad between
positive law and religion, treaties (foedera) had become an essential normative source since the earliest times of the urbs. 53 They were solemnly
confirmed by an oath sworn by the collegium of the fetials, 54 which
constituted the most important way of expressing the Roman interstate
law in classical times. 55 If the testimony of historians is to be followed, it
51 At the time there seems to have existed considerable resentment against making evident
the supremacy of a city over another one, as rightly indicated by Hunt (2010) 102:
“In addition, hegemonic powers bound their subject allies by bilateral treaties or more
commonly through a treaty organization such as the Delian League. They tended to
emphasize their benefactions to justify their rule over their subject allies. (…) On the other
hand, there were various ways that even these obvious superiors tried to obscure their own
power. The reason for this obfuscation was the unacceptability of subordinating relationships among status.”
52 One is faced with “a general right of intervention of Rome in the politics of its partners,
under the pretext of protecting the peace” (Truyol y Serra [1998] 29).
53 Fernández Baquero (1998) 156–157.
54 Livius, 1.24.4; 30.43.9. The steps destined to the celebration of foedera are described by
Oyarce Yuzzelli (2006) 122–125. It is necessary to take into account, however, that the
Latin word represents a broad semantic field and not every reference to the term entails an
“international” dimension of ius fetiale, as Méndez Chang (2000) clarifies. On the nature
of the term “foedus,” see Masi (1957).
55 In this point, it is necessary to justify the use of the adjective “supranational” which I use
throughout this work. Actually, the character of the norms included in the classical treaties
signed by Rome in the Eastern world allows us to notice that it tackles the issue of norms
placed on top of the domestic legal orders of the Hellenic communities. On the contrary,
supranationality is currently not present in the realm of general public international law,
but a system stemmed from the consensual will of sovereign states, mainly characterized by
coordination on an equal footing; in fact, it might be the case of a cuasi-subordination
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seems that during the monarchic period a specific vocabulary related to these
agreements was put in place (with words such as foedus, amicitia, societas,
indutiae, 56 all of them – according to Mommsen – based upon the originary
form represented by the hospitium publicum). 57
Foedera soon became a frequent strategy to go from the consolidation of
regional contacts to the affirmation of Roman presence overseas. 58 From the
internal legal universe, the logic of ‘clientela’ – which were typical of Roman
law – went on to become applicable in supranational affairs. 59 During the
period of Rome’s greatest growth, not only were alliance treaties signed with
other city-states and neighboring towns, but also with peoples from other
regions outside the Latium (socii) and with communities that were partially
integrated into the Roman political regime, such as Latin allies (nominis
Latini) and urban organizations, whose nationals had been granted total or
partial rights of citizenship (municipia) by Rome. 60
In the course of the progressive enlargement of its scope of influence –
consolidated on a political strategy of Romanization by means of the
foedera 61 – a special reference should be made to the majesty clause (maiestas),
which has been usually interpreted as a clear expression of the unequal status
of the parties to the covenant. This legal clause allowed the Romans to ensure
the respect of its own supremacy: the city that accepted the content of the
agreement was therefore limited in its practical capacity of action and in its
legal competence because of the existence of a duty of obedience and
submission to Rome and its allies. This maiestas involved the obligation to
provide Rome with military forces and field or naval troops upon request. 62

56
57
58
59
60
61
62

reserved for the specific case of powers delegated to the Security Council of the United
Nations for the legal use of force.
Renaut (2007) 18–19.
Cf. Mommsen (1864).
Frezza (1938–1939), Paradisi (1951) and Bellini (1962).
This is one of the main arguments which structured the book by Badian (1958).
Cf. Baronowski (1988).
Harris (1971).
Raaflaub (1991) 576 believes that, contrary to what had happened with the expansion of
Athens or Sparta in the V century BC (when they actively interfered in the domestic affairs
of their respective allies), the Roman imperial projection was more lasting because it was
based on the consolidation of a solid regime of alliances on top of which it rapidly placed
itself and where the local autonomies were respected. As we shall see, if in practice the
patterns of behaviour differed, it is worth highlighting that in both cases the ways in which
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Some scholars consider that the institutional mechanism of promoting
and signing unequal agreements was a common praxis for Rome when
interacting with the cities in the Italic peninsula during its first centuries as a
Republic (the case of the treaty with the Samnites in 354 BC can be recalled
in this sense). 63 Nevertheless, from the earliest of times the deep disparity of
contracting parties was generally concealed behind an apparent – and
extremely suspicious – equality. The foedus Cassianum, for instance, signed
between Rome and the Latin League in 493 BC, provided the basis for the
subsequent treaties between Rome and the Italic city-states: 64 it established a
defensive alliance, including mutual assistance and an identical status for
both parties. 65 But this foedus should not lead us to think that the relative
positions of both parties were similar when the covenant was agreed upon. 66
Despite their differences, the four treaties celebrated between Rome and
Carthage from 509 to 278 BC formalized the bilateral relations through the
identification of certain areas of influence for each other on an equal
footing, the promise of friendship 67 and the determination of rights and

63
64

65
66

67
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supremacy works (and becomes justified), which are hardly ever openly assumed as such,
are, however, quite similar.
A summary of these treaties celebrated with Italic cities can be found in Heitland (1915)
84.
Cf. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 6.952. Perhaps, it is not the only agreement signed between
Rome and the Latins; cf. Livius 7.12.7. Cicero (Pro Balbo 53) and Livius (2.33.9) also refer to
Foedus Cassianum; on its subsequent fate and the adhesion to the agreement – in identical
terms – of the Hernici (Dionisius of Halicarnassus, 8.69.2) in 486 BC, cf. Cornell (1995)
299–301.
Lomas (1996) 43.
Preceding what would later become Roman supremacy in the III and II centuries BC over
less relevant cities, Forsythe (2005) 187 holds that in this archaic era, when negotiating
with neighboring peoples, “Rome was the main, if not the dominant, member of the
coalition.” On the relation of the Roman supremacy over these comunities – expressed in
the preserved agreements – see Plancherel-Bongard (1998). On Rome and the agreements celebrated on Italic territory, Rich (2008).
In the first treaty, it was established, in the words of Polybius (3.22), that “there will be
friendship among the Romans and their allies, and the Carthagenians and their allies.”
The second treaty, alledgedly from 306 BC, is based upon the text of the first agreement
and, in a similar way, also formulated that “there will be friendship among the Romans and
their allies, and the Carthagenians, Thurians and the people of Utica” (Polybius, 3.24). The
fourth treaty (which the historiographical narration of Polybius presents as the third, 3.25)
dates back to 279 BC and “contains the same provisions of the first two,” with some
additional norms.
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duties for each party and its allies. 68 However, the growing military and
economic power of Rome would break the balance and culminate in the
First Punic War.
As soon as Rome decided to expand its authority outside the limits of Italy
the contracting modalities were drastically changed. After the First Punic
War, they had the Carthaginians sign a treaty (in 241 BC) stipulating some
unilateral obligations on them to abandon and evacuate all the territory of
Sicily and the islands situated between Sicily and Italy, next to some mutual
and reciprocal responsibilities: every party had the formal duty to keep the
security of the allies of its counterpart, to abstain – within their respective
areas of jurisdiction – from giving orders, building public constructions,
hiring mercenaries or receiving the partners of the counterpart as friends. 69
After the wars against Macedonia, the Romans started to expand their
influence to the East and they felt the need to set an appropriate legal basis
for their foreign policy. 70 The desire to increase and spread their power, since
the beginning of the II century BC, had led to the will to impose the ius
Romanum through the signature of numerous treaties of understanding with
Greek confederations and independent city-states. 71 They even reached the
limits of the civilized world in order to negotiate agreements with the
Parthians. 72
It is in this context that the relations between Rome and the city-states
from the Greek world (during the II and I centuries BC) should be
analyzed, 73 and this is where the relevance of the paradigm of “cultural
transculturation” becomes useful. The number of the treaties between Rome

68 Cf. Serrati (2006). On the Roman-Carthagenian treaties, see Cary (1919).
69 Polybius, Histories, 3.27.4.
70 Heuss (1933). On the treaties with Tarentum and Rhodes, see Cary (1920). The diplomatic projection to the East clearly follows the logic of Roman intervention in interstate
relations in the Greek cities of the continent, as especially happened with the case of the
Achaean koinón with Sparta, Mycenae and Athens; in this respect, see Harter-Uibopuu
(1998) 165–195. Thus, for example, on the relations between Roman imperialism and
Macedonian communities, for example, see the work of Stier (1957).
71 On this autonomy of the póleis, see Millar (2002) 224–225. With regard to the debate
stemming from the convergence of Roman law and the domestic laws of the East, see
Bancalari Molina (2004).
72 On these treaties signed with Parthia, see Keaveney (1981) and, more recently, Wheeler
(2002).
73 Cf. Schmitt (1992).
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and the eastern Greek cities that have been preserved is smaller than a dozen
– additional testimonies should be found in literary sources – and an
examination of the texts is essential for a full comprehension of the ways
in which Roman diplomacy reproduced the vocabulary and content of the
Hellenic tradition of treaty-signing. 74
Epigraphical evidence provides information on these first agreements
signed by Rome and the small Greek communities towards the middle of
the II century BC. 75 With a sole exception, all texts are preserved in the
Greek language. Incomplete as they are, they nevertheless provide significant
information, since they closely reproduce the expressions and content of the
ancient Greek treaties I discussed in our previous section of this paper. 76
Following the model of parity consecrated in the treaty with the
Achaeans, 77 the treaty celebrated between Rome and Cibyra 78 – allegedly
dated in 188 BC but considered by Ferrary (1990: 224) to have been signed
in 167 BC 79 – included a number of provisions of defensive alliance and
friendship (symmakhía kaì philía), as well as rules concerning the modification of its clauses and, finally, a reference to the need of publication.
Similarly, the text agreed with Methymna 80 – preserved in fragments and
of uncertain date – introduced a set of rules of neutrality, some provisions of
defensive alliance and the modification clause. 81
74 In opposition, given the fragmentarian character of the preserved texts, we do not often
know the complete corpus of the provisions. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the available
provisions allow me to conclude that they sought to establish instruments signed on an
equal footing.
75 A bibliographical survey of these contacts can be found in Bernhardt (1998) 36–41. On
the significance of these agreements in the legal-diplomatic history of Rome, see SherwinWhite (1984) 58–70.
76 See Buono-Core Varas (2003), who refers to the Greek expression synthéke kaì hórkoi that
makes reference to the written exchange of the texts and to the required oath (the author
clarifies, however, that in Rome the oath was unique and not duplicated, as was
the Hellenic case). On the importance of the written nature and the publicity of these
agreements preserved epigraphically, cf. Meyer (2004) 96–97.
77 In the opinion of Belikov (2003), it is a case of foedus aequum.
78 OGIS 762. Recently published under the number 1 in the compilation of epigraphical
materials of the region, carried out by Corsten (2002) 10–13.
79 Gruen (1984) 731–733. According to Canali de Rossi (1997) 260, n° 301, the treaty was
signed after 129 BC, due to its close similarity with the subsequent treaties cited in the next
pages.
80 SIG3 693. Cf. Canali de Rossi (1997) 276, n° 321.
81 On these characteristics shared by all treaties, see the analysis by Täubler (1913).
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The only treaty that has been transmitted in Latin – instead of Greek –
was concluded with Callatis, a colony of mother-city Heraclea Pontica in the
Black Sea. 82 An important number of monographs and studies have dealt
with its main characteristics, 83 but still the information that can be obtained
on its context is drastically limited due to its fragmentary condition. It is
possible, nevertheless, to identify in the text some hints that might suggest
that the treaty joins the previous examples, also including some neutrality
clauses, rules on defensive alliance, and provisions on modification and
publication. 84
Analogously, and despite the fact that its critical preservation does not
allow the drawing of conclusions on its concrete content, the treaty signed
with the island of Astypalea in the Dodecanese 85 apparently included some
similar regulations to those provided for in the agreement between Rome
and Callatis. In the same vein, the appalling conditions of the transmission
of the covenants with Thyrreum 86 and Cnidus 87 – only the first line survived
from the former treaty (“For the people of the Romans and the people of the
Thyrrienses”), whereas only a few clauses remain from the latter – has suggested that their content should have been similar to the other contemporary treaties: a first provision of alliance between the signatories, perhaps
some rules on neutrality and, in the end, maybe the frequent appeal to the
possibility of further modifications.
The most evident example of these foedera aequa – i.e., those supranational texts strictly based upon the precise balance of the legal consequences
created for both parties 88 – is the well-known treaty with Maronea (Thrace),
found in 1972. The inscription containing the document, dating back to 167
82 Cf. Lambrino, S. CRAI 1933, pp. 278–288. Cf. Passerini (1935) and Marin (1948).
Given its content, the treaty is frequently related to other treaties signed before, and can be
dated back – as far as its signature is concerned – towards the end of the II century BC.
83 Avram (1996), (1999b) 2–17 and (1999a) 201–206, n° 1, who has advanced, in light of a
comparative philological work, a reconstruction of the Latin text. Moreover, see the work
of Mattingly (1983).
84 In all these cases, the recognition on the part of Rome of eleuthería and authonomy as true
privileges bestowed upon the other póleis with which it related is something that deserves
to be considered; cf. Guerber (2010: 33–77).
85 IG XII. 3.173, RDGE 16; Canali de Rossi (1997) 270, n° 320b. It was signed in 105 BC.
86 SIG3 732. Cf. Freytag (2001) 223–231. Specialists have accurately dated in the year 95 BC.
87 It was concluded in 45 BC.; cf. Blümel (1992) n° 33, Canali de Rossi (1997) 381, n° 442.
88 This type of treaties clearly “guaranteed more honourable and favourable terms for the
allies …” (Baronowski [1990] 345).
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or 166 BC, 89 has preserved in its entirety more than thirty lines (10–43) and
includes several specific regulations dealing with the obligations and rights
typical to this kind of agreement: after the initial statement on the alliance
between the parties (symmakhía) in parallel constructions (ll. 7–9) and the
prohibition of reciprocal war (pólemos dè mè ésto, l. 12), the treaty contains
two symmetrical neutrality clauses engaging both parties not to allow (in
their own territory and in the territory of the cities under their control) the
passage of enemies of the counterpart and not to assist them with supplies,
weapons or vessels in times of armed conflict (ll. 12–21 and 22–30). Two
rules dealing with the conclusion of a defensive alliance continue in the text:
each party accepted to offer assistance to the other one if a third party were
resolved to attack (ll. 30–33 y 33–36). Just as in the previous examples, the
treaty here would end up with a final clause permitting the inclusion or
suppression of provisions if both parties agreed to it (ll. 30–41) and a rule
demanding the publication of the treaty by both parties (ll. 41–43). It represents, here again, a well-founded discourse. 90
In this agreement between Roma and Marinea the perfect balance between the two city-states is strictly respected: the same rights and obligations
seem to be created for them. 91 In these foedera aequa there is a growing
distance between the concrete political reality – the greater relative authority
of the Romans vis-à-vis their counterparts – and a legal fiction that tends to
hide the dialectics of domination under a written statement that consecrates
a sense of parallelism and sovereign equality. 92
89 SEG 35 (1985), n° 823 (pp. 218–219). The first edition of the text, with commentary, was
made by Triantaphyllos (1983). Ferrary (1990) 224, n. 18 examines and discusses the
possible dates, contrary to the position adopted by Gruen (1984) 738–740, who had
estimated the date to be the middle of 140 BC.
90 A similar line of thought can involve the treaties comprising the Peace of Westphalia in
1648. I agree with some scholars who consider that the “sovereign equality” of states – now
a fundamental principle of international law – is in fact a legal fiction, a myth that has
worked well to create a peaceful environment among “equals” and, therefore, to hide the
true political inequalities of the modern world. Cf. Osiander (2001), Beaulac (2004).
91 See the analysis of the clauses of the agreement in Hatzopoulos, Loukopolou (1987)
101–111 and in Stern (1987).
92 Speaking of the first advances on Italic territory – but in terms easily used to explain all the
process of Republican expansionism – Auliard (2006) 241 states that “la paradoxe
apparente de la diplomatie de cette période réside dans l’établissement de quelques traités
d’égalité dans un contexte où le rapport des forces est pourtant de plus en plus favorable à
Rome …”
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However, not every conventional text subscribed between Rome and the
Greek city-states reproduced this pattern of symmetry and bilateral stipulations. Polybius (21.32.2–3) and Livius (38.11), for instance, make a reference
to the treaty between Rome and Aetolia from 189 BC, where Romans
imposed severe conditions and obligations: Aetolians had to respect with
royalty the sovereignty and the power of the Roman people (tèn arkhèn kaì
tèn dynasteían toû démou tôn Romaíon), and were also obliged to deny any
help to the enemies of the urbs (a clause that had no reciprocity whatsoever)
or even to have the same enemies that Romans have. 93
In this example, which is not isolated and responds to a common
landmark in the conventions signed by Rome in the East, 94 it is possible
to identify a very particular language related to control and superiority.
Greek words such as “supremacy” (arkhé) or “power” (dynasteía) are essential
to understand the nature of the foedera iniqua: in these agreements the
primacy of Rome is perceived, for instance, as long as its counterpart is
obliged to identify the Roman enemies as their own. 95
There are other examples on this particular relationship between contracting parties: the treaty with Aphrodisias, 96 dated back in 39 BC, included a
provision that established an exemption in the payment of taxes in favor of

93 On the importance of the majesty clause in this treaty and its implications, cf. Nicolet
(1980) 45–46. I do not agree, however, with its view of the principle, which tends to see in
the maiestas a social materialization of Rome’s national interests in lieu of a political
projection of imperialism.
94 Speaking of a citizen of Gades and the problems entailed in dual citinzenship for his
admission as a Roman, Cicero (Pro Balbo, 41) asserts that there will be eternal peace and,
also, a clause is included in the agreement which does not always appear in Roman treaties,
stating that Gadians must politely defend the supremacy (maiestas) of the Roman people,
which implies that they were the subordinated party of the treaty. The Ciceronian passage
distinguishes, on the one hand, what a treaty should be (foedus) signed by old relations,
trust or the shared dangers (officiis vetustate fide periculis foedere coniunctis) and, on the other
hand, a situation of arbitrary imposition of unjust laws (iniquissimas leges impositas a nobis).
95 These foedera iniqua “limitavano per diritto nella libertà e politica estera e sanzionavano
giuridicamente il primato di Roma” (Accame [1975] 100). Despite the fact that this
expression is clear in its sense, it must be said that it is not a technical term of Roman law,
as clarified by Dahlheim (1968) 119–121 and, especially, by Gruen (1984) 14: “The phrase
foedus iniquum appears but once in the ancient authors and then clearly without technical
significance. Foedus aequum may be found more often. But it has no stronger claim as a
technical term.”
96 Reynolds (1982), n. 9. Canali de Rossi (1997) 374, n° 438.
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the local population. Aphrodisias was a city situated in the middle of the
imperium and was forced to respond faithfully to the requests of the
metropolis, so perhaps the granting of these economic advantages was an
acknowledgment related to a previous behavior of the pólis in benefit of the
Roman people, as an act of gratefulness. This privilege granted to the
Aphrodisian citizens, nevertheless, implied in contrast a complete obedience
to Roman power.
Two agreements were celebrated by Rome with Mytilene, 97 the first one
in 46 BC 98 and the second one in 25 BC. The last one 99 includes a provision
on jurisdiction, two reciprocal sections on neutrality, a bilateral clause of
defense in case of aggression and, finally, some declarations confirming the
possessions of the Mytilenean people on the island of Lesbos and the
continent. It might seem strange that Rome unilaterally recognizes a number
of rights of the Mytilene inhabitants, but the Roman respect for the foreign
territory is soon compensated in the treaty by a domination clause. The logic
persists: behind the granting of rights – whether economic as in Aphrodisias
or territorial as in Mytilene – these conventions imply a strong conformity
to the authority of the urbs. This is precisely what Täubler (1913) called
‘Myschtypen,’ bilateral treaties – apparently symmetrical – that, apart from the
egalitarian commitments related to the establishment of mutual alliances,
present some additional clauses that mark a substantial difference between
Rome and the smaller Greek cities. 100 It seems evident that, in each case,
conceding advantages to the Eastern city-states covers the real legal intention
of consolidating Greek subjection to Roman hegemony.
The treaty signed by Rome and the Lycian confederation in the I century BC, which has been preserved almost in its entirety and published only
some years ago, 101 can show how Roman imperialism resorted to a diplo97
98
99
100

RDGE 26.
IG XII. 2.35, SIG3 764, Canali de Rossi (1997) 378, n° 440.
IG XII. 2.36, IGR IV, 34, RDGE 73.
Ferrary (1990) 233–234 considers, in fact, that the Roman-Mytilenean treaty is a clear
example of ‘Mischtypus.’
101 Mitchell (2005). The treaty was transmitted on a bronze plaque preserved in the Martín
Schøyer Collection in London and Oslo, and was only made public in 2003; it represents
an agreement signed by Julius Caesar himself on July 24, 46 BC and constitutes, in our
opinion, a unique source to understand some of the aspects of the law applicable to the
relations between Rome and the independent communities, serving as a true testimony of
certain Roman guidelines of ‘supranational’ law.
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matic strategy in order to negotiate agreements enforcing its leadership. 102
The provisions contained in the treaty became a useful instrument of territorial expansion. If Rome needed to justify its supremacy in legal terms, it is
evident that the language of treaties is crucial. 103
The first lines of the agreement employ vocabulary which reproduces the
ancient Greek treaties in their own terms. Lines 7–10, for instance, resort
to a technical referente to the creation of an alliance (symmakhía) and the
establishment of a mutual peace (eiréne). 104 Under this Hellenized background, the Roman-Lycian treaty includes the same clauses which were
contained in the treaty with Maronea and other eastern póleis: the creation of
a defensive coalition (ll. 17–22), the conception of an offensive plan to fight
against third city-states (ll. 22–24 and 24–26, respectively) and last the
frequent provisions authorizing the modification of the content of the
convention (ll. 69–73). Nevertheless, these equilibrated provisions are set
next to some new obligations and rights, some of which were originated
over the principle of parity (ll. 26–64). The text postulates a balanced
interdiction of exports and imports (ll. 26–32), some parallel clauses on
jurisdiction (ll. 32–43) and the prohibition of taking sureties (ll. 43–52).
Perhaps one of the main aspects of the treaty is that it stands as the first
example of a direct source providing information on the implementation of
the traditional jurisdiction of Greek communities in front of the Roman
federal administration in the East. 105 The agreement also established the
102 I have examined in detailed the content of this treaty in Buis (2009).
103 On the characteristics and importance of this Confederation, see Larsen (1957), Moretti
(1962) and Jameson (1980). On the epigraphical documentation obtained in the area of
Lycia, see the edition of the published proceedings in Schuler (2007). We can say that,
despite having been found for centuries under its hegemony, Lycia was the last Hellenistic
state to formally join the Roman Empire. In the year 43 AC, under Emperor Claudius, due
to internal disturbances and the death of some Roman citizens – as indicated by Dio
Cassius and Suetonius, Claud. 25.3 – Lycia acquired the status of province, although it is
not known with certainty if it did so as an autonomous entity (probably with its capital in
Patara) or together with Pamphilia in a joint prefecture. In any case, Lycia was, to the
Romans, a sort of cultural and geographical unity, and it was considered as such in the
Greek and Latin texts.
104 On the importance of these notions in the world of Greek interstate relations, see
Baltrusch (1994).
105 Regarding the comercial transfers, if those who transferred prohibited goods to the
enemies of Rome or of the Lycian Confederation were discovered in fraganti, the agreement expressly established that they had to be taken before the praetor peregrinus in Rome
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principle of the forum domicilii, as it protects the Lycians from possible legal
actions brought before the judicial system of the Roman governor. No
doubt that this should be taken as a special privilege granted by Rome to the
Greek population in Lycia.
This apparent aequitas, however, vanishes away when some provisions
benefiting one of the two parties are introduced. 106 The treaty contains a
unilateral clause confirming some territorial arbitral decisions in favor of the
Lycians (ll. 52–64): the Lycian borders were secured and guaranteed by the law
of Caesar. 107 In light of the last expression, the respect of the frontiers of the
Lycian koinón is immediately compensated by the legal acknowledgment of
Roman superiority. This is enforced by l. 9: “Let the Lycians observe the power
and preeminence of the Romans (tèn te exousían kaì hyperokhé tèn Romaíon)
as is proper in all circumstances.”
The terms exousía and hyperokhé, emphatically placed at the beginning of
the sentence, are able to translate into Greek two Latin concepts of great
importance for the Roman political and diplomatic culture: imperium and
maiestas. 108 These are two fundamental notions to explain the consolidation
of Rome’s preeminence vis-à-vis the city-states taking part in the Lycian
confederation, and their inclusion here is not accidental: they are helpful
to fracture the normative balance, to transfer the Roman vocabulary on

or before the highest ranking official of the Confederation in case of arrest in Lycia (ll. 28–
31); cf. Kantor (2007) 9–10. The text does not offer any differentiation in the legal
treatment between Romans and Lycians, and the principle of forum delicti is established as
the applicable jurisdiction, contrary to what will happen in the following lines in the case
of criminal sanctions. Indeed, when lines 32 to 37 deal with the cases of death penalty, the
solution for jurisdiction and competence offered by the agreement holds that, against a
Roman, a trial must be carried out in Rome, following Roman law, while a Lycian could
only be accused in Lycia, according to the provisions of domestic laws (ll. 34–37). Finally, it
is possible to observe in lines 37 to 43 provisions destined to offer a response for other legal
controversies which might arise between Roman citizens and Lycians. Indeed, if a Lycian
was accused, he could only be brought before a magistrate in Lycia according to the
domestic legislation, but if the matter concerned a Roman, any Roman magistrate or
promagistrate, whom the parties contacted, must set a court, in a way that the sentences are
reached in a safe and just manner.
106 This is why Guerber (2010) 72, n. 167 concludes that this Roman-Lycian treaty also fits
within the hybrid category of the ‘Myschtypen.’
107 It was normal to refer to the figure of the Emperor for the solution of provincial frontier
conflicts, as explained by Burton (2000) 213.
108 RDGE. On the concept of imperium in Eastern Roma, cf. Bernhardt (1971).
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maiestas to the Greek document, and to strengthen consequently a substantial inequity supporting the absolute primacy of the conquering
power. 109 The treaty exhibits then a concrete provision – typical of the
foedera iniqua 110 – that hides behind an apparent synállagma and contributes
to undermine the initial legal evenness of the first lines of the agreement.
V.

Some concluding remarks

When explaining the Roman practice of signing treaties across the Greek
world, Kallet-Marx (1995: 191) attributed the initiative of starting negotiations to the Greek city-states, which were looking forward to enjoying the
security obtained by the fact of belonging to the circle of the amici populi
Romani. In his opinion, Greeks also publicized the alliance as an award
granted by the powerful metropolis as a result of the royalty and fidelity of
the pólis. I contend that such an argument only underlines the importance
given by the Greeks to the formula amicorum and to the benefits that
derivated from it, but does not take into account the importance given by
the Romans themselves to the signature of foedera. 111
I submit that the main treaties that Rome decided to sign in the eastern
provinces towards the end of the Republic display certain characteristics of
foedera aequa, in so far as they seem to lay down an equality between the
parties to the treaty. But at the same time, that parity does not correspond in
the real world to the profound differences between Rome – as a hegemonic
power – and the small Hellenistic cities. 112 Gruen (1984) explained this
109 On maiestas, the works by Gundel (1963) and Gaudemet (1964) are of paramount importance. This fundamental principle, which imposed Roman hegemony to the rest, was
reflected in the maiestatem populi Romani comiter conservanto clause (cf. Cicero, Pro Balbo
16.35). It is a concept which, according to Bauman (1986) 89–91, lacks any parallel in the
treaties signed among Greek cities.
110 Refering precisely to the maiestas clause, Laurent (1850) 206 concludes: “Il était impossible de constater plus clairement la supériorité des romains et la dépendance du peuple
allié. Les conventions qui contenaient cette clause étaient proprement qualifiées de traités
inégaux.”
111 Kallet-Marx (1995) 196 is clear when stating that, in his opinion, “Rome did not found
its empire in the East upon the treaty relationship.”
112 This ambiguity in the international relations of Rome with the Eastern póleis was already
identified by Burton (2003). Admiration towards the Greek world in no way hindered
the conquest of its territories by Rome; in the words of Capogrossi Colognesi (2009)
208, “…i circoli più accentuatamente imperialistici erano stati anche più spiccatamente
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custom by considering the treaties to be simple acts of courtesy; similarly,
Ferrary (1990) determined that the equivalence of the parties was due to
the symbolic function of conventions. 113 It must be said, however, that these
two interpretations leave aside the implicit legal purpose of treaty signing, as
well as the need of Rome to rely on (and benefit from) the long-established
tradition of interstate relations in the Mediterranean.
Through the deliberate use of the par conditio, the distinction between a
foedus aequum and a foedus iniquum becomes blurred, especially if we notice
that there is always a will of imposing a political dominance: even in
bilateral clauses there is place for Roman command.
The explicit granting of specific unilateral rights to the counterpart – as
perceived in the treaties signed with Aphrodisias, Mytilene and the Lycian
koinón – is, in fact, a subtle way of creating an appropriate environment for
shaping a higher authority and asserting power, of founding exousía kaì
hyperokhé. But this is only possible when the models known to the counterpart are manipulated and their vocabulary is duly appropriated. By employing the traditional Greek treaty schemes (well-known to them since classical
times) 114 with a new intention, Rome absorbed the model with the aim of
achieving its own political goals. This is why the anthropological and legal
concept of “narrative transculturation” might provide a significant tool to
understand the Roman manipulation of Greek diplomatic instruments. It is
not by chance that the Roman texts insist on referring to the contracting
parties as “Greek,” 115 that they were written in the language of the weak
party 116 and that they mention the long-recorded vocabulary on independ-

113
114

115
116
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filoellenistici: aperti e interessati alla cultura e ai valori del mondo che essi si apprestavano a
sottomettere. Tra l’altro i Romani, a differenza di altre grandi esperienze imperiali proprie
dell’età moderna, non erano distorti nel loro approccio alla civiltà ellenistica da quei
pregiudizi religiosi e culturali che avrebbero progressivamente scavato fossati insuperabili
tra governati e governanti, mirando tutta l’esperienza colonaria moderna.”
Ferrary (1990) 225.
On this point, we do follow Kallet-Marx (1995) 198, for whom the analyzed treaties are
full evidence of “Rome’s unwillingness to revolutionize the institutions of the Hellenic
world.” However, whereas this author considers that these agreements were merely
symbols of loyalty towards Rome – and in that sense functional to the imperium – I
choose to emphazise the Roman use of the treaties as sources to assert its own power.
On the emphasis in the Roman testimonies about the Greek character of the Asian koiná,
see Ferrary (2001).
Viereck (1888) concludes that the treaties were translated officially into Greek by Romans in Rome, which shows the political importance granted to the preparation and
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ence, sovereignty, autonomy and friendship typical to Greek city-states from
the V century BC. 117 The Hellenic interstate language is used but, instead of
being respected, becomes subverted when transplanted into the Roman
landscape.
Rome creates an efficient discourse to interact with the eastern Greek
world. Profiting from the experience of its adversaries, Roman treaties create
a space of political tension and struggle which is hidden behind the cultural
appearance of friendship, alliance, peace and respect for Greek habits in
diplomatic affairs. Ancient legal history offers here an example of a normative entanglement which may illuminate the complex relationship between
imperial longing and a law ideally based upon equality and balance. Roman
legal ‘reception’ of Greek treaties provides us with an interesting example
of a narrative that enforces the fiction of equality to justify expansion, a
narrative that reproduces the cultural pre-text to find an adequate pretext.
It is all about transplanting a legal model to a new objective. It is all about reusing well-known mechanisms to give them a new cultural assessment. As a
result of a smart legal transculturation, Rome was successful in his purpose
of deceiving Greeks in order to find valid grounds and efficient ways to fund
in law its growing international supremacy. 118

submission of advantageous documents to the counterpart, making them available in the
local language.
117 The lexicon which the Romans used, both in Latin and in Greek, is useful to rethink old
concepts of extensive tradition in Hellenic diplomacy, such as the equivalences amicitia /
philia, societas / symmakhía, libertas / eleuthería. On the functionality of the significant pairs
of terms, cf. Bernhardt (1998) 11–35.
118 Jones (2001) 18 analyzes the Roman monuments in the region and interprets the appropiation of local Greek values by the urbs as a part of a complex mechanism destined to
the preservation of the memory of the Roman Republic in the Greek cities: “Memory is
kept alive by gratitude (notably towards the memory of Lucullus and Pompey); by pride in
the services which the cities had performed for Rome; and by a desire to maintain the
privileges which Roman imperatores had conferred on cities, on temples, or on corporations like the guild of athletes.” I believe that this cultural policy is explained, not only by
the gratitude towards certain characters, but by the pride of the services the cities rendered
to Rome or for the desire to maintain the privileges. It is also a way of visually and
discursivelly constructing a space of supremacy and power, according to the diplomatic
advances hidden under an interstate “parity.”
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A Transnational Empire Built on Law:
The Case of the Commercial Jurisprudence of the
House of Trade of Seville (1583–1598)

1.

Introduction

The Castilian political culture of the Early Modern period was built upon
the figure of the monarch, progressively conceived as the main source of
jurisdiction of the kingdom. The king was the head of the social body, a
position which had the essential duty of the administration of justice. The
justification of the royal institution in Castile – already manifested in the
medieval tradition of the Siete Partidas – was based on the monarch’s duty of
keeping the kingdom in peace and justice. The king was a guarantor of the
justice of the kingdom, a task that could be verified in practice through
different ways: on the one hand, judging, legislating, punishing criminals,
and protecting Christianity. 1 On the other hand, he was conciliating the
plurality of jurisdictions that resulted from the different corporations that
coexisted inside the Hispanic Monarchy.
Power in Castile was naturally distributed among the different corporations that integrated the kingdom. All these corporations recognized the
king as the external representation of the unity of the social body, who was
in charge of keeping the harmony among the plurality of jurisdictional
privileges. 2 In this manner, in Castile prevailed a contractual conception of
the royal power, where the justice assignment of the king was corresponded
with his recognition as the main source of jurisdiction in the kingdom by all
the members of the social body. 3 Still in the 16th century, the recognition of
the royal power alludes to a feudal past, in which lord and vassals mutually
corresponded with reciprocal obligations; that reciprocity was the core of
1 Siete Partidas 2.1.1 and 3.1.3.
2 Hespanha (1992) 28–31.
3 Piano Mortari (1982) 95–112; Thompson (1990) 69–98; Prodi (2008) 155–161.
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their relationship. The sovereign was neither the exclusive source of jurisdiction in the kingdom nor the owner of the kingdom’s wealth; he was only
a guarantor and an administrator, a head whose actions affected all the
members of the social body. 4
To satisfy the duty of justice was not an easy mission in the Hispanic
Monarchy, especially in the 16th century. To the varied jurisdictions, laws
and privileges that coexisted inside the kingdom (i.e., manorial, ecclesiastical, professional, etc.), it was necessary to add the jurisdictions of the
territories that had been incorporated into the crown since the Middle Ages.
The territorial expansion of the Hispanic Monarchy reached its climax in
the 15th century, first with the annexation of the Kingdom of Aragon as a
consequence of the marriage of the Catholic Kings; then with the conquest
of Granada and the discovery of America in 1492. During the 16th century
the expansion continued. The Emperor Charles V received from his father
the European possessions of the royal houses of Habsburg and Burgundy.
Later, in 1581, his son Philip II was crowned as the King of Portugal and all
its colonial possessions.
Steadily, the Iberian Castile was replaced by a kingdom with global
dimensions. During the kingship of Philip II, the crown was constituted by
heterogeneous communities settled not only in Castile or in Europe, but
also in America, Africa and Asia. 5 How did the king achieve the guarantee of
law and justice to all the corporations of the social body in a kingdom with
territories spread all over the world? Since the figure of the monarch was not
enough to keep in peace the varied jurisdictions of the territories that were
part of the crown, it was necessary to provide enough judges and institutions
for the administration of justice. The king acted through his magistrates
which were an extension of him, forming an inseparable unit. 6

4 While in the Middle Ages the essence of the royal institution in Castile was founded on its
divine origins, the late 16th century was a period of transition from that medieval tradition,
to the understanding of the king as a guarantor of social order. This idea is consolidated in
the 17th century, as it is shown by the ideas expressed by the jurist Diego de Saavedra
Fajardo in 1640. According to Saavedra, the king’s power arose from the community’s need
to have a unique power to keep it in peace. For this reason the prince had the power of the
administration of justice; a task that he had to observe in order to preserve his royal
position. Saavedra Fajardo (1819) 216–218.
5 Van Kleffens (1968) 264; Subrahmanyam (2007) 1359–1385.
6 Clavero (1996) 27–33; García Marín (1986) 27–82; Alonso (2001) 15–42.
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In this sense, the institutional peak reached in Castile in the end of the
15th century responds to the huge increase of its dimensions. Each one of
the regions incorporated into the Crown had an exclusive institution in
charge of its matters. 7 Obviously, the New World was not an exception. In
1503 the first justice institution for the Indies was founded, the House of
Trade of the Indies (Casa de la Contratación de las Indias), 8 followed in 1524
by the Royal and Supreme Council of the Indies (Real y Supremo Consejo de
las Indias). 9 Through these institutions and their judges, the Spanish
monarchs ruled the overseas lands from the Peninsula. The House and the
Council of the Indies were the highest authorities in Indies matters;
however, they were settled in Castile. It was necessary to establish in America
other institutions that could observe their decisions leading to the creation
of the different American audiences. 10
2.

The House of Trade of Seville:
A transnational institution of government

The immediate years that followed the Columbian discoveries were enough
for Europeans to realize the economic and material importance of the
Indies. Awareness of the continent’s treasures stimulated the development of
a commerce in which everybody wanted to participate, causing its exponential growth. The Spanish kings also understood that expeditions to the Indies
had become more and more frequent and that the exchange of goods and
values required institutional and legal regulation. Thus, in Alcalá de Henares
on January 20, 1503, the monarchs ordered the creation of the House of
Trade of the Indies in Seville.
7 The Council of Castile had existed since 1385, and in 1494 the Council of Aragon was
created. In the 16th century Navarra had its own council as well. The Council of Italy was
founded in 1555, and in 1588 one was established in Flanders. Because of the union of the
crowns, in 1580 the Council of Portugal was created. Molas (1984) 80–114; Aldea (1980)
189–205; Canet (1999) 565–598.
8 De Carlos Boutet (2003); Acosta (2003); Cervera (1997).
9 To this day the most prominent monograph dedicated to the Royal Council of the Indies is
that made in the 1930s by Schäfer (2003).
10 Throughout the 16th century, the majority of the Indies audiences were created: Santo
Domingo, New Spain, Panama, Guatemala, Lima, Santa Fe, New Galicia, Charcas, Quito,
Chile and Manila. In the 17th century the audience of Buenos Aires was founded, and in
the following century those of Cuzco and Caracas appeared.
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On its origins the House was only an institutional mediator in the administration of the commerce with the New World. During the 16th century, the institution progressively became the most important official center
of the Castilian commerce and its Atlantic diffusion. 11 The consolidation of
the commercial routes and the exchange of goods between those lands,
propelled the institution in an undeniable international prominence, highlighted in 1569 by the jurist Tomás de Mercado: “The House of Trade of
Seville and its businesses are the richest and most famous of the world.
The House is like the center of all the merchants of the world, because
the truth is that before, Andalusia and Lusitania used to be the end of the
world; but discovered the Indies, they became the middle.” 12
The House emerged as a coordinating institution of the trade with the
Indies, a position that included a plurality of powers. The purpose with
which the House was created consisted of the establishment of a space that
served as a warehouse and account office for trading. 13 Its main responsibility was the organization of commerce, serving as an authority in charge of
the registration of the goods loaded in the merchant ships, and of the people
circulating between the New World and the Peninsula. The House of Trade
also operated as a tax collector, and its officers received all the consignments
of gold and silver that arrived in Spain from America. 14
The House of Trade also had to organize the protection of the Carrera de
Indias, monitoring the security conditions of the ships and the oceanic trade
routes. In this sense, the institution constituted a chamber of knowledge 15
which concentrated all the theoretical and practical information obtained
from navigation. The House was a scientific center that promoted the
development of cosmography, where the pilots of the Carrera de Indias had
to design maps and elaborate nautical handbooks and treatises. With all this
information they depicted the official map of the world called Padrón Real. 16
García-Baquero (1992) 348.
Mercado (2008) 38.
Serrera (2003) 50.
Cervera (1997) 65–155.
Some historians of science consider that the House of Trade was a chamber of knowledge.
This means that the House constituted an authentic scientific center in charge of the
collection, analysis, and diffusion of the information coming from the New World in
many different fields of science like botany or cosmography. Barrera (2006) 35–55;
Cañizares-Esguerra (2006) 19.
16 Pérez-Mallaína (1983) 307–317.
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Likewise, the House of Trade had jurisdictional power to punish
infractions of the norms that regulated the Castilian commercial monopoly
over the Indies colonies. This condition converted the House into the most
important court of the Indies established in Castile, quality that from 1524
onwards had to be shared with the Council of the Indies.
Since its creation, the House had the competence to resolve the civil and
criminal disputes that arose from the Carrera de Indias, 17 even if the institution was not conceived as a court. The first ordinances of the House of
Trade were not considered to be any kind of jurisdiction, circumstance that
caused conflicts of competence with other Sevillian tribunals. 18 However,
the repeated jurisdictional practice of its officers caused the legal recognition
of its competence. 19 In 1583 the House of Trade acquired the category of
audience. The growth of commerce with the Indies needed a tribunal in
Seville for efficiently settling its problems. In this manner, the ordinances of
1583 gave jurisdictional autonomy to the House in all civil and criminal
trials related to the Indies.
Originally, the audience of the House comprised two judges (letrados), but
in 1596 a third judge was added. From 1583 onwards, the House of Trade
and the Council of the Indies were the only peninsular tribunals with legal
competence over the Indies: The House with regard to civil and criminal
matters, and the Council of the Indies as an appeal court for the lawsuits that
concerned more than 600,000 maravedis. The trials concerning an inferior
amount were settled by the judges of the House in the second instance as
well. 20
The judges of the House of Trade could judge in any lawsuit coming
from the Carrera de Indias. As the city of Seville was the only authorized port
from which the Indies could be navigated, as well as the compulsory
destination on the return to the Peninsula, it was not rare that those who
participated in the overseas enterprise, after trading in varied points around
the world, presented their lawsuits before the jurisdiction of the House. This
was because the institution had direct control over the goods that arrived

17 Cuesta (2001) 36–42; Trueba (1988) 21–61; Trueba (1982) 93–131.
18 Petit (2003) 119–130.
19 This jurisdiction was recognized by a royal decree published in Burgos on September 25,
1511, confirmed as well by the ordinances of 1530. Cervera Pery (1997) 138.
20 Schäfer (2003) 152–154; Cervera (1997) 137–141; Heredia (1970) 220.
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from the Indies. All the commodities transported in the fleets had to be
deposited in the House of Trade, increasing the possibilities of the creditors to
recover payments with the goods that their debtors received in the fleets. 21
3.

The House of Trade of Seville:
A transnational institution of justice

The House of Trade had administrative and judicial influence in different
regions, which immediately alludes to the transnational character of the
institution. The use of the term transnational is not accidental, even if the
term could be anachronistic to some historians. The term has caused
particular discontent among scholars who see in the concept the limits of
the nation state. 22 They consider that the transnational perspective is only
valid to explain interconnected phenomena between nation states, being
incorrect when applied to prior historical contexts. Nevertheless, other
historians have shown the benefits reported by the transnational approach
even in the Early Modern period. 23
Certainly, the national part of the term does not intend to connote the
existence of nation states in the modern era. The term needs to be used with
certain nuances in mind: Firstly, its etymological root. Nation derives from
the Latin nascere or natio, referring to the persons that are born inside of a
concrete community. Secondly, considering nations as imagined communities, 24 whose members are provided with a collective conscience based on the
common cultural links that constitute their identity.
That understanding of the term nation is present in the Castilian sources
of the Early Modern period, as it is evidenced by some of the trials of the
House of Trade of Seville. For example, in 1584 the public prosecutor of
the House denied a Portuguese merchant permission to trade in the Indies
because he belonged to a nation different from Castile. 25 Only Castilian
21
22
23
24
25
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Martiré (1997) 229–235.
Bayly (2006) 1441–1464.
Yun (2007) 88–98.
Anderson (2006) 6.
“Tratar y contratar en las yndias de su magestad del mar ozeano solo se permyte a los
vezinos y originarios destos rreynos y no a los estranxeros de estos como lo es la parte
contraria de naçion portuges.” A.G.I., Escribanía 1070 A, f. 1 verso. Arguments of the
public prosecutor Busto de Bustamante to deny the legal permission of trading in the
Indies to the Portuguese merchant Manuel Correa.
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natives – those born within the Castilian nation – were able to trade in the
Indies; others were considered as foreigners. 26
The novelty of using the transnational approach to analyze the effects that
the jurisdiction of the House of Trade had in different nations does not
involve the study of the global interactions maintained by the institution
with other European or American courts. These kinds of contributions are
not new, and they have been already exploited by historiographical trends
like the Atlantic history, the history of the empires or the history of commercial relations on a global scale. 27
The main contribution of the transnational perspective lies in the study
of the local effects of those interconnections in the House of Trade. Indeed,
the integration of the local into the transnational is crucial to understanding
the transnational projection of the justice administered by the judges of
the House. 28 Only considering the concrete political, economic and social
context in which the House’s audience performed its activities will be
possible to demonstrate its transnationality.
The transnational approach highlights very well the particularities of the
context of the House of Trade of Seville. The prefix trans indicates something
that goes across or beyond something, in this case, nations, offering a sense
of constant movement that recreates the global dimension of the judicial
mechanisms of the institution. 29 The jurisdictional powers of the House of
Trade had practical effects in different nations: On the one hand, the
Spanish monarchy was a composite monarchy. 30 Politically, the monarchy
was a composite of different kingdoms (i.e., Navarra, Aragon, Flanders,
Portugal, etc.) that demanded the recognition of their own laws and
privileges, despite having the same sovereign in common. On the other
hand, the Carrera de Indias was an economic enterprise in which many
interests like French, Genoese, Portuguese, or English were intervened, 31
Herzog (2003) 64–68.
Yun (2007) 90.
Yun (2007) 94–95.
The adjective international could be preferred to the transnational one. Nevertheless, this
concept shares the same problems of the transnational terminology with regard to the use
of the nation for explaining the culture of the Early Modern period. Likewise, the term
international has acquired a special meaning that alludes to the diplomatic relations between states, a connotation that the adjective transnational does not have.
30 Elliot (1992); Elliot (2009) 1–24.
31 Vila (2009) 57–74.

26
27
28
29
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and whose members were deeply involved in commerce with the Indies, as
well as the problems this entailed.
The local effects of the transnational jurisdiction of the House of Trade
will be shown through its commercial lawsuits in a period that spans the
official foundation of the audience in 1583 up to the end of Philip II’s
kingship in 1598. Lawsuits are preserved in the General Archive of the Indies
(Archivo General de Indias), 32 and they constitute the main analytical instrument to investigate how the jurisdiction of the House of Trade had to be in
practice in order to effectively resolve the problems in which many nations
were involved. Thus, the main purpose of this paper will be to emphasize
the qualities of that jurisdiction and their contribution to the legal maintenance of transnational commerce with the Indies through a specific case:
the foreign participation in the Carrera de Indias.
4.

Trading in the Indies: A Castilian privilege

The Hispanic monarchy organized the economic exploitation of the Indies
upon the basis of a monopoly. Such monopoly had two essential characteristics: First, Seville was the only authorized port to trade and navigate in the
Indies. Second, only Castilian natives were allowed to trade with the New
World.
The structure of the monopoly faced some difficulties in practice. On the
one hand, the advantages originally offered by the city of Seville as a unique
port were progressively surpassed by a more demanding commerce. The
increasing mercantile flows necessitated the opening of other Spanish
ports 33 and in the 18th century the accessibility of Cadiz definitely replaced
the city of Seville as the most important mercantile center of Andalusia. 34
On the other hand, the huge dimensions of the New World prevented
Castilians to meet the commercial demands of the colonies all on their own.
The American businesses legally had to be national, an exclusive of
Castilian natives. 35 The rule was not coherent with the commercial reality
32 The sources that have been used in this paper are the court records of the House of Trade.
They are located in the sections Escribanía de Cámara de Justicia (files 1069 A to 1074 B) and
Contratación (files 723 to 746) of the General Archive of the Indies (A.G.I.).
33 Pérez (2000) 85–90.
34 García-Baquero (1988); Crespo (1996); Bernard (1955) 253–285.
35 García-Baquero (1992) 19–53; Oliva (2004) 15–23; Bustos (2010) 41–44.
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of the Carrera de Indias, in which many imagined communities intervened.
Even the members of kingdoms that in the end of the 16th century were part
of the Hispanic composite monarchy were excluded of the privilege (i.e.,
Sicily, Naples, Flanders or Portugal). 36
Notwithstanding, the participation of foreign capitals was already present
in the support of the first American exploratory voyages. 37 Foreigners
introduced themselves into the Carrera de Indias until they became a crucial
part of it. In this manner, the urgency of their presence implied important
administrative procedures. The principal consequence was the establishment
of a formally closed commercial policy that in practice was provided with
some legal channels through which foreigners could access the Carrera.
Otherwise, neither the Crown nor Castilian merchants could support a solid
trade with the Indies. The cost of the commercial adventure was very high
and entailed a lot of risks; therefore, alien capitals were indispensable for
funding commerce.
Naturalization was one of the alternatives that permitted foreign participation in the Indies’ trade. The processes of naturalization consisted of the
official confirmation by which a person who was not born in Castile could
be considered as Castilian and have the same rights as natives. 38 To gain the
status of a native it was necessary to observe certain formalities. These
changed throughout the colonial period, normally to make them more
demanding. 39 During the last years of the 16th century, petitioners were
asked to live continuously in Castile for more than ten years, married to a
Castilian woman, and have enough wealth for self-sufficient trading. 40
However, naturalization was a complex process, whose requisites could
not be satisfied by everybody. Between 1583 and 1598, 27 processes of
36 Since the Hispanic monarchy was a composite monarchy, it could be thought that the
natives of kingdoms like Aragon were not authorized to trade with the Indies. Their
condition was clarified very soon by the Catholic Kings through a royal decree made on
May 30, 1495, by virtue of which the natives of Castile, Aragon, Navarre and the Basque
Country received the same rights for trading with the New World. Konetzke (1945) 276;
García-Baquero (2003) 73–99.
37 The cooperation of Genoese and Florentine interests in the Columbian travels is very well
known. A symptom of their presence is the Genoese origins of Francisco Pinelo, the first
factor of the House of Trade. Bernal (1992) 99–102; Herzog (2011) 13–19.
38 Herzog (2003) 43–118.
39 Domínguez (1959) 227–239; García-Baquero (2003) 73–99.
40 Konetzke (1945) 269–299.
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naturalization were issued, preserved in the General Archive of the Indies, of
which 14 correspond to Portuguese merchants, 6 to Flemish traders, 2 to
French merchants, 5 to Italian merchants, and 1 to a Corse trader. 41 Only 17
naturalizations were granted, some of them after annoying lawsuits before
the House of Trade and then before the Council of the Indies. 42 In the
disputes concerning naturalizations, the judges of the House always resolved
the applications in accordance with the legislation. If the foreign merchant
did not fulfill the legal requisites, his petition was rejected by the court.
Singleness was the most common reason of defeat.
Even if foreign participation in the Indies’ commerce was legally forbidden, it is notable that the judges of the House assiduously settled the
disputes in which foreigners were involved, despite knowing the illegal
situation of some merchants and the evident trade with America revealed by
the sources. The paradox can be expressed in the following terms: On the
one hand, the judges of the House of Trade were the guarantors of the
Spanish commercial monopoly. On the other hand, they accepted the illegal
foreign intervention in the Indies’ trade through the resolution of the foreigners’
disputes. A lot of foreign merchants litigated in the House’s audience and
many of them never received legal permission for trading. The rigidity of the
laws intensified illegal commerce as well as the use of mechanisms that
concealed foreign access to the Carrera de Indias. 43 An example is the
Portuguese merchant Lanzarote de Sierra, who had already litigated in the
House some years before he obtained the Castilian naturalization. 44
41 Domínguez (1960) 137–163; Vila (2005) 279–296.
42 It was the case of the Genoese merchant Julio Negrón, who started the process of
naturalization in the House of Trade on January 9, 1584. In his petition Negrón argued
that he had arrived in Seville 22 years ago, where he permanently settled, living there with
his family in their own house. These arguments did not convince the judges, who rejected
the merchant’s request on September 24, 1584. Negrón appealed the judgment of the
House’s judges before the Council of the Indies, where the naturalization was also rejected,
so the Genoese merchant demanded the review of the Council’s judgment. Finally, on July
12, 1585, he obtained the Castilian naturalization. A.G.I., Escribanía 1069 A.
43 Smuggling was a very profitable alternative for many merchants, although during the first
half of the 17th century the Crown sold naturalizations in order to finance its military
expenses. Díaz Blanco (2011) 314–328.
44 Lanzarote de Sierra and his brother, Antonio Rodríguez de Sierra, started the process of
naturalization on August 14, 1590, before the House of Trade. On June 1, 1591, the
Council of the Indies finally recognized their right to trade in the Indies. A.G.I., Escribanía
1072 A.
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It could be supposed that the attitude of the judges of the House in the
resolution of the disputes that non-Castilians presented before their jurisdiction was very negative due to the illegal nature of such disputes. However,
the judicial treatment that foreigners received does not seem discriminatory. The
disputes in which foreigners intervened – as plaintiffs or as defendants – were
resolved on the basis of the evidences presented by the parties. Consequently, the
parties that better demonstrated the legitimacy of their pretensions would be
the winners. 45
The magistrates of the House followed the jurisprudential model demanded in their epoch, which implied judging according to the evidence
presented by the parties. 46 The iurisdictio of the judges of the House was
practiced following this principle, which cannot be understood in merely
legal terms, limiting the role of the magistrates to the simple application of
laws. The jurisdictional culture had been deeply rooted in the Hispanic
Monarchy since medieval times, where judges were public persons whose
jurisdictional power and authority was recognized by society to adapt law to
the circumstances of the case. 47
The adaptation of the law to the conditions of the concrete case admitted
the non-application of legislation. This was the essential virtue of the
Castilian jurisdictional culture, which had as its core the magistrates’ faculty
of communicating the law. Judges were the decisive element in law
production, in charge of the administration of justice through the interpretation and understanding of what was just for the parties. 48 Judges
declared the law, defining the equity of the parties in a trial; that meant
the solution of the dispute. It could be said that magistrates were the
interpreters of equity, a faculty that authorized them to ponder the most
adequate legal instruments to effectively administrate justice. 49 In this

45 The judgments of the House of Trade are written in a style that suggests that the decision
of the judges was the result of the assessment of the evidence presented by the parties. It is
very common to find expressions like: “We judge that A did not prove his demand as it was
advisable, and that B proved his exceptions”; “we judge that despite the evidence presented
by X, we have to condemn him.”
46 This idea was expressed by Jerónimo Castillo de Bovadilla: “judging according to the truth,
on the basis of the evidences.” Castillo de Bovadilla (1759) 94.
47 Garriga (2006) 86; Domingo (1987) 142.
48 Garriga (2006) 87; D’Ors (1953) 301–330.
49 Vallejo (2009) 1–13; Bravo (1991) 111–163.
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manner, judges, as equity experts, were capable of identifying iniquity as
well. When an instrument of justice like legislation contravened the equity
required by the case, judges were able to derogate. 50
In the case of the Portuguese merchant Lanzarote de Sierra, his assimilation to the Sevillian mercantile culture is evidenced by his lawsuits with
other Castilian and foreign merchants as a consequence of the businesses
that they had in common. In 1588, Sierra brought a suit against Francisco
Friesco, presumably an Italian merchant, because he did not deliver 52
bovine leathers to Seville that one of the Sierra’s partners in New Spain had
sent him in a ship governed by Friesco. Sierra presented to the judges the
contract in which Friesco’s obligation was stated. A few weeks later, the
judges of the House ordered the seizure of the properties of the defendant,
forcing him to pay the debt. 51
In the same year another Portuguese merchant, Gonzalo Pérez, brought a
suit against Lanzarote de Sierra and other merchants. Pérez was the owner of
a vessel which Sierra used to transport his cargo. A big storm occurred when
the ship was coming back to Seville from Santo Domingo. Apparently the
ship was very damaged by the storm and to avoid its sinking, it was necessary
to throw overboard some merchandises to lighten the load and save the
vessel. Gonzalo Pérez wanted that the owners of the goods accept the gross
average, paying proportionally the damages of the ship as well as the goods
that had to be thrown into the sea. The judges sentenced that all merchants
had to pay their correspondent part of the damages. Sierra rejected to pay, so
the judges ordered the confiscation of his goods to force the payment. 52
Laws were compatibilized with the particularities of the concrete case or
even derogated when they contravened justice through the jurisdictional
faculty of the judges. Iurisdictio implied the transformation of equity, as an
objective reality, to a specified reality expressed in clear precepts declared by
the judges through their decisions. 53 Iurisdictio meant specifying the equity
of the case as a consequence of the interpretation made by the judges that
intended to solve the dispute. Such interpretation was made upon the basis
of a cultural context that considered all the members of Castilian society as

50
51
52
53

Vallejo (2009) 11–13.
A.G.I., Contratación 729, number 9.
A.G.I., Contratación 729, number 2.
Vallejo (2009) 8; Vallejo (1992).
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part of a bigger unit or social body. If one of the members of the body
malfunctioned – in this case, all the persons and economic interests that
were involved in the commerce with the Indies – this fact affected the entire
body.
It is essential to keep in mind that the jurisdictional power of the
magistrates was not reduced to the simple application of general norms to
the case. The migratory legislation of Castile was obsolete in the face of
dynamism and complexity of the transnational trade. In this manner, the
judges of the House of Trade had to administered justice in a commercial
context in which foreigners were deeply involved. Solving foreigners’
disputes according to the law, where illegal trade was evident, would have
meant applying the appropriate sanctions. These penalties could include
fines, seizures, or even jail. 54 Notwithstanding, punishing illegal merchants
was not always a good measure for the Carrera de Indias. That not only was
detrimental to foreign commercial interests, but also to their partners,
regardless of their national origins. Hence, to observe law could cause more
damages than benefits; the decisions of the judges could be according to law,
but contrary to justice.
The deep compenetration of Spanish and foreign economic interests was
essential to support the Carrera de Indias. Only foreign intervention enabled
the overcoming of the financial and logistics deficiencies of Castile as the
holder of the overseas monopoly. In this regard, the virtues of some foreign
communities – such as Genoese and German banking, or the Portuguese
control over the slave trade – were very welcomed in Spain.
Castilian merchants were willing to become partners with foreign traders,
because of the possibility to share the economic risks of the long distance
trade. Moreover, the goods that foreigners sent to Seville from their
countries were very appreciated and well paid in the New World. 55 At the
same time, Castilian merchants could be the main opponents to a foreign

54 The case of the Portuguese merchant Francisco Barroso is very illustrative. Since Barroso
was trading with the Indies without legal permission, he was imprisoned in the House of
Trade’s jail. The merchant was condemned to the confiscation of the goods that he was
trading, and to the payment of a one-thousand-ducats fine, as well as the expenses of the
trial initiated against him by the public prosecutor of the House. A.G.I., Escribanía 1069 B.
El fiscal de su majestad con Francisco Barroso, portugués, sobre tratar en Indias.
55 Oliva (2006) 400.
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presence in the Indies trade; principally the prominent merchants of the
Consulate of Seville. The members of the Consulate considered that foreign
intervention was a menace to their own businesses, due to the progressive
power that they were acquiring. 56
Foreign intervention was likewise necessary for the Castilian kings. The
requirement of external resources to support the military commitments of
the Spanish monarchy was crucial. During the 16th century, mainly Genoese
and German bankers financed the Spanish imperial projects. 57
But fair judgments were not enough for a transnational trade that needed
the effective expression in practice of the justice declared by magistrates. The
Carrera de Indias also demanded an efficient jurisprudence that could follow
the rhythms of transnational trade, capable of offering the legal protection
that the mercantile transactions required. Such jurisprudence had to enforce
the contracts derived from the Atlantic commerce through low cost
procedures. The purpose of the following lines will be to describe the
characteristics of the jurisdictional procedures of the House of Trade as
they are shown in the sources, in order to determine whether they offered an
adequate jurisprudential answer to transnational trade with the Indies.
5.

An adequate justice for the Carrera de Indias :
The justice administered by the magistrates of the House of Trade

Since the Middle Ages, commercial law had been created in special institutions called merchant guilds or consulates, which emerged as a consequence of the revival of trade experienced in Europe from the 10th century
onwards. These institutions developed the necessary attributes to enforce
agreements. 58 The merchants settled in the most important Spanish commercial centers, like Barcelona, Valencia, Burgos or Bilbao, had their own
guild or consulate, and Seville was not an exception. 59 Sevillian traders asked
the king for the creation of a summary jurisdiction in which they could
resolve their disputes briefly and inexpensively, in order to avoid the delays

56
57
58
59
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and costs of ordinary justice. 60 On August 23, 1543, in Valladolid, the Prince
Philip ordered the foundation of the Consulate of Seville. 61
The essence of the commercial law created by the consulates consisted of
two elements: Its sources were the usages of commerce and the resolution of
disputes was based on arbitration. 62 Nevertheless, the benefits of the commercial law created within consulates were a privileged of its members. The
majority of the Indies traders were not members of the consulate despite
requiring a summary jurisdiction, too. Some foreign communities founded
their own consulates, but it still was a privilege reserved for its members. 63
Besides the consular jurisdiction, all Castilian and foreign merchants were
under the jurisdictional power of the House of Trade in all civil and criminal
matters related to the Carrera de Indias. This fact was very convenient in
practice. Due to the lack of a consulate, merchants could take profit from the
jurisdictional offer of Seville, especially from the House of Trade. However, this
fact contradicts the image of the Castilian administration of justice in the late
16th century. The malfunctioning of royal tribunals would have caused
merchants who did not have the consulate’s privilege to refrain from
presenting their lawsuits in royal courts. The uncertainty of the royal justice
– its delays and expenses – was opposite to litigants’ needs, increasing the use
of more trustable solutions like arbitration.
But arbitration had its own defects; the most significative was the arbiters’
impossibility to enforce their judgments, requiring the coercive intervention
of royal courts. 64 Apparently, the outlook of the Spanish administration of
justice was deplorable. Not only royal courts were considered as an example
of inoperativeness, but also private mechanisms for resolving disputes were
unreliable. Moreover, the jurisdiction of the consulate was not as effective in
practice as it was in theory. Even if the procedure of the consulate was based
on arbitration, it progressively adopted the formalities of the ordinary justice.
60 The Castilian administration of justice was always the object of the litigants’ critics, not
only because of the abundant and confusing legislation, but also because of the interpretative labor of the judges, who used to be accused of judging arbitrarily. Kagan (1991)
146–155.
61 Heredia (1970) 219; Fairén (1969) 1293–1318.
62 Galgano (1993) 38; Coronas (1994) 251–279.
63 During the 16th century there existed different national consulates in Seville like the
Genoese, French, Hanseatic and Flemish. López Bernal (2004) 189; Domínguez (1960)
45; López Martín (2006) 435–440; Montojo (1992) 47–66.
64 Gacto (1971) 128–153; Coronas (1979) 108–124; Fairén (2006) 517–518.
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In spite of this defencelessness situation, the high litigation rate in royal
tribunals should be taken into account. Some historians have already
pointed out the litigious tendency of the Castilian society, 65 but the presence
of Spanish and foreign merchants litigating in the House of Trade, including
members of the Consulate of Seville is quite surprising. 66 From 1543 onwards,
the House of Trade legally lost its powers “to settle all the debates and
differences among merchants and their partners, masters and boatswains,
caulk men and sailors, and other persons, regarding the companies that they
have had or have among themselves in the Indies, and also about the
contracts of affreightment (…), insurances (…), and all the contracts that
they had made (…). And they can resolve the lawsuits as it is done by the
Consulate of Burgos.” 67 Yet, in practice the House of Trade resolved
commercial disputes: Between 1583 and 1598, preserved in the archive are
349 lawsuits between merchants; 236 lawsuits correspond to debt claims,
33 to corporate dissolutions, 32 are related to gross average, 33 related to
contracts of affreightment, and 15 are about insolvency proceedings. 68
The high number of mercantile controversies settled within the House of
Trade indicates that the judges of the House attributed themselves a certain
commercial jurisdiction which legally did not have. This fact can be only
understood in light of the jurisdictional culture existent in the Hispanic Monarchy of the Early Modern period. Explaining this phenomenon as a simple
overlapping of jurisdictions does not justify the fact that the judges of the

65 Kagan (1991) 21–27.
66 That is the case of the merchant Pedro Aguilar de la Sal, who was an important member of
the Consulate of Seville in the last decade of the 16th century. Vila (2002) 139–191.
Despite having the privilege of the consulate, Pedro Aguilar de la Sal assiduously litigated
in the House of Trade as it is shown by the sources. A.G.I., Contratación 736 B, number 4.
Autos presentados en 1593 por Juan Bernaldo, maestre, con Pedro de Aguilar de la Sal y
Juan Bautista de Molina sobre satisfacción de fletes; A.G.I., Contratación 741, número 11.
Autos presentados en 1596 por Pedro de Aguilar de la Sal, vecino de Sevilla, contra
Cristóbal Coello, dueño y maestre de nao, sobre cobranza de una partida de reales que le
trajo registrados; A.G.I., Contratación 746, número 14. Proceso presentado en 1598 por
Pedro Aguilar de la Sal, vecino de Sevilla, con Jerónimo de Zamora, maestre, sobre el
importe de una partida de jengibre, que no le entregó, y el valor de 16 cueros, resto de
mayor partida, que igualmente le traía registrada.
67 Quoted by Cervera (1997) 138.
68 These lawsuits are located in the section Contratación of the General Archive of the Indies,
file 723 to 746.
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House had the habitual power to settle disputes that legally were the competence of the Consulate of Seville. 69
The delimitation of competences in the Hispanic Monarchy was not
definitive or strict. The jurisdictional practice of the House’s magistrates
included not only the civil and criminal matters that legislation considered
part of its competence, but also commercial matters that legally corresponded to the jurisdiction of the Consulate. The limits of the jurisdictional
practice were casuistic and the existence of a specialized jurisdiction in
mercantile matters responded, indeed, to procedural criteria. 70 Actually, the
definition of the competence was a problem that emerged when it affected
the interests of one of the parties. 71
Normally, the creation of a special jurisdiction resulted from the need of
having a suitable court that optimized the course of the processes. Thus, the
mercantile jurisdiction of the consulate responded, according to its ordinances, to the need of having agile judicial solutions, formulated by experts
in the usages of trade. Despite the jurisdictional offer of the Consulate, many
times merchants tried to resolve their disputes in the House of Trade. The
ordinary utilization of the House as a commercial court could be interpreted
as a symptom of the trust that merchants had in the judges’ decisions because of
its relative effectiveness in the protection of the patrimonial rights of the litigants.

69 The fact that the judges of the House of Trade settled mercantile disputes has been
explained by historiography as an overlapping of jurisdictions. According to this, it was
necessary to define the specific competences of the Sevillian courts, causing the huge
amount of legislation that was promulgated all over the 16th century. Trueba (1988) 27;
Del Vas (2004) 73–97; Cervera (1997) 137–141.
70 Garriga (2006) 79–80.
71 The circumstances of the case determined the convenience of bringing a suit before one or
another tribunal, since the jurisdictional benefits could not be equal for both parties. In the
lawsuit that Martin Monte Bernardo brought in 1583 before the House of Trade against
the members of the Consulate of Seville, he explicitly said that litigating in the House of
Trade was the most convenient official channel for his interests: “lo qual pido por aquella
via y forma que mejor aya lugar y me convenga, y lo necesario ynploro e suplico de vuestra
magestad.” Clearly, initiating a trial in the House of Trade was not favorable for the
Consulate’s members. They could advantageously resolve the dispute through their own
jurisdiction, being at the same time judge and party. In this sense, the Consulate’s
representative, Sebastian Navarro, indicated that the case had to be settled within the
Consulate, arguing that it was the Consulates’ competence: “No se puede acusar por este
pleyto hordinario, y assi contradigo todo lo qve pide la parte contraria.” The lawsuit was
finally resolved by the judges of the House of Trade. A.G.I., Escribanía 1069 A, folios 7–8.
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When merchants brought their lawsuits before the House’s judges, they
were expecting to receive an adequate jurisprudential answer to their
commercial needs. Otherwise, their presence as litigants in the House of
Trade is very difficult to explain.
It seems that the House of Trade offered an acceptable justice for
merchants. The jurisdiction of the House was not only a privilege, being
an accessible court for all the merchants involved in the Carrera de Indias, but
its audience also administered a justice that had similar procedural characteristics to the consulates’ justice. Even if the judges were not experts in the
usages of commerce, litigants presented to the judges the arguments that
supported their pretensions, including usages of commerce, documents, court
records, etc., which constituted the basis of the judges’ decision.
Furthermore, not all the lawsuits resolved in the House of Trade were
expensive due to their delays. In 1360, Sevillian merchants received a special
privilege from the King Peter I. 72 This privileged consisted of a summary
procedure called juicio ejecutivo, by which all creditors that had demonstrated
through an authentic document 73 the existence of a pending debt could ask
for the seizure of their debtors’ properties. Once the seizure was made,
judges had to order the auction of the goods confiscated to guarantee the
payment. In the Leyes de Toledo of 1480, the use of the juicio ejecutivo was
extended by the Catholic Kings to all the kingdoms of Castile, including
later the Indies. 74
The juicio ejecutivo was a very common procedure used by merchants in
the House of Trade due to its benefits. 60.5% of the commercial disputes
settled in the House between 1583 and 1598 were resolved through the juicio
ejecutivo. 73% of these trials were finished inside of six months, and only 9%
lasted more than one year; but they never exceeded two years. In addition,
the juicio ejecutivo was not an expensive procedure. The costs of this kind of
processes never exceeded 20% of the total amount claimed by creditors. Yet,
this percentage does not reflect the costs of a majority of trials. In 76% of the
cases, the costs of the trial did not surpass the 3% of the debt’s value.
72 Sánchez (1946) 716–717.
73 According to the laws, during the 16th century the documents that caused the seizing of
the debtors’ properties were royal decrees, tribunals’ judgments, confessions, the recognition of the debt by the debtor before the judge, and the public instruments signed by
notaries. Montero (1994) 90.
74 Sánchez (1946) 716–717; Lumbreras (1960) 250–251.
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Hence, the context of litigation in the House of Trade was not so bad in
practice. The benefits of the juicio ejecutivo could encourage merchants’
litigation in the House. This special procedure, in addition to the written
culture that flourished in Castile by the end of the 15th century, 75 constituted the juncture needed by the Carrera de Indias. Almost all merchants
tried to protect their businesses with documents, making it easier to pursue
the debtor’s payment in a court through the juicio ejecutivo.
It is necessary to add that the participation of lawyers in the consulate’s
disputes was forbidden. Their education in law contradicted the simplicity of
the consulate’s procedure making it more complex and technical. 76 However, the jucio ejecutivo was not complex and rarely required the intervention
of lawyers. In the House of Trade the parties had the possibility to consult
lawyers for better preparing the arguments of their pretensions. This
alternative was very attractive for litigants, especially when lawsuits became
complicated, for example, by the appeal of the counterpart.
The participation of lawyers in the lawsuits of the House of Trade was
caused by the litigants who wanted to protect their interests trying to
guarantee a favorable judgment using the arguments made by legal experts.
Normally merchants wrote their own lawsuits. The narrative style of the
petitions was very simple, limited to the description of the facts and
mentioning the reasons of justice that support the pretension. Even though,
documents written by lawyers preserved a simple style, they were likewise
limited to the facts, and briefly highlighting the legal arguments that were
useful for the litigant.
The decisions made by the judges of the House of Trade had to be observed,
if their jurisdiction wanted to have a real impact in practice. Apart from
declaring law, judges were royal officials with special powers to enforce their
judgments. 77 The juicio ejecutivo was an excellent legal mechanism to pressure
debtors. Almost immediately after creditors brought their lawsuits before
the magistrates of the House, the judges ordered the seizure of the debtors’
properties. 78 Sometimes the judgment of the tribunal was not even required.
75
76
77
78

Herzog (1996) 15–16.
Gacto (1971) 122–124.
Domingo (1987) 142.
In 77% of the juicios ejecutivos developed in the House of Trade, the judges ordered the
seizure of the debtors’ properties within the first twenty days that followed the presentation
of the lawsuit in the court.
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Debtors neither wanted to lose their properties, nor pay the expenses of the
trial; two conditions that accentuated the agreements between the parties
outside the court. Additionally, the threatening effects of the juicio ejecutivo
could go beyond the seizure and the auction of the debtor’s goods. If the
debtor did not have enough wealth to pay his debts, creditors could ask for
his imprisonment as a form of coercion. 79
6.

Conclusions

The local context in which the practice of the jurisdiction of the House of
Trade took place reveals its transnational dimension. To support a transnational enterprise like Atlantic trade, it was necessary to have a transnational
jurisprudence that served as a mirror of its historical circumstances. 80 To this
purpose, the labor of the judges as law experts – interpreters of reality who
were endowed with enough power to enforce their decisions – was crucial
for supporting the commercial enterprise with the Indies.
The Castilian jurisdictional culture, in which the House of Trade was
involved, permitted the development of the Atlantic commerce over centuries. This jurisdictional culture is clear in the case of the foreign participation in the Indies trade, as well as in the need of foreigners to have an
efficient mercantile legal procedure. The essential characteristic of the
jurisdictional culture was the role played by magistrates in the law production. Judges were interpreters of equity able to ponder the adequate instrument of law to formulate a judgment. Such interpretation could imply the
derogation in practice of the legal instruments used in the administration of
justice when their rules contravened justice, in order to preserve the equity of
the case.
In the case analyzed here, the real penetration of foreigners in the Carrera
de Indias caused the jurisprudential attitude of the House of Trade’s judges to
respond to reasons of justice that violated legislation. Judging against foreign
merchants according to legislation would affect the Spanish economic interests
as well. The Carrera de Indias was the principal economic source for Castile
during the modern age; however, it was an enterprise controlled by national
and foreign merchants. In this manner, to effectively protect the transna79 Tomás y Valiente (1960) 249–490.
80 Grossi (2007).
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tional commerce with the Indies, the jurisprudence of the House had to
correct the limitations of the legal system creating new law, not applying
existent laws, and developing efficient legal procedures with the intention
of expressing the equity of the case through their decisions.
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Entangled up in Red, White, and Blue:
Spanish West Florida and the American
Territory of Orleans, 1803–1810
Everywhere the Anglo-Americans settle, the lands become productive and progress
is rapid…. They build their own cabins, cut down and burn trees, kill the savages or
are killed by them, and disappear from the land either by dying or by giving it up.
When a score of new colonists have, in that way, gathered in a place, a couple of
printer appear, one federalist, the other anti-federalist, then doctors, then lawyers,
then adventurers; they drink toasts, they choose a speaker; they constitute themselves a city; they vie with each other in the procreation of children. They vainly
advertise vast territories for sale; they attract and cheat as many buyers as possible.
They paint inflated pictures as to the size of the population, so as to arrive quickly at
a figure of sixty thousand souls, … and there is then one more star affixed to the
pavilion of the United States!
Pierre Clément de Laussat,
Memoirs of My Life (2003 [1803–1804]),
tr. A.-J. Pastwa, 9.

Introduction
“Entangled histories”, as Eliga Gould (citing Jürgen Kocka) noted, examine
interconnected societies. [They] are concerned with “mutual influencing,”
“reciprocal or asymmetric perceptions,” and the intertwined “process of
constituting one another.” 1 Gould contrasts entangled histories, perhaps a
little unfairly, with merely comparative histories. Although there is often little
difference in practice between the two, comparative histories might, at least
theoretically, ignore important trans-national or trans-territorial movements
and influences. In contrast, entangled histories – with histoire croisée and other
* This chapter was originally written in 2011–2012; minor changes were added in 2013–
2014. I want to thank those who commented on drafts of the paper, especially Ignazio
Castellucci, Samuel C. Hyde, Jr., Richard Kilbourne, and Aniceto Masferrer. Any remaining errors are, of course, my own.
1 Gould (2007) 766 (citing Kocka, J (2003)). See Gould’s footnotes on related historiographical approaches and Cohen / O’Conner (2004).
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relational approaches to historiography – can serve as antidotes to insular,
frequently anachronistic nation- and state-centred histories. 2 Apparently
local or internal developments may turn out to be instantiations, whether
uniform or unique, of wider regional or even global trends. Communities
and their cultures are revealed to be compound hybrids created by the
complex diffusion of people, ideas, and institutions. By productively problematizing simpler narratives, such approaches can also be of great significance and utility to historical research on laws and norms. 3
This article is a preliminary case study of legal and normative entanglement in Spanish West Florida – which stretched across the Gulf Coast of
present-day Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida – between 1803–
1810. Between the time of the Louisiana Purchase (1803) and the annexation
of Westernmost part of West Florida by the United States (1810), the laws
and norms of the Territory criss-crossed in various ways those of Spain and
the United States. Indeed, the territory was, in turn, French, British, and
Spanish before being annexed, in part, by the Americans. For the period
under study here, and decades before, its settlers were largely Anglophone,
while its laws were a variant of the Spanish colonial ius commune. This fact,
“how an alien group … adapted to living in a Spanish colony with Spanish
law … does not seem to have been a subject of intensive study.” 4 This text is
a small step in that direction.
West Florida had an especially close relationship with the area that would
become the new American Territory of Orleans (1805), especially the city of
New Orleans. Carved out of the vast Louisiana Territory purchased from
France, the Territory of Orleans had its own complex history. Its population
was still largely Francophone. In its first decade, its laws were already a
gumbo of continental and Anglo-American ingredients. Together, the two
territories sat at the precipice of the modern nation-state, of nationalism and
popular sovereignty, of legal positivism and legal formalism. In both
territories, the diffusion – direct and indirect, formal and informal, ongoing
and sporadic – of the various laws and norms of natives and newcomers

2 See, e. g., Werner / Zimmermann (2006). Cf Ibid., 58 (on intermixing and hybridization).
3 In this paper, laws and norms refer to legal norms and social norms respectively, the former
a subset of the latter. Legality and normativity refer, in turn, to legal normativity and social
normativity.
4 Greene (2008), 21
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created intricate legal and normative hybrids. In both, there were complex
and illuminating relationships between law and culture.
It has recently been argued that the ‘experiences [of the American South]
need more frequently to be placed into comparative context.’ 5 My own
comparative research, on both the past and the present, has attempted to
investigate legal and normative mixtures and movements. Joining in particular the study of mixed legal systems and normative or legal pluralism, I’ve
sought to place laws within the wider matrix of norms to provide a kind of
descriptive, critical and constructive deep focus on lived normativity in all of
its forms. 6 I’ve referred to this as a project on ‘hybridity and diffusion’, a transdisciplinary combination of comparative law, legal history, legal philosophy,
and the social sciences. Like entangled history, this is perhaps less an
heuristic tool than a way of seeing differently, of sensitivity to complexity
and change. Hybridity here refers in the first place to legal or normative
plurality, to complex origins and organization; it also refers to the complex
relationship, not infrequently the gap, between expressed principles and
actual practices. And while individuals are ultimately the most important, if
often unintentional, norm-creators – as articulated by critical legal pluralists –
my research concentrates on the approximate, but meaningful, aggregative
legality and normativity of corporate communities and institutions. Accounts of hybridity are snapshots of a perpetual blending process generated
by the ongoing, multidirectional diffusion of laws and norms. These mixtures
of legal and social norms are always in movement across both space and
time, with continuity provided by the weight and inertia of convention, of
traditions and practices. 7 Conducted with care, the result is a far more
nuanced picture of lived legal and normative experiences. And it suggests

5 Hadden / Minter (2013), 8. On contextualising Louisiana’s legal history, see Billings /
Fernandez (2001), who attempt to place it in the wider American context. But cf.
Donlan (2012), criticising the former for being insufficiently comparative. On the wider
context, of ‘revolutionary borderlands’ and ‘crossroads of the Atlantic World’, see Smith /
Hilton (2010a) and Vidal (2014) respectively.
6 Deep focus, as used in photography and cinema, establishes clarity in depth through lighting
and sustained focus. Unlike ordinary images, it attempts to keep all of the objects in the
frame in focus.
7 For my general approach (and citations), see Donlan (forthcoming) and Donlan
(2011b). For legal history, see Donlan (2010), Donlan (2011a), and Brown / Donlan
(2011).
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that the relationship between legal consciousness and culture is, as with
individual loyalties and identities, complex and constantly changing.
History and hybridity
As is well-known, the early nineteenth century was an important turning –
or tipping – point in Western legal history. It saw the acceleration of the
movement from “[m]ulticentric legal orders – those in which the state is one
among many legal authorities” to “state-centered legal orders in which the
state has at least made, if not sustained, a claim to dominance over other
legal authorities.” 8 The plurality of laws that had characterized Europe for
centuries, the myriad jurisdictions and mediating institutions of the old
regimes, was slowly giving way. Non-legal normativity was increasingly
marginalized by legality. “Law increasingly became the standard by which
all forms of disputing were measured.” 9 While the diffusion of the laws of
the Old World into the New World generated new hybridities and entanglements, colonialism was also central to the rise of common legalities.
Colonial administration required a common law, eg English common law
and Equity, the Customs of Paris. This development would feed back into the
creation of uniform laws in the mother countries, towards legal unity,
monism and centralism. All of this was part of an increasing level of
criticism of legal inequality and restraints, of crown interference, and of
religious influence and intolerance. The focus on legal positivism, on lawmaking and legal clarity, was linked to both the new powers of the state and
demands for popular accountability. Throughout the West there was a
gradual shift towards legislation, to clearer and more systematic law, and
reforms in criminal law. More generally, the idea of a coherent, holistic legal
system and a single dominant common law, the rationalization of traditional
legal regimes, continued. 10
In continental law, this was expressed in legislation, often codal, and
subsequently in exegetical interpretation. Many nineteenth-century codes
were attempts to create a set of laws that was authoritative, comprehensive,
8 Benton (2002) 11. See also Benton (2009).
9 Mann (1986) 1438.
10 This transition from considerable legal hybridity to greater legal unity also effectively
created the modern distinction between pure and mixed legal traditions. It is, that is, the
“hidden temporal dimension” in the categorization of mixed traditions. Glenn (1996) 1.
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systematic, and internally harmonious. They were intended to abrogate
previous or conflicting law and to unify the legal system into a national
common law. While reflecting the laws of the ancien régime, both Romanesque and Germanic in origin, this was exemplified in France’s Code Civil
(1804). Modern nationalism and codification marked an important change
from Europe’s plural, juridical culture. It was a shift from European iura
communia and local iura propria to national law, from persuasive to binding
authorities, from open to closed legal systems, and from judges and jurists to
legislators. This movement included Anglo-American law as well. Jeremy
Bentham and John Austin echoed this concern for legal uniformity and
clarity. This was linked, in Britain, to parliamentary supremacy and the rise
of statute law. American lawyers were also more receptive to modest
codification. If this was especially true in procedural law, codification of
private law also occurred. Still more importantly, over the course of the
century, in both Britain and the United States, persuasive precedent hardened into binding precedent. 11 Legal education and law reporting improved. 12 A clearer appellate hierarchy of courts was established. The archaic
writ system was relaxed in favor of general pleading, bringing a new focus on
substantive, rather than procedural, law and an attempt to limit judicial
subjectivity. Common law and equity were fused and other jurisdictions
enveloped by the courts of common law. 13 If this did not entirely eliminate,
in fact, either legal or normative hybridity, “[b]y the end of the nineteenth
century law can hardly be thought of except in its formal or professional
sense.” 14
The histories of Louisiana and Spanish West Florida, especially the
Westernmost part of West Florida, are deeply entangled. In her colonization
of the Americas, the Spanish claimed large sections of southeastern North
America as early as the sixteenth century as La Florida. It did not, however,
permanently settle much of the territory. In 1682, Robert de La Salle (1643–
87) claimed large sections of North America, west and south of the British
11 Usually referred to as stare decisis, where a single judicial decision is binding on the basis of
the court’s authority alone, rather than persuasive on the basis of equitable interpretation
or with the idea that consistent judicial decisions represent a legal communis opinio. See
Evans (1991) and Stein (2003).
12 See Donlan (2005).
13 I referred to this as “sausage-making” in Donlan (2010) 290.
14 Arthurs (1984). See also Arthurs(1985) and Hartog (1985).
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colonies, for the French. The Perdido – or lost – River, now dividing the
American states of Alabama and Florida, was eventually agreed to be the
boundary between French and Spanish territories. In the vast French
Louisiane, the most important development was that of the Île d’Orléans
(the Isle of Orleans), or New Orleans, near the mouth of the Mississippi
River. The French introduced the Customs of Paris, a Romano-Germanic folklaw linked to the site of the French throne, as its common law. A Superior
Council had jurisdiction over most matters, both under French direct rule
(1712–17, 1731–62) and indirect rule through the Company of the West
(1717–32). 15 Inevitably the law in practice, administered by authorities with
both military and judicial competences, differed from its application in
France. Of course, even in the ancien regimes, “[a] high proportion of the
innumerable conflicts of everyday life” were not “settled by official proceedings or … the judicial system”. 16 Both at home and abroad, social regulation
was a métis, a complex hybrid of legality and normativity. Indeed, it was
precisely this period that Voltaire (1694–1778) could complain, of France,
that “[a] man that travels in this country changes his law almost as often as
he changes his horses.” 17
French “rogue colonialism” ended in 1763 with the Treaty of Paris (1763)
and the end of the Seven Years War (the French and Indian War, 1756–63). 18
That war had pitted, among many others, Britain against France and Spain.
The Treaty ceded French territories east of the Mississippi, excluding the Isle
of Orleans, to Britain. Spain also ceded Florida (presumably all the way to
the Mississippi) to Britain in exchange for Cuba, which had been captured
by the British during the war. In addition, under the secret Treaty of
Fontainebleau (1762), French territories west of the Mississippi, including
the Isle of Orleans, were formally transferred to Spain. 19 The Treaty, which
also obscured long-standing border disputes between France and Spain on
Louisiane’s western boundary, was only made public in 1764. Actual
possession of Louisiana by the Spanish took several years, in part due to
Johnson (1989). See Dart (1919).
Castan (1983) 219. See also Ruff (2008).
‘Custom – Usages’ Arouet (1901) (no pagination).
Dawdy (2008). An historical anthropologist, Dawdy’s discusses mçtis, creolization, and
hybridization at Ibid, 5–6. On the last of these, however, she defines it in its older sense of a
complex singularity.
19 See the overview of ‘The Spanish Regime’ in Beers (2002).
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resistance of the French Louisianans. Spanish law was imposed, however,
with the French slavery laws of the Code Noir (1685), by the Irish-Spanish
General Alexandro O’Reilly (1722–94) and his successors. 20 Other administrative alterations were made, including the building of a Cabildo, the
“Spanish-style city government”, in New Orleans. 21 The population and
culture of Spanish Luisiana remained, as did much of its judiciary, Francophone. This included significant numbers of French-Canadian Acadians who
arrived in the aftermath of British victory in the Seven Years War. This
continental ius commune, rooted in rich Romano-Germanic roots and
significantly altered by colonial conditions, created a complex hybrid legality
and normativity throughout Louisiana and Florida. During Spanish rule, its
formal laws co-existed with other social/legal practices, especially away from
the metropole. 22
For its part, Britain subsequently divided Florida. West Florida was
separated from East Florida along the Apalachicola River, to the east of the
Perdido and the earlier French-Spanish boundary. 23 The northern boundary
was set at the 31st Parallel, but remained fluid and contentious, subsequently
extending north (32 22 north) from the Yazoo River to the Chattahoochee
River. It also maintained its own laws. Many Anglophones moved into the
Territory during British rule. As the American war (1776–83) approached,
this population was primarily loyalist. It rejected, for example, the invitation
of the Continental Congress in 1774 to send delegates. During the war, a
small force of Americans even attacked in 1778 in the so-called Willing

20 This was once the subject of debate, but the general consensus is that Spanish law was
imposed. Schmidt (1841–42). See Tucker (1933–34); Reynolds (1971); Carrigan
(1972). Note that the Spanish Governor of West Florida from May 1871-November 1782
was Arturo O’Neil y Tyrone (1736–1814).
21 Din (1996b) 143. Note the cases of Jean Baptiste Villard and Julian Jalio – both “free
mulattos” – in the Archives of the Spanish Government in West Florida, xvi.173 et seq and
xvi.319 et seq. See also Priestley (1922).
22 Some of these customary practices were rooted in earlier French laws. Hans Baade has, for
example, investigated the persistence of marriage contracts rooted in the Custom of Paris.
Baade (1979). See also Ibid, 58. This “living law of Louisiana matrimonial property”,
perhaps praetor legem rather than contra legem, persisted in “notarial jurisprudence”. Ibid, 6.
See also Yiannopoulos (1983) 100 (using law in action). Too much made be made,
however, of this limited example.
23 The capital of the eastern colony remained St Augustine; the capital of the west was
Pensacola.
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Expedition. More importantly, in 1779–81, the Spanish allies of the Americans successfully invaded the territory from Luisiana. Led by its Spanish
Governor, Bernardo de Galvez (1746–86), they quickly captured Baton
Rouge. Natchez, Mobile, and Pensacola fell in turn. 24 After the war, Britain
ceded both Floridas to Spain in the Treaty of Paris (1783). West Florida was
divided in several districts. The Baton Rouge District was further sub-divided
into smaller units, ie Baton Rouge, Feliciana, Saint Helena, and Chifoncté.
And in both of the Floridas, Europeans and Africans, free and slave,
remained outnumbered by the native population.
Settlement patterns in West Florida were not, however, very different
under the Spanish than they had been in the previous two decades of British
rule. The Spanish developed the area as a buffer against American expansion.
But to so, it found it necessary to continue to encourage Anglo-American
settlement. The loyalty of these citizens was rooted in property laws, both of
land and slaves. 25 As Andrew McMichael puts it,
Spain provided what Britain and the United States could or would not: a centralized
government willing to at in residents’ interests as long as those residents displayed
a reciprocal loyalty. This loyalty was cemented by the Spaniards’ willingness to
accommodate the Anglo-Americans’ quest for the main chance – to obtain and
cultivate land through a liberal system of grants. Given that the same processes were
at work in the British colonies during the same period suggests that for Americans,
including those who migrated to West Florida, land and national loyalty went hand
in hand. 26

Spanish colonial laws applied, though administered separately from Louisiana and with some local variation. 27 For example, in the Natchez District,
“English was permitted in the courts, and English local government customs
were followed from the beginning of Spanish rule.” 28 But the lack of clarity
24 Haarmann (1996).
25 “Throughout their lives, individuals negotiate complex entanglements of multiple identities and loyalties. Identity is a socially constructed sense of self. All individual human
beings function in the world with several (or even many) personal identities.” Smith /
Hilton (2010), 346.
26 McMichael (2008) 16. While McMichael covers the region as a whole, he pays particular
attention to the jurisdiction of Baton Rouge. See also Cummins (1988).
27 Holmes (1967).
28 Holmes (1963) 187. An earlier Anglophone historian had written that “[t]he yoke of [the
Spanish] government always sat easy on the neck of the Anglo-Americans, who lived under
it, and they still speak of Spanish times, as the golden age.” [Ingraham] (1835) 263–264
(cited in Holmes (1963) 201).
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in the boundaries between American and Spanish territories led to persistent
disputes, the ‘West Florida Controversy’, between the former allies. As an
indication of things to come, in 1791, future American President Thomas
Jefferson (1743–1826) wrote George Washington (1731/2–99), then President, that American settlement in Spanish regions might provide “the means
of delivering to us peaceably, what may otherwise cost us a war.” 29 The
Treaty of San Lorenzo (Pinckney’s Treaty (1795)) eventually established the 31st
parallel as the boundary. This required Spain to surrender Natchez. Indeed,
in its pattern of Anglophone settlement leading to Spanish loss, “the
Natchez district served as a prototype for West Florida, as that region in
turn did for Texas and California.” 30 In West Florida, Anglophones continued to be attracted to the area on the basis of low taxes, generous land
grants, and de facto religious tolerance. 31 Indeed, the last of these was
“greater … than was commonly allowed in the United States.” 32
The essential unity?
In 1800, however, the secret Treaty of San Ildefonso formally returned
Luisiana to France, with Spain retaining both East and West Florida, the
capital of the latter moving to Pensacola. This included the former French
territory to the West of the Perdido. For its part, the United States hoped to
buy both New Orleans and the Floridas and to expand all the way to the
Gulf of Mexico. Instead, they found that they were able to obtain, through
the Louisiana Purchase (1803), the vast Territory of Louisiane. The addition of
Louisiana doubled the size of the United States. It was a critical component
of America’s future expansion. But it was also problematic. Both the
Americans and Spanish saw the division of the area as precarious for their
respective settlements and interests. “New Orleans without Florida made no
sense and would be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to hold.” 33 The
29 Jefferson (1861) 2 April 1791. “I wish a hundred thousand of our inhabitants would
accept the invitation.” Ibid. Note, however, that “Jefferson also feared that settlers within
the United States’ own limits were capable of transferring their allegiance in other, less
welcome directions, including to the crown of Spain.” Gould (2007) 781.
30 Cox (1918) 41.
31 Holmes (1973).
32 Ibid., 259.
33 Dargo (2009) 6.
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‘essential unity’ of Louisiana and West Florida was severed. 34 Boundary
disputes involving the Floridas, as well as western Louisiana, would continue
for two decades. The Spanish claimed, and they were almost certainly correct
in claiming, that West Florida was not ceded to France in the Treaty of San
Ildefonso. It had also understood that France would not cede Louisiana to a
rival. But the curiously-worded Third Article of the Treaty of San Ildefonso
created a hostage to fortune that extended the ‘West Florida Question’. The
Article read:
His Catholic Majesty promises and engages in his part, to retrocede to the French
Republic the colony of province of Louisiana with the same extent that it now has
in the hands of Spain, that it had when France possessed it; and such as it should be
after the treaty subsequently entered into between Spain and other states. 35

The French had, of course, held both Louisiana and what became West
Florida between the Mississippi and the Perdido Rivers. The Spanish, having
received that area, along with East Florida, from the British saw things
differently. For their part, the United States claimed that the Purchase
included all French territory prior to 1763. 36 This included considerable
territory at the west edge of Louisiane, leading to the creation of a large
neutral area (1806) between Spain and the United States in which settlement
was prohibited.
The Spanish had continued to govern in Louisiane until the arrival of
French Governor Pierre Clément de Laussat (1756–1835) in 1803, shortly
before transferring it to the United States after the Louisiana Purchase. In
the brief period of French rule, Laussat eliminated existing judicial structures but left the existing laws unaltered. 37 While Laussat respected the
34 Cox (1918) 3.
35 Italics added. The Treaty of San Ildefonso is available at http://www.napoleon-series.org/
research/government/diplomatic/cildefonso.html. See also Cox (1918) 82.
36 Jefferson himself later wrote an essay on the subject of ‘The Limits and Bounds of
Louisiana’. Jefferson (1817). This question, with respect to land titles, would subsequently arise in the American courts. In Foster and Elam v. Nelson, the Supreme Court
simply accepted the decision of the other branches of government, ie “a question …
respecting the boundaries of nations, is … more a political than a legal question”. 27 US
253, 1829 WL 3115 (U.S.La.) 39. That decision followed that in the Louisiana case of
Newcombe v. Skipwith, 1 Martin’s Reports 151. Fulwar Skipwith was the ‘Governor’ of the
briefly independent ‘State of Florida’. See also Burns (1928) 568–569 (listing five additional cases) and Burns (1932).
37 Levasseur (1996) 608. See Moreau Lislet / Carleton (1820) xxi.
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Americans, and indeed continued to live in the territory for the next few
months, he also wrote that
Everywhere the Anglo-Americans settle, the lands become productive and progress is
rapid. There is a special class among them engaged in the occupation of penetrating
all unsettled districts for fifty leagues ahead of the oncomping populations…. They
build their own cabins, cut down and burn trees, kill the savages or are killed by
them, and disappear from the land either by dying or by giving it up. When a score
of new colonists have, in that way, gathered in a place, a couple of printer appear,
one federalist, the other anti-federalist, then doctors, then lawyers, then adventurers;
they drink toasts, they choose a speaker; they constitute themselves a city; they vie
with each other in the procreation of children. They vainly advertise vast territories
for sale; they attract and cheat as many buyers as possible. They paint inflated
pictures as to the size of the population, so as to arrive quickly at a figure of sixty
thousand souls, … and there is then one more star affixed to the pavilion of the
United States! 38

When the Americans gained control of Louisiane, they divided it into two
regions. The Territory of Orleans was largely the modern state of Louisiana
minus West Florida between the Mississippi and Pearl rivers. The remaining
District of Louisiana spread across the continent. It had always, however, been
thinly populated. There Anglophone settlers would relatively easily envelop
the existing French-speaking population. Its laws were as easily altered, at
least on the surface. 39
In any event, American control of the Orleans Territory brought its
existing common laws in contact with Anglo-American laws, especially the
dominant laws of the courts of common law. 40 Governor William CC
Claiborne (c1772–5-1817) sought, with President Jefferson, to navigate this
meeting of legal traditions. 41 By an Act of Congress in March of 1804, the
Americans initially maintained the established laws where they were not
inconsistent with the Act itself. Over the course of the decade after the
Louisiana Purchase, however, a sectional mixed jurisdiction of continental
private or civil law, Anglo-American criminal law, and American public law
would be established. This encounter has long been characterized as a “clash
of legal traditions”, most notably in George Dargo’s Jefferson’s Louisiana. But
even Dargo has recently suggested a more subtle complexity and continuity
38
39
40
41

De Laussat (2003) 9.
Arnold (1985).
See Palmer (1999) and Palmer (2005).
See Brown (1956).
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in Louisiana’s laws. 42 “Hybridity”, he wrote, “produced a rich interaction –
call it conflict, contestation, or negotiation – from within the mix of
languages, cultures and legal traditions that the Americans found in their
first true colony.” 43 The diffusion of the various laws and norms of natives
and newcomers – voluntary, involuntary, or indifferent – created an intricate
legal and normative hybrid. This gentler, more complex and accommodating
analysis serves us better than the stark imagery of a ‘clash’. Indeed, both the
continental and Anglo-American laws of the nineteenth century differ in
significant respects from their common modern forms. The former was, for
example, still dominated by the flexible methods of the ius commune and premodern digests that acted as restatements of the law; the latter had not yet
adopted a binding system of stare decisis. 44 As Robert A. Pascal put it, the law
of the Orleans Territory was, in contrast to that of contemporary France,
a law, or legal system, much closer in thought and method to the Anglo-American
law of the time. The Romanist-Spanish law certainly contained much more
legislation than the Anglo-American, but the opinions of the commentators on
the Roman and Spanish legislation occupied a position similar to those of the judges
in Anglo American law. 45

Legal positivism was not yet dominant. The formalism of, for example, the
French exegetical school hadn’t yet secured a preeminent position even in
France. 46 The legal and normative hybridity of Spanish West Florida was, as
we’ll see, a still more subtle affair. 47
42 See Dargo (2010). First published in 1975 and revisited in 2010, Dargo’s work remains the
classic work on the founding of Louisiana’s mixed jurisdiction. The idea that the meeting
of the two legal traditions was confrontational is, however, much more long-lived. See,
e. g., Brown (1957). That view has also been challenged in recent years. Richard H.
Kilbourne, Jr, for example, stressed continuity as well as a constructive role for Jefferson
and Claiborne in the creation of Louisiana’s legal hybridity. See Kilbourne (2008).
43 Dargo (2009) 30. Dargo specifically cites ‘post-colonial’ scholar Homi K. Bhabha at Ibid.,
29–30. I was not aware of this as I began to employ the term. Cf the discussion of “middle
ground”, based on White (1991) in Drummond (2005) 906–910.
44 For a brief, critical discussion of the New Louisiana Legal History, see Donlan (2012,
suggesting that, as a programme, this approach is too inattentive to comparative legal
history).
45 Pascal (1984) 353.
46 See Kilbourne (2008) xvii and 42.
47 Other ongoing debates in Louisiana legal history include:
(i) the status – ie, digest or modern code – of the 1808 redaction
(ii) the character – whether French or Spanish – of the Digest and the role of the 1808
redactors
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In the Territory of Orleans, Spanish private law continued in practice. 48
Not long after taking up the position as the first judge of the Superior Court
of the Territory, New Yorker John B Prevost (1766–1825) confirmed that the
common law of the territory, rather than the law of the Anglo-American courts of
common law, was still the law in force. 49 In any event, the substance of this
Orleanian law could be difficult to locate. In this context, the Legislative
Council of the Territory authorized redaction as early as 1805. In addition, in
1806, they met and created a bill entitled ‘An Act declaring the laws which
continue to be inforce [sic] in the Territory of Orleans, and authors which
may be recurred to as authorities with the same’. This included:
1. The Recopilación de Castilla (1567 and 1777);
2. The Autos Acordados (1745);
3. Las Siete Partidas (the law of the Seven Parts drafted 1256–1263 under Alfonso the
Wise but not promulgated as law until 1343);
4. The Fuero Real of Castile (1254, also under Alfonso the Wise);
5. The Recopilación de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias (1661);
6. The Leyes de Toro (1505);
7. The Royal Orders and Decrees which had formally been applied to Louisiana, all
as aided by the authority of reputable commentators admitted in the courts of
Justice. 50

These Spanish laws were supplemented by the corpus iuris civilis, “particularly
as interpreted by the French commentator [Jean] Domat”. 51 And commercial law, as laid out in the bill, was already a hybrid of general Spanish laws
and specific Anglo-American doctrine. The bill read that

48
49

50

51

(iii) the significance of the ‘De La Vergne volume’ of the 1808 Digest
(iv) the character – whether continental or Anglo-American – of its jurisprudence
(v) the general character – whether natural law-oriented or positivist – of Louisiana law
On (i) – (ii), (iv) – (v), see Kilbourne (2008); on (i) – (ii), see also Dargo (2010). On (iii),
see Cairns (2009). For a similar list of debates, cf Billings (1983) 195.
Rabalais (1982), especially 1504–05. See also Vazquez (1982).
F. L. Gonzales, Senior translator of the Archives of the Spanish Government in West
Florida, noted there, after a document from the Orleans Territory bearing the signature of
Moreau-Lislet, that this “saved the Civil Law for Louisiana.” xvii.78.
Feliú / Kim-Prieto / Miguel (2011) 11. Late in the article, the authors more accurately
date the Recopilación de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias to 1680. The original text of the bill
also referred to both habeus corpus and trial by jury, “the two most important principles of
the judiciary system of the common law” and to numerous laws relating to commerce. It’s
available in Carter (1940).
Feliú / Kim-Prieto / Miguel (2011) 11.
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in matters of commerce the ordinance of Bilbao [1757] is that which has full
authority … [and] wherever it is not sufficiently explicit, recourse may be had to the
roman laws; to Beawes lex mercatoria, to Park on insurance, to the treatise of the
insurences by Emorigon, and finally to the commentaries of Valin, and to the
respectable authors consulted in the United States. 52

While Anglo-American common law would have fared worse, this hodgepodge of laws, many unavailable in either French or Spanish, may have
frightened Claiborne. 53 Whatever the cause, he vetoed the bill. This led to
the much-quoted Manifesto issued by the Legislative Council in defense of
their established private law. 54 Written in an impassioned style, the Manifesto likely had mixed motives: the stability of property and politics and the
possibility of expediting statehood, as well as a genuine concern about the
substance of the law and the culture to which it was attached. If the true
motivations of the advocates of the common laws of Orleans and England
cannot easily be divined, some amount of low-grade anxiety clearly existed.
In any event, the legislature subsequently decided to redact its private law,
the Governor assented, and the Digest of the Civil Laws now in force in the
territory of Orleans was promulgated in 1808. The completed text, prepared
by Louis Casimir Elisabeth Moreau-Lislet (1766–1832) and James Brown,
immigrants from Saint-Domingue (present-day Haiti) and Kentucky respectively, would certainly have impressed the Governor more than the 1806
miscellany. Prepared in French and only later translated (rather poorly) into
English, it drew much of its text from recent French materials, including
both the Code Civil (1804) and its projet (1800). 55 But this Francophone form
52 In Carter (1940).
53 The complexity of English doctrine and jurisprudence (judicial decisions), including the
absence of the modern doctrine of binding precedent, made knowledge of it difficult.
Bentham wrote that “we are told that we have rights given to us, and we are bid to be
grateful for those rights: we are told that we have duties prescribed to us, and we are bid to
the punctual in the fulfillment of all those duties…. Hearing this, we would really be
grateful for these same rights, if we knew what they were, and were able to avail ourselves of
them: but, to avail ourselves of rights, of which we have no knowledge, being in the nature
of things impossible, we are utterly unable to learn – for what, as well as to whom, to pay
the so-called-for tribute of our gratitude.” Bentham (1829).
54 See Dargo (2010) 236–7. See the Manifesto, in French and English, in Carter (1940)
643–657.
55 Cf. François Xavier Martin (1762–1846), who later wrote that “[a]lthough the Napoleon
Code was promulgated in 1804, no copy of it had as yet reached New Orleans; and the
gentlemen availed themselves of the project [sic] of that work, the arrangement of which
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appears largely consistent with the existing substantive law of the Territory. 56
More a restatement rather than a modern code, it was neither merely
doctrine nor declaratory. There was no wholesale abrogation of laws, but
those that contradicted the Digest were annulled. 57 In addition, the sources
of law resemble those of the projet rather than those in the Code Civil. For
example, Article 1 – in Chapter One, ‘Of Law and Customs’– read, in English, that “[l]law is a solemn expression of Legislative will, upon a subject of
general interest and interior regulation.” 58 But Article 21, in Chapter IV on
‘the Application and Construction of Laws’ also added that
[i]n civil matters, where there is no express law, the judge is bound to proceed and
decide according to equity. To decide equitably an appeal is to be made to natural
law and reason, or received usages, where positive law is silent. 59

The Digest was thus theoretically open where the Code Civil was, in theory, closed. 60 Once again, we might suspect mixed and even contradictory

56

57
58

59

60

they adopted, and mutatis mutandis, literally transcribed a considerable portion of it.”
Martin (1827) 291.
See Trahan (2002–2003) 1036–7. The principal advocate of this view is Robert Pascal, who
called the Digest, “a Spanish girl in a French dress”. Pascal (1998) 303. Pascal was one of
the antagonists, with Rodolfo Batiza, in the most heated debates of Louisiana legal history.
The former, a Francophone Louisianan, argued that the Digest was substantially Spanish,
the latter, a Mexican jurist resident in Louisiana, that it was French. See especially Batiza
(1971) and Pascal (1972). Forty years ago, this was described as a “tournament of scholars”
in Sweeney (1972). See also Yiannopoulos (1983) 100–103 and Levasseur / Feliú
(2008). It’s essential to note that a detailed examination of substantive law, both in books
and in action, would need to be undertaken to confirm this. This has been suggested by,
among others, Vernon Palmer in Palmer (2003b). In addition, the French form may have
led those more familiar with French than Spanish to approach the Digest differently; this is
obviously the story for Anglophones judges throughout Louisiana legal history.
Cf. Yiannopoulos (1983) 102. On modern views of codification in continental private
law, especially the French, see Bergel (1988).
Digest of 1808, Book I, Title I. The Digest is available online through the Center for Civil Law
Studies of the Paul M Hebert Law Center of Louisiana State University (http://www.law.
lsu.edu/index.cfm?geaux=digestof1808.home&v=en&t=005&u=005#005). Article 3 noted
that “[c]ustoms result from a long series of actions constantly repeated, which have by such
repetition, and by uninterrupted acquiescence acquired the force of a tacit and common
consent.” Ibid.
Ibid. See Tête (1973). As Tête noted, the projet was also close to the approach suggested by
Jean-Étienne-Marie Portalis (1746–1807), one of the four redactors of the Code Civil. See
also Levasseur (1969).
Vernon Palmer has argued that the designation of the redaction was changed from a Code
(understood by the drafters in the new French style) to Digest (akin to the older, still
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motives, not only between Anglophone and Francophones, but between the
different legal actors and branches of government involved in the codification process. 61 And if the hyper-positivism of the exegetical school is not
embraced, the Digest nevertheless appears as a substantial shift towards
positive laws in contrast to either the rule of jurist’s doctrine or judge-made
law. Indeed, this is all the more remarkable given that the local community
had had little legislative experience under its earlier common law. Over
time, beyond the period examined here, the French form may have led
inevitably, if imperceptibly, to reception of French substance, a process
accelerated by the subsequence codification of the 1820 s. 62 The same
process would later occur through English, not least through a number of
‘false friends’ between English and French.
The jurisprudence of the courts, both before and after the Digest, also
showed continuity with the law before the arrival of the Americans. 63 At
least in private law. There was little novelty in the Digest. The radical
positivism of the Code Civil was almost entirely absent. But the Territory
would also develop a unique, modern sectional mix of laws and legal
institutions, the latter bearing the imprint of Anglo-American structures.
The local substantive private laws were filtered through hybrid AngloSpanish procedures. The Practice Act of 1805 drew on both legal traditions. 64 If its content was more liberal than its American analogues, the
breadth of its provisions left considerable discretion to the courts. These
courts were also quickly administered by Anglophone judges untrained in
the ius commune, on the basis of the arguments of ever-larger numbers of
Anglophone advocates. 65 In the decades ahead, Louisiana’s legal procedures would become increasingly Anglicized. And, as early as 1805–6,
criminal law was relatively easily converted to that of Anglo-American
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63
64
65
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common meaning of ‘code’) at the last minute, perhaps reflecting an anxiety about
adopting the new French approach. They – the legislature and the Bar? – were defending
their “acquired legal culture” and “preferred the freedom of the open spaces and fluid,
plural sources of Spanish, French, and Common law.” Palmer (2011) 34, 33.
Rodolofo Sacco’s ‘legal formants’ approach might be useful in this analysis. See Sacco
(1991a) and Sacco (1991b).
Palmer (2003a). See also Parise (2012).
Kilbourne (2008) chapters 2–3 and Trahan (2002–2003) 1038–45.
Tucker (1932–33).
See Fernandez (2001), especially chapter 2. See also Gaspard (1987) and Lambert
(1992).
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common law. 66 Trial by jury and habeus corpus were also received. A brief
redaction of the Anglo-American law of crimes, authored by James Workman
(d1832) on the basis of Federal legislation, was established for the Territory.
This was supplemented by an official commentary: Lewis Kerr’s An exposition
of the criminal laws of the territory of Orleans (1806). That work would remain
an important legal text for the following half-century. 67 Both Workman and
Kerr were Irishman trained in the common law. Criminal procedures were
immediately and thoroughly anglicized. Commercial law, it should be added,
would change more slowly, but would, over time, align more closely to wider
American laws. Three decades later, Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–59) would
write that “[t]he two legal systems face each other there and are slowly
amalgamating, as the peoples are also doing.” 68
Throughout this period, the laws of West Florida continued largely
unchanged. As a result, they began to differ from those of the Orleans
Territory where Anglo-American law was explicitly received. But the two
territories were entangled in a number of other respects. American arrivals
had continued to supplement earlier British settlements. Anglophones
established in New Orleans also owned extensive properties in West Florida,
especially that area between the Mississippi and Pearl Rivers. Many of those of
both sides of the border sought to use their knowledge of the territories and
their connections in both to further their interests. Some went further. As in
other parts of the borderlands, some resorted to violence. 69 In the same year
as the Louisiana Purchase, a minor revolt was led by the adventurer Reuben
Kemper (1770–1826). 70 It was quickly extinguished by the French Governor
of Spain’s Baton Rouge District, Carlos Louis Boucher de Grand-Pré (?–1809)
and the local Anglo-Spanish militia, but appears to have involved a number
of important Anglophone Orleanians. This was part of a much larger pattern
of frontier filibustering. 71 The most important attempt involved former VicePresident of the United States, Aaron Burr (1756–1836):
66 Cf. López-Lázaro (2002). In a number of articles, John Langbein has explored the
relatively recent origins of Anglo-American criminal law. See, e. g., Langbein (1978).
67 Billings (1991). See Billings (1997).
68 De Tocqueville (1969) 271n2. He also suggested that the French might look to
Louisiana’s experience with the jury. Ibid.
69 See Cusick (2011).
70 McMichael (2002). See generally Cox (1918).
71 From 1776–1814, for example, there were no less than seven filibustering attempts in the
period in West Florida alone. McMichael (2008) 79.
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Burr planned to use the conflict as a lever for prying the western states from the
Union, as an occasion for liberating all of the Spanish provinces, or as an excuse for
the invasion of Mexico. No one, not even Burr, knew for sure which it would be. 72

He was unsuccessful, not least because of the second thoughts of his coconspirator, General James Wilkinson (1757–1825), the commander of the
American Army, who revealed the conspiracy to protect his own position.
Both were linked to many of the new Anglophone elites of the Orleans
Territory. 73 Wilkinson escaped prosecution. The event led to numerous
arrests and trials, as well as an attempt to suspend habeus corpus. 74
A number of other critics of Spanish rule, many of them Irish, were
involved. For example, before drafting the criminal law of the Orleans
Territory and becoming a judge in the ‘County of Orleans’ (1805–7), Workman had recently written a play (1804) critical of Spanish law there. 75 With
Kerr, the writer of the commentary on this criminal law, Workman was
unsuccessfully prosecuted for his role in the conspiracy. Both were linked to
the Mexican Association of New Orleans, whose members wished to invade
Mexico and to seize it from the Spanish. 76 The creator of that society was
another Irishman, Daniel Clark (1766–1813). Clark was an American
consular agent in New Orleans, an associate of Jefferson, and a land
speculator with considerable property in West Florida. 77 A delegate of the
new Territory to Washington, he was later a member of its Legislative
Council. There appear to be numerous links to Kemper, Wilkinson, and
Fulwar Skipwith (1765–1839), the Governor of the short-lived ‘State of
[West] Florida’. 78 Clark was also an enemy of Claiborne. He fought a duel
with the Governor in 1807 in the disputed Spanish territory, wounding
Claiborne in the leg. 79 More generally, the failure of the Kemper revolt and
72 Dargo (2010) 90.
73 See the links between Wilkinson, Edward Livingston, Clark, and Juan Ventura Morales
(1756–1819), intendant of West Florida. Abernathy (1998) 280–281.
74 Dargo (2010) 97–98 et seq.
75 The Irish-born, London-trained Workman had emigrated to the United States just after the
turn of the century. He wrote the play before moving to Louisiana. Watson (1970).
76 Unlike Clark, both Workman and Kerr were allies of Claiborne.
77 Urban Alexander (2010). Clark counselled Jefferson “that the boundaries claimed by the
Spanish were valid and that West Florida was firmly a Spanish possession.” McMichael
(2008) 59. See Ibid., 58 et seq. See also Clark’s letter to Jefferson (8 September 1803) on
Louisiana law, included in Carter (1940).
78 See also Watson (1970) 258 and McMichael (2010).
79 Carrigan (1972) 225. Indeed, dueling, an extra-legal normative order rooted in concepts
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the Burr Conspiracy seemed to question the loyalty of, respectively, West
Florida’s Anglophones and the Orleans Creoles. But the security of property
may have been far more important than loyalties to cultures and legal
traditions. 80
The widespread belief in Anglo-exceptionalism, in law and beyond, is
well-known and long-lived. Accounts of continental laws have long suffered
from a legal variant of la leyenda negra, the black legend of Anglophone
historiography that painted Spanish colonialism as inherently tyrannical,
corrupt and inefficient. 81 As often as not, this scholarship conveys the
unexamined prejudices of its proponents. Contemporary historians have
been somewhat kinder to the laws of the Spanish in North America. In
discussing the legal culture of northern New Spain – i. e., Texas and New
Mexico – Charles Cutter underscored the general equity of Spanish colonial
law, the derecho indiano. He argued, too, that it “often served as a legitimate
expression of popular values”. 82 Writing on crime and justice in Spanish
Louisiana, Derek Kerr has written that “charges of corruption and inefficiency in the Spanish Courts are more a product of black legend historians
than of actual court practice”. 83 And McMichael has written, in the context
of West Florida, that:
The Spanish concept of derecho vulgar, or the local interpretations and variations on
Iberian and New World law, certainly had more impact on locals. Judges needed to
distinguish between ley, or written law, and derecho, what might loosely be termed
‘justice.’ Derecho could be found in a mixture and meeting of written law, the
experience of judges, customs, and local community sensibilities. Local customs and
customary laws were possibly more relevant to the everyday life of West Floridians,
because customary laws derived from loyal practice – practices that eventually
gained the force of law. 84

80
81
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of personal honour, was common in New Orleans; it is usually, however, attributed to its
Creoles.
For Louisiana and West Florida respectively, see Kilbourne (2008) 10 and McMichael
(2008) 99.
Weber (1992) 6–7.
Cutter (1995), 43.
Kerr (1993) 198. Kerr’s study included West Florida. WC Davis has written that “[d]espite
a few American complaints, in 1804 justice in West Florida was more equitable than in
most places.” Davis (2011) 17. On Spanish law in the region, see also Dart (1929); Dart
(1925); Porteous (1934).
McMichael (2008) 38. See Ibid., 85.
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For most of the inhabitants of West Florida, such low justice was more
significant than all of the volumes of the ius commune. Of course, such
discretionary justice, adjudicated on the basis of unwritten community
norms, was unique neither for the period or the Spanish tradition. Stuart
Banner suggests, for example, something similar for the Francophone
residents of Upper Louisiana. 85
Law was no less complex in West Florida, especially among its minor
judicial officers, the alcades and syndics. 86 These elected, mediatory and
largely discretionary magistrates typicially lacked legal training. They had
little access, too, to the wide variety of Spain’s municipal and colonial laws
or juristic doctrine. Their duties, as laid out by the colonial Governor of West
Florida, Vincente Folch (1754–1829) in 1804 were extensive, in general
comparable to American and English justices of the peace. 87 Magistrates
were to keep records on residents, to monitor settlement and travel, slavery,
and Indian trade. 88 They were to assist the militia, maintain roads, monitor
timber harvests, oversee taverns and similar institutions, and even regulate
emigration. Their mission could also be expressed in more impressive language. The judge, that is,
ought to be just, disinterested and impartial. The Laws or Ordinances, whether
Civil, Criminal or Municipal have for their object individual security, the preservation of property, the defence of the poor against the influence of the rich man, and
to support the weak from the oppression of the powerful, to protect innocence
against the attacks of calumny, and that no individual of the society be maltreated or
injured with impunity by another, and lastly to punish the wicked. 89

It is a more complex question, of course, whether these principles – and in
this form they are little more than principles – were applied in practice.
What can only be hinted at here is the significance of those who occupied

85 Banner (1996) 53. He suggested the importance of “norms that had received no written
expression … before the disputes arose.” Ibid. Adjudication occurred “according to an
intuitive sense of justice shared by the community, or at least by a large enough fraction of
the community, to make the decision reasonable.” Ibid. Anglophones were the more
positivistic of the two communities. See also Banner (2000) and Arnold (1983).
86 Kahle (1951).
87 Cf., e. g., Morgan / Rushton (2003).
88 [Folch] (1926). The regulations, including an oath of allegiance, appear to have been in
English. Folch was Governor from 1796–1811.
89 Ibid., 409–410.
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the position of alcades or sydico. Like the population as a whole, these elected
lower magistrates tended to be, at least west of the Pearl River, Anglophones.
Indeed, ordinary adjudication may have reflected Anglo-American laws as
customs tolerated, explicitly or implicitly, under Spanish laws. The existing
records for the jurisdiction of Baton Rouge show complex adjudication and
administration on sales, successions, slaves, and crimes. 90
Links between law and culture are easy to exaggerate. It is true, of course,
that the Creoles of Orleans defended their civil or private laws against the
imposition, real or imagined, of Anglo-American laws. But they did so not
merely on the basis of culture, but in continuity with the thousands of
existing contracts and property titles that then existed. And faced with
governance by others, they insisted, not surprisingly, on being given powers
of law-making and self-government. But they appear to have had little
objection to, or difficulty with, Anglo-American criminal and constitutional
laws. With West Florida, the truth seems similarly complex. West Floridian
loyalties, as in other times and places, seem more rooted in property than
patriotism. This is not to say that culture is irrelevant. There were real,
meaningful differences in legal consciousness across communities. In Mexican California between 1821–46, for example, David Langum has suggested
another ‘clash of legal traditions’ between Spanish law and Anglophone
settlers. 91 This meant different conceptions of the state and the judiciary, as
well as matters like property in marital regimes and successions.
Closer to Feliciana, Susan Brooks Sundberg has explored the position of
women in Orleans, West Florida, and the Mississippi Territory. 92 The first
was culturally French with continental private laws; the last was culturally
Anglophone with Anglo-American laws. In between, in West Florida,
especially in West Feliciana, was a culture that was largely Anglophone with
Spanish laws. Her work suggests that women fared best in Orleans and worst
in Mississippi. And ‘West Feliciana … demonstrates the encroachment of
Anglo common law principles among male testators. These Anglo will
writers often sought to circumvent the law, by reducing women’s share of
marital property.’ 93 Another unique hybrid, here of Anglo norms and

90
91
92
93

Archives of the Spanish Government in West Florida.
Langum (1989). See also Reid (1980).
See Brooks Sundberg (2012) and Brooks Sundberg (2001).
Brooks Sundberg (2012), 195.
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Spanish laws, was created. But in both Orleans and West Florida, the
relationship between law and culture was complex.
The ‘State of Florida’
The events that saw the westernmost portion of Spanish West Florida,
between the Mississippi and the Pearl Rivers, first briefly independent and
then annexed by the United States, are too complex to relate in any detail
here. They are important, however, in filling in the legal and normative
picture of the region. The causes of the change were global as well as local.
First, earlier American attempts in 1805–6 to buy the Floridas had been
unsuccessful. 94 Spain had tightened its laws on property ownership and sales
after the Kemper affair. Since 1807, the Americans had established an
embargo, directed against Great Britain, that prohibited Americans from
visiting foreign ports and vice versa. This had a crippling effect on West
Florida. In addition, Napoleon had already disposed the Spanish King,
Ferdinand VII (1784–1833) and placed his older brother, Joseph-Napoleon
Bonaparte, on the throne as Joseph I (1808). Throughout the Spanish
colonies, juntas were created (in present-day Peru, Venezuela, Columbia,
Chile, and Mexico) to rule in the name of the deposed king. There was also
considerable fear of French sympathizers in Orleans and, in West Florida, a
significant number of Saint-Domingue refugees arrived by way of Cuba.
Grand-Pré, the Governor of the Baton Rouge District, was also recalled to
Havana and died shortly afterwards. Once a law student himself, Grand-Pré
was a long-time resident of the region and was much-loved. His loss may
have made West Floridians still more anxious about the security of their
property. 95 All of this was exacerbated by the fear of French invasion or
American annexation without security in property as well as American
machinations. This was true of both Claiborne and David Holmes (1769–
1832), the Governor of the Mississippi Territory and future Governor of
the state, who began to agitate for annexation. And the West Floridians, or

94 Egan (1969). The American Congress had voted to provide money for the purchase of
West Florida. By the following year, this was no longer possible. See Davis (2011) 106.
95 See generally McMichael (2008) 149. For other recent works, see Hyde (2004–2005) and
the special issue of the Florida Historical Quarterly (2011). Cf. Abernathy (1998); Favrot
(1895); Kendall (1934a); Kendall (1934b); Kendall (1934c).
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rather the Felicians of the westernmost part of West Florida around Baton
Rouge and Bayou Sara, had begun to meet even before the departure of
Grand-Pré.
As in other Spanish colonies, the Felicians petitioned the new Spanish
Governor, the French-born Carlos de Hault de Lassus (Delassus, 1767–1843)
to hold a convention to secure the peace. 96 He agreed. In their meetings,
beginning in the summer of 1810, “they attempted to work out some system
by which they could retain the Spanish officials and preserve their allegiance
to Spain, but still have their own legislative body for the protection of their
liberties.” 97 A brief, proposed ordinance appeared in the Natchez Chronicle
on 17 July. It noted the vacuum created by the deposition of the Ferdinand
and devolution of power to the people of West Florida. In addition to
guaranteeing contracts already made, it also stated, in Article 1, that
The laws, usages and custom heretofore observed in the administration of justice,
and in determining the right of property, shall remain in full force, as long as the
situation of the country will allow, until altered or abolished in the manner
hereafter provided. 98

When the convention began a week later, on 25 July 1810, their members
were all from the west of the Pearl River. The center of gravity was, however,
very clearly with those members from Bayou Sara and Baton Rouge along
the Mississippi at the westernmost edge of the Territory. The conventioneers
immediately attended to questions of judicial organization. They focused on
the establishment of courts competent to give final judgment, presumably
without appeal beyond West Florida. Indeed, they curiously argued that this
was true of both criminal cases as well as “cases of law and equity”. 99 In
addition, the only member with a Spanish surname, Manuel López, made a
motion to consider “appointing a Counsellor well acquainted with the Laws
of Castille and the Indies”. 100 They also gave special attention to questions of
96 Kendall (1934a) 85–86.
97 Padgett (1938b). They suggested that they wanted “to make as little innovation as possible
in the existing laws of the country and to obtain the approbation of superior authorities.”
‘The Convention to De Lassus’ (22 July 1810) in Ibid., 705. The journals of the Convention,
as well as the Florida House and Senate are in Ibid. The Convention materials are also in
Carter (1940).
98 In Arthur (1935) 46.
99 Ibid., 50–51 (from the Convention, 26 July 1810).
100 ‘The Journal of the Revolutionary Convention’ (27 July 1810) in Padgett (1938b) 693.
He also objected to the degree of powers claimed by the Convention. Padgett (1938b)
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land titles and to the organization of the militia. Throughout, the conventioneers pledged their loyalty to Spanish rule. De Lassus consented. 101
Within a month, the Convention had proposed an elaborate ‘Ordinance
for the Publick Safety, and for the Better Administration of Justice with
within the Jurisdiction of Baton-Rouge, in West Florida.’ 102 De Lassus
eventually approved, though Lopez noted his objections. The Third Article
established a “superior court of the jurisdiction of Baton Rouge, in WestFlorida” consisting of the Governor and three judges, one each from the
Baton Rouge, New Feliciana and St Helena and St Ferdinand Districts. 103
The court could decide its cases, and those taken on appeal, with finality. 104
As López had requested, a counselor “learned in the laws of Castile and the
Indies” was also to be employed. 105 Three civil commandants were also to be
selected, one each for the three judicial districts. 106 More surprisingly, the
district courts that were established included a jury for criminal matters (as
the Orleans Territory had already accepted). The courts:
shall have original jurisdiction in all cases, civil and criminal … not within the
jurisdiction of any single alcalde; but in all trials of criminal cases they shall order six
free-holders of the vicinity to come and hear the testimony in open court, and to
declare upon oath their conviction as to the guilt or innocence of the party accused,
who shall be immediately discharged if the said declaration be ‘not guilty.’ 107

There was provision, too, for alcades, eight each for the three districts. 108
And while the Ordinance stated that established procedures would continue,

101
102
103
104
105
106

107
108
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702–703. The Convention also created a proposal on the “better administration of justice
within the jurisdiction of Baton Rouge”.
See the discussion of American, loyalist, and independent factions in Hyde (2010), 265–
267.
In Arthur (1935) 69–88.
Ibid., 77 (Section 2).
See Ibid., 77 (Section 1).
Ibid., 78 (Section 7).
These officers would reside in the district “and in all civil cases shall have and exercise the
powers and perform the duties heretofore … together with those of a notary publick”.
Ibid., 78 (Section 10). See also Ibid., 78 (Section 11).
Ibid., 79 (Section 13).
These would “be elected by the people … [and] shall have final jurisdiction in civil cases in
which the amount of the matter in dispute does not exceed fifty dollars, and who shall have
in all other respects the same powers and emoluments, and perform the same duties as
have heretofore been assigned to similar officers under this government.” Ibid., 80 (Section
20). See Ibid., 81 (Section 23).
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two sections appear to bear the imprint of Anglo-American law. 109 Section
25 read that
in all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall have the privilege of a speedy and
public trial, in which he shall be confronted with and allowed to examine all the
witnesses against him, and to produce testimony in his defence. He shall also have
compulsory process to procure the attendance of witnesses if required, and shall in
no case be compelled to give testimony against himself. 110

Section 26 is similar and allowed the process and records to be in Spanish or
English. 111 With Section 27, courts had the power to appoint an interpreter. 112 Whatever the motives of the conventioneers or the Governor, the
result was that Spanish structures had, at least formally, received aspects of
the common law. 113 Within days, the Convention had proposed appointments to the positions established in the Ordinance. With some minor
adjustments, the Governor consented.
As this was happening, however, the Americans, from President James
Madison (1751–1836) on down, began to press settlements across the
Floridas to rebel. The President “was implementing a new kind of foreign
policy for the United States, a sort of passive imperialism aimed at gaining
territory with the least exposure by inciting the inhabitants themselves to
take the risk.” 114 Governor Holmes, in particular, seems to have shown
considerable encouragement to the growing sense of among Felicians that
their future rulers would be American rather than Spanish. Delassus did all
he could to maintain his rule. By his actions, he hoped that “this territory
will be saved for His Catholic Majesty, and if possible will be freed from the

109 The procedures were largely consistent with those “heretofore established and practiced”.
Ibid., 81 (Section 24).
110 Ibid., 81 (Section 25).
111 “[A]s may best suit the convenience of the parties concerned, and .. all witnesses may be
examined by both parties on all points relative to the matter in controversy.” Ibid., 81
(Section 26).
112 Ibid., 81 (Section 27).
113 It might be a bit exaggerated to say that “Spain still ruled, but the courts were reestablished as close to the US model as Spanish law allowed; a land office was to be opened,
a new militia regime inaugurated, alien immigration regulated, deserters from armies
friendly to Spain prohibited, and a printing press established.” Davis (2011) 169.
114 Ibid., 132. Cf. Scallions (2011), whose use of primary sources enriches, while not
altering, McMichael’s account. Nor does it establish that West Florida was “an independent
nation progressing to a viable republic …”. Ibid., 220.
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horrors of anarchism”. 115 By September, the rhetoric of the Convention had
altered considerably. They declared Delassus “unworthy of their confidence”. 116 They also decided to contact the Americans to state their “wish
… that the said Territory may be recognized and protected by them as an
integral part of the United States.” 117 Fearful of Spanish seizure of their land
and of a force of Spanish regulars being raised by Folch and supplemented –
or so they believed – by Choctaws and slaves, the Felicians could prevaricate
no longer. By late September, the Felicians had taken the Spanish Fort at
Baton Rouge. 118 Among the few killed and injured was Louis de Grand-Pré
(c1787–1810), the son of the former Spanish Governor, who died. A Declaration of Independence was also shortly issued. 119
The rebellion was only a qualified success. It never extended in fact
beyond the Pearl River. It was not unanimous even to the West of the Pearl.
Ironically, the delegates of the Convention found it necessary to chastise the
loyalty of those that disagreed with them. 120 One of the conventioneers loyal
to Spain was killed trying to escape. Indeed,
[a]t this point more than half of the delegates (perhaps smelling a rat), including
three of the five from Baton Rouge and all the delegates from the eastern districts,
resigned their seats in protest. This allowed the remaining delegates to pass the
declaration. 121

A mutiny also occurred at the Fort, though it was quickly repressed. A campaign to seize the Territory west of the Pearl River, especially Mobile, was
unsuccessful. It was led by, of all people, Reuben Kemper, in league with
local filibusters including the Mobile Society. Not surprisingly perhaps,
Kemper did little to help the situation, either militarily or diplomatically.
Meanwhile, the remaining rump of the Convention wrote the American
Secretary of State stating that if the United States sought to annex them, they
claimed admission “as an independent State, or as a Territory of the United
States, with permission to establish our own form of Government, or to be
115
116
117
118
119
120

Archives of the Spanish Government in West Florida, xviii.80 (21 August 1810).
Padgett (1938b) 717.
Ibid., 717–718. They wrote Governor Holmes in an appeal to their “mother country”. Ibid.
See ‘Colonel Philemon Thomas to the Convention (24 September 1810)’ in Ibid., 719 et seq.
Hyde (2004–2005). See Sterkx / Thompson (1961) and Padgett (1938b) 725–726.
‘Convention to Philemon Thomas (30 September 1810)’ in Padgett (1938b) 730. See
Padgett (1938b) on Kneeland, Jones, and Brown at 737–740.
121 McMichael (2008) 164.
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united with one of the neighboring Territories, or a part of one of them in
such manner as to form a state.” 122 In this last instance, they preferred being
joined to the Orleans Territory. 123 “[A]nd they lost no time in focusing on
the ever-present issue of land.” 124
In the interim, the Convention approved a Constitution on 27 October
for what it referred to as the “State of Florida”. 125 It borrowed heavily from
the Federal and Kentucky (1799) constitutions. 126 Maintaining their current
laws, they provided for the establishment of a “Supreme Court, and inferior
Courts”, “Habeus Corpus as defined by the Common Law of England”, and
“the introduction of tryal by jury”. 127 Its provisions on criminal law were
especially close to the Federal ‘Bill of Rights’. With respect to land titles,
Article 4, Section 1 gave the ‘General Assembly’ power over public lands.
Article 4, Section 2 read that:
Every actual settler who now inhabits and cultivates a tract of land within the
Commonwealth for which he has obtained no complete title, and which has not
been legally granted to any other person, shall be entitled to such quantity including
his improvement, as has usually been granted to settlers according to the laws[,]
usages and customs of the Spanish government: proved the forms proscribed by law
respecting the registering [?] and surveying thereof be complied with in due time:
And no actual setter as aforesaid shall be deprived of a tract so inhabited and
cultivated by him, in consequence of an claim hereafter brought by any person of
which the said inhabitant has not now or heretofore notified. 128

The Constitution anticipated, too, the inclusion of Mobile. Had they known
how little progress Kemper was making, they might have left this out.
For ‘Governor’, the Convention selected Fulwar Skipwith, a distant relative of Jefferson and a former American diplomat who had been involved in
the negotiation of the Louisiana Purchase. He hadn’t been in the Territory
Padgett (1938b) 743. See Ibid., 741–744.
Ibid., 743.
Davis (2011) 199.
See generally Padgett (1937). In Ibid., the text ends in the middle of Article 7. The
original handwritten text is also included in Bice (2004).
126 The latter was also used as the basis of Louisiana’s first state Constitution in 1812. The
Governor of the State of Florida was to be selected by the legislature, the process also
chosen in the Louisiana Constitution of 1812. See Davis (2011) 207–8.
127 Article 3; Section 1, 3, 3 in Padgett (1937) 890–891. Other writs, juries (both Grand and
Petit), and Justices of the Peace, were mentioned, as was ‘real property’ (rather than ‘immovables’) and freeholders.
128 Article 4; Section 2 in Padgett (1937) 891. See also Article 4; Section 3 in Ibid.
122
123
124
125
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very long. 129 In his gubernatorial address, Skipwith noted, among other
things, improvements in the administration of justice, especially the finality
of the judgments of the courts. He noted the importance of the militia. Then,
in an extraordinary passage, he said that “the blood which flows in our veins,
like the tributary streams which form and sustain the father of rivers,
encircling our delightful country, will return if not impeded, to the heart
of our parent country.” 130 In the context, these sentiments seem to reflect a
careful and cultured self-interest more than self-identity and culture. And on
the same day that the Constitution had been approved, American President
Madison issued a proclamation annexing West Florida, extending to the
Perdido River (rather than the Apalachicola River to its east). The Americans,
including Governors Claiborne and Holmes, arrived some weeks later to take
control of the area. Indeed, the Felicians only acquiesced under protest over
several days, shocked that they were unable to enter the union on their own
terms. 131 Skipwith was particularly unhappy with the behavior of the
Americans. The seventy-nine days of the nominal independence of the ‘State
of Florida’ was over. Its future was now in American hands. 132
After establishing control, at least west of Mobile, the Americans
designated the whole the County of Feliciana. 133 Mobile would only be
captured in 1813, during the War of 1812 (1812–15); the area was added to
the Mississippi Territory. 134 With control of the new county, the Americans
had to decide what to do with it. 135 The Felicians again suggested unification with Orleans and the American state that would soon be created by
it. Skipwith himself noted that “this arrangement would give to the State so
formed a majority of American over [the] French Population.” 136 Rumors
129 He appears to have been in favor of annexation. He would be very unhappy, however,
about the manner in which this actually occurred. Note the resolution “of the 23 to
establ[ish] a court of Admiralty” at Padgett (1938b) 773.
130 Padgett (1938a) 127.
131 Including the charge of a “violation of the Law of nations”. Padgett (1938b) 764.
132 See generally Stagg (2013).
133 Within the county were parishes, including from west to east, Feliciana, East Baton Rouge,
Saint Helena, Saint Tammany, Viloxi, and Pascagoula. Saint Tammany Parish was bizarrely
named by Claiborne after a Delaware Indian Chief, Tamanend (c1628–98).
134 Murdoch (1964).
135 See Marks (1971).
136 ‘Skipwith to Madison (5 December 1810)’ in Padgett (1938a) 144. See Ibid., 130. Skipwith stressed, too, the need for clarity with respect towards existing land grants. ‘Skipwith
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that the area west of the Pearl River would be attached to Mississippi, led to
a brief, minor revival in 1811. Later that year, John Ballinger argued that the
County “forms a political family living in the same neighbourhood whose
laws, Usages & Customs are the same, and bound by such ties as would
produce harmony and cooperation in all its members.” 137 He accepted the
possibility of severing the area west of the Pearl River. A subsequent ‘Memorial to Congress from Inhabitants of Feliciana County’ of the following
year similarly stated that “[o]ur laws & customs respecting the descent of
property, and other important subjects, having been similar, our union with
them will be easy and natural”. 138 There was an interesting continuity, too,
in the choices Claiborne made for the judges in the new County. John Rhea
had served as an alcade in Spanish West Florida and was President of the
Felician Convention. Dr Andrew Steele was a lawyer, a Secretary at the
Convention, and had been chosen as a judge of the ‘State of Florida’. And, as
Rose Meyers writes, “Claiborne’s actions were characterized by patience and
sincere friendship for the West Floridians. From his letters, one gets the
feeling that he was more in sympathy with the Anglo-American element in
West Florida than with the Creole element in New Orleans.” 139
The following year, a convention was held to prepare a Constitution for
statehood for the Orleans Territory. No representatives of Feliciana were
present.The Constitution of what became the State of Louisiana was based on
the 1799 Constitution of Kentucky, though translated into French. Indeed,
to John Graham’ (14 January 1811) in Ibid., 167. Skipwith also complained about his
portrayal in the press as a land speculator. Ibid., 165–166. This is attributed, in part, to his
co-ownership of land with the ubiquitous Clark. See also ‘Skipwith to his constituents’ (1
April 1811) in Ibid., 177. He would continue to challenge the American account of the
annexation for years. ‘Skipwith to his constituents’ (1 April 1811) in Ibid., 173–174. See his
historical account of West Florida in Ibid., 172–173. He expressed frustration that
annexation prevented the Floridian capture of the whole of the Territory. ‘Skipwith to
his constituents’ (1 April 1811) in Ibid., 175. He was later chosen to be included in the
Orleans’ legislature, but rejected the offer as the Florida Parishes were not yet included in
the Territory.
137 Ballinger to the Secretary of State (26 December 1811) in Carter (1940) 967. A similar
letter noted that West Florida, at least west of the Perdido River, “is of right already a part
of Louisiana – that it has heretofore been governed by the same Laws – suffice it to sat that,
on this single circumstance, will chiefly depend the future Character of this State.” Secretary Robertson to the Secretary of State (2 January 2012) in Ibid., 975.
138 (17 March 2012) in Ibid., 1008.
139 Meyers (1976) 129–30.
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Of comfort to Gallic interests was a section that continued existing territorial laws
and prohibited the legislative from adopting new statutes by general reference.
Americans and Creoles alike warmed to another condition mandating the judges to
base their decisions in writing on specific reasons and particular legislative enactments. These latter restrictions were seen as hedges against limitless intrusions of
common law into Louisiana jurisprudence and bridles on judicial power. 140

Louisiana was admitted to the Union in 1812, though still with some
confusion on its Western border. 141 Shortly afterwards, the area between the
Mississippi and the Pearl Rivers was added. 142 Problems would continue in
what is now called the Florida Parishes, not least in the administration of
justice and in land claims. The latter continued for decades, as did the sense
of the area as a “distinctive region”, an “ambiguous portion of the state”. 143
Assuming that Spanish claims were recognized this would still have meant
that its laws were virtually the same as those of the former Orleans Territory,
with the exception of Spanish legislation made between 1803–10. They
would eventually occupy both of the former Florida territories. Spain
eventually ceded the remaining Florida territories in the Adams-Onís Treaty
(1819). When the Florida Territory was organized in 1822, it consisted of
most of East Florida and a small portion of the former West Florida. This
‘State of Florida’ was very different than the first. 144
Conclusion
This is a first sketch of legal and normative entanglement in Spanish West
Florida between 1803–1810. 145 Its hybrid laws and norms were created by
the diffusion of different European populations and traditions into the
140 Billings (1993a) 17. See also Billings (1993b).
141 Brooks (1940) 30.
142 See the materials in Padgett (1938a) 191–201. The population of the Orleans Territory
was 76,556 in 1810. Groner (1947–48) 372. The population of West Florida – not the
Florida Parishes – was estimated at 15000–20000 at that time. Note, too, that the
population of the Orleans Territory had been only 55,534 in 1806. Carter (1940) 923.
143 Hyde (1996) 22. See Ibid., 4.
144 See Padgett (1942).
145 Much remains to be done. Traditional legal sources, eg the Spanish judicial and administrative archives, must be supplemented by more novel sources, eg newspapers, private
correspondence, diaries, etc. Both are scattered across continents. Additional research
should, however, permit a still deeper description of the lived legalities and normativities,
both in principle and in practice, of this time and place.
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Territory over the previous century. The result was that the laws and
principles of the Spanish colonial ius commune criss-crossed with the norms
and practices of West Florida’s Anglophone settlers, including its low
magistrates. This only began to unravel with threats from beyond the borders
of the Territory. The French war in Europe was important, particularly by
leaving American expansion closer to home unchecked. In their minor
rebellion and brief, nominal independence, the Floridians injected some
Anglo-American legal elements into their Constitution and laws. But they
appeared less anxious about their laws than their properties. Indeed,
throughout the period, the laws, lives, and land ownership of the Floridians
were also deeply intertwined with those of Francophone Orleanians and the
ever-larger number of Americans, including lawyers and judges, there. In
both territories, there was a struggle to balance the legal and normative
desires of the population with changing economic, political, and social
realities. Understanding the entangled histories of West Florida and the
Territory of Orleans can tell us much about the wider entanglement of
Western laws and norms and about continuity and change in a critical
transition period for the modern nation-state and common laws.
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German Colonial Law and Comparative Law,
1884–1919

Introduction. Colonial Comparisons and Comparative Law
The German colonial empire arose out of a comparison; out of a comparison
the end of this colonial empire was justified.
Since the 1840s, “colonial striving” (koloniale Projektmacherei) had not
subsided in Germany’s bourgeois circles. Referring to other European states
and their overseas possessions as well as the riches which they derived
therefrom, and their growing position of power in the world, was part of the
argumentative repertoire of colonial enthusiasts. With the 1871 founding
of the nation-state, “colonial abstinence” appeared less and less “coherent”,
“conceivable or, even, in accordance with reason”, since even smaller states
like Portugal, Spain or Holland actively pursued colonial politics. 1 Aside
from the economic, social-Darwinistic or social-imperial justifications, these
(envious) comparisons always played a role whenever it came to promoting
or justifying German colonial possessions. 2 The exit point for these comparisons was the “perception … of an own deficit in comparison to nations …,
which were estimated to be more successful”. “The comparison then led to
the attempt to imitate an admired example”. 3 Thus the attempt began to
create a “German India” in Africa, a “German Hong Kong” in China. Such
comparisons expressed the hope for geo-political and colonial parity as a
German “world power” which, indeed, had yet to be achieved.
On account of this imitative constellation, the literary scientist Russel A.
Berman has described German colonialism as “secondary”. Missionary zeal

1 Gründer (2004) 22, 25.
2 See, instead of many: Köpen (1905) 237 et seq.; Friedrichsmeyer / Lennox / Zantop
(1998) 8 et seq.
3 Osterhammel (2003) 463 – who has promulgated the rule: “No transfer without prior
perception of difference.”
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did not play the primary role. “Rather, the primary motivation to establish
an overseas empire was parity with other colonial powers, specifically the
competition but also the imitation of Great Britain. … [T]he German
colonial discourse possessed an imitative, epigonic character.” 4 Specifically
in this German self-reflection, which saw itself as being “forced to take
second place”, lay the foundation of something like a German colonial
“Sonderweg”. 5 This path has, to be fair, been discussed in recent years with
reference to the application of force in the colonies and potential continuities into the time of National Socialism. Next to many other objections to
this “historical-teleology” it has, however, been stated that, in the colonial
context, the “European, trans-national dimensions”, the “complex entanglements of reciprocal influences, of transfer of ideas and politics between states
and their agents” ought to be analysed. 6 The initially described contemporary German comparison with older colonial nations and the orientation
toward these suggest this definitively. From these comparisons ensued results
which tendentially confirm similarities amongst the colonial powers – from
every-day colonial administration through to acts of violence. According to
the state of research, “much speaks in favour of the fact that, during time of
High Imperialism, the differences amongst the European colonial powers
overall took a back seat to their commonalities. The reciprocal attentiveness
for the methods of the respectively other colonial powers serves as evidence
of this.” 7 Insofar as this was concerned, there was progressively less reason
to “ignore the colonial knowledge of other states in the legal and administrative areas”, 8 given the fact that German “legislation [had] always, to
a lesser or greater extent, attempted to learn from historical and foreign
experiences”. 9
This article will discuss the German attentiveness to the colonial law of
other powers and its role as an exemplar for the German legislature and

4
5
6
7
8
9
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Berman (2003) 28.
Kundrus (2003b) 9.
Kundrus (2006) 83 et seq.; cf. Gerwarth / Malinowski (2007).
Laak (2004b) 257.
Sippel (2001) 354.
Dölle (1960) 23. The author refers to the discussions surrounding the General German
Commercial Code (Allgemeines Deutsches Handelsgesetzbuch), design patent law, the Insolvency Law (Konkursordnung), the German Civil Procedure Code (ZPO) and the German
Civil Code (BGB).
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administration, i.e., colonial comparative law. In this vein, by way of
introduction (I.), the context for the transferring, entangling and comparing
of laws will be discussed. Subsequently (II.–V.), with reference to four
colonial law fields and (VI.) “comparative law” voyages, the German
reception of provisions of foreign law but also deviations from these
“examples” shall be analysed. Moreover (VII.), the contemporary ‘method’
of colonial comparative law will be briefly discussed prior to, by way of
conclusion, investigating the relationship of comparison and difference in
German colonial law.
I.

Colonial Law in the Context of Transfer, Entanglement
and Legal Comparison

Comparison – not as an historical method (historical comparatism), but
rather as the object of historical analysis of law and legal systems 10 – takes
the contemporary investigation of “foreign” codifications, norms, institutions and procedures as an occasion to demonstrate the reciprocal (legal)
transfer between colonial powers and, finally, their entanglement. Taking as
an example German colonial law, we shall historically present and analyse
“applied comparative law”. The goal of this, i.e. of applied comparative law,
is to find the “appropriate solution for this or another specific problem”. It is
not only relevant in a legal-sociological sense to emphasise that the applied
“comparatist is often [under] a compulsion to act: driven by the vital
question whether and how, in a particular point, the valid law … should
be changed, he must come up with concrete proposals in a limited timeframe”. 11 These characteristics of empirical and decision-making structures,
the urgency of time and the underlying power relationships are not only to
be taken into account vis-à-vis the legislative processes as such. In this
context it should be emphasised: “Comparatists [even those in the nonacademic field] … are participant observers.” 12
If historians today emphasise the transfers between nations and regions,
the task follows herefrom, by way of a critical source analysis, to investigate

10 Cf. Hug (1932); critically on the possibility of a history of comparative law: Frankenberg
(1985) 426; Michaels (2002).
11 Zweigert / Kötz (1996) 12.
12 Frankenberg (1985) 441.
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those ‘craftsmen of transfer’ who, in media and institutions, compared,
transferred and entangled. In a certain way, the legal comparison analysed in
the ministries and colonial offices is a part of the entangled history (histoire
croisée / verflochtene Geschichte) of, as it may be, Germany and France. 13 Thus,
Helmut Coing showed “how modern property law in both countries was
created on the basis of a mutual exchange of ideas”. 14 A decisive difference
was, however, that on account of the object of comparison (“colonial law”),
a third category always played a role, namely that of the “colonial other”,
whose distorted picture as an African “savage” had to be first comparatively
created within and with the discussed norms 15 and who, nevertheless, acted
and reacted independently. At the same time, the transfer analysis cannot
be content with confirming “successful” adoptions. It must also take into
account resistance and change. 16
Beginning with the assumption that “the study of colonialism is by nature
comparative or cross-national”, 17 the necessity of crossing imperial borders
in order to achieve a better understanding of colonialism and imperialism
has been rightly described as a “commonplace of modern imperial historiography”. Whilst important comparative studies exist in the natural sciences
and also in reference to the ideologies of (colonial) rule, 18 colonial comparison of laws has hitherto only been given limited academic attention.
Indeed, for a long while colonial legal history remained “a relatively untouched field”. 19 This may also be on account of the rise of post-colonial and
trans-national questions which has caused the framework of the nation-state,
with which law is generally connected, to lose its importance for historical
analysis. Indeed, this framework remains irreplaceable for legislation and
individual legal systems. 20 Nonetheless, even here, influences, processes and
discourses can be discovered which reach beyond national borders.

Zimmermann et al. (1999); cf. Arndt et al. (2011).
Coing (1978) 168.
Nuzzo (2011) 211.
Haupt / Kocka (2004) 32.
Finaldi (2005) 245.
Stuchtey (2005) 20 with additional references; cf. Leonhard / von Hirschhausen
(2011).
19 MacKenzie (2001).
20 Haupt / Kocka (2004) 35; cf. Sippel (2005).

13
14
15
16
17
18
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Whilst the “discipline of history, since historicism … has been largely
reserved vis-à-vis comparisons”, 21 “legal history has traditionally been closely
connected to comparative law”. 22 Moreover, in the second half of the
nineteenth century, applied “legislative comparative law” was an established
procedure (although comparative law, as an academic discipline, had only
gradually begun to receive recognition). 23 The history of “comparative law
as the basis of legislation” 24 has been addressed repeatedly in an interEuropean context and “important early forms of comparative law” exist
which go back far further than the 19th century. 25 Among jurists, there
developed a recognition that the “experiences of other peoples provide an
indispensable reservoir for every true legal reform”. 26
The Rostock public law scholar Friedrich Bernhöft explained the advantages of a “general [i.e., going beyond state borders] methodological instruction of law [Gesetzeskunde]”: “Regarding that which the legislature
should seek out, regardless of which form that for which is striven shall
achieve, the extant laws and experiences give reliable reference points for this
which have been made with their determinations. One does not need to
experiment, since the experiment has already been conducted by others,
and its result is available.” 27 For the French judge R. de la Grasserie, the
“advantage” of comparative law lay “in the completion of all legislation”.
“All foreign laws can be regarded as a great experimental field. … Each new
law is an attempt, limited to a small space, from which other peoples can
derive benefit.” 28 Further, the French comparatists Raymond Saleilles and
Edouard Lambert argued: “Both assigned to comparative law the function of
contributing toward the finding of the ‘right law’.” 29 Legal harmonisation,
even in questions of detail – e. g., in colonial law – would here lead to a

21 Haupt / Kocka (1996) 23, who derive this reticence from the necessity of “selection,
abstraction and absolution from the context”; in the same vein: Haupt / Kocka (2004) 25.
22 Michaels (2002) 110; cf. Constantinesco (1971) 142: “Vergleichung und Rechtsgeschichte, die häufig miteinander verwechselt werden”; Utermark (2005) 55–118.
23 Zweigert / Kötz (1996) 49–52; Kunze (2004) 19–23; 33–37.
24 Coing (1978) 161; cf. Stolleis (1998); Schwenzer (2008) 71–76.
25 Scherner (1978) 135.
26 Constantinesco (1971) 137.
27 Bernhöft (1895) 8; regarding Bernhöft cf. Zweigert / Kötz (1996) 57.
28 De la Grasserie (1904) 347; cf. Coing (1978) 161; 178.
29 Sandrock (1966) 18.
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provisional function of legal comparison. 30 “Comparatists have done their
work in a variety of spirits, reaching from noble humanism to straightforward instrumentalism.” 31
One of the most politically and academically influential German public
law theorists in the second half of the 19th century, Rudolf von Gneist,
concerned himself from the start of his legal career with comparative law
and did so on an historical basis. 32 Even his famous “English Studies [were
undertaken] in the tradition of the Historical School”. 33 Finally, following
Gneist’s analyses of English “self-government” and its progressive development in Prussian self-administrative law (Selbstverwaltung), comparative law
achieved effective political influence in German constitutional development. 34 It had always been his goal “to derive practical benefits for Prussia
and Germany from the English experience”. 35 The officials in the ministries
of Berlin thought and acted similarly with their “comparative law enquiries”. 36 Thus, in 1884, during the reform of capital markets law, they
assigned an appendix to their motives which represented “foreign stock
market law in its development”. 37 Even “overall German criminal law
jurisprudence [had been] conquered by the comparative method”. 38
This tradition of comparative law as a natural practice in the ministries
of Berlin made it only more likely that existing colonial regimes would
be examined when it came to the “fresh” (am grünen Tisch) 39 development
of a German colonial system. The German administration recognised that
foreign colonial legislation could provide significant direction for its own
regulatory activity. “Comparatists” – in the case described here – were
German colonial bureaucrats, whether it be in the Berlin “headquarters”
(Colonial Department of the Foreign Office or, after 1907, the Reich
30 Cf. Michaels (2002) 101; 104; regarding the intention of “universal law”, see to begin
with Eduard Gans cf. Hug (1932) 1055 et seq.
31 Frankenberg (1985) 426.
32 Gneist (1845).
33 Hahn (1995) 59.
34 Gneist (1863).
35 Hahn (1995) 58.
36 Stolleis (1998) 13.
37 Coing (1978) 174; cf. Stolleis (1992) 437: “Public law is taking its place … in the general
expansion of legal-scientific perspectives to include other legal cultures.”
38 Cf. Constantinesco (1971) 141.
39 Cf. Pogge von Strandmann (2009).
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Colonial Office) or in the African colonies. The objects of their comparison
were existing institutions and structures which they considered typical or
unusual, but also processes, problematic topics but also practical modes of
operation or discourses in light of the situation coloniale.
In the following, in light of a series of concrete examples from the
everyday administration of German colonial bureaucrats, the “attentiveness
to the methods of the respective other colonial powers” will be investigated.
The analysis of their legal-comparative mode of operation demonstrates, on
the one hand, the diversity of legal topics for which reference was made to
foreign examples. On the other hand, in this manner, a legal-argumentative
and legally practical entanglement of the colonial empires prior to the First
World War emerges. Without the examples and the influence of other
colonial states, the German variant would be unthinkable. The German
example is also useful because, on account of the late entry into the ranks of
the colonial powers, German bureaucrats could assume that virtually all of
the “colonial questions” with which they were confronted had already been
subject to a legal-technical solution elsewhere which it would be wise to
consult. A complete “reinvention” of colonial law was not necessary; even if
only in exceptional situations, such as during the German acquisition of the
formerly Spanish Caroline and Marianas Islands in 1899, where colonial law
regulations were already in force on the ground, whose implementation
could be perpetuated, inter alia, by the German administration. 40
II.

The Creation of German Colonial State Law
out of Comparative Law?

The discussion surrounding the necessity of “imitating” the successful
imperial examples was not purely a propaganda instrument in the hands
of colonial agitators. Subsequent to the dismissal of his concerns regarding
colonies in 1884 which occurred, inter alia, due to tactical considerations visà-vis the election, even Reich Chancellor Otto von Bismarck made it clear
that he would orientate himself toward the older colonial powers, but
foremost toward Great Britain, in power-political and administrative-technical terms. When the British government caused difficulties in 1884 during
the annexation of what later became “German Southwest Africa” (GSWA),
40 Cf. Sack (2001) 326.
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the Chancellor accused it of “egoism” and “insulting [German] national
feeling”. “The ‘quod licet Jovi etc. [– non licet bovi]’ cannot be applied to
Germany.” The quote shows that, on the German side, the desire for prestige
stood behind the efforts to attain equal rights under international law: in
light of the elections, the Reich administration needed to ensure that it did
not appear like the “ox” next to the “Jupiter” of London. 41
Before the Reichstag, then, Bismarck briefly declared that he did not
desire formal “colonies” but rather areas which stood under German
“protection” (Schutzgebiete, protectorates). They ought to be administered
“in the style of the English Royal Charters”. 42 However, these administrative
plans, i.e., of “commercial sovereignty under protection” of the state, soon
were revealed to be illusory – as in most of the other European colonies.
Privately financed “protection charter” companies were nothing more than
“[a] relic from a past [mercantile] age”. 43 They were neither willing nor
capable of “administering” the areas in Africa or along the Southern Pacific.
However, this did not change the fact that, following the late 1880s, the
emergent German state colonial administration borrowed from the examples of the older colonial powers. Regarding both the organisation and
administration of German possessions from Berlin and the colonial practices
on the ground, making comparisons across borders became the rule.
In this way, it happened that comparative law stood at the beginning of
German colonial state law (Kolonialstaatsrecht). Reich Chancellor Bismarck
directed the German representations abroad, even during the Berlin Congo
Conference in 1884/5, to report to him regarding the colonial legal systems
of their host countries. He wanted to orientate himself regarding their
possibilities and problems and, in light of these examples, be able to draft a
structure for German colonial law. The British model was of particular
interest to him. However, the Reich Chancellor showed his dissatisfaction
with the report by Legation Councillor von Frantzius, which was not
entirely cohesive, regarding British colonial law. He was unable to enable
41 Bismarck an Münster am 1.6.1884, in: Lepsius / Mendelssohn / Timme (1922), Nr. 743:
61; Canis (2004) 217 et seq.
42 SBRT 5. L.P., 4. Sess., Vol. 2, 42. Session dated 26.6.1884, p. 1062; cf. Schildtknecht
(2000) 58–62; Laak (2004b) 106–108; Wagner (2002).
43 Young (1994) 103; cf. Speitkamp (2005) 30–35. 1884/85 German “Protectorates” were
“established” in: German East Africa, Cameroon, German South-West Africa, Togo, New
Guinea; later included: Samoa and Tsingdao.
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him [i.e., Bismarck] to understand the relationship of regulatory and statute
law as the prerogative of the Queen or Parliament: “The English system is
not clear to me.” The explanation: “The English settlers bring their home law
with them” was answered by Bismarck with the question, “The whole of
English legislation, but the natives? Expulsions? Freedom of movement?” Of
particular importance to the Reich Chancellor was the royal prerogative to
issue regulations for the British colonies. The assertion that “the legislative
right over all colonies [belongs] to the British Parliament” was met with the
comment: “That isn’t correct.” 44
Even in the following, comparative law opinions were prepared in the
Foreign Office and in the Reich Justice Office for the promulgation of the
Schutzgebietsgesetz (i.e., “Protectorate Law”, or SGG). They, however, reduced
the complexity of British colonial law to the message that crown colonies
were governed via Orders of Council (translated into Regierungsverordnung).
The SGG, which entered into force in 1886, was orientated toward the
imperial system of regulations (Verordnungen), which Bismarck preferred,
and as such was only distortedly orientated toward the “most chief colonial
powers”. He, and the Reich administration, chiefly did not want to turn
the “Protectorates” into a “parliamentary parade-ground”. 45 Thus, pursuant
to Sec. 1 SGG, the Kaiser had, on account of his “protective authority
[Schutzgewalt]”, control over the legislature, the executive as well as the
judiciary. 46 His privileges were limited pursuant to Sec. 2 SGG in the areas of
civil and criminal law and court procedure law, which conformed with the
Consular Judiciary Law (Konsulargerichtsbarkeitsgesetz) of 1879 and which,
in its turn, referred to the relevant Reich laws. Hence, for Europeans in
these areas, the laws valid in the Reich were also valid in the Protectorates.
In other legal areas, “namely in the field of administration, the Kaiser has
unlimited legislative power”. In everyday colonial administration, the power

44 Bundesarchiv Berlin BAB R 3001/5273, “AA betr. das staatsrechtliche Verhältnis der
Kolonien der hauptsächlichsten Kolonialmächte zum Mutterlande”, 23.2.1885 (GLR
v. Frantzius – mit Randbemerkungen S.D. des RK v. Bismarck); regarding the (critical)
modus operandi of Bismarck cf. Morsey (1957) 277–284.
45 Thus Bismarck’s dismissive margin note regarding the 1882 proposal to purchase Formosa
for Germany, cited in: Pflanze (1998) 372; Grohmann (2001) 81 et seq.
46 Section 1 SGG: “Protective authority in the German Protectorates is exercised by the Kaiser
in the name of the Reich.” “Die Schutzgewalt in den deutschen Schutzgebieten übt der
Kaiser im Namen des Reiches aus.”
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to issue regulations (Verordnungen) pursuant to Sec. 3 SGG, which also
encompassed “regulating the legal relationships of the natives”, became
decisive. 47 This was expanded in revisions (1888; 1900) in such a manner
that the Reich Chancellor and the governors received regulatory power
which they, in turn, could delegate. 48
With the characterisation of a “dictatorship of the Kaiser” 49 in the
colonies, this state law construct has not been adequately analysed in
historical terms. Not the monarch but, rather, the bureaucrat was the alldetermining figure of colonial rule. Even Hannah Arendt, in connection
with “Race and Bureaucracy”, determined that in the imperialist age, the
“systematic oppression via regulations, which we call bureaucracy” had
become the characteristic attribute of colonial rule. In the colonies, she
saw the administration as standing in place of a government, of “regulations
standing in place of the law”. As an example, Arendt named the “régime des
décrets” which had been introduced in Algeria by the French and which was
analogous to “the same ‘government by reports’ which had originally
defined British rule in India”. 50 But she could have just as aptly referred
to the German “pyramid of delegated regulatory power” 51 from the Kaiser to
the colonial district officer. Bismarck’s orientation toward the British model
of colonial rule of rule by regulation (as it had been presented to him)
contributed to the bureaucratic regulatory pyramid becoming the defining
characteristic of German colonial state law. As with its counterparts, the
German colonial state remained “a government of administrative decrees by
the governor, his council and his apparatus”. A separation of the executive
and legislative as well as an independent judiciary were, “de facto”, not
present. 52

47 Meyer (1891) 503.
48 Regulation of the Reich Chancellor dated 25.12. 1900; for all Protectorates 27.9.1903 –
Right of delegation in § 6. The “Instruktion für die Bezirkshauptleute [in DSWA]” dated
1.5.1900 in: Leutwein (1907) 553–557.
49 Sippel (2001): 355 et seq.; cf. Münstermann (1911).
50 Arendt (1958) 285.
51 Hausen (1970) 24.
52 Osterhammel (2003) 64; cf. Speitkamp (2005) 42.
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III.

The “Competency Law for all Protectorates”

In the “General Act of the Berlin Conference” (1885) the Signatory Powers
recognised, in Sec. 35 “the obligation to insure the establishment of authority in the regions occupied by them”. They ought to be capable of
“protect[ing] existing rights”. The legal and factual gestalt of the “authority”
remained at the disposal of the colonial powers. 53 In everyday German
administration, the absence of separation of powers in the SGG and the
generally phrased colonial regulatory competency caused the creation of
numerous ambiguities which led to “disputes”. The governor of Samoa,
Wilhelm Solf, discussed a “condition of insecurity in distinguishing competencies”. He considered this to be “unsustainable in the long term” and
suggested, in 1906, “to pass a law in which the competency of the Kaiser, the
Reich Chancellor, the Colonial Office, the Governor and his subordinate
administrative organs is determined once and for all”. 54 In the following
year he continued to urge such a legal regulation of the “rights and
obligations” of the various colonial instances, whereby he included in this
the “legislative entities”. 55
However, the Colonial State Secretaries Bernhard Dernburg and Friedrich von Lindequist did not address the matter. The officials and Reich
administration [i.e., those responsible for introducing such legislation] were
intimidated by the complexity of a legal regulation. It was not until 1912
that the Reichstag placed the topic on its agenda by way of a resolution. 56
This was triggered by complaints about the costs of colonial administration
and the high number of bureaucrats in the colonies. With respect to an
overview of the laws regarding competency, the parliamentarians hoped to
achieve a simplification of the administration and an increase in the degree
of reliance on colonial self-government which, in the end, would lead to a
reduction in costs. They knew well that by passing a law, the co-determination right of Parliament in colonial matters would be extended beyond
budgetary authority, and so a majority petitioned the Reich Chancellor to

53 General-Akte der Berliner Konferenz, 26.2.1885 (RGBl. 1885, Nr. 23: 215–246): Article 35:
“l’existence d’une autorité suffisante pour faire respecter les droits acquis”.
54 BAB R 1001/5595, p. 3, “Kompetenzgesetz für die Schutzgebiete”, Vermerk Solf, 22.2.1906.
55 BAB R 1001/5595, p. 6, Solf to AA, KA, 21.5.1907 “gesetzgebende Körperschaften”.
56 Application by Gothein and Gen., 23. Session of the Commission for the Reich, 25.4.1912.
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prepare “a general competency law for all Protectorates under consideration
of the individuality of the specific areas”. 57
The officials in the Reich Colonial Office who were subsequently
entrusted with the matter were not persuaded of the necessity of a “uniform
competency law”. The director of Department A2 thought it would be “not
appropriate”. He drew attention to the fact that the “English and French …
addressed these questions also colony-by-colony, not uniformly”. Department A3 was concerned about the fundamental structure of the Bismarckian
colonial constitution. Indeed, a uniform law would imply that its “changes
would require the consent of the Reichstag”. Such a situation could “in no
case” be suffered to occur. Department A1 also held there to be “no occasion
to surrender the principle of the Kaiser’s protective authority [Schutzgewalt]”.
Rather than a general colonial competency law, it was suggested that the
governments be mandated with the collection of all organisational and
competency regulations in their respective colonies.
Wilhelm Solf, who had been elevated to Colonial State Secretary in
December 1911, declared his consent with this proposal at the beginning of
1913. He was open about the fact that he, as well, desired to “weaken the
impact of this resolution”. His goal was not an expansion of the rights of the
Reichstag at the expense of the Kaiser’s right to issue regulations, but rather
a “compilation of the administrative proceeding and a description of the
competencies of the various instances”. Solf, always ready to “learn from the
British coloniser, to view him as the older and more experienced one”, 58
therefore provided his officials with a copy of the “Regulations of Her
Majesty’s Colonial Service” (1911) as an “example” (Vorbild). With 403
paragraphs and roughly 100 pages, the “Regulations” provided a summary
of the competency regulations for the British Empire. “Something like this
ought to be created for the Protectorates.” 59 It served colonial comparative
law that British colonial law, similarly to its European Continental counterparts, was increasingly being codified. This simplified reception by German
officials. Indeed, even prior to the Paris Comparative Law Congress of 1900,
57 BAB R 1001/5595, p. 12, Vermerk zum Antrag der Budgetkommission, RT-Drucksache
Nr. 385, 3.9.1912.
58 Vietsch (1961) 103 et seq.; 127: Solf considered “Germany as the junior partner of England
… and [determined] the German role in the world in this manner.”
59 BAB R 1001/5595, pp. 44–48, Vermerke KompetenzG, Ref. A1, A2, A3, A6, A10, StS Solf,
28.1.1913.
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“the premise [was acknowledged] that only that which is comparable – i.e.,
similar – is possible to compare”. Hence, the limitation expressed in academia, namely that comparisons were limited to “statute law and, by and
large, the legal systems of the European Continent”, 60 did not apply to
colonial law.
In a long decree which summarised the discussion, the six German
governors were tasked in August 1913 by the Reich Colonial Office to
present a table of the competency regulations in their colonies within a
year’s timeframe. With the explanation that the “English colonial administration” had created “an exemplar”, Solf also sent them copies of the
‘Regulations’. These offered a “true template and summary of administrative
procedures … Something similar ought to be appropriate for the German
Protectorates”. Thus, it was the wish of the Secretary of State that “every
Protectorate should receive its own constitution [Verfassung]”, which would
not be understood in the spirit of “German law”, but rather of the “English
constitution. (That is, roughly, a general administrative regulation.)” The
Reich Colonial Office rejected using the Prussian Competency Law (Zuständigkeitsgesetz) of 1883 as a “template” or to go down the “path of imperial
legislation” with a colonial “Competency Law”. It was intended not to limit
the Kaiser’s power of regulation; furthermore also the “easy ability to adjust [the administration of the Protectorates] ought to remain intact”. 61
The governors in Dar-es-Salaam (German East Africa) and Buea (Cameroon)
declared in May and July 1914 that it would not be possible for their
bureaucrats, on account of time constraints, to prepare the table. Shortly
thereafter, the matter “resolved” itself due to the outbreak of the First World
War. 62

60 Zweigert / Kötz (1996) 58; similarly: Schwenzer (2008) 75.
61 BAB R 1001/5595, pp. 133–46, RKA to Gouv Daressalam, Windhuk, Buea, Lomé, Rabaul,
Apia, 30.8.1913.
62 BAB R 1001/5595, p. 162, Gouv Daressalam to RKA, 17.5.14; p. 165 Gouv Buea to RKA,
7.7.14; Memorandum RKA, 11.8.14.
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IV.

Colonial “Native Status” in a Comparative Law Perspective

The fact of the many commonalities in the organisational structures of the
colonial states has been explained, variously, as the result of similar policies:
“everywhere the organization and reorganization of the colonial state was a
response to a central and overriding dilemma: the native question”. 63
However else the various colonial systems answered this “native question”,
the definition of those it concerned remained fundamental, i.e., who would
be considered “a native”? The colonial goal was definitiveness. This appeared
necessary in order to create a binary code of “savage vs. civilised”, without
which colonial discourse and colonial law could not exist. However, this
question was easier to answer theoretically than practically. It was based on a
negation: the “native” was “savage” because he was not “civilised”. “Such an
utterly antithetical being could not be brought within the replete realm of
civilization … the savage, in short, was denied a participative legal personality.” 64 A legal definition of this “savage” was missing in German law for a
good reason. 65 There existed German citizenship, 66 but it was not the
intention of the ministerial officers to create the “legal term of being a
Protectorate citizen”. 67 With the declaration that “natives” (in contrast to a
German Reich citizen) “belonged to the coloured races inhabiting the
German Protectorates, including mixed individuals”, legal definitiveness
was avoided. Skin colour was just as little a compulsive indicator as the fact
of having been born in a colony. This is shown by reference to AfroAmericans or “Goanese and Parsi” as well as “non-Mohammedan Syrians”
in German East Africa who, qua governmental regulation, were not
qualified as “natives”. 68
The status of given individuals could be disputed either because a
European-African marriage had issued a child or because an African woman
had married a European man. The political intent in the German colonies,
post 1900, was aimed increasingly at considering “mixed marriages” and
“mixed offspring” to be “undesired” and to stop, if not criminalise, sexual
63
64
65
66
67
68
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Mamdani (1996) 16; cf. Bernhöft (1897).
Cf. Fitzpatrick (2001) 20.
BAB R 1001/5580, p. 3, Notiz betr. Fall Baumann, StS Solf, Meyer-Gerhard, 21.4.1913.
Gosewinkel(2004); Gosewinkel (2001).
BAB R 1001/5578, p. 21, AA, Notiz zu Bl. 18, RMA an AA, 17.12.1901.
BAB R 1001/5583, p. 48, RKA to AA, 15.7.1913.
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contact between settlers and African women. In 1905, in German Southwest Africa, the prohibition of so called “mixed marriages” was issued. 69 The
debate over this was part of an internationally recognisable tendency to
more stringently separate the colonial rulers from the colonised, and this was
to be legally reinforced. 70 Thus, it should be emphasised that “the regulations [in German Southwest Africa] regarding racial segregation were
orientated toward the patterns tested in colonial practice in Algeria,
Rhodesia and the South African provinces of Natal and Transvaal”. 71
Increasingly, due to the discriminatory “Native Law” which, starting in
1907, instituted obligations to work and carry a passport, it became – in
German Southwest Africa as well – desirable for the affected children and
wives to attain a European citizenship and thus be considered “white”.
In addition, colonial bureaucrats were faced with the “difficulty” that for
certain couples, “barriers” were crossed relating not only to skin color but
also to citizenships. The rules of private international law were, in practice,
not always unambiguous. Thus, the bureaucrats in German Southwest Africa
repeatedly had to deal with the question as to whether legitimate children of
Prussian or Saxon citizens whose mothers had issued from marriages with
British citizens with so-called “bastard-women” could attain German citizenship via patrilineal descent. This was even of importance for the British
administration. From Cape Town, it observed closely the legal development
in the neighbouring German colony. Several hundred British citizens had
settled there. They had, mostly coming from the Cape Colony, settled there
even prior to the German occupation of Nama and Hereroland. When the
Territorial Council (Landesrat), the organ of self-government of German
Southwest Africa, 72 in 1912 passed a resolution requesting that the governor officially recognise the “mixed marriages” concluded up until 1905 –
under the proviso that the married couple would, in the estimation of
the responsible district deputy, “present white mannerisms” 73 in raising
children and in their “moral” habits – the British government intervened.

69 Cf. Hartmann (2004); Hartmann (2007).
70 Cf. Gosewinkel (2004) 244 et seq.; Kundrus (2003c) 220; regarding the Italian case:
Nuzzo (2011) 217, “to discourage the interracial union”.
71 Sippel (2001) 354.
72 On the translation of German colonial terminology see Ridley (1996) xv.
73 Kundrus (2003c) 276.
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It considered it “desirable that no British subject who had the status of a
white man when the Protectorate was taken over by the German Government should be reduced to the status of a native”. The same ought to also
apply to his legitimate children, over whose legal status no German district
deputy ought to decide. In the British Empire, debates had begun at the time
in relation to “imperial citizenship”, 74 and questions regarding status, “race”
and belonging to the Empire were not going to be made more difficult
by conflict with German laws. The Reich Colonial Office in Berlin had
to concede that, pursuant to British marriage law, “mixed marriage” was
permissible and thus “would lead to acquisition of British citizenship for
natives [and their children]”. Given this ancestry, the “status rights of a
white” would, “also now continue to be recognised” for a Briton. 75
From this, it followed for German bureaucrats that “foreign citizens [here
the British woman Agnes Bowe] … [are] not natives in the sense of the
Protectorate Law [SGG], even when they are coloured”. By way of marriage
with a German, these individuals could acquire Reich citizenship. 76 In other
cases, the admission of the binding legality of a marriage trumped the
political intention to prevent “mixed race individuals” (Mischlinge) with
German citizenship. Secretary of State Solf, who in 1912 opened the socalled “mixed marriage” debate in the Reichstag by referring to the “ill
effects of mixed marriages” in nations which “have conducted colonial
politics longer than us” and warned the Parliamentarians regarding “woolyhaired grandchildren”, 77 conducted his administrative practices less ideologically than his statements would lead one to expect. 78 In 1913, he declared
as valid the marriage of Prussian citizen Friedrich W. Krabbenhöft, concluded 1881 in Keetmanshoop, with the British woman Lucie Forbes. The
“condition that Mrs. Krabbenhöft is descended on her mother’s side from
bastards of the Cape Colony” was “of no influence on the validity of the
marriage” and “the transfer of citizenship to his wife and his children”. In
this estimation, Solf was followed by the Reich Justice Office and the legal

74 Cf. Gorman (2006) 8 et seq.; 50 et seq.
75 BAB R 1001/5585, p. 4, RKA to Gouverneur Windhuk; p. 3, RKA an AA, 11.12.1912.
76 BAB R 1001/5585, p. 6, RKA to Gouverneur Windhuk, 5.7.13 (Marriage of Farmer
Schubert with Agnes Bowe).
77 Stenographische Berichte des Reichstag, 53. Sitzg., 13. L.P, 2. Mai 1912: 1648 (C).
78 Cf. Gosewinkel (2004) 247.
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department of the Foreign Office. 79 In the case of Mrs. Windelberg, a similar
decision was made; she had married a German pursuant to English law in
1907 in Rietfontein, British Betchuanaland. Even here it was irrelevant that
Mrs. Windelberg “has the appearance of a mulatto [Mischlingin]”. She and
her children had, pursuant to Sec. 5 of the Citizenship Law of 1870, acquired
the husband’s or, as it may be, father’s citizenship at marriage or birth. 80
In this discourse, “‘being white’ was separated from the white body by
jurists by way of the introduction of a supplementary category of citizenship”. 81 Aside from the legal supplementary category, the cultural component of “being white” also applied. In this sense, questions regarding
conduct of life were relevant, as well as capabilities and knowledge. Thus,
the decision of the Windhoek Superior Court to declare itself as not
competent regarding the criminal procedure against the examined engineer
(Diplom-Ingenieur) Baumann, on account of his “possessing a mixture of
coloured blood”, and to transfer him to the native jurisdiction was regarded
by Solf as “very dubious”. Although he considered the courts – in the
absence of a legal definition – as being competent to determine “who is a
native”, they nevertheless ought to do this “with reference to language
usage”. 82 This, however, the Superior Court obviously had not done. It
would not have occurred to anybody in German Southwest Africa to
describe Baumann, who had studied in Germany and served there in the
military, as a “native” on account of one of his four great grandmothers.
With this investigation of specific cases, which also referenced cultural
“attributes” of the individual, the German colonial administration did not –
as it knew – stand alone. Imperial discourses were defined by “the common
conflation of ‘race’ and ‘culture’”. 83 For example, the bureaucrats in the
Reich Colonial Office had at their disposal a circular of the Governor
General of Madagascar in which he clarified the treatment of the legal status
of “enfants métis” of European fathers on the island. In this matter, children
79 BAB R 1001/5583, p. 65, RKA to AA, 18.7.13; p. 67, RJA an RKA, 7.8.1913; p. 68, AA an
RKA, 20.8.1913.
80 BAB R 1001/5578, Bl. 32, RKA to Gouv Windhuk; Bl. 33, RKA to Strafanstalt Lüneburg,
17.5.1913; cf. Braun (1912).
81 Kundrus (2003c) 276; ibid: 273 on the case of Willy Krabenhöf, son of Friedrich Wilhelm
and Lucie.
82 BAB R 1001/5580, p. 3, Notiz betr. Fall Baumann, StS Solf, Meyer-Gerhard, 21.4.1913.
83 Gorman (2006) 9.
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were at stake who had been recognised by their fathers and entered into the
birth registry, which was a possibility that, as of 1905, no longer existed in
German Southwest Africa. The question as to whether the parents were
married appeared to play no role. The Governor General expressly did not
wish to touch upon the question regarding the legal clarification of French
citizenship, which belonged to the courts. His concern was the factual,
administrative assessment of these children, whom he wished to be viewed
“comme Français qui, vivant avec leur père Français sous son toit ou se
comportant comme Français dans les actes ordinaires de la vie sociale”.
“Native law” should not be applied to them, as would have otherwise been
the case upon completion of the sixteenth year of life (tax obligations and
work duty [prestation]). He encouraged all administrators to apply all
regulations benevolently in favour of these “young people”. 84
By way of direct comparison of the French and German regulations it is
apparent that French bureaucrats, in contrast to their German colleagues,
did not need the “supplemental construct” of citizenship. It was sufficient to
be descended from a European father and to live in a European manner in
order to ensure the administrative acceptance of “not quite white” Frenchmen. Legal arguments were largely absent in the Madagascan directive.
Instead, “benevolence” was the measure of an investigation of the child’s
lifestyle. German bureaucrats, on the other hand, made it clear that “native
law” would only then not be applied in the event that the legal conditions
for this were satisfied. “Benevolence” was as little desired as a cultural
‘progression’ from “native” to coloured citizen. One is justified in interpreting the squiggly line at the margin of this French passage in the German file
as an indication of critical surprise. Furthermore, the introduction of a
fourth colonial inhabitant category, next to German citizens, foreigners and
“natives”, namely of “the assimiliated”, was – as legalised in Portuguese and
Italian colonies 85 – not foreseen. Colonial citizenship law was assigned such
relevance that Berlin bureaucrats, in the fullness of time, considered it to be
part of their basic ministerial toolkit. Substantive changes by other powers in
this field of law were regularly reported to the other Reich offices. 86

84 BAB R 1001/5578, p. 34, Abschrift: La Quinzaine Coloniale, 25.4.1913: 287 (“Le statut
légal des enfants métis reconnus”).
85 Nuzzo (2011) 213 et seq.
86 BAB R 1001/5578, p. 28, Deutsche Botschaft Paris an AA, 3.6.1912, “z.K. RAI, RJA, RKA”.
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The ideological justifications of all these categorisations of “native status”
were a result of imperialism, which is to be characterised as a Pan-European
ideology. 87 Ideologically, as well, the “differences of the European colonial
powers as a whole were subordinate to their commonalities”. 88 In this way,
adherents of the German Conservative Party were inspired by British arguments. In this sense, not only methods of rule, colonial structures and
regulations but also “English anthropological theories of evolution” were
read and adapted by German colonial bureaucrats. The arguments regarding
the legitimisation of colonial rule were, therefore, similar: “many statements
of German colonial jurists and officers of the colonial forces expressed views
similar to the English idea of the rule of the more educated and civilized
elements within a society”. 89 As in Great Britain, but perhaps to an even
greater extent, after 1900, a legitimisation of colonial rule on the basis of
racial arguments gained traction. It justified power over Africans not by
reference to certain capabilities and aristocratic hierarchies, but because of
belonging to a specific “race”. 90
V.

Comparative Law due to Political Pressure
The Reform of German “Native Criminal Law” 1895/96

The criminal jurisdiction over Africans was one of the central elements of
colonial rule. The guiding legitimising idea of bringing order to chaos was
persuasive to contemporaries especially because – ostensibly in the context
of this civilising mission – reference was primarily made to the law.
Nevertheless, the practical execution of this ‘law’ frequently showed the less
civilised side of colonial rule: “[I]t was law which combined exuberant
violence with contained order.” 91 Since the start of colonial administration,
colonial criminal law was, therefore, disputed; in Germany, it soon became
an emotionally charged topic.

Walkenhorst (2007) 318 et seq.; 332.
Laak (2004b) 257.
Friedeburg (2001) 380; 386.
Friedeburg (2001) 396: “But it must be remembered [that] the term ‘race’ remained, both
in England and Germany, very often tied to assumptions about education, social class and
civilization that must not be mistaken for a biologically-minded racism.”
91 Fitzpatrick (2001) 20.

87
88
89
90
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Pursuant to the “Protectorate Agreements” between the German Reich
and the individual “tribes” and, as it may be, their “chiefs” (as in the source
language), conflicts between Africans were to be regulated according to their
traditional law. In this capacity, the German colonial state acted similarly to
its European counterparts, 92 knowing well that “the treaty can still be
disregarded when some higher imperative of civilization supervenes”. 93 If
a European were involved, the disputed question would either be settled
exclusively by a Reich court or by drafting African rapporteurs. For criminal
matters pertaining to Africans, the district deputy was responsible as “native
judge”. The grounds for punishment were derived from a – not further
explicated – mixture of analogous application of the Reich Penal Code and
the customary law considered applicable in the respective region. The
German colonial criminal law for Africans was characterised in practice by
its lack of uniformity, even by its arbitrariness. Despotism and brutality were
the consequences. 94
Colonial Director Paul Kayser, in 1895, was compelled to introduce
reforms when a series of brutal beatings became known in Germany. The
media and the Reichstag then began discussing the lack of rights of Africans.
These beatings had been glorified as “court proceedings” although they had
ended in death and had been committed by colonial bureaucrats, namely
Wehlan and Leist in Cameroon and Carl Peters in German East Africa.
Kayser requested the Colonial Council (Kolonialrat), a panel of experts of the
Colonial Department (Foreign Office), to discuss the question as to whether
a general reform of colonial criminal law and court procedure law would be
recommended for the “natives”. He also requested a position paper from the
governors/territorial commanders in the Protectorates. In this process, it
became apparent that – in the absence of other rules – they had borrowed
directly from the criminal law of a British colony. In Togo, floggings were
issued and executed “pursuant to Secs. 78, 82, 172 through 174, 178 of the
[1892] Criminal Code Ordinance valid in the neighboring Gold Coast
colony”. The territorial commander (Landeshauptmann) appeared content
with this. In the event of German criminal regulations in his protectorate, he
suggested that the provisions of the ordinance regarding floggings be added
92 Nuzzo (2011) 214.
93 Fitzpatrick (2001) 21.
94 Cf. Schaper (2007); Feijó (2012).
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directly to the text. A partial translation into German was already available. 95
The votes in favour of “abolishing floggings” in the colonies were in the
minority. For this as well, the examples of other states were taken into
account. The Colonial Council came to the conclusion that “it is not
necessary as yet to uniformly regulate the details of the material [of “native
criminal law”] in all the Protectorates”. 96
There was no earnest attempt to create binding and precise norms. It was
convenient in this sense that no adequate expertise existed in the colonies in
order to prepare existing law pursuant to German standards for a codification process. 97 The “men on the ground” were to be given, if anything, legal
guidelines which would comfort critics in Germany. ‘Africa’ was envisioned
as an area in a permanent state of emergency. On account of this “civilisational” difference, it appeared difficult to imagine that legal protections
against the colonial administration would be comparable to those in the
home country. 98
In the course of the hectic political debate, the reference to “older”
colonial powers was designed to comfort and provide clarification. The
Colonial Department urged a survey of the German representations in Paris,
London and The Hague at their respective governments. However, it became apparent that the “problems of comparative law … [lie] in the access to
information regarding foreign legal systems”. 99 Indeed, this survey only
brought about partial clarity vis-à-vis the foreign “native criminal laws”.
Unclear competencies and nebulous formulations characterised these colonial laws, as well.
Ambassador Count Münster had, meanwhile, conversationally discovered
in Paris that “special regulations regarding criminal procedures against
natives have not been issued”. It is, however, a principle that “world-views
of the races and tribes are, insofar as possible, to be taken into consideration.
Floggings are to be avoided as much as possible”. Later, Münster summarised French Foreign Minister Berthelot to the effect that “the criminal law
95 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 11, Kolonialrath, IV. Sitzungsperiode 1895/96: 5 (appendix 7).
96 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 22, Kolonialrath, IV. Sitzungsperiode 1895/96: 2 et seq., Protokoll,
11.6.1895.
97 Cf. Knoll (2001).
98 Cf. Nuzzo: (2011) 209 et seq.; Schaper (2012) 128–143.
99 Michaels (2002) 114; regarding the (cognitive) challenges of comparative law cf. Frankenberg (1985) 413 et seq.
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applicable in the home country is effective in all colonies”. Pursuant to the
review of the decrees sent alongside, the officials at the Colonial Department
did not accept this verdict “to the full extent”. They pointed at individual
regulations pursuant to which the “criminal acts committed by natives are
to be judged according to a modified criminal code”. In fact, the “supplementary material” that the embassy acquired thereupon foresaw a significant
enhancement of criminal penalties for Asians in “Cochinchine”. 100
The envoy in The Hague reported that a particular criminal law “only
exists for natives in the Dutch East Indies”, whereas in Surinam and Curação
the same law applies to all. Floggings did not exist “anywhere”, however the
death penalty, “compulsory work in chains” and without chains, gaol and
fines did. A new version of criminal law for the Dutch Indies was being
prepared. Ambassador Count Hatzfeld received from British Foreign Minister Salisbury a memorandum prepared in the Colonial Office regarding the
criminal law of the “natives” in the British colonies as well as a copy of the
“Natal Native Code”. 101 The Colonial Office held the view that, in general,
“in the British Colonies natives and Europeans are subject to the same laws
and are amenable to the same courts” for such crimes as are universally
recognised as “mala in se”. However, the “chiefs” in certain South African
colonies continued, as before, to exercise limited criminal law authority.
Modes of conduct such as polygamy, which were based in tradition, were not
punished. However, in accordance to the local situation, “police matters”
contained certain provisions specifically for “natives”, e. g., passport laws,
and upon violations “some slight penalty would be inflicted”. Her Majesty’s
Government emphasised that it did “not view [the] creation [of distinct
offences] with favour when proposed by their local [colonial] Officers”. As a
punishment for disobedience toward the directions of the governor, in
Natal, the confiscation of cattle had proved itself useful. 102 With respect to
this format of informational dissemination, which ought to have served
“comparative law”, the difficulty of procuring useful statements from the
interviewees was apparent. Unencumbered by any diplomatic restraint,
100 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 19, Botschafter Münster, Paris to AA, 22.10.1895; p. 25 et seq., 6.1.96;
p. 63 et seq. AA to Botschafter Münster, Paris, 17.4.96; p. 98 et seq., Botschafter Münster,
Paris to AA, 22.4.96 (Décrète 28.2.87).
101 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 21, Gesandtschaft Den Haag to AA, 29.10.1895.
102 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 35 et seq., Grf. Hatzfeld to AA, 7.1.1896; p. 38, Memorandum
Colonial Office, 4.1.1896.
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however, the Attorney General of Natal summarised the criminal laws of
his colony more than ten years later before the Assembly in the following
manner: “We have a law for the Kaffir in this colony, and the law is to flog
him and to flog him severely.” As in the German colonies, the settlers
massively resisted any efforts by the colonial administration to restrict or
even eliminate corporal punishment. 103
This lack of ability on the part of the government to execute its will could
not, however, be admitted by any colonial administration. At the start of
1896, while the German Colonial Department was occupied with investigating the uninformative documents regarding foreign colonial criminal
law, the outrage regarding excesses of colonial violence in the German
colonies grew ever more heated. The Prussian Ministry of Justice declared
that it could not push for prosecution against Peters, Leist and Wehlan since
the sections of the Reich Criminal Code, which punished using extortion to
procure testimony, could not find application due to lack of a legal provision
of “court proceedings for natives”. Faced with the urgency of the matter
Colonial Director Kayser admitted to the territorial commanders in Togo
and Cameroon that he could not anticipate the timing of a regulation on
“native criminal law”. However, the application of corporal punishment “in
accordance with discretion” must, he said, stop. Until further notice, all he
could do was request them to do everything “for the sake of protecting the
natives” in order to avoid additional “unpleasant occurrences”. 104
In February 1896, finally, the Kaiser authorised the Reich Chancellor
by way of a regulation “to regulate the court procedure regarding the
natives of the African Protectorates”, which was done two days afterwards
via an executive order. In this, the Chancellor prohibited “all measures
other than those set forth in the German procedural codes” designed to
extract confessions. 105 Two weeks later August Bebel gave his famous
speech before the Reichstag, which caused considerable commotion, regarding the brutal rule of Peters in German East Africa. This had given rise to
the nickname “Lynching Peters” (Hänge-Peters) for the once-celebrated
“colonial pioneer”. 106 Once again, Colonial Director Kayser was put under

103
104
105
106

Zit. in: Peté / Devenish (2005) 4.
BAB R 1001/5561, p. 42 et seq., KolA to Dr. Seitz (Kamerun); Köhler (Togo), 15.1.1896.
BAB R 1001/5561, p. 52, VO v. 25.2.1896; RKVerf v. 27.2.1896.
Cf. Perras (2004) 227; Baer / Schröter (2001) 90.
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immense pressure which did not relent until after his resignation six months
later. 107
On 22 April, 1896, the promised Reich Chancellor executive order
regarding the “Exercise of Criminal Jurisdiction and Disciplinary Authority
vis-à-vis the Natives”. Its goal was to bindingly set forth responsibilities and
forms of punishments. Similarly to the list of the German consul in the
Hague regarding the permissible punishments, § 2 provided a table which,
however, included floggings. Furthermore, fines, gaol, compulsive labour
and the death penalty could be imposed. Partially, passages were copied
verbatim from the above-named translation of the Criminal Code Ordinance of the Gold Coast (1892) for the purpose of executing floggings. Thus,
women were exempted (§ 4) and youths not yet 16 years old could only be
subject (§ 5) to “lashes” (“whipping” rather than “flogging“). 108 Hence it is
said that “it was characteristic for German colonial rule that flogging was
made into a science. In instructions, not only was the procedure for
executing criminal punishments set forth in minute detail, but also the
type and size of the punishment instruments”. 109 It must, however, not be
overlooked that this executive order as well only apparently set forth precise
norms. Vital formulations were kept vague and invited pseudo-legalised
violence. The question of the law materially applicable to Africans under
German rule remained insufficiently answered. In this way, Africans were –
upon application by their employers – to be punished “on account of
continued violation of their obligations and sluggishness, on account of
stubbornness … as well as other significant violations of the service or
employment relationship for disciplinary purposes with corporal punishment and … with chain-ganging (Kettenhaft) for no longer than 14 days”.
What, however, was “sluggishness”? What was punishment “for disciplinary
purposes”? Who made these decisions? Generally, the station representative,
often a non-commissioned officer of the small military outpost would, as the
Tägliche Rundschau remarked with great concern. 110
A related, but as yet unanswered question involves colonial jurisprudence
and its relationship to comparative law. For German legal practice, it has
107 Kayser an Eulenburg, 4.9.1896, in: Eulenburg, 1983 III, Nr. 1263, S. 1737 f.; Laak (2005)
73.
108 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 59, RKVerf v. 22.4.1896, for East-Africa, Cameroon and Togo.
109 Sippel (2001) 365.
110 BAB R 1001/5561, p. 110, Tägliche Rundschau, 5.5.1896.
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been largely determined that one “[must] seek out examples in which the
judges, for their decisions, make reference to foreign law in the one or the
other sense”. 111 Also, comparative law considerations of German colonial
courts are, as yet, to be investigated. Not only the use of foreign jurisprudence to support the viewpoint in one’s own verdict was at stake. Often, the
courts in Buea, Windhoek or Dar-es-Salaam were responsible for judging fact
patterns connected to international law and were obliged to deal with
conflict of laws.
VI.

‘Comparative Law’ Journeys of German Colonial Bureaucrats

The orientation of German colonial bureaucrats toward the norms of older
colonial powers has already been discussed with reference to a few examples
which may serve as a basis for extrapolation: thus, bureaucrats in Windhoek,
when drafting executive orders and regulations for German Southwest
Africa, routinely drew inspiration from rules in neighbouring Cape Colony.
In this case, they directly appealed to the German consul-general or the
Capetown authorities. 112 Even peculiarities of tax law or the definition of
“spiritual drinks” was not resolved without a glance over the Oranje
River. 113 The German settlers, as well, frequently emphasised “parallels in
other settler colonies” as a means of justification. Thus, “legal provisions
made in South Africa, Algeria, the southern and northern states of the
United States, Australia and even the Austro-Hungarian controlled Balkans
influenced the regulations in Southwest Africa”. 114
Moreover, the comparison was not limited to the issuance of regulations.
For an investigation of the “education of colonial officials”, author M. Beneke drew upon a wide collection of materials regarding the relevant educational institutions in England, France and Holland. 115 Furthermore, the

111 Dölle (1960) 33 et seq. for French references made by the Reichsgericht in matters of
estate law (RGZ 51, 166).
112 National Archives of Namibia NAN GLU 313, Gen F III, Vol. 1, Bl. 120, Gouverneur
Windhoek to Bezirksgericht Lüderitzbucht, 2.2.08.
113 Cf. NAN ZBU 1657, S II g 4, p. 111, Consul General of Cape Town to Governor
Windhoek, 2.3.08; p. 119 et seq., Transvaal Government Gazette.
114 Bley (1968) 313; regarding the adoption of Nigerian “recipes” for Cameroon, see Wirz
(1972) 189.
115 Beneke (1894).
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orientation was not one that remained limited to texts. Rather, personal
exchanges with colonial bureaucrats of other colonial powers were conducted. Thus, Legate Jacobs of the Reich Colonial Office travelled to London
and Paris in order to acquire “new knowledge of colonial legal and administrative systems for implementation in our own overseas territories”. 116
Direct observation on the ground was also sought out.
The journeys of Colonial Secretary Bernhard Dernburg in Africa provide
ample witness of this. Following his visit to German East Africa in 1907,
later, in May 1908, he went back to London with his friend Walther
Rathenau where he, inter alia, met with former Colonial State Secretary
Winston Churchill prior to setting out for Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg and Bulawayo before he made his way to German Southwest Africa.
His companion, Oskar Bongard, a journalist and former colonial bureaucrat,
justified their route thus: “Since we have similar conditions in German
Southwest Africa, it would be foolishness to not make use of the experiences
of the Boers and English. Down there, at that very place, one can see what
must be done by us but also, almost as frequently, the way it ought not to be
done.” Thus, millions in “tuition” (Lehrgeld) could be saved. 117
Settlement Commissioner Paul Rohrbach expressed similar views vis-à-vis
Dernburg’s predecessor Oskar Stübel as he spoke about “an already planned”
journey through South Africa. Indeed, “without their experience, as I
recognise repeatedly, a truly secure and – even temporarily – conclusive
verdict regarding our settlement matters in Southwest Africa would not be
possible”. 118 That, in this context, not just settlement but also rulership
techniques vis-à-vis Africans were involved appeared to be self-explanatory.
As late 1909, the anthropologist Thilenius wrote about the “substantially
more advanced” British and French colonies: their experiences were “to be
usefully applied to the future development of the German [colonies]”. 119
Accordingly, Oskar Bongard suggested – after his trip with Dernberg – the
116 Sippel (2001) 354.
117 Bongard (1909) 4; although he warned against – in relation to the question of communal
self-administration – an “eager aping of British-South African organisation which contradicts our national lifestyle” (121); on the journey cf. Schölzel (2006) 76–118: Lindner
(2011) 137–150.
118 SächsHStA 12829, Nachlass Stübel Nr. 10, p. 31, Rohrbach an Stübel, 6.2.05.
119 BAB R 3001/5255, Hamburgisches Kolonialinstitut. Bericht über das erste Studienjahr WS
1908/09; SS 1909, Hamburg 1909, p. 18.
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application of the British rulership technique of “indirect rule”, as used in
Rhodesia, to German areas as well. 120
These journeys were not exceptional. Even lower ranked colonial officers
were dispatched on comparative law journeys. From Togo, district officer
Rudolf Asmis visited “Nigeria, the Gold Coast and French West Africa in
order to find out how, over there, certain administrative and legal questions
were handled”. 121 Asmis, at the same time, contributed to comparative law
and ethnological research regarding African laws. Thus, starting in 1911, he
published his investigations in the Zeitschrift für vergleichende Rechtswissenschaft (Journal for Comparative Law) regarding the “Tribal Laws of the
District Atakpame”. 122 The Deputy Governor of German Southwest Africa,
Oskar Hintrager, drove to the South African Union and Australia in 1914,
on official business, in order to investigate the settlement situation under
similar natural-environmental conditions. 123 In 1912, in the registry of the
Reich Colonial Office for “Legal Matters”, a file was created for the “Issuance
of Funding for the Study of Foreign Colonial and Legal Relationships”.
However, up until the outbreak of the First World War, only the research
trips of two theology professors, Mirbt (Göttingen) and Schmidlin (Münster) to the German colonies and to South Africa were partially financed. 124
One of these comparative trips has, incidentally, made its way into world
literature. In 1909, Councillor to the Reich Colonial Office Robert Heindl
had been sent on a journey during which he was supposed to gain an
understanding of the penal colonies in the Pacific. Their existence had
excited the imaginations of certain “criminal law reformers” in Germany.
Heindl’s journey, regarding which he published a comprehensive report in
1914, 125 was discussed in the media such that, in Prague, it even came to
Franz Kafka’s attention. It is likely that the journey provided the historic
background for the story, “In the Penal Colony”, which takes place in French
New Caledonia. 126 Kafka described “the Penal Colony” as a dystopia of a
Bongard (1909) 52 et seq.; 127.
Sippel (2001) 354.
Asmis (1911); cf. Knoll (2001) 253 et seq.: Schaper (2012) 236–245; 251.
Hintrager (1955).
BAB R 1001/5592 (files regarding the issuance of funds for the study of foreign colonial
and legal relationships), p. 2, Übersicht Studienreisen.
125 Heindl (1914); cf. Kundrus (2003c) 104–108.
126 Müller-Seidel (1986).
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morally debased special zone. However, the story (completed October 1914)
is not as surreal as it has, since then, appeared to numerous interpreters. 127
The factual report about a visitor to a penal colony who is supposed to
evaluate its legal system contains much that would appear well known to an
historian of colonial criminal law. Kafka shows thus that the procedural and
moral deformations of the colonial system of justice were also familiar to
contemporary critics. In the case of Kafka, everything is orientated toward a
machine which cuts the penalty out of the criminal’s very body. The claim to
discovery of the truth through due process is juxtaposed with a radical
reversal of the ‘course of law’. One case is “as easy as the next”. “Guilt is
always beyond a doubt”, states the officer who grants himself both legislative
and judicial powers. A court procedure appears superfluous. The criminal is
never informed of the verdict, which is issued without a hearing. The colonial
officer is not only everything, he also can do everything – like the former
commandant in the “Penal Colony“: “soldier, judge, constructor, chemist,
architect”. For him, a generally valid law (“Guilt is always beyond a doubt“),
a generally valid verdict (the death penalty) and a generally valid execution
apparatus are all that is required. The de-individualised case law of the penal
colony is complete – and it is absurd. 128 However, the hyperbole should not
obscure the fact that the selection of the topic, as well as its presentation,
represented Kafka connecting with the contemporary discourse which also
contained voices critical of colonialism. 129
VII. Regarding the ‘Method’ of Colonial Comparative Law
Civil law professor Ernst Zittelmann considered comparative law advantageous also because it “evoked criticism [kritikerweckend]”. By comparison,
paths leading toward other solutions were analysed, it caused “doubts …

127 Cf. Kurt Tucholsksky in der Weltbühne (1920) regarding ‘In der Strafkolonie’: “You need
not ask what the point of it is. It has no point. Perhaps the book does not even belong
in this time, and it certainly does not move us forward. It has no problems and knows
no doubts or questions. It is completely innocuous. Innocuous like Kleist.” Cited in:
Wagenbach (2002) 135.
128 Kafka (1994); cf. regarding the background of court metaphors: Grözinger (1994).
129 Cf. Albert / Disselnkötter (2002); regarding colonial criticism: Stuchtey (2010);
Schwarz (1999).
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regarding whether the current solutions in one’s own law were the best ones
possible”. 130
The connection between comparison and criticism formed, in Germany,
as previously described, the basis for colonial-agitation efforts starting in the
middle of the 19th century. On the one hand, there were the powerful
seafaring nations; on the other hand, there was Germany, excluded from
global commerce and prevented from extending its power. However, going
forward into the course of the thirty year “real history” of German
colonialism, comparative criticism was levelled against German activities
in the colonies again and again. This went so far that the Reich Colonial
Office itself began making comparisons in order to underscore its own
(relative) success. In February 1913, the State Secretary issued a memorandum regarding the “Colonial Administration of the European States”, the
goal of which was to show that the assertion that the administration of the
German colonies was too large and expensive was “groundless” – in the
words of the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, a semi-official mouthpiece. 131
However, in what manner did this comparison occur? Costs, personnel
and numbers on the one hand, colonial competencies and jurisdictions on
the other hand – which were a field more difficult to measure and compare.
Since the second half of the 19th century, comparative law had grown
“almost instantaneously in importance”. It was the “developmental idea of
Hegel” which provided the philosophic foundation “on which basis comparative law was introduced into the science of jurisprudence”. 132 An
historian of comparative law is, therefore, well served by remembering that
the manner in which foreign law is perceived, i.e., the manner in which
comparative law was conducted by colonial bureaucrats, was always (pre-)
formed by certain basic assumptions, not the least of which was a developmental hierarchy into which the nations were categorised. In addition to
this, subjective prejudices, perspectives, ideals, backgrounds in domestic law
and the local political situation had to be taken into account. 133
130 Zittelmann (1900); cf. Zweigert / Kötz (1996) 57 et seq.
131 BAB R 3001/5273, excerpt, NAZ #36, 12.2.14 “haltlos” [SBRT, Anl. XIII/1, Vol. 303,
Denkschrift Nr. 1356 32/14, dated 9.2.1914].
132 Sandrock (1966) 12; cf. Hug (1932) 1055; Dölle (1960) 19 et seq.; Stolleis (1998) 15 et
seq.; 22.
133 Regarding the necessity of the self-reflectivity of comparative law, cf. Frankenberg (1985)
443.
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The “selection of a solution represents a legal-political decision which can
be justified by legal comparison”. Thus, the methodical “question which and
how many foreign legal systems ought to be drawn upon for comparison”
was formulated in accordance with which foreign “regulations one believed
would promote the legislative effort”. 134 Although the criteria pursuant to
which the objects of comparison were selected or, as it may be, the question
as to which embassies and legations were to be asked for information was
not made explicit, the comparative legal view of German officials was
nonetheless primarily directed ‘upwards’, i.e., toward those to whom ‘competency’ was ascribed in solving colonial problems at least as well or better
than oneself. Since “only legal systems … on the same developmental level
were considered to be directly comparable”, 135 in internal German discussions, arguments referencing Great Britain and France played the larger role.
The regulations in the Netherlands and Spain were only occasionally
consulted. Italy appears in the files of the Reich Colonial Office chiefly in
the role of asking questions. The German Reich in part considered itself the
successor of the Portuguese colonial empire, 136 which served as a negative
foil. In this mode of reading, the Portuguese imperio was not considered to
be of equal stature. It was thought of as persisting at a lower developmental
level and, insofar as this, appeared irrelevant for purposes of a comparison.
No academic ‘methods’ supported these classifying efforts to create
normatively-based hierarchies. Indeed, rather, the methods were based on
the aims pursued. 137 These were derived, first, from the desired goal to do
as well as the ‘large’, the ‘old’ colonial powers in legal-political terms and,
second, from the argument (which was useful for domestic politics) to
authority based on reference to these successful role models. The limits of
comparability were, in this context, not well considered. They, however,
were obvious in the selective presentation of desired objects of comparison,
which encouraged the selection of a specific variant; take, for example, the
case of Bismarck, who in 1885 assumed that the regulatory provisions of the
SGG were equivalent to British regulatory law for the colonies. Questions
134
135
136
137
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regarding the reasons why a provision in a draft was based on foreign legal
material, or not, or what – in comparison to other, foreign law solutions to a
(legal) problem – was desirable about this were rarely discussed. Most
saliently, the question was posed regarding the transferability of solutions
found elsewhere – in their context – to a German fact pattern. Even the
translatability of the legal terms did not always appear to be unambiguously
possible, which meant that confusion could ensue. Thus, when State
Secretary Solf demanded “a constitution” for every “Protectorate”, it was
to be understood – as described above – in the “spirit” of the “English constitution” (i.e. as a general set of administrative rules). 138
Difficulties with colonially intended legislative comparison, which for
practitioners did not pertain chiefly to methodical questions but rather to
the acquisition of information, were not limited to the German administration. That other colonial powers were interested in the German colonies
and their laws has already previously been suggested. 139 In France and Great
Britain in particular, comparative law enjoyed a long tradition. It was “practically” orientated, which included (commercial) law in the colonies. 140 The
French Ministry of Justice, for example, had established in 1875 a Comité
de législation étrangère. 141 Nevertheless, it was not always recognisable from
where the bureaucrats derived their knowledge of foreign norms. However,
the above-discussed “reciprocal attentiveness regarding the methods of the
respectively other colonial powers” 142 went so far that the ministries of various states requested information from each other about the legal situation
in their respective colonies. Thus, as German bureaucrats requested information from their colleagues in London or Madrid regarding the “state law
relationships of natives in the [British or Spanish] colonies to the mother
country”, 143 so too did the Italian Colonial Ministry request the regulations

138 BAB R 1001/5595, p. 133–146, RKA an Gouv Daressalam, Windhuk, Buea, Lomé, Rabaul,
Apia, 30.8.13.
139 Cf. Laak (2004) 132: “The Germans were especially proud of the ‘scientific’ approach to
their colonial methods, which were now applied across a broad front, and that this was
recognised by colonial competitors prior to 1914.”
140 Cf. Hug (1932) 1060–1066; 1069; Burge (1837/38).
141 Cf. Constantinesco (1971) 134.
142 Laak (2004) 257.
143 BAB R 1001/5578, p. 8, FO to AA, 8.12.1900, p. 12, Ministerio de Estado to Radowitz,
21.3.1901.
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in use in the German colonies from the Foreign Office pursuant to which
the “natives” in the Protectorates could attain the status of a German citizen.
The question was answered with reference to the SGG in its 1900 version. 144
The Italians, who had in particular adapted French colonial law, 145 in 1913
requested information again from the Germans regarding the legal status of
“foreign natives” or “native states (in particular Mohammedans)” in the
Protectorates. 146 The generosity and thoroughness with which the request
was answered appears remarkable. It required three drafts before it could be
answered. The questions asked were too basic in order to be given simple
answers which, at the same time, would not reveal any of the deficient
elements of German colonial law. 147
However, it was indeed not merely the smaller colonial power who asked
the larger “catch-up” colonial nation regarding explanations of their colonial
regulations. The efforts of Colonial Secretary Solf, an anglophile, led to a
“trans-national respect for German colonial methods”, as apparent from an
exchange of letters between Solf and Frederick Lugard, the Governor
General of Nigeria. “Growing recognition of German colonial achievements” among British commentators has been observed by researchers
recently. 148 For example, a British reception of German hunting law in
Africa can be discerned. 149
Conclusion: Comparison and Difference in German Colonial Law
In light of the contemporarily emphasised comparability of European
colonial systems, German bitterness regarding the Versailles Treaty was
especially great in light of the fact that the “renunciation [Verzicht]” of
colonies (Art. 119) was based on comparison: Germany was supposedly
incapable of colonising. It had, it was alleged, oppressed the population. 150

144 BAB R 1001/5578, p. 27, Note Verbale, Chargé d’affaires d’Italie an AA, 12.7.1912; cf.
Gosewinkel (2004) 252 et seq.
145 Nuzzo (2011) 214.
146 BAB R 1001/5583, p. 37, Italienische Botschaft Berlin an Auswärtiges Amt, 7.3.1913.
147 BAB R 1001/5583, p. 38–56, Entwürfe: RKA an AA, 18.6.; 15.7.1913.
148 Vietsch (1961) 133: cf. Lindner (2011) 32–42; 65–84 (84) “wachsende Anerkennung”.
149 “[The British] drew heavily on German examples [of colonial game legislation] derived
from Africa.” MacKenzie (2001); cf. Hinz (2001) 342.
150 Cf. Antonelli (1921) 59; 73; Schnee 1924.
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The violence in German Southwest Africa was specifically documented in
1918 in the British “Blue Book”. In this, regulations and decrees of the
governor were replicated which were to prove the brutality of German
colonial law. In its answer, the “White Book”, “actually an anti-Blue Book”,
the German government in 1919 did not attempt a refutation but rather
compared British and German practices against “rebels” and “bandits” and
argued “that the British committed the same kind of atrocities” in India and
other colonies. 151 Does this comparison of “colonial performance” contain
the core of something “special” in German colonialism which historians
have investigated now for decades? 152 The “Blue Book” had, at least, unmistakably produced the connection between law and violence in colonialism. That this was a peculiar (and violent) law was a part of the British
argument that the German representatives at Versailles attempted to relativise.
Without a doubt, aside from the above-described transfers and entanglements, peculiarities of German colonial law did exist. But it has been –
rightly – emphasised that differing “institutions” can arise “from a joint
discussion”. 153 The differences are to be found less in colonial criminal law
and its mode of operation than in other legal sectors. An early commentator
on colonial law expressed the presumption that, on account of the German
colonial acquisitions being rather recent, “German colonial law would need
to assume a very different character [from that of other colonial states] and
retain this in light of, if nothing else, the great difference in the times”. 154
Among these differences belonged, e. g., the “unique relationship of the
subjection of colonial vis-à-vis consular law …, which is not to be found in
any legal system of another colonial power”. 155 Also, the legal and administrative order in the colonies established on the basis of colonial state law
did not occur in accordance with “a prepared plan” which foresaw, e. g.,
the copying of a British template colony. In the search for role models,
frequently the “Prussian model [or that of another German state] was
151 Silvester / Gewald 2003; Reichskolonialamt (1919); Hillebrecht (2007) 73–95 (92).
152 “It is difficult to decide where – given the development that SWA has taken – the typical
stops and the peculiar begins.” Bley (1968) 312; see also: Berman (1999); Kundrus
(2011); Steinmetz (2005).
153 Coing (1978) 178.
154 Fleischmann (1891) 171.
155 Köbner (1904) 1088; cf. Sack (2001) 48 f.
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adopted”. 156 In this, the German colonial administration was no different
from that of the other powers, whose “administrative order … was, primarily, determined by the system [which was] valid in the respective ‘home
country’”. 157
Without accounting for the “common roots or interactions of various
kinds which … influenced the respective legal system”, 158 the differences
between individual colonial powers have been described again and again.
Not only contemporaries but also historians have compared German
colonialism in a global context, often with the goal of differentiating it.
Hence it was emphasised that the efforts to catch up with others were
responsible for German colonialism “having, to a greater extent, in comparison with the established colonial powers, elements of ‘improvisation’ and
‘last-minute panic’ which, in colonial practice, had overtones of arrogance
and affected ‘perfectionism’”. 159 The ‘improvisation’ became noticeable in
that German administration was made more difficult because it “had, in
comparison to other colonial empires, surprisingly limited personnel and
equipment assets”. 160 If “historical comparisons” of this kind were considered a “possibility for reviewing” German colonial history, 161 then this is
indeed accurate. However, from this emerges the challenge to avoid
essentialising various “teleologies of rule” as well as schematic narratives 162
without concluding herefrom that comparisons emerge from an apologetic
intention or, on the other hand, lead to tautologies which state that different
things are ‘different’ and same things are ‘same’. 163
If one summarises, at this point, the comparisons, transfers, mutual
influences, reciprocal effects, alternating or asymmetrical perceptions and
power constellations, one comes, in fact, to a global or, at least European,
“entangled history” of (German) colonial law. 164 Based on the source
Speitkamp (2005) 45.
Sippel (2001) 355.
Sippel (2001) 351.
Gründer (2004) 26 referring to Bade.
Sippel (2001) 357.
Berman (2003) 24.
Cf., e. g., Young (1994) 99 et seq., who is able to characterise the colonial rulership
structures of the British, French, Belgians and Italians with, respectively, one or two
sentences.
163 Michaels (2002) 108.
164 Cf. Conrad / Randeria (2002).
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160
161
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analysis presented here, it is shown that one cannot argue for significantly
differing national colonial legal systems. The institutionalised principles, as
well as the basic normative assumptions, were based on the overall European
colonial discourse. Common to all European colonial laws was also their
legitimising character. In light of the violence and de facto legal vacuum on
the part of the colonised, this often crossed into the realm of apologetics
when it was desired that the actions of the colonial administrations be given
the appearance of legal conformity. It also helped that colonial law was based
on a closed world-view consisting of “civilization and chaos” – “insulated,
complete and universal”. 165
In spite of the incompleteness and methodological deficiencies of colonial comparative law, these comparative discourses extended from anchoring the colonies in public law to criminal law and beyond, even into the
distant realms of individual factual problems such as alcohol licenses.
Its perspective across national borders and beyond had become self-evident.
Specificity, and/or difference did not appear to be desirable attributes in
the overall European colonial (legal) discourse. This would have contradicted
the basic assumptions of comparative law: one wanted to benefit from
others’ experiences and make reference to the “common ‘storehouse of
solutions’”. 166 In light of the “structural and ideological commonalities …
as well as the orientation to colonial patterns of foreign colonial powers”, it
is said to be impossible to speak of a “characteristic German colonial and
administrative system”. 167 For German colonial law, the same principle
applies as it does to German law on the whole: “It is difficult to say what part
of it is German.” 168
165 Fitzpatrick (2001) 22.
166 Thus the explanation at the Paris Congress on Comparative Law 1900, zit. in: Zweigert /
Kötz (1996) 58.
167 Sippel 2001: 354 et seq.; 368 with additional references.
168 Grossfeld (1996) 2. “German law owes a large debt to foreign influences; they explain
the wealth of our legal culture as a mixture of Germanic, Roman, northern Italian, French,
Dutch, English and American impulses. Our law developed from ‘borrowing’. It is difficult
to say what about it is German.” The history of reception and transfer of European laws in
Africa is not concluded with the end of colonialism. Even the post-colonial states exist with
a significant colonial inheritance in their codifications, cf. Joireman (2001). Moreover,
there was the undeniable tendency to continue the reception of European law by way of
comparison for one’s own purposes, cf. Grote (2001) 19 et seq. with additional references;
Sack (2001) 332.
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This shows that whosoever wishes to overcome essentialising national
and state categories and to place trans-national, multi-polar, global influences and situations into the centre of his research will not be able to avoid
analysing concrete examples of such processes in light of the sources. The
question regarding (imperial) entanglement in legal history directs the focus
by necessity to colonial instruments of rule and their application. It shows,
moreover, that even concepts such as “transfer”, “legal transplant”, “hybridisation” or “legal pluralism” must be linked backwards to the political decisions that form the basis for those manifestations which are supposed to
describe these terms. The methodical concepts of comparison and of histoire
croisée are equally necessary for this purpose. 169 In fact, the history of German colonial law shows, e. g., how contemporary comparison became a
medium for entangling and, moreover, how a histoire comparée can contribute to the illustration of various modes of global entanglement, dependency
and transfers. How, then, did British, French, Italian, Portuguese and other
colonial bureaucrats compare their empires with the other colonial powers?
How did they transfer what and why? A comparative colonial history of
global-historical scope must still be written.
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Analyzing Transnational Law
and Legal Scholarship in the
19th and early 20th Century

Francisco J. Andrés Santos

Napoleon in America?
Reflections on the Concept of ‘Legal Reception’ in the Light
of the Civil Law Codification in Latin America

I.
It is quite common to talk about a process or ‘reception’ of French
Code civil in Latin America. 1 However, departing from a usual concept of
‘reception’ in the legal historiography as a process of “adoption of foreign
cultural elements, when a people accepted predominant portions of a
‘foreign’ legal system voluntarily, without being overwhelmed or subjugated,” 2 the issue turns out to be quite dubious, if the actual historical
development of civil law codification in the Latin American countries is
considered.
The election of the concept ‘reception’ to be discussed here is not
arbitrary or gratuitous, but it is due to the fact that comparative lawyers
have mainly used it to refer to many processes of legal change in very
different chronological, cultural and political circumstances throughout the
history, with present echoes. 3 But it seems to be rather an abuse of a
technical term performed in legal history in order to describe a very precise
legal phenomenon from a European perspective, what could perhaps be
understood then as some kind of ‘Eurocentric’ vision of legal reality, not
paying enough attention to the specific demands of other contexts than
those which have especially influenced the building of such a methodological devise. The aim of this paper is then to try to specify some limits of
this concept from a global perspective of legal phenomena in world history
and to what extent it is still possible to go on to use it with any productive
meaning.
1 Zweigert / Kötz (1998) 113 ff.; Ramos Núñez (1997) 132 ff.
2 Wieacker (1995) 93.
3 See a general scope in Häberle (1992).
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II. In effect, in the first years following the independence of the Spanish
American countries, in spite of the numerous attempts of legislating radical
social changes on the levels of constitutional law, there were no radical
changes in the field of private law. This phenomenon is due to different
reasons. First of all, constitutional and legislative changes did not take
immediate social effect; the constitutional modifications did little to change
a reality where some types of people (mainly, Spanish descendents, clerics,
especially property owners) were still socially privileged and other social
groups (Indians, blacks, married women, the poor) continued to suffer from
numerous private law incapacities. In many ways, the political and constitutional rhetoric was incapable of making immediate social change. Secondly,
the main sources of private law remained the same, and so the private
substantive law from the colonial period continued being in force in the
new republics. The colonial sources of private law lived on well into the
middle and, in many cases, the end of the nineteenth century. Dramatic
changes in private law were not a product of independence, but they took
place only during later and more stable periods. 4
Nevertheless, it was clear that reform of private law could not be delayed
or neglected forever. The very notion of the term independence meant that
the new nations would have to be free of Spanish colonial law, or at least
appear to be free of it, and the process of establishing national law was
certainly encouraged by desires to create a new nation with its own laws.
Actually, if private law did not face immediate change after independence,
it was not for lack of direction or ideas. In fact, most constitutions of the
new republics indicated the belief that legal reform was close at hand by
asserting that the laws in force would remain like that until new laws were
enacted by the legislatures. But just in the first years after the independence
of the Hispanic American countries the idea of setting the private law of
the different states in accordance with the new circumstances emerged, 5 as
4 Mirow (2004) 103 ff.
5 For instance, the Spanish Constitution of 1812 (art. 258) established: “El Código civil y
criminal y el de comercio serán unos mismos para toda la Monarquía, sin perjuicio de las
variaciones que, por las particulares circunstancias, podrán hacer las Cortes.” Similar
provisions were passed by several Latin American Constitutions after Independence (e. g.
art. 87.1 Const. Venezuela 1830; art. 24 Const. Cundinamarca 1811; art. 7.3 Acta de
Federación de las Provincias Unidas de la Nueva Granada 1811; art. 196 and 121 Const.
Peru 1823; etc.).
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much as the surviving colonial legislation still in force was strongly
criticized. There was, however, a big difference between proposing to have
the law fixed, even with some developed plans, on the one hand, and the
actual performance of such a settlement of the law through articulated texts,
namely to establish new authoritative legislative bodies able to efficiently
replace the precedent colonial legal order, on the other hand. There were
actually two possible parties in the different countries:
1)
One was prone to settle the national law on the grounds of the present
municipal law in force hitherto in the place, namely the Castilian legal
heritage (Derecho privado indiano) and the recent national pieces of legislation (Derecho patrio), and to reshape it according to the canons of the
European scienza della legislazione and the republican concept of code, as it
had been done in some European countries (Prussia, 1794; France, 1804;
Austria, 1811). This was due to numerous influences that prodded drafting
committees and legislatures toward eventual codification. These included
the success and availability of European codes, their qualities as ‘talismans’
(Jonathan Miller), the circulation of Bentham’s works on codification and
his individual communications with Latin American leaders, the general
cultural pressure of Europe (and especially France) on the newly independent republics, and the Roman foundations of the European codes.
2)
The other one was to adopt en bloc (or at least to adapt) one of the
existing private law codes, namely the European ones. Legislators of some
countries found that the process of thoughtfully revising European codes to
fit the particular needs and circumstances of the country, as argued by Montesquieu’s De l’esprit des lois, was a difficult, time-consuming task, riddled
with possible political objections and stalemates, and thus it seemed to be
much more profitable to take up a real, effective foreign statutory body.
The first approach had not been put aside as the first steps towards
independence were being taken. There were some attempts to promote fully
vernacular codes. Thus, for example, in Chile, in 1831, the representative
Gabriel J. Torconal proposed that the Parliament make a revision to the
medieval code, still in force in Chile and in the rest of Spanish American
territories, the Siete Partidas, by keeping the substantive legal content of its
provisions and getting rid of all its preambles, quotations of the Bible, the
Church fathers and ancient authors, and resolving the questions and doubts
which had been raised by the interpreters and had arrived at divergent
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answers. Torconal expressly rejected the idea of taking up foreign legislations
and using other codes as models. In Bolivia, similar concerns were voiced.
Likewise, in Mexico, the jurist Juan Rodríguez de San Miguel shared a
similar consideration, as he laid down the Pandectas hispano-mexicanas ó sea
código general comprensivo de las leyes generales, útiles y vivas de las Siete
Partidas, Recopilación Novísima, la de las Indias, autos y providencias, conocidas
por de Montemayor y Beleña, y cédulas posteriores hasta el año 1820, published
in 1839, which was a compilation of rules taken out of the ancient legislation and fragments of the writings of legal doctrine, ordered in a systematic way.
But these attempts to enact the European models provided with the
vernacular, traditional and new Spanish American law failed. This plan to
codify the national law as much as possible required a social atmosphere that
did not yet exist in the new republics. The final period of the independence
process mostly gave way to a situation of high instability and turbulence that
obviously disturbed the spirits and deprived them of the calm and concentration necessary to analyze and take over the task of designing a newlycoined codification. It was not the right time for this. Moreover, most of the
energies and talents were devoted to prioritizing and the urgent task of
organizing the government and administration of the new states, even
though in some cases there were proposals of codifying private law even
before constitutional law.
In these circumstances, the French codes served, above all, as ready and
attractive pieces of legislation to be suggested for adoption by the new
countries. 6 They acted as a model, because they showed implicitly that the
codification enterprise was possible and feasible, and it was not necessary to
carry it out again, because it had been accomplished, and nothing else than
borrowing it seemed to be reasonable.
In effect, the Napoleonic codification, and especially the Code civil,
displayed a lot of advantages for the new American republics. In addition
to its technical virtues as a piece of legislation of the modern period and as
an outstanding example of legal language, it expressed more generally, and
therefore more attractively than its rivals, the ideals of the codification
movement throughout the beginnings of the nineteenth century. It was also
written in a language that was accessible to the Latin American legislators, in
6 Ramos Núñez (1997); Guzmán Brito (2004).
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a very clear style, and its internal disposition proved to be very understandable because it was based on the structure or Justinian’s Institutions,
which had become the average civil law manual for most lawyers in Spain
and Hispanic America in the eighteenth century.
On the other hand, these codes – and particularly the Code civil – embodied the prestige of his author, Napoleon Bonaparte, who was a charismatic figure who fascinated most of the leaders and caudillos of the Spanish
American Independence. Even before the independence process had begun,
the works of the eighteenth century philosophes, particularly Voltaire, Rousseau and Montesquieu, were highly influential with the Creole elite, from
where the leaders of the Independence emerged, and they were reflected in
the strong emphasis placed upon human liberty, republicanism and equality
in the basic documents. Those men, when they had to exchange their military
activity for a legislative one, namely when they took over the civil government of the territories whose independence they had promoted, thought in
many cases about the possibility of directly introducing the French codes
en bloc to substitute the previous colonial and first republican legislation.
Thus, for example, in 1822 the Chilean Director Supremo Bernardo O’Higgings asserted in a public address: “Sabéis cuán necesaria es la reformación
de las leyes. Ojalá se adopten los cinco códigos celebres, tan dignos de la
sabiduría de estos últimos tiempos y que ponen en claro la barbarie de los
anteriores.” The Chilean ruler suggested, simply, adopting the French codifications. Simón Bolívar 7 also considered something like that, according to
the testimony of his secretary José D. Espinal, written in a letter sent on 31 July
1829 to the Home Minister of the (Gran) Colombia: “El Libertador Presidente está altamente penetrado de la sabiduría con que fue redactado el
Código de Napoleón. Cree que pudiera plantearse en [Gran] Colombia con
algunas modificaciones relativas a las circunstancias y a la moral del país”.
In Argentina, the Federal Governor of Buenos Aires, Manuel Dorrego,
seemed also enthusiastic about the idea of introducing the French Civil
Code “en su mayor parte,” as he was proposed to do it in 1828 by a counsellor
who was a former French judge living in the city. In Ecuador as well, between
1830 and 1833 the Congress ordered that this idea be developed, and in
Guatemala a similar proposal was passed by the legislature in 1836.

7 Mirow (2000).
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As it can be seen through these testimonies, between the two possibilities
to act, either to completely adopt the French codifications (namely, the Code
Napoléon), maybe with some minor modifications, and to take it just as a
model to imitate, but not to copy, the first one was definitely dominant. But
these were mainly mere declarations. What was in fact more meaningful were
the statutory projects actually enacted under the strong influence of the Code
civil, still according to the principle of its adoption by the new republics.
In this way, as a first step there was certainly some kind of ‘reception’,
or rather transposition, of the law of the Code civil into several Spanish
American states which carried out their civil law codification in an early,
well advanced process with regards to their neighbor countries, such as
Dominican Republic (1826/1845), the Mexican state of Oaxaca (1827–29),
Bolivia (1830/1845), Peru (1836) or Costa Rica (1841). Let us look at them
more closely:
1)
Dominican Republic. 8 The Eastern part of the island of Santo Domingo, firstly Spanish, had belonged to France since 1795, and became independent, as a whole island, in 1804. After some circumstances, it became a
part of the Republic of Haiti between 1822 and 1844. At such a time, in
1825, Haiti introduced its own civil code, which was just a copy of the
French Code civil, with some minimal suppressions and modifications, and
this became law in force on 1 January 1826. It was therefore the first of the
old territories of the Spanish Crown in the Americas to have a civil code in
force. When the Eastern part of the island freed itself from Haiti and became
the República Dominicana, in 1844, the previous Haitian legislation went on
to be in force provisionally, the civil code as well, but on 4 July 1845 the
Congress of the Republic decided to deprive the Haitian legislation of legal
force, and to return to the sources of the Napoleonic codes themselves, but
in their 1816 form (meaning, after the Restauration): the Code civil des
Français was then directly in force (even without any Spanish translation)
in the Dominican Republic till 1861 (when the country returned shortly
to the Spanish sovereignty) and again between 1865 (when the country
became independent again) and 1874 (when it finally passed its own civil
code). The Dominican Republic is thus the case of the most absolute and full
adoption of the French civil code in the Americas.
8 Guzmán Brito (2000) 293 ff.; id. (2006) 144 ff.
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2)
Oaxaca. 9 Mexico became fully independent on 27 September 1821.
According to the Federal Constitution of 1824, the regions became states,
and they had full autonomy to legislate in the field of civil law. This
possibility was first taken advantage of by the state of Oaxaca, which stood
up because of its federalist spirit (it had declared itself free and sovereign
state inside the Mexican federation even before Mexico became properly a
Federation). As a sign of its sovereignty, Oaxaca enacted its own civil code
(Código civil para el Gobierno del Estado Libre de Oaxaca) between 1827 and
1829. It was in force till 1837, just after the abolition of federalism in 1836.
This civil code was a quite faithful and literal translation of the Code
Napoléon, accurately retaining its system and structure with some minor
changes such as the deleting of some internal subdivisions of the original
text and the merging of their content as well as the abolition of the
provisions on divorce in order to adapt the code to the canon law; some
matters concerning law of obligations and law of property found nevertheless no development. Some other Mexican states (Zacatecas, Jalisco,
Guanajuato) also moved forward with drafts and plans, but without success.
3)
Bolivia. 10 The independence of the new state (named Bolivia) in the
territories of the former Alto Perú (in the Viceroyalty of Peru) took place in
1825. In 1829, the former general of Simón Bolívar Andrés de Santa Cruz
became president of the republic and succeeded with the constitution of
a Peruvian-Bolivian Confederation in 1836. In 1829, his Justice Minister
Mariano Enrique Calvo organised a Commission of Judges to elaborate a
complete civil code, a project which was proposed in October 1830 and, after
some modifications, it was promulgated by president Santa Cruz to be in
force in 1831. Even though in the decree of Minister Calvo it was said that
the new code should be made on the grounds of the law previously in force
in the country – meaning the Spanish civil laws –, this provision was not
fulfilled (in part because the Minister told the commissioners to finish their
task as quickly as possible), and the commissioners elaborated a text
modelled upon the Code civil: a quite literal translation of the French text
– with glaring mistakes – and a similar internal disposition and structure.
The commissioners epitomized some of the parts of the original text and
added an introduction (Título preliminar) full of ideas taken out of the
9 Guzmán Brito (2000) 303 ff.; id. (2006) 152 ff.
10 Guzmán Brito (2000) 307 ff.; id. (2006) 155 ff.
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traditional Castilian law and canon law, especially to reshape some areas of
civil law, such as marriage law and law of succession. Finally, it was a text
comprising 1.556 articles (versus 2.281 in the Code civil), 476 of which were
not directly taken out of the Code civil directly. Although this text also moves
in the same way as the others, it is not a true adoption of the French code,
but rather a quite crude adaptation to the American context. And it is quite
meaningful that it is precisely this code that was especially influential in
South America in the years that followed. This code was in force till
November 1845, even after the fall of Santa Cruz from power; at that time
a new code was passed, as part of an attempt to sweep away the work of the
former president. The new code (Código civil boliviano II) was even more
attached to the French model, despite some minor modifications also in the
field of marriage and in the law of property, so that it can be said that, in
the case of the Bolivian civil code of 1845, it was more an actual adoption
than an adaptation of the Code civil. Anyway, this second code had a very
short life, because of the difficulties in its implementation, and finally, in
November 1846 the former code (Código Santa Cruz) was re-established and
it remained in force till 1976.
4)
Peru. 11 The first attempts to codify Peruvian civil law were close to
the Independence movement and were promoted by Simón Bolívar himself, and developed especially by the judge and politician Manuel Lorenzo
de Vidaurre, who wrote out and edited a penal code project (1828) and
thereafter, in accordance with the Constitution of 1834, a project of civil
code (1834–1836), very original, technically deficient and much more based
on natural law than on the traditional Roman-Castilian Law. However, it
never came into force, because of political circumstances: in 1836, the
Bolivian army invaded Peru and Protector Santa Cruz imposed the division of
the country. He introduced the Bolivian civil code of 1830 in both territories
in which Peru was divided (in Sud-Peru in 1836 and in Nor-Peru in 1837).
Therefore, the first civil code in Peru was in fact a slightly modified version
of the Bolivian code of 1830 (the Código Santa Cruz), which, however,
remained in force for just a very short time, because the Protector later
decided to abolish it in the Nor-Peruvian state in August 1838, and in the
Sud-Peruvian it disappeared with the dissolution of the Peruvian-Bolivian

11 Guzmán Brito (2000) 315–317, 335; id. (2006) 161–163, 179–180.
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Confederation in January 1839. It was not till 1852 that Peru could have a
civil code again, this time a true Peruvian one.
5)
Costa Rica. 12 The Emancipación of Costa Rica (as with the other
countries of Central America) took place in 1821, as a consequence of the
independence of Mexico. Thereafter, a new independence, this time from
Mexico, took place in 1824, in the form of the Federal Republic of Central
America. Inside this Republic, Costa Rica proclaimed the so-called Estado
Libre de Costa Rica, which became totally independent in 1841. In the years
in which it was integrated into the Central American Republic, the country
witnessed a movement toward codification which promoted the adoption of
the ‘civil code’ of Louisiana (which had in fact been a mixture of Spanish
and French civil laws under the name of Digest de la loi civile since 1808).
But this movement did not have any success in the field of civil law until
1841, after the definitive independence of the country, when the dictator
Braulio Carrillo promulgated a so-called Código General de la República de
Costa Rica, a legal text elaborated on the model of the Allgemeines Landrecht
(ALR) of Prussia, because it included three parts: civil law, penal law and
procedure. In the part on civil law (Materia civil), it was just a literal reproduction of the Bolivian civil code of 1830 (Código Santa Cruz), that is, the
version adopted in the Nor-Peruvian state, with a few of minor modifications in content and extension, even though it was not formally recognized,
so that it seemed to be the dictator Carrillo who was the real author of this
code – a hypothesis that has been totally discredited by the historical research. This “code” prevailed in Costa Rica, with several innovations, until
1888.
As it has been shown, these first codes were rather mere translations of the
French Code, mainly as a symbolic transposition of the (formal) fascination
of the political and intellectual leaders of the Spanish American independence with the French political and cultural model. This identification
becomes, however, fuzzy, if one takes into account that precisely the first
example of this type of codification – and, in fact, the actual immediate
precedent of the others – is the civil code of Haiti (1825), an unlikely place
to talk about a ‘reception’ of the Code civil, as this had in fact been law in
force in the country even before its political independence. The introduction
12 Guzmán Brito (2000) 317 ff.; id. (2006) 163 ff.
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of the Code civil (or something similar) in this country seems to be simply a
case of continuing of the previous legal structures.
Should we talk here, therefore, of a ‘reception’ of the French civil code,
or rather of a kind of ‘mimicry’ of a purely Latin American process with
political resonances?
More precisely, according to the analysis of Alejandro Guzmán Brito, 13
this initial pre-eminence of the French Code civil in the Spanish American
republics was probably due to three different, but inter-related facts:
a)
At the beginning, there was no easier model to adopt than the French
code, because of the language (in contrast to the Prussian or the Austrian
codes, which were unintelligible for the Spanish American legislators), but
also because of previous traditions, which were obviously more familiar to
the Latin American countries in the case of the French model.
b)
The urge to have a code quickly was sometimes felt in the new republics
for political reasons, normally to get the upper hand in the independence
process. For instance, Louisiana felt the need to have a Romanist code just
immediately after its incorporation into the United States in 1803 in order to
avoid being absorbed by the ‘common law’ area. Oaxaca hurried to enact a
civil code inside the Mexican Federation (even before it was proclaimed) as a
way of asserting its sovereignty. Similarly the Dominican Republic let a civil
code come into force as soon as it left the union with Haiti in 1845, just to
escape the dominion of the laws of a hated country, even though the code
which was adopted was a foreign one and even in a foreign language.
c)
In other cases of the adoption of the Code civil, in addition to the
previous causes there is a third factor, namely the impatience of rulers with a
Napoleonic style, a mixture of authoritarianism and enlightenment: once
the decision to replace the ancient legislation with a new statutory body had
been made, the quick implementation of such a decision led directly to the
Code civil, what was a means of demonstrating that there was no other more
available and efficient model at their disposal: it was somehow a Northern
Star for the codification process in the whole of Latin America. But the
ability to get this decision enacted was due to the all-embracing power of
such leaders that enable the adoption of this piece of legislation without any
higher discussion. That was the case, for example, of the modernizing (but
13 Guzmán Brito (2000) 224–226; id. (2006) 90–92.
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tyrannical) government of Jean Pierre Boyer in Haiti in 1825; or the zeal, not
free from some kind of authoritarianism, of the Protector Santa Cruz to
extend the Bolivian civil code of 1830 to other countries of the continent; or
the recovery of the Code civil des Français, in its version after 1816, in Costa
Rica in 1841, thanks to the keenness of the progressive dictator Braulio
Carrillo. All these functions were associated with strong characters prone to
admire the work and personality of Napoleon Bonaparte, and his devotion
to the idea that modernizing the society required solid and fast decisions,
which only an authoritarian government was in a condition to successfully
carry out.
Neither of these explanations talks about any kind of deep adoption of
the model of the Code civil in all these Spanish American countries. The
explanations for such a phenomenon go quite far removed from the idea of a
public conviction at least among the jurists (or the Creole elite) that such a
French model was superior to the Castilian-Indiano tradition for those new
republics, but only that it was a quicker and perhaps more efficient way of
attempting to modernize their societies and to support the independence
process, a procedure which finally revealed itself to be a quite a superficial
and short-termed program in Spanish American societies.
III. The question seems to be even more complex when the second wave of
the Latin American codification is considered, beginning with the second
civil code of Peru (1852) 14 and above all the civil codes of Chile (1855) and
Argentina (1869). In these codes the French paradigm is present as an
external feature, in the codification technique, but this is something which
was not exclusive to the French model; indeed this one was actually an
application of a technical device designed by the rationalist Natural Law and
the scienza della legislazione of seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe.
But the main point is that these codes – especially the Chilean one – are
above all codifications of the traditional Castilian private law of the Siete
Partidas and the Derecho indiano being in force in such territories and even
after their Emancipación in so much as it had not been altered by the national
legislation.

14 Guzmán Brito (2000) 335 ff.; id. (2006) 175 ff.
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In effect, Bello’s codification work 15 was a successful mixture of the
modern codes of his time, particularly the French Code civil 16 (but also some
others, though to a lesser extent, e. g. the Peruvian civil code of 1852), and,
above all, Roman law (either directly or by the way of the Siete Partidas and
some other legislative bodies of medieval Spain). Numerous other factors
played a role into Bello’s construction of the code, including the woks of
Friedrich Carl von Savigny, the French commentators on the Code civil,
the writings of Jeremy Bentham on codifications, the woks of the Spanish
legists and Late Scholastics on private law, and various other European codes
and drafts (like the influential Spanish Proyecto de Código civil de 1851 by
Florencio García Goyena). The result was a code which reflected a great step
forward for civil law in Chile, but also in the whole of Latin America, as it
was adopted in other countries with similar economic, social, and cultural
structure. 17
The arrival of Bello’s code put an end to one’s own country’s efforts at
codification (with the exception, maybe, of Vélez Sarsfield’s Agentinian civil
code 18 and the very substantial Esboço do Código civil of Augusto Teixeira de
Freitas between 1860 and 1867). Actually, in a region where complete and
active state control and institutions were impossible, local rulers have also
moved to control the aspects of economic and daily life. The interest of
caudillos and federalism could shape regional and provincial private law as
well as the more evident public law (one must remember that Bello’s
codification work was also made possible because of presidential support
during the autocratic regimes in the Portales era in Chile). Thus, over time,
independence unsurprisingly led to greater variation in both institutions and
rules of private law when compared with the colonial period. With different
nations, each building separate legal structures and rules to respond to the
needs or demands of their populations, variations in these aspects became
inevitable. New possibilities, however, were also present in this variation.
As particular countries attempted institutional experimentation or drafted
new codes, these aspects of independent legal development became available
sources for other countries. Where one country had exerted great effort in
15 Guzmán Brito (1982); id. (2000) 359 ff.; id. (2006) 201 ff.; most recently, Morán
Martín (2011).
16 Mirow (2001).
17 Bravo Lira (1981); Castán Vázquez (1981).
18 Parise (2011).
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designing a code for private law, such a code became a useful starting point
for other countries that had structures, populations and economies that were
closer to the Latin American context than to their European counterparts.
That is one of the main reasons for the success of the Chilean civil code. It
served as a model and indispensable source for the entire region. In Ecuador,
for example, several codification commissions worked diligently throughout
the early 1850s, only to set their work aside in 1855 to make minor revisions
to Bello’s code, which was quickly adopted. Similarly, Julián Viso’s draft civil
code for Venezuela, also based on Bello’s work, was passed by the legislature
in 1862. The Chilean civil code was also adopted at least by El Salvador
(1859), Nicaragua (1867), Colombia (1858), Honduras (1880) and Panama
(1860). 19
If it is taken into account that these latter and more traditional codes were
widely spread and accepted in other Latin American countries at the end of
nineteenth and the beginning of twentieth centuries (even in the countries
where the French Code civil had a strongest influence initially, with the
logical exception of Haiti), so that the Latin American civil law acquired a
peculiar shape which had led many scholars to refer to a “Latin American
private law sub-system” within the Roman (or Roman-Germanic) legal
system, 20 then the idea of a massive ‘reception’, in the traditional sense of
the word as mentioned above, of the Code civil in Latin America must be
seriously questioned. The French model was initially accepted (or adapted),
but then it was neglected (or, at least, diluted). Different from what happened, for example in the Netherlands, where the French model displaced
the traditional ‘Roman-Dutch Law’, in Latin America an opposite phenomenon took place, namely, that the traditional civil law – linked to the
European ius commune – expulsed – or, at least, filtered – the imported law
taken out of the Code civil. One should talk, therefore, at the most, of a ‘go
and return’ reception of French civil law in Latin America. 21
Notwithstanding there are still two problems when conceptualizing this
peculiar ‘reception’ of the French Code civil in Latin America.
First, to which extent are the substantial coincidences between the legal
rules of those Latin American and French codes to be explained by the
19 Guzmán Brito (2000) 374–425.
20 See references in Schipani (2005).
21 See also Mirow (2005).
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influence of the latter, rather than by the pre-existence of a common model
for both of them, founded on the tradition of the European ius commune?
Can ‘reception’ really be called a process of simple re-formulation of rules
which were already in force in the ‘receiving’ territory, according to
dogmatic models which are ‘universal’ – or, at least, uniform to the common
legal culture? It must be considered that the very Code civil was far from
being a really revolutionary legal product: 22 it did not rebuild the law of
property, contract or tort on new and individualistic principles. Indeed, it
was drafted in what could be described as the trough between two
intellectual waves: the sixteenth to eighteenth century natural law theory
and the individualistic will-centred theory of the beginnings of nineteenth
century. When Portalis and the drafters of the code were guided by general
principles, they used those of the natural lawyers which were already oldfashioned. It was above all a reworking of Roman law, old customs, and
ancient maxims. The drafters rejected expressly the republican vision of the
code (as a clear and self-sufficient legislative body, where its rules would
describe simple, natural relationships based on reason) and the principle of
human equality accepted by them did not lead to a complete reshaping of
private law itself. In this sense, insofar as its content is considered, the Code
civil was not a very unfamiliar body to Spanish American lawyers, as the legal
language of both of them was somehow common. This was undoubtedly an
essential factor that paved the way for the formal acceptance of it in a first
step of the codification process after the independence.
And secondly – and probably a deeper question: How is it possible to talk
about ‘reception’ of a law in another, previously not existing one, that
means, a law which has come into existence precisely as a result of the socalled ‘reception’, among other factors? The civil laws of the Latin American
nations were actually built as independent ones (and not as ‘branches’ of
a common Derecho privado indiano) through the codification process. The
assumed influence of the French Code civil which could have taken place
in such a process of constructing a new legal order was therefore less a
‘receptioned’ ingredient of such laws than a ‘constituent’ part or ‘building’
element of them. The usual concept of ‘reception’ should therefore be
banned in the light of this historical development.

22 Gordley (1994).
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IV. After the precedent argumentation, it seems to be quite clear that the
concept of ‘reception’, as it is commonly used by comparative lawyers (or
many comparative legal historians) is not adequate for solving certain
questions raised by the phenomenon of the performance of civil codification
in nineteenth century Latin America, namely as concerns the participation
of French civil code and civilian doctrine in such a process. Of course,
the substantial contribution of such a piece of European legislation and
intellectual product in the construction of the legal building of these new
republics is undeniable. But which kind of conceptual tool could be more
suitable to aid the understanding of such a contribution, instead of the
hackneyed – or, at least, commonly misunderstood – category of ‘reception’?
In particularly if we depart from a global perspective, distinct from the
traditional European one, this category reveals even darker facets: it appears
as a very narrow, rigid, culturally burdened concept, incapable of providing
any useful explanation of the subject. Should we turn to other usual ideas
coined by comparative lawyers in the last decades like ‘legal transfers’ or
‘legal transplants’ (Watson), ‘legal formants’ (Sacco) or a piece or ‘legal
acculturation’? Could there really be any advantage when using the accustomed resource of the ‘reception’ as some kind of universal experience? Or
should we better try to coin new, more precise terms to describe specific
historical events from a global perspective? 23 In sum, could we accept the
traditional methodical tools of legal history – most of them built in a
national context, not considering the international perspective at all – to
explain the global scope of legal developments over time?
These are all questions that must remain open to discussion here because
they go far beyond the modest objectives of this paper, which should be
content with carrying out some kind of pars destruens of the argument. But
the reader could perhaps find some more accurate answers after realising the
insufficiencies of the traditional proposals, and after comparing these
reflections with the rest of the contributions of this issue, which will give
some indications concerning similar problems in different spheres, what will
surely open minds to new and deeper answers to old problems.

23 About all these concepts, see most recently Duve (2012).
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Libraries of Civil Codes as Mirrors of Normative
Transfers from Europe to the Americas:
The Experiences of Lorimier in Quebec (1871–1890)
and Varela in Argentina (1873–1875)

I.

Introduction

American nineteenth century civil codes incorporated legal provisions that
originated in Europe. The civil codes of Quebec (1866) and Argentina (1871)
did not neglect normative transfers, and many of their compounding
elements can be traced back to Europe, where they were originally envisioned as a reaction to local needs. Jurists started to study the content and
applicability of codes soon after being enacted in American jurisdictions.
Those studies evolved into a culture of the code, which eventually evolved into
a veneration of the words of the written law. That approach praised the codes
as preferred objects, and elaborations by jurists were deemed to stay within
their limits. Jurists could not freely elaborate criticisms on the code’s
content, nor develop comparisons between its norms and the changing
society. 1 According to this extremely positivistic approach judges were

* This paper was presented at the Workshop Entanglements in Legal History at the Max-PlanckInstitut für europäische Rechtsgeschichte (Germany). The drafting benefited from conversations with Abelardo Levaggi, Julieta Marotta de Parise, and Osvaldo Rodolfo Moutin;
and from comments by participants and attendees to the abovementioned Workshop,
mainly Eduardo Zimmermann. –The author is grateful to Remco van Rhee and Sjef van Erp
for their support and guidance, and to Maastricht University for financing a research stay in
Argentina during the Spring 2012. On that occasion the author worked at the law libraries
of Universidad de Buenos Aires and of Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal. Canadian materials were
consulted with the cooperation of the Inter-library Services of Maastricht University Library.
The research for this paper was made possible by the work of several librarians, mainly, Nora
Gómez, Paula Hermans, and Gonzalo Lopez Martinez. The author is indebted to Assya
Ostroukh who triggered his interest on the life and work of Lorimier.
1 Tau Anzoátegui (1998) 539.
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bound to rule according to code provisions. 2 The approach pushed jurists to
complete their own libraries with European sources, while their interest was
mainly limited to books that codifiers included or used to complete their
works. 3 The identification of exact formal sources was therefore soon
started, and this paper addresses the interest that jurists in the Americas
initially had for formal sources originated in Europe.
The paper focuses on the work of two jurists who worked towards the
identification of formal sources. In the early 1870s, Charles-Chamilly de
Lorimier started to work in Quebec on what he called the library of the civil
code (bibliothèque du Code Civil). In that twenty-one-volume work he provided, amongst others, the transcription of authorities used when drafting
the Quebec civil code. At that same time, in Argentina, Luis Vicente Varela
worked on what he also called the library of the civil code (biblioteca del Código
Civil). In a sixteen-volume opus, Varela was able to provide readers with
reproductions and Spanish translations of the formal sources that the
Argentine drafter used in his code. Scholars across American jurisdictions,
though not exclusively through libraries, also traced formal sources of local
codes. All these works were in line with the statement of Joseph-Marie
Portalis, who claimed that comparison with rules of other societies assisted
jurists in understanding the rules they needed to explain or apply. 4
The resulting libraries of civil codes acted as mirrors of normative transfers. Mirrors are understood as instruments that “give a true description of
something else,” 5 a notion that has been of common use for titles of books. 6
Works that reflect the law have been welcomed by scholars throughout time.
Examples of allusions to law-related mirrors, though not necessarily with the
extent that will be given in this paper, are found in the Bible, 7 the Germanic
Sachsenspiegel, 8 the Castilian Espéculo, 9 and, closer in time, in the words of
2 Id. at 540.
3 Id. at 542.
4 This passage was reproduced in several nineteenth-century works that advocated comparative studies. See, for example, Saint-Joseph (1840) iii.
5 Mirror, n., Oxford English Dictionary Online.
6 Id.
7 James 1:22–25, The Holy Bible.
8 For information on the Sachsenspiegel, see Dobozy (1999).
9 The Espéculo “aimed to be the mirror of all laws.” (Bunge [1913] 246). For information on
the Espéculo, see García-Gallo de Diego (1951–1952) and García-Gallo de Diego
(1976).
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Oliver Wendell Holmes. 10 Nineteenth-century libraries were able to reflect
which, and to what extent, European legal elaborations were transferred to
American jurisdictions. The resulting codes became owners of what was
transferred, because they forced interaction with local ethos. Imported
elaborations were absorbed by local legal structures. Libraries, acting as
mirrors, reflected the original sources used when drafting. Those mirrors
served as solutions to entanglements that jurists faced in the Americas when
looking behind the text of local codes, when trying to find the origins of
their provisions.
Two initial statements are useful. The first relates to normative transfers.
For the purposes of this paper, they encompass the reception of foreign
legislative acts, customs, doctrine, and jurisprudence by a borrowing jurisdiction. Borrowing may be experienced both in an active and a passive way,
however. Active borrowing takes place when one seeks a foreign legal
elaboration and introduces it to a local legal framework. Passive borrowing
takes place when a local legal elaboration is sought after and is introduced
into a foreign legal framework. 11 The second initial statement relates to the
use that codifiers made of sources. Abelardo Levaggi explained that distinction by stating that material sources (also called ideological or indirect)
differ from formal sources (also called literal or direct). 12 The first type
encompasses doctrines, ideas, or solutions that may be expressed in archaic
or modern terminology. The second type encompasses formulas that limit
themselves to expressing or simply translating those ideas. For example, in
Argentina, material sources could be extracted from the Roman Corpus Iuris
Civilis and the Castilian Siete Partidas. Those ideas were not incorporated to
the civil code of Argentina with their original wording, however. They were
incorporated with refurnished words, taken many times from contemporary
works that served as formal sources. On many occasions, therefore, formal
sources “dressed” with modern language the material ideas that were considered universal. 13
This paper is divided into four parts and an appendix. Firstly, it describes
how codification was achieved in the two jurisdictions. It addresses the work

10
11
12
13

Speeches by Oliver Wendell Holmes (1896) 17.
Parise (2010a) 2.
Levaggi (2005) 181.
Id.
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of the drafters of the civil codes, and highlights which European sources they
used. Secondly, it explains who the two jurists that developed the libraries
were as well as what their social and legal backgrounds and their main
contributions to legal science were. Thirdly, it addresses the two libraries
independently, describing their structure, contents, and impact on the legal
community. Fourthly, it describes the legal context in which the libraries
developed by first comparing the libraries with other works on European
formal sources and, then, by addressing the development of positivistic
approaches to the study and understanding of law. The last part aims to
highlight a pan-American evolution of codification and its legal context. The
appendix aims to illustrate the contents of the libraries and their reception of
formal sources.
II.

The Enchantment of Nineteenth Century Codification 14

Codification finds its origins in Europe, where it experienced a significant
development during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 15 A scientific
revolution led the way for codification, originated in Enlightened and
Humanistic ideas, and followed by Rationalistic Natural Law theorizing. 16
This revolution advocated a new presentation of laws that replaced existing
provisions, 17 while grouping different areas in an organic, systematic, 18
clear, and complete way. 19 In addition, codification suggested the laying out
of a plan with terminology and phraseology 20 in a single-fabric consolidated
way. 21 Codification then advocated one consolidated body for one consolidated group.
Endeavors on codification spread throughout the Western hemisphere.
Europe experienced two seminal codifications in the area of civil law: the
drafting of the French Civil Code of 1804 (later called Code Napoléon) and

14 The title of this section is drawn from Weiss (2000).
15 See generally, Levasseur (1970) and Bergel (1988). For a complete study of the previous
period, see Vanderlinden (1967).
16 Levaggi (2001) 185.
17 Díez-Picazo / Gullón (1982) 51.
18 Alessandri Rodriguez / Somarriva Undurraga (1945) 49.
19 Carrió (1981) 993.
20 Bergel (1988) 1084–1085.
21 Stone (1955) 305.
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the coming into effect in 1900 of the German Civil Code (BGB, Bürgerliches
Gesetzbuch). Nineteenth century codification also developed in the Americas,
many times building on European sources, though on occasions through
cross-pollination of American codes. 22
Comprehensive attempts towards codification were made in the Americas. 23 There was interest in the region for grasping the panorama of civil law
legislation in a succinct and comprehensive way. 24 There was a demand for
the examination of ideas existing in other civilized states that had reached
codification. 25 By replicating European events, many American jurisdictions
replaced their versions of ius commune with codified systems of national
laws. 26 Those enactments took place in the region mainly by the promulgation of civil codes in the period 1825–1916. 27
Codification endeavors in Quebec and Argentina share similarities. For
example, both jurisdictions enacted civil codes during the second half of the
nineteenth century. The codes of both jurisdictions also provided a single
fabric for private laws, and provided a single code for a single group. Finally,
codifiers in Quebec and Argentina built on European sources, though also
on local provisions, and on American codification examples. Codification
endeavors in both jurisdictions also reveal certain differences. For example,
the code in Argentina repealed prior laws, while its Quebec counterpart
preserved continuity of the ancien laws. In addition, Argentina had a strong
connection with Spain, while Quebec had a strong connection with France
and later with England.
22 For example, the Louisiana Code was a source for codifiers in Argentina, New York, and
Quebec. In addition, the projected code for New York was influential in Argentina and
California. The civil code of Chile provided a third example of cross-pollination, being a
blueprint for many codification projects in the Americas. See Knütel (1996), Parise
(2008) 833, and Richert / Richert (1973).
23 Parise (2008) 831.
24 Similar claim for clarity was made in France in a nineteenth century work of legislative
concordances. See Saint-Joseph (1840) i.
25 Stone (1955) 307, also cited by Cairns (1980) 19.
26 Bravo Lira (1989) 54.
27 A list of American jurisdictions and the years of effect of their first generation civil codes
reads: Louisiana, 1825; Haiti, 1826; Bolivia, 1831; Peru, 1836; Costa Rica, 1841; Dominican
Republic, 1844; Chile, 1857; El Salvador, 1860; Panama, 1860; Ecuador, 1861; Venezuela,
1864; Quebec, 1866; Uruguay, 1868; Argentina, 1871; Mexico, 1871; Nicaragua, 1871;
Colombia, 1873; Guatemala, 1877; Paraguay, 1877; Saint Lucia, 1879; Honduras, 1880;
Cuba, 1889; Puerto Rico, 1889; and Brazil, 1916. See generally Moréteau / Parise (2009).
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A.

Quebec 28

The colony of Quebec, within New France, was established in 1608 by
Samuel de Champlain. 29 Colonizers to that region of the Saint-Laurent River
came mainly from French provinces of the Atlantic coast, and applied
different customs. 30 Royal enactments of 1663 and 1664 stated that New
France would benefit from the laws of France. 31 Accordingly, French law 32
was introduced, and mainly the Coutume de Paris 33 was the private law of the
territory, 34 together with colonial legislation 35 and Royal Ordinances that
affected daily life in the colony 36 and that were registered by the Superior
Council. 37 Later, and as a result of the Seven-Years War, Britain took control
of New France. The territory officially changed sovereignty to the British
Crown in 1763, and uncertainty developed around the role of private law 38
when the civil and the common law systems coexisted. 39 The British Crown
advocated the introduction of the common law, though its attempts did not
prevail, 40 and the main receptions of English law took place in public law and
in judicial organization. 41 The civil law was restored to the territory by means
of the Quebec Act of 1774, 42 undertaken by the Parliament of Westminster. 43
Those private law principles, however, slowly started to interact with courts
and legislative activities that introduced a limited amount of concepts from
English law: a bijural system started to emerge in Quebec. 44 This evolution,
together with other social changes, demanded a reform of the formal pres28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
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See generally the complete study by Brierley (1968).
Cairns (1980) 114.
Id.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 7.
On French law at the time of transatlantic normative transfers, see Brierley (1994) 105.
New France did not apply all dispositions of the Coutume de Paris. Cairns (1980) 123.
Tancelin (1980) 3.
Cairns (1980) 123.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 10.
Tancelin (1980) 3.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 14.
Cairns (1980) 126.
Id. at 133.
Brierley (1968) 534.
On the Quebec Act, see White (1902) 40–41.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 16.
Id. at 17.
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entation of the law. 45 Quebec ultimately became a province of the Canadian
Confederation on July 1, 1867, 46 and a lack of understanding of civil law and
its adaptation to the resulting legal environment persisted. 47
Quebec adopted the Civil Code of Lower Canada – Code civil du Bas Canada
(Quebec Code) on August 1, 1866. 48 Codification was expected as a natural
and logical development in Quebec because of its antecedents and of the
success codification had had in France. 49 The Quebec Code provided an
ordered presentation of private laws. 50 It had 2,615 articles 51 and was divided into a preliminary title and four books: Book I “Of persons” (Des
personnes), Book II “Of property, of ownership, and of its different modifications” (Des biens, de la propriété et de ses différentes modifications), Book III
“Of the acquisition and exercise of rights of property” (De l’acquisition et de
l’exercice des droits de propriété), and Book IV “Of commercial law” (Lois commerciales). 52 Each book was divided into titles, chapters, sections, and articles. 53 The text was therefore able to end the legal Babel that had existed, 54
whilst aiming to assert the private laws of Quebec by referring to an official
compilation or doctrinal synthesis. 55
Codification in Quebec had its distinctiveness. 56 A Codifying Commission was created by an Act of 1857 57 and the technical factors of codification
were sought for in its work. 58 Accordingly, the Commission was instructed
to transform into a single fabric the laws that related to “Civil Matters and
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58

Id. at 22.
Id. at 24.
Brierley (1994) 125.
See the proclamation of May 26, 1866 by Viscount Monck, available at McCord (1870)
xlii. See also Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 24.
Brierley (1994) 116.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 24.
Bellefeuille (1866) 598.
Id. at lxix–lxxxiv.
McCord (1870).
Howes (1989a) 109.
Brierley (1968) 542.
On the political background of the adoption of the Quebec Code, see Young (1994). See
also the chronology of codification events in Quebec in Brierley (1968) 581–589.
“An Act to provide for the Codification of the Laws of Lower Canada relative to Civil
matters and Procedure” (20 Vic. S.C. 1857, ch. 43), reproduced as part of the Consolidated
Statutes of Lower Canada in McCord (1870) xxxiii–xxxvii.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 25.
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are of a general and permanent character.” 59 They were then instructed to
indicate the authorities they used to fulfill their work, and invited to suggest
amendments. 60 Their work had to reflect a consolidated image of the living
elements of the private law as existing in Quebec. 61
The Quebec Code was a single-fabric body. That same fabric blended
ancien civil law principles with principles shaped by Rationalistic and Liberal
values that derived from the Enlightenment. 62 The Quebec blend included
elements of Canon, English, French, and Roman laws and local provisions. 63 The ideal of one consolidated body for one group was also present
in Quebec because the English minority of the territory had since been
integrated into a structured and single-fabric system. 64
There were, however, some differences with other nineteenth century
civil codes. The Quebec Code did not expressly repeal all existing prior law. 65
This is a significant element for further law interpretation, and a difference
with other codes such as the one of Argentina and the Code Napoléon. 66 The
Quebec Code was enacted both in French and English, a bilingual aspect
that made it similar to the Louisiana Code of 1825, though different from its
French counterpart. 67 A final difference is that the Quebec Code, even when
using a single fabric, extended to elements of common law and of commercial law. This reflected a significant difference with other civil codes of its
time, 68 such as the one of Argentina.
The work of the Codifying Commission extended for six years. 69 Their
product was included in eight Reports, 70 the first completed by May
59
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70
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McCord (1870) xxxiv.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 26 and Cairns (1980) 132.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 27.
Id. at 35.
Arroyo I Amayuelas (2003) 272.
Gall (1990) 172. See also the preface to the first edition of an 1870 edition of the Quebec
Code where it read that “English speaking residents of Lower Canada may now enjoy the
satisfaction of at last possessing in their own language the laws by which they are governed.” McCord (1870) x.
See article 2613 Quebec Code. McCord (1870) 412 and Howes (1989a) 109.
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1862 71 and the last by January 1865. 72 These followed the order of the work
of the Commission and not that of the Quebec Code. 73 The Commission
was composed of judges that took leave during the drafting period. RenéEdouard Caron, Augustin-Norbert Morin, and Charles Dewey Day worked
under the chairman of the first. 74 Day was Anglophone whereas the two first
were Francophone. 75 They had two secretaries skilled in English and
French. 76 One of those secretaries, Joseph-Ubalde Beaudry, replaced Morin
when he passed away. 77 Commissioners stated that their Reports included
“accompanying observations [that] are intended to indicate the sources from
which the articles submitted have been derived, and to explain when
necessary, the reasons upon which they have been adopted.” 78 The Commissioners undertook a critical examination of local and foreign laws, while
they valued tradition, jurisprudential theory, and their intuitive understandings of optimal provisions. 79
In Quebec “memory was more important than imagination in 1866.” 80
The sources of the Quebec Code were therefore many and the text reflected
the law that had applied in the territory until its enactment. 81 The Reports
referred to more than 350 different authorities 82 and offered a convenient
way of determining the sources of each provision. 83 Together with an
internal memorandum by Caron, 84 they showed that the Commissioners
worked with an array of local and foreign sources (e. g., English law, Roman

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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Reports (1865); and Civil Code of Lower Canada: Sixth and Seventh Reports and Supplementary Report (1865).
Testard de Montigny (1869) 597.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 29.
Testard de Montigny (1869) 7 (preface).
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 27.
Cairns (1980) 139.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 27.
Id.
Civil Code of Lower Canada: Sixth and Seventh Reports and Supplementary Report (1865)
6.
Cairns (1987) 709.
Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 35.
Mignault (1935) 108 and Richert / Richert (1973) 506.
Brierley (1968) 552.
Lawson (1955) 50.
See the breakdown of sources in Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 28, n. 96.
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law, Scots law, US law), 85 and that French materials were their main quarry. 86 Commissioners also looked into decisions adopted by local courts, 87
and did not limit themselves to a single source for their normative transfers. 88 Their main difficulty was “the care and circumspection required for
making a safe and judicious selection.” 89 They provided a new presentation
for old provisions selected from many sources 90 because the Quebec Code
integrated into one single fabric the laws of the territory while not being
subversive of prevailing local legal notions. 91 The Commissioners said in
their first Report,
[we] have tried to avoid [acknowledged faults], and have sought for the means of
doing so in the original sources of legislation on the subject, in the writings of the
great jurists of France as well under the modern as the ancient system of her law,
and in the careful comparison of these with the innovations which have been
introduced by our local legislation and jurisprudence, or have silently grown up
from the condition and circumstances of our population. 92

B.

Argentina

The current territory of Argentina was formerly a possession of the Spanish
Crown. Historically, it has been referred to as Río de la Plata, due to the name
of the main fluvial artery that crosses through the region. In 1516, Juan Díaz
de Solís led the first European expedition that arrived to Río de la Plata. 93
During the nineteenth century, local inhabitants replicated other SouthAmerican liberating movements, and independence from Spain was declared on July 9, 1816. 94
The first attempts towards civil law codification in Río de la Plata were
undertaken in 1852. 95 At that time, the head of the executive power delivered
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
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a decree ordering the appointment of drafters that would work on the civil,
commercial, criminal, and procedural codes. 96 In addition, the Argentine
Constitution indicated that the national legislative branch should deliver
civil, commercial, criminal, and mineral codes. 97 Those first interests in
codification were interrupted because the Province of Buenos Aires seceded
from the rest of Argentina. 98 A reunion would have to wait until a constitutional reform took place in 1860. 99
The completion of a civil code was delayed until the following decade. The
Código Civil de la República Argentina (Argentine Code) 100 took effect on
January 1, 1871. 101 Dalmacio Vélez Sarsfield (Vélez) had been appointed to
draft the resulting code seven years prior. 102 Throughout his life he served as
lawyer, judge, professor, journalist, and government minister. 103 The Argentine Code had 4,051 articles and was divided into two preliminary titles and
four books: Book I “Of persons” (De las personas), Book II “Of personal rights
in civil relations” (De los derechos personales en las relaciones civiles), Book III
“Of real rights” (De los derechos reales), and Book IV “Of real and personal
rights-dispositions in common” (De los derechos reales y personales – disposiciones communes). 104 Books were divided into sections, parts, titles, chapters, and
articles. In contrast to its Quebec counterpart, the Argentine Code overruled
all related prior laws that had developed during the Spanish colonial period
and the early independent period (e. g., Indiano and Patrio laws). 105
The Argentine Code included notes for many of its articles. Those notes
are not part of the law, and are intended to inform the reader about the
genesis of the thoughts of Vélez. 106 They aid the comprehension of articles,
in a similar way as legislative history or exposé des motifs. 107 The notes are still
96 Id.
97 Section 64, Paragraph 11. Spanish text of the Argentine Constitution of 1853 available at
Alberdi (1858) 204. See also Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 319.
98 Levaggi (1987) 265.
99 Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 340.
100 See Moréteau / Parise (2009) 1143–1145 and Levaggi (1987) 266.
101 Ley 340 (1869) 496–905.
102 Levaggi (1987) 265. See also Cabral Texo (1920a) 156–178.
103 Fraga Iribarne (2000) 580.
104 See Ley 340 (1869) 496–905.
105 See article 22 Argentine Code, id. at 508.
106 Moisset de Espanés (1981) 448.
107 Levaggi (2005) 209.
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useful as an additional element for interpretation of codified provisions, 108
and serve as guides when studying articles. 109 Notes can also be useful for
determining the juridical, economic, or philosophical position that inspired
the Argentine Code. 110 In 1865, Vélez made reference to the existence of
notes,
I indicated the concordances between the articles of each title and the current laws
and the codes of Europe and America, for an easier and more illustrated discussion
of the draft.
On occasions I had the need of including long notes in articles that solved archaic
and serious matters that had been under debate by jurists or when it was necessary
to legislate in areas of law that needed to be moved from doctrine and turned into
law. 111

The work of Vélez was also a single-fabric body. He had an eclectic approach
to law 112 and therefore identified materials from many sources. Vélez
worked with legislative acts, drafts of codes, codes, and doctrine that served
him as guides. 113 As with other drafters, he used the ideas and codes that
existed at the time. 114 He was especially interested – as were Andrés Bello in
Chile, Louis Moreau-Lislet in Louisiana, and Teixeira de Freitas in Brazil – in
the jurists and works that theorized on modern law while building upon
Roman law principles. 115 Finally, Vélez added to those materials the identification of local customs. 116
Merits of normative transfers should prevail over originality. This idea
was defended by an Argentine periodical as early as 1854. 117 Accordingly,
codification in Argentina, similarly to that in Quebec and other jurisdictions, did not exclusively pursue formal originality. 118 The Argentine codifier was well acquainted with Roman law and Castilian legislation. The
archaic nature of those texts encouraged him to look for direct and modern
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models that would reproduce those ideas: the project of a civil code by
Teixeira de Freitas for Brazil, the Code Napoléon, the Concordancias, Motivos y
Comentarios del Código Civil Español 119 by García Goyena, the civil code
of Chile by Andrés Bello, 120 and the Louisiana Code. Vélez mentions in
his code, amongst many other sources, the Corpus Iuris Civilis, 121 the Siete
Partidas, 122 principles of Canon law, 123 the project of a civil code for the
State of New York, 124 the codes of numerous jurisdictions (e. g., Austria, 125
Haiti 126), and many doctrinal works (e. g., William Blackstone, 127 Jean Domat, 128 James Kent, 129 Robert Joseph Pothier, 130 Friedrich Carl von Savigny 131). Even when French authors and the codes that followed the Code
Napoléon prevail in his notes, Vélez did not limit to follow one stream of
thought, and his very diverse sources helped him elaborate an eclectic code.
III.

The Men behind the Mirrors

Libraries of civil codes aimed to reflect the normative transfers that took
place during the codification period. Two of those resulting mirrors were
designed by Charles-Chamilly de Lorimier in Quebec and by Luis Vicente
Varela in Argentina. The two jurists lived in opposite ends of the Americas,
most probably never interacted, and yet undertook a similar endeavor. Both
designers were from the same generation, were born from political immigrants in exile, extended their interests beyond private law and civil code
areas, and above all, were very prolific in their scholarly writings. The two
designers also were at some point members of the superior courts of their
jurisdictions. There is a significant difference between the designers, how119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

García Goyena (1852).
Zorraquín Becú (1976) 350.
E.g., note to article 2913 Argentine Code, in Ley 340 (1869) 773.
Note to article 455, id. at 546.
Note to article 14, id. at 507.
Note to article 2538, id. at 741.
Note to article 19, id. at 508.
Note to article 325, id. at 536.
Note to article 167, id. at 524.
Note to article 1198, id. at 625.
Note to article 3136, id. at 800.
Note to article 1650, id. at 663.
Note to article 3283, id. at 813.
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ever. One was involved in ultramontanism and the other in freemasonry.
These impacted politics and daily life during the nineteenth century across
different parts of the Americas.
A.

Lorimier 132

Charles-Chamilly de Lorimier (September 13, 1842 to May 24, 1919) was
born in the State of Iowa (USA). 133 He belonged to a generation that
bridged two centuries during their adult and most prolific part of life. He
was born while his parents entered exile after the defeat of the Patriotes at the
battle of Saint-Eustache in 1837. 134 His family returned to Montreal soon
after exile and his father, Jean-Baptiste, retook the practice of law. 135
Lorimier would be identified throughout his life with nationalistic 136 and
Catholic ideas in Quebec. 137 He studied law 138 at the Jesuit Collège SainteMarie where his conservative approach to life, law, and religion started to be
shaped. 139 He was admitted to practice law in 1865, 140 one year before the
Quebec Code took effect. He was involved with the Bar examination in
Montreal and also taught criminal law at the Montreal location of Université
Laval. 141 Lorimier was a member of the judiciary during the last years of his
life, when invited to sit at the Quebec Superior Court from 1889 to 1914, 142
and where he rendered opinions both in French and English. 143 As part of his
132 A complete bibliography of Lorimier is available in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography /
Dictionnaire biographique du Canada (DCB/DBC) under the auspices of University of Toronto and Université Laval. See Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de. See also Normand /
Saint-Hilaire (2002) 307–308.
133 Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de.
134 Id.
135 His father was involved in a case that brought an action to rescind a deed of sale and
transfer. The court, referring to that case, said: “it is painful to see a fellow-citizen accused
of such a monstrous conduct.” Lemoine v. Lionais.
136 Dickinson / Young (2002) 253.
137 Young (1994) 16.
138 Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 307.
139 Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 See the survey of Justices of the Superior Court of Quebec in the study by Bouthillier
(1977) 494.
143 Crête (1993) 239. See, for example, the English decision in Palliser v. Vipond.
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conservative approach to law he tried to limit the impact that the Canadian
Supreme Court had in Quebec. 144 His conservatism was also reflected in his
religious views. Lorimier had joined and had been an advocate of ultramontanism. 145
The designer of the library of the Quebec Code was a prolific author.
In his time, both in Quebec and Argentina, historians, moralists, poets, and
romantics belonged mainly to the judicial world. 146 His production includes,
amongst others, the library in twenty-one volumes, a course book on criminal law, 147 and a text on property law. 148 He also participated with Canadian
periodicals. For example, he wrote for the Revue Canadienne in the 1870 s. 149
Lorimier was also a founding editor of La Thémis 150 in 1879, together with,
amongst others, Thomas Loranger and Édouard de Bellefeuille. 151 That
journal, created by Eusèbe Senécal, 152 different from others in Canada at
that time, also addressed social issues. 153 He contributed with that journal by
writing on criminal law. 154 Lorimier also established with his sons in 1895
the Revue de jurisprudence, 155 once he had completed his library of the
Quebec Code. 156 Those writings of Lorimier were accessible for the local
legal community because periodicals in Quebec were published regularly 157
and were welcomed by libraries of Bar associations and courts. 158
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Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 308.
Veilleux (1993) 122.
Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 308.
Normand (1993b) 164.
La Thémis: Revue de Législation, de Droit et de Jurisprudence.
Normand (1993b) 182.
Id.
Young, Lorimier, Charles-Chamilly de. The journal published its fifth and last volume in
1883. Normand (1993b) 182.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 307.
La Revue de Jurisprudence ou Recueil de Décisions des Divers Tribunaux de la Province de Québec.
Normand (1993b) 182. That publication provided 48 volumes and outlived Lorimier,
until 1942. He had transferred the journal to Whiteford and Theoret in 1895, however,
soon after it was created. Id. at 182 and 175, n. 65.
Morin (2000) 384.
Normand (1993b) 177.
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B.

Varela 159

Luis Vicente Varela (May 27, 1845 to December 12, 1911) was born in
Montevideo (Uruguay), 160 while his parents entered exile during the government of Juan Manuel de Rosas. 161 He returned with his family to Buenos
Aires soon after the battle of Caseros in 1852. 162 His father, Florencio, was a
lawyer and politician that occupied a prominent role in Argentine history. 163
Florencio was murdered in Montevideo before the family returned to
Argentina, 164 and left his family in a precarious financial situation. 165 Luis
Varela kept a life-long connection with Vélez. He found in the Argentine
codifier mentorship, worked in his law office, 166 and even published in 1871
one of his works on Public Ecclesiastical law. 167 Varela was also appointed
secretary to Vélez while the latter was Minister of the Interior. 168 Vélez had
been on good terms with Varela’s father too, visiting his home before being
exiled to Uruguay. 169
Luis Varela always had an active public life. He was a freemason, being
initiated into a lodge in 1868. 170 That same year he completed his law
studies at the Universidad Nacional de Córdoba. 171 Varela occupied several
public offices. He was president of the Supreme Court of the Province of
Buenos Aires from 1887 to 1889, 172 and moved to the highest court of the
country in 1889, 173 staying in office for ten years. 174 He is remembered for
his dissenting vote in Cullen v. Llerena. 175 The majority of the court then
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
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173
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A complete bibliography is available in Cutolo (1985) 502–503.
Id.
Id.
Id.
About Florencio Varela see, id. at 492–496.
Id. at 496.
Bercaitz (1945) 5.
Cutolo (1985) 503.
Levaggi (1969) 84–85.
Cutolo (1985) 503.
Cháneton (1937) Vol. 1 p. 161.
Lappas (1966) 389.
Tanzi (2005) 95 and Cutolo (1985) 503.
Tanzi (2005) 95.
Zavalía (1920) 267–268.
Huertas (2001) 167.
Cullen, Joaquín M. c. Llerena, Baldomero (dealing with a decision of the Argentine President
to intervene in the Province of Santa Fe). See also Miller (2003) 879.
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used the US decisions in Georgia v. Stanton 176 and Luther v. Borden 177 to solve
the applicability of the political question doctrine. 178 Varela claimed, however, that the doctrine did not apply to a provincial government. 179 He later
resigned to the Argentine Supreme Court due to a scandal related to debts
with banks that could have led to impeachment. 180
His legal knowledge exceeded private law. Varela explored the developing
area of comparative law and looked into normative transfers. 181 He was also
well read in constitutional and criminal law. 182 He claimed that the US
historical background could apply to Argentina. 183 While in office with the
Argentine highest court, he tended towards the imitation of the US constitutional law model, even using terms in English in his opinions. 184 Varela
would refer to The Federalist Papers 185 and to US Supreme Court decisions, 186
especially those subscribed by Roger B. Taney and Salmon P. Chase. 187 Varela
was also involved in law-making. He was House Representative for the
Province of Buenos Aires, 188 and participated of the constitutional conventions for that province. 189 Varela additionally projected laws and codes. He
helped shape the municipal laws of Buenos Aires, 190 and was appointed
to oversee a reform for the provincial Constitution. 191 In addition, Varela
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Georgia v. Stanton.
Luther v. Borden.
Miller (2003) 880.
Id. at 879–880. For a complete study on the use and abuse of US sources by Varela when
elaborating his dissent in Cullen see Miller (1997) 283–299.
Tanzi (2005) 95. See the detailed explanation of the scandal in Miller (1997) 316–317.
See also Colautti (1991).
For example, Varela found comparative studies useful for the development of the public
sector in Argentina, and addressed in his work Belgium, Hungary, Spain, Switzerland, the
UK, and the US. Varela (1883).
Cutolo (1985) 503.
Huertas (2001) 400.
Id. at 391–392.
Id. at 438.
Id. at 301.
Id. at 382.
Cutolo (1985) 503.
I.e., 1870–1873 and 1882–1889. Cortabarría (1992a) 34–35 and 75, and Cortabarría
(1992b) 108 and 117.
Cortabarría (1992a) at 75.
Id. at 75–76.
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drafted the first American 192 Code of Administrative Law Litigation (contencioso administrativo), 193 which took effect in Buenos Aires in 1906. 194 His
influential code, similarly to the one by Vélez, included notes 195 for the
different articles. 196
The designer of the Argentine library was a prolific author. He wrote
at least 23 law related works, 197 and his history of the Argentine Constitution 198 motivated a law-review comment in the US, where he was deemed a
“well known writer on both the public and private law.” 199 Similar to
Lorimier, Varela contributed with periodicals. He wrote for the Revista de
Legislación y Jurisprudencia of José María Moreno, Juan José Montes de
Oca, and Antonio E. Malaver. 200 He also wrote for the Revista de los
Tribunales, 201 which operated under the direction of Serafín Álvarez and
Rafael Calzada. 202 Furthermore, Varela undertook the translation of English
works into Spanish; 203 and was involved in journalism, working as editor
for his family’s newspaper, 204 where he defended the codification work of

192 Díaz Couselo (1994) 53.
193 In words of Varela, contencioso admitnrtaivo includes those causes of action pursued before
judicial courts against the public sector once administrative recourses are completed. See
Fiorito Hnos c. Dirección de Vialidad.
194 See generally, Bercaitz (1945) 6. Studies analyze the merits of the code: Tawil (1989),
Hutchinson (1983), and Hutchinson (1989). The code still applies in the province, even
when a new code was enacted by Law 12,008 (1999). See Cabral / Maljar (2002). On the
structure of the code see Díaz Couselo (1994) 76–77.
195 In 2011, the note of Varela to article 29 of the code was cited by the Supreme Court of
the Province of Buenos Aires. See Estojacovich c. Instituto de Previsión Social s/pretensión
anulatoria (R.I.L.).
196 Bercaitz (1945) 7.
197 Varela (1908) iv. See a complete list in Cutolo (1985) 503.
198 Varela (1908).
199 Dodd (1911) 114.
200 It was initiated in 1869, and 12 volumes were published. Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 443,
445.
201 Cutolo (1985) 503.
202 It operated from 1881 to 1883. Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 446–447, 449.
203 For example, in 1869, he translated a chapter of the work of John Norton Pomeroy entitled
An Introduction to the Constitutional Law of the United States. See Huertas (2001) 173 and
Nadelmann (1959) 212–213.
204 Muzzio (1920) 420.
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Vélez. 205 He did not limit his writings to law, 206 initiating the crime fiction
genre in Río de la Plata. 207
IV.

Libraries of Civil Codes

The libraries of civil codes resulted from the efforts of two unique jurists. In
the early 1870s, Lorimier and Varela started to envision multi-volume works
on the formal sources of the civil codes of their jurisdictions. The purpose,
content, structure, and audience of both works were similar. Lorimier and
Varela, however, lived approximately 5,700 miles apart, in the far ends of the
Americas. There is no indication that either of them had visited their
respective countries, nor that they held epistolary contact. Furthermore,
there is no indication that their works reached the opposite ends of the
Americas during the 1870 s. 208
Libraries reproduced the formal sources that drafters of civil codes used.
Lorimier provided transcriptions of the exact formal sources mentioned by
the Commissioners in their Reports. Varela acted in a similar fashion for
Argentina, including the formal sources that Vélez had mentioned in his
notes to the Argentine Code. Lorimier was able to complete his work
throughout 21 volumes, covering almost all the content of the Quebec
Code. The work of Varela, in 16 volumes, was interrupted and covered only
one fourth of the Argentine Code. Very few antecedents of the libraries can
be found. For example, in France immediately after the enactment of the
Code Napoléon, Julien-Michel Dufour aimed to indicate the sources of the
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Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 336.
He wrote plays and dramas. Cutolo (1985) 503 and Muzzio (1920) 420.
Lagmanovich (2001) 35–37 and Cortabarría (1992b) 127.
The author if this paper found no indication that the personal papers of Varela and
Lorimier have been preserved. He acknowledges that copies of the libraries or mere
knowledge of their existence may have reached the far ends of the continent in the 1870s,
though his research did not reflect those results. There is proof, however, that the work of
Lorimier was already in the stacks of the main law library of Buenos Aires in the 1940 s. The
library of the Universidad de Buenos Aries held a copy at that time, though the records do
not indicted the exact date of entry. The call and registration numbers show that the entry
took place during the last decades of the nineteenth century. Further studies of the
incomplete catalogue could indicate more conclusive results.
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dispositions of that code, 209 though his work was less ambitious, and was
limited to providing references 210 and not exclusively transcriptions. 211
Comparative legislation started to gain momentum around the 1850 s. 212
This activity predated the study of comparative law and provided comparisons between the different legislative bodies of different jurisdictions. The
libraries benefited from this context and used those works as repositories for
many formal sources. The leading works in comparative legislation for the
Americas were by French and Spanish authors. Fortuné Anthoine de SaintJoseph produced a work of legislative concordances that circulated in
Argentina and Quebec at that time. The French author included in his work
a synoptic chart that helped compare the texts of the Code Napoléon with the
texts of several nineteenth century codes. 213 In Spain, Florencio García
Goyena directed readers through the text of a Spanish civil code project of
1851 which included a scholarly analysis for each of its articles. 214 Drafters of
civil codes in the Americas regarded those works as comparative-legislation
tools. Another work that provided formal sources was completed at that time
by Juan Antonio Seoane, also in Spain. 215 He provided translations and
transcriptions of sources 216 that aimed to complete the lacunae that had
existed in Spain, 217 and in the Americas, regarding comparative legislation.
A.

Bibliothèque du Code Civil 218

The Quebec Code provided the legal profession with an indispensable
vademecum of private law for that part of Canada. 219 It had been noted, as

209 Dufour (1806) 4. See also the reference to the work of Dufour in Batiza (1982) 478.
210 See, for example, the reference to articles 5 and 14 of Section 2 of the law of September 20,
1792, which is not followed by a transcription. Dufour (1806) 153.
211 See for example the transcription of article 30 of the declaration of April 9, 1736. Id. at 48
and 49.
212 Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 79.
213 Saint-Joseph (1840).
214 García Goyena (1852).
215 Seoane (1861).
216 Id. at 754.
217 Id. at vii.
218 See generally the complete study by Normand & Saint-Hilaire, which has been of constant
reference for the author of this paper (Normand / Saint-Hilaire [2002]).
219 Bellefeuille (1866) iv.
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early as 1832, that in Quebec the law was spread throughout many volumes. 220 In addition, the texts by commentators of the ancien French civil law
were starting to be scarce, being difficult to obtain copies of their works,
together with a shortage of new editions and translations of significant
legislative materials. 221 Local libraries had incomplete holdings of the ancien
civil law materials that had been transferred into the Quebec Code, 222 and
the importation of books turned out to be an essential way to complete
existing collections. 223 In addition, law books in the 1870s were expensive in
the region and complete libraries were limited to the wealthy, 224 or to
courts 225 and Bar associations. 226 Lorimier aimed to illustrate with his library
the formal sources that comprised that vademecum, 227 and therefore meet the
needs of many practitioners trying to access those materials. 228
The library of Lirmier was entitled Bibliothèque du Code Civil de la province
de Québec. 229 It was published in 21 volumes from 1871 to 1890, 230 spanning
16,500 pages, and was one of the earliest editions of the Quebec Code. 231
The first volume of the library demanded “18 months of research and
study,” 232 and, together with two following volumes, was also signed by
Charles Albert Vilbon. 233 The co-author of those first three volumes 234 was
220
221
222
223
224
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228
229
230
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Des Rivières Beaubien (1832).
Brierley (1968) 539.
Bellefeuille (1871) 876.
Normand (1993a) 141.
Bellefeuille (1871) 876. See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 316.
For example, in the 1890s, the library of the Supreme Court of Canada seemed to be well
furnished with works on the laws of France and Quebec. Morin (2000) 349.
Gallichan (1993) 141–142.
Other contemporary editions of the Quebec Code (e. g., Bellefeuille, Sharp) also addressed
sources, though did not transcribe them. See Howes (1989a) 112. See also infra V.A.
Morin (2000) 278. Some catalogues and collections testify that practitioners acquired
foreign doctrinal works. Normand (1993b) 166.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890).
Volumes and years of publication were: 1, 1871; 2, 1873; 3, 1874; 4, 1879; 5, 1880; 6, 1881;
7, 1882; 8, 1883; 9, 1883; 10, 1884; 11, 1885; 12, 1885; 13, 1885; 14, 1885; 15, 1886; 16,
1886; 17, 1888; 18, 1889; 19, 1889; 20, 1890; and 21, 1890.
Kasirer (2005) 507–508.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 15. See also Howes (1989a) 112.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1–3 at cover page.
A breakdown of authorship of contributions for the first volume indicates that, even when
the volume was signed by both authors, Lorimier played a leading role in the drafting of
the different sections. See Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 1–2.
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admitted to practice law two years before Lorimier, and there are no
indications that he contributed to other law-related publications. 235 The
publication of the Quebec library was undertaken in Montreal by three
different publishers; Eusèbe Senécal (founder of La Thémis) was responsible
for ten volumes, while La Minerve and Cadieux & Derome were responsible
for three and eight volumes, respectively. 236 Lorimier worked with the
holdings of the library of the Bar of Montreal 237 and with those of his
friends. 238 The Quebec Code was seen at that time as a “kind of library” 239
itself, and Lorimier therefore provided excerpts of its formal sources. In the
words of Lorimier, his work aimed to complete “a small library of our Civil
Code” (petite bibliothèque de notre Code Civil), 240 and accordingly, enable a
natural prolongation of it. 241
The library was a work of comparative legislation that reflected the normative transfers that had taken place in Quebec. It linked the law of that part
of Canada with the remaining legal universe. 242 Lorimier indicated in the
introduction to his library that “it is our objective to offer for each article the
commentaries, developments, and comparative legislation, that a judicious
election permits us to transcribe.” 243 His main contribution was the fidelity
of the formal sources transcribed 244 (e. g., English, French, Roman, US). 245
Lorimier defended the notion that modern authors were a reflection of
ancien writers, and that it was impossible to understand the provisions of
the Quebec Code if there was ignorance on the origins of those ancien
institutions. 246 He therefore saw the new text as a summarized and organized way of presenting the ancien laws. 247 He believed that the European and
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
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Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 308.
See generally Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890).
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 14.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 324.
Howes (1989b) 140.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 13. See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002)
313.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 311.
Howes (1989b) 142.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 11.
Id. at 12. See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 316.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 13. See also Howes (1989a) 112.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 312–313.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 5. See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002)
313.
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American formal sources he provided should be considered primary sources
for modern laws. 248
The work of Lorimier followed the structure of the Quebec Code.
Articles, both in French and English, were followed by transcriptions of
the Commissioner’s Reports and of formal sources that naturally prolonged
the given framework. 249 Lorimier did not correct, however, the contradictions 250 or mistakes made by the Commissioners, leaving that task to
readers. 251 The library was interrupted at the end of Book III of the Quebec
Code; 252 excluding the book on commercial law and the final dispositions. 253
An approximation to the content of the library is reflected in the wording
of its complete title. 254 Firstly, the work aimed to reproduce the text of the
Quebec Code, both in French and English. 255 Secondly, it aimed to transcribe the Commissioner’s Reports. Thirdly, the title indicated that it would
include transcriptions of authorities to which the Commissioners referred,
“together with many other authorities.” 256 Transcriptions were provided in
their original languages 257 (i.e., English, French, Latin), though some Latin
passages were provided in French with the assistance of existing translations. 258 Lorimier followed the original texts and ignored additions
included in critical editions. 259 Yet, the normative transfer was not only
248 Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 5. Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 313.
249 See generally Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 and Normand / Saint-Hilaire
(2002) 320–325.
250 Howes (1989b) 139.
251 Howes (1989a) 112.
252 Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 21.
253 See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 324.
254 Complete title: “La bibliothèque du code civil de la province de Québec (ci-devant BasCanada): ou Recueil comprenant entre autre matières: 1. Le Texte du Code en Français et
en Anglais. 2. Les rapports officiels de MM. les Commissaires chargés de la codification.
3. La citation au long des autorités auxquelles référent ces Messieurs, à l’appui des diverses
parties du Code [Civil, added since the second volume], ainsi que d’un grand nombre
d’autres autorités. 4. Des tables de concordance entre le Code Civil du Bas-Canada et ceux
de la France et de la Louisiane.”
255 See, for example, the transcription of article 242, infra VII.A at 527.
256 Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 at cover page.
257 See, for example, the texts in French and Latin, infra VII.A at 527–528.
258 Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 323.
259 Id. Some scholarly works and court decisions seem to have ignored the fact that Lorimier
limited his work to transcriptions (Id. at 332–333). For example, even in 2009, Lorimier
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reflected in the transcription of European formal sources because the library
included, for example, numerous references to the Louisiana Code. 260
Fourthly, it aimed to provide tables of concordances between the Quebec
Code, the Code Napoléon, and the Louisiana Code. This last objective was not
achieved by the library, 261 though some studies incorrectly indicate the
contrary. 262 Tables were no rarity at the time comparative legislation
developed. They existed in Quebec, and to a similar extent, in other coderelated works. 263 The title of the library did not reflect its content completely, however. For example, the introduction to the opus included
valuable reflections on codification. Written in the context of the nineteenth
century codification movements, they provided a panorama of codification
endeavors in the Americas. 264
The use that local scholars, practitioners, and courts made of the library
helps illustrate its reception and effects. The library was deemed very useful
for the practice of law because practitioners could easily cite authorities in
their petitions, as did judges in their decisions. 265 Accordingly, the library
simplified the practice of law in Quebec. 266 In addition, its portable size,
conveniently divided into many volumes, made it easy to transport. 267 Judges
in Quebec had easy access to copies of the library because soon after the work
was completed, the government bought 100 copies to make them available
to magistrates. 268 This also may have provided financial support to the
enterprise of Lorimier. The book was also promoted by means of catalogues
and, towards the beginning of the twentieth century, was seen as a work of
erudition. 269 For example, a catalogue for the Exposition Universelle of 1900
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was credited with the authorship of a passage that he had transcribed and acknowledged to
Pothier (Parent [2009] 262).
See, for example, the reference to article 233 of the Louisiana Code, infra VII.A at 534.
Richert / Richert (1973) 503. The Louisiana Code occupied for Quebec a prominent role
as formal and linguistic source, rather than as substantive model. Id. at 518.
The author of this paper was not able to identify the tables in the hard copies and
microfilms he consulted. See also Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 323.
Fabre-Surveyer (1939) 658–659 and Taschereau (1955) 120.
McCord (1870) 466–475.
Lorimier / Vilbon (1871–1890) Vol. 1 p. 3–15.
Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 325–326.
Id. at 334.
The printing was presented in 16cm × 23.5cm, in 8 (id. at 327).
Id. at 329.
Id. at 331.
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included the library, being one of the most expensive books for the Canadian
section. 270 Lorimier’s work was a tool for the identification of useful
authorities when interpreting articles of the Quebec Code. 271 It was cited
in scholarly writings, 272 court decisions, 273 and bibliographies 274 throughout
that same century in Canada. For example, a case decided in 1977 by the
Supreme Court of Canada read: “The fourth Report […] gives a list of the
authorities on which they relied, and I can do no better than refer to the
relevant texts compiled in de Lorimier.” 275 The library was cited in other
jurisdictions, even deserving a reference in the seminal work by Marcel
Planiol. 276 Its impact was anticipated as early as 1871, when it was said that
the library should be in libraries of “all advocates, notaries, priests, and all
educated men that love being aware of the laws that govern their actions.” 277
B.

Biblioteca del Código Civil

The Argentine Code overruled existing prior laws. Its notes, however, attracted an array of European materials that had predated it and that had been
270 I. e., World Fair of Paris. Granger / Granger (1900) 54.
271 Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 331.
272 For example, the library was very much cited in the proceedings of the 1934 Journées du
droit civil français that took place in Montreal and included contributions from some of
the main scholars of that time (Le droit civil français: Livre-souvenir des Journées du droit
civil français [1936]). In the 1980s, a book review mentioned that the library was a tool for
better understanding a critical edition of the code by Paul-A. Crépeau (Rudden [1982]
871). Other examples of references to the library are found in the 1950s (Paquet [1959]
85), in the 1960s (Comtois [1964] 38–41), in the 1970s (Jacoby [1970] 87–88), and in
the 1990s (LaRue [1993] 25).
273 See, for example, the references to the work of Loirmier in The Township of Ascot v.
The County of Compton – The Village of Lennoxville v. the County of Compton; Pagnuelo v.
Choquette; City of Montreal v. Cantin; Masson v. Masson; Duchaine v. Matamajaw Salmon Club;
Joseph Pesant v. Charles Robin; The Governor and Company of Gentlemen Adventurers
of England v. Vaillancourt; Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v. The King; Barman v. Villard;
Tremblay v. Daigle; Rocois construction inc. v. Québec ready mix inc.; and Première Nation
Malécite de Viger (Conseil) v. Crevette du Nord Atlantique inc. Several examples are also
provided by Normand / Saint-Hilaire (2002) 332.
274 For example, in the 1970s, the library was cited in bibliographies on Canadian civil law,
both in Canada and the US. See Boult (1977) 309 and Boultbee (1972) 27.
275 Cargill Grain Co. v. Foundation Co. of Canada Ltd.
276 Planiol / Ripert (1932) 60.
277 Bellefeuille (1871) 876.
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transferred to the Americas by the codifier. Vélez wrote in 1868 that he had
aimed to show in his code the “current status of [legal] science, and had
therefore grounded the resolutions made in the code with the writings of the
best known jurists from all nations.” 278 Practitioners, scholars, and courts
welcomed European literature that arrived at the time the Argentine Code
was adopted. They sought to hold copies of the works cited in the notes of
Vélez, 279 though privately-owned law libraries rarely had complete collections. 280 Such collections required at least 600 expensive volumes, and while
some were able to furnish them, others found in the library of Varela an
affordable option. 281 In addition, some local courts applied historical
interpretations of code provisions. When interpreting, they looked into
Castilian, Indiano, and National law. For example, the already mentioned
Juan José Montes de Oca 282 indicated in 1877 that jurists should know legal
history. 283 Antonio E. Malaver, who was also involved with the Revista de
Legislación y Jurisprudencia, looked at ancien laws while acting as the
Argentine Attorney General. 284 He understood that complete derogation
was no obstacle for referral to prior laws. 285 It was also useful to cite, for
example, the work of García Goyena 286 because, as mentioned in 1887, the
latter owned the ancien laws that had been common to Argentina and that
led the way for the new legislation. 287 Scholars would soon comment on the
merits and sources of the Argentine Code.
The library of Varela was entitled Concordancias y Fundamentos del Código
Civil Argentino. 288 It was published in 16 volumes from 1873 to 1875, 289
spanning 6,400 pages, and was deemed the first important work on the new
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private law of Argentina. 290 The publication of the Argentine library was
undertaken in Buenos Aires by H. y M. Varela, 291 the publishing house of
Varela’s brothers. Varela worked with materials provided by Vélez, most
probably from the codifier’s private library. Varela said in the introduction to
his library that “Vélez provided me with some books that are difficult to find
even in Europe.” 292 Two other facts indicate the participation of Vélez in the
library. Varela cited in his work Castilian formal sources that only appear in
the draft of Vélez. 293 Those references to Castilian sources seem to indicate
mentorship provided by the codifier. In addition, the work of Varela was
interrupted in 1875, the year Vélez died. 294 The library aimed to turn unnecessary the access to the works mentioned in the code’s notes and therefore reproduced the passages referred by Vélez. 295 In words of Varela, his
library “should be called the library of the Argentine Code” (debiera llamarse
la Biblioteca del Código Civil Argentino). 296
The Argentine library was a work of comparative legislation. It reflected
the normative transfers that had taken place in that part of the Americas by
reproducing texts cited by Vélez in his notes. Varela claimed that the notes
were the official commentary to the code and that they reflected the latest
developments of legal science. 297 Identification of transfers could resemble
the reconstruction of a tapestry from a canvas: similar solutions could be
provided by different sources. 298 The content of the notes, as reproduced by
Varela, could offer guidance in that reconstruction process. 299 Vélez had
gone through thousands of pages, while selecting and classifying by means
of critical analysis; 300 and the library mirrored the results of that process.
Vélez stated in 1865 that,

Moreno (1873) xi.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 1 at cover page.
Id. at 17.
Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 375.
Salerno (1969) 316–317.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 1 p. 17.
Id. and Tau Anzoátegui (1998) 542.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 1 p. 9. See also Salerno (1969) 316.
Salerno (1992) 225.
In Argentina, studies of local formal sources waited until the 1920 s. See Cabral Texo
(1919) 18.
300 Salerno (1992) 225.
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I have considered all the codes published in Europe and America, and the
comparative legislation of Mr. Seoane. I have used mainly the Spanish Project of
Mr. Goyena, the Code of Chile, that much surpasses the European codes and,
mainly, the project of a civil code that Mr. Freitas is working on for Brazil, from
which I have borrowed many articles.
Regarding the legal doctrines that I believed necessary to convert into laws for the
First Book, my main guides have been the German jurisconsults Savigny and
Zacharie, the great work of Mr. Serrigny on administrative law of the Roman
Empire, and the work of Story, Conflict of Laws. 301

The library of Varela followed the structure of the Argentine Code. 302 The
comments to the Argentine articles included transcriptions of European and
American formal sources. Varela said in the introduction to his library that
laws never resulted from capricious decisions or from improvisation. 303 He
cited Joseph Story, and said in Spanish that “the preamble of a statute is a key
to open the mind of the makers.” 304 Varela then stated that the preamble of
the Argentine Code was no other than the study of the authorities included
in its notes. 305 Accordingly, it was necessary to determine if the authorities
cited had been actually considered by the codifier. 306 A comparative and
well-reasoned study of the materials used by the codifier would open the
mind of the maker. 307 In 1875, the library was interrupted in article 1260 of
the Argentine Code, 308 having covered only one fourth of the code. In 1881,
the work was continued by Serafín Álvarez 309 and Rafael Calzada, editors of
the Revista de los Tribunales. 310 They continued publishing the library,
reaching article 1843 of the Argentine Code, 311 though with a slightly
different plan. 312 Varela was not involved with that new publication and the
work also addressed the main decisions of the supreme courts of Argentina
and Buenos Aires. 313
301
302
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The library consisted of mainly four building blocks. Firstly, it included
the transcription of articles of the Argentine Code. 314 This followed the
numbering given by Vélez in his draft. Each title, therefore, restarted the
numbering of articles. Secondly, it included the transcription of references
made by Vélez in his notes, though not always extracted from the same
editions used by the codifier. 315 The transcriptions were translated into
Spanish. 316 Texts originally in English, French, Italian, Latin, and Portuguese would be then easily accessible for Spanish readers. 317 Thirdly, it
reproduced verbatim transcriptions of foreign materials that Varela understood as relating to Argentine articles, even when Vélez had omitted
references to them in the notes. 318 For example, even when Vélez had been
silent, 319 Varela indicated that articles 424 and 430 of the Louisiana Code
had been sources for article 37 of the Argentine Code. 320 Fourthly, the
volumes were enriched by two indexes. One followed the structure of the
Argentine Code; 321 while the other classified alphabetically the legislation
and authors cited according to the areas they addressed. 322 Accordingly, the
library consisted of transcriptions and translations of materials that Vélez
used in his drafting. Had it been completed, the library would have been an
exhaustive opus magnum, 323 rendering further studies on the sources of the
Argentine Code unnecessary.
Scholars, practitioners, and courts made use of the library. Varela had
aimed to simplify the study and application of the Argentine Code, 324
making research less time consuming. 325 He deemed it unnecessary for
practitioners to turn to the original books cited by Vélez because relevant
314
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316
317
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See, for example, the transcription of article III (i.e., 266), infra VII.B at 201.
Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 376.
See, for example, the French and Italian texts in a Spanish translation, infra VII.B at 201.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 1 p. 20.
Id. at 17–18. See, for example, the references also to the code of Sardinia, when Vélez only
referred to the Castilian Siete Partidas, infra VII.B at 201.
Ley 340 (1869) 510.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 2 p. 365–336. Varela said, “arts. 424 and 430 of the Louisiana
Code, even when not cited by the Argentine codifier, support the text of article [37],” and
he then provided a translation of the Louisiana texts. Id. at 37.
Id. at i–xiv.
Id. at xv–xxxii.
Martínez Paz (2000) 184.
Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 1 p. 14.
Id. at 18.
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parts were transcribed in his opus. 326 Even if transcriptions were only of
passages of the claimed doctrines, research would very much benefit from an
easy examination of formal sources. 327 The library was valued by contemporary scholars. For example, during a strong debate between two renowned
commentators of the Argentine Code, 328 one of them acknowledged the
significant contribution that Varela had achieved with his library. 329 Courts
also welcomed the library, which could be useful when facing the interpretation method followed by the Argentine Supreme Court in some decisions.
For example, in 1891, a decision stated that to understand the meaning of
a provision the usual practice of the court was to move from Roman to
Castilian law and from there to the Argentine Code. 330 The Argentine
National Congress and the Buenos Aires Legislature passed laws in which
they authorized the buying of 400 and 150 copies of the library, respectively. 331 These copies were aimed at courts, and provided financial support
to the enterprise of Varela. The library was cited in court decisions, 332 even in
the twenty-first century. For example, in 2002, an appeal court stated the
usefulness of the library by referring to the ample indications and transcriptions it provided. 333
V.

Looking at Mirrors of the Law

Nineteenth century codification spread through the Americas, reaching
Quebec and Argentina. Accordingly, libraries developed and were applied
within different social and legal contexts. There are significant differences
amongst contexts, yet codification endeavors in the Americas reveal certain
326 Id. at 17.
327 Moreno (1873) x. That easy access also generated interpretation problems. Some practitioners cited in their petitions passages from those transcriptions, even when the references
by the codifier were made to indicate decisions he had not adopted. Levaggi (1979) 102.
328 I. e., José Olegario Machado and Baldomero Llerena.
329 Machado (1903) 37. Elaborations of full commentaries on the Argentine Code were very
time consuming. José Olegario Machado said that from 1893 to 1902 all his energies had
been devoted to the drafting of his commentary, a work that required 11 volumes (Id. at 1).
330 Levaggi (1985) 158.
331 Varela (1873–1875) Vol. 3 p. 4–5.
332 See, for example, the references to the work of Varela in Barlett, Esteban s/sucesión
testamentaria; Christoffersen, Hans; Amoruso c. Casella; El Fénix c. Pérez de Sanjurjo; Guala
c. Tebes s/daños y perjuicios; and Vázquez c. Bilbao.
333 A., A. S.B. c. Estado Nacional.
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similarities. The interest in formal sources, together with the development of
positivistic approaches to law, was present in most American jurisdictions
that experienced codification. These two aspects reflect – at least for the
particular situations mentioned in this paper – a pan-American evolution
that took place during the years that followed the enactment of civil codes.
A.

European Formal Sources

Scholars in American jurisdictions traced formal sources of their civil codes.
There was a pan-American interest in that treasure trove of European formal
sources. On occasions, initially the drafters and those tracing formal sources
soon after, welcomed the association to the prestige held by transferred
elaborations in their jurisdictions of origin. The tracing of sources, however,
was not pursued exclusively by means of libraries of civil codes. Many times,
nineteenth century scholars worked on glossed editions of codes, in which
formal sources were only pinpointed. Codifiers, like builders of monuments,
benefited by using the best materials provided by the legal science of their
time. 334 The annotation or glossing of codes helped identify those materials,
and provided motives and resulting concordances. Some nineteenth century
codifiers had already incorporated annotations to their drafts (e. g., Argentina, Brazil, Chile, New York, and Uruguay). 335 On the Iberian Peninsula,
Spain had provided the already mentioned work by García Goyena, which
was considered a seminal glossed edition. 336 He said that each article of the
Spanish project would include a reference to corresponding provisions of
other legislative works (concordancias), motives (motivos), and commentaries
(comentarios). 337 That way, he said, readers would have almost universal
knowledge of the legislation on that topic with just a simple glance. 338 That
trend to provide glossed editions of codes would soon spread throughout
both sides of the Atlantic.
South American jurisdictions provided several examples of glossed editions of codes. In Argentina, Lisandro V. Segovia, Baldomero Llerena, and
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José Olegario Machado embarked upon that path. 339 Their focus, as that of
other commentators, was for the most part initially on European sources,
both legislative and doctrinal. 340 The Argentine Code provided an example
of reception of foreign laws, which after adaptation were considered
local. 341 In Chile, soon after 1856, the codifier, Andrés Bello, envisioned
a glossed edition of his code with notes for each article. Though never
completed, his projected edition was to be built on the notes that he had
included in his 1853 draft. 342 Such a work would have been useful in Chile,
where law was taught according to the letter and structure of the local
code. 343 In Uruguay, codifiers were also expected to explore an array of
legislation and doctrinal works while looking for material sources. 344 Their
works were then more about selection than creation. 345 In the early
twentieth century, Rafael Gallinal provided for Uruguay a glossed edition
of the local civil code. 346 In Uruguay, though in 1851, Eduardo Acevedo, the
drafter of a civil code project, also made an early approach to the distinction
of formal and material sources that applies to many American codification
endeavors. He stated that,
having used for our work writings by French authors […] it will be questioned why
we have not cited them, especially since on occasions we borrowed their words.
However, that was necessary because we imposed ourselves to provide a national
character to the work, removing all foreign scent that would be reproached.
Furthermore, many times an article that had been triggered by reading [the French]
Toullier found support on an opinion by [the Spaniard] Sala […], which, although
identical in substance, lacked the fundamentals that made it more acceptable. 347

North American jurisdictions also provided examples of glossed editions of
codes. In Quebec, for example, glossed editions were also welcomed soon
after the code was adopted. Those glosses referred to sources, though they
only listed them, while dealing mainly with the reporting of local deci339
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sions. 348 Thomas McCord, one of the secretaries of the Codifying Commission, worked on an edition that included references to the authorities cited
in the Reports together with tables of concordances with the Code Napoléon
and the Code de commerce. 349 Those glosses included references for “notaries,
clergymen, physicians, merchants, real estate owners, and persons out of
Lower Canada.” 350 Examples of glossed editions were also provided by US
states. Very early during the nineteenth century, in the State of Louisiana,
some copies of the Digest of 1808 351 – the predecessor of the Louisiana Code
– included manuscript glosses that related to its different titles and
articles. 352 Later, the codifiers of the influential Louisiana Code drafted a
project including glosses with references to many authorities. 353 In 1838,
Wheelock Upton and Needler Jennings published a well circulated edition
of the Louisiana Code with glosses. 354 They referred to related legislation, 355
doctrinal works, 356 and court decisions. 357 Their work would “fill a void in
the libraries of the gentlemen of the Bar” 358 and “render unnecessary those
laborious researches, the prosecution of which often require extended and
thorough knowledge of the annals of jurisprudence.” 359 The State of
New York also provided the Americas with glosses. David Dudley Field
worked on a project of a civil code for that state. 360 His 1865 project had
notes for two-thirds 361 of its articles, 362 and indicated references to, amongst
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others, related court decisions, 363 revised statutes, 364 the Code Napoléon, 365
and the Louisiana Code. 366 Even though the project was never the law of
New York, 367 its drafts were influential, 368 and its provisions about the law
of contracts were adopted by several states (e. g., California, Montana). 369
Additionally, in the State of California, during the early 1870s, the local
Code Commissioners provided in their work annotations that significantly
replicated the glosses by Field. 370
B.

Positivistic Studies

Positivistic approaches to the study and understanding of law gained
popularity during the nineteenth century in Europe and the Americas. 371
Several schools of thought evolved from nineteenth century European
positivism. Some of those, and their leading representatives, had a significant
impact on the drafting of codes in the Americas. Examples of the latter are:
Legal Positivism (e. g., Jeremy Bentham); French Exegetical School (e. g.,
Jean-Charles Demolombe); and German Historical School, which in part
developed into Scientific Positivism (e. g., Savigny), and ultimately into
Conceptual Jurisprudence (e. g., Bernhard Windscheid). 372 The impact of
positivism in the Americas was felt especially during the last decades of the
nineteenth century. 373
The French Exegetical School occupied a paramount position in the
codification projects in the Americas. In France, soon after the adoption of
363 For example, the note to article 443 of the project read, “Halsey v. Mc. Cormick, 18 N.Y.,
147.” The Civil Code of the State of New York: Reported Complete by the Commissioners
of the Code (1865) 135.
364 For example, the note to article 523 of the project read, “R.S., 758, § 12.” Id. at 156.
365 For example, the note to article 444 of the project read, “This and the four sections
following are similar to those of the Code Napoleon, art. 559–563.” Id. at 135.
366 For example, the note to Chapter 2, Title 3, Part 4, Division 2 of the project read, “The
provisions of this chapter, except § 455, are similar to those of the Code Napoleon and the
Code of Louisiana.” Id. at 136. See also Herman (1996) 423.
367 Field (1898) 88.
368 Extracts from Notices of David Dudley Field (1894) 39.
369 Herman (1996) 425.
370 Parma (1929) 19.
371 See generally Bobbio (1996).
372 Levaggi (2005) 219, Díaz Couselo (2003) 371, and Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 105.
373 Tau Anzoátegui (1977a) 423.
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the Code Napoléon, scholars and judges interpreted code provisions by closely
following their language (literal meaning) 374 and in light of their preparatory works (e. g., Pothier, Domat). 375 Their interpretations were published
as commentaries to the different articles. 376 The exegesis was both a way of
presenting and of teaching law, 377 and Demolombe, regarded as the prince of
exegesis, advocated, as did other representatives, the supremacy of written
codified law. 378 Accordingly, articles would be stated individually, with
no references to philosophical or historical argumentation. 379 Examining
history was done, however, when support for a certain interpretation was
required or when reconstructing the “pedigree” of a provision. 380 The Exegetical School followed the Code Napoléon and its representatives were read
together with the code, 381 even motivating translations into vernacular
languages. 382 Exegesis was therefore well received in the Americas, 383 even
in Louisiana, where codifiers seemed to adhere to the school. 384 The reconstruction of “pedigree” in European authors took place too, when
legislative productions required references to, for example, French, German,
or Italian works. 385
The exegetical approach limited the creativity of scholars and judges,
however. 386 In France first, and later in the Americas, the exegetical
approach was replaced by interpretations that responded more to social
reality. 387 François Gény, in France, explored the legislation that had
developed outside of the Code Napoléon, together with customs, court
decisions, and social sciences. 388 His Free Scientific Research approach
departed from the exegetical interpretation, and gave significant room for
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other sources of law (e. g., customs) that gained weight in civil law
jurisdictions. 389 Another reaction came mainly from Germany, where the
Historical School, and later Scientific Positivism, advocated customs and
traditions and the objective interpretation of the law, respectively. Both
German and French ideas would react against the supremacy of the letter of
the law. 390 As the examples in Quebec and Argentina show, the Exegetical
School prevailed however in law teaching, in scholarly works, and in court
decisions 391 well into the twentieth century.
The Quebec Code did not immediately trigger exegetical approaches to
the law. Shortly after 1866, scholarly writings qualified as mainly historical,
philosophical, and non-professional; 392 while judges continued to elaborate
decisions that did not resemble, in substance and technique, those made in
France by the adherents of the Exegetical School. 393 Changes in Quebec
took place at the turn of the century and extended until the 1960 s. 394 In the
early twentieth century, the Quebec Code became an untouchable icon. 395
Scholarship moved towards a more analytical and exegetical understanding
of the code. 396 A central place was also occupied by the code in the teaching
of law. Its structure welcomed expository and didactic teaching that
emphasized its logic and internal coherence. 397 Courts were also interested
in local interpretations of the Quebec Code, and looked for local identity by
exploring diverse sources, mainly the French doctrine, and also the developing local doctrine, and the common law. 398 The continuity of ancien laws
in Quebec invited historical interpretations, however. 399 German ideas had
also traveled during the nineteenth century to that part of the Americas, 400
and there was an interest in establishing a civilian conception of sources and
methods of interpretation that evolved into a scientific analysis of the text of
389
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the code. 401 In 1907, Frederick Parker Walton 402 completed a work that
responded to that scientific approach of inquiring into the meaning in
literary sources, though also through history. 403 He provided 12 rules for
interpreting the Quebec Code, 404 and three rules were of special relevance
for the value of historical sources. 405 For example, Rule 11 ended by stating
that an article “must be interpreted in the light of its history.” 406 He
indicated that the Reports and the library were useful tools, 407 because “the
interpretation of an article of the Code may sometimes require lengthy
historical investigation.” 408
The Argentine Code triggered exegetical approaches to the law. Positivistic approaches, mainly those from the Exegetical School, 409 were present
in the works of scholars and judges during the second half of the nineteenth
century and extended, though at a slower pace, well into the next century. 410
These tried to identify the intention of the codifier, 411 and promoted the
study of the letter of the law and its sources. 412 A culture of the code
developed, and was reflected in scholarly writings and judicial interpretations that turned the code into a repository of legal science 413 with absolute
value. 414 The code was also the central figure in law teaching, together with
the work of exegetical scholars. 415 Teaching followed the structure of the
code until 1910, 416 and articles were broken down and studied throughout
401 Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 142.
402 On the work of Walton see also Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 135–142. Walton made
an early use of the term “transplantation of legal systems” (Walton [1927] 189).
403 Brierley / Macdonald (1993) 142.
404 Walton (1980) 85–129.
405 I.e., rules 10, 11, and 12. Id. at 115, 116, and 118.
406 The complete text of Rule 11 read, “When the question is not concluded by reference to
the decisions here, or, in appropriate cases, by reference to the French commentators, the
article must be interpreted in the light of its history.” Id. at 116.
407 Id. at 116.
408 Id. at 118.
409 Esborraz (2007) 34–35 and Ramos Núñez (1997) 200.
410 Seoane (1981) 68.
411 Vernengo (1977) 77.
412 Tau Anzoátegui (2011) 72.
413 Tau Anzoátegui (2007) 19–20.
414 Tau Anzoátegui (1998) 543–544.
415 Martínez Paz (2000) 350, Salerno (2004) 149, Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 113, Salerno
(1993) 123, and Tau Anzoátegui (2007) 162.
416 Salerno (1974) 205.
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the years at law school. 417 The legislator’s intention was sought in the
notes, 418 which opened the way to studies on comparative legislation. 419
Other positivistic approaches, such as the ideas of Savigny 420 and Scientific
Positivism, 421 were also welcomed and, though in cases language barriers
needed to be bridged, they helped develop an eclectic legal thought. 422 The
work of scholars was therefore eclectic, reflecting exegetical and scientific
approaches. 423 The introduction of Moreno to the library also reflects an
interest in Scientific Positivism. 424 He said in the introduction of that
exegetical work that the “civil-legislation reform achieved by codification
[in Argentina] had essentially created Scientific law.” 425 The new century
brought criticisms to extreme positivistic approaches, however. 426 Social
sciences liberated law from the narrow exegetical approach, starting to open
the way to more scientific approaches that advocated their inclusion in the
study of law. 427 These approaches, reflected in, for example, the seminal
work of Gény, 428 also placed the code in a paramount position, yet, when
interpreting provisions, also used doctrine, court decisions, comparative
legislation, customs, and other social elements. 429
VI.

Closing Remarks

Codification in Europe and the Americas provided fertile ground for an
exercise of comparative legal history. The exercise aimed to provide a global
perspective that would help better understand the current legal culture of
Quebec, Argentina, and to some extent, other American jurisdictions that
Tau Anzoátegui (2007) 162 and Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 344.
Levaggi (2005) 247 and Salerno (1974) 207.
Cháneton (1937) Vol. 2 p. 344.
Levaggi (1979) 78 and Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 278.
Levaggi (1979) 84–85 and Tau Anzoátegui (1988) 623.
Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 277 and 282.
Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 114–115.
Tau Anzoátegui (1977b) 395.
Moreno (1873) v. See also, Levaggi (2005) 247.
Tau Anzoátegui (1974) 241.
Tau Anzoátegui (2007) 20, Tau Anzoátegui (2008) 21, and Tau Anzoátegui (2011)
99.
428 Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 141, Levaggi (1979) 120, Levaggi (2005) 249, and Díaz
Couselo (2009) 1–2.
429 Tau Anzoátegui (1977c) 141.
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
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pursued codification during the nineteenth century. Codification developed
within social and legal contexts that were replicated throughout different
parts of the Americas. There was a circulation of legal ideas that linked both
continents, while also linking jurisdictions within the continents. Different
political and social backgrounds provided different scenarios for codification, however. There are common legal bases and temporal parallels amongst
jurisdictions, yet each jurisdiction merits its own study. 430 This paper focused
on the salient similarities between the development and application of
libraries in Quebec and Argentina: there are differences that ought to be
subject to further study.
The paper first addressed the codification processes in Quebec and
Argentina. The works of the Codifying Commission and of Vélez were
analyzed individually, identifying similarities and differences in their products. It was also shown that European legal elaborations (e. g., legislative acts,
doctrine) were used as formal sources in the Americas by drafters of codes,
and that some of those European materials reached at the same time the
Northern and Southern corners of the American continent.
Bibliographical information on the life and legal production of Lorimier
and Varela was provided in the second part of the paper. Lorimier and Varela
had striking aspects in common, though the most significant was that they
were part of the elite that played leading roles in the shaping of local legal
cultures. These two jurists were the men behind the mirrors that reflected
the normative transfers from Europe to the Americas. The contents of their
libraries clearly stated that drafters in the Americas highly regarded European
sources.
The paper then focused on the formal aspects of the libraries and the
impact they had within their legal contexts. These unique scholarly works
made access to European sources more expedite and assisted legal operators
in their activities. Libraries coexisted with glossed editions of codes, however.
Both types of works played important roles in the delimitation of the
positivistic approaches to law as experienced in each jurisdiction. Finally,
the paper also showed that even though 150 years have passed since their
publication, the libraries are still consulted in both jurisdictions.
The exercise of comparative legal history helped create awareness on
the attempt that American jurists made to discover the sources of local
430 Tau Anzoátegui (2008) 16.
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provisions. Those sources had mutated to become part of the local ethos even
when they could be traced, with the help of the libraries, back to Europe.
Even when there was interest in producing autonomous codifications, the
interest in European sources had a pan-American scope. It must be noted,
however, that codification was not limited to normative transfers in the
Americas, it also extended to intellectual challenges regarding creation and
adaptation.
VII. Appendix: Extracts as Reflections of Transfers
The contents of the libraries can be best illustrated by means of extracts
randomly selected from their many pages. Articles on Filial Honor and
Respect provide an example of how libraries reproduced formal sources, these
being occasionally the same. Article 371 431 of the Code Napoléon is amongst
the formal sources for the Quebec and the Argentine articles on Filial Honor
and Respect. This article reads, in an English translation adopted by the
Louisiana Code, that “a child whatever be his age; owes honor and respect to
his father and mother.” 432 That provision was replicated in the Quebec and
Argentine texts. For example, the Quebec Code dealt with Filial Honor and
Respect in article 242, 433 while its Southern counterpart dealt with it in
article 266. 434
Lorimier and Varela provided transcriptions of relevant formal sources for
the articles of their respective codes. On occasion, those formal sources were
traced back to Europe, though not necessarily to the same jurisdiction of
origin. The historical legal background helps explain that in numerous
instances Vélez looked for precedents in Castilian legal elements; while
the Codifying Commission in Quebec looked for precedents in French

431 Code civil des Français, Edition Originale et Seule Officielle (1804) 69.
432 Article 233, Civil Code of the State of Louisiana (1825) 70.
433 Article 242 of the Quebec Code reads in English: A child, whatever may be his age, owes
honor and respect to his father and mother. Bellefeuille (1866) 52.
434 Article 266 of the Argentine Code reads in English: Children owe respect and obedience to
their parents. They are bound, even if emancipated, to care for their parents in old age, in
cases of dementia or sickness, and to provide for their needs in all circumstances of life in
which their assistance is indispensable. Other legitimate ascendants have rights to the same
cares and assistance. Ley 340 (1869) 532. The article is referred to as III in the work of
Varela, following the project presented by Vélez.
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elaborations, which could be grounded on Roman law. The example provided by the article on Filial Honor and Respect illustrates that both libraries
included transcriptions of the Code Napoléon, the Québécois as part of a final
transcription, the Argentine as part of a first transcription. The Quebec
library, however, also included transcriptions of, amongst others, parts of the
Corpus Iuris Civilis, and passages from the works of Pothier and Domat. 435
The Argentine library, different from the one in Quebec, included transcriptions of the codes of Sardinia and Chile, of the work of García Goyena,
and of the laws of the Castilian Siete Partidas. 436 The libraries were therefore
able to act as mirrors, and efficiently reflect the normative transfers that took
place from Europe to the Americas.

435 See infra VII.A.
436 Id.
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Translations of the “American Model” in
Nineteenth Century Argentina: Constitutional
Culture as a Global Legal Entanglement 1
Introduction
In 1908, writing about the possibilities of intellectual cooperation between
North and South America, Leo S. Rowe – who taught political science at the
University of Pennsylvania and chaired the American Academy of Political
and Social Science – stated that the reorganization of South American
universities in the nineteenth century was deeply marked by the “period’s
dominant French influence” (which was still felt in “higher education’s
organization and methods”). Nevertheless, Rowe, who eventually became a
key figure in Pan Americanism and Inter-American relations, was optimistic
about the possibility of bringing U.S. and South American universities
closer, and highlighted the importance of such contacts among intellectuals
and men of science to realize the ideal of “international conciliation.” 2 One
of the most important elements that could lead to the resurgence of
intellectual cooperation between North and South America, claimed Rowe,
was the extensive implementation of the North American constitutional
model in many of the new republics. This provided American experts in
political science and constitutional law with a new and vast field of study:
the opportunity to analyze the operation of similar constitutional systems
under completely different conditions and the relationship between constitutional forms and practices. 3
1 A previous version was presented at the panel Entanglements in Legal History. Conceptual
Approaches to Global Legal History, 39 Deutscher Rechtshistorikertag, Lucerne, September 4,
2012.
2 Rowe (1908). On Rowe and Pan Americanism see Barton Castle (2000); on Rowe’s
visits to Argentina see Salvatore (2007).
3 Rowe (1908) 12. Similar observations can be found in Rowe (1921), and in Rowe’s
foreword to Amadeo (1943). For a brilliant study on constitutionalism in the Americas,
see Aguilar Rivera (2000).
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Hispanic American letrados had been translating and circulating classic
works of American constitutionalism since the early nineteenth century.
Moreover, between 1820 and 1850, Philadelphia and New Orleans, with
their printing presses and commercial networks with Latin American ports,
operated as centers for the diffusion of republicanism, through the labors
of exiles such as Servando Teresa de Mier, Lorenzo de Vidaurre, Vicente
Rocafuerte, and Félix Varela. This process of transnational circulation of ideas
produced both an intense feeling of Americanism, uniting both sections of
the continent in a common struggle; and a republican pedagogy, propagating
a new political vocabulary and the blueprint for new political institutions
and practices. The principles of a common republican ethos spread all over
the different sections of the continent. In the United States Henry Clay and
Thomas Jefferson before him had spoken of a unified “America,” with
shared geopolitical interests and philosophical foundations, different from
those of Europe. In the 1840s River Plate provinces, the Rosas regime had
enthusiastically promoted such identification, in order to attack the proEuropean tendencies of their political rivals. 4
By the mid-nineteenth century, these tendencies had evolved into a
widespread acceptance of American constitutionalism as a model to shape
Argentine constitutional culture. Rowe’s observation on the popularity of
the U.S. constitution in the region did not seem to grasp the full extent of
that influence in the particular case of Argentina. A good measure was
provided by an 1877 Argentine Supreme Court decision, which explicitly
acknowledged it:
The system of government that rules us today is not our own creation. We found it
functioning and tested by long years of experience, and we adopted it. And it has
been rightly said that one of the great advantages in having adopted it is that we
have come into possession of a whole body of doctrine, practice, and case law which
illustrates and completes the fundamental principles of our government and which
we can and should utilize in all the constitutional aspects which we have not altered
by express provisions of the Constitution. 5

Thus, the circulation of U.S. constitutional doctrine was seen as an integral
part of the establishment of new republican institutions based on the
4 Rojas (2010) 21, 112, 121; Grandin (2012) 80; Myers (1995).
5 “De la Torre” in Fallos de la Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación 19 (1877). The now classic
reference for this process is Miller (1997). See also Zimmermann (1998); Huertas
(2001). For comparisons with the Mexican case see Mirow (2007), and Hale (2000).
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adoption of the U.S. model. This provided at the same time the basis for a
legal reordering on which to found domestic legitimacy, and a means of
achieving recognition as a new actor among modern, progressive, republics. 6
The issues of constitutional borrowings and legal transplants, and the
problems surrounding those practices have been widely discussed in recent
years. 7 This paper does not address the theoretical foundations of such practices. Rather, it explores possible ways of connecting transnational history, in
some of its multiple variations, with the cultural history of legal ideas in
nineteenth century Argentina, and perhaps, more ambitiously, with a comparative cultural history of law in the Americas. 8 It does so by taking as a case
study the reception and adaptation made by Argentine jurists and lawyers of
U.S. constitutional doctrine and jurisprudence in the second half of the
nineteenth century, in a remarkable body of translations and textbooks.
In nineteenth century Latin America, lawyers were central actors in the
process of adaptation and circulation of transnational forms of social
knowledge and professional practices: as statesmen, in the drafting of the
first national constitutions and codes, as intellectuals and men of letters,
shaping a local public sphere, and lastly, as early participants in the incipient
professional market. It is not surprising, therefore, to find local jurists, and
the world of the law in general (legislation, jurisprudence, doctrine and legal
education, the structure and functioning of judicial institutions) operating
as a mechanism of interpretation and mediation between the transnational
world of legal knowledge and practices, and local circumstances. 9 In recent
years, there has been an impressive growth in the literature on the development of judicial institutions in Latin America, on the role of lawyers and
jurists in the emergence of a public sphere in the new nations, and on the
ways in which international circulation of individuals, doctrines and insti6 Benton (2012), 1098: “Patterns of legal reordering inside polities correspond to efforts by
emergent states not only to establish legitimacy domestically but also to achieve recognition as legitimate international actors.”
7 On borrowings and legal transplants, see, amongst a vast literature, Watson (2006);
Horwitz (2009); and Rosenkrantz (2003), for the Argentine case.
8 For an analysis of the different perspectives in transnational history, see Bayly (2006);
Struck / Ferris / Revel (2011). For the possibilities of a comparative cultural history of
law in the Americas, Weiner (2011); Kahn (1999) for a research agenda on the cultural
study of law.
9 On contemporary debates on translation and their relevance for the study of translations in
nineteenth century Latin America, see Rojas (2010) 21–22.
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tutions shaped these processes. 10 Similarly, the new history of crime, police
and the law has very fruitfully gathered historians and social scientists with
new perspectives on the study of law and society, as has the study of the role
of judicial institutions in the early twentieth century “social question.” 11 All
these new fields have succesfully incorporated the role of transnational circulation of doctrines and individuals as factors shaping their object of study.
The first globalization of legal thought, observed more recently by Duncan
Kennedy, brought forth the rise of “classical legal thought,” between 1850
and 1914, which coincided with the spread of liberalism in the western
world, and the arrival of liberal constitutionalism in the new nations of Latin
America. 12 In Argentina, this process of reception was visible not only in the
drafting of the national constitution and its reform in 1860, in congressional
debates, and local jurisprudence and doctrines, but also in the profusion of
translations of U.S. constitutional literature that were produced by local
jurists with official backing. 13 This body of translations ranges from collections of state constitutional texts and federal Supreme Court cases, through
the Federalist Papers, the classic Commentaries of Joseph Story, and other well
known doctrinal works in constitutional law such as The Constitution of the
United States. Defined and Carefully Annotated, by George Paschal (1868), and
John Pomeroy’s An Introduction to the Constitutional Law of the United States
(1868). Also translated were works oriented to a discussion of the ideological
and philosophical foundations of American institutions, such as On Civil
Liberty and Self Government (1853), by Francis Lieber; Considerations upon the
Nature and Tendency of Free Institutions (1848, 1856) by Frederick Grimke;
A Treatise on Government (1867) by Joel Tiffany; and the 1888 Clodomiro
Quiroga’s translation of Andrew Carnegie’s Triumphant Democracy (writing
an introduction for this text Domingo Sarmiento proudly announced that in
terms of progress Argentina was already being touted as “los yankees de América del Sur”). 14 By the turn of the century, Julio Carrié had translated two
10 Adelman (1999a); Benton (2002); Cutter (1995); Palacio (2004); Uribe (2000); Zimmermann (1999a); Mirow (2004); Perez-Perdomo (2006).
11 Aguirre / Buffington (2000); Salvatore et al (2001); Caimari (2004); Schjolden
(2002); Zimmermann (1995).
12 Kennedy (2006), 19, 37.
13 For a previous analysis of many of these translations, see Nadelmann (1959).
14 Carnegie (1888), xix. See Table 1 for complete bibliographical references of the original
works and the translations consulted.
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books by Frank Goodnow on municipalism, introducing some of the topics
of the new science of public administration that was transforming public
debate on government in the United States. 15

Figure 1: George Paschal’s The Constitution of the United
States Defined and Carefully Annotated (1868) had two
different translations, by Nicolás Calvo and by Clodomiro
Quiroga. Both aimed at clarifying similarities and differences between the U.S. and the Argentine Constitutions.

15 On public administration in the Unites States, Skowronek (1982). On municipalism at
the turn of the century in Argentina, Ternavasio (2006).
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Many of the translators also published their own works, or abridged
versions of the original translations, and in this they were joined by other
jurists and politicians who produced original contributions, with the
intention of debating and divulging the new doctrines, thus contributing
to the origins of a new constitutional culture. Others combined their work
as translators with active participation in the political press of the period
(Nicolás Calvo published his first translation of Story’s Commentaries in the
printing presses of his newspaper La Reforma Pacífica, and promoted it in its
pages). 16 Some of these works were destined for primary and secondary
schools (Clodomiro Quiroga, José María Cantilo); others for university
courses (Florentino González), and others for local jurists and politicians
(Manuel R. García, Florentino González, Bernardo de Irigoyen, Luis Varela).
When we read their own works, and the “paratext” of their translations
(prologues, introductions, inscriptions, footnotes, commentaries), we can
perceive the willingness of the local jurists to “read” the U.S. institutions at
different points in time, according to the particular circumstances of the
Argentine context: some defended the need for national unification, others
the need to preserve provincial autonomies; there were those who identified
the U.S. model not only as a set of political institutions, but as the embodiment of the principles of modernity to be used as a weapon to fight the
Hispanic cultural legacy; and others chose to focus on Lincoln and the
Reconstruction period as the symbols of the strong national executive that
the Latin American nations needed to stave off the threats of provincial
caudillos. As we shall see, liberal constitutionalism based on the U.S. model
could serve the ends of those aiming at greater centralization of power in the
national government and of those defending provincial autonomy. Thus, the
language of liberal constitutionalism in nineteenth century Argentina,
gradually produced a novel constitutional culture, a mixture of the original
model and the many adaptations and interpretations produced by its local
translators. This mixture of the transnational and the local, therefore,
revealed a true hybridization of the new political vocabulary of liberal
constitutionalism rather than a passive acceptance of a selected model. 17

16 Garcia (1863); Cantilo (1866); De Irigoyen (1867); González (1869); Quiroga
(1872), Quiroga (1873); Varela (1876).
17 Although many of these translators and authors did produce a high level of mixture and
hybridity in the vocabulary of liberal constitutionalism as they understood it, many of the
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As we know, the traditional “diffusion model” whereby ideas and
doctrines (scientific theories, political ideologies, cultural trends) were
simply disseminated from the West – Europe and the United States – to
the rest of the world has been superseded in recent years by new perspectives
on worldwide knowledge creation. It is now recognized that original
currents of thought were often profoundly modified in the process of
adaptation and the generalization of their new settings. In fact, it has been
pointed out that the emergence of hybrid bodies of learning and linked
networks of scientists and intellectuals, rather than a one directional transmission of ideas, seems a better way of describing this process. 18
Two consequences arise from this recognition, and both seem relevant to
the study of “entanglements in legal history.” One, the history of this
transnational process of circulation of ideas is not just a record of how
ideas originated in one place and were received in others; on the contrary,
history is also being made precisely in the movement between different
regions of the world; that is, the process of transition (and translation) is a
historical process of knowledge creation.
Secondly, this process of transit, of hybridization of knowledge, is affected
by specific social forms: intellectuals, writers, scientists, policy makers and
academics, and their international networks, conferences, journals, and
books. Therefore, we need to pay particular attention to the social mechanisms of circulation of legal ideas: book translations, professional associations, personal relationships and networks; and to the crucial role played by
the government in the dissemination of legal thought on the more general
public discourse about state and society.
The following sections will explore, first, the perception of U.S. institutions by nineteenth century Argentina’s political elites and their diffusion
into local universities; second, the role of translators, printers and booksellers as social mechanisms of circulation of those ideas; and third, the ways
in which local interpretations adapted the original model to local needs,
creating a vocabulary of liberal constitutionalism suited to the particular
politcal context of the country.

institutions themselves, as adopted by political authorities in Argentina (the structure of
the federal judiciary, and the adoption of judicial review, for instance) maintained a
remarkable level of fidelity to the U.S. original. See Miller (1997).
18 Bayly et al. (2006); Bayly (2004).
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The “American Model” and Nineteenth Century
Argentine Constitutionalism
The struggle to establish the rule of law as part of the nation building project
in nineteenth century Latin America was burdened by the particular
historical circumstances in which that process took place. Among those
particular historical circumstances, historians have frequently emphasized
the legacy of the colonial world, deeply embedded in a hierarchical,
centralist, and corporatist ethos, as discussed by Richard Morse, Glen Dealy,
Howard Wiarda, Claudio Véliz, and others. 19 The disappearance of effective
state power after independence, the centrifugal effects of strong regionalist
movements, and economic structural imbalances helped to consolidate the
caudillista tradition of a strong personalization of power, which frequently
led to political instability and the concentration of all the functions of
administration, legislation, and judicial power in one person, making
impossible the functional differentiation necessary for the process of rationalization of the law. 20 Far from being an abstraction evoked to explain all the
ills and shortcomings of the new independent nations, the corporatist legacy
of the colonial world was in fact present in very concrete collective actors,
such as the Army and the Church. This presence was also felt in very concrete
social practices, such as Church and military fueros, the special jurisdictional
privileges enjoyed by the clergy and military officers, which reinforced a
system of legal, social and economic stratification, and appeared as wholly
incompatible with the ideals of legal equality embraced by liberal nation
building. 21
The topics of the colonial legacies of caudillismo and Catholic obscurantism in the region were already present as recurrent tropes for nineteenth
century North American intellectuals, and operated as an influential feedback for Latin American liberal letrados struggling to rid their countries of
Hispanic traditions. 22 Just like the project of a massive influx of European

19 Morse (1954); Morse (1964); Dealy (1968); Wiarda (1971); Wiarda (1973); Veliz
(1980). On the persistence of cultural explanations in Latin American history and historiography, see Adelman (1999b).
20 On caudillismo and political order in nineteenth century Latin America see Safford
(1992); Chasteen (1994); Goldman / Salvatore (1998).
21 Cutter (1999); Arnold (1999).
22 Kagan (1996); Jaksic (2012).
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migrants was seen by many as a tool for the social and cultural transformation
of a local population deemed deficient for the construction of a modern
republic; the adoption of U.S. constitutionalism was taken by many as a
panacea for the institutional ills bequeathed by the Hispanic colonial legacy.
There were limits to such an adoption, however, imposed by the local
context. The predominance of the Catholic Church on one hand, and
nationalist rhetoric on the other, fueled mistrust of Northern influences.
As has been rightly pointed out, “the political environment recommended
prudence, and prudence was exercised through creative translating and
editing.” 23 For others, prudence was dictated by the turbulent past of
Argentina, which demanded institutional guarantees of order and authority
that the U.S. constitution apparently could not provide. Such was the case of
Juan Bautista Alberdi, whose book Bases inspired much of the 1853
Argentine constitution, and its peculiar mixture of constitutional sources.
The Chilean Constitution of 1833 was the main source adopted by Alberdi
to construct a strong national executive and higher degrees of political
centralization for Argentina. 24
Alberdi’s rival, Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, on the other hand, was a
staunch defender of the American Model. After his 1847 visit to the States,
where he was inspired by Tocqueville, he became fascinated by the strength of
civil society in New England (as recorded in his book Viajes); his enthusiasm
with the United States as a model for the South American republics was
almost unlimited. In 1860, Sarmiento was an active participant in the
constitutional convention that reformed the 1853 text, and many of the
reforms were inspired by his desire to bring the Argentine constitution closer
to the U.S. model. When Sarmiento returned from Argentina to the United
States as a diplomatic envoy (1865–1868), his friendship with Horace and
Mary Mann and his contacts with the Union political establishment were
crucial in cementing his belief in the suitability of the United States as a
model for Argentina, whether for the propagation of popular education, or
the diffusion of constitutional doctrine. Moreover, the victory of the Union
and the period of Reconstruction became for Sarmiento symbols of the
reconciliation of liberal republicanism, federalism, and a strong executive,
23 Jaksic (2012), 5–6.
24 Botana (1984); Negretto / Aguilar Rivera (2000); Adelman (2007); Zimmermann
(2011).
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Figure 2: Juana Manso, a close collaborator in President Sarmiento’s
educational projects, translated Francis Lieber’s On Civil Liberty and
Self Government. A second translation of this popular treatise was
made by Colombian Florentino González in 1872.
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a formula that was to guide his administration as President of Argentina
(1868–1874). 25
After the sanction of the 1853 Constitution, the debate on the relative
influence of the U.S. model raged on. José Benjamín Gorostiaga, one of the
drafters of the document, stated that it had been “cast in the mould of the
U.S. Constitution, the only existing model of a true federation.” Alberdi and
Sarmiento published their own divergent interpretations on the question,
but politics and military action would temporarily suspend the discussion, as
Buenos Aires seceded from the Argentine Confederation (1854–1860). 26
During the separation, the institutions of the American Model – and the
pros and cons of judicial review by a federal supreme court in particular –
were debated in Paraná (capital of the Argentine Confederation) and the
now independent Estado de Buenos Aires. 27 With the military triumph of
Buenos Aires and reunification of both political entities came the constitutional reform of 1860 (proposed by Buenos Aires, the reforms brought the
Argentine Constitution even closer to the U.S. model 28), and eventually the
ascendance of Bartolomé Mitre to the presidency in 1862. The stage was set
for a more aggressive implementation of the U.S. model in Argentina.
Congress sanctioned laws setting up a federal judiciary in 1862 and 1863,
which closely followed the U.S. Judiciary Act of 1789. President Mitre had
sent a special envoy (Manuel R. García), to the U.S., who had very diligently
compiled and sent to Buenos Aires all the relevant precedents. 29
The special committee in charge of drafting the Ley 27 (organization of
the federal judiciary) recommended a series of measures to facilitate the
implementation of the new institutions. Among them were “to popularize
the new doctrines” through a series of “translations and compilations” of the
more relevant works written in English on the workings of the U.S. model
and its relations to Argentine institutions, and to promote in universities and
“academias de jurisprudencia” the study of this branch of public law. 30 Thus,
25 Botana (1984); Botana (1997); Halperin Donghi et al (eds.) (1994); Weiner (2011).
26 On judicial institutions in the Argentine Confederation, see Lanteri (2010).
27 Levaggi (1980); Pérez Guilhou (1983). For other debates in nineteenth century
Argentine constitutional culture, Zorraquín Becú (1976); Zorraquín Becú (1988);
Levaggi (1981); Miller (1997).
28 Martire (1984); Zimmermann (1989).
29 Archivo del General Mitre, Presidencia de la República, XIII (1912), 174–175; “Justicia
Federal,” La Nación Argentina, February 6, 1863; García (1863); Zavalía (1920).
30 Diario de Sesiones del Senado de la Nación, September 27, 1862, 426.
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the remarkable process of translation and circulation of texts was to be
backed from the outset by government support. This was an important
difference with the work of exiles in the first half of the nineteenth century.
In 1860s Argentina, the government was actively involved in the diffusion of
the U.S. model, and university courses as much as judicial courts were to be
the recipients of its efforts.
Constitutional Law and the American Model
at the University of Buenos Aires
With the arrival of Juan María Gutiérrez as Rector in 1861, a series of
curricular changes transformed the structure and content of legal studies
at the University of Buenos Aires. Gutiérrez abolished the Academia de
Jurisprudencia, where candidates had to take three years of professional
practice, and widened the curriculum with the introduction of new courses:
Roman Law, in 1863; Constitutional Law, in 1868, Legal Medicine, in 1871,
and Procedural Law in 1873. Finally, in 1874 the old Departamento de
Jurisprudencia changed its name into Facultad de Derecho y Ciencias Sociales, as
it is known today. 31 The creation of the Chair of Constitutional Law in 1868,
which followed the constitutional reform of 1860, and preceded the reform
of the constitution of the province of Buenos Aires from 1870 to 1873,
stimulated public debate on constitutional matters, and divergent interpretations on the suitability of the American Model to the Argentine context
separated students and professors. 32
Colombian Florentino González held the chair between 1868 and 1874.
His Lecciones de Derecho Constitucional, a summary of his course published in
1869 and 1871, was a clear exposition of the interpretation of the U.S. constitution as a foundational document in political philosophy and constitutional practice which had to be closely followed. During the 1870s González’
Lecciones were used as an important source for Argentine students of constitutional law at the Buenos Aires Law School. 33 In these lectures González
31 Halperin Donghi (1962) 71–76; Candioti (1920) 114–115, 209; Zimmermann (1999b).
32 On the influence of the U.S. Constitution on the teaching of constitutional theory and
history in Argentine universities see Chiaramonte / Buchbinder (1991); Ravignani
(1930); Lanfranco (1957); Melo (1969); Etchepareborda (1973).
33 González (1869). References made by contemporaries about González’ influence on
students at the Buenos Aires Law School in Montes De Oca (1877), and Pestalardo
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presented an opposition between two systems of government that were
adopted by “the most civilized Christian nations”: constitutional monarchy,
which he called “sistema europeo,” and “the representative democratic republic,” or “sistema americano.” 34 Oddly enough, he made no mention of the
many precedents that had used such a conceptual scheme: much of the
Hispanic American republican thinking of the first half of the nineteenth
century emphasized that distinction between Europe and America; in
Argentina, Rosas and his publicists had made ample use of the idea of a
“Sistema Americano”; and in the United States, Henry Clay’s “American
System” combined with the Monroe Doctrine of 1823 to present plan for a
united America counterpoised to the European powers. 35 Moreover, Joel
Tiffany’s Treatise on Government, published in 1867 and later translated by
Clodomiro Quiroga in 1874, made a similar distinction about the “American
Theory” of government. 36
Political science and constitutional theory, claimed González, were an
empirical science, “una ciencia de observación,” and from the study of the
existing forms of government, it was clear that republican government had
been most successfully established in the United States. South American
constitutional practice, therefore, had to be based on the detailed study of
that model. This approach proved to be very influential among his students.
González inspired several dissertations on issues of constitutional theory and
practice, on the United States model and its relevance to the Argentine
situation: Aristóbulo del Valle, “Intervención del gobierno federal en el
territorio de los estados”; Carlos Pellegrini, “Estudio sobre derecho electoral”; Roque Suárez, “Sistema federal”; Juan Esteban Martínez, “Gobierno
federal”; Antonio Obligado, “La libertad de cultos”; Manuel Porcel de
Peralta, “El sufragio”; José M. Cantilo, “Las provincias no pueden legislar
en materia de competencia del Congreso Federal,” among others. 37
González’ successor at the Chair of Constitutional Law between 1874 and
1884 was José Manuel Estrada. Estrada strongly modified the outlook of the
course, elaborating a new interpretation of the historical background of

34
35
36
37

(1914). For a biographical study of Florentino González, spanning his political activities in
Colombia to his exile in Chile in the early 1860s, see Torres Caicedo (1868).
González (1869), 5.
Rojas (2010); Myers (1995); Grandin (2012).
Tiffany (1867) iii; translation in Quiroga (1874) xiii.
Candioti (1920) 141.
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the United States and the Argentine constitutions, and of the origins of
Argentine federalism. In the latter case, far from being the result of a
compact between provinces understood as sovereign entities, the Argentine
nation was seen as a legacy of the administrative design of the Spanish
colonial world, thus preceding the existence of the provinces, an interpretation that weakened the case for the suitability of the United States model
of a federal system for Argentina, and that would prevail in the teaching of
constitutional law during the years that followed, continued by Estrada’s
successors, Lucio V. López and Aristóbulo del Valle. 38
A similar process of dissemination and debate of American constitutional
doctrine took place among jurists after the sanction of the laws organizing
the country’s federal judicial institutions. “All our judges and lawyers must
be well versed in our federal judicial system, which they cannot apprehend
from the mere text of our Constitution without a previous and detailed
study of the foremost authors of North American federal law.” Thus, in 1863
the newspaper El Nacional justified the government’s decision to make
available in libraries and courts of justice all over the country the most
important works on United States constitutional history and theory. “Tienen
que consultar a cada paso a Story” concluded the newspaper. 39 During the
following years, an impressive government effort facilitated copies of Story
and other classics, such as The Federalist, Curtis, Lieber, Kent, and Pomeroy,
to the libraries of federal courts. 40
The list of translations of U.S. constitutional doctrine and jurisprudence
sponsored by the national government grew steadily in the following years,
and with the translations came an equally impressive number of university
dissertations and the first examples of local constitutional commentary
dedicated to the discussion of North American precedents for local doctrine
and jurisprudence. 41 After almost two decades of that process of translations
and diffusion of U.S. constitutional doctrine, Domingo Sarmiento, who had
38 Chiaramonte / Buchbinder (1991) 6–10.
39 “De la justicia federal,” El Nacional, January 5, 1863.
40 Memoria del Ministerio de Justicia, Culto e Instrucción Pública, 1865, 30, for a list of “libros
que se han traído de Norte América para la Biblioteca de la Exma. Corte Suprema de
Justicia,” including Curtis, Webster, and Story, among others; and Memoria del Ministerio de
Justicia, Culto e Instrucción Pública, 1880, 24–25, for an inventory of the library of the
Corrientes federal judge including, among others, “un tomo del Federalista, un tomo
Derecho Constitucional (por Tiffany), un tomo Derecho Constitucional (por Story).”
41 Nadelmann (1959) 204–214.
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been one of its most ardent supporters, vainly proclaimed that Argentina
was, “among the Spanish speaking peoples (including Spain) the one most
dedicated to the systematic study of her political and institutional precedents.” Similar observations on the remarkable abundance of translations
and treatises on constitutional matters by the 1880s were made by other
prominent jurists, such as Estanislao Zeballos and Joaquín V. González. 42
As we shall see, in that process of constitutional analysis and reflection that
so impressed Sarmiento and others, the “American Model” was subjected
to different interpretations. Editors and translators selected from a list of
possible “readings” what the U.S. model meant for Argentina at different
points in time. But before getting into that, let us explore the world of
material practices that made possible the circulation of these works.
“Printed constitutionalism” in the River Plate:
jurists, translators and booksellers
It has been suggested – albeit for a different place and period – that the
relation between print and political culture, and specifically “the invention
of written – and more particularly printed – constitutionalism” was a key
moment in the transition from the bourgeois public sphere to national state.
Translators, printers and booksellers thus deserve our attention as part of the
process of convergence of “print capitalism” advanced by Benedict Anderson
and the “printed constitutionalism” analyzed by Michael Warner. 43 The
concept of “printed constitutionalism” forces us to look not only into the
content of constitutional doctrines circulating in the region, but also to
consider the social mechanisms that made possible the diffusion and circulation of such doctrines. To treat books not only as texts but also as physical
objects resulting from particular economic and cultural practices allows us to
integrate certain aspects of social history into the transnational history of
constitutionalism in the Americas, and to explore a new way of thinking
about the global spread of ideas and the circuits of crosscultural exchange. 44

42 Sarmiento (1879); Zeballos (1886) and González (1917) 74–75.
43 Warner (1990). On “print capitalism” and national identity, see also the classic work
Anderson (1991, 2006). See also Armitage (2007) for the intersection of politics,
printing, and the transnational circulation of political ideas.
44 Gamsa (2011); Rojas (2010).
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The diffusion of nineteenth century constitutionalism in Argentina, as
part of the nation building process, was notably influenced by the expansion
of print and a market for books and translations.The expansion of a reading
public has been rightly singled out as the starting point for the modernization of the printing presses and publishing houses in Buenos Aires. 45 In the
early 1860s, when the process of translations began in earnest, Buenos Aires
had 14 printing presses. Juan María Gutiérrez, a distinguished member of
the Buenos Aires intellectual elite, reporting on the situation of the book
industry lamented there were so few entrepreneurs willing to take up this
necessary endeavour for the intellectual health of the country. He also
pointed out that out of 113 publications in 1863, more than a third had
been published with the help of government funding. Gutiérrez also cited
the problems he encountered in trying to gather information on the number
of imported books that had arrived in Buenos Aires, since there were no
official statistics on the matter, and importers were rather reluctant to
provide them. 46
We know little about some of the most important establishments operating in Buenos Aires up to the 1860s – El Progreso, La Tribuna, Imprenta del
Plata, Americana, de Mayo, Constitución, Bernheim – or about some of the
most active editors and publishers, e. g., Benito Hortelano, Carlos Casavalle,
and Pablo Coni. Durign the next decade, three important new firms entered
the scene: Guillermo Kraft (1864), the Librería Nueva de Jacobo Peuser (1867),
and the Imprenta Americana de Ángel Estrada (1871). None of these firms had
the characteristics of a modern publishing house that assumes the economic
risk of investing in the publication of its titles. 47 By the 1880s the industry had
undergone a process of remarkable modernization, adopting modern technology and combining local production with the printing of many titles
abroad. A good number of novels produced by local writers were published
by Peuser, Kraft, Biedma, Alsina, Coni, Buffet, La Rápida, and Compañía
Sudamericana de Billetes de Banco. By the end of that decade, jurist Joaquín
V. González could acclaim the work of publisher Félix Lajouanne for his

45 Rivera (1998); Prieto (1988); De Sagastizábal (1995); Pastormerlo (2006).
46 Gutiérrez (1864), III, 272–294. On bookstores and book importers and the nineteenth
century legal culture in Buenos Aires, see also Díaz (2001); Leiva (2005). For a case study
on Brazil, Rodrigues Barbosa (2010).
47 Rivera (1998) 19–20.
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1888 edition of Clodomiro Quirogas’ translation of George Paschal, which
started up a collection of translations of constitutional “classics,” the Biblioteca Constitucional Americana, that amounted to “the beginning of a new era
for our constitutional law.” 48
Even though the publishing business was gradually showing signs of
expansion, and a new market of readers sustained a moderate demand for
local books, local translators still depended heavily on the good will of the
authorities to sponsor their work. There were little opportunities for many of
these collections to be published by purely private means. Government
sponsorship was indispensable, and in turn this facilitated the influence of
the authorities and the political establishment on the selection of both the
original sources to be translated and the choice of local personalities to do
the job. Some of them were journalists and/or owned a newspaper (José
María Cantilo, Nicolás Calvo), but all had to negotiate patiently to obtain
government subsidies in order to get their work published (prologues to the
translations by Calvo, Carrasco Albano, and Cantilo, explicitly recognized
this.). Funding usually implied the government purchase of a large number
of copies to be distributed in state courts, universities, and schools. 49
José María Cantilo and Clodomiro Quiroga developed fruitful professional and personal relationships with the liberal political establishment.
Cantilo, who was in exile in Montevideo during the Rosas dictatorship,
held several positions after Rosas ousting, among others being secretary to
Dalmacio Vélez Sarsfield, drafter of the Argentine Civil Code. Clodomiro
Quiroga was a close collaborator of president Sarmiento – both being natives
of the same province (San Juan). Florentino González was the only figure
who seemed to take the place of an outsider, although he had a long track
record in the politics of his native Colombia. After being transferred to
Chile, he finally arrived in Buenos Aires, in the 1860s, where his credentials
were rapidly validated and readily accepted by the city’s leaders (this process
was facilitated by the publication of a biographical story written by his
48 González (1888) 89–117.
49 Registro Nacional, vol. 5, 1863–1869, for a September 1863 law authorizing the national
executive to buy five hundred copies of José M. Cantilo’s translation of Joseph Story,
“Esposición de la Constitución de los Estados Unidos, para distribuirla en los establecimientos de educación de la República.” Carrasco Albano’s 1865 translation of James Kent
narrates in its introduction his negotiations with the Ministry of the Interior to obtain
proper funding.
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Figure 3: With government funding Nicolás Calvo published several
editions of his translation of Story’s Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States. Most of the translations published in these years
received official support.

fellow countryman J. M. Torres Caicedo 50). As we have seen, in 1868 he was
appointed as the first regular professor of the Chair of Constitutional Law at
the University of Buenos Aires.
50 Revista de Buenos Aires, XVI, 1868, 299–320.
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Cantilo and Quiroga complemented their work as translators with the
writing of manuals of civics, or basic constitutional law textbooks to be
taught in secondary schools: José María Cantilo published in 1866 his La
constitución argentina explicada sencillamente para la instrucción de la juventud,
to complement his translations of Joseph Story; and Clodomiro Quiroga,
who translated Story, Paschal, Tiffany and Carnegie, wrote his 1872 Manual
del Ciudadano with the same purpose. Again, their professional and personal
links with the political establishment eased their way to economic aid from
the government in order to finance their publications.
Ultimately, this is an indication that these works were far from being
purely academic exercises produced by the legal establishment. Nor were
they solely thought of as tools for the emerging profession of lawyers and
attorneys. Rather, they were part of a concrete political project: to support
the experiment of adapting the institutions of liberal constitutionalism in
post-Rosas Argentina. As such, they contributed to the construction of a new
political vocabulary, attuned to the ideological leanings of the particular
brand of liberalism guiding Argentina’s political and cultural elites. Let us
explore some of the elements of this new political vocabulary advanced by
the Argentine jurists and translators.
A conceptual history of the “American Model” in Argentina
The particular brand of liberalism that took hold in 1860s Argentina had
three central elements: first, the need to consolidate a national union under
the leadership of the Buenos Aires political elite and to combat the threat of
sectionalism posed by provincial caudillos (including the autonomista faction
in Buenos Aires). Second, a conception of liberal republicanism, strongly
identified with the Philadelphia constitution, seen not only as a synthesis of
a political system oriented to the protection of individual rights against state
encroachment, but also as a weapon to fight the Hispanic cultural legacy.
Finally, the combination of liberal principles with a defense of strong central
authority, frequently through the granting of special faculties to the national
executive, revealing the traditional tension within political liberalism between the limitation and the strengthening of state authority. 51 Through
the 1860s and 1870s, a conceptual history of the “American Model” can be
51 Hale (1989a) 248.
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traced in the writings of the Argentine translators and commentators, who
successively put forward each of these three elements of the liberal formula,
in their interpretations of the U.S. institutions. 52
In 1860, Nicolás Calvo thought that the idea of the Constitution as a
symbol of national unification was paramount. This is how he presented his
translation of Joseph Story’s Commentaries (or rather his translation of the
French version of Story, by Paul Odent). 53 In his introduction, Calvo made
explicit his intentions. The “great question” facing the country was that of
“Argentine unification.” Buenos Aires, separated from the rest of the
Argentine Confederation since 1853, was torn between those who fought
for national conciliation (achieved with the constitutional reform of 1860)
and those who wanted to maintain the province’s status as a separate,
autonomous state. Calvo accused the latter of being an intransigent faction,
“the Dulcamaras who are devouring our country. (…) An oligarchy of
separatists (…) that is going to be unmasked with the translation of Story.”
Story was the best explanation available of the merits of the Philadelphia
constitution, and Calvo offered a passionate argument for the likeness of the
Argentine situation with that of the United States at the time of the
constitutional ratification. “If we follow their example, our prosperity will
be no less than the one enjoyed by that prodigious country,” stated in
following editions of this work. The American Model of federalism, as
explained by Story, and as adopted by the Argentine constitution, was the
best recipe for crushing the extreme sectionalism of the autonomistas in
Buenos Aires, and to show that a federal regime could lay the foundations
for national union.
For others, this involved a reconstruction of the country’s constitutional
history, in order to show that even before the sanction of the national
constitution, Argentina was already a nation, and not a loose confederacy
of provincial quasi-sovereign states, as others had contended. A few years
later, José María Cantilo tried to reinforce this view, in his textbook of
civics for secondary schools. “Was there an Argentine nation before our
constitutional organization? Our union has existed since political emancipation,” argued Cantilo without a shadow of a doubt, although, as we have
52 On different approaches to conceptual histories of politics see Farr (1989); Rosanvallon
(2003).
53 Calvo (1860).
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seen, this was far from being the only way of understanding the country’s
past. 54
Once the unified nation had produced the constitutional reform of 1860
and Congress had sanctioned the organization of federal judicial institutions
in 1862 and 1863, the Buenos Aires liberal elite led by President Mitre,
Domingo Sarmiento, and Dalmacio Vélez Sarsfield launched their ambitious
program of refashioning the country’s institutions guided by the principles
of a modern liberal republicanism. This program encompassed not only a set
of political and judicial institutions, but also a cultural war against the
Hispanic colonial legacy. The American Model was also a recipe for emulating the type of society that the Argentine elite perceived in the U.S.: liberal,
progressive, embarked on a seemingly endless process of economic expansion, and with a vibrant urban civil society. In his introduction to his
translation of Francis Lieber’s On Civil Liberty and Self-Government, Florentino González presented a radical version of this credo, one he pursued with
a sense of mission: “Latin traditions and theories can neither support free
institutions nor be a firm foundation to build a republic.” By “Latin traditions” he meant mostly two philosophical principles that had inspired the
Hispanic presence in America: “in politics, the abdication of individuality
among the members of a community, and the subordination of such a
community before a Caesar, whether an emperor or a king; in religion, the
abdication of human reason before a Pope.” Therefore, concluded González,
he contributed his translation as a means of “rectifying the many and tragic
mistakes that corrupt the political science of public officials in the countries
that speak the language of Castile.” 55
For others, French appeared as inadequate as “the language of Castile”
when the subject matter was constitutionalism, where the English language
seemed to reign supreme:
El inglés es el idioma del derecho constitucional, de la libertad política, de las
fórmulas concretas y acabadas, como el francés es el de la crítica, de las especula54 Cantilo (1866), 5–6.
55 González (1871) 2: “Las tradiciones latinas pueden resumirse en dos capítulos: en
política, abdicación del poder individual de los miembros de la comunidad, y del poder
social de ésta en un César, llámese emperador o rey; y en religión, abdicación de la razón
humana en un Papa.” Lieber’s book had been previously translated in 1869 by Juana
Manso, a close collaborator of President Sarmiento’s educational projects. Manso did not
write a prologue or introduction to the text.
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ciones filosóficas y de las delicadezas del espíritu, y nosotros descuidamos el primero,
porque nuestras afinidades de raza y de gustos nos arrastran al segundo irremisiblemente. Cierto que es más encantador arrullar nuestros oídos con las frases de
Saint-Victor, de Taine y de Sainte-Beuve; pero no podemos negar que es más útil
para nuestra vida pública, nutrir nuestra inteligencia y educar nuestro corazón para
las luchas de la libertad con las páginas majestuosas de Story, de Pomeroy, de Cooley,
de Curtis, de Paschal. 56

Florentino González also translated Frederick Grimke’s Considerations upon
the Nature and Tendency of Free Institutions, emphasizing the importance of
political decentralization and narrow limits on the power of the federal
government as the best way of securing the individual freedom that the
modern republic was grounded on. 57 Grimke was an important presence in
the Lecciones González taught at the Universidad de Buenos Aires, a presence
that can also be detected in several doctoral dissertations supervised by the
Colombian. Some examples include Aristóbulo del Valle’s dissertation titled
“Intervención del gobierno federal en el territorio de los Estados” (1869) or
Antonio Lodola’s work on the problem of national codification in a federal
regime (1872). This last dissertation made ample use of Grimke, quoting
repeatedly the Considerations in order to put forward a thesis shared by
many: the value of political decentralization within federalism as a means of
securing power fragmentation and individual freedom. 58 But this way of
interpreting the American Model, with its radical defense of decentralization
and constitutional guarantees of individual freedom, soon clashed with the
local need to fortify the faculties of the national executive, challenged by
provincial caudillos.
The American Civil War and Reconstruction, and the changing Argentine context, shaken by provincial revolts during the presidencies of Mitre
and Sarmiento, offered an opportunity to reinterpret the American Model
along different lines. In 1867, Bernardo de Irigoyen published his Justicia
Nacional. Apuntes sobre la jurisdicción de la Corte Suprema, a brief summary
of his polemics with Marcelino Ugarte on whether the federal Supreme
Court could hear cases against the provinces. To Ugarte this was another

56 González (1888). 98.
57 González (1981) 365–381. On the different translations of Grimke in Argentina, García
Belsunce (2009).
58 Lodola (1872). On González’s influence in the period’s doctoral dissertations in the
Buenos Aires Law School, see Candioti (1920), García Belsunce (2009).
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step towards an endless centralization of power, a process that the ruling
mitristas had launched with several initiatives: a project to make the whole
province of Buenos Aires a federal territory; the refusal by the Minister of the
Interior to grant provincial governors the faculty of decreeing the state of
siege; new tariffs and export duties sanctioned by Congress; and last but not
least, this new doctrine of an expanded jurisdiction of the federal judiciary
defended by Irigoyen, that Ugarte considered unconstitutional. 59 Many of
Ugarte’s complaints against the federal judiciary faculties over the provinces
echoed Vicente Quesada’s 1858 arguments against establishing judicial
review of provincial legislation by the federal Supreme Court. Quesada
had warned, during congressional debates in Paraná, at the time capital of
the Argentine Confederation, against creating “a new Consejo de Indias
disguised as a Supreme Court, with unlimited faculties and unchecked by
other powers.” 60 Irigoyen, on the other hand, felt it perfectly natural to
adopt this expanded jurisdiction, based on the differences between the
federal systems of the American Union and that of the Argentine Federation.
A few years later, Clodomiro Quiroga, one of President Sarmiento’s
closest collaborators, published a short textbook on civics. In it, Quiroga
used a long list of questions and answers on various political issues to explain
the operation of constitutional rules, and made clear how far this new, more
centralizing, interpretation of the American Model had advanced. 61 At the
beginning of this Manual del Ciudadano, Quiroga reasserted the predominance of the American Model within Argentine constitutional culture:
“The Argentine Republic took its fundamental principles from the United
States Constitution (…) Therefore, the United States has provided us with
a Constitution and with its jurisprudence (…) Argentina’s amendments,
aimed at adapting the American Constitution to our traditions and historical background, do not alter the nature of those principles.” However, both
the original model and the local context appear very different almost two
decades after the initial adoption of the Argentine Constitution. Now, it
seemed more prudent to recall the more centralizing traits offered by the
model, rather than the idea of power fragmentation proposed, for instance,
by Grimke and Florentino González. Thus, Quiroga redraws the new
59 De Irigoyen (1867) 4–5.
60 Levaggi (1980); Pérez Guilhou (1983); Miller (1997).
61 Quiroga (1872); Quiroga (1873).
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Figure 4: Clodomiro Quiroga complemented his labors as translator
with a basic textbook of civics, a Manual del Ciudadano, explaining
American and Argentine institutions in line with President Sarmiento’s centralizing principles.

boundaries for the interpretation of the American Model, condemning the
“doctrine of Nullification” and the “theory of State rights” that had been
defended by “the school of Calhoun”:
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I am of the opinion that the Constitution has created a government rather than a mere
agency or treaty; a lasting union rather than a league that can be dissolved at the
discretion of any Province; a government with limited powers, undoubtedly, but
sufficiently empowered to protect, defend and perpetuate our Nation. Under these
convictions about principle and public convenience, provincial outbreaks seeking
division and isolation can only be perceived as rebellious and a resistance to legitimate
authority, with no apparent cause. (…) Such is the theory of President Johnson’s
proclamations, setting aside State governments and appointing new magistracies;
such the theory of Congress in passing the Reconstruction laws. 62

Years later, Quiroga reiterated his arguments in his translation of George
Paschal’s Constitution of the Unidted States. Paschal’s prologue denounced
“the heresy of that peculiar school of “State sovereignty,” which taught that
the States had, in fact, surrendered nothing, but had only delegated certain
powers, in trust, to a common agent: and that any State could, at any time,
for any cause, or no cause, resume the delegated powers, and again peaceably
take its place among the nations of the earth.” 63
This interpretation of the evolution experienced by the American Model
fitted perfectly into President Sarmiento’s goal of reconciling liberal republicanism with the assertion of the national government and of presidential
authority in particular. His belief in a “moderate republicanism” had been
nourished by the experiences of Lincoln’s strong leadership during the
American Civil War and the expansion of the American federal government
during Reconstruction. Sarmiento’s biography of Lincoln highlighted his
style of leadership, and his forceful defense of the Constitution. The suspension of habeas corpus and the enforcement of martial law during the Civil
War were of special interest to Sarmiento, given the context of provincial
uprisings in 1860s and 1870s Argentina (and contrasted with his own
negative opinions on martial law and state of siege in his 1853 Comentarios).
This was combined with the “strong government” republicanism synthesized
in the Third French Republic (as filtered by Sarmiento’s readings of Edouard
Laboulaye) to produce a reconciliation of the liberal tradition with the
strengthening of national authority over provincial governments, which
Sarmiento found particularly suitable for the unstable political context of
the 1870s Argentina. 64
62 Quiroga (1872) iii – viii.
63 Quiroga (1888).
64 For instance, D. F. Sarmiento, “Cuestiones de Actualidad,” La Tribuna, April 23, 1875,
Sarmiento, Vida de Lincoln, both in Sarmiento (1953). On the role of Laboulaye’s political
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It also provided Sarmiento with an opportunity to assimilate the situation
of the Argentine interior provinces with the American South during the
Reconstruction period, and thus to bring forth again the idea of one greater
America sharing common problems, and demanding common policies and
institutions. In 1866, speaking at a meeting of teachers and school superintendents in Indianapolis, Sarmiento called for a common educational
effort in the American South and in the “farther South,” i.e., the Argentine
provinces: “nuestras instituciones son igualmente federales, i tenemos
Estados mucho más atrasados en la difusión de la educación i en todo grado
de cultura que los más remotos Estados del Sud de esta Unión (…) es vuestra
misión extender los beneficios de la educación desde estos centros de luz
hasta éste i el otro más remoto Sur, que aún permanecen cubiertos de
sombras. Tenemos que pasear la antorcha por toda la América hasta que todo
crepúsculo desaparezca.” 65 Similar considerations were put forward by Mary
Mann in her 1868 translation of Sarmiento’s Facundo or Civilization and
Barbarism (1845), where her concerns about the Union and the South
paralleled her interpretations of political conflict in Argentina between
the national government and the interior provinces. 66

thought and the whole political experience of the Third French Republic as a source of
inspiration for late nineteenth century Latin American politics, Hale (1989b). For the
judicial treatment of the conflictive relations of provincial caudillos and the national
government, Zimmermann (2010).
65 Sarmiento (1867) 114–117.
66 Jaksic (2002), and Weiner (2011) on Sarmiento, Mary Mann and the similarities between
Reconstruction and the Argentine situations. Grandin (2012) explores the decline and fall
of the view of a single, unified America in the United States: “Where Clay and Thomas
Jefferson before him had begun to speak of a single, unified ‘America,’ with shared
interests different from those of old Europe, … early Jacksonians, … began to stress, not for
the first time but with particular weight, South America as distinct from North. This slicing
of America in two made it into Webster’s 1828 American Dictionary, which divorced north
from south at the Darien Gap in Panama, and took place, it should be noted, decades
before Spanish Americans began to talk of ‘two Americas,’ one ‘Latin,’ the other ‘AngloSaxon’.” Also, Sexton (2011) for the evolution of the Monroe Doctrine and its changing
interpretations in the United States during the nineteenth century. The essays collected in
Sheinin (2000) illustrate the complexities involved in the Pan American project.
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Conclusions
In their translations and manuals, Argentine jurists made available constitutional models and collections of laws and jurisprudential decisions, but they
also mediated between such works and the local contexts, selecting, adapting, reading and interpreting those texts in particular ways, suited to the
local circumstances. Recent historiography has emphasized the key role of
“mediators” in the transnational circulation of knowledge, and the ways in
which lawyers have acted as “cultural intermediaries” in situations of legal
pluralism. 67 Studying the prologues and introductions, footnotes and commentaries to their translations (the “paratext”), and the contents of their
manuals, we can appreciate how the work of these “mediators” generated a
process of hybridization of knowledge within nineteenth century Argentine
constitutional culture.
As specialists in comparative law know full well, “a transplanted rule is
not the same thing as it was in its previous home (…) it is rules – not just
statutory rules – institutions, legal concepts, and structures that are borrowed, not the ‘spirit’ of a legal system.” 68 The same could be said about the
texts used as sources by our translators. The “spirit” within the interpretations presented in all the translations and textbooks produced by Argentine
jurists was eminently local, and contributed to giving birth to a constitutional culture nourished by a “global legal entanglement,” in which the new
texts reflected an unique mixture of original, foreign, texts and local interpretations.
I would add two considerations about this process. First, the elaboration
of this mixed constitutional culture was not confined to one particular
moment; it was a dynamic process that evolved over time in different
directions, allowing us to explore the different strands that can be integrated
in a conceptual history of the “American Model” in Argentina. As we have
seen, this process was deeply affected by one salient feature of Argentine
“printed constitutionalism”: the universe of authors, translators, printers,
and booksellers which made possible the circulation of constitutional
thought was heavily dependent on official economic support. Thus, the
vagaries of nineteenth century Argentine politics frequently set the limits of
the interpretations put forward by local jurists. In our conceptual history of
67 Charle (2004) 197–204; Benton (2002).
68 Watson (2006) 2–3.
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the American Model, therefore, we have to take into account the diverse
political and ideological filters through which American constitutionalism
was seen to serve local uses.
But, and this is my second point, if political and economic power could
set limits to the universe of interpretations that could be made available, the
language of liberal republicanism put forward by these jurists and translators
also determined what was politically possible in post-Rosas Argentina. There
was no going back to a pre-liberal, charismatic, caudillo regime. Optimism in
the transforming capacities of a set of political and legal institutions was
distilled in a “linguistic constitution of politics”: the establishment and
evolution of a language of liberal republicanism in nineteenth century
Argentina. 69 None of the pessimism that had led others with a deterministic
belief in the power of old mores and habits to state that “the Spanish of
South America (…) are not able to support the democratic republic”
deterred our jurists and translators. 70 On the contrary, Argentine liberal
elites were convinced that South American nations and Argentina in
particular, could now provide important lessons for the improvement of
republican institutions in general, having experienced decades of frustration
with their experiments and having ultimately found a successful formula.
Sarmiento had insisted on this same point for over two decades: both North
and South America had to teach the world the virtues of republican
institutions; both North and South America had to develop common
policies deriving lessons from their own unique historical experiences. 71
Ultimately, to see the development of a particular Argentine nineteenth
century constitutional culture as the result of these global entanglements
changes the way in which we study both the nation and its constitutional
69 On the linguistic constitution of politics, Farr (1989) 27, 37, and more generally Skinner
(1988).
70 Tocqueville (1835), I, 2, 494–495; Aguilar Rivera (1999).
71 Sarmiento (1845): “¿No significa nada para la Historia y la Filosofía, esta eterna lucha de
los pueblos hispanoamericanos?”; Sarmiento (1858): “En América, porque sólo en América el suelo estaba desembarazado de construcciones góticas, pudo levantarse el Gobierno
fundado en el consentimiento de los gobernados …” See also in the same text his demand
for common principles, ideas and institutions, for America, “desde el Labrador hasta Tierra
del Fuego”; and Sarmiento (1865): “nos será permitido, con la ciencia del desierto
interrogar el suelo, la lengua, la historia y los progresos de la América del Sur, en relación
con la del Norte, que no sólo el istmo de Panamá constituye continuación la una de la otra
…” See also Fernández Bravo (2012).
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organization. On the one hand, this may be seen as part of a project of
rethinking the nation and its history in a transnational way; to decenter
the romantic historiography of nation building as a patriotic saga and to
promote global ways of imagining the nation. 72 On the other, it shows
that liberal constitutionalism in the Americas can also be seen as a global
creation, in much the same way that the political vocabulary of the
Enlightenment has been recently studied:
The philosophical and political vocabulary of the Enlightenment was also a global
creation. In many cases, this was a result of the purposeful reformulation of a
particular body of thought and practices associated with the ‘Enlightenment’ in
Europe. Thus our attention shifts from the salons in Paris, Berlin, and Naples to the
conditions under which cultural elites in Caracas and Valparaíso, in Madras and
Cairo, engaged with its claims. 73

The new global history, then, also invites us to reflect in a different manner
on the role of Latin America in the Atlantic constitutional experiment. In
nineteenth century Argentina, debates on the adaptation of the American
Model touched upon many of the most fundamental problems in that
experiment: sectionalism, centralization and provincial autonomies, division
of powers, the tensions between the build up of strong national executives
and the preservations of the founding liberal principles. To fully recover the
relevance of such an experience, we need “a reorientation of world history
and a repositioning of Latin America within it.” Such a perspective allows us
to move away from “the old characterization of Latin American elites as
failed importers of Western constitutionalism,” and to perceive the region as
“a central example of the complexities of state making.” 74
72 Bender (2002) and Bender (2006) show how the effort of rethinking and rewriting the
history of the United States from a global perspective, incorporates Latin American history
as one of its inputs.
73 Conrad (2012) 1012. See also Bilder (2005) for an analysis of a “transatlantic constitution” (English laws in the American colonies) that gave rise to a particularly longlasting legal culture, and Armitage (2007) for the global history of the Declaration of
Indepence of the United States.
74 Benton (2004), 426, 429. Cañizares Esguerra (2002) 10 comments on some of the
obstacles faced by these new approaches: “The unspoken assumption is that Latin
Americanists should not be writing the intellectual history of the West, on the one hand,
and Europeanists should not be meddling with the ‘Third World,’ on the other, where only
stories of strife and exploitation are worth chronicling (…) the public expects from
historians of the region cautionary tales of revolutionary violence and, if socially conscious,
stories of cunning peasants resisting treacherous oligarchs.”
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To study the transnational dimension of liberal constitutionalism in Latin
America, therefore – the fusion of the global and the local in the making of a
particular constitutional culture and the social mechanisms which facilitated
its diffusion – sheds new light on the forces shaping the elite’s legal and
political culture at a crucial time in the state building process, and gives us a
new perspective on the many and varied links between the region and the
world.
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Modern Constitutionalism and Legal Transfer:
The Political Offence in the French Charte constitutionnelle (1830) and the Belgian Constitution (1831)

1.

Modern constitutionalism and global legal history

In the historiography of public law and the institutional development of
Western regimes, ‘constitutionalism’ is undoubtedly one of the leading
concepts, as the idea of tempering regal and governmental powers has been
present in the Western legal tradition for a long time. Western legal history
has a long tradition of charters safeguarding the fundamental rights and
liberties of the people, in which the 1215 Magna Carta is the textbook
example. The 1689 Glorious Revolution in England even emphasized like no
other before the idea of limited monarchy, as the Bill of Rights coined the
essence of constitutionalism as an indispensable guarantee for “the true,
ancient and indubitable rights and liberties of the people.” However, the
adjective ‘modern’ is often added, since numerous scholars use the concept
of modern constitutionalism to describe the global transformation of the
institutional framework of the Western world during the last quarter of the
eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth century. There is a general
agreement amongst scholars on the fact that the 1776 American Revolution
marked the beginning of a new epoch. As the former colonies threw off the
British yoke, the American revolutionaries advocated a political model that
was no longer based on a divine order, but on natural law, stating that only
the people themselves could render legitimacy to the institutional framework of a nation state. Hence, they established a complete reversal of the
principles supporting constitutionalism. It is without a doubt that the epoch
starting with the outbreak of the American Revolution marked a pivotal era
in the history of public law. Opinions differ on what event marked the
accomplishment of the rise of modern constitutionalism, but there seems to
be a general consensus that it must be placed in the mid-nineteenth century,
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when various constitutions were promulgated in the aftermath of the 1848
European revolutionary wave. There is a global acceptance that this Sattelzeit,
as it was labelled by Reinhart Koselleck, 1 can be considered the cradle of
modern public law.
Both historians and legal scholars have dealt with the rise of modern
constitutionalism, as the drawing up of institutional fundamentals in a
supremely ranked text still defines thinking about public law. Constitutionalism has even proven to be the most important element in recent history of
public law, since all states, except for the United Kingdom, New Zealand
and Israel, currently have a written constitution framing the fundamentals
of their institutional framework and of the fundamental rights and liberties
of their citizens. Hence, according to Karl Loewenstein, it is “safe to say that
the written constitution has become the most common and universally
accepted phenomenon of the contemporary state organization.” 2 Supranational organisations such as the European Union are even working on a
constitutional text to enhance their legitimacy and Bruce Ackerman has even
launched the concept of ‘world constitutionalism.’ 3 Since 1776, a large
corpus of texts of almost 2000 texts has emerged that can be labelled
‘constitutions’, offering scholars and researchers a vast ocean of sources to
dive into. 4 Hence, one could argue that the rise of modern constitutionalism
is one of the pillars of global legal history, 5 especially when focusing on the
history of public law and the way institutional frameworks have developed
worldwide.

Koselleck (1970) XV.
Loewenstein (1961); Loewenstein (1965).
Ackerman (1997).
In 1954–1963, the Alfred Metzer Verlag published a bibliographical register in four
volumes, with bibliographies of all constitutions and constitutional documents that were
hitherto know (vol. I: Germany, vol. II: Europe, III: America, IV: Africa – Asia – Australia).
See: Menzel (1954–1963). There has been no systematic updating of this register,
although some supplements were published in Bryde / Hecker (1975) and Hecker
(1976). Of course, many constitutional texts can be found nowadays on the internet,
e. g. by Wikisource. As a result of the international research project “The Rise of Modern
Constitutionalism, 1776–1849” a collection of almost 1500 constitutional documents
(including draft bills) of this era has been made available. The project is led by professor
Horst Dippel and the texts are available at www.modern-constitutions.de. K.G. Saur Verlag / De Gruyter has published several volumes with the annotated editions in hard copy.
5 Crossley (2007); Mazlish / Buultjens (2004); O’Brien (2006).

1
2
3
4
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However, although the concept of modern constitutionalism seems to be
globally accepted amongst scholars, the German legal historian Horst Dippel
recently wrote that “our knowledge of its history is next to nothing,” 6 as
there is little reflection on its rise as a historical phenomenon. Of course,
there is a vast literature on the subject of constitutionalism, as the legal
scholars and political scientists have turned it into a research field of its own.
The books and articles drawing up typological models of constitutions 7 or
questioning the essence and the meaning of a constitution as a legal or
political phenomenon are countless. 8 However, when it comes to grasping
the historical essentials of the 1776–1849 era, things are less clear than one
might expect, says Dippel. While he acknowledges that many scholars have
already thoroughly dealt with the matter, he stresses that a fresh perspective
is needed, since most comparative studies are based upon the concept of the
nation state. Therefore, he advocates a new thinking on constitutional
history and on its impact on the Western legal tradition, which surpasses
the boundaries of national legal history. 9 To grasp the conceptual foundations of modern constitutionalism as a political and legal phenomenon on
itself, he believes new approaches are needed for a better comprehension of
modern constitutionalism as a fundamental concept in the global understanding of the history of public law.
Of course, Dippel’s analysis of the existent historiography is rather bluntly
formulated, and one cannot ignore the fact that some legal historians have
already taken up the challenge of discussing these fundamentals. Most
studies deal with the development of modern constitutionalism by describing the worldwide rise of the idea that the legal framework of every state is
founded on a set of supreme legal principles that are consecrated in a text
which is hierarchically superior to all other legal norms, and which precede
every government. In these matters, they generally focus on the ‘classic’ key
elements and principles. It is the sum of what are considered the quintessential elements of the public law of a nation, such as popular sovereignty,
the different declarations of rights, the idea of limited government, the

6 Dippel (2005) 153.
7 Wheare (1966); Bryce (1905); Loewenstein (1965); Strong (1960); Van Damme (1984).
8 Sartori (1962), Morris-Jones (1965), Maddox (1982), Van Marseveen / Van der
Tang (1973); Van der Tang (1998).
9 Dippel (2005) 153–154 and 167–169.
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constitution as supreme law, separation of powers, governmental accountability or judiciary independence. 10 Hence, they present a rather homogeneous, sometimes even monolithic image of constitutionalism in the 1776–
1849 era, especially because most studies focus on what ideas were copied
from the notorious American and French constitutions. Hence, the historiography of modern constitutionalism seems to be predominantly focused
on what all constitutions have in common, a search for the greatest common
factors of modern constitutionalism. 11
2.

Local history, constitutional singularities
and the political offence

However, in order to understand the rise of constitutionalism as a part of
global legal history, it could be useful to act upon Thomas Duve’s Gebot einer
Priorisierung des Lokalen. 12 His compelling suggestion that in order to
contribute to a more global understanding of legal history, one must focus
on local legal history, also applies to the history of constitutionalism. 13 By
examining the origins and the development of specific constitutional texts
and the particular contexts in which they have originated, the history of the
transfer of state models, institutional concepts and their underlying political
thought offers several methodological opportunities. Obviously, they enhance their knowledge and the understanding of the particular events which
at some point in legal history led to a new constitution. But this approach
might be fruitful on a more general level, too. Since constitutionalism has
10 Dippel (2005)154–156.
11 Dippel (2005) 158. Paradoxically, Dippel has similar suggestions when advocating a new
approach. Starting from a brief yet sharp analysis of the 1776 Virginia Declaration of
Rights, he discerns ten principles that he considers elementary and that according to him
cannot be left out without denying the essence of modern constitutionalism itself. Dippel
enumerates: (1) sovereignty of the people, (2) universal principles, (3) human rights,
(4) representative government, (5) the constitution as paramount law, (6) separation of
powers, (7) limited government, (8) responsibility and accountability of the government,
(9) judicial independence and impartiality, (10) the right of the people to reform their own
government or the amending power of the people. Hence, in his opinion, this so-called
‘constitutional Decalogue’ is the great common denominator of all these constitutions,
offering some sort of checklist that can be used for the analysis of all subsequent
constitutions.
12 Duve (2012) 5.
13 Duve (2012) 45–49.
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become a pillar of public law worldwide, the study of specific mechanisms of
legal transfer can offer broader insights that could facilitate ample reflection
on the processes of legal transfer in the field of public law. In the end, this
might lead to a more general understanding of the historical development of
constitutionalism as a global historical phenomenon, even when focusing on
elements in a rather ‘classic’ European context.
From this point of view, it might be interesting to take a look at the
singularities of some constitutional texts. While scholars tend to focus on the
accordances between constitutional texts in order to grasp the essence of
modern constitutionalism, it is important to pay attention to those elements
and concepts that are not common to most constitutions. As a consequence,
these elements are not considered cornerstones of Western constitutionalism
and they generally do not appear in comparative surveys. However, as their
peculiarity makes them stand out, they could be considered indicators of a
particular approach toward a constitution, or even mark a profound underlying shift or a substantial transformation of political thought. In this regard,
this article aims to examine a specific part of the 1776–1849 era, namely the
special position that was given to the political offence in the constitutions
that were promulgated in the aftermath of the 1830 revolutionary wave.
In 1830, the revolutionary vibe had spread all over Europe, but a new
constitutional regime was only established in France and Belgium. After the
overthrow of the Bourbon regime, France became a constitutional monarchy with Louis-Philippe of Orléans on the throne. The newly born Belgian
nation state established a similar regime after the schism with the Northern
Netherlands. A new legal concept was introduced in both constitutional
texts: the political offence or the délit politique. The French Charte constitutionnelle of 14 August 1830 was the first modern constitution to use this
concept: its article 69, 1 stated that the French legislator had to ensure that
both press offences and political offences could be tried by jury. 14 This
phrase inspired the Belgian Constitution of 7 February 1831, whose article
98 stated that a jury had to be sworn in for all criminal matters, as well as for

14 Art. 69, 1 of the Charte constitutionelle stated: “Il sera pourvu successivement par des lois
séparées et dans le plus court délai possible aux objets qui suivent: 1. L’application du jury
aux délits de la presse et aux délits politiques.” Trial juries were introduced in the French
legal system by the French revolutionaries, but their competence had been considerably
restricted during the Restoration regime.
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political and press offences. 15 The Belgian Constitution even mentioned the
political offence in another disposition, when its article 96 stated that in
cases of political offences or press offences; proceedings can only be conducted in camera on the basis of a unanimous vote. 16 To avoid the constitutional guarantees remaining hollow phrases through a lack of legislation, the
Belgian text even copied the aforementioned French final article and assigned
the Belgian legislator with the task of drafting a new press law and a new jury
law as soon as possible. 17 It was the National Congress itself who, just before
its dissolution, fulfilled this assignment by promulgating a Jury Decree 18 and
a Press Decree, a clear indication of its sincere concern for political offenders
and press offenders. Both Decrees established several additional guarantees
for political offences, such as the abolition of custody for those accused of less
serious political offences. 19 On a more symbolic level, the National Congress
imposed a rule stating that those accused of a press offence or a political
offence did not have to sit on the dock like ordinary criminals, but that they
should be given “une place distincte.” 20
The specific subject of the political offence is not randomly chosen, since
its entry into the constitutions that were born out of the 1830 revolutionary
wave was a novelty in the Western constitutional tradition. While several

15 Art. 98, nowadays art. 150, of the Belgian Constitution stated: “Le jury est établie en toutes
matières criminelles et pour délits politiques et de presse.” Since 1999, the constitution
states that a jury will not be sworn in for press offences inspired by racism or xenophobia.
Since the jury trial was abolished during the Dutch regime, article 98 BC imposed its
restoration in Belgium. While the jury trial was principally reintroduced for press offences
and political offences, a jury had to be sworn in for criminal matters as well (referring to
crimes, the category of the most severe felonies according to the 1810 French Code pénal),
because several members of the Belgian National Congress considered it an additional
guarantee for those at risk of the death penalty.
16 Art. 96, nowadays art. 148, of the Belgian constitution, stated: “Les audiences des tribunaux
sont publiques, à moins que cette publicité ne soit dangereuse pour l’ordre ou les mœurs,
et, dans ce cas, le tribunal le déclare par un jugement. En matière de délits politiques et de
press, le huis-clos ne peut être prononcé qu’à l’unanimité.”
17 Art. 139, 1 of the Belgian Constitution (now abolished) stated: “Le Congrès national
déclare qu’il est nécessaire de pourvoir, par des lois séparées et dans le plus court délai
possible, aux objets suivans: 1 La presse, 2 Le jury.”
18 Jury Decree of 19 July 1831 and Press Decree of 20 July 1831. The National Congress was
dissolved on 21 July, after King Leopold’s accession to the Belgian throne.
19 Art. 8 of the Jury Decree of 19 July 1831; art. 9 of the Press Decree of 20 July 1831.
20 Art. 8 Jury Decree.
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scholars have dealt with several forms of politically inspired crime, its
constitutional protection is often neglected. The lack of attention given to
the rise of the political offence as a legal and constitutional concept is rather
remarkable, since the 1776–1848 era was an age of revolution and the ideas
on the political offence proved to be modelled after the revolutionary
experiences of the founding fathers of the new regimes. Hence, the first
question is what the true constitutional meaning of the political offence was,
why it appeared in these two constitutions and how it was conceived. The
second question tends to focus specifically on the process of legal entanglements between France and Belgium in the 1830–31. Why was the political
offence and the guarantee of jury trial adopted in the constitution of the
newly born Belgian nation state and who supported this? What does it say
about the actors supporting this introduction and what possible reflections
can this offer on the processes of legal entanglement from a global perspective?
In this regard, a combination of heuristic tools could be useful. To get a
better grasp of what the political offence meant to the architects of the
French Charte and the Belgian Constitution, interesting perspectives are
offered by the methodology of Bartolomé Clavero, who has worked on the
history of constitutionalism in Latin America. In this regard, Clavero has
severely criticized the classic Western approach of modern constitutionalism,
especially in his book Freedom’s Law and Indigenous Rights (2005), as it fails to
acknowledge social realities, especially when the rights of indigenous people
were concerned. In the first chapter on what he calls the Euro-American
constituent moment, an era roughly corresponding to Kosellecks Sattelzeit,
Clavero advocates a special awareness for textual context, the awareness of the
legal historian for what was legally meant by the words used in the constitutional texts:
“The crux of the matter is the historical meaning of the very documents, the constitutional texts, as a way of access to, and not of deviation from, social reality. […]
In working terms, in order to understand constitutions, we must pay attention to
law, to specific legal culture, we must turn precisely to documents and literature
with legal authority in theory and in practice, to jurisprudence in its broadest sense.
To understand constitutional texts, we must pay close attention to other legal texts,
which form the first and principal context to make sense out of constitutional
texts.” 21
21 Clavero (2005) 54.
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Clavero thus makes a particular plea for the study of legal discourse itself, the
specific legal context of constitutional texts and the concepts used in these
texts. In the case of the political offence and its guarantee of jury trial, this
means the retrieval of the legal meaning of the political offence. In this
regard, the process of legal entanglement between France and Belgium in
1830–31 comes to the fore: Why was this new constitutional concept copied
by the architects of the new Belgian nation state? The process of legal
transfer between Paris and Brussels needs further examination. Therefore,
one must specifically pay attention to the actors behind the constitution.
Their ideological background, their social profile, their Bildung, their professional networks, … they all must be taken into account. Hence, linking
the discourse on the political offence to the social background of the Belgian
founding fathers should facilitate a better understanding of what lay behind
the mechanisms of legal transfer.
3.

The political offence, the freedom of the press
and public opinion

At first sight, Clavero’s approach seems rather unsuitable in the case of
the political offence and the development of modern constitutionalism in
the aftermath of the 1830 revolutionary wave. Apparently, there was little
textual context. Since it was the first time in legal history that the term
‘political offence’ appeared in a normative legal text, it seems hard to retrieve
its original legal meaning. Its entry into the text of the constitution was not
even within the aims of the initiators of the revision of the former Charte
constitutionnelle of 1814. The draft text of article 69 only mentioned the
restoration of the jury trial for press offences. It was the intervention of
Joseph de Podenas, a magistrate of the Royal Court of Toulouse, in the
Chambre des Députés that provoked the introduction of political offence in
the text of the Charte. He argued that slander or seditious appeals that were
not expressed by means of the press should be tried by jury as well. He
therefore successfully proposed extending the constitutional guarantee of
jury trial for political offences. 22 However, as the concept was a textual
novelty, there was no understanding of its precise legal meaning. Hence, no
definition of this particular concept was at hand. This lack of precision was
22 Duvergier (1838) 100.
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even intended. As the political offence was inextricably bound up with the
ever changing nature of modern politics, a fixed definition would not be apt
enough to include all possible future events. Therefore, there was great
reluctance to impose a definition and its inevitable restrictions: omnis
definitio periculosa. 23 Hence, when the French law of 8 October 1830 drew
up a list of offences that were considered political, this enumeration was
certainly not meant to be delimiting. It only listed those offences, for the
most part crimes against the internal and external security of the state, whose
political nature was considered obvious. 24
The Belgian Constitution of 7 February 1831 copied several dispositions
from the revised French Charte, 25 including the guarantee of jury trial for
political offences, but the Belgian National Congress did not indicate what
was precisely understood by a political offence. It did not provide a definition, nor did it draw up a list of political offences, such as French parliament
had done by means of the law of 8 October 1830. The discussions of the
Belgian constitutional assembly, were often called ‘vehement’ and ‘excellent,’ 26 but due to time pressure, this was only the case when it came to a
few controversial matters such as the position of the king or the role of
the senate. 27 There was remarkably little argument in the discussions on
the constitutional guarantees for the political offence. Apparently, its legal
conception was already sorted out. Hence, the classic sources, such as the
minutes of the French parliament or the Belgian National Congress, do not
provide much information. Due to this lack of debate in the French Chambres
des Pairs and the Belgian National Congress, there is only a fragmentary
understanding of the constitutional conception of the political offence. 28
23 Art. 7 of the law of 8 October 1830 drew up a list of offences that included with the term
délit politique: the crimes against the internal and the external security of the state, attempts
and plots against the king and the royal family, crimes on inciting to civil war (chapters 1
and 2, title 1, book 3 of the Napoleonic criminal code); criticisms, censures and provocations against public authority in religious sermons, unauthorized correspondence with
foreign powers on religious matters, illegal associations and meetings (section, 3, paragraph, 2 and, and section 7, chapter 3); and removing or defacing signs of royal authority
and carrying, distributing and displaying seditious signs and symbols.
24 Ingraham (1979) 122–124.
25 Gilissen (1967) 38–69.
26 Kossmann (1978) 151–160.
27 De Dijn (2002) 227–245.
28 In addition, the true understanding of the ratio behind the restoration of the jury trial in
Belgium was reinforced by the nineteenth century nationalist discourse on the construc-
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Due to the lack of discussion in both parliamentary assemblies, applying
Clavero’s approach of a textual context of constitutions seems to be difficult
at first sight, especially because the concept of the political offence was new
in the Western legal tradition. However, an alternative approach is possible.
The political offence appeared to be inextricably bound with the press
offence, since all liberal constitutional measures applied to these offences as
well. Apparently, both offences were somehow considered to be constitutional twin brothers, two categories that were essentially different from
other ‘ordinary’ criminal matters, as they were specifically designated to be
tried by jury. Hence, it is clear that in order to grasp the ratio behind the
introduction of the political offence in modern constitutional discourse, one
must pay special attention to the freedom of the press. Of course, guaranteeing the freedom of the press was not a constitutional novelty in 1830. One
can say with confidence that the freedom of the press was the spearhead of
civil liberties as they had been guaranteed since the rise of modern
constitutionalism. The 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights already stated that
it was “one of the great bulwarks of liberty” 29 and the 1789 Déclaration des
Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen guaranteed the freedom of speech as “un des
droits les plus précieux de l’homme.” 30 Hence, the protection of writers,
pamphleteers and journalists to freely express their views and critiques has
been guaranteed in all subsequent constitutional documents, either generally, by safeguarding the freedom of speech, or specifically, by guaranteeing
the freedom of the press. However, it is clear that both the French Charte and
the Belgian Constitution were characterized by the special attention given to
the freedom of the press, an issue that was politicised more than ever before.
Both constitutions explicitly guaranteed the freedom of the press. 31 When
tion and legitimization of the Belgian nation state. Scholars failed to acknowledge to the
proper French sources, influences and ratios behind the 1831 constitution as they kept on
stressing that the Belgian nation state and its people had an own identity – the opposite,
especially when it came to the approach to civil liberties.
29 Section 12.
30 Art. XI.
31 Art. 7 Charte constitutionnelle (CC); art. 18 Belgian Constitution (nowadays art. 25). Both
stated that censorship could never be introduced, expressing the idea that the government
could not take any preventive measures. In an additional phrase, the Belgian Constitution
stated that no security could be demanded from authors, publishers or printers and it
installed a notable exception to the general principles of criminal responsibility: When the
author was known and resident in Belgium, neither the publisher, the printer nor the
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considering the aforementioned guarantees of the jury trial and the public
nature of the court proceedings, it becomes clear that both constitutions
safeguarded the freedom of the press on a dual level, by making the distribution of writings as free as possible on the one hand, and by establishing
a liberal regime for the prosecution of those accused of abusing the freedom
of the press or other civil liberties on the other. 32 Apparently, to grasp the
essence of the political offence, one must understand the concept of the
press offence from a constitutional point of view.
The focus on the freedom of the press and its political understanding is
hardly surprising when considering the background of the 1830 French and
Belgian revolutions. There had already been severe opposition against
Charles X in the spring of 1830 due to his dissolution of the Chambre des
Députés and the Garde nationale, but it was the resistance to the so-called July
Ordinances that caused the revolt which eventually put an end to the
Bourbon regime. These ordinances, which were administered by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Jules de Polignac, imposed several restrictions on
French journalists, as they explicitly abolished the freedom of the press,
reintroduced censorship and imposed an obligatory permission for all
printers that could be withdrawn without warning. 33 With the support of
some notorious liberals, several journalists of the opposition decided to
neglect the ordinances, as they considered them to be a violation of the 1814
Charte. 34 After the closure of several printing presses and the seizure of
several liberal newspapers, rioting started in the streets of Paris, which
eventually led to the overthrow of the Bourbon regime and the revision of
the Charte. 35
The French events were remarkably similar to what happened in the
United Kingdom of the Netherlands. Since the Vienna Congress had
reunited the Netherlands, the Hague regime had been subject to persistent

32
33
34
35

distributor could be prosecuted.This so-called ‘cascade-like’ responsibility was considered to
be an excellent remedy against the ‘private’ censorship of editors, printers and distributors
who feared being prosecuted as well.
Velaers (1990) 139.
Ledré (1969) 97–99.
Art. 8 Charte 1814.
In the aftermath of the Trois Glorieuses, there was considerable debate whether the new
Orleanist regime simply needed a reinforcement and a revision of the old 1814 Charte or
whether a whole new constitution was necessary. Eventually, a modified version of the 1814
Charte was promulgated.
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critique from the Southern provinces. Although the 1815 Dutch Constitution guaranteed the freedom of the press, 36 legal practice was different,
especially at the end of the 1820s, when the Dutch Minister of Justice,
Cornelis-Felix Van Maanen, who was the Dutch counterpart to Polignac,
insisted on taking a hard line on the Southern opposition press. Press law
got more and more severe and several leading opposition journalists were
prosecuted for criticizing the regime and were severely sentenced by the
professional judges. 37 When in the summer of 1830 the news spread about
the Paris events, this provoked several riots in Brussels. A small group of
liberal bourgeoisie successfully managed to turn this commotion into a
battle against the Hague government, which eventually led to the independence of the Belgian nation state. Amongst the leaders of the revolutions were
several journalists and lawyers, who played an important part in the revolt as
well. 38
This revolutionary context had a great influence on the understanding
of the press offence, and as a consequence, of the political offence as well.
In the opinion of most scholars, the entry of the political offence into the
constitutional discourse in the aftermath of the revolutionary wave was
more a historical than a legal matter. 39 Of course, one cannot deny the
important role of journalists and lawyers and the impact of the fact that
several opposition leaders had been sentenced by professional judges, but
this mere interpretation is somewhat one-dimensional, as it fails to explain
its constitutional dimension. One must ask why the architects of both nation
states considered the political offence a part of the institutional framework,
why it was reckoned among the essentials of the political structures that
were elaborated and guaranteed in both the French Charte and the Belgian
constitution.

36
37
38
39
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Art. 227 of the 1815 Dutch Constitution.
De Bavay (1869) 1393–1402.
Delbecke (2009) 138–142.
Velaers (1990) 93.
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4.

The distinction between civil society and politics

Following Clavero’s maxim of focusing on the textual context of constitutions, one needs to answer the question, how the adjective ‘political’ was
embedded in contemporary legal thought, especially considering the fact
that the concept délit politique was a novelty in a normative legal text. It is
thus important to retrieve what it exactly meant in that specific era. Of
course, since the Belgian constitutional dispositions on the political offence
were modelled after the French Charte, one must especially take a close look
at the French legal literature of that time. In this regard, the writings of the
French Restoration liberals prove to be essential. It was the Italian jurist and
philosopher Gaetano Filangieri who launched the concept of the political in
the 1780 s. 40 He was the first to discern the “délits contre l’ordre politique”
as a distinct criminal category, stressing the political component. Filangieri
had been one of the leading thinkers of the Neapolitan Enlightenment, but
his intellectual legacy received great attention in France during the 1820s
due to the translation of his work by Benjamin Constant, probably the most
influential liberal thinker of the Restoration era. Constant also commented
on Filangieri’s political writings. 41 Apparently, the translated ideas of the
latter on the subject of the political offence were very influential, as they
echoed in the discourse of various French Restoration liberals of the time.
The most striking example is the memorandum of Joseph Simeon, who
commented on the text in the Chambre des Pairs that eventually became the
law of 8 October 1830, in which he expressly mentioned the influence of
Filangieri’s ideas. 42 Notwithstanding the fact that their writings and
speeches employed several expressions, such as “crime politique,” “délit
politique” and “delit contre l’ordre politique,” which competed for favour
during the 1820s, 43 it is clear that the ‘political’ aspect of a certain category
of crimes became an issue, as they considered those offences in need of a
more lenient criminal approach. Guizot even published a brochure in 1822
in which he advocated the abolition of the death penalty in political
matters. 44
40
41
42
43
44

Dreyfus (2009) 168–171.
Constant (1822).
Duvergier (1838) 100–105.
Dreyfus (2009) 155–163.
Guizot (1822).
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During the Restoration era, the growing awareness of a distinction
between crimes that were political, and those that were not, was coherently
embedded in the political thought of the leading liberals. Sophie Dreyfus
recently pointed out that this political thought was marked by a substantial
shift, which was decisive for the conception of the political offence. The
distinction between political and non-political crime originated as a consequence of the focus on the distinction between two spheres: the social
sphere of the autonomous civil society on the one hand and the political
sphere of the institutions on the other. For the Restoration liberals, this
distinction was an essential element in their struggle against despotism. They
considered it indispensable for safeguarding the liberty of the individual
citizen, which was the ultimate goal of each political system. Obviously, they
abhorred the absolutist power of the Ancient Regime, but on the other hand
they were particularly conscious of the risks of the radical consequences of
the Rousseaus volonté générale as well. As they had witnessed the excesses of
the Jacobin regime and the corruptive effects of direct political participation
for every citizen, they feared the recurrence of a society in which the political
sphere and civil society coincided. Therefore, they advocated a clear distinction between them. Rather than the immediate participation of every
citizen in the political decision making process itself, they preferred a system
of parliamentary representation, as it offered the best chances for the
individual, offering him the possibility to focus on his own business. Unlike
in ancient times, every citizen had to work to earn his living in modern
society, making the immediate participation in the administration and the
rule of the nation practically infeasible. By delegating political power to a
group of professional politicians, the conception of political representation
involved the rise of a political class, as parliamentarism was considered
indispensable from a socio-economical point of view as well. They ruled,
so citizens could focus on their own affairs, while being controlled on a
temporary basis by means of elections. 45 Hence, the establishment of a
representative parliamentary democracy was the core of their constitutionalist discourse.

45 De Smaele (2002) 110–112. This idea was put forward by Constant in his famous speech
given in the Royal Atheneum in 1819, De la liberté des anciens comparée à celle des
modernes (1819).
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However, as constitutional parliamentarism implied the delegation of
political power from civil society to the institutional level of representative
institutions, new institutional risks and possible threats to the freedom of
the individual originated. In this scheme, it was of great importance that
civil society had at all times the possibility to remain in control of what
happened on that political level. If not, despotism, tyranny and abuse of
power would be inevitable when parliamentary control failed. In the Ancien
Régime, royal power was counterweighted by the traditional checks and
balances attributed to the nobility, but in a post-revolutionary levelled
society of equals, a different instrument was needed to avoid despotism.
Therefore, the idea of governmental accountability was omnipresent in their
ideas. To protect the rights and liberties of the individual against the abuse of
the powers that were transferred to the political institutions, several
guarantees and mechanisms of institutional protection were advocated by
the French Restoration liberals and their ambitious epigones in the Southern
provinces of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. 46 Within this scheme,
checks had to be established on a dual level. It was primarily the duty of
the parliament to control the executive powers, which explains their deep
concern for ministerial responsibility. However, most liberals argued that
these mere intra-institutional guarantees were not sufficient, since the rise
of a political class increased the risk of alienation and corruption of the
parliamentary representatives. Despite institutional safety valves such as the
separation of powers or ministerial responsibility, there was little certitude
that they would be adequate enough to protect the people from sheer
despotism or tyranny.
In order to safeguard the rights and liberties of the individual against the
authorities, a fundamental and indefeasible guarantee outside the institutional framework was needed as well. In this regard, the concept of public
opinion played a specific role. When scrolling the numerous publications of
the French Restoration liberals, one immediately notices the important role
attributed to this notion. A thorough reading reveals how the leading liberal
voices were preoccupied with the idea of public opinion as a constitutive
element of public law and how they conceived the role and the juridical
protection of political offenders and other critics of despotic regimes. The
concept of public opinion was a cornerstone of French liberal restoration
46 De Dijn (2008) 168–169.
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thought, as it was profoundly discussed by various thinkers of that time. 47
Constant, Guizot, Royer-Collard, Rémusat, Chateaubriand, … they all invoked this notion in their writings, speeches and treatises to stress the need
for a permanent extra-institutional corrective on the institutional framework
of the nation, in order to avoid the corruption of the regime and the rise of
despotism. The preoccupation with the concept of public opinion was clearly
present in the liberal discourse in the Southern Netherlands as well. The
most important opposition journal, the Courrier des Pays-bas, considered it
“la règle suprême” of the nation, 48 or “ce qu’elle a de plus sacré.” 49
The concept of public opinion was profoundly embedded in the French
republican tradition 50 as it originated in the second half of the eighteenth
century, of the political and sociological evolution of the Western world. 51
Since its emergence, the concept of public opinion was represented as the
ultimate point of reference for those who governed and reigned. As every
political decision had to be assessed and evaluated in light of public opinion,
it was considered the alpha and omega of politics. The idea of a superior
tribunal, whose judgment on the political decisions was ultimate and final,
still reverberated in the debates of the Restoration period. 52 Antoine de
Guérard de Rouilly, a liberal who is nowadays almost forgotten, even wrote a
treatise on “la toute puissance de l’opinion.” 53 To them, using the concept of
public opinion was not just a reference to the democratic roots of political
power, but a true political instrument, a fundamental and indefeasible
guarantee outside of the institutional framework. A vigorous and conscious
public opinion was considered the modern, post-revolutionary alternative
and a necessary counterbalance to protect the nation from despotism. 54
Parliamentary representation and public opinion were considered two
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
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De Dijn (2008) 123–128.
Courrier des Pays-bas, 4 July 1829.
Courrier des Pays-bas, 21 August 1829.
Cowans (2001); Jaume (1992). To give evidence of the bottom-up conception of political
power, one can also refer to art. 25 of the Belgian Constitution that stated that “all powers
emanate from the nation and they are exercised by the manners laid down in the constitution.” (nowadays art. 34).
Baker (1990); Ozouf (1988) 1–21. Obviously, their writings were inspired by the ideas of
Jürgen Habermas and his Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit (1962).
Rosanvallon (1985); De Dijn (2008) 167–168.
Guérard de Rouilly (1820).
De Dijn (2008) 124–125.
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subsidiary ‘tribunals.’ The first one functioned within the institutional
framework, the second outside of it. When writing on the freedom of the
press, Filangieri argued:
“Il existe dans chaque nation un tribunal invisible en quelque sorte, mais dont
l’action est continue et plus puissante que celle de la loi, des magistrats, des
ministres, et du prince, un tribunal qui, dirigé par de mauvaises lois, peut devenir
une source d’abus et d’erreurs de tout genre, mais que les bonnes lois peuvent
rendre l’organe de la justice et de la vertu; c’est ce tribunal, dont la puissance est
invincible, qui nous montre surtout que la souveraineté est constamment et
réellement dans le peuple, et qu’il ne cesse pas de l’exercer, quoique l’autorité
immédiate en soit placée dans les mains de plusieurs ou d’un seul, d’un sénat ou
d’un roi. Ce tribunal est celui de l’opinion publique.” 55

The idea was clearly expressed in a piece by the French writer and political
thinker François Chateaubriand when he argued that “dans un gouvernement représentatif il y a deux tribunaux : celui des chambres où les intérêts
particuliers de la nation sont jugé; celui de la nation même, qui juge en
dehors les deux chambres.” 56
Therefore, it was of great importance that the gap between political
institutions and civil society could be bridged at all times and that the
vigorous public opinion could express itself freely on what happened in
politics. The quotes above indicate that according to the Restoration liberals,
the press played a crucial role in these matters, as it gave a common voice to
the political interests of the individual citizens. It was the only instrument of
resistance left when all institutional safeguards were failing. Journalists were
the watchdogs, the protectors of the interests of civil society, since it was
their task to evaluate the workings of the institutions and criticize them
when necessary. They were considered the gatekeepers of liberal public
opinion. As they had to bridge the gap between civil society and political
institutions, their task was essentially a matter of two-way communication.
Writing articles about politics was not merely a question of evaluating
politics and passing this information on to civil society. It was also a matter
of reporting on ideas and framing the interests that existed in the society, in
order to inform the political class about what moved the citizens. Therefore,
as the press was the porte-parole of civil society, safeguarding its freedom was
of the utmost importance. This idea was widespread among Restoration
55 Filangieri (1822) I, 14.
56 Courrier des Pays-Bas, 1 January 1829.
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liberals and although they differed on the exact elaboration of the freedom
of the press and its limits, 57 both Guizot, Royer-Collard, Rémusat, Chateaubriand and Constant agreed on the principle that the press had to be
primarily regarded as “an extra-institutional institution,” a political force
that could only be considered in its relationship with political institutions.
Constant even clearly stated that public opinion was of vital importance to
the effectiveness of constitutionalism and therefore could not exist without
the freedom of the press: “Il n’y a point de durée pour une constitution sans
opinion publique, et il n’y a point d’opinion publique sans la liberté de la
presse.” 58
It was clear that the protection of the press as means of interaction
between public opinion and the political institutions marked a substantial
shift in the evolution of modern constitutionalism in the aftermath of the
revolutionary wave of 1830. Royer-Collard expressed a similar point of view
when he stated that by guaranteeing the freedom of the press, the French
Constitution had guaranteed the autonomy of civil society and its individuals: “Ce n’est qu’en fondant la liberté de la presse, comme droit public, que
la Charte a véritablement fondé toutes les libertés, et rendu la société à ellemême.” 59 Since the press offence was the equivalent of the political offence
in the constitutions that originated in the aftermath of the 1830 revolutionary wave, concern for the freedom of the press is therefore essential for
grasping the legal meaning of the latter. Just like the press offence, the
political offence was inextricably bound up with an ascending and democratic conception of political power in the French liberal tradition which
contrasted with the imminent absolutist aspirations of the Bourbon dynasty.
5.

The press offence, the political offence, the jury trial
and public proceedings

In light of Clavero’s suggestion to retrieve the textual context of a constitution, the political conception of the freedom of the press indicates why
the political offence was regarded as the constitutional twin brother of the

57 For an overview of these tendencies and their opinion on the freedom of the press, see:
Jaume (2012).
58 Quoted in: Jaume (1997) 407.
59 Quoted in: De Dijn (2008) 127.
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press offence and why this particular offence cannot be understood without
ample reference to the aforementioned distinction between civil society and
political institutions. While the freedom of the press was of great importance
for journalists and writers to fulfil their role as the guardians of the interest
of civil society, it was not absolute. Freedom of the press could be abused as
well. Civil society itself could be harmed by criminal offences such as libel
and criminal provocation and therefore, journalists and writers had to
respect certain boundaries as well. Their task was to criticize the malfunctioning of the institutions, rather than questioning their legitimacy. Journalist were ought to criticize despotism or abuse of power, but they were not
entitled to undermine the authority of the institutions themselves, as this
could lead to chaos and disorder. The respect for the institutional framework
as it was guaranteed by the constitution had to be respected at all times: the
rights of parliament, the authority of the law, the position of the head of
state, … could not be questioned if this was not in accordance with the
interests of society and its citizens.
The press offence was thus a délit d’opinion, an unlawful critique on a
regime. This conception of the press offence was the starting point for a
growing focus on the intentions of the perpetrator, and not on the criminal
act itself. 60 This finding is essential for making the link with the political
offence, as both press offenders and political offenders were considered
idealists who were driven by noble and unselfish motives, striving for a
better society. They were essentially different from ordinary criminal offenders, who were considered to act merely out of self-interest. However, unlike
the press offender, the political offender did not express his critiques by
words, but by deeds. The concept of the political offence did not just emerge
in the political debates merely to protect critical expressions that were not
fully covered by the freedom of the press, such as seditious speeches. It was
meant for revolts, insurrections and other acts of resistance, a very important
element in a time where the next revolution seemed to be just waiting to
happen. 61 These political offences were not just a breach of the legal order,
but they questioned this order itself by attacking it. Press offences and
60 Dreyfus (2009) 456–458.
61 This is clearly noticeable in the French law of 8 October 8, whose art. 7 drew up a list of all
offences that were considered ‘political.’ The first category contained all offences mentioned in the first two books of the 1810 criminal code, which penalized all offences
against the security of the state.
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political offences were clearly related, as they were both considered criminal
acts against the constitutional regime. The only way to judge them correctly
was by considering the political motives of the offender, rather than by
focusing on the criminal acts themselves. Filangieri wrote:
“Les délits politiques sont ceux qui troublent l’ordre déterminé par les lois fondamentales d’un Etat, la distribution des différentes parties du pouvoir, les bornes de
chaque autorité, les prérogatives des diverses classes qui composent le corps social,
les droits et les devoirs qui naissent de cet ordre.” 62

One must therefore stress that the conception of the political offence was
inspired by the French Restoration liberals’ emphasis on the autonomy of
civil society and its clear distinction from political institutions, as the
political offence was precisely an act committed out of dissatisfaction with
the regime.
However, the possibility of judicial intervention by the authorities in
press and political affairs could lead to abuse of power and despotism. 63
Hence, press offenders and political offenders were entitled to due process,
which offered the best guarantees. In this matter, the jury trial was
considered indispensable. It was repeatedly stated that only “twelve men
good and true” could judge in press affairs, and to a greater extent, political
affairs. When perusing the liberal discourse of the 1820s, one cannot miss
the constant praise for the jury trial. During the Restoration regime, both
Benjamin Constant, Pierre-Paul Royer-Collard and Charles de Rémusat had
repeatedly stressed the importance of the participation of laymen in press
affairs and political affairs. In France, press offences had been tried by jury
from 1819 until 1822, and both laws had provoked considerable debate. 64
Once again, the French ideas on the subject were also omnipresent in the
Southern Netherlands. As King William had abolished the participation of
62 Quoted in: Dreyfus (2009) 171.
63 To avoid free debate being disturbed, a double guarantee was advocated. On the one hand,
authorities were not allowed to take preventive measures such as censorship or bail, which
implied that by no means could action be taken before the writings were actually
published. This was of the constitutionalist tradition of Constant, as the elitist liberal
tendency of the so-called Doctrinaires of Guizot, Royer-Collard and Rémusat believed that
a certain control was allowed in order to protect the citizens from radical views to which
they might easily succumb. Constant and his disciples, however, advocated pluralism and
discussion as an instrument of legitimate resistance to unjust laws. Jaume (2012) 48–52.
64 For an excellent outline of the discussions on the jury trial in France during the Restoration
era: Jaume (1997) 351–405.
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laymen in the administration of criminal justice at the birth of the United
Kingdom of the Netherlands, 65 there had been a strong demand for the
restoration of the jury trial for fifteen long years, which obviously had been
strengthened as the leading opposition journalists had been sentenced by
professional judges at the end of the 1820 s.
As press offences and political offences were acts of critique against the
institutions and the offenders claimed to have acted out of interest for civil
society, it was considered imperative that these were judged in light of public
opinion. This can be illustrated by numerous quotes. In January 1830,
shortly after proceedings started against Louis De Potter and his fellow
insurgents for the publication of his critical Lettre de Démophile au Roi, the
Courrier des Pays had already briefly put why the restoration of the jury trial
was essential in press affairs, as it was “le véritable interprète des sentiments
et des opinions du pays.” 66 It is clear that this quote reflected the ideas of the
French Restoration liberals on the jury trial. 67 They reverberated during the
sessions of the Belgian National Congress. When the restoration of the jury
trial was discussed, Barthélémy de Theux de Meylandt, a leading member of
the constitutional assembly, concisely expressed that in order to judge
political offences and press offences correctly, “il faut être répandu dans la
société, la vie retirée du juge ne lui permettant pas de bien connaître
l’opinion.” 68 This quotes reveals that the jury was principally considered a
‘positive’ guarantee, safeguarding a judgment that corresponded as much as
possible with the ultimate political benchmark, public opinion. Hence, it
was not a mere reaction against the competence of professional judges in
controversial cases, as these quotes clearly indicate that popular jurors were
regarded as a panel that could offer the most genuine reflection of public
opinion. As press offences and political offences were often highly controversial, a fair verdict could only be obtained by testing them against the
prevailing ideas and values of the nation. Joseph Raikem, the future Minister
of Justice after the promulgation of the Belgian Constitution, said that in

65 The jury trial was introduced in the Southern Netherlands by the French regime, but
William’s decree of 6 November 1814 abolished the participation of laymen in the
administration of justice.
66 Courrier des Pays-bas, 7 January 1830.
67 Jaume (1997).
68 Huyttens (1844) 3, 594.
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case of a jury trial “la décision sera regardée comme celle de la société
même.” 69 Since political offences and press offences were considered to be
judged against the backdrop of public opinion, the judicial system had to be
fit enough to take into account its changes, shifts and evolutions. This was by
no means an abstract consideration, as the idea had emerged in an age of
revolution in which regimes changed quickly and the tumultuous series of
political events easily provoked shifts in public opinion. As in the Court
of Assizes, the members of the jury were renewed for every session, its
composition was the most current and recent reflection of public opinion.
Since the founding fathers of the Belgian nation state were preoccupied
with securing a fair trial to those accused of a press offence or a political
offence, the constitution offered an additional guarantee. As the restoration
of the jury trial was a judicial consequence of the rise of public opinion as a
key element of institutional thought, it was obvious that public opinion
needed to have access to these trials, even when political offenders and press
offenders were tried by jury. This implied that all trials were to be held in
public, not only as an expression of the liberal belief in the constructive
nature of free debate and the right to a due process, but as a measure to make
sure that public opinion could inform itself about the proceedings in the
cases of those who claimed to have stood up against despotism. This was
evidently inspired by the recent trials against the heads of the opposition in
the South, which were often held in camera. Therefore, article 96 of the
constitution stated that all court hearings were public, unless such public
access endangered morals or the peace. If such was the case, the court had
to declare so in a judgement. After the submission of an amendment by
de Theux de Meylandt, 70 it was stated that proceedings could not be conducted in camera on the basis of a majority vote, but when it came to press
offences and political offences, this was only possible on the basis of a
unanimous vote. 71 Apparently, judging political offences and press offences
in light of public opinion was not only a matter of engaging twelve jurors,
but also about facilitating public opinion itself to be informed on the
proceedings.

69 Huyttens (1844) 3, 577.
70 Huyttens (1844) 3, 229.
71 Currently art. 148 BC.
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6.

The political offence and the bourgeoisie in the
Southern Netherlands

Since the legal meaning of the political offence indicated a substantial shift
in political thought, one must ask what mechanisms lay behind the transfer
of this political model from the French Charte to the Belgian constitution. It
is hardly surprising that the 1830 French liberal revolt lead to a constitution
that largely incorporated the ideals of French Restoration liberalism, yet it is
fascinating to see what mechanisms led to their adaptatio by the Belgian
constitutional assembly. However, the discussions of the Belgian National
Congress are even less revealing on the constitutional conception of the
political offence than the minutes of the French parliaments. The words
spoken by Jean-Baptiste Nothomb, who was, despite his young age, one of
the most influential members of the Belgian National Congress, are very
revealing, since he told his colleagues that the discussion on the matter was
“guère une question de texte, une difficulté de rédaction.” 72 Apparently,
there had already been great debate in the Southern Netherlands during the
years preceding the revolution. 73 The ideas of the National Congress on the
matter were already clear-cut and no further discussion or explanation was
needed. In order to understand this lack of debate, one must bear in mind
that among the members of the constitutional assembly, there was a highly
influential group of young liberals. It was largely a generation of enthusiast
bourgeoisie, who were generally about 30 years old at the break of the
revolution. They had been brilliant law students with a particular interest in
French political thought. During the 1820s several leading members of this
group combined their career at the bar with political journalism, and most
of them had found out to their cost just how far-reaching the repression of
the Southern opposition press was. 74 This common past in the opposition
press of the South is of great importance, because the numerous articles they
had published in these journals offer detailed insights into their political
thought that was lacking in the discussions of the National Congress. When
going through these well-written and elaborated texts, one immediately
notices the references made to French Restoration liberalism. 75 Clearly, this
72
73
74
75

Huyttens (1844) 1, 651.
Marteel (2009) 151–205.
Delbecke (2009) 149–150.
Ironically, it was King William himself who had somewhat facilitated this intellectual turn
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generation was very well read in political theory and contemporary liberalism due to several factors. Ironically, it was King William himself who had
somewhat facilitated this intellectual turn towards French political thought.
One of the most decisive elements for the intellectual development of this
generation had been King William’s reform of higher education at the start
of his regime. As going to law school was the most obvious career choice for
the young bourgeoisie, the shift in the programmes marked by William had
a profound impact on their Bildung. In the new universities of Ghent,
Leuven and Liège, established in 1817, reading law was no longer exclusively
about the study of classic Roman law. There were courses on matters of
public law, too, especially on constitutional law, political theory and natural
law, which were taught by young foreign professors, such as Jacques-Joseph
Haus in Ghent and Leopold Warnkönig in Liège. They were familiar with
the writings of contemporary liberal authors such as Jeremy Bentham, Adam
Smith, Jean-Baptiste Say and Benjamin Constant and eagerly spread their
ideas from the pulpit. Their lessons must have made a great impression on
this generation of young students:
“L’indépendance des pouvoirs, la responsabilité ministérielle, les avantages du jury,
les effets de la presse libre, l’affranchissement de l’industrie furent enseignés dans la
chaire professorale, au pied de laquelle se pressait une jeunesse électrisée par ce
genre d’instruction.” 76

However, being a law student was not only about attending lectures. As they
were students, these bourgeois youngsters continued their discussions in bars,
pubs and salons, striking up long lasting friendships. For instance in Liège,
Paul Devaux, Jean-Baptiste Nothomb, Charles Rogier and Joseph Lebeau
must have argued several times in the Café de la Comédie about the necessity
and feasibility of introducing a new liberal regime in the Netherlands. They
met in bars, read in cabinets de lecture, read pamphlets and journals and
discussed books on various political matters. According to his biographer,
when reading the debates of the 1789–1791 French Assemblée Constituante,
Nothomb was reported to have even said ironically “Qui sait si je ne siégerai
pas moi-même dans une pareille assemblée?”. After graduation, most of these

towards French political thought, since the first years of his reign were marked by a
considerable lenience towards liberals from abroad, especially French journalists and
young German professors.
76 Quoted in: Ruzette (1946) 10.
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young liberals joined the bar, a professional milieu in which there was great
interest for all things French, a consequence of the Napoleonic legal
heritage. 77 Hence, they kept running into each other in the ins and outs of
the courthouses and had plenty of opportunities to continue their political
discussions. Even their choice of patron was often inspired by their ideology,
for instance in the case of the future diplomat and politician Sylvain Van de
Weyer, who chose to be a trainee of Pierre-François Van Meenen, an expert in
French constitutional law who even had studied in Paris. 78
The most remarkable milieu in which this young bourgeois elite was
engaged after their education was the urban press scene of Brussels and
Liège, the two epicentres of Francophile liberalism. Like the reform of legal
education, the rise of the political press in the Southern Netherlands had
been somewhat a consequence of King William’s early liberal attitude, too.
After the Napoleonic regime’s rigid governmental control on the press, King
William had refused to maintain the severe press policy of the former French
emperor, nor did he want to immediately establish an official governmental
journal. Hence, the Brussels press scene had lay fallow, allowing journalists
of all kinds to establish new journals. In this process, the lead had often been
taken by several French Bonapartists and republicans who had fled Paris for
political reasons. Since then, the political and cultural frame of reference of
the Brussels bourgeoisie was modelled after Parisian standards, as these
refugiés had brought along a lively culture of debate and discussion, with
their own journals being modelled after the example of their Parisian
counterparts. Obviously, they never lost interest in what happened in their
homeland, so they reported thoroughly about the ins and outs of French
politics in the Restoration era. Hence, the ideas that were put forward at the
time in the Parisian salons resounded in Brussels shortly afterwards. 79
As these young bourgeois lawyers joined the editorial boards of these
journals at the end of the 1820s, they found themselves amongst some of the
77 Since the introduction of the Napoleonic codes, legal culture in the Netherlands had been
dominated by French law. The Hague regime tried to introduce new codes, but never
succeeded in doing so during the 1815–1830 era. Moreover, the domination of French law
(and French legal culture) was even emphasized by the fact that there was no copyright law
prohibiting making copies, so French law was widely spread, profoundly influencing
Belgian legal culture at the time. Heirbaut / Gierkens (2010) 19–28.
78 Vermeersch (1981) 512–516.
79 Delbecke (2009) 151–152.
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most acute political philosophers of this generation. The member lists of
these boards read like a who’s who of the contemporary liberal scene in the
Southern Netherlands. In Brussels, there were several liberal papers, such as
Le Belge. However, the most notorious liberal newspaper was without any
doubt the Courrier des Pays-bas, which has already been quoted several times.
This liberal journal once had sought for the support of the Dutch government in its struggle against Catholicism, but since its board of editors was
replaced in the summer of 1828, the journal grew into the most authoritative voice of the Southern liberal opposition against William’s regime.
During the turbulent political events in the years preceding the revolution,
when several journalists of the Southern opposition were prosecuted for
their critical writings, the opposition increased with each trial and critiques
became more fierce, provoking more severe press laws and more trials. This
dialectic process of oppression and opposition offered numerous occasions
to the journalists to express their political views on several subjects. Going
through the successive volumes of opposition journals such as the Courrier
des Pays-bas and Le Belge is highly informative, as the collaborators on these
journals had put their views and opinions in numerous long articles, texts
and brochures. 80
According to these articles, the aforementioned liberal ‘ascending’ conception of the foundations of political power proved to be of great influence
in the Southern Netherlands during the 1820 s. The Southern liberals took it
as an argument in support of their view on the institutional identity of the
United Kingdom of the Netherlands, which was much discussed in those
days. Although the so-called ‘Dutch amalgam’ had had a proper constitution
since 1815, there was considerable debate on the nature of the institutions
and the position of King William and his government. According to William
and his ministers, the United Kingdom of the Netherlands was a classic
monarchy, established by God and only tempered by the constitution. This
top down interpretation, referring to the political foundations as they had
been established during the Ancien Régime, differed greatly from the
institutional view of the liberal opposition. Being adherents to the French
liberal tradition, they considered the United Kingdom of the Netherlands a
proper parliamentary monarchy, established on the grounds of the 1815
Constitution. They abhorred every form of despotism, whether it was
80 Vermeersch (1981) 481–495.
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enlightened or not. To them, William’s royal power was not limited by the
constitution, on the contrary, it was founded on it. Louis De Potter
formulated this view in a very pointed way in his famous Lettre de Démophile
au Roi, which led to a severe sentence. 81 It was the central thesis of his
famous open letter to King William:
“Vous parle, Sire, de monarchie tempérée par une loi fondamentale! C’est un mensonge odieux et perfide; c’est pis, une absurdité. Une loi fondamentale ne tempère
rien, elle fonde: avant elle, rien n’était; depuis elle, tout est légitimement, et ne l’est
que par elle, sans elle, rien ne serait; et nous, Sire, nous faisons partie de ce tout; et
l’état que nous composons avec vous, et vous même le faites également. Vous n’êtes,
Sire, que par la loi fondamentale, et en vertu de la loi fondamentale; votre pouvoir,
vos droits, vos prérogatives viennent d’elle et d’elle seule.” 82

Hence, as they were profoundly influenced by the political thought of the
French Restoration liberals, the idea of a substantial division between the
sphere of civil society and the sphere of political institutions was the basis of
their ideology, too. Pierre-François Van Meenen, one of the few older people
in these circles of liberal youngsters, emphasized in 1816 the importance of
“la distinction entre l’ordre civil et l’ordre politique.” 83 As a result, the idea
of a vigorous public opinion as the benchmark of all political activity, the
necessity of safeguarding the freedom of the press, the need for a jury trial in
controversial political matters, … all the elements were present in the
discourse of these young liberal bourgeoisie.
While the influence of French Restoration liberalism is obvious and the
means by which these ideas were transferred to the Southern Netherlands
have been mapped out, the interests of this particular group of young
liberals cannot be explained without referring to the social position of this
group of “de jeunes avocats, de jeunes journalistes, pleins de zèle pour la
liberté […] qui brûlaient de faire l’essai de leurs théories”? 84 They all were
part of the middle class. They were highly educated and rather affluent, but
they had no access to true political power. Although the French revolution
had abolished all privileges, political power was still in the hands of the

81 De Potter, who had already been sentenced in 1828 to eighteen months of imprisonment
and a 1000 florin fine for criticizing the government, was sentenced to eight years of
banishment for complotting against the government.
82 Courrier des Pays-Bas, 23 December 1829.
83 Marteel (2009) 193–198.
84 Gerlache (1839).
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landed nobility as a consequence of their immense wealth. Restoration
liberal thought proved to be a means of breaking through this glass ceiling.
The distinction between the political level of the institutions and the extrainstitutional level of civil society and its public opinion therefore offered
considerable possibilities in that it moved the ultimate core of political
power to a sphere to which this intellectual elite actually had access. Hence,
by advocating the freedom of the press and stressing the role of the journalist
as a political watchdog, this generation was claiming its own political power.
There was even more. In their discourse, the idea was imminent that the very
best of these journalists could make the change-over from the sphere of civil
society to the sphere of political institutions, as they were very well acquainted with what moved public opinion. This was indicated rather clearly
by a quote from the writer François-René de Chateaubriand, published in the
Courrier des Pays-bas:
“Que les ministres soient des hommes de talent; qu’ils sachent mettre de leur part le
public, et les bons écrivains entreront dans leurs rangs et les journaux les mieux faits
et les plus répandues les soutiendront; ils seront cent fois plus forts, car ils marcheront avec l’opinion générale.” 85

Hence, when the 1830 revolt led to the independence of the Belgian nation
state and a new constitution had to be drafted, they used their martyrdom as
victims of the oppressive Dutch regime in a very clever way to turn this
political model into a constitutional reality. In sum, the entry of the political
offence into the constitutional discourse of the Southern Netherlands was
not just a result of their struggle against despotism, it was a matter of
facilitating the upward social mobility of a small ambitious elite of young
bourgeoisie.
7.

Conclusion

This article started with a reference to a recent appeal made by Horst Dippel,
who has argued that although modern constitutionalism is a frequently
invoked concept to describe the transformation of public law in the Western
world, there is little understanding about the rise of modern constitutionalism as a political and historical phenomenon. In 1830, as the notion of the
political offence first appeared in the modern constitutional discourse, this
85 Courrier des Pays-bas, 4 January 1829.
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was taken as a starting point for a more in-depth analysis of the French
Charte and the Belgian constitution, which granted the guarantee of jury
trial for political offenders, and according to the Belgian constitution, provided additional guarantees for publicity. By examining its relationship with
the press offence, the legal meaning of the political offence was retrieved.
Essentially, the political offence was an attack on the political order, inspired
by a sense of political distrust of the offender, who considered the institutions to be no longer in accordance with public opinion. As political
offences were considered to be essentially different from ordinary criminal
offences, they revealed the clear distinction between political institutions
and an independent civil society.
The rise of the political offence in the modern constitutional discourse
seems to have indicated a shift in the evolution of modern constitutionalism
that is most noteworthy. Apparently, in 1830, modern constitutionalism
was not only a matter of a supreme law drawing up the essentials of an
institutional system in which governmental powers were counterweighted
by several other checks and balances and about guaranteeing the classic
liberties in order to protect the individual against abuse of power. Besides
these classic institutional safeguards, which largely fitted in Montesquieu’s
scheme of the trias politica, the constitutions that emerged out of the 1830
revolutionary wave offered a protection of public opinion as an extrainstitutional force, which had to ensure that civil society could never lose
its control over political institutions. Granting an advantageous regime to
political offenders and press offenders was more than just the introduction
of an additional element in the constitutional framing of the struggle against
despotism: it marked a profound shift in the political thinking about the
nature of this struggle itself. As constitutionalism distinguishes between the
laws establishing the state and the laws established by the state, the entry
of the political offence into the constitutional text therefore implied its
protection in a norm superior to the institutions themselves.
The relationship between the 1830 French Charte and the 1831 Belgian
Constitution indicated that other countries were highly receptive to these
ideas, as they had been put by the leading French Restoration liberals. They
were enthusiastically received in the Southern Netherlands, where a small
group of young liberals considered them to offer the best arguments for
disputing the top-down interpretation of the 1815 Dutch Constitution by
the Hague regime. However, this process of legal transfer was inspired by a
Modern Constitutionalism and Legal Transfer
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particular motivation, as the aim for the embedding of the political offence
in the Belgian Constitution was the brainchild of a young and ambitious
bourgeois elite. This was a small but influential group, who got in touch
with French liberal thought in law school, and subsequently, due to their
contacts at the bar and through their press activities. Even though their
experiences in the opposition press had enhanced their awareness of the
importance of the protection of press offenders, it was the idea of a clear
distinction between civil society and political institutions that really moved
these youngsters. As the Belgian revolution had had a successful outcome,
they managed to gain the political power which they had longed for. Hence,
the constitutional embedding of the political offence was the result of a plea
for their own upward social mobility.
This case study of Franco-Belgian legal transfer aims to contribute to a
better understanding of modern constitutionalism as a part of global history.
At first sight however, its global dimension seems to be rather insignificant,
since it deals with two countries in the centre of Europe. Obviously, as the
political offence appeared in several subsequent European constitutions, the
analysis of what happened in 1830–31 could serve as a point of reference for
a better understanding of these constitutions. 86 However, when one aims to
leave the classic Eurocentric approaches of legal history behind and tries to
understand modern constitutionalism from a more global perspective, one
cannot leave the old continental history out. Therefore, even when bearing
in mind the European character of this case, it can be viewed within a more
global understanding of modern constitutionalism. The entry of the political
offence into both the 1830 French Charte constitutionnelle and the subsequent 1831 constitution was a clear example of a process of legal transfer
from a country with an influential legal culture, France, to a small country

86 The idea of the exceptional position of both political offences and press offences proved to
be extremely influential in the aftermath of the next revolutionary wave that moved
through Europe. In 1848, when establishing the Second Republic, the new French
Constitution once more stated that only political offences and press offences could be
tried by jury. The protection of political offenders was even taken to a next level, as the
death penalty was abolished in political matters (chapter II, art. 2). Several constitutions,
such as the 1837 Spanish Constitution (art. 2), the 1848 Luxemburg Constitution (art. 48,
90, 92), the 1848 Frankfurter Reichsverfassung (art. 179 § 2) and the 1848 Sicilian Constitution (art. 84) followed the example and guaranteed the jury trial for political offences
or press offences safeguarding as much publicity as possible in political proceedings.
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on its periphery, Belgium. There are countless similar phenomena in legal
history, especially when the transfer of state models is concerned. The
analysis of why and how several groups have used constitutionalism as an
instrument to enhance their own social position could therefore offer a
fruitful perspective, even for examining similar phenomena outside of
Europe. Therefore, even the analysis of legal entanglements within a classic
European context could offer informative models that might contribute to
a global understanding of modern constitutionalism.
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Discovering Legal Silence:
Global Legal History and the Liquidation
of State Bankruptcies (1854–1907)
Global legal history offers diverse tools to deal with cross-border issues, e. g.,
comparative studies, models of cycles or stage models. 1 The way these tools
are used differs a lot; the mode, the meaning, and the consequences are
analyzed in this volume in depth. To me, their usage seems absolutely
plausible when examining an international legal issue. The liquidation of
state bankruptcies in the 19th century represents such an international issue.
Nonetheless, global legal history has hardly dealt with that problem until
today. How can such an absence be explained and what consequences does it
have for the science of global legal history?
This phenomenon is seen in light of the liquidation of state bankruptcies
during the 19th and early 20th century. 2 The number of bankruptcies and
their impact on foreign citizens had grown enormously since the 1820 s. 3
This was due to the fact that states started to issue state bonds in other
countries; especially British private citizens invested heavily in foreign bonds
traded at the stock exchange in London. Interests for such credits were very
high; consequently, investors could realize a profit. Their speculative risk was
very high, too. Many debtor states did indeed become bankrupt soon after
the issuance of state bonds. As an international insolvency regime for states
did not exist, actors had to deal with such situations on a case-by-case basis.
Such “liquidations” differed a lot. This was mainly due to the number of
involved actors: the debtor state, third states, private investors, creditor
protection committees, stock exchanges, and banks. Interested participants
formed a heterogeneous group of different legal natures; they were entangled
in other words. However, only parts of this group were of a sovereign nature.
1 Osterhammel (2001) 151.
2 Heimbeck (2013).
3 Reinhart / Rogoff (2009) 91, Table 6.2.
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Even though international law in the 19th century is mainly seen as being
state-centered, 4 the liquidation of state bankruptcies demonstrates that nonstate actors played quite a decisive role, too. They were not able to generate
norms in public international law themselves, but they were able to influence
their governments to generate or to not generate norms. Yet governments
could also take decisions contrary to their citizen’s interests.
The importance of private actors in such a state-centered legal regime like
public international law is probably one reason that led to the fact that
global legal history has neglected the liquidation of state bankruptcies.
Moreover, the problem of the liquidation of state bankruptcies is placed
at the crossroad between law and economy as well as between public and
private international law. This unclear allocation might have also lead to
global legal history’s ignorance regarding this issue. Furthermore, even today
the “History of International Law” usually does not form a separate subject
at universities. 5 It forms part of legal history or international law and is
“only a poor cousin of legal history.” 6 Yet, when the general subject which
encompasses the problem of the liquidation of state bankruptcies is still not
dealt with in national legal history discourses, it is hardly surprising that an
area like global legal history does not deal with the topic as well. Moreover,
analyzing the liquidation of state bankruptcies from global legal histories
perspectives causes quite practical problems: Firstly, the variety of involved
states leads to multiple languages in which sources will be found. Secondly,
most past authors who published on single bankruptcies (mostly historians)
were usually citizens of one of the European creditor states (Great Britain,
France or Germany). Thus, when using historical material as a basis for the
application of global legal history, we need to be very careful not to
“Europeanize” the units of comparison in how they are chosen. Or – if we
choose such units – we have to be aware of that fact.

4 The growing role of individuals in public international law in the 20th century has usually
been seen with the rise of the human rights movement. However, in the 19th century, nonstate actors increasingly tried to influence public international law, too. They therefore
aligned with others to create specific interest groups, e. g., creditor protection committees
but also the peace movement. With regard to the liquidation of state bankruptcies, their
role should not be underestimated even though it was still short of the power such interest
groups gradually received in the 20th century.
5 See Vec (2011).
6 Vec (2011) 29.
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However, the question of whether we then especially need to use global
legal history to analyze historical liquidations of state bankruptcies needs to
be affirmed. Because the current lack of application by global legal history’s
analytical tools can only be seen when using exactly those tools by examining and comparing case studies. It is as important to discover and interpret
which issues a legal regime does not cope with as it is to analyze which
aspects are dealt with and in what way. 7
Thus, the lack of an (international) insolvency regime led to a lack of
global legal history engaging with the problem and offering analytical tools
to analyze the situation or even to introduce problem solving mechanisms.
This effect was further strengthened by the fact that the History of International Law – in so far as such a discipline did or does exist – has also hardly
dealt with the topic.
Even though private and state actors increasingly had to deal with state
bankruptcies, they did not introduce an international insolvency regime.
They did not even form single conventions or treaties dealing with formal
and, or substantive questions regarding such liquidations until 1907.
International lawyers as well as governments rather dealt with a debtor
state’s bankruptcy on a case-by-case basis using legal, military or political
tools to solve the situation in the easiest way.
However, some of the modes actors used to liquidate debt found their
way into public international law, e. g., the debt commissions in Egypt and
the Ottoman Empire. Yet, global legal history did not even “discover” these
legal mechanisms, as the entire question of the liquidation of state bankruptcies had not been dealt with.
In the following three case studies will be examined to show how norms
in public international law were both introduced and not introduced and
how and why global legal history has not yet provided tools to understand
this overwhelming legal silence. Firstly, Egypt (1862–1904) and the Ottoman
Empire (1854–1907) will show how single mechanisms of debt liquidations
were used by international lawyers to justify the extension of public
international law as a legal order. Then, the Venezuelan case will demonstrate how an international treaty establishing a general legal principle was
7 Thomas Duve also emphasized in his thoughts on “European Legal History” or the “History
of Europe” and its role in today’s history that one problem is that lawyers discussing Europe
do not clarify what Europe is or rather what it is not. Duve (2012) 26.
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introduced. Only the comparison of these case studies – that means using a
tool provided by global legal history – will demonstrate the reasons exactly
why this legal field has not yet engaged with this issue.
This selection of case studies also raises a problem global legal history is
often confronted with: the (underlying and often unspoken) territorial
conceptions we have. Especially regarding International law in the 19th
century, when lawyers were often blamed for being “Eurocentric.” 8 Yet this
problem of arguing from a certain (often) European perspective is not only
one which arises in International law but also in global legal history.
Regarding the liquidation of state bankruptcies in the 19th century this
accusation cannot be avoided: At this time creditor states were from Europe
(mainly Great Britain and France) and debtor states were mostly nonEuropean nations. 9
I.

Historical Background and Terminology

The 19th century is said to be a period of globalization, in which people,
traditions, languages, goods, and money crossed state borders back and
forth. 10 Especially the volume and significance of international financial
transactions had grown enormously since the 1820s. 11 This was due to
several reasons; amongst others, due to industrialization the number of
people able and willing to invest money in cross-border transactions had
increased enormously. On the other hand, many young republics, especially
but not limited to the Latin American ones, needed capital to finance their
state building processes. Hence, they emitted state bonds on European
financial markets, mainly in London.
However, after only a few years several state bankruptcies followed. 12
Those were often not caused by the sovereign’s prodigality but by border
defense costs and military activities as well as by big investments in infrastructure. Such state bankruptcies created severe difficulties for private
investors as well as foreign banks, stock exchanges, and their respective

8
9
10
11
12
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See, e. g., Anghie (1999); Becker Lorca (2010).
See Reinhart / Rogoff (2009) 91, Table 6.2.
See, e. g., Osterhammel (2009); Bayly (2009).
Quittner-Bertolasi (1936) 603–605.
See Reinhart / Rogoff (2009) 91, Table 6.2.
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home states as an international insolvency regime did not exist. Therefore,
they had to negotiate and try to find acceptable solutions against the
backdrop of political, economic and social considerations. Thus, the failure
of international financial transactions caused the need for regulation
between the said different actors whose legal characters differed fundamentally. Therefore, several normative spheres – not only an international one –
were automatically affected. Thus, entanglements on a subjective level
(regarding the quantity and quality of involved actors) caused entanglements
on an objective level (regarding the different normative spheres).
An analysis of the said plurality of normative spheres presupposes some
thoughts about norm creation processes.
The expression “juridification” is neither defined by lawyers, nor by
political scientists or sociologists. Terms like normatization, juridification,
Verrechtlichung, Normierung or Verregelung are used rather differently. 13 Regarding the question whether norms in public international law were
introduced by and in the context of the liquidation of state bankruptcies,
three forms of juridification might be possible: the ratification of international treaties and conventions, the introduction of customary international
law, and the acceptance of specific state practice as part of public international law by jurists.
A state is bankrupt if it is not willing or unable (or both) to fulfill its
financial obligations towards its creditors. 14 In contrast to private individuals
or companies a state’s decision to declare its bankruptcy depends not only
on financial but also on social, economic, and political reasons. 15 Yet for
foreign private creditors the state’s motive for the decision did not really
matter: Even if the debtor state still had financial means at its disposal,
it needed them to uphold its administration and its infrastructure to a
minimum degree.
As public international law was a legal regime between states 16 (the Holy
Sea was an significant exception), the participation of third states was very
important. Third states could have been involved in three different ways:
they could have granted loans to the debtor state themselves, they could

13
14
15
16

See a brief summary: Voigt (1980) 16–18.
Pflug-Nürnberg (1898) 1.
Reinhart / Rogoff (2009) 51.
Martens / Bergbohm (1883) 231 et seq.; Liszt (1902) 34–40; Oppenheim (1905) 3 et seq.
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have guaranteed the debtor state’s loans vis-à-vis banks or they could have
protected their citizens diplomatically. Whether a creditor state protected its
subjects diplomatically was a question of its digression. 17 However, forms of
such actions varied enormously: sea blockades, trade embargos, the establishment of international debt administrations, (partial) occupation of the
debtor state’s territory or military attacks were some acts undertaken by
creditor states. 18 As an international insolvency regime did not exist, the
legality of such measures depended on general norms in public international
law, namely the principle of non-intervention. 19
II.

International Problems, Multiple Normative Responses
and Global Legal History’s Neglect

A.

Egypt (1862–1904): International Debt Commission

Egypt had been a part of the Ottoman Empire since 1517. In the 19th century Egypt slowly received more sovereign rights. From the early 19th century the Egyptian Khedive undertook financial investments, in order to
build canals, streets, irrigation systems and dams. 20 In the long run those
measures did indeed improve the country’s economic and financial situation. However, they first necessitated huge financial investments which were
amortized only slowly.
Thus, Egypt’s debts grew progressively. In 1862 the Khedive Muhammad
Saïd (1854–1863) started to issue bonds on European financial markets.
Between 1862 and 1870 Egypt issued new bonds in Europe amounting to
£ 33,204,060. In 1862 state revenues were roughly £ 3,799,000, and expen-

17 In 1848 Lord Palmerston announced: “I have to inform you, […] that it is for the British
Government entirely a question of discretion, and by no means a question of international right,
whether they should or should not make this matter the subject of diplomatic negotiation.” [original emphasis] Fischer-Williams (1929) 268–269.
18 Lippert (1929) 924.
19 See, e. g., Vec (2010); Berner (1860); Carnazza-Amari (1873); Erber (1931); Floeckher (1896); Rolin-Jaequemyns (1876–1877).
20 Mansfield (1971) 7. Within ten years the amount of Egyptian exports to Great Britain
grew sevenfold: In 1854 it was £ 3,000,000, in 1858 £ 8,000,000 and in 1864 £ 22,000,000.
Landes (1958) 56. See for a detailed description of Muhammad Ali’s reform program:
Issawi (1961) 4–7.
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diture £ 9,089,000. 21 The debts owed out of the issuance of short-term loans
were about £ 12,000,000 in the same year. 22
When the state’s financial situation became more and more tight, the
Khedive asked the British government to send a commission to examine
the country’s administration and make recommendations. As a consequence
of the so-called Cave Report, which had exposed massive problems in the
country’s organization and supervision, 23 the Khedive established an international debt administration in May 1876. 24 A commissioner from Great
Britain, France, Italy, and Austria-Hungary were members in this body.
In 1885 a German and a Russian delegate joined them. Even though the
administration’s legal basis was under Egyptian law, the body’s legal nature
was international as the Khedive could only abolish it with the foreign
governments’ consent. 25
The Caisse de la dette publique d’Égypte had three functions: It acted as a
special representative organ for the foreign creditors, it administered the
country’s debt service and it controlled the Egyptian financial administration.
Therefore, all state revenues were given directly to this international body.
The debt administration had then to authorize all payments out of the state
budget and had to allow the issuances of new loans. 26 The Caisse appointed
its civil servants and determined its budget autonomously. Yet while the
French government (like the Italian and the Austrian one) sent an own
representative, the British government refused to become directly involved.
Therefore, the British bondholders themselves nominated Sir Evelyn Baring
(who later became Lord Cromer) to represent them in the Caisse.
In addition to these legal measures, the Khedive had established mixed
tribunals which were also in charge of conflicts between foreign investors
and the Egyptian state as well as him personally. 27 Officially, judgments were
only enforceable in the Khedives private estate. However, as the latter had

Landes (1958) 337.
Landes (1958) 131.
Mccoan (1882) Appendix 438–441.
Parliamentary Papers, 1876 [C. 1484], Correspondence respecting the Finances of Egypt,
Lord Lyons to the Earl of Derby; March 23, 1876; Egypt No. 8 1876, No. 24.
25 Deville (1912) 183.
26 Politis (1894) 247.
27 Wilhelm Kaufmann emphasized however that this right to sue was unlawful. Kaufmann
(1891) 61–65; see also Reynaud-Lacroze (1905) 47.
21
22
23
24
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never differentiated between his own and the state’s needs, when using the
borrowed money, 28 the creditors were de facto also able to enforce judgments
in Egyptian state belongings.
Later on, Great Britain and France forced the Khedive politically to
appoint a British and a French minister to the Egyptian state council. This
act increased the domestic tensions in Egypt and led to the growth of the
national movement. On the other hand, when Ismaïl Pascha tried to modify
the state council into a parliament with more direct powers and when he
dismissed the two said foreign ministers, the tensions between him and
London increased. 29 The Khedive was thus in a quandary between his
people and the powerful creditor governments. Even though Ismaïl Pascha
finally reinstalled the two foreign ministers and assigned them a veto power,
his relationship with the British and French government was rather tense.
The latter finally persuaded the Ottoman Sultan to depose the Egyptian
Khedive from his position; the Sultan installed Ismaïl’s son Tewfiq instead.
Both the political and the financial situation within the country and
regarding the creditor states remained stiff. In spring 1882 the situation
finally escalated so that British troops bombarded Alexandria and occupied
the country shortly afterwards.
Even after the beginning of the British occupation (and related to that its
administration) in Egypt in fall 1882 – which was officially only an indirect
one 30 – the Egyptian financial situation worsened. Therefore, Great Britain
asked the other European creditor states which were represented in the
Caisse a) to agree to a new loan issued by Egypt and b) to lower the latter’s
financial obligations regarding all existing foreign loans. However, when the
Khedive temporarily suspended the payment, France threatened to sue him
before the mixed tribunals. 31
Thereupon, in March 1885, at a conference in London, Great Britain,
France, Austria-Hungary, Germany, Italy, Russia, and the Ottoman Empire
28 Wynne (1951) 580.
29 Rothstein (1910) 82 et seq.
30 Parl. Papers, 1887 [C. 5050] [C. 5110], Further Correspondence respecting Sir H. Drummond Wolff’s Mission, Convention between Great Britain and Turkey respecting Egypt,
Convention between Great Britain and Turkey respecting Egypt; May 22, 1887 (Sir
H. Drummond Wolff to the Marquis of Salisbury; May 22, 1887; Egypt No. 7 (1887),
Inclosure in No. 88, Artikel V).
31 Dülffer (1997) 276–277.
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agreed to guarantee an Egyptian loan of £ 9,000,000 as well as to lower the
interest of the existing loans. 32 Furthermore, Great Britain was authorized to
administer the country on its own. However, if Egypt had not fulfilled its
current interest payments by 1887, the said European creditor states would
have established a truly international administration which would have
controlled Egyptian state finances. 33
Shortly afterwards Great Britain and the Ottoman Empire agreed to send
a British and an Ottoman commissioner to Egypt who should survey the
political and economic situation. However, the Sultan never ratified the socalled I. Drummond-Wolff Convention (1885). 34 In 1887 the Sultan and
the British government negotiated the II. Drummond-Wolff Convention 35
which stipulated the withdrawal of British troops from Egypt (unless “extraordinary circumstances” made longer British presence necessary). The Sultan
did not ratify this convention, either.
In roughly 20 years under the (indirect) administration of Lord Cromer
as British Consul-General in Egypt, the state revenues had increased from
£ 9,000,000 in 1883 to £ 15,682,500 in 1906. 36 Because of his successful
management of the country, the European creditor states conferred many
competences from the international debt administration back to the Egyptian state in 1904. 37
32 According to article VII of the declaration each guarantor was liable for the entire amount
of £ 315,000 per annum. However, Russia declared explicitly that it understood itself to be
liable for only 1/6. Treaty between Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy,
Russia and Turkey, signed in London, March 17/18 1885.
33 Richmond (1977) 134; Mansfield (1971) 99. Lord Cromer announced that such a
tendency had materialized during the past years: “National interest tend towards cosmopolitanism, however much national sentiments and aspirations may tend towards exclusive
patriotism.” Cromer (1908) 301–302. However, at the same time he doubted that a
common international action would be successful: “For all purposes of action, administrative internationalism may be said to tend towards the creation of administrative
impotence.” Idem 304.
34 Convention between Her Britannic Majesty and His Imperial Majesty the Sultan of Turkey,
relative to Egyptian Affairs. Signed at Constantinople, October 24, 1885.
35 Convention between Great Britain and Turkey respecting Egypt, May 22, 1887; Parl.
Papers, 1887 [C. 5050] [C. 5110].
36 Mansfield (1971) 103. Marlowe enlisted measures taken by Lord Cromer in detail.
Marlowe (1965) 173 et seq.
37 Reynaud-Lacroze (1905) 75; Politis (1904); Held (1925) 629–630. In July 1888, Lord
Cromer had established a reserve fund in which all surplus revenues were paid. As soon as
the fund contained more than £ 2,000,000, the surplus was used for the foreign debt
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European creditor states became heavily involved in Egypt (the British
government a few years after the French one). By manning the international
debt commission – which was officially an Egyptian state organ – and having
posts in key positions in the country, they did not only influence the
Egyptian bankruptcy’s liquidation but they de facto carried it out. However,
de iure they did not introduce norms in public international law by
establishing the international debt commission.
The partial development initiated by the Egyptian liquidation, which
nevertheless took place in public international law, can be seen only, when
also examining the Ottoman state bankruptcy. Comparing both cases – in
other words using global legal history’s analytical tools – will show how and
in what way international norms were generated or rather were not
generated.
B.

Ottoman Empire (1854–1907):
Transnational Debt Commission

Nearly simultaneously with Egypt her suzerain, the Ottoman Empire, went
bankrupt. However, while creditor states were highly involved in the
Egyptian debt settlement, they hardly dealt with the Ottoman insolvency.
The Ottoman Empire had started issuing short- and long-term bonds in
London and Paris in 1854 to finance the Crimean war. 38 Within a very short
time the Sublime Porte 39 issued many bonds to European private investors
and thereby became more and more indebted. The government used the
money to defend the large country against external attacks, to maintain the
Sultan’s palace and to pay for the state administration. The latter was,
however, highly ineffective and huge sums of money were wasted or
misapplied. Reform measures, especially the Hatt-i Hümâyûn (1856), which
stipulated the introduction of a state budget and a central financial admin-

service. Without the creditor states’ authorization, the fund could not be used as collateral
for Egyptian loans.
38 Suvla (1966) 99. Until 1854 the Ottoman Empire had not issued any loans abroad but
only with domestic Galata bankers. Rodkey (1958); Birdal (2010) 25.
39 In a narrow sense the term “Sublime Porte” described the Sultan’s ministers and their areas
of competence. Europeans referred to the entire Ottoman government that way though.
Yasamee (1996) 30, footnote 55; Blaisdell (1929) 1, footnote 1.
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istration, had not been successful. 40 In the late 1850s state revenues were
about £ 6,661,379, state expenditure roughly £ 6,861,697. 41
Between 1863 and 1876 the Sublime Porte issued bonds on foreign
financial markets worth about £ 200,000,000; 42 out of the state revenues of
£ 12,000,000 (in 1874) 55 per cent were used to repay foreign credits. 43
Despite the continuous money inflow, the financial situation of the state
worsened steadily.
Yet it took five years (after the official Ottoman bankruptcy in 1876) until
a transnational debt administration was established through a Sultan’s firman, the so-called Mouharrem Decree, in December 1881. 44
In the meantime non-state actors as well as creditor governments had
undertaken other actions to deal with the Ottoman financial fiasco. Already
in 1876 London banks had stopped lending money to the Ottoman
Empire. 45
Moreover, both the British and the French government had banned trade
with Ottoman bonds to protect their citizens of financial harm. 46 Furthermore, the French government had even prohibited the issuance of a
particular bond amounting to £ 16,000,000 at the Paris stock exchange. 47
However, all in all European governments had hardly intervened to protect
their citizens: they did not want to become legally involved, neither on the
domestic nor on the international level. The above-mentioned measures
were thus not only exceptions but they also did not have a particular effect

40 Rescript of Reform (February 18, 1856), available on http://www.anayasa.gen.tr/reform.
htm. The Hatt-i Hümâyûn extended reforms which had been determined by the Hatt-i-Sherif
of Gülhane in 1839. The latter had initiated the so-called tanzimat era in the Ottoman
Empire. Therefore, the Hatt-i Hümâyûn is also called “continuation of the human rights
declaration of the French revolution,” as it stipulated individual’s rights. Kreiser / Neumann (2008) 337.
41 Roumani (1927) 15.
42 Birdal (2010) 28; Clay (2000) Appendix. Roumani discussed all loans in detail. Roumani
(1927) 23–52.
43 Manzenreiter (1975) 99.
44 Parl. Papers, 1911 [Cd.5736], Turkey: Imperial Ottoman Debt; The Decrees of 28 Muharrem, 1299 (December 8 (20), 1881), Turkey No. 1 (1911).
45 Feis (1961) 18–19.
46 See Birdal (2010) 43.
47 This event was called “l’affaire Mirès.” Plessis (1985) 213–214, footnote 590. Kössler
(1981) 43; Wynne (1951) 398–399.
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on the juridification of the liquidation of state bankruptcies. Thus, on other
normative levels (not in public international law) actors did indeed create
norms.
Meanwhile private European investors had continuously asked their
governments’ to protect their financial interests diplomatically by establishing an international debt administration in Constantinople which was
meant to be comparable to the one in Egypt. 48 Especially after the Ottoman
defeat in the Russian-Ottoman war and the harsh terms of the treaty of
San Stefano in March 1878, European creditors complained that the
Sublime Porte was no longer able to fulfill its financial obligations. The
Sublime Porte did not only have to pay an enormous war indemnity to
Russia (£ 149,095,907), but it also lost large parts of the territory which
served as securities to foreign loans. The major European powers – especially
Great Britain and France – were strongly opposed to the regulations of the
said treaty and thus appointed another international conference where those
issues should be discussed. However, their main concerns did not apply to
those financial questions but to the maintenance of the fragile balance of
power. 49 They were rather afraid that Zarist Russia would gain too much
direct political influence in the South East of Europe. Hence, in July 1878
Otto von Bismarck invited European diplomats to the Berlin Conference
where they discussed the distribution of the Balkans and the Ottoman war
indemnity.
The financial situation of the Ottoman Empire and its obligations to
European private investors hardly played a role in the diplomats’ negotiations. However, the Italian delegate officially propounded the creation of
an international debt administration manned with representatives of the
creditor states:
“The Powers represented at the Congress desire to recommend to the Sublime
Porte the establishment at Constantinople of a Financial Commission, composed
of specialists, named by their respective Governments, which Commission shall be
charged to examine into the complaints of the bondholders of the Ottoman debt,

48 Parl. Papers 1876 [C. 1424], Correspondence respecting the various Ottoman loans, Mr.
Corfield to the Earl of Derby; October 9, 1875; Turkey No. 1 (1876), No. 9; Parl. Papers
1876 [C. 1424], Correspondence respecting the various Ottoman loans, Mr. Parnell to the
Earl of Derby; October 13, 1875; Turkey No. 1 (1876), No. 19.
49 Heimbeck (2011).
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and to propose the most efficacious means for satisfying them as far as is compatible
with the financial situation of the Porte.” 50

Yet, European governments valued their political aims, especially the stabilization of the balance of power, higher than the enforcement of their citizens’
private financial claims. Therefore, they refused to establish an international
debt administration.
Hence, private purchasers started direct negotiations with the Sultan
regarding Ottoman debt payments. 51 Especially after the latter had signed an
agreement with the domestic Galata bankers on bond conversion which was
highly detrimental to the European creditors the atmosphere between the
latter and the Sublime Porte worsened. 52 As a consequence, the British
government temporarily stationed its fleet off the Ottoman coast. 53 Finally,
foreign private creditors and the Sultan agreed on the introduction of a debt
administration in Constantinople which was implemented by the Mouharrem Decree. 54
Seven delegates were present in the Conseil d’Administration de la Dette
Publique de l’Empire Ottomane: a British, French, German, Italian, and Austrian representative as well as one of the Ottoman creditors, and one employee of the Ottoman state bank (Banque Impériale Ottoman). 55 In contrast
to the Egyptian debt administration, European national creditor groups
nominated their representatives; the administration had thus a transnational
legal character. Out of the 5,704 employees of the Conseil only 88 were
Europeans. 56 The overwhelming manning by Ottoman employees was supposed to strengthen the administrations acceptance by the population.
The Conseil possessed broad competences: It administered the revenues
which had been assigned to it by the Sublime Porte and used them to repay
50 Parl. Papers 1878 [C. 2083], Correspondence relating to the Congress of Berlin with the
Protocols of the Congress, Lord Odo Russell to the Marquis of Salisbury; July 16, 1878;
Turkey No. 39 (1878), No. 40 [emphasis by author].
51 Du Velay (1903) 412–419.
52 Roumani (1927) 104–108.
53 Ibidem.
54 The Sultan also reduced the remaining long term loans which amounted to £ 191,000,000
in 1881 to £ 106,000,000.
55 National creditor groups claims were composed as follows: Great Britain 29%, France 40%,
Belgium 7,2%, Netherlands 7,59%, Germany 4,7%, Italy 2,62%, Austria-Hungary 0,97%
and Ottoman creditors 7,93%. Kössler (1981) 53.
56 Birdal (2010) 105.
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foreign claims; furthermore, it prepared an annual budget. Lastly, the
Ottoman Empire could abandon taxes which were used for the foreign debt
service only with the Conseil’s authorization. 57 The Sublime Porte had appointed a civil servant to control the Conseil; however, this employee only
had consultative competences.
The work of the Conseil was quite successful, not only regarding the debt
service it had to fulfill according to the Mouharrem Decree but also regarding
the Ottoman financial administration and tax system in general. 58
In contrast to the Egyptian bankruptcy, creditor states were hardly
involved in the liquidation of the Ottoman bankruptcy. States did not create
any norms in public international law. State practice did not develop.
However, only a decade after the establishment of the debt commissions
in Cairo and Constantinople, international lawyers started to mention both
of them in their textbooks and articles. Jurists did not expound the legal
problems connected with such liquidations in the context of state sovereignty and the principle of non-intervention, but they discussed them as
examples in their writings on “international commissions.” 59 They referred
to both debt commissions in their explanations on international commissions, even though they differed fundamentally regarding their legal nature,
composition and competences.
Such associations had been increasingly established after 1815, when the
Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine was founded at the
Congress of Vienna. During the next decades the internationally-manned
commissions for the Danube followed as did the International Telecommunication Union or the Universal Postal Union. 60 In other words, during the
course of the 19th century a process of institutionalization had taken place in
state practice which was mirrored in public international law’s legal doctrine.
The number of international treaties in this area (as well as in many others)
and their legal character had changed dramatically as treaties started to have
an inherent norm creating power. 61 International commissions started to
become a slowly recognized institution in public international law.
57 Reynaud-Lacroze discussed the debt administration’s competences in detail. ReynaudLacroze (1905) 90.
58 Birdal (2010) 8, 106, 174; Wuarin (1912) 423.
59 Ullmann (1898) 142–143; Gareis (1901) 144–147; Liszt (1902) 134–138.
60 See, e. g., Herren (2009) 15–18.
61 Vec (2006) 104–147.
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Yet, as public international law was a young legal discipline, 62 lawyers
tried to strengthen it vis-à-vis other legal disciplines or even to expand its
scope. Therefore, they used the international debt administrations in Egypt
and the Ottoman Empire – which differed so fundamentally – as justification narratives 63 to legitimize the existence and the usage of international
commissions as a legal institute in public international law. This phenomenon of instrumentalization becomes clear when examining major contemporary textbooks.
Famous German international lawyer Franz von Liszt, for example, did
not distinguish between both debt administrations when enlisting samples
for international commissions:
“Es gehören ferner hierher [zu den ständigen Staatenvertretungen, LH] die Internationalen Kommissionen, die zur Überwachung der Finanzverwaltung einzelner
Staaten eingesetzt worden sind.
Die öffentliche Schuld der Türkei wird verwaltet durch eine Kommission, in der
England, Deutschland, Frankreich, Österreich, Italien vertreten sind.
Zur Überwachung der ägyptischen Finanzverwaltung […] wurde bereits 1876 eine
Commission de la caisse de la dette publique eingesetzt. Sie erhielt den Charakter
eines eigentlichen internationalen Organs durch das Liquidationsgesetz vom 17. Juli 1880.” 64

The same goes for Emanuel von Ullmann who was a cosmopolitan and
defended the ideas and projects discussed on the Hague Conferences by
heart: 65
“Derlei Kommissionen bestehen derzeit […]
Die Finanzkommissionen zur Wahrung der Interessen der auswärtigen Gläubiger
einzelner Staaten.
a) Die internationale Kommission zur Verwaltung der türkischen Staatsschuld,
bestehend aus Delegierten folgender Staaten: Deutschland, England, Frankreich,
Österreich-Ungarn und Italien.
b) Die internationale Kommission zur Verwaltung der egyptischen Staatsschuld.” 66

However, this usage as a justification narrative only becomes clear when
comparing both cases. Thus, only such an analytical tool as comparing units

62 Public international law only became a separate legal science at the turn of the century
when special chairs at universities were introduced. Nuzzo / Vec (2012).
63 See Forst’s and Günther’s discussion of the term “narrative.” Forst / Günther (2010) 9.
64 Liszt (1898) 94; Liszt (1902) 137–138.
65 In memoriam: Emanuel von Ullmann (1914) 346.
66 Ullmann (1908) 236–237.
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as provided by global legal history can demonstrate such a normative
development in public international law. At the same time, however, the
comparison will illustrate that this juridification happened within a vast area
of legal avoidance: states and international lawyers hardly formed norms in
public international law. They wanted to avoid legally binding themselves
now and in the future. The fact that international law hardly existed
regarding such an international matter as the liquidation of state bankruptcies led to the fact that global legal history did not analyze this very ‘legal
silence.’ Yet, global legal history as a methodological tool reduces its own
value by not dealing with such problems of an inherent cross-border nature.
C.

Venezuela (1902–1907): Drago-Porter Convention

A major development regarding the liquidation of state bankruptcies was
initiated by the Venezuelan insolvency which occurred in 1901. The
Venezuelan financial misery had started after the country’s independence
in 1821 and the state budget had never recovered since. Due to domestic
political tensions during the entire century, as well as a civil war, the respective governments could not follow a coherent economic policy. Moreover, a
financial administration including a working tax system did not exist, as did
a functioning infrastructure. 67 The growing export of raw materials did not
lastingly support the country’s economy. Even after Venezuela had started
issuing bonds on European financial markets in the 1820s, she did not
recover financially.
In the beginning of 1901, Venezuelan president Cipriano Castro stated
that from then on only Venezuelan courts were allowed to check whether
and to what amount financial claims of foreign investors and states existed
against Venezuela. Simultaneously, he did not recognize the validity of
Venezuela’s financial obligations vis-à-vis European private creditors arising
out of the issuance of state loans. Furthermore, all diplomatic protests
against these determinations were unlawful. 68
After failed negotiations between European banks, European creditor
states and the Venezuelan government, Great Britain, Germany and Italy
67 Zeuske (2007) 75–76.
68 Fiebig-von Hase (1986) 850. Castro also declined all financial obligations which had
arisen before 1899. Hershey (1903) 261.
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threatened Caracas that they would intervene militarily, if Castro did not
change his mind. However, Castro let the ultimatum expire, so that the three
above-mentioned countries started to bombard the Venezuelan coast. 69
Against this backdrop of European military intervention the Argentine
secretary of state and international lawyer Luis María Drago had proclaimed
that the use of force to collect state debts was unlawful. 70 Investors had
willingly speculated and thus accepted potential financial losses. 71 His note
became known as the Drago Doctrine. 72 The key parts of the doctrine read
as follows:
“The collection of loans by military means implies territorial occupation. […] Such
a situation seems obviously at variance with the Monroe Doctrine. […] The
principle which it [Argentina] would like to see recognized is: That the public debt
cannot occasion armed intervention nor even the actual occupation of the territory of
American nations by a European power.” 73

Drago himself emphasized that his doctrine neither formed part of international law nor constituted an abstract academic principle. He rather wanted
to introduce a principle of diplomacy valid vis-à-vis South American states. 74
Furthermore, he asked U.S. president Theodore Roosevelt to support his
position because every intervention in Latin America would constitute an
unlawful occupation and thus infringe the Monroe Doctrine. Roosevelt
declined Drago’s additional request to act as an arbiter and referred the state
parties to the newly established Permanent Court of Arbitration in The
Hague.
Already in 1901 Roosevelt had summed up the U.S./American position
regarding European financial interventions vis-à-vis South American states:
“We do not guarantee any state against punishment if it misconduct itself,
provided that punishment does not take the form of the acquisition of
territory by any non-American power.” 75 This continuation of the Monroe
Doctrine became known as Roosevelt Corollary.

See detailed background information: Basdevant (1904).
Drago (1903) 601.
Calvo (1903) 599.
Drago (1903) 597–603.
Drago / Nettles (1928) 209 [original emphasis]. See a brief explanation on the Monroe
Doctrine: Grant (2008).
74 Drago (1907) 709–710.
75 Drago (1907) 718.
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The Permanent Court of Arbitration only decided that the financial
claims of the three intervening creditor states were to be satisfied preferentially to the ones from all other creditor states. 76 In addition, Venezuelan
(domestic) courts adjudicated upon disputes between foreign companies and
the Venezuelan state and an American diplomat also decided some inferior
issues. Thus, because a special international judicial body regarding disputes
arising out of the liquidation of state bankruptcies still did not exist, a
plurality of dispute resolution bodies was established.
Drago’s essay initiated vivid discussions amongst international lawyers. 77
His Argentinean colleague Carlos Calvo – who was a well-know public
international lawyer, living and practicing in Europe – sent a circular letter
to the members of the Institut de Droit International asking them for a legal
expert opinion about the above mentioned questions. 78 Those lawyers,
amongst others Frédéric Passy, John Westlake, Ludwig von Bar, and Pasquale
Fiore, belonged to the elite of this legal field. Even though their conclusions
differed in detail, they generally agreed that the principle of state sovereignty was only of a relative nature. 79 Francis Charmes, on the other hand,
emphasized the relative nature of state sovereignty with regard to military
intervention to enforce state debts:
“Je ne parle que du droit strict et je conclus que la même conduite ne saurait être
appliquée toujours et partout avec un Etat momentanément embarrassé, mais loyal
et ordinairement fidèle à ses engagements, l’abstention militaire doit être pratiquée.
Avec un autre Etat qui présente les caractères opposés, il est légitime d’employer les
seuls moyens efficaces pour se faire rendre justice.” 80

Pasquale Fiore was even clearer:
“Toutefois, en supposant qu’un gouvernement abuse de sa position vis-à-vis des
particuliers […], il pourra arriver à créer un état de choses qui pourra légitimer
l’ingérence collective des autres gouvernements dans le but de faire cesser un état de
choses anormal. […] L’intervention pour protéger le respect des principes de la

76 See Anderson (1995) 531; Mallarmé (1906) 496–500.
77 In early 1903 Carlos Calvo had send a circular letter to 12 members of the Institut de Droit
International (Frédéric Passy, G. Moynier, John Westlake, Ludwig von Bar, Manuel-Torres
Campos, L. J. D. Féraud-Giraud, André Weiss, J.-E. Holland, Karl d’Olivecrona, F. M. C.
Asser, Francis Charmes und Pasquale Fiore). Calvo (1903) 597–623.
78 Calvo (1903) 597–623.
79 See, e. g., John Westlake: Westlake (1903) 607. See also Moynier (1903) 606.
80 Charmes (1903) 620.
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justice, pour réprimer la violence, pour empêcher la violation du droit commun
n’est pas en tout case illicite.” 81

However, most of them emphasized that military intervention in such
financial disputes was unlawful (Passy) or at least not desirable (Westlake)
and that states should refer the disputes to the Permanent Court of Arbitration. 82
However, there was common agreement amongst international lawyers
that the enforcement of financial claims against debtor states was not recognized as separate justification of such interventions. 83
Simultaneously, Latin American governments discussed the lawfulness
of forcible interventions to enforce financial claims vis-à-vis debtor states at
the Pan-American Conferences in 1901/02 and 1906. Again, politicians’ ideas
and concepts on this issue differed, yet no one recognized a concept of
absolute state sovereignty. 84 However, especially semi-peripheral lawyers
supported the introduction of international norms and thereby defending
their new status as civilized states. 85 Yet, in 1906 at the Third Pan-American
Conference delegates chose to refer the question to the Second Hague Peace
Conference, which took place a year later, to be decided together with
(mostly European) creditor states. By explicitly not following Drago’s
suggestion they wanted to avoid giving the impression that Latin American
states were unreliable debtors because such an impression would have
heavily impeded the future issuance of state bonds on European financial
markets. 86
European states did not pay much attention to the question of forcible
debt enforcement vis-à-vis sovereign states. 87 Yet, especially due to U.S./
American clever diplomacy, the participating states finally adopted the
so-called Drago-Porter Convention. This convention, which constituted a
milestone regarding the settlement of state bankruptcies, limited the use
force to enforce financial claims against debtor states:
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

Fiore (1903) 622.
Passy (1903) 604–605; Westlake (1903) 607–608; Weiss (1903) 615.
See, e. g., Feraud-Giraud (1903) 615.
Büchi (1914) 117.
Becker Lorca (2011) 31, 70.
This important concept is called reputation argument. See, e. g., Tomz (2007).
This becomes evident when reading the protocols written by German delegates at the
conference.
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“The contracting powers agree not to have recourse to armed force for the recovery
of contract debts claimed from the government of one country by the government
of another country as being due to its nationals.
This undertaking is, however, only applicable when the debtor state refuses or
neglects to reply to an offer of arbitration, or after accepting the offer, prevents any
“compromis” from being agreed on, or, after the arbitration, fails to submit the
award.” 88

The expression “contractual claims” in the convention also encompasses
debts originating in the issuance of state bonds; those were exactly the kind
of debts which formed part of absolute state sovereignty according to Drago.
However, the convention still did not stipulate any substantive rules regarding the liquidation of state bankruptcies, nor did it stipulate a detailed
formal dispute resolution mechanism. Juridification was thus combined
with legal avoidance. This combination in the field of public international
law – the introduction of norms and non-norms – led to the fact that global
legal history neglected the entire issue.
Neither in the 19th nor in the 20th century historical state bankruptcies
were compared with regard to questions in the field of public international
law, even though the liquidation of state bankruptcies was an inherently
trans- and international subject due to the heterogeneity of involved actors.
Yet, while economists started to compare such historical bankruptcies in the
20th century, 89 lawyers did not do the same. Most of them analyzed a single
state bankruptcy in depth by illustrating its historical background in detail. 90
Single historians like Karl Erich Born formed an exception. After describing the historical events which led to the bankruptcies in Russia, the Ottoman Empire and Serbia, he described the way actors had dealt with them;
lastly, Born started his conclusion by saying that he wanted to reconsider the
experiences which can be made by comparing all cases. 91 He emphasized the
relation between banks and governments as one of a mutual nature. Could
Born have stated this hypothesis without using such an analytical tool
provided by global legal history? Yes, he could have done so. However, his
88 Convention Respecting the Limitation of the Employment of Force for the Recovery of
Contract Debts, in: The American Journal of International Law 2 (1908) 81–85.
89 See, e. g., Suter (1988); Reinhart / Rogoff (2009).
90 See, e. g., Du Velay (1903); Basdevant (1904); Kaufmann (1891a, 1891b); Roumani
(1927).
91 Born (1988) 25: “Zum Abschluss möchte ich erörtern, welche über den Einzelfall hinausreichenden Erfahrungen diese Schuldenkrisen vermitteln.”
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hypothesis only becomes compelling because he backed it with several
examples from state practice.
Even though many of the signatory states expressed reservations (18 out
of 39) and the scope of the convention was rather restricted, creditor states
restrained from intervening militarily against debtor states ever since. This is
mostly due to a changed power distribution in the international community.
By the turn of the 20th century the United States had become both a major
creditor country and a strong political and military power on the American
continent. European creditor states could not interfere in Latin America
without risking retaliation actions taken by the U.S. government against
them. 92 While public international law had been Eurocentric before, it
started to generate universal institutions around the turn of the century. 93
Furthermore, public international lawyer’s role changed. They increasingly
used examples from state practice to justify specific norms in this legal
regime. 94 According to Arnulf Becker Lorca public international law’s
transformation around the turn of the century was especially due to Latin
American lawyers because they wanted to use public international law to
justify and defend their sovereign position in the international state community; 95 they therefore highly supported juridification in international
relations.
III.

Conclusion

The increasing issuance of state bonds on international stock exchanges and
the oftentimes sooner or later ensuing state bankruptcies caused huge
challenges for all involved actors. The number of involved actors grew
enormously; additionally, their interests and legal nature differed significantly. As a consequence actors were able to deal with a debtor states financial
breakdown through norms on different normative spheres: national legal
systems (in the debtor or creditor states), self-regulatory regimes (of banks,
creditor protection committees or stock exchanges) and public international
92 Suter and Stamm emphasized that debt liquidations were most beneficial for debtor states
when an old hegemony (Great Britain) disappeared and a new one (U.S.A.) arose. Suter /
Stamm (1992) 649.
93 Koskenniemi (2011b).
94 Kennedy (1997–1998) 104.
95 Becker Lorca (2011).
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law. However, the involved groups were not static but changed against the
backdrop of political and economic interests. This continuous change
(“Binnendifferenzierung”) 96 led to a new geography of actor groups. The
usage of norms (or the avoidance to introduce norms) happened on several
legal levels. Thus, two levels of entanglements were formed and further
influenced each other mutually.
Especially in public international law, actors avoided the introduction of
an international insolvency regime or at least of some rules regulating such
issues. The reasons for such a legal avoidance were manifold: During most of
the 19th century international jurists did not recognize the problem of the
liquidation of state insolvencies as being part of public international law.
Furthermore, German investors and banks were hardly involved in such
cross-border transactions until the end of the 19th century. Therefore, German international lawyers – who were very active during the 19th century 97 – did not bother with that topic. What was most important was the
fact that governments wanted to maintain their freedom of action after
debtor state’s bankruptcies. They wanted to decide on a case-by-case basis and
against the background of political and military developments how to act.
However, this decisive meaning of power politics for the introduction –
and non-introduction – of norms in public international law also led to the
fact that global legal history has hardly engaged in this issue. Or – to be more
precise – it engaged itself by refraining from the issue. Lawyers abstained
from analyzing and discussing this topic because they considered it as an
economic one. Maybe this is also one of the reasons why global legal history
has not discovered the global legal value of the liquidation of state bankruptcies in the past. Power politics caused an overwhelming use of the tool
of legal avoidance in public international law. Yet using stage models 98 or
comparing case studies is not that obvious when – at least from a legal point
of view – nothing is there to be compared. Yet it is exactly this lack of
norms, this legal silence, in this inherently international field like the
liquidation of state bankruptcies which can only be analyzed by using
global legal histories tools.

96 Fischer-Lescano / Teubner (2007) 43–45.
97 Koskenniemi (2011a).
98 Osterhammel (2001) 151.
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The History of European International Law
from a Global Perspective: Entanglements in
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century India

1.

Introduction

At present, international relations are globally organized according to the
principles of international law. The interaction between states is defined by
this multilayered legal framework which is generally recognized by the
international community as the main applicable system to regulate relations
between states. However, it is only since the twentieth century that such a
universal normative system has truly organized the relationships between
states around the globe. During the nineteenth century international law as
it was construed by European and American publicists, asserted that international law applied only to civilized sovereign states that composed the
“Family of Nations.” 1 The appropriation of this normative order by nonEuropeans led to its universalization at the beginning of the twentieth
century. 2 Although international law theorists today reject nineteenth
century positivism, basic conceptions of state, sovereignty and territorial
exclusiveness still form the groundwork for the present international law
system. 3 Yet there are voices which propose a more pluralistic approach to
international law which allows space for values which are derived from nonEuropean traditions. 4
The history of international law has predominantly focused on the history
of European international law, leaving out of consideration normative
1 Anghie (2005) describes how in the nineteenth century the cultural differences between
non-Europeans and Europeans were emphasized to create a closed international society.
2 See Becker Lorca (2010) for a description of how non-European lawyers from, for
example, Japan and Argentina appropriated European international law theory.
3 Koskenniemi (2001) and Kennedy (1996) describe the evolution of European international law during the nineteenth century.
4 See, for example, the work of Onuma, especially Onuma (2000).
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orders regulating the relations between polities outside Europe or the
relations between European states and non-European entities. 5 While at
present international law is accepted as a universal order, the study of its
history is often geographically limited to Europe and thus strongly regionalized. The history of international law is seldom studied from a global or
transregional perspective, which in the end is in contradiction to its
historical outcome. European states already before the twentieth century
interacted intensively with non-European polities; however, the norms that
dictated these interactions have not yet been sufficiently studied. Were these
norms identical or similar to the norms that regulated the relations amongst
European states? Were they part of another regional normative system or did
these relations create a new kind of normative order? This article will discuss
the relations between the British East India Company and Indian rulers from
the mid-eighteenth century onward in order to answer these questions. It
shows that a global perspective on the history of international law can be
fruitful, contributing to a better understanding of the legal organization of
international relations in the age of empire outside Europe and highlighting
the particularities of nineteenth century European international law. It was
the intensification of global relations that led to a regionalization of European international law. In a period when the European Law of Nations
became more elaborate and institutionalized and at the same time the
Europeans learned more about non-European customs, international lawyers began to emphasize the particularity of European international law.
However, it was not uniquely the Europeans that had developed a system
regulating inter-state relations. Other world views in different regions also
laid down principles of inter-state conduct. 6 When Europeans set sail to
trade in other parts of the world they were confronted with new cultures and
different normative orders. In order to be able to achieve their goals they had
to find ways to on the one hand protect their own rights as they were
accustomed to in their homelands and on the other hand to comply with the
rules set by the host authorities. In the sixteenth and seventeenth century,

5 The opinion that international law was an European concept remained commonly
accepted by authors like Verzijl (1955), Kunz (1955), and Röling (1960). More modern
authors who do not consider colonialism of significant importance for the shaping of
international law are Bedjaoui (1991) and Bridge / Bullen (2005).
6 Anand (2006).
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unless agreements for extra-territoriality were convened, the Europeans
participated in the various regional systems existing in Asia. 7 However,
European international law became increasingly entangled with these
regional orders in the eighteenth century and more persistently in the
nineteenth century, creating new dynamics and in the case of India a new
system for regulating relations between states.
Indeed, in Asia, before European hegemony, the interactions between
polities were regulated according to specific world views. The main normative orders which regulated Asian states in their interactions were the Islamic
system of international law, the Hindu system of international law and the
Chinese tributary system – also named the Confucian system of international law. While the Chinese tributary system was the dominating normative system in East Asia and parts of Southeast Asia, Hinduism and Islam
influenced South- and Southeast Asia, sometimes intersecting with each
other in the same regions. 8 Scholars of the history of international relations
in Asia have studied the interactions between states in East Asia, describing
the central function of China in regional exchange. However, there is less
extensive literature on the interactions between states in South and Southeast Asia outside the European colonial system. Although it is known that
the Europeans, when they arrived in Asia, did not immediately impose their
own legal systems on local societies, but initially participated in the existing
regional systems, the process from a participation of Europeans in regional
international orders to the imposition of European international (and, in
part, municipal) law has not been sufficiently studied. This paper attempts to
describe this process for the Indian sub-continent by analyzing how Britain
extended its political and legal control over Indian states, and how little by
little the Indian international system was rooted out and later substituted
by a new regional system. Yet, the Indian system was not immediately
substituted with the European Law of Nations. In a period of transition in
which the East India Company gradually became the paramount power in
India, new norms regulated the relations between Indian rulers and the
British authorities in India, which might have been similar to the European
Law of Nations but retained a distinct character. It was this system that gave
the Europeans the tools to deprive the Indian states of their legal personality
7 Alexandrowicz (1967).
8 Fairbank / Têng (1941).
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in international law. However, the Indian states for a long period continued
to regulate the relations amongst themselves according to the Indian
international norms. 9 European international law, finally, only fully applied
to India again when it was recognized by the international community as an
independent state in 1947.
This paper will hence begin with a brief outlay of the international
political system which existed on the Indian sub-continent when the East
India Company became a regional political power in India. It will then
continue with a depiction of how Indian states were progressively deprived
of their legal personality in international law in practice and how this was
legitimized by the British government or Company employees on the one
hand and the British international lawyers on the other. In this connection, I
will take account of how the Indian political system adapted to the changing
situation of international relations. Finally, the paper discusses the disadvantage of comparative history for understanding the position of European
international law from a global perspective. Juxtaposing theories of various
normative orders can be valuable for a history of ideas but less for a global
legal history. Rather, in order to unveil how and why European international
law became universal, it seems more suitable to trace the entanglements of
plural normative orders in certain regions.
2.

The Indian international system and the Mughal Empire

The international system which prevailed in India when the British East
India Company became a territorial power was a polycentric system of
diverse polities. The polities maintained a tributary relationship with each
other. From the smallest units, estate holders (zamindars) who possessed
many but not all attributes of what we would call sovereignty, to large states
with a complex administrative system, from self-administering villages and
nomadic tribes to a paramount empire, the hierarchy of the suzerain and the
vassal trickled down the echelons to create an extremely complex international system. These polities differed significantly in size, population, leadership, administration, and ethnicity. It is difficult to categorize these states
9 My thesis herewith confirms Lauren Benton’s argument that the concept of ‘legal pluralism’ can be an effective heuristical tool to identify “patterns of structuring multiple legal
authorities” in colonial history. Benton (2002).
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without falling into arbitrary generalizations. For this reason, only the
largest entities, which were indeed recognized to be states even by nineteenth century European criteria, will be looked at in this paper. Cases were
chosen as to their degree of interaction as major states with the British. This
makes the interpretation of the significant changes in the international
system of India in the late eighteenth century and the first half of the
nineteenth century more comprehensible.
In European international law the marks of an independent state were
that the community constituting it was permanently established for a
political end, that it possessed a defined territory, and that it was independent of external control. 10 Also, the sovereign had to be competent to make
peace and war and to enter into engagements. 11 In India there were several
polities that fulfilled these criteria, that is why they will be referred to as
Indian states in this article. However, it is the question whether these polities
were indeed recognized as sovereign states in the scope of international law
by European lawyers and policy makers. The answer will be discussed here.
From the sixteenth century until the British Crown’s administrative
assumption over India in 1857 the nominal suzerain of the Indian subcontinent was the Mughal Emperor. He was completely independent of any
authority and held his title to his territories by conquest and later by right of
descent, as his throne had become hereditary. The emperor not only directly
ruled his own territories, but also received the allegiance and tribute of other
dependent rulers. These vassals were Indian states which were independent
to the extent that they could manage their internal affairs but had to give the
Mughal Emperor military support in times of war. The emperor would grant
revenue rights to a mansabdar, the rulers of the most powerful Indian states,
thus giving them key positions in the imperial administration. The mansab
was not hereditary and the emperor could take it away from his vassal. These
vassals would then in turn assume the position of suzerain over the smaller
states within their region, which were also to swear allegiance, collect taxes
and pay tribute. The right to collect taxes was given by each suzerain to his
ministers through land grants (jhagirs). The recipient of this grant became
the de facto ruler of the territory and earned his income from its taxes. The

10 Hall (1924) 17.
11 Wheaton (1866) 49.
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Mughal Emperor, according to Muslim law, had the right to collect one fifth
of the revenues. This system had been introduced by the Muslim rulers in the
thirteenth century and was continued by the British until they abolished it in
1851. Although the emperor was Islamic, he maintained the freedom of
religion in his empire and he allowed his vassals to remain Hindu. 12
The tributary relation between the suzerain and the vassal was the basic
tether which bound the states to each other. However, the suzerain could
also convoke his vassals to make war, to administer justice or to celebrate a
festival. Yet, the interactions between the vassals seemed less intense. They
had no obligatory habitual relations amongst themselves imposed by their
common suzerain. This meant that each vassal state had its own jurisdiction
and operated in relative isolation. 13
By the beginning of the eighteenth century the Mughal Empire had
drifted into decline. Torn by problems of succession, disintegration of the
administration and invasions from the north it had to give large concessions
to its vassals. In particular the Maratha rulers posed a serious threat to the
authority of the Mughal Emperor and after multiple wars they essentially
took over the administration of most parts of the empire in central and
northern India. They received the right to collect taxes in return for
protecting the north-western borders from invasion. By the mid-eighteenth
century the Mughal territory was thus ruled through the Peshwa, the leader
of the Marathas. The Mughal Emperor in Delhi was afraid the Peshwa
wanted to replace him and called in help from the ruler of Afghanistan and
from the governor of Oude (Awadh), the Nawab, to fight the Marathas. The
confrontation resulted in one of the largest battles in history, the third battle
of Panipat in 1761. The Marathas were defeated and expelled from northern
India. The Afghan Emperor, Ahmad Shah Durrani, before departing,
pronounced a royal firman (a decree issued by Islamic officials) which called
upon the Indian rulers to recognize Shah Alam II as Emperor. It is notable
that this firman was also sent to the British East India Company. 14 The ruler
of Afghanistan furthermore appointed a loyal regent to the Mughal court.
However, he himself became preoccupied with rebellious Sikhs and was not
able to continue protecting the emperor. It took the Marathas ten years to
12 Tupper (1893) 130 ff.
13 Tupper (1893) 238.
14 Raychaudhuri / Datta (1998).
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regain their military strength and by 1771 they had re-conquered the
Mughal territories and captured Delhi. The Mughal Emperor again had to
accept their protection and thus became a puppet to the Marathas. 15
In the meantime the East India Company had firmly established itself in
the regions of Surat, Madras, Bombay and Calcutta for which it had received
trading privileges from the Mughal emperors. However, the French had also
gained a foothold in India and were determined to take over control in India.
The two countries were already rivaling each other over their possessions in
North America and the competition was extended to India during the Seven
Years’ War (1756–1763). British Company troops were able to defeat the
French military in several direct confrontations, and Britain came out as the
victor of the war. Nevertheless, rivalries in India continued and both
countries pursued a policy of forming alliances with the rulers of Indian
states, receiving concessions in return for protecting the Indian ruler against
usurpers and rebels. French and British forces troops thus became engaged in
local wars which made new confrontations inevitable.
The East India Company had received from Queen Elisabeth in 1600 the
right to make peace or war with any Prince who was not Christian and the
right of making treaties of peace and defensive alliances. 16 The Company
was hence granted sovereignty in specified non-European regions although
it remained a trading company, not a sovereign personality. The Regulating
Act of 1773 confirmed this right but required the consent and approbation
of the Governor-General, who received complete legislative powers. The
Governor-General, in turn, was placed under a general obligation to report
all transactions relating to the Government to the Council of the Presidency
of Fort William in Bengal. 17 The act did not give any power to Parliament
but as the financial problems of the Company grew, this changed. Pitt’s
India Act in 1784 provided for the joint governance of British India by both
the Company and the Crown. It introduced a Board of Control which was
constituted with two members of the British Cabinet and four of the Secret
Committee (the Privy Council) and had control over all of the acts and
operations relating to the civil and military matters as well as the Company’s
revenues. In 1793 the title of the Company to its territorial acquisitions
15 Förster (1992).
16 Lee-Warner (1894) 44.
17 Lee-Warner (1894) 44–45.
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“without prejudice to the claims of the publick,” was confirmed. But it also
restricted the powers of the supreme Government in India. It was enacted
that, “without the express command and authority” of the Court of
Directors or the Secret Committee, the Governor-General in Council should
not declare war, or enter into any treaty of war or guarantee except in certain
specified cases; and the local Governments were forbidden to conclude any
treaty unless in pursuance of express orders from London or Calcutta. 18 The
sovereignty of the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland in and over the territorial acquisitions of the Company was
confirmed in Statute 53 Geo. III. Cap. clv. in 1813. 19 In 1833 the East India
Company was declared to be “trustees for the Crown of the United Kingdom” and the treaties acquired formal recognition by the British Parliament. 20 Thus, until the Acts of 1784 and 1793 the East India Company
retained far-reaching independence. After that, the British Government in
India still retained its legislative powers and its power to wage war, make
peace, and conclude treaties but the British Parliament was the highest
authority to report to.
The first territories the British East India Company acquired in India were
through support of certain factions in the struggles for the succession of the
throne on the one hand in the Carnatic and on the other hand in the
Deccan. When its pretenders were installed as Nawab and Nizam respectively after providing military support, the Company received several
districts as gratitude for their service and as restitution of the debt accumulated with the Company by the pretenders during the war. The Mughal
Emperor, whose position at that time had already been severely weakened,
had no choice but to sanction the gift. He regulated it by granting a firman
confirming the gift. 21 However, the Company would soon firmly establish
itself as the territorial power in India.
In 1756 the Nawab of Bengal died and was succeeded by his grandson
Siraj-ud-daulah, who was very suspicious of the European presence in India.
When the French and the British prepared for war against each other he
18
19
20
21
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ordered them not to strengthen their fortifications any further. The British
refused to do so, hence, the young Nawab sent troops to surround the fort of
Cossimbazar and besiege Calcutta. Company troops attacked the Nawab’s
forces, recaptured Calcutta and cornered the Nawab into signing a treaty,
which provided for the restoration of the Company’s factories as well as
former privileges, and the permission to retain the fortification of Calcutta. 22
The commander of the British forces, Captain Robert Clive, decided to
continue his campaign and to oust the French presence from Bengal. He
attacked the French city of Chandernagar, which further fueled the Nawab’s
hatred against the British. At the same time however, the Nawab faced
dissent at his own court. Siraj-ud-daulah was not popular with his ministers
and the British prepared a conspiracy with the paymaster of his army, Mir
Jafar. They proposed raising him to the throne of the Nawab in return for his
support of the British in the field of battle and financial compensation for
the attack on Calcutta. A resident working with the British named Omichund found out about the secret treaty with Mir Jafar and threatened to
inform Siraj-ud-daulah unless he was promised 5% on all the treasure to be
recovered. Clive thus suggested that two treaties be drawn – the real one on
white paper, containing no reference to Omichund and the other on red
paper, containing Omichund’s desired stipulation, to deceive him. The
Members of the Committee signed on both treaties, but Admiral Watson
signed only the real one and his signature had to be counterfeited on the
fictitious one. Mir Jafar signed both treaties on June 4, 1757. 23 In the nineteenth century the incidence became an example of misrule by the East India
Company from critics of British policies in India, because it showed the kind
of shaky legal and moral grounds upon which the Company was working,
considering that according to European international law, fraud was a reason to declare a treaty mala fide. 24
The confrontation between the Nawab’s troops and the East India
Company took place at the infamous battle of Plessey. Due to Mir Jafar’s
22 Orme (1861); Malleson (1885); Harrington (1994).
23 Marshall (1987).
24 Hall (1924) wrote that “Freedom of consent does not exist where the consent is determined by erroneous impressions produced through the fraud of the other party to the
contract. When this occurs therefore; if, for example, in negotiations for a boundary treaty
the consent of one of the parties to the adoption of a particular line is determined by the
production of a forged map, the agreement is not obligatory upon the deceived party.”
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support the Nawab lost the war and Mir Jafar was made Nawab of Bengal
according to the provisions of the white treaty. The Company acquired large
tracts of land between Calcutta and the sea. Mir Jafar was not recognized by
the Mughal Emperor who supported his son, Mir Quasim. The two formed
a triple alliance together with the Nawab of Oude and attacked the British in
the battle of Buxar in 1764. Due to division between the allies the Company
troops vanquished the Indian armies. The Mughal Emperor agreed to sign
a treaty with the Company that appointed it Dewan (chief revenue officer)
of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, and in return his pre-war possessions were
returned to him. He also was granted a pension from the Company and had
to pay indemnity for the costs the Company had generated during the war.
The Nawab of Bengal lost his function of revenue collector but retained the
judiciary and police functions, which meant there was a double government
in Bengal until 1793 when the Nawab was forced to transfer his rights to the
Company. The Nawab of Oude had to pay indemnity, cede territory and
accept a British resident at his court.
By these victories the East India Company had established a permanent
foothold on the Indian sub-continent and become a territorial power in
India. From this very brief account of the assent of the Company in India we
can conclude that its policy was based on treaty alliances, war and causing
dissent at the Indian courts. It is furthermore notable that the Company
seemed to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Mughal Empire. It participated
in the Indian political system by becoming a feudatory of the emperor in
Delhi, receiving firmans from him and functioning as his prime tax collector
in the regions of Bombay, Orissa and Behar. According to Tupper the Nawab
of Bengal had forfeited all claim to the title of governor by attacking the
British settlements and inflicting torture upon them. Tupper came to the
conclusion that during this period there was no law of territorial possession
though there were many territorial powers. He reported stories of usurpation, rebellion and aggression and contended that is was not possible for the
Company employees to entertain any distinctly conceived theory of public
law as regulating the relations between the states with which they were
brought in contact. Tupper thought that the English did precisely what the
Indian rulers had done before them. 25 Notwithstanding, whilst the Com-

25 Tupper (1893) 21–22 and 24.
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pany officials might not have acted upon European international law, they
did however act within the framework of the Indian international order.
3.

British expansion and the Indian political system

During the eighteenth century the East India Company continued its policy
of forming alliances with Indian princes and hence gaining territorial
influence in a growing number of districts. When territory was not directly
acquired by the Company through conquest or cession by treaty, they made
alliances and established protectorates. It was finally the Company which
became the biggest threat to the authority of the Mughal Empire. The
emperor became a puppet of the British authorities, only nominally retaining absolute sovereignty over his territories. Initially the Company kept up
the appearance of being a participant of the Indian system by recognizing
the suzerainty of the Delhi emperor. However, as their influence over Indian
territory increased both in size and intensity, the political system in India
changed. The Company was no longer a trading company which had gained
its political power by coincidence; the British officials actually started
planning their visions for India. The Indian international system changed
significantly when it became custom that the East India Company offered
treaties which prevented the Indian treaty partner from having any connection or engagement with other chiefs or states. As a result, by 1858, when
the British Crown took over the administration of India from the East India
Company and the last Mughal Emperor was officially dethroned, the Indian
political system as it had existed in the eighteenth century was now extinct.
The date when the British government became supreme in India and
gained the position to actually be able to eliminate the Indian political system
and build a new system based on subsidiary alliances had been a subject for
discussion amongst nineteenth century British lawyers and colonial administrators. Lord Wellesley, who was Governor-General of India from 1798
to 1805, claimed that the defeat of Mysore in 1799 marked the beginning
of British supremacy in India. C. U. Aitchison, who published an extensive
collection of treaties with Indian states, thought the campaigns against the
Marhatta chiefs in 1803 and Holkar in 1805 to be more significant, as they
completely broke up the Mahrattan Confederacy. Sir George Barlow agreed
that the Treaty of Bassein was “absolutely necessary for the defeat of these
designs that no native state should be left to exist in India which is not under
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its [the Company’s] absolute control.” 26 This chapter will reflect on these
dates and show how the Indian system fell apart by the examples of the
dissolution of the Maratha federation and the annexation of the state of
Oudh.
But first we will turn our attention to the state of Mysore. 27 After the East
India Company had permanently established itself as a territorial power in
India it embarked on a policy of expansion. The largest obstacle to becoming
the main power on the sub-continent was the state of Mysore. The two
parties waged an indecisive war and in 1769 they signed a treaty of alliance
and restored the status quo that had existed before the war. The ruler of
Mysore however felt that the Company had not upheld the treaty, because it
refused to support Mysore in its conflict with the ascending Marathas. Hence
a second war occurred. Mysore won several decisive battles and after severe
losses the British decided in 1784 to conclude a treaty with the new king,
Tipu Sultan. The treaty of Mangalore is said to be the last agreement between
an Indian ruler and the East India Company in which the Indian ruler
dictated terms to the British. Tipu Sultan was able to claim victory and the
British representatives were forced to travel to Mysore territory to sign the
treaty of friendship. This treaty was set up according to European custom.
Again, the status quo ante bellum was restored. Yet, the war had resulted in
severe financial issues for the Company. As the British economy was in part
dependent on the revenues of the Company, Parliament decided to increase
its control over Indian affairs. Pitt’s India Act created a Board of Control and
directly connected the Supreme Government of India with the British
Government. 28
Tipu Sultan continued to feel threatened by the British presence in India
and in disregard of the treaty attacked a British ally, the state of Travancore,
in 1789. The third Anglo-Mysore war ended with a victory for the East India
Company and Tipu Sultan had to cede half of his kingdom to it. The Mysore
King after that built up his army again and sought alliances with the
Ottoman Empire and the French. When the British found out about this,
they attacked Mysore again. Tipu Sultan died in battle and in 1799 Mysore

26 As quoted in Tupper (1893) 32–33.
27 For an innovative account about the history of the kingdom of Mysore and the policies of
Tipu Sultan see Jasanoffdat (2005).
28 Tupper (1893) 28.
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lost its independence. Part of it was annexed by the Company and the
remaining territory became a princely state where the British installed a new
ruler on the throne, appointed a minister and a British resident to the court,
exacted an annual tribute and sent a standing British army to remain on its
territory.
Initially, the Governor-General Lord Cornwallis, had during this period
executed a policy of non-intervention, abstaining from all interference in the
internal concerns of other states in India in order to “regain the confidence
and removing the suspicions of surrounding states.” 29 Lord Wellesley however promoted a different line. In a dispatch to the resident at Hyderabad on
February 4, 1804 he pleaded for a policy of subsidiary alliances in order to
preserve tranquility in the Indian peninsula and “to prevent the operation of
that relentless spirit of ambition and violence which is the characteristic of
every Asiatic government.” According to the general this object “can alone
be accomplished by the operation of a general control over the principal
states of India established in the hands of a superior power, and exercised
with equity and moderation through the medium of alliances contracted
with those states on the basis of the security and protection of their respective rights.” 30
Based on this policy many treaties with Indian states were concluded
which established princely states similar to the princely state of Mysore.
Some treaties were concluded following a war but others were signed
voluntarily. The Nizam of Hydarabad, for example, ruler of one of the
richest regions in India, saw that the East India Company was becoming a
key player in Indian affairs and sought the protection of the British. In
return for the protection of his borders and a personal annual rent, he
permitted the Company to station troops on his territory and send a resident
to his court. Hydarabad thus became a protected state. The protected states of
India were termed the ‘native states’ by British colonial officers. The term
represented “a political community, occupying a territory in India of defined
boundaries, and subject to a common and responsible ruler, who has, as a
matter of fact, enjoyed and exercised, with the sanction of the British
Government, any of the functions and attributes of internal sovereignty.

29 Tupper (1893) 41.
30 As quoted in Tupper (1893) 40–41.
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The indivisibility of sovereignty, on which Austin insists, 31 does not belong
to the Indian system of sovereign states.” 32 The ‘native states’ were excluded
from the territories subject to the British constitutional laws. The largest
states of India nonetheless usually became ‘native states’ after a display of
military power by the East India Company. A very characteristic example of
this were the wars with the Maratha states, although there are many other
important examples like, for instance, the wars against the Sikh Empire or
Burma. The events are quite similar for the wars had similar causes and
effects. The defeat of the Maratha Confederacy was however significant
because it made the East India Company the paramount power in India.
Submission of the Maratha Confederacy
The Maratha confederation existed of semi-autonomous states which were
the vassals of the Peshwa. Their leaders were the Gaekwads of Baroda, the
Holkars of Indore, the Scindias of Gwalior and the Bhonsales of Nagpur. The
Peshwa, who resided in Poona, died in 1772 and the struggle for succession
resulted divisions between the confederates. One contender for the throne
sought support from the British and signed an agreement with the Government in Bombay in which he ceded some territories and part of the revenues
from Surat and Bharuch districts in return for 2,500 soldiers. The Council in
Calcutta did not recognize the treaty and ordered a new treaty to be made
with the sitting Peshwa and the former treaty was annulled. The Peshwa
31 The divisibility of sovereignty was introduced by Moser (1777) 26–31 and became a
common principle in the nineteenth century. See, for example, Pradier-Fodéré (1885)
176–198 or Phillimore (1854) 100–155. The idea was that a state had international
existence if it had the independent capacity to negotiate and to make peace or war with
other states. States which did not stand this test were only mediately and in a subordinate
degree considered as subjects of European international law and were commonly called
semi-sovereign. This concept was used by international lawyers to describe protectorates.
Edward Hall précised the concept by separating the internal sovereignty of a state from its
external sovereignty. External sovereignty entailed the capacity to negotiate and to make
peace or war with other states while internal sovereignty represented the rights and
obligations between the sovereign and his people, Hall (1924) 150. Before the nineteenth century however, a state which was deprived of its capacity to negotiate and to make
peace or war with other states, was not considered sovereign at all. The concept of semisovereignty did not exist then and even in the nineteenth century some lawyers, like John
Austin, did not accept it, Austin (1836).
32 Lee-Warner (1894) 30–32.
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however breached the new treaty by granting the French a port on the coast.
The British sent a force to Poona and war was fought until 1782 when a
peace treaty was signed recognizing the sitting Peshwa as the legitimate
ruler. Amongst the Marathas however the throne was still contested. Holkar
went to war against the Peshwa and Scindia and defeated them. The Peshwa
fled and sought protection from the British who offered him a treaty in
which the British promised to reinstall the Peshwa on the throne if he ceded
his external sovereignty to the East India Company. 33
The treaty of Bassein, which was concluded on December 31, 1802,
allowed British troops to be permanently stationed with the Peshwa. Any
territorial districts yielding twenty-six lakh rupees or more were to be ceded
to the East India Company. The Peshwa could not enter into any other treaty,
declare war or conduct any foreign relations without first consulting the
Company. Any territorial claims would be subject to the arbitration of the
Company. The Peshwa thus, following Hall’s definition, lost his external
sovereignty. 34 The other Maratha rulers did not agree with the treaty and
decided to fight the British. The Second Anglo-Maratha War (1803–1805)
ended in the defeat of the Maratha states. Each of them signed a separate
treaty of peace and friendship with the Company which was predominantly
a treaty of cession. Each Maratha ruler for himself, his heirs and successors,
entirely renounced all claim of every description on the territories ceded to
the Company. They also agreed never to take and retain in their service any
Frenchman, or the subject of any other European or American power (the
Government of which may have been at war with the British Government)
without the consent of the British Government. The Company engaged on
its part, that it would not give aid or countenance to any discontented
relations, Rajas, Zumindars, or other subjects of the ruler. Although the
content of the treaties was more advantageous for the East India Company,
the treaties did convey a certain kind of equality between the signatories.
Both parties committed themselves to refrain from interfering with the
other’s allies or rivals and they agreed that accredited Ministers from each
should reside at the Court of the other. 35 This kind of reciprocity would
33 Beveridge (1862).
34 Hall (1924) 150.
35 Treaty of peace and friendship concluded with the Raja of Berar on December 17, 1803
and Treaty concluded with Jeswunt Rao Holkar, dated December 24, 1805, in: Aitchison
(1876).
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end after the Third Anglo-Maratha War. The British officials however, held
that the overlordship of the Peshwa had ended and the Company became
the suzerain of the Maratha states after the Second Anglo-Maratha War,
because the treaties contained an article in which the Maratha rulers
renounced for himself, his heirs and successors, all adherence to the Maratha
Confederacy. 36
It seems however that the Maratha states in practice still recognized the
Peshwa as their suzerain. In the Third Anglo-Maratha War, they maintained
a lively contact with the Peshwa, thus breaching the treaty agreements with
the Company, which denied them any contact with states other than the
British. Holkar and the ruler of Nagpore even decided to fight the British
together with the Peshwa. Marquis de Hastings observed that they “displayed and professed obedience to the Peishwah’s summons” and that “the
same Maratha tie was as powerful with the Raja of Nagpore.” 37 After the
war, which ended in the annexation of most of the Peshwa’s territories by
the East India Company, Hastings wrote to the Secret Committee that the
annexation had been an “absolute moral necessity” because the other
Maratha states would always remain loyal to the title of the Peshwa before
any loyalty to the Company. 38
The Third Anglo-Maratha War started when a minister of the Gaekwar of
Baroda was murdered allegedly by a minister of the state of Poona, a trustee
of the Peshwa, Trimbuckjee Dainglia. The Gaekwar and the Peshwa had been
negotiating the tax revenues of Baroda and the murdered minister had been
part of the Gaekwar’s envoy. The British demanded that the Peshwa prosecute Trimbuckjee Dainglia but he was reluctant to arrest his trustee,
emphasizing that it was not proven that he had committed the crime.
At the same time, to the disliking of the Maratha chiefs, the East India
Company had increased its military capacity in their states in order to fight
the Pindaries, a large band of robbers who plundered Central India in short
but devastating raids at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The Indian
36 Aitchison (1876).
37 Marquis of Hastings to Court of Directors, February 8, 1818, Papers respecting the
Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 203 [British
Library, W2290].
38 Marquis of Hastings to Secret Committee, August 21, 1820, Papers respecting the Pindarry
and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 417 [British Library,
W2290].
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Government had planned to surround the Pindaries, which comprised
about 25,000 members, but did not inform the Indian rulers of their plans
for the Maratha territories. 39
The Peshwa responding to the increased amount of British forces on his
territory, also mobilized his army. In these circumstances the British offered
the Peshwa a treaty which he had no choice but to submit to. In November
1817 the Peshwa’s troops nevertheless attacked the British residency at
Poona which marked the beginning of the Third Anglo-Maratha War. The
incineration of the residency was conceived by the British to be “contrary to
the Law of Nations and the practice of India” and this stance was proclaimed
repeatedly in official documents. 40 It seems that the attack on the residency
was used as an excuse to officially wage war against the Peshwa. The Law of
Nations in this case served as the legitimization for war, because it explicitly
denounced attacks on legations and diplomatic representatives. It is interesting, however, that the attack was considered not only to be contrary to
international law but also to the practice in India. The British officials in
India hence explicitly separated European international law from the
international system which prevailed on the Indian sub-continent.
While war ensued in Poona, the Maratha states of Nagpur and Holkar
followed the call of the Peshwa and attacked the British in their territories.
The ruler of Nagpur, Appa Saheb, had been solicited by the resident to
explain the assemblage of troops which was taking place round Nagpur. Appa
Saheb however did not show up and refused to reduce his troops. Hastings
later declared that the ruler of Nagpore “with the basest deceit protested his
inviolable amity, while he was equipping himself for a profligate outrage to
the Law of Nations, in an attack on our accredited Minister at his court.” 41
So, here too, the Law of Nations was used to explain an Indian war, in this
case with the doctrine of self-defense. Appa Saheb was defeated in 1818 and a
treaty of friendship was signed leaving most of the Nagpur territories under
British control and installing a puppet ruler on the throne.
39 Papers respecting the Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration
(1824) at 341 [British Library, W2290].
40 Papers respecting the Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration
(1824) at 117 [British Library, W2290].
41 Marquis of Hastings to Court of Directors, February 8, 1818, Papers respecting the
Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 203 [British
Library, W2290].
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Holkar was defeated in the same month as Nagpore and it also became a
vassal of the East India Company by treaty. The British had tried to prevent
hostilities by repeatedly offering to set up a treaty of friendship. Holkar
however did not agree with the British offer and broke off the negotiations.
After his defeat negotiations were again opened and his representatives
attempted to alter the terms of the treaty which the British had offered him.
The negotiators maintained that the war was provoked not by the Ministers
of Holkar, but by a counsel of discontented military leaders, acting against
their advice. They promised that Holkar would throw himself upon the
protection of the British Government without any engagement, and trust to
its bounty. This request was rejected so the Maharaja agreed to sign the treaty
if the British would agree with three requests concerning the payment of
tribute from the Rajpoot states and certain private territories which were to
be ceded. None of these requests were accepted by the British representatives, even though the loss of the private possessions of the Maharaja was a
great disgrace for the Holkar family. Only one final request was accepted by
the British resident: that an article should be inserted in the treaty, declaring
that “the Peishwah and his successors should not be permitted to exercise
any sovereign rights or authority over Mulhar Rao Holkar or his heirs.” 42
For the Company this had been one of the purposes of the treaty anyway, so
the resident could easily agree to including such an article. But in the end
this example shows that contrary to the treaty of Mangalore between the
Sultan of Mysore and the East India Company, from the nineteenth century
the Indian rulers were no longer in a position to negotiate treaties on their
own terms. Holkar’s army had been completely reduced during the war and
the Company’s officers were well aware that they could oblige his unqualified submission to any terms. 43
Military superiority thus forced the Maratha states to enter protective
alliances with the East India Company. The same went for the Maratha state
of Gwalior. Its ruler, Scindia, did not fight with the Peshwa although he by
no means sympathized with the British. The large number of Company’s
troops on his territory induced him to accept treaty obligations with the

42 Sir J. Malcom to John Adam Esq., Papers respecting the Pindarry and Maratha Wars.
Marquis of Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 189 [British Library, W2290].
43 As was noted by Hastings, Papers respecting the Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of
Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 189–190 [British Library, W2290].
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British. However, this time it was the Company that tried to get out of its
treaty obligations with Scindia. To fight the Pindaries the Company needed
support from the Rajpoot chiefs who were vassals to Scindia. Yet, in
accordance with the eighth article of a treaty signed in 1805 the Company
was bound not to hold any negotiations with those chiefs. 44 The British
officers accused Scindia in order to exert hostile machinations against the
Indian government and to support the Pindaries covertly, which was against
treaty provisions. With those arguments they forced the ruler to subscribe
to a treaty which abrogated the former preclusion. The ruler, being in a
financial and militarily weak position, had no choice but to accept its
terms. 45 The treaties with the Maratha states did not entail reciprocal
provisions like they did after the Second Anglo-Maratha War. The Maratha
rulers now had to accept a subsidiary force on their territory, partly disband
their own army, allow a British resident at their court and they were deprived
of the right to communicate or engage with other states. 46
When the Peshwa lost his allies he started to withdraw from Poona and
the British troops followed him for months. Several battles took place but
finally the Peshwa had to surrender. The British not only dethroned him but
conquered his territories and founded a new sovereign for the Raja of
Sattara, a Maratha chief that had been imprisoned by the Peshwa prior to
the war and was thus willing to subjugate to the British. The annexed
territories were incorporated with the Bombay Presidency and the territories
won from the Pindaries became the Central provinces. A separate treaty
was signed with each of the chiefs of the Rajpoot combining them into
one league under the paramount authority of the Indian Government.
The Peshwa was to receive an annual subsidy and was expelled from Poona.
The defeat of the Peshwa was mourned all over the Maratha Empire as a
national defeat. 47

44 Marquis of Hastings to the Court of Directors, May 19, 1818, Papers respecting the
Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration (1824) at 281 [British
Library, W2290].
45 Papers respecting the Pindarry and Maratha Wars. Marquis of Hasting’s Administration
(1824) at 205 [British Library, W2290].
46 Treaty with Mulhar Rao Holkar, dated January 6, 1818 and Treaty of Defensive Alliance
with the Raja of Berar, dated the May 27, 1816, Provisional Treaty with the Raja of
Nagpoor, dated January 6, 1818, in: Aitchison (1876).
47 Chhabra (2005).
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The reluctance of the Maratha rulers to sign a treaty with the East India
Company is evidence that the Indian rulers were not yet willing to accept
British superiority and its accompanying normative order. When they,
however, recognized that they could not defeat the British forces, they
accepted the European system and tried to defend their cause through its
mechanisms. Holkar as well as the Peshwa negotiated with the Company
officials over the terms of the treaties and even proposed their own provisions but they were no longer in a position to impose their terms. Yet,
the Indian system continued to regulate the relations between the Indian
states and the Peshwa remained the suzerain over the other Maratha rulers.
The British on the other hand from now on could impose their view of
order on the Indian states. This order was not one of equal states as in
Europe, but one of subsidiary alliances. The new Indian international
system was defined by protected states acknowledging the suzerainty of
the East India Company. The next example, that of the state of Oude,
shows how the British used treaties as tools to compromise this Indian
system.
The annexation of Oude
The first treaty which compromised Oude’s full sovereignty was the treaty
concluded after the battle of Buxar in 1764. During the war the East India
Company had acquired the territories of Corah and Allahabad from the
Mughal. These regions were sold to the Nawab of Oude in 1773 and a new
treaty was set up for this purpose. It also appointed a resident to the court
of Oude, restricted the number of men the Nawab could entertain in his
army and introduced a monthly subsidy that he had to pay to the Company
for the maintenance of its forces in his state. The Nawab had agreed to these
far reaching provisions in order to secure his territories against future
interference from the British. Exclusive to the sum which was to be paid for
the cession of Corah and Allahabad, “no more should, on any account, be
demanded of him.” The treaty stipulated that: “He shall by no means and
under no pretense, be liable to any obstructions in the aforesaid countries
from the Company and the English chiefs; and, exclusive of the money now
stipulated, no mention or requisition shall, by any means, be made to him
for anything else on this account.” As a matter of fact it was the Nawab
himself who had sought an interview with Warren Hastings to discuss a
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revision of existing treaties in order to secure his remaining rights as a
sovereign. 48
The Nawabs retained their internal sovereignty as agreed upon in the
treaties only for a relatively short period. When John Shore became Governor-General in 1793 demands were made to add to the former monthly
subsidy the expense of one European and one native regiment of cavalry. The
Nawab refused to pay more but after the arrest of his minister by the British
authorities followed by a personal visit of the Governor-General, he was
compelled to grant the additional subsidy. When the Nawab died the British
Government in India did not want his faction to continue the rule of Oude
and in 1798 it installed a contender, Saadat Allie Khan, on the throne who
agreed to pay the increased subsidies. 49 In the same year Lord Wellesley
became Governor-General in Calcutta and significantly changed the policy
towards Oude. He pressed for the disbandment of the Nawab’s regular army
and the substitution of an increased number of the Company’s regiments to
be paid by the Nawab. It was Wellesley’s object to “extinguish the Nawab’s
military power and to gain the exclusive authority, civil and military, over the
dominions of Oude together with the full and entire right and title to the
revenues thereof.” 50
The two parties started negotiations, which on the British side were
conducted by Lieutenant-Colonel William Scott on behalf of the GovernorGeneral. Saadat Allie Khan requested Scott to send a letter from him to Lord
Wellesley. In his elaborate letter, the Nawab explained in detail why the East
India Company had breached the previous treaty with Oude which had been
signed in 1798. First, he emphasized that the force designed for the defense
of his dominions had been increased beyond what it had been in any former
period and that he had agreed to defray the expense of the augmentation.
He pointed out that “in no part of the said article is it written or hinted,
that after the lapse of a certain number of years a further permanent augmentation should take place; and to deviate in any degree from the said
treaty appears to me unnecessary.” Thereafter, the Nawab referred to the
second article of the treaty:

48 Taylor (1879) 13–17.
49 Taylor (1879) 33–35.
50 Papers presented to the House of Commons relating to East India Affairs (1806), 31 [British
Library, W2998].
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“From an inspection of the article we learn that, after the conclusion of the treaty in
question, no further augmentation is to be made, excepting in case of necessity; and
that the increase is to be proportioned to the emergency, and endure but as long as
the necessity exists. An ‘augmentation’ of the troops without existing necessity, and
making me answerable for the expense ‘attending the increase,’ is inconsistent with
the treaty, and seems inexpedient.” 51

And finally the Nawad addressed a direct plea to the Governor-General.
The seventeenth article stipulated that the said Nawab would possess full
authority over his household affairs, hereditary dominions, his troops, and
his subjects. The British objective to take the management of the Nawab’s
army from under his direction undermined his authority in this respect.
He therefore asked that Wellesley, in conformity to the treaty, would leave
him in possession of the full authority over all those areas mentioned above.
He further requested that the Governor-General enjoined Lt.-Colonel Scott
to advise and consult with him directly. 52 The letter demonstrates that the
Nawab was fully aware of the consequences the proposed treaty bore for his
kingdom and that he used European international law to defend his rights
and preserve his internal sovereignty.
Lord Wellesley declined to make any remarks on the letter on the ground
that “besides indicating a levity unsuitable to the occasion, it is highly
deficient in the respect due from His Excellency to the first British authority
in India.” Instead he required Saadat Allie either to resign his princely
authority altogether, and accept an annual stipend, or to cede one-half of
his territorial possessions by way of indemnity for two bodies of troops
previously dispatched to Oude. A draft of a treaty was at the same time
forwarded, as well as the instructions to the resident authorizing him that, in
the event of the Nawab not consenting to hand over the said provinces to the
Company, to take forcible possession of the same. After months of negotiating the treaty was finally signed in 1801. The Nawab agreed to reform his
administration and military and ceded the territory with the promise that
it would henceforth be released from the subsidy. At the same time he
received assurance that he would have an undisturbed authority over the
territory left to him. Shortly after the conclusion of the treaty the Nawab
51 Taylor (1879) 44.
52 Translation of a memorial, presented on January 11, 1800 to Lieutenant-Colonel William
Scott, Resident at Lucknow by H.E. the Nawab Vizier for the Governor-General in Taylor
(1879) 41.
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sent the Governor-General a memorandum which defined the tasks of the
British resident compared to those of the ruler or Oude and clearly separated
their authorities. Lord Wellesley officially accepted the definitions of the
memorandum. 53 Part of the state of Oude thus became a vassal to the East
India Company, though they continued to be part of the Mughal Empire in
name until 1819.
The rulers of Oude continued serving the Company faithfully in the
subsequent years, often lending it money which financed several major
Indian wars. Many officers praised the Nawab’s collaboration. Lord Dalhousie, for example, wrote that: “The rulers of Oude have ever been faithful and
true in their adherence to the British power. No wavering friendship has ever
been laid to their charge: they have aided us, as best they could, in the hour
of our utmost need.” 54 In recognition of their loyalty, Oude was raised to a
kingdom in 1819 by the Indian Government. In 1814, when a new Nawab
acceded the throne, a treaty was signed recognizing that the former treaties
should “be observed and kept till the end of time” but also that the Nawab
was to be treated in all public observances as an independent prince. The
new Nawab in return wanted to pay tribute to his suzerain, the GovernorGeneral; because he felt that his life and property were at his command.
The Company however did not want to participate in an Indian system
anymore and accepted the gift only in form of a loan. 55 The Company had
clearly started to impose its own system on the rulers of India, although the
tributary system continued to exist amongst the Indian states.
In 1837 the uncle of the Nawab succeeded the ruler following his death,
with the support of the East India Company. One of his sons however
forcibly took the sovereignty of the kingdom. The Indian Government sent
in troops and confined the prince and his mother. The uncle had agreed to
accept a treaty dictated by the Indian Government upon accession to the
throne. 56 Together with the treaty of 1801, this treaty is essential for
understanding the legal framework upon which the later annexation of
Oude rested. In the treaty of 1801 Saadat Allie Khan had agreed to reform
his administration and military but it did not stipulate any penalty or

53
54
55
56

Taylor (1879) 40.
Minute written by Lord Dalhousie on June 18, 1855 as quoted in Oude Catechism (1857).
White (1838) 8.
Taylor (1879) 82.
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remedy should he not do this. Thus, the treaty of 1837 modified some of the
previous provisions. In article 6 of the treaty of 1801 the Nawab had
promised that he would establish in his remaining territories such a system
of administration, “to be carried into effect by his own officers,” as should be
conductive to the prosperity of his own subjects, and be calculated to secure
the lives and property of the inhabitants, and that he would always advise
and act in conformity to the counsel of the officers of the Company. In 1837
article 7 provided express modification:
“(…) that the King of Oude shall immediately take into consideration, in concert
with the British Resident, the best means of remedying the defects in the Police and
in the Judicial and Revenue administrations of his dominions; and that if His
Majesty should neglect to attend to the advice and counsel of the British Government, and if gross and systematic oppression, anarchy, and misrule should prevail
within the Oude dominions, such as seriously to endanger the public tranquility, the
British Government reserves to itself the right of appointing its own officers to the
management of whatsoever portions of the Oude territory, either to a small or to a
great extent, in which such misrule shall have occurred, for so long a period as it
may deem necessary, the surplus receipts in such case, after defraying all charges, to
be paid into the King’s territory, and a true and faithful account rendered to His
Majesty of the receipts and expenditure.” 57

Article 8 of the treaty further provided “that in case the Governor-General of
India, in Council, should be compelled to resort to the exercise of the
authority vested in him by article 7 of this treaty, he will endeavor, as far as
possible, to maintain (…) the native institutions and forms of administration
within the assumed territories, so as to facilitate the restoration of those
territories to the Sovereign of Oude when the proper period for such
restoration shall arrive.” 58 And finally the Nawab was allowed to employ
such a military establishment as he deemed necessary for the government of
his dominions, which annulled the objective of the former treaty to disband
his regular army. However, he was obliged to maintain a certain force at his
own cost, which was not to be employed in the ordinary collection of
revenue.
The treaties of 1801 and 1837 became the legal basis on which the state of
Oude was annexed by the East India Company in 1856. But the accusations
of misrule were not new. The state of Oude had been publicly discussed for
decades in Britain. There was a general interest in the region, which was
57 Taylor (1879) 194.
58 Taylor (1879) 194.
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considered to be very fertile and prosperous. Oude was described as “the
garden, the granary, and the queen-province of India” 59 and spoke to the
imagination of the people in Britain. John Shore, as Governor-General, had
already early on accused the Nawab of Oude of gross misrule over his
dominions in order to pressure him to cooperate with the Company. Thus,
since the close of the eighteenth century reports had circulated about oppression and tyranny in Oude. Misrule in Oude became a publicly discussed
subject. This triggered Lord William Bentick in 1831, when he was
Governor-General of India, to threaten the Nawab to annex his territories
should he not reform his administration.
Finally, in February 1856 the British Government in India decided to act
and sent military forces to Oude, which, the King was told, was to serve as a
corps of observation against Nepal. The troops however invaded Oude and
took the King prisoner. He was offered a treaty which provided for the
cession of his territory but the King declined and his dominions were
annexed on February 7, 1856. It was said that Wajid Ali Shah refused to sign
the treaty, exclaiming in a passionate burst of grief: “Treaties are necessary
between equals only: who am I now, that the British Government should
enter into treaties with?” 60 The Company officials issued a proclamation to
the people of Oude which declared that the government of the territories of
Oude was “henceforth vested, exclusively and forever, in the Honourable
East India Company.” 61 It further stated that:
“Fifty years of sad experience have proved that the Treaty of 1801 has wholly failed to
secure the happiness and prosperity of Oude, and have conclusively shown that no
effectual security can be had for the release of the people of that country from the
grievous oppression they have long endured, unless the exclusive administration of
the territories of Oude shall be permanently transferred to the British Government.
To that end it has been declared, by the special authority and consent of the
Honourable the Court of Directors, that the Treaty of 1801, disregarded and violated
by each succeeding Sovereign of Oude, is henceforth wholly null and void. (…)” 62

The Company presented itself as a protector of the people of India against
unjust Indian practices; a humanizing enterprise whose primary concern was
civilizing India. 63
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The annexation of Oude led to a public outcry in Britain as well as in
India. Sympathizers felt that depriving a sovereign of his rights merely on
the grounds of misrule was unjust. They sympathized with Wajid Ali Shah,
the dethroned Nawab, because he and his predecessors were known to be
polite rulers who had readily collaborated with the East India Company. But
more importantly, he himself turned to the public to fight for his cause.
Wajid Ali Shah intentioned to go to London himself to petition Queen
Victoria, the British Parliament, and the Court of Directors of the India
Company, to protest the annexation. When the British authorities blocked
him from traveling to London, he dispatched a large delegation officially
headed by his mother, the Queen Dowager, supported by his son and
proclaimed heir and one of his younger brothers instead. 64 Wajid Ali Shah
furthermore published a lengthy pamphlet in which he contested the
accusations formulated by the Indian Government in a report which had
been compiled over the years, and in which he argued that the annexation
was against the Law of Nations. He described how his predecessors had
supported the East India Company, which even bestowed the title of king on
his family in recognition of their loyalty. The Company had corresponded
with the Nawabs as if they were a sovereign power and Wajid Ali Shah
reminded them that it was not lawful to set aside treaties between two
nations according to the Law of Nations. He described how the Nawabs had
ruled in compliance with the treaties and how they had continuously acted
in accordance with the council of the Resident. He had, for example, on the
advice of the Resident, reformed the tax system of Oude and introduced a
border police, allowing more British forces on his territory than was
provided for in the treaty of 1837. The Nawab presented letters from
Governor-Generals which praised the rulers of Oude or specific ministers
for their friendly collaboration. And finally, he uncovered outright lies put
forward by British officials that demonstrated that crime in his state had
decreased and was at a lower rate than in the neighboring British dominions. 65
Wajid Ali Shah ascertained that it was convened by treaty that the
kingdom of Oude should be preserved in all its integrity to all the sovereigns
and their heirs, whose rights and dignity should be respected and confirmed.
64 Mansnra Haider (2008) www.egyankosh.ac.in/handle/123456789/26750.
65 Wajid Ali Shah, Oude Papers (1857), [British Library P/W 163–165].
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Others pointed out that the treaty of 1837 distinctly set out the course to be
taken in case there was misrule in Oude and that this course was not
annexation. The treaty expressly gave the British Government in India the
authority to appoint its own officers and to assume the management of
whatever portions of the Oude territory in which misrule occurred. Hence
the misrule which allegedly took place after 1837 happened under British
auspice and although they had the tools to intervene, the Company’s officers
did not. 66 However, the real question debated was which treaty should be
analyzed for the legitimization of annexation. The proclamation to the
people of Oude referred to the treaty of 1801 and the treaty of 1837 was
considered by some colonial officers to be void.
The Court of Directors had not agreed with the military provisions of
the treaty of 1837 and had wholly disallowed it. In April 1838 the Secret
Committee conveyed to the Governor-General their directions for the
abrogation of the treaty, explicitly ordering him to secure good government
to the people of Oude under the stipulation of the treaty of 1801. In July
1839, the King of Oude was informed that he was relieved from maintaining
the auxiliary force, and that “certain provisions of the treaty” would not be
carried into effect. Yet, he was never told that the whole treaty was entirely
abrogated and considered the treaty to be binding. The case was submitted to
Sir Travers Twiss, a renowned international lawyer who examined the papers
submitted to him on behalf of Wajid Ali Shah. 67
The treaty was concluded in the name and on behalf of the GovernorGeneral of India, by Lieutenant-Colonel James Low, the Resident at the
court of Oude, and ratified by the Governor-General. It was formally
referred to as a subsisting treaty in two separate communications from the
Governor-General of India to the King of Oude, in the years 1839 and 1847
respectively. Based on these documents it appeared that the treaty of 1837
was a subsisting treaty, binding on the respective parties to it, and according
to Twiss the Governor-General would be authorized, “by the law of Nations,
under the state of circumstances contemplated by article 7, to take into his
own hands the management of the territories of the King of Oude, as
Curator, in behalf of the King, his heirs, and successors.” 68 The treaty was
66 Oude Catechism (1857).
67 The opinion of Sir Travers Twiss is fully cited in Taylor (1879) 192–199.
68 Taylor (1879) 196.
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also included in a volume of treaties published in 1845 by the authority of
the Indian Government.
It appears, however, from a minute of Lord Dalhousie of June 18, 1855,
that the Governor-General considered the treaty not to be binding on the
British Government, because it had been abrogated by the Court of
Directors. Twiss agreed that international law required for treaties to be
ratified and if ratification was refused by the competent authority on one
side, and the refusal notified to the other side, the act of the minister who
concluded the treaty would become null and void. However, the GovernorGeneral was the competent authority and he had ratified the treaty, therefore, Twiss judged that the full requirements of the Law of Nations had been
satisfied. Although British municipal law contained in 33 George III., c. 52
limited the power of the Governor-General in declaring war and making
treaties of peace and alliance, this did not apply in the case of the treaty of
1837. By the statute the Governor-General was forbidden, except in case of
urgent necessity, to declare war or commence hostilities, or to enter into any
treaty for making war against any of the Country Princes or States of India,
or any treaty for guaranteeing the possession of any Country Prince or State
without the command and authority of the Court of Directors, or the Secret
Committee, by the authority of the Commissioners for India. The treaty of
1837, however, did not come under either class of treaties, which meant that
the Governor-General indeed had possessed the authority to ratify it. 69
Finally, Twiss emphasized “that it is not competent to the Government of
India to apply any other principles of law to establish the annulation of the
treaty of 1837 than those which would be applicable to a treaty concluded
with a Christian State. Thus, article 9 of the treaty of 1837, which provides
‘that all the other articles and conditions of former treaties between the
British Government and the Oude State, which are not affected by the
present convention, are to remain in full force and effect,’” was a purely
formal article. 70 He stated that “it would be contrary to the received canons
of interpretation to suppose that such article could have the legal effect of
constituting an ancient treaty an integral part of a new treaty, or of engrafting on to a new treaty the specific political character which an earlier
treaty has had impressed upon it by its own provisions, which remain,
69 Ludlow (1858) 40.
70 Taylor (1879) 199.
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proprio vigore, in force.” 71 Thus, Twiss concluded that the Governor-General
was not authorized by the Law of Nations to set aside the treaty of 1837 as
inoperative, and to look exclusively to the treaty of 1801 as the instrument
by which the mutual relations of the East India Company and the rulers of
Oude were regulated.
The annexation of Oude was however not reversed and the effort made by
Wajid Ali Shah to have his kingdom restored to himself was fruitless. He had
to continue his life on a pension, living in exile in Calcutta. The Nawab did
not try to alienate his people from the British either, in contrary, directly
upon annexation he called upon them to cooperate with the new sovereign.
However, the state soon became rebellious and the British had to fight a war
to restore order. The rebellion did not directly have to do with the affairs in
Oude but was a more general rebellion against British rule in India. It had
started as a mutiny by the sepoys in the army but soon spread to other
groups in society. Delhi was made the center of opposition but it extended to
large parts of the sub-continent, among which also Oude. The upheaval in
Oude, was not conducted in the name of any sovereign of Oude but the
rebels fought their war in name of the Mughal Emperor, which seems to
have been a last attempt to restore the Indian system on the sub-continent.
Yet it had the adverse effect. After eight months of fighting the ‘Indian
Mutiny’ of 1857 was put down and the Indian system drastically reformed. 72
The revolting parties in India had made the Mughal Emperor their
symbol of resistance and proclaimed him the sovereign of India. In hindsight it might seem an act of desperation, as Muhammad Bahádur Shah was
an old man with no nominal powers and the British political system had
been firmly established during the nineteenth century. However, if we
consider the states of India to be semi-autonomous states in which the
Indian rulers retained internal sovereignty, we have to conclude that the
Indian political system had not yet ceased to exist. As we have seen in this
chapter, the two political systems continued to exist in parallel. Although
the British no longer wished to participate in the Indian system and forced
the Indian rulers to gradually accept their European customs and laws in
their relations with the East India Company, the Indian tributary system
continued to define relations amongst the protected Indian states. Further71 Ludlow (1858) 49.
72 Chandra (2009) 140–157.
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more, as the story of the Third Anglo-Maratha War proves, even though the
suzerainty of Britain was officially recognized according to European
international law by the treaties of “perpetual peace and friendship”, it did
not automatically put an end to the feudal relations of the Indian states.
The last Mughal Emperor, Muhammad Bahádur Shah, was tried not
under European international law but according to the Indian Penal Code,
which derived from English criminal law and provided for the punishment
of the offence of waging war against the Queen. The third count in the
indictment against him was, “that he, being a subject of the British Government in India and not regarding the duty of his allegiance, did, at Delhi,
on May 11, 1857, or thereabouts, as a false traitor against the state, proclaim
and declare himself the reigning king and sovereign of India” and that he
conspired with other traitors to raise, levy, and make insurrection, rebellion,
and war against the state. The last remnants of his empire were incorporated
into the British dominions. Other Indian rulers who had participated in the
rebellion were also dethroned and/or their territory was confiscated. Some of
them were even sentenced to death. 73
The rebellion led to the formal dissolution of the East India Company. In
accordance with the Government of India Act its ruling powers were
transferred to the British Crown in 1858. The Crown took on all responsibilities the East India Company had held and statute 21 and 22 Vic. Cap.
Cvi., Para 67 enacted that “all treaties made by the said Company shall be
binding on Her Majesty.” 74 The administration of India was reformed and
the Indian political system was completely eradicated.
The Treaties
In this brief overview of how Britain became the paramount power in India
we have focused on two examples in order to understand how the Indian
political system interacted with the European political system. What becomes apparent is the importance of treaty making as a tool for the East
India Company to legitimize its increasing control over Indian territories
not only towards the British public but maybe even more importantly so,
towards the Indian rulers. The way the content of treaties changed between
73 Tupper (1893) 5–6.
74 Lee-Warner (1894) 36.
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the eighteenth century and the nineteenth century reflects how the Indian
international system was gradually pushed to the margins.
In the first period, up to the dissolution of the Maratha Empire, the East
India Company participated in the Indian political system as a vassal of the
Mughal and assumed the role of a suzerain in a similar fashion as other
dominant Indian states did. However, at the same time it introduced its
own international system by organizing the majority of its relations with
Indian rulers by treaty. The Indian states were treated as equal and independent states. The terms and the forms of negotiation were reciprocal
and many treaties evidenced this with phrases of respect. Due attention was,
for example, to be paid, in the vent of acquisition, “to the wishes and
convenience of the parties”; a representative of each signatory was to reside
in the army of the other; and “the representations of the contracting parties
to each other shall be duly attended to.” If peace was judged expedient, “it
shall be made by mutual consent.” 75
These general terms changed at the turn of the century. The Company had
attained a leading position in India. In general this meant that it required its
allies to surrender their rights of negotiation with foreign nations. The
treaties usually provided for a subsidiary force to be installed in the Indian
state under the Company’s control. The troops provided by the Company
were paid for by the states for whose protection against foreign attack they
were intended. Security for the payment of the troops was obtained by the
cession to the Company of territory yielding the requisite means. Subjects
of European powers were furthermore excluded from serving the Indian
administration. The Company promised in return not to interfere with the
internal affairs of the ally. 76
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the Indian rulers for a great
part lost their external sovereignty but remained in charge of the internal
affairs of their state. But over time the East India Company managed to
install British Residents who functioned as political advisers at the courts of
the Indian rulers. The Indian Government began to interfere increasingly in
the internal affairs of Indian States, but interestingly, this was usually not
done by treaty but by unilateral actions on behalf of the East India Company.
The annexation of Oude is a shrewd example of this but many other Indian
75 As quoted in Lee-Warner (1894) 85.
76 Lee-Warner (1894) 86 and 88.
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rulers were also deprived of their internal sovereignty over parts of their
territory or their whole territory on the grounds of civilizational superiority.
Sind and Punjab were annexed for the general interests of the empire and for
the welfare of their people. Coorg was annexed to “secure the inhabitants of
Coorg the blessing of a just and equitable government.” 77
Initially treaties represented agreements between equal states similar to
how the British officials regarded treaties concluded in Europe. In a later
stage however they became a tool to legitimize British interference in the
internal affairs of Indian states. In a way the Company officers reemphasized
the validity of the treaties concluded with Indian rulers according to the
European Law of Nations in order to legitimize their interference towards
the Indian ruler. For the colonial officers, treaties concluded in India thus
needed to be recognized as existing within the scope of European international law. The opinion of Travers Twiss regarding the annexation of Oude
and the validity of the treaty of 1837 confirms this view. The binding force
between states was fully recognized by the British Government in India.
Nevertheless, on a more theoretical level, international lawyers diverged
in their opinion as to whether treaties concluded with Indian states had the
same value as treaties concluded in Europe. William Lee-Warner in his
treatise on Indian princes quoted Wheaton to the effect that states are not
only bound to each other through treaties but also through a natural law:
“The acts of statesmen are no more exempt than humanity itself from the
law of nature, which distributes change over the whole of creation. The
treaties and engagements of native states cannot be fully understood either
without reference to the relations of the parties at the time of their
conclusion, or without reference to the relations since established between
them.” 78 Tupper too emphasized that each case should be considered
separately by fact and should the circumstances press for it, treaties could
be abrogated. Westlake considered treaties concluded in India rather symbolic, because he stated that they were subordinate to other titles of
acquisition of territory. Hall had had a similar stance, explaining that:
“(…) the treaties themselves are subject to the reservation that they may be
disregarded when the supreme interests of the Empire are involved, or even when

77 Lee-Warner (1894) 127 and 135.
78 Lee-Warner (1894) 40.
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the interests of the subjects of the native princes are gravely affected. The treaties
really amount to little more than statements of limitations which the Imperial
Government except in very exceptional circumstances, places on its own action.” 79

Hall recognized that this was not the original intention of many of the
treaties but like Westlake he emphasized the change the British rule in India
had undergone which ultimately brought on the necessity of adapting the
conditions.
Johann Caspar Bluntschli (1808–1881), a Swiss lawyer who was a founding member of the Institut du Droit International, did not reflect on the
legal status of treaties concluded in India. He only defined in more general
terms that even entities which were not a sovereign state could be treated as
though they were one, and treaties could be signed with them within the
scope of international law. Even nomadic tribes were to be persuaded to
respect international law and to maintain treaty relations. 80 This implicitly
contains a call upon the members of the international society of nations to
apply international law onto other entities and at the same time persuade
them to appropriate European international law. As long as the ‘noncivilized’ states acted upon the provisions of European international law,
the treaties they signed would also be recognized as being part of that law.
Although Indian treaties were considered to be binding according to
European international law by the colonial authorities this did not mean
that they thought that the full body of international law applied to Indian
states. It was thought that no ‘native state’ could quote the principles of
international law against the British Government, because to do so would be
to assert the position of equality, which all those principles presuppose. 81
But the treaties which the Indian states had signed with the East India
Company had deprived them of that equality. European international law
should be treated as a useful guide, as an example of how relations could be
organized, but it was not binding.
From 1858 onward international law definitively lost its application to
the relations between Britain and the Indian states and the relations amongst
the Indian states. Although, it seemed difficult to categorize the level of
dependency of Indian states on the British as Lee-Warner laid out:

79 Hall (1924) 28.
80 Bluntschli (1872) 64.
81 Tupper (1893) 7–8.
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“Sir George Campell in his Modern India arrives to the conclusion that ‘Nepal alone
retains any remains of independence.’ Sir Richard Temple, in his article on India,
published in Chambers’s Encyclopaedia, observed that ‘some are practically independent sovereigns.’ But when he goes on to show that none of them can make war
or alliances, and that the British Government ‘takes a paternal interest in the good
government of the states,’ he materially detracts from the title conferred on them.
Sir Travers Twiss allows them no shred of independence, and classifies them as
‘protected dependent states.’ Sir Tupper styles them Feudatory states, and cleverly,
but, I venture to think, imperfectly, justifies his preference for that popular phrase.
(…) Fresh ground is broken by Élisée Reclus in his Géographie Universelle. ‘Les
princes vassaux’ are, in his opinion, destined to become ‘une grande aristocratie
comme celle des lords anglais.’ Sir Henry Maine insists on the fact that sovereignty is
divisible, and that the chiefs of India are semi-sovereign, (…) Parliament in 1861 and
1876 used the expression ‘princes and states in alliance with her Majesty’; but in 1889
they were described, by Statute 52 and 53 Vic. Cap. Lxiii, as “under the suzerainty of
Her Majesty.” 82

It is evident that the Indian rulers had lost so much of their sovereign traits
that their states could not be considered independent states and had lost
their international legal personality.
As Lee-Warner put it: “No Native state in the interior of India enjoys the
full attributes of complete external and internal sovereignty, since to none is
left either the power of declaring war or peace, or the right of negotiating
agreements with other states; but the sovereignty of Native states is shared
between the British Government and the Chiefs in varying degrees.” 83
The case of Oude shows how the Indian rulers appropriated European
international law in order to defend their position. It also shows that
although in theory the British did not accept application of European
international law on Indian states, they did fully recognize the validity of
the treaties concluded with Indian rulers. They did so, because this enabled
them to use the treaties as a tool for increasing their influence over Indian
states. After 1858 international law definitely ceased to regulate the relations
between states in India, because the Indian rulers had lost to many of the
attributes of sovereignty to the British Government.

82 As discussed by Lee-Warner (1894) in the Preface of his book.
83 Lee-Warner (1894) 30–32.
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4.

Legitimization of territorial expansion

Although European territorial expansion was not a very important subject
for European international lawyers until the close of the nineteenth century,
European international law did provide a couple of doctrines for legitimization of the acquisition of territory. Yet these doctrines were extremely
abstract, their vagueness leaving plenty of room for interpretation and the
publicists elaborating on them would rarely use contemporary examples of
the extension of sovereignty over foreign territories outside Europe. 84
Nevertheless, there were lawyers, mainly working for the European colonial
offices, who attempted to find a legal sanction for the imperial facts of their
respective home countries. In studying the correspondence between the
colonial office and British representatives in India, we find that legal
doctrines existed which were specific for the Indian sub-continent and did
not come up in the treatises of the international lawyers.
According to European international law 85 sovereign states were allowed
to occupy land which belonged to no one, also called terra nullius. Usually
this was defined as uninhabited land, or land where humans did not live
permanently and which was not cultivated. Nomads, for example, were not
sedentary societies so their territories were considered terra nullius. In reality
however, many regions of the world were permanently occupied by peoples.
Yet they were deprived of the right of sovereignty over their land in
European international law theory of the nineteenth century because they
were not considered civilized by the Europeans. In their opinion land should
be used in the most effective manner and the more civilized states had a
better title to foreign lands because they knew how to put the land into
effective use. At the same time international lawyers sought to bring order to
the relations between the European powers, who had, markedly in the
second half of the nineteenth century, gotten into fierce competition over
non-European territories. Some were for decades, some even for centuries,
nominally in possession of territories by the title of discovery but had not
actually assumed control over the land. Rivaling European states could
84 With exception of Westlake (1914), who devoted a whole chapter in his Chapters on
International Law to India.
85 This description of the titles for the acquisition of territory in European international law is
based on the following works: Anghie (2005); Koskenniemi (2001); Fisch (1984); Gong
(1984).
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hence claim that they did not practice effective occupation and that they in
turn did have the intention to take effective control. The European possessor
of the foreign territory was allowed a certain period of time to assume
effective occupation of the land and if no other state laid claim on the
territory, the doctrine of acquiescence was recognized. Thus, the doctrine of
effective occupation served two purposes: to legitimize the acquisition of
territory by European states from non-European entities and to regulate
the relations between the European states.
Another title for the acquisition of territory was conquest. European
international law theory allowed for territorial acquisitions during wartime.
The just war theory of the early modern period, which sanctioned war when
it was fought for a just cause or a just reason, lost its relevance at the close of
the nineteenth century when positivism had replaced religious morale.
Waging war was considered a prerogative of the sovereign, and its initiation
was scarcely limited. Positivist lawyers were more interested in making
conduct in war more humane and protecting non-combatants than to
actually prevent the occurrence of war.
Finally, next to discovery, occupation and conquest, territory could be
acquired by cession. This meant that the sovereign of a state was allowed to
give or sell a part or all of his territory to a successor state. Express permission
was usually given in form of a treaty. Most European colonies were founded
on the title of cession. However, it was not always territory which was ceded
in treaties. It was also possible to cede parts of the rights inherent to a
sovereign. International lawyers from the nineteenth century onward proposed that the sovereignty over a territory could be split into external and
internal sovereignty. External sovereignty had to do with the relations
between states and contained the right to wage war and make peace, to
maintain peaceful relations with other states and to conclude treaties.
Internal sovereignty was the right to rule the peoples within the territory
of the state. This strict separation between internal and external sovereignty
allowed for the establishment of protectorates. Protectorates constituted an
agreement in which the protected state ceded its external rights in return for
a military alliance.
When we apply these doctrines to the acquisition of sovereignty by the
British in India, we see that some of them do not apply. First of all, the
Indian sub-continent was relatively densely populated and possessed cities
which were larger than their European counterparts. Many states had a high
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level of organization and an effective administration based on tax collection.
The territories acquired by the Company and the British Crown were thus
by no means terra nullius. Effective occupation was also not a title which
lawyers used to legitimize the European acquisitions in India, as vast regions
in India were cultivated effectively and effectively ruled by a common
sovereign. Conquest however did take place in India. The British waged
many wars on the sub-continent which resulted in the acquisition of
territory. The battles of Plessey and Buxar or the Maratha wars are examples
of conquest. Nevertheless, cession was the most common manner of
acquiring territories. Hundreds of treaties of perpetual peace and friendship
were concluded with Indian rulers which brought them under British
protection and/or provided for cession of territory.
Thus, some of the general doctrines about the acquisition of territory in
European international law theory could be applied to the Indian territories.
The British international lawyer John Westlake at the close of the nineteenth
century summarized what he thought was the international title of the
British imperium in India. He ruled out occupation because “India possessed
a civilization placing her as far as Europe beyond the reach of any such
title.” 86 He also ruled out cession, for not all princes had signed treaties with
the British and “the imperial right is claimed as overriding the letter of the
treaties which there are”. Finally, he also ruled out an ordinary case of
conquest, because conquest precluded the suppression of the conquered
state or if the defeated state was left in existence, cession. As he had already
ruled out cession Westlake finally concluded that the “imperial right over
the protected states appears to present a peculiar case of conquest, operating
by assumption and acquiescence.” 87
Yet, lawyers who had served the British administration in India came up
with supplemental titles for the acquisition of territory. Some of them would
confirm European international law theory but others were very specific
doctrines suitable for the Indian case. Primarily, they thought that with the
imperial grants and the subsequent treaties which were concluded between

86 Bluntschli also explicitly recognized that the Indians had once possessed a high level of
civilization: “Bei den civilisierten alten Voelkern Asiens, wie besonders bei den alten Indern
mehren und entwickeln sich theilweise die Ansaetze und Triebe zu voelkerrechtlicher
Rechtsbildung.” Bluntschli (1872) 10.
87 Westlake (1914) 214.
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the Mughal and the East India Company, the Company had become the
legal heirs of the Mughal Empire. They felt it gave it the right to rule the
whole Indian subcontinent as the Mughals had done before. In a correspondence about the annexation of Oude in 1855, J. P. Grant, Officiating
Secretary to the Government of India, placed the right of annexation on the
succession of the Mughal Empire and the duty of terminating incorrigible
misgovernment in his dominions. Governor-general Dalhousie in his response also claimed that the British government was the successor of the
emperors of Delhi. 88
Second, the Indian states, according to an English colonial administrator,
had a “restless spirit of ambition and violence which is characteristic of every
Asiatic government” which “rendered the peninsula of India the scene of
perpetual warfare, turbulence and disorder.” 89 According to the statesmen
the British had to bring stability, peace and the rule of law to the region.
Sir Charles Metcalfe, who was resident at the court of the Nizam and would
later become Governor-General, advised his government to capture the city
of Bhurtpure, which was followed up on in 1826, because:
“We have by degrees become the paramount state in India. In 1817 it became the
established principle of our policy to maintain tranquility among the states of India;
(…) and we cannot be indifferent spectators of anarchy therein without ultimately
giving up India again to the pillage and confusion from which we then rescued her
(…). We are bound, not by any positive engagement to the Bhurtpur state, but by
our duty as supreme guardians of tranquility, law and right, to maintain the legal
succession of Balwant Singh (…)” 90

The term ‘paramount power’ was commonly used amongst the colonial
administrators and from this status they derived the title to interfere with
native affairs and even to take upon themselves sovereign control over
territories. They claimed it was their duty, being the paramount power in
India, to bring order and tranquility to India, like order and tranquility
existed in Europe. This even superseded the provisions of treaty engagements.
Nevertheless, as was discussed above, the East India Company had only
become the ‘paramount power’ in India in the early nineteenth century.

88 Westlake (1914) 204.
89 Westlake (1914) 206.
90 Tupper (1893) 55.
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Before that, it had participated in the Indian international system generally
according to its customs. Territorial expansion in the eighteenth century was
rather legitimized to be self-defense, self-preservation and the participation
in the Indian system was explained by a policy of the balance of power. In
Europe international law was subordinated to the principle of the balance of
power. The European system was to prevent single states from becoming so
powerful that they overruled the other states on the continent. Because of
the system for the balance of power small states were protected by international law but on the other hand large states had the right to act as a police
force for the preservation of the system. In the eighteenth century British
policymakers claimed to have introduced a similar system in India.
Lord Cornwallis explained his policy of alliances to be in accordance with
the principle of the balance of power. He used the alliance of the East India
Company with the Peshwa and the Nizam against Tippu Sultan in 1792 as an
example of such a strategy. 91 In the same manner, Lord Wellesley justified in
a paper written by him on August 12, 1798, shortly before the war against
Tippu Sultan began, his intentions by arguments drawn from international
law and contended that “we were entitled by the Law of Nations to reduce
the power of Tippoo as an effectual security against his designs.” He stated
that it was still an object of the Indian Government to re-establish the
balance of power in India as it had existed under the Mughal Emperor prior
to his decline. However, the Mysore state was annihilated and became
completely dependent on the British Government. Now that the East India
Company had become the predominant power in India, the principle of the
balance of power no longer applied. 92
Other territorial expansion was sanctioned under the title of self-preservation and self-defense. First, it was generally accepted that the East India
Company had to be protected against the French. Lord Castlereagh wrote in
1804 that “it has not been a matter of choice but of necessity that our
existence in India should pass from that of traders to sovereigns. If we had
not, the French would long since have taken the lead in India to our
exclusion.” 93 Sir George Barlow wrote in 1802 when he was GovernorGeneral in India:
91 Tupper (1893) 29.
92 Tupper (1893) 33–34.
93 Tupper (1893) 32–33.
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“With respect to the French, supposing the present questions in Europe not to lead
to an immediate rupture, we are now certain that the whole course of their policy
has for its object the subversion of the British empire in India, and that at no distant
period of time they will put their plans in execution. It is absolutely necessary for the
defeat of those designs that no native state should be left to exist in India which is
not upheld by the British power or the political conduct of which is not under its
absolute control.” 94

Second, the existence of the Company was threatened by the increased
powers of the Maratha Confederacy, which was regarded by the British to
be ‘predatory’ and ‘warlike.’ 95 A war against them seemed inevitable if the
Company was to maintain its influence in the region. Many wars in India
were excused by the British authorities as being wars of self-defense and they
often reported on how the enemy had not accepted all the propositions short
of war and continued to arm itself as if in preparation for war (like Nagpore
during the Third Anglo-Maratha War). The first Burmese war for instance,
was described by Sir Charles Metcalfe as “the clearest case of self-defense and
violated territory.” 96
The expansion during the eighteenth century was explained to be rather
coincidental, as if territorial expansion was forced upon the East India Company by local circumstances. Although at that time the Europeans already
had a clear sense of civilizational superiority, depicting the Indian sovereigns
as violent rulers not capable of maintaining order and tranquility amongst
each other, civilization was not yet frequently used to sanction British
expansion. The notion of progress however did increase in importance with
the British officials in the nineteenth century. The example of the annexation
of Oude based on the alleged misrule of its Indian ruler clearly demonstrates
how they used their perceived civilizational superiority to sanction their
interference in the internal affairs of Indian states.
“(…) In India there was, since the downfall of the Moghal empire, not one considerable government of any stability, the government of the Company itself alone
excepted. There was no possibility of any lasting quasi international combination for
pacific purposes framed on a common assent; and the governments of the several
native states had not enough either of administrative and political strength or of
public morality to act persistently and for any length of time up to what might be
called international obligations. (…) Europe was saved by its civilization from the

94 Westlake (1914) 205.
95 Tupper (1893) 34.
96 As quoted in Tupper (1893) 44.
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domination of one power of the West; a more advanced civilization was the efficient
cause which made one Western power supreme throughout India.” 97

The doctrines of self-preservation, self-defense and balance of power had
legitimized the acquisition of territory by conquest, annexation and cession
by the East India Company in the period of its assent. Once it had become
the ‘paramount power,’ civilization became the term which sanctioned not
only territorial acquisition but also the reduction of the internal sovereign
rights of the Indian rulers.
Additionally, due to its paramountcy, the British Government in India
was able to introduce the doctrine of lapse. In Hindu law the sovereign had
the right to adopt a son in order to secure the succession to his throne.
Adoption would either take place in case there was no heir by birth or if this
heir was not considered adequate by the ruler to succeed him. The British
generally disapproved of this practice. The British Government in India, in
certain cases, did not recognize the adopted heir and after the death of the
Indian ruler it assumed sovereignty over his territory on the pretext that in
the absence of a legal heir, the paramount power held title to the territory.
Nevertheless, in a series of dispatches dating from 1834 to 1846, the Court of
Directors of the Company permitted adoption but emphasized that it should
remain an exception and should never be granted but as a special mark of
favor and approbation. 98 After the Indian Mutiny, from 1861 onward, the
Indian Government started to issue sanads of adoption to loyal Indian rulers.
These patents or grants allowed the sovereign to adopt his heirs. 99
Finally, a number of protectorates fell to the Indian Government on a
voluntary basis. In 1803, for example, a few of the Káthiawár chiefs applied
for British protection, and offered, on certain conditions, to cede their estates
to the British Government. The offer was not accepted initially until it was
deemed strategically necessary in 1807. The supreme authority in Káthiawár,
however, was not vested in the British Government alone until the Peshwa’s
rights to the Indian peninsula were terminated, and the Gaekwar in 1820 had
engaged to send no troops to the province and to make no demands on it
except through the British Government. In another example, the Cis-Sutlej
chiefs were glad to receive protection from the British in 1809 when the
97 Tupper (1893) 37.
98 Tupper (1893) 44.
99 Lee-Warner (1894) 37.
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Mahraja Ranjit Singh claimed the right of sovereignty over the whole Sikh
country. 100
European international theory thus stood above the legitimization colonial officers put forward for the expansion of British authority in India.
Those titles were based on conquest and cession. But once the separate
Indian cases are studied, many other titles were found, mainly relying on
self-defense, self-preservation against the intentions of rivals like the French
or the Marathas. But above all the higher level of civilization served as
explanation for British expansion, especially in the nineteenth century after
the Maratha states were defeated in 1818, when the British Government had
become the paramount power.
5.

Hindu Law, Islamic Law and European International Law

The above description reflects the functioning of the Indian international
system in practice. However, this tributary system was embedded in a larger
view of how life and the world should be organized. The largest normative
orders which affected the Indian sub-continent before European settlement
were the Islamic order and the Hindu order, because most Indian rulers
adhered to either one of these confessions. In order to assess whether
European international law was indeed unique in the way it regulated
inter-state conduct – as it was perceived by the Europeans until well into
the twentieth century – or whether its characteristics were similar to those
of other normative orders (which might be an argument for the existence
of a more natural law shared by all peoples) it is tempting to conduct a
comparison of these world views. The discussion of the natural universality
of international law, however, is a philosophical one and the description and
comparison of ideological concepts does not bring us nearer to understanding the historical process of the universalization of European international law. As mentioned above, the Indian normative order was only
gradually suppressed after a period of increased entanglement. It was a
pragmatic process which was inherently tied to the realities of the balance of
power in India and was more determined by politics than ideology. World
views changed under the pressure of political reality, and in order to identify
and understand these changes it is more useful to trace the entanglements of
100 Tupper (1893) 49.
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normative orders than to compare their theory as it was laid down in
scriptures. Because, as we have seen before, even the theory of European
international law was not applied in its entirety to ‘non-civilized’ states like
the ‘native states’ of India; its norms were adapted for the colonial context.
Similarly, Hindus and Muslims had to adapt their norms to the realities of a
changing world and in confrontation with a different normative order.
A comparison of European international law to Hindu law or Islamic law
is further complicated by linguistic differences. The Islamic world order as
well as the Hindu world order had as their objective a peaceful international
society which was embodied in a stable political order. What this international order looked like however, differed significantly. Both orders were
not so much a body of laws like European international law, but catered
more to the notion that there is an ideal way of life which can be reached by
fulfilling certain duties. They encompassed not only legal rules but also
moral, religious, social and political values. This means that the conduct of
rulers or states encompassed only a small part of a larger body of norms.
It can thus be difficult for Europeans to interpret and understand these
normative orders without pressing onto it a European framework of analysis.
Nevertheless, colonial policies were often based on such misinterpretations.
The British conducted many translations of Islamic and Hindu texts in order
to uncover the plural legal systems existing in India. In a way they admired
these legal traditions as examples of written law, in contrast to the oral
traditions they had encountered elsewhere. “But in translating Hindu texts
and using them as legal codes, the British were distorting Hindu legal
judgments.” 101 The historian must be careful not to make the same mistakes.
Nevertheless, it remains interesting to see what ideological framework the
Indian tributary system was embedded in, in order to better understand its
context but also in order to place the history of European international law
in a global historical context. Yet, such a comparison can only be a superficial one, as the written sources of the three world views stem from very
different eras and thus functioned in different historical contexts. Furthermore, even though a large part of India came to be ruled by Muslim rulers,
its Hindu customs were not completely given up. Rather, the rulers
integrated into Indian culture and did not fully apply Islamic rules of
101 Benton (2002) 139.
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inter-state conduct to India but preferably adopted the Indian customary
rules. 102 It was only Aurangzeb (1618–1707), the last successful Mughal
Emperor, who adopted a more orthodox Islamic policy. 103 Thus, in India the
Islamic world view and the Hindu world view merged and became a hybrid
form of both ideologies.
Islamic law theory derived from the Qur’an and the sunna, which
conveyed the exemplary practice of the Prophet Muhammad. From these
sources stemmed the norms compiled in the sharia, which regulated the
behavior of Muslims in their domestic and foreign affairs. Islam divided the
world into two parts, namely that of the believers and that of the
unbelievers. The territory under Muslim rule was called dar al-Islam (abode
of Islam) and the territory under the rule of unbelievers was named daralharab (abode of the war). Muslims had the constant duty to convert the
daral-harab to Islam even if it involved forceful means. This duty was called
the jihad. 104 Yet, in practice it was not viable to constantly wage war. In
order to maintain peaceful relations with unbelievers and to facilitate trade
for example, later jurists came with the explanation of the sulh which
consisted of ways to suspend the jihad for a certain period. Muslims were
thus allowed to engage in economic and cultural activities in the dar al-harab
and the people of the book, such as Christian and Jewish people, were
allowed to do the same in the dar al-Islam. Their life, security and property
were protected by the authority of the Muslim ruler. Foreigners rights were
sanctioned by the unilateral ahdname conferred only by the Muslim ruler,
and could be unilaterally revoked whenever the pledge of friendship was
construed to be violated. 105
In keeping with Islamic law theory, the ruler of the faithful should be
elected by the congregation, and should govern according to the precepts of
the Koran. So there was no fixed rule of succession, which led to many
problems of succession in the Mughal Empire. The Islamic emperors, like
the rajas, were regarded as a sort of ultimate court of appeal all in cases,
judicial and others. 106 The dar al-Islam was ruled by one highest authority:
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the Caliph, who did not recognize any superior except the Divine. His
governors in the provinces commanded armies, collected taxes, and generally carried out the duties of statecraft. The Caliph’s duty was to maintain
the unity of the territory of Islam by authorizing such governors to rule as
agents of the court. 107
The king also played a central role in the Hindu world view. The term
‘Hindu law’ is used to denote the moral duties which were described in
ancient Sanskrit texts. However, this is a modern term which actually does
not fit with a concept that embraces all of life and is synonymous with
virtue. As in English the concept of dharma, a religious and legal duty, does
not exist, we translate it into law. Dharma is derived from assumed divine
revelations (śruti) which were recorded in the Vedas between 1500 and 800
B.C. Authors writing between 600 and 100 B.C. in aphorisms (sutras), and
writing books of ‘things remembered’ (smrtis) later interpreted the revelations and molded them into a legal science of dharma (dharmaśa- stra).
A vast Sanskrit literature of ‘things remembered,’ commentaries, treatises
and digests subsequently “developed a complex system of legal rules building on the foregoing fundamental jurisprudential premises.” 108
The Hindu legal system was to be administered by the kings of separate
kingdoms who were to be advised by priests. It was the duty of the king to
maintain order; he was not considered to be the source of law or the
repository of law. He too was subject to the law and fulfilled the role of a
judge. 109 The Hindu international system was similar to a mandala. Each
king saw his kingdom at the center of the circle. The neighbors were all
potential enemies and the states bordering those neighbors were all potential
friends. This international system of embedded circles of states could be
expanded infinitively over all states in the world. The only way to pacify it
would be to establish a single sovereign over all. One king would expand his
empire by conquering territories and meanwhile spread out the realm
within which the law was faithfully observed. Other kings would continue
to exist in this system as subsidiary or feudal states, or as members of a sort of
confederation. 110 The world sovereign had to balance the centrifugal forces
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of the mandala system. If he was able to stabilize the system by creating
friendly dependencies and subordinate chiefs then peace would prevail and
his kingdom would become prosperous. The peace would be cemented by
the exchange of gifts, thus establishing tributary relations. Like in Europe
the notion of the balance of power existed. Kautylia, for example, called for
states to intervene if another state should grow disproportionately strong in
order to uphold the balance in the circular system. 111
It was the duty of the king to maintain order. Like in the caste system,
where every individual was supposed to know his or her place in the system
and to carry out the duties that the position required, it was the king’s
responsibility to correctly identify his state’s relative position in international
society and act accordingly, pursuing policies of expansion, conciliation or
strategic retreat as necessary. It was the task of the king to uphold order in
the domestic as well as in the international system. 112 Thus, a separation of
sovereign rights into internal and external sovereignty like in European
international law theory was not possible in the Hindu system. Every king,
even though he was a vassal to another king, had the responsibility to pursue
the balanced international order as represented by the mandala.
The use of force was deemed imperative for the maintenance of order.
It was said to prevent the deterioration of order and in some contexts even
to be a positive good. To prevent the social order from devolving into a state
of nature, the king was obliged to enforce punishments. Force could even
create the stable conditions for social and economic growth. In the international context this meant that war was a duty for the princely caste
(ksatriyas). War became a religious ritual and when the king died in battle he
was guaranteed heaven. The preservation of good order was preferable to an
increase of prosperity, because without order prosperity was not possible. 113
The use of force was also a necessity in Islamic law and war or jihad were
indispensable in order to reach a world which was fully under dar al-Islam.
However, chivalric codes and complex legal principles similar to European international law governed war in the Hindu order as well as the
Islamic order. They all committed to protect civilians from the causes of war.
Yet, Hindu and Islamic law did not elaborate as much on measures short of
111 Graff (2010) 183.
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war as European international law theory, because in these normative orders
war was a necessity. Nevertheless, the notion that war was a last resort did
exist in both orders, and when victory was doubtful, peace should be
concluded. 114 In Hinduism peace had to be sought by means of conciliation,
gifts, or bribery, or by causing dissension among the enemy. If these
expedients could not be used, the king should be prepared to fight in such
a way as to conquer his enemies. Similarly to European standards, war ought
to be declared openly. 115
We have seen in the previous chapter how the acquisition of territory was
treated in European international law. Hindu law allowed for belligerents to
conquer territory from the enemy in the same manner as European international law permitted it. The execution seemed however to be different.
In Hindu law the conqueror had special duties towards conquered territories. He was not allowed to conduct vengeance or to destroy the land he
had occupied. On the contrary, the victor had the duty to protect the newly
conquered land from acts of aggression. He even had to prevent his troops
from pursuing the defeated enemy too much. Disposed kings should be
treated with honor and all attempts should be made to win over the hearts of
the locals, using a mixture of bribery and good governance. The victorious
king:
“(…) should give rewards, as promised, to those who deserted the enemy for his
cause; he should also offer rewards to them as often as they render help to him (…).
He should adopt the same mode of life, the same dress, language, and customs as
those of the people. He should follow the people in their faith with which they
celebrate their national, religious and congregational festivals or amusements. He
should please them by giving gifts, remitting taxes, and providing for their security.
He should always hold religious life in high esteem. (…)” 116

Thus, unlike European international law Hindu law prescribed the conqueror to integrate into the conquered society and adapt his policy to its customs.
He was to restore the status quo which prevailed before the war. The
conqueror was not to establish absolute sovereignty or dominion over the
newly acquired territory but to bring it under his oversight, restoring order
in a manner similar to a federation. 117
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Defeated kings could be restored as feudal lords to the throne. Graff
suggests that a treaty could be made with the original rulers if that was the
preference of the inhabitants. Medhatithi, a tenth century commentator on
Manu, stated that the defeated ruler and the victorious ruler shared their
profits and inconveniences: “You must give me an equal share in your
treasury, (…) and you must take an equal share in my fortune and misfortune
(…) in activity or inactivity, at the proper time, you must personally adhere to
me, both with your forces and treasury.” 118 These words reflect the relationship between a suzerain and a vassal.
In Islamic law all territories not under Muslim rule were viable for conquest. The conqueror was to levy a special tax on the conquered people called
the fiqh. 119 Indeed, Auranzeb did introduce this tax in India. Additionally,
the ruler could establish tributary relationships with the conquered state. 120
This very brief and superficial overview of the Hindu and Islamic norms
for inter-state conduct demonstrates that describing the ideology behind the
Indian tributary system is not explanatory for the existence of that same
system. Also, it does not reflect the confrontation with the European
normative order, because it predates this historical process. In this case it
is preferable to trace entanglements in normative orders in order to understand why European international law competed with local norms and
subdued them. What we can however derive from this overview is that there
was no title in the theory of Hindu law or Islamic law for the acquisition of
territory except conquest. Relations between states were mainly defined by
war and in time of peace states in theory ruled in isolation or in a tributary
relation between suzerains and vassals. Conquered states received a large
amount of independence when they accepted the protection of the conqueror. Thus, in theory protectorates like in European international law existed
in Hindu and Islamic law, yet they were not so much sanctioned by treaties
as by gifts.

118 Graff (2010) 182.
119 Kelsay (2010) 128.
120 Kelsay (2010) 122–123.
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6.

Conclusion

The universalization of European international law was a long process and
the Law of Nations was not at once accepted by non-European states. The
history of the colonization of India confirms this. It is possible to define
several stages in which different systems regulated the relations between
states on the Indian sub-continent. In the first stage, at the time when the
East India Company was still becoming a territorial power, European
international law did not have any application to India. This by no means
meant there was no international order on the sub-continent. On the
contrary, Hinduism and Islam provided for very clear ideas of the role of
sovereigns and how they should interact with each other. From these world
views derived a complex network in India which was based on tributary
relations. At the head of this network was the Mughal Emperor. He was the
one who distributed offices and held the system together. The British East
India Company initially participated in the Indian international system. It
received firmans from the Mughal Emperor and became the empire’s tax
collector. The relations between the Company and the Indian states were
those of equal sovereign states and this permitted the Company to pursue its
policy of treaty alliances. The concept of protected states already existed in
the Indian international system; the Company only added to it the standard
of written treaties.
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the East India Company
became the paramount power in India. This allowed the Company to start
imposing its own order on the Indian states. The new policy consisted of
subsidiary alliances in which the Indian rulers received protection against
their rivals if they in return allowed a British resident at their court and a
subsidiary force to be maintained at their own cost within their territory. The
force could either be paid with money or by cession of territory. The East
India Company promised not to interfere with the internal affairs of the
Indian state. The internal sovereignty of the ruler was thus protected.
The Indian rulers accepted the unequal treaties because it provided them
protection against further interference of the British. They were fully aware
of what the treaty relations entailed and although the treaties were first
drafted by British officials and presented by them to the Indian ruler, the
Indian rulers did try to negotiate on the terms of the treaty. Notwithstanding
the fact that European international law seemed to increasingly regulate the
Entanglements in Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century India
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relations between the East India Company and the Indian rulers, the Indian
international system continued to regulate the relations amongst the Indian
sovereigns. They also tried to uphold it towards the East India Company, as
the wish of the Nawab of Oude to pay tribute to his suzerain, the GovernorGeneral, in 1814 proves, but the Company wished to put an end to these
native customs. In this period the British officials did recognize the existence
of an Indian legal system and only applied their own legal system where they
deemed it necessary. The full body of European international law thus did
not apply to Indian states, only those provisions which were convenient for
the European hegemony. The Law of Nations did serve as a legitimization for
territorial expansion of the East India Company. The treaties concluded with
Indian states were recognized as valid treaties in the scope of European
international law because they served as tools to sanction interference in
Indian affairs, especially towards the Indian rulers.
In the nineteenth century the colonial officials started to use their
perceived civilizational superiority more frequently to legitimize the interference in internal affairs of Indian states. This right stood above all other
titles and permitted even the breach of treaties. An increased number of
states was annexed on civilizational grounds. By that time the Indian rulers
had appropriated the new international system and tried to claim their rights
through its machinery. The remonstrations of Wajid Ali Shah in connection
with the annexation of Oude are evidence of Indian appropriation of
European international law.
From 1858 international law no longer had application to Indian states.
The rulers had not only lost their right to wage war, make peace and enter
into alliances but were also bound to follow up on the advice of the British
resident, which compromised the internal sovereignty of the rulers. It was
now the laws of the British Government they had to obey. The key symbol of
the Indian international system too had disappeared when the last Mughal
Emperor was tried in 1858. The treaties had effectively deprived the Indian
states of their sovereign rights which were a prerequisite to be recognized as
an equal state under European international law.
European international law served as legitimization of British colonial
expansion; hence there were multiple titles for the acquisition of territory.
The acquisition of territory in India was sanctioned by doctrines of civilizational superiority, conquest and cession. British colonial actors introduced
additional titles for the legitimization of the acquisition of territory, the most
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important one identifying the British government in India as the legal
successor of the Mughal Emperor. International legal treatises looked more
at legal practice within Europe than at developments overseas, so their
provisions remained very generic.
A normative order is based on an ideology and does not necessarily reflect
which ideas are put in practice. The theories for inter-state conduct derived
from Islamic and Hindu scriptures predate the hybridization of both in India
and the confrontation with the European Law of Nations. Also, it is difficult
to identify the Indian international system which regulated tributary
relations in India in the seventeenth and eighteenth century in an analysis
of the ideology. Not so much a comparison of normative orders will help
us to put the history of European international law in global historical
perspective, rather the tracing of entanglements will provide more adequate
tools to do so. The study of the historical practice is as much suitable for
finding similarities and differences in various normative orders as comparative history. Entanglements, however, not only allow for legal pluralism but
also provide the means for analyzing the tangible relationships amongst
these plural legal systems.
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Michele Pifferi

Global Criminology and National Tradition:
The Impact of Reform Movements on Criminal
Systems at the Beginning of the 20th Century

I.

The global criminological revolution

This article focuses on the international movement towards individualization of punishment between the 1870s and the 1930s as a model to study
how legal theories developed in a global scientific dialogue have been
differently shaped according to national traditions. Even if interpreted in
different ways, the common idea shared by prison reformers, exponents of
the new criminological science and a large part of public opinion in Europe,
United States and Latin America necessitated a radical change from repression to prevention. The main focus shifted from crime as an abstract entity to
criminals as natural, social human beings immersed in a complex network of
environmental, social, economic conditions which affected their behavior.
Nonetheless, the ‘criminological wave’ between the 1880s and the 1930s was
not a uniform international parenthesis, but reflected in its variety the
differences between American and European legal cultures and their notion
of the principle of legality.
One of the main innovations suggested and experimented by criminologists was the indeterminate sentence, i. e., a notion of punishment fixed
neither by the law nor by the judge, but delegated to a board of experts
charged to fit the treatment to the individual criminal. Since each delinquent man commits a crime for different reasons, determined by different
social, economic, biological, anthropological causes, and since the very
purpose of a penalty ought not to be retribution but social security via
rehabilitation and prevention, punishment (an old idea to be replaced with
the broader notion of treatment) cannot be predetermined by law according
to an abstract degree of seriousness of the act or an abstract evaluation of
guilt. Nonetheless, the essence of ‘indeterminateness,’ considered the best
Global Criminology and National Tradition
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mean to individualize punishment, was openly in sharp contrast to the
principle of nulla poena sine lege. The liberal criminal justice system both in
Europe and in the United States was grounded on the ideas of determinateness and fixity of law, limited judicial discretion, and the retributive and
deterrent aim of punishment, which were all incompatible with the calls for
rehabilitative treatment advocated by radical criminologists as well as by
prison reformers. Hence, the more the notion of an indefinite sentence
developed, the more it turned out to be an infringement of the classic
principle of legality, forcing the doctrine to reshape the rule of law according
to the new priorities of penal policy.
Beyond comparative studies, the international criminological congresses,
the hybridization of models and the circulation of the means to individualize punishment (indeterminate sentence, conditional release, parole, suspension of sentence, juvenile treatment etc.), the constitutional tenets of the
rule of law and the Rechtsstaat shaped differently the criminal systems in
France, Germany, Italy, United Kingdom, Ibero-American countries and the
United States. The different mindset of each legal culture, based on different
views of the past and on different theories on the rationale of punishment,
assigned the nulla poena principle a peculiar value in the legal systems of the
Old and New World. However, the enactment of the progressive penological
ideal, with its two-faced approach of prevention and rehabilitation, led to
different solutions: While the indeterminate sentence was finally held
constitutional by the U.S. courts and the doctrine was accepted as compatible with the principle of legality by reason of distinguishing between the
criminal trial in the guilty phase and sentencing phase, the European
observance of strict legality stressed the ‘jurisdictionalization’ of any measure
of safety. Thus, for different reasons the nulla poena was not dispensed with
in Europe, in the United States and in Latin America, but its historical
configuration was changed and its meaning modified.
As recent studies have shown, the rule of law, as a general theory and in
criminal justice as well, has never been an invariable concept, but rather a
flexible rule assuming different characteristics according to historical institutional balances and political needs. 1 The historicizing analysis of the
principle of legality in relation to the influences of the criminological
1 See, e. g., Lacey (2007a); Palombella (2009a); Palombella (2009b); Costa (2002);
Costa (2007).
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theories of social defense, dangerousness, and prevention offers the opportunity to investigate how the same concepts have been interpreted in
different contexts. The rise of criminology as a scientific method fostered a
global reform movement that developed a deep cultural exchange based on
translation and comparison, 2 and affected the project or the enactment of
penal codes (called criminological codes, rational penal codes) and the
passing of special laws (Prevention of Crime Act, 1908, in the UK; Lois
Bérenger, 1885 and 1891, in France). The widespread call for the individualization of punishment in the 20th century was partially changing its scope
the more the emphasis of reformers shifted from correctionalism to social
control, 3 from individual rehabilitation to individual incapacitation, assuming specific features in conformity with national political tenets and with the
concrete implementation of the formula.
The aim of the article is to investigate the heritage of these reforms on
criminal concepts and the definition given in different contexts to similar
institutes such as measure of security or indeterminate punishment: How
did scientific criminology impinge upon legal systems? How was the rehabilitative ideal enacted? The analysis is neither a comparative history of
criminology nor a history of criminal law reforms or punitive systems at the
beginning of the 20th century. Assuming the wider notion of criminalization suggested by Nicola Lacey as a “conceptual framework within which to
gather together the constellation of social practices which form the subject
matter of criminal law on the one hand and criminal justice an criminological studies on the other” and as an idea which “captures the dynamic
nature as a set of interlocking practices in which the moment of ‘defining’
and ‘responding to’ crime can rarely be completely distinguished and in
which legal and social (extra-legal) construction of crime constantly interact,” 4 the article studies the criminalization process at the beginning of the
20th century.
Being a complex concept determined by manifold factors, criminalization
was inevitably shaped by the different constitutional contexts within which
it took place, had an unlike impact on the balance of powers according to
the legal culture on which it impinged and was supported or contrasted by
2 Petit (2007).
3 Garland (2001).
4 Lacey (2007b).
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varying legitimizing legal discourses. Thus, the investigation of the influences of criminology on criminal laws and criminal codifications discloses a
wide range of key issues about the history of criminal law in Western
countries, the exploitation of different penal policies and the role of legal
reasoning in promoting or contrasting reforms. In so doing, the paper
applies the historical analysis of criminal law as pointed out by many legal
historians 5 to the study of the Janus-faced rise of global criminology, based,
on the one hand, on common targets and methodology but concretely
forged, on the other, in different ways according to the resistance of legal
traditions, 6 the forms of individual guarantees and the perspectives on the
role of the legislative, judicial and administrative powers.
Given the momentous impact of the principle of individualization of
punishment on both the European and the American criminal systems from
the end of the 19th century up to now, the specific focus on the history of
the indeterminate sentence is representative of how it has been differently
enacted in different countries and also suggests further possible explanations
for the reasons behind the comparative variations in the sentencing phase
today. 7
II.

Local peculiarities in the history of criminalization

The hypothesis assumed in this paper is that the fundamental tenets of
criminological science, shared a global dimension (at least in the Western
World) because grounded on the idea of a universal scientific and progressive knowledge but were differently applied in the concrete legal
systems, due to the resistance of constitutional balances. By applying to
our subject the path-dependency concept of modernization in criminology,
i. e., the idea that trajectories of modernity in crime policies are not driven
by a single engine but are the complex outcome of different political
conditions, traditions, models, 8 the criminalization process of the 1880s–

5 Farmer (1997); Dubber (1998); Dubber (2000); Sbriccoli (2009).
6 On the mutual advantages for both criminology and legal history given by an historical
analysis of criminal law, see, e. g., Godfrey / Lawrence / Williams (2008) 6–23 and
Lawrence (2012).
7 Whitman (2005); Tonry (2010); Tonry (2011).
8 Karstedt (2002).
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1930s can be construed in terms of the encounter between a globalizing
movement and different national peculiarities, and sheds light on the longue
durée resistance of legal institutional habits in the face of radical reform
attempts. If, in other words, the engine of criminology (its scientific-based
knowledge) was surely ‘global,’ its actual impact on criminal law was
affected by ‘local’ factors (national legal frameworks).
At the end of the 19th century criminology surely had a widespread
international growth founded on absolute faith in scientific knowledge:
because science, unlike law, was exactly the same everywhere, based on the
same experimental methodology and arriving at the same outcomes, criminology seemed to be designated to have the same revolutionary impact on
all the criminal law systems. As a matter of fact, the unusual international
dimension of the criminological debate is unquestionable: the foundation
of the International Union of Criminal Law in 1889 and its following
congresses and publications, the Modern Criminal Science Series translations
of European criminologists’ works made by the American Institute of
Criminal Law and Criminology, the International Congresses of Criminal
Anthropology, the International Prison Congresses and the diffusion of
specialized journals are signs of the globalizing rise of criminology. This
reformative movement of criminal law and penology had an impressive
impact on legislations, forcing the enactment of new laws in order to face
the problems of recidivism, habitual offenders, juvenile delinquency, reformative detention in the light of the new leading principles theorized by the
Italian positive school of criminal law, such as individualization of punishment, social defense, dangerousness of the offender, special prevention.
Many criminological codes inspired by these principles were drafted or
enacted, thanks to the impulse to reform penal policies. Yet the reformatory
character of the first phase shifted toward a more conservative exploitation of
criminological ideas, hiding repressive aims behind the mask of the most
suitable treatment for the criminal. In this process, the European jurists’
legal reasoning, willing to defend the nullum crimen and nulla poena as
unavoidable foundations of the Rechtsstaat, refused the more subversive idea
of rehabilitation and adopted the virtually unlimited repressive scope of the
social defense. In some European countries (Italy, Germany) some criminological proposals were modified to reconcile them with the repressive needs
of the totalitarian regimes. Some Latin American criminological codes,
mostly influenced by the Italian positive school of criminal law, adopted
Global Criminology and National Tradition
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the dual-track system of punishment and measure of security, based on the
twofold notion of criminal liability and dangerousness. 9
The risk of this eclectic compromise turned out to be a failure of the
rehabilitative ideal: The entanglement between American and European
doctrines and the search of a theoretical basis by the former, fostered by the
wide diffusion of European theories in American culture, seem to have
curbed the most revolutionary reforms supported by criminologists. Moreover, after the first emphasis on similarities and affinities in the punitive
strategies of European and American countries at the end of the 19th century,
the first decades of the 20th century saw the birth of marked peculiarities
and different theoretical foundations of criminal law.
Let us turn to tracing some of these constitutional peculiarities in regard
to the application of the indeterminateness principle. The proposal of an
absolute or relative indeterminate sentence, as recommended by the U.S.
prison reformers such as Zebulon Brockway, Warren Spalding, Frederick
Howard Wines, called for lessening both the legislature and judiciary’s role
in determining punishments (its manner as well as its duration) for crimes:
because the scope of punishment was rehabilitation of the offender, and
because each individual offender ought to have been treated and reformed in
different ways according to their character, background and dangerousness,
the idea of a fixed, predetermined and uniform penalty was illogical and
ineffective. Neither the legislature nor the judiciary had the necessary knowledge and expertise to decide the fittest treatment for the criminal, and the
time needed for rehabilitation could not be fixed once and for all at the end
of the criminal trial but had to be determined and periodically revised by
observing the convict’s behavior while serving the sentence. This task was
entrusted to a body of experts in criminology and prison discipline, that was
an administrative agency.
This system questioned many criminal law tenets. Let us focus on four of
them, the doctrine of the separation of powers, the nulla poena principle, the
role of the judiciary and the ‘administrativization’ of criminal justice.

9 De Asua (1946).
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III.

The separation of powers

The liberal philosophy of punishment of the Western countries, after
Beccaria, Montesquieu and the French revolution, was strictly connected
with the idea that the legislature only could fix penalties and that the
judiciary, bouche de la loi, had the simple duty to apply them mechanically.
This framework was a reaction against the arbitrary power of judges in the
Ancien régime and was considered a fundamental guarantee of individual
freedom against possible encroachments of law enforcement and as a bulwark of equality before the law.
This rule was strictly applied in the European penal codes, and in
countries such as France or Italy there was a great doctrinal debate on the
scale of penalties in order to define the right mathematical proportion
between crimes and penalties. In the U.S., where each state and territory had
its own criminal code and where penalties were mostly a state rather than a
federal competence, the distribution of powers was different: As Wines
pointed out, codes with fixed penalties like the French one “accept, on
behalf of legislative branch of the government, the responsibility of apportioning punishment to supposed guilt, the majority of our codes throw this
responsibility upon the judicial department, but in varying measure.” 10 The
outcome of this different approach was that criminal law was unequally
applied in the U.S. and that a reform was needed in order to avoid prejudices
and discriminations.
Given that the theory of adjustment of penalty to guilt, according to rigid
criteria, was a myth, a figment of the imagination, the remedy suggested
by Wines was exactly a revision of the doctrine of powers: “of the three
coordinate branches of the government, two have attempted to establish and
secure penal justice, namely the legislature and the judiciary. Neither had
succeeded. Obviously, the only remaining alternative is to impose this duty
upon the executive department.” 11 Such a claim for a delegation of power
to a prison board was therefore justified by the dissatisfaction with the
administration of justice and the rise of a new rationale of punishment: the
more the basis of punishment shifted from retribution to social self-defense,
a wider notion encompassing the redemption of the offenders as well as

10 Wines (1895).
11 Wines (1904).
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their incapacitation or neutralization in case of irreformable criminals, the
more the strict boundaries between powers were emasculating.
In the U.S. legal culture the movement towards individualized justice and
social security policies legitimized the creation of administrative bodies
charged with deciding on the duration of detention, kind of treatment,
conditional release on parole and final liberation of convicts. The dispute on
the constitutionality of the indeterminate sentence laws enacted in many
states of the Union finally sanctioned that these kinds of sentences were
absolutely consistent with the tripartite genius of the American institutions
and did not infringe the separation of powers. 12 The legislative function was
filled by providing the sentence which was to be imposed by the judicial
branch upon the determination of the guilt of the offender, the judicial
branch was entrusted with the function of determining the guilt of the
individual and of imposing the sentence provided by law for the offense to
which the individual was found guilty, and, only “the actual carrying out of
the sentence and the application of the various provisions for ameliorating
the same [were] administrative in character and properly exercised by an
administrative body.” 13 The discretion of the prison board was considered
the most efficient method of individualization and rehabilitation, because it
rested on professional criminological skills lacking in both the legislative
and the judicial branch. The powers of the board “while neither judicial,
legislative, nor executive (…) belong to that great residuum of governmental
authority, the police power, to be made effective, as in often case, through
administrative agencies” (Woods v. State, 130 Tenn. 100, April 1914, p. 114).
It is worth noting how the rehabilitative ideal, strengthened by the belief
in the potentiality of science to govern and modify human behaviors by
controlling the body as well as the mind of human beings, reshaped the
sense of constitutional balances in criminal law. The new priority was not to
protect individual life, but to preserve social security, and this change caused
a comprehensive rethinking of the traditional rationales of punishment: as
Pound stated, “‘unconstitutional’ is ceasing to be a word to conjure with”
and “as to State constitution (…) we are likely to see change become quite
easy enough in the near future when there is anything which reasonably

12 Gatens (1917); Kerr (1921); Lindsey (1925); Pifferi (2011).
13 In re Lee, 177 Cal. 690, March 8, 1918, Supreme Court of California, p. 693.
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demands it”. 14 This flexibility with regard to constitutional constraints and
separation of powers was not accepted by the European legal culture.
The Rechtsstaat was deemed such a fundamental achievement of Enlightenment and of the Revolution, at least for the French influenced nations,
that its architecture was to be retained at all costs. The exaltation of abstract
formulas in order to defend individual rights was giving way to a socialoriented legal system and an individualized administration of justice,
implying the growth of bureaucratic administrative agencies charged with
evaluating the different situations on a case by case basis, instead of the
judges’ duty to apply general rules uniformly. In criminal law this transformation took the form of flexible concepts (e. g., dangerousness, habitual
criminal), derogations – not to say violations – of the principle of legality,
mergence of legislative and executive functions, weakening of the boundaries between justice and administration. The fear that the Rechtsstaat would
be absorbed into an administrative state (Vervaltungsstaat) prompted the
European jurists to keep endorsing the tenets of the liberal penal system, to
support the centrality of the law as a unavoidable guarantee for individual
freedom and to insist upon strict and defined penal rules. 15 Because the core
of individualization, and of indeterminateness above all, was a “steady,
progressive abdication of the lawmaker in the hands of the judge and of
the administrative power,” 16 the great majority of European jurists were very
skeptical about the real effect of correctionalism.
The gap separating the American and the European approach to the
individualization of punishment was rationalized in terms of different
customs and traditions relating to the balance between state and citizens,
between power to punish and individual safeguards. 17 The institutional
equilibrium was based on the egalitarian premises that, especially in criminal
law, neither biases nor differences were tolerated and that the same welfare
state that had the duty to guarantee the safety of society also had to be the
only legitimate actor to handle crime and punishment. The divestment of
state authority in the administration of penal sentences represented one of
the major obstacles toward the acceptance of the indeterminate factor in the

14
15
16
17

Pound (1911) XVIII.
Drost (1930a); Drost (1930b).
Rapoport (1904).
Hartmann (1911); Ingenieros (1913).
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Old World, because it was intended as a breaking element of the virtuous
balance achieved in the liberal scheme – a balance not only between the
retributory, deterrent, and reformatory purposes of punishment, but also
between the legislative, judicial, and executive branches. Continental jurists
wanted to preserve the “old-fashioned European formula” so that the Old
World “was not prepared to go as far as America in this respect.” 18 The
unconditioned application of the indefinite sentence was perceived as a
distortion of the harmonious principles of public law that tended towards
the safeguarding of individual freedom against any arbitrary invasion; the
hypothesis of a discretionary sentence immediately evoked the resurgence of
the unlimited administrative power of the pre-revolutionary era. 19
IV.

The nulla poena sine lege principle

The nulla poena sine lege principle was seriously affected by the criminalization of the 19th and 20th centuries, but its transformation was dissimilar in
the U.S. and in Europe or in the countries influenced by the European legal
system. Given that fixed penalties systems were considered neither useful to
reform offenders nor efficient in protecting society against recidivism and
habitual criminality, the American reform movement chose to divide the
legality principle, retaining on the one hand the nullum crimen but abandoning on the other the nulla poena. If the definition of a crime was confirmed
as a specific inalienable prerogative of legislature, conversely the sentencing
phase was delegated to the prison board without any predetermined
provisions by law. Legality of punishment was a heritage of the Enlightenment whose legitimacy had been overcome because the new scientific
reformative rationale of punishment prompted the indeterminate sentence.
Indefinite penalties were not a violation of any individual right, and were
also claimed to be an achievement for the personalized treatment of
criminals.
In the U.S. legal system, legality was reshaped by neatly dividing the
criminal process into two phases, the guilty one and the sentencing one. If
the former was still governed by traditional rules of free will and criminal
liability, the latter fell within the competence of a body of experts in
18 Ruggles Brise (1911).
19 Prins (1899).
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criminology. The citizens’ safety was guaranteed against possible abuse by the
judges thanks to the nullum crimen, whereas the individualization principle
dominated the sentencing phase. Of course this bifurcation had an impact
on criminal procedure as well, because the rules of the verdict phase were
completely different from the ones of the treatment. Until the late 1920s this
scheme was accepted by the American legal culture and upheld as constitutional by the courts. Then the first open criticism of the abolition of nulla
poena arose, blaming the individualization of punishment for the erosion of
the rule of law and stressing that nullum crimen and nulla poena, as two sides
of the same coin, had to be inextricably interwoven because legality of
punishment “provides a sieve through which can flow not only humanity
and science but also repression and stupidity.” 20
In Europe, apart from Nazi legislation, and in most of the Latin American
countries, the notion of the individualization of punishment had a different
impact on nulla poena. Most of the codified systems retained the principle
as a fundamental tenet, even if mitigated by the possibility of a judicial
evaluation of extenuating or aggravating circumstances: the historical argument against any arbitrary power of an administrative body prevailed over
the rehabilitative ideal and promoted a more conservative and less experimental sentencing system, at least apparently. Even in the English penal
system, where, far from being applied in a formal meaning, nulla poena was
intended as a prohibition for the judge to invent new punishments or exceed
the statutory maximum, 21 penal policy was only partially struck by the
notion of individualization. Above all, the indefinite sentence as proposed
by American advocates was refused because “in striking contradiction to the
principles that [had] hitherto, at least in Europe, regulated the punishment
of crime,” namely that for punishment to be effective it should be certain
and definite, that the sentence of the court should be the final arbitrament of
the case, and that the prerogative of pardon was an essential attribute of
sovereignty. 22
What was not accepted in the U.S. indeterminate laws was the delegation of sentencing powers to the administrative branch, because the same
reformative purpose could be reached by the more traditional means of
20 Hall (1937).
21 Williams (1961).
22 Ruggles Brise (1901).
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conditional liberation accorded by judiciary. 23 Moreover, in the face of the
state duty to guarantee social security stood the criminals’ right to be
punished: legality of punishment had to be declined also in terms of
predictability of an objective penalty, because the unlimited discretion of a
public body to treat offenders until their moral reform rested on the very
dangerous premise that the state had the duty to uniformly educate the
deviant citizens.
From a comparative and historical point of view, the problem of nulla
poena is not one of abstract observance of the maxim, but of concrete
balances of powers and of legal mechanisms suited for protecting the
individual against any possible discretionary violation of their rights. 24
The great majority of European thinkers, both of common and civil law,
feared that the abolition of the nulla poena, in its different forms, could lead
to the abolition of criminal law itself, with tremendous consequences for
political democracy. 25
V.

The role of the judiciary

Thirdly, criminalization contributed to the modification of the role of the
judiciary, although the direction was not the same everywhere. In the U.K.,
between the mid 1800s and World War I, there were different opinions and
conflicts on questions of punishment: complaints about sentencing disparities and the call for curbing judicial discretion were followed by support for
individualizing reforms. 26 The first movement was inclined to elaborate
general rules of sentencing and sentencing standards (and it inspired the
creation of the Court of Criminal Appeal in 1907), the second one exhorted
the courts to use a wider range of sentencing refinements in order to better
match punishment and offenders, especially professional recidivists. As Keith
Smith puts it, “by 1914 the vast range of sentencing discretion enjoyed by
the courts had been both substantially eroded and enlarged on several
different fronts,” 27 but, from Du Cane to Ruggles-Brise, a conservative
approach prevailed and, even if many reforms were introduced on the basis
23
24
25
26
27
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of criminological science, the rationale of punishment remained essentially
retributive and deterrent, the judiciary was never deprived of its traditional
authority and the American notion of the indeterminate sentence never
applied.
In order to explain this choice, it is worth stressing the different institutional mood and the divergence in constitutional mindset between the U.K.
and the U.S.: while American Progressives grounded their reforms on both
the lack of public confidence in and the want of respect for the judicial
branch, as well as on the great diversity in the states’ criminal codes, the
discretion of the English judges, never subjected to political pressure by the
interested parties as were their elected American colleagues, was historically
conceived as one of the most sacred principle of English criminal law. 28 Any
effort to individualize sentences therefore had to be referred not to the
prison boards but to the courts, whose role and duty were to interpret public
sentiment about crime. Moreover, instead of neatly separating the guilty
phase from the sentencing phase, such as suggested by the American
reformers, the target of an individualized punishment could have been
better achieved through a “close and intimate relation between the judicial
authority that passe[d] the sentence and the prison authority that execute[d]
it.” 29
The rehabilitative movement in the U.S. resulted in a significant contraction of the ordinary prerogatives of judges, justified by their lack of
knowledge of behavioral sciences, criminal sociology, criminology etc.: their
legal expertise was necessary only in the verdict phase but ended with the
conviction, because the sentencing phase was the task of the new administrative board. The struggle against fixed penalties abstractly defined by law
did not foster a wider discretion of the judiciary, but the belief that offenders
could be effectively treated and reformed only through interdisciplinary
scientific knowledge shifted the burden of sentencing to the executive. This
was theoretically justified on the premise that science was neither arbitrary
nor geographically differentiated, but rooted on an experimental truth
always open to new progresses. Inefficiencies and failures of the indeterminate sentence laws were perceived not as a defeat of the principle, but only as
temporary faults of the prison commissioners due to their inexperience and
28 Ruggles Brise (1899).
29 Ruggles Brise (1911) 360.
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lack of criminological knowledge: the mechanism was not wrong, yet
operators were not adequately educated. 30 Discriminations against convicts
and the inequality of treatment from state to state, not to say from board to
board, were regarded neither as consequences of an unfair sentencing
method nor as violations of the equality principle, but rather as the effect
of a not yet uniformly spread and not unequivocally developed criminological understanding of the offenders.
Also, in the civil law European countries the role of the judiciary was an
issue. As Prins stated, the common belief was that in the 20th century,
contrary to the Ancien Régime, judges did not disregard individual rights, but
had developed a habit of respecting the rights and freedom of citizens. 31
Legal reasoning was engaged in shaping a new broader judicial function
within the boundaries of legality, modifying the prerogatives of the three
branches of powers without subverting the Rechtsstaat framework. The
adherents to the positive school of criminal law interpreted the steady
abdication of the legislature in the hands of the judiciary and of the executive as a sign of progress 32 and advocated wider judicial discretion, asserting
that “Judicial discretion is regaining what it had lost, and rids itself of the
unfortunate note as the magistrate gains in science and conscience”. 33 Less
radical reformers admitted the need for wider judicial power in order to
individualize punishment according to the characteristic of the offender, but
were also concerned about the mechanisms to balance and limit any absolute
arbitrament. 34
Even if it is recognizable that there existed a common trend in reshaping
the role of the judiciary due to the impact of the criminalization process, it is
likewise undeniable that this trend was not uniform at all: the variations are
rationalized only in terms of different traditions, cultural heritage, peculiarities in legal mentality.

30
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VI.

Administrativization of sentencing:
legal rules and legal standards

As we have seen, one of the most disputed issues of the individualization of
punishment and of the indeterminate sentence specifically, was the delegation of sentencing power to an administrative body. Legitimized on the
basis of its scientific competence and justified by the need to go beyond an
abstract formula and to take into consideration the individual offenders in
all their multifaceted characteristics, the prison board clearly brought into
question the tenets of the separation of powers and the role of the
administrative in the welfare state. It is only one example of creation of
new administrative agencies in the 20th century and can be read as part of
the broader question concerning a new balance between the legislature and
executive in order to better govern the complex social dynamics of industrialized modern societies. Once again the impact of criminology on
criminal law tenets of the liberal state framework was different in continental Europe, in the U.S. and in the U.K. because of the different
constitutional reaction to the rise of administrative bodies whose prerogatives were taken away from the legislative or the judicial branch. The
problem of the legality of administrative power was clearly related to the
legitimacy of the prison board: What were the limits of its action? How
could the citizen be safeguarded against possible abuse of its power? Were
the decisions of the board judicially reviewable? Was the sentencing phase
covered by the due process clause? Different answers to these questions
brought different attitudes towards the prison boards’ role.
The rule of law and the Rechtsstaat had divergent notions of both
administrative power and legality of administrative action; 35 moreover the
rule of law was interpreted differently in the U.K. and in the U.S. in terms
of the constitutional limits of the legislature. Dicey, as it is known, opposed
the English notion of rule of law to the French droit administratif, because
the continental prerogatives given to administrative power and governmental officials, especially with respect to the administrative tribunals, were
inconceivable for the English idea of equal protection of the law and
“fundamentally inconsistent with our traditions and customs.” 36 Similarly
the American constitutionalists stressed the equal protection of the law as
35 Sordi (2008).
36 Dicey (1902).
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the national creation of a formula that embodied the purely English due
process of law and stood as the antipole of the continental droit administratif. 37 But the 20th century even forced Anglo-American jurisprudence to
recognize the rising growth of administrative law and agencies, and to
investigate how to regulate them. Pound’s remarks on the gradual shift from
rules to legal standards in the American legal order suggested a new approach to the topic: in 1919 the Harvard Professor emphasized as mechanical application of strict rules, rigid forms and fixed principles, i. e., the
means by which legal systems had sought to attain impartiality and certainty
in the administration of justice since the Enlightenment, were no longer
suited for regulating a much more complex modern legal system. By
framing legal standards the legislature sought to balance flexible rules and
the call for individualization of justice with the need of defined limits to
discretionary decisions, because standards were “devised to guide the triers of
fact or the commission in applying to each unique set of circumstances their
common sense resulting from their experience.” 38
Thus, the problem became how these administrative agencies developed
real techniques of individualization, how was their expertise verified and
updated to scientific progresses and common sense adjustments, by what
kind of legal mechanisms could administrative tribunals and officers be
checked since they were not subject to ordinary court review. The danger of
arbitrary conduct in the administrative application of legal standards, i. e.,
the conflict between rule and discretion, was therefore inextricably bound
up with constitutional law, but the ‘great society’ of the 20th century, with
its permeating influence of technology, large-scale industry, and progressive
urbanization, asked for solutions different from the traditional ones. Felix
Frankfurter suggested that safeguards to this necessary ‘government by
commission’ could be achieved by an adequate technique of administrative
application of legal standards, a flexible, appropriate and economical procedure, easy access to public scrutiny, and by an informed and spirited bar. 39
These protections for citizens’ liberty neither referred to legality nor to
judicial decision, but looked at a possible judicial review as a different balance to contrast potential misuse of authority.
37 Taylor (1917).
38 Pound (1919).
39 Frankfurter (1926–1927).
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The sentencing power given to the prison boards was one of the many
administrative powers delegated to agencies, and the criteria of their
decisions, based on the notions of dangerousness, rehabilitation and social
security, were nothing else but legal standards, such as ‘unreasonable rates,’
‘unfair methods of competition,’ ‘undesirable residents of the United
States.’ 40 It is worth noting as Sheldon Glueck, criticizing Enrico Ferri’s
Italian criminal code project (1921) because the Italian criminologist
proposed the legislative prescription of detailed rules of individualization
as a way out of the dilemma of free judicial discretion versus protection of
individual liberty, recommended turning to a treatment board. The remedies
to safeguard individual rights from the functioning of this administrative
body were akin to the ones indicated by Frankfurter: “the definition of
broad legal categories of a social-psychiatric nature within which the treatment board will classify individual delinquents; secondly, the safeguarding
of individual rights by permitting the defendant to have counsel and
witnesses (of fact and opinion), and to examine psychiatric and social reports
filed with the tribunal, while at the same time avoiding a technical, litigious
procedure, hidebound by strict rules of evidence; thirdly, provision for
judicial review of the administrative action of the treatment tribunal when
it is alleged to have acted ‘arbitrarily’ or otherwise unlawfully.” 41
The American system of the indeterminate sentence between the 19th
and 20th century endorsed the creation of an administrative agency (the
prison board) charged with the sentencing phase, in order to fit the
treatment to the offenders. The periodical decisions of the board on the
dangerousness and rehabilitation of the convicts were final and not reviewable. The legitimacy of this method rested on the commissioners’ technical
skills lacking in both the legislature and the judiciary, and the question of
checks to this administrative authority was originally eluded because constitutional courts stated that this technique was neither an infringement of
the separation of powers nor a violation of the rule of law. Yet, after a first
period of experimentation, problems of inefficiency and of unjustified
inequality of treatment arose: solutions were sought either through a more
rational definition of legal standards and uniform elaboration of the criteria

40 Pound (1914).
41 Glueck (1928).
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for the predictability of treatment, 42 or through a claim for a return to forms
of judicial control such as judicial review of boards’ decisions or disposition
tribunal. 43 Clearly enough, the reaction from administrative justice as the
chief agency of individualization was stirred in the 1930s by the fear of what
was happening in Germany with the Nazi criminal reforms, but in the 1910s
and 20s the main reason was the alarm about the growing administrative
absolutism. Once again, a comparison with the European (and European
influenced) legal order reveals deep differences and could be useful for
explaining different histories in penal policies.
As a matter of fact, European legal systems were much less disposed to
abandon the nulla poena principle and perceived any administrative discretion about punishment as a dangerous reappearance of old ghosts. The
English refusal of the U.S. indeterminate sentence seems to be rationalized in
terms of a different political tradition. The role of the judges was never to be
removed from the sentencing phase because it represented an undeniable
safeguard for the citizen and, in case of the persistent dangerousness of the
offender, preventive measures of indefinite duration could be applied only
after having served the ordinary penalty (Prevention of Crime Act 1908).
In continental legal orders the indeterminate sentence, even if advocated
by radical reformers, was never enacted, too. The strong adherence to the
principle of legality provoked the attempt to force the reformative rationale
of punishment within the boundaries of a stricter respect of the separation of
powers: penalties had to be determined by law (especially criminal codes)
and applied by the courts. The verdict and sentencing phase were not neatly
bifurcated and both the decision and the execution of sentences were judicially decided. The dual-track system, i. e., the possibility to apply measures
of security to dangerous criminals after the expiation of the penalty, was the
correspondent to the American indeterminate sentence in Europe (Norway
1902, Italy 1930) and in Latin American (Cuban Código de defense social
1936; Uruguayan code 1933; Brazilian Code 1940): security measures could
be of indefinite duration, were related to the dangerousness of the offender
and aimed at a complete rehabilitation or, in case of irreformable delinquent, at a social neutralization 44 (Stoos 1930; Rocco 1930). But, according
42 Glueck / Glueck (1929).
43 Cantor (1938).
44 Stooss (1910); Stooss (1930); Rocco (1930).
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to the rigidity of the Rechtsstaat, preventive measures of security as well as the
conditions of their application were always fixed by law and ‘judicialized,’
even if de facto administrative in their nature: they were a sort of hybrid in
order to reach the same repressive purpose of the indeterminate sentence
(keep dangerous offenders under control) without infringing legality or the
distribution of powers.
The discussion of which system provided more effective protections to
individual rights is not the subject of this paper. What is worth mentioning
is, nonetheless, how a global history of criminology, tending to emphasize
the worldwide rise of an individualizing scientific approach to criminals’
behavior and personality, fails to explain the varying impact that criminology
had on national legal systems due to historical peculiarities, legal traditions
and habits, constitutional contexts. A more complex approach considering
neither criminology nor criminal law independently, but trying to analyze
historically and comparatively how these two disciplines reciprocally influenced and molded each other, sheds light on the roots of different developments in criminal law policies and offers possible clues to investigate why
penal systems are still so different today.
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